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1 Introduction

Olof Zaring, GRI
Background. In december 1996 a group of researchers1 met in Heidelberg, at the Gre-
ening of Industry Conference, to form a project team around the issue of eco-efficient
producer services. The interest in producer services as a research topic arose from the
claims made for substantial eco-efficiency gains when replacing product sales for service
deliveries in the business-to-business-sector of the economy. It was evident at that time
that empirical research into this potential was virtually non-existent. The claims made
were rather in the form of interesting but disconnected hypotheses, which were them-
selves prompted by a variety of anecdotes propagated by industry representatives,
among others. The interest in the business-to-business context was in itself a result of
such anecdotal evidence, since some reports indicated that a significant potential existed
in this sector of the economy.

The project team concluded that empirical evidence as well as robust concepts were
needed to advance the knowledge base, as well as the related debate on the topic of
eco-efficient services. Thus, the project was formed around the assumption that any con-
clusions should rest on empirical data, and that any modelling should be informed by
the patterns found in the data. The first draft of the project proposal was then written by
Peter James.

The project team was motivated by the hope that solid empirical evidence might stimu-
late new ways of thinking. Further, this assumption would ensure the validity of any con-

1. Full biographical details of the authors can be found in Supplement L: on page 501.
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clusions, which should address policy formulation, as well as providing a basis for
formulating practical business guidelines. 

In the fall of 1998 the project “Creating eco-efficient producer services” started. In the
project, which has been funded by the European Commission, DG XII, seven European

organisations2 joined forces; Gothenburg Research Institute (GRI), The Institut für Ökol-
ogische Wirstschaftsforschung (IÖW), AVANZI, The UK centre for Environment and Eco-
nomic development (UK CEED), Vakgroep Algemene Vorming, Faculty of Physics and
Astronomy, Vrije Universiteit van Amsterdam, (FUA), the Institute for Prospective Tech-
nological Studies (IPTS) and TNO Strategy, Technology and Policy (TNO STB). 

The project’s objective. The overall purpose of the project is to bring the topic of eco-
efficient services into the mainstream of European business and policy-making. This is
done by examining their broad characteristics and possibilities as well as barriers to their
development. Moreover, practical tools are provided for both large companies and SMEs
to identify opportunities to introduce eco-efficient services. The main focus is on eco-
efficient producer services, i.e. a business-to-business-perspective.

The project had five principal research stages. During the first three stages empirical ev-
idence about the nature of eco-efficient services was collected from a broad range of Eu-
ropean industries. The resulting forty-eight cases are a foundation for the practical
guidelines and policy recommendations. The fourth stage dealt with formulating policy
recommendations for the development of eco-efficient producer services, the recom-
mendations are based on the case studies as well as on the use of scenario analysis. The
fifth stage, finally led to the development of practical guidelines for companies wishing
to develop their own eco-efficient service concepts. The guidelines were developed
based on the cases analysed in the project and the resulting work-book was tested in
two company work-shops, one took place in the United Kingdom, and the other in the
Netherlands

The disposition of the final report. The report is divided into a main part comprising
of seven chapters, and in a supplementary part containing eight detailed case descrip-
tions, the formal project summary and the biographical notes of the authors.

In the first five main chapters of the report the empirical research is reported. First, basic
concepts are reviewed and refined, resulting in an initial set of models and hypotheses,
cf. the chapter “Innovation of eco-efficient producer services” on page 15. A broad in-
ventory of service examples, collected in five European countries, is then analysed in the
next chapter, cf. the chapter “Evaluating innovation profiles of eco-efficient services” on
page 69. This analysis tests the validity of the initial concepts, and is used to select the
in-depth cases, and also defines the dimensions to use for the in-depth cases. The next
chapter, cf. the chapter “Case studies overview” on page 117, describes the conclusions
coming out of the eight case studies and analyses the main characteristics of eco-efficient

2. A detailed listing of the participating research institutions can be found on page 487
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Introduction
producer services. The next chapter, on the dematerialisation case studies deals with one
particularly interesting class of service innovation, cf. the chapter “Dematerialization case
studies” on page 153 The following chapter is an analysis of the cases collected in the
utilities industry, cf. the chapter “Discussion on the energy utility cases” on page 171.
Then the policy implications are developed, cf. the chapter “Policy implications” on
page 185. The final main chapter is comprised of the service innovation work-book for
companies, cf. the chapter “Service innovation workbook” on page 243. and analysis of
policy implications and preparation of business educational materials.

The eight supplements that contain the utilities and dematerialisation case studies en-
sue. First, the four utilities cases can be found, beginning with Supplement A: on page
265. Finally the four dematerialisation case studies are reported, starting with Supplement
F: on page 375. The formal project summary can be found in Supplement K: on page
487. Biographical information about the report’s authors can be found in Supplement L:
on page 501.
13
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2   Innovation of eco-efficient 
producer services

Lissy Nijhuis (TNO STB) 
Gerd Scholl (IÖW)

Adriaan Slob (TNO STB)
2.1  Introduction
The focus in this project is on eco-efficient producer services. This includes all interaction
and transactions in the product chain, except for those between a company and the final
consumer (see Figure 2.1 on page 16). One motivation for focussing on producer servic-
es are the perceived possibilities for eco-efficient services on this level. Another motiva-
tion is a lack of research in the field of producer services, especially with regards to the
environmental impact these services potentially generate and prevent. The preliminary
hypotheses that are being used in the project are: 

1. eco-efficient services are more likely to develop in the area of producer services than 
provision of services to tertiary sector organisations or final consumers;

2. Most eco-efficient service innovations will be driven by non-environmental rather 
than environmental factors;

3. Successful eco-efficient innovations are likely to involve simultaneous changes in all 
or most of the following variables: property, pattern, perception, performance and 
product (see section 2.1.1);
15



Introduction
A key barrier to eco-efficient service innovations are corporate accounting systems,
which tend to minimise the environmental and full acquisition costs of products.

Figure 2.1. Focus on the business to business level

2.1.1 Preliminary model
In the proposal for this project, one model has been proposed that “underlies the project
and that will be tested and refined by the field work”. This is the 5 P-model. (see
Figure 2.2 on page 16). The model exists of five “P’s” which all represent a key variable
that can be influenced by providers of eco-efficient services; performance, products, per-
ceptions, property and pattern. 

Figure 2.2. The five P-model

totoBusiness Business Business
Final

consumer

Eco-efficient services

Performance

Pattern

Perception

Property

Product
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This model will be refined and tested in the entire project. A first refinement takes place
in this paper; based on theories and new insights a more elaborated figure concerning
the elements that are essential for the developments and introduction of eco-efficient
producer service, is presented in chapter two.

2.1.2 This paper
The report consists of two parts (see Figure 2.3 on page 18). Part I deals with questions
concerning the innovation process that leads to eco-efficient services. Part II summarises

Explanation of the 5 P-model

Performance – Eco-efficient services provide maintained or increased customer value,
with decreased or maintained environmental impacts. Clearly, the more that an eco-ef-
ficient service increases performance, which is valued by customers, the more successful
it is likely to be. 

Product - An important area of services is those which change the state of material arti-
facts. All services require material artifacts for their delivery to some degree. Hence an
important element in the development of eco-efficient services is changing the attributes
of the products they utilise, act upon or are linked with in providing customer value.
Except for changing the material artifacts that are connected to the delivery of a service,
the product dimension also refers to the situation in which the delivery of a service is
replaced by the delivery of a service.

Perception - This is the view of intermediaries and final consumers about their needs
and how they are best satisfied. Some eco-efficient services will involve changing per-
ceptions of what people’s needs are. For example, when copiers are substituted by pho-
tocopies. Other services require changes in consumer behaviour. An important factor
concerning perception in marketing. 

Property - This variable refers to options like pooling, sharing and leasing, all in order
to increase product intensity and product life extension. 

Pattern – A lot of literature focuses on changes in institutional patterns of arrangements 
of supply chains, e.g. trough shared rather than individual ownership of goods. These 
are undoubtedly important, although it may be that other forms of institutional innova-
tions could be more important. Most studies on innovation, for example, stress the 
importance of institutional networks in helping or hindering progress. 
17



Introduction
different drivers and barriers that have been found in various publications concerning
innovation processes in general and environmental issues in particular.

Figure 2.3. Structure of this paper

Part I. The central issue in part I, is the introduction of eco-efficient producer services.
Firstly, in section 2.2 the concept of eco-efficient services is described in more detail. Es-
pecially the role of technology and changing consumer behaviour is described in more
detail, including the rebound effect. In this chapter questions like “how can services re-
duce the environmental impact?” and “what makes a service eco-efficient?” are dealt with.
In this chapter, also the 5 P-model is elaborated. Next, in section 2.3 the dimensions of
service innovations are described. Several trends in the service industry are illuminated,
stressing the uniqueness of services. Finally, in section 2.4, a concluding synthesis is pre-
sented.

Part II. Once the characteristics of eco-efficient services have been unraveled, drivers
and barriers can be identified. This is done in part II. In section 2.5 the level of analysis
is explained. Then, in section 2.6, a summary is presented, based on existing literature
on innovation processes, service concepts and strategy. 

In this summary specific questions concerning (potential) drivers and barriers are iden-
tified. A short conclusion forms the basis of the last section, section 2.7.

The ultimate objective of this report is to provide guidance and tools (e.g. a questionnaire
and a profile checklist) for the case studies that are reported in chapter 3, chapter 4,
chapter 5 and chapter 6. Moreover the insights presented in this report will be refined
and adapted and form the basis of the policy recommendations that are to be formulated
in chapter 7 and the business manual that is reported in chapter 8. 

Firstly, however, the concept of services is described is more detail, as well as the in-
triguing relationship between services and sustainable development. 

Intro-

duction
(ch.1)

To be extended
in case studies

(stage 2 and 3 of
the project)

Part I:
- Eco-efficient producer services (ch. 2)

- Service innovations (ch. 3)
- Conclusion (ch. 4)

Part II:

- Methodology (ch. 5)
- Drivers and barriers (ch. 6)
- Conclusion (ch. 7)
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2.1.3 Services
The central element in this project are services. A service is an immaterial good, or “...
any act or performance that one party can offer to another that is essentially intangible
and does not result in the ownership of anything” (Kotler, 1997: 467). Accordingly, a ser-
vice has the following major characteristics (Kotler, 1997; Hoogerwerf, 1996; Von der
Oelsnitz, 1997):

• intangibility: they cannot be seen, tasted, felt, heard or smelled before they are 
bought;

• inseparability: they are produced and consumed simultaneously;

• variability: their quality highly depends on who provides them and where they are 
provided;

• perishability: they cannot be stored;

• interactivity: high level of interaction between the supplier and the customer;

• labour intensity: (quite often) higher share of labour input than in case of products.

On the contrary, a product is to be understood as a materialised artifact that can be de-
picted in technical terms. Products are also “symbols of identity” (Dittmar, 1992) and
hence “part of a complex system of relations and meanings, moments of social-cultural
construction of reality and its assessment” (Eisendle and Miklautz, 1992: 11). Therefore,
a car can be characterised by the power of its engine or its mileage, but also by its sym-
bolic value in terms of prestige, self esteem, and autonomy (although the latter dimen-
sion cannot easily be operationalised).

Still, the borderline drawn between products and services, is fictitious. In practice, there
will be a continuum of products and services, i.e. a product-service-mix, encompassing
hybrid combinations of products and services (Kotler, 1997) (see Figure 2.4 on page 20):

• a physical product with hardly any service component (e.g. buying a washing 
machine);

• a physical product specifically supplemented by a service (e.g. buying a washing 
machine including maintenance services);

• a service assisted by a product (e.g. outsourcing the washing process to a profes-
sional laundrette);
19
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• a service with hardly any material component (e.g. asking advice about how to wash 
your clothes)

Figure 2.4.  The product-service continuum

Apart from defining intangibles and tangibles as the ends of a product-service-continu-
um, products are very often perceived as service providers in themselves: “physical prod-
ucts are really vehicles that deliver services to us” (Kotler, 1997).

2.1.4 Why study services? 
There are two important motives for taking a closer look at the development and intro-
duction of producer services:

1. The growing importance of services in the economy and

2. The relationship between services and sustainable development.

2.1.4.1 Growing importance of services in the economy
Service industries account for at least two third of total employment in developed econ-
omies and for at least 50% of gross domestic product (Daniels, 1993). Moreover, narrowly
defined, the sector’s relative contribution to the GDP of the U.S. has increased by over
200% since 1950. And while over the pas decade manufacturing employment has shrunk
at an average rate of 0,3%, the service employment has grown at an annual rate of 4,2%
(White et.al., 1999). 

Service innovations (‘new services’) and innovation of services (‘improvement of existing
services’) are dynamic processes. They touch upon the interaction between producers
and consumers, the ‘production’ of the service, the marketing and the delivery of the ser-
vice. Research concerning innovation and services is receiving more and more attention.
However, specific knowledge on innovations concerning producer services is still very
limited. As a result, gaining more insight in service innovations as well as in innovations

in services1 is one of the main issues of this project.

1.  In the following chapters, no distinction is made between “innovations in services” (improve-
ment of existing services) and “service innovations” (new services). Both types of innovations 
will be referred to as “service innovations”. 

product  service

materialised

immaterialised
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2.1.4.2 The relation between services and sustainable development
In “Our Common future” (WCED, 1987) sustainable development is defined as a “…de-
velopment that meets the needs of the present, without compromising the ability of fu-
ture generations to meet their own needs”. Sustainable development has widened the
scope of environmental policies to other policy domains and has linked “environmental
thinking” to development issues, especially to social and economic policy issues. 

In Figure 2.5 on page 21 these major elements of sustainable development -economic,
social and environmental- are shown, together with the issues that interact with two el-
ements (Munasinghe, 1998):

• Social-economic interface, e.g. intragenerational equity (income distribution), tar-
geted relief of the poor and employment

• Social-environmental interface, e.g. intergenerational equity (right of future genera-
tions) and public participation

• Economic-environmental interface, e.g. valuation and internalisation

Figure 2.5. The three elements of sustainable development and their interactions (Munasinghe, 1998)

According to the “Brundtland report” (1987): “The concept of sustainable development
does imply limits - not absolute limits, by limitations by the present state of technology
and social organisation on environmental resources and by the ability of the biosphere
to absorb the effects of human activities. But technology and social organisation can be
both managed and improved to make way for a new era of economic growth”. In other

Economic
- growth
- efficiency
- stability

Environmental
- biodiversity
- natural resources
- polution

Social
- poverty
- consultation / empowerment
- culture / heritage

- valuation
- internalisation

- intragenerational

equity

- targeted relief /
employment

- intergenerational equity

- popular participation
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Introduction
words, changes in technology and social organisations are essential in achieving sustain-
able development. This is where services enter the picture.

Services facilitate the arrangements that influence the eco-efficiency of activities, espe-
cially the eco efficiency of consumer behaviour and, or in combination with, the eco-
efficiency of the technology applied and its material artifacts. The relationship between
arrangements, technology and social factors -leading to a more sustainable development-
and the role of service and service innovation, is depicted in Figure 2.6 (based on Slob,
1999).

 

Figure 2.6.  The role of technology, behaviour and arrangements in environmental innovation (based 
on Slob, 1999)

In this figure the key elements of sustainable development (economic, social and envi-
ronmental developments) are addressed in a somewhat different way. The following el-
ements are distinguished:

• arrangements: all the institutional, organisational or commercial arrangements that 
are needed to guide technological development and behaviour of consumers and 
producers in a certain direction. This includes regulatory and economic measures, 
institution building, etc. 

• behaviour: the behaviour of the societal actors (consumers and producers). Essential 
in consuming products and/ore services are both the quality (environmental impact 
per product or service) and the quantity (the amount of products or services con-
sumed).

new services,
rebound effects

         advice,
    education,
feedback

Eco-efficient
technologies,
factor 4, 10, 20

Eco-arrangements

Environmental policies,
institutions etc.

Eco-conscious
behaviour

quantity, quality

   environmental
effects
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Innovation of eco-efficient producer services
• technology: the artifacts that are being used to fulfil the needs of consumers and pro-
ducers. New technologies can result in more energy efficient appliances, new service 
applications (e.g. information and communication technology (ICT)), and scale 
effects which result in efficiency gains at the supplier.

All three elements address and affect economic, social and environmental developments.
This is even more clear when a close look is taken at the interactions between arrange-
ments, technologies and behaviour:

• organisation and information as the interface between arrangements and behaviour. 
Information and organisation can be seen as an intervention to steer behaviour. At 
the same time information and the organisational context are also important for feed-
back purposes in the direction of the arrangements. Are goals being achieved, are 
there any undesired effects? Services (consultancy, education, monitoring activities) 
play an important role, enabling the transfer of information. 

• infrastructure as a physical form of arrangements to steer technological develop-
ment (R&D-infrastructure) or technological application. When the technology 
changes drastically, a whole new infrastructure is needed. On the one hand, infra-
structure might enable the application of (new) technologies. On the other hand 
infrastructure can become a major obstacle for the introduction of new technologies, 
because of the attachment of interests of important actors. One way of overcoming 
this obstacle is by forming a new arrangement, which for example, enables financing 
and marketing and stimulates the development and introduction of eco-efficient 
technologies.

• technology and behaviour interactions as a source for new services, including poten-
tial (negative) side effects. The way technology is being used determines the effect of 
the technology for economy, the social system and the environment. Technical solu-
tions do not only result in an decreased environmental impact. Since people’s behav-
iour is usually changing as well as a result of technological changes, it might happen 
that the decreased environmental impact (attained by a technical solution) is unex-
pectedly compensated by an increase in demand for services. This can result in an 
overall increased environmental impact, called the rebound effect.

New arrangements offer the possibility to develop technologies that are a factor four, or
ten or even more times more eco-efficient that the existing technology. At the same time
they also result (in combination with the new technology) in changed consumer behav-
iour due to feedback information and education. The combination of changed consumer
behaviour and more eco-efficient technologies has the potential to close loops of mate-
rials and components (reversed logistics, recycling) and/or to optimise and intensify the
use and re-use of products (maintenance, repair, renting, sharing). Still, the results may
also be reversed, leading to unwanted rebound effects and more environmental impact.
In summary, it is not simple to create an eco-efficient service arrangement. Both the de-
velopment and introduction of new technologies and the effects on consumer behaviour
need to be taken into account.

In an economy dominated by services, the focus of consumption is not on goods per se,
but on the function these products deliver. That means that customers value products
not for their own sake but for the function they fulfil and the utility they yield. The eco-
nomic objective of such a functional economy is to create the highest possible value for
23



Introduction
the longest possible time while consuming as few material resources and energy as pos-
sible (Stahel in White et al., 1999). Due to the important role services can play, facilitating
new arrangements which create new forms of added value and reduce the environmen-
tal impact, a service based economy may be a means to de-link economic growth and
environmental degradation.

Still, the view that an economy dominated by services is inherently clean, is insufficient
and incorrect. Instead, the service economy is better characterised as a value-added layer
resting upon a material intensive, industrial economy. For instance, service personnel
needs to travel (usually by car or airplane), insurance companies need to be housed, re-
pair and maintenance personnel needs tools and to most of the organisations computers
are indispensable. 

According to White et.al. (1999), if services are to produce a greener economy, it will be
because they change the ways in which products are made, used and disposed of, or
because services, in some cases, supplant products altogether. Either way, this raises the
question of what makes a service eco-efficient? Which arrangements generate environ-
mental benefits? Under which conditions? And what are the drivers and barriers? Current
literature has not yet presented a clear answer to these questions yet. As a result, answer-
ing the questions regarding the eco-efficiency of producer services and their potential
contribution to a sustainable society, is the other main goal of this project.
24
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PART I: ECO-EFFICIENT SERVICES
25



Description of eco-efficient services
2.2  Description of eco-efficient services

2.2.1 Introduction
“Eco-efficiency is reached by the delivery of competitively priced goods and services 
that satisfy human needs and bring quality of life, while progressively reducing eco-
logical impacts and resource intensity throughout the life cycle, to a level at least in 
line with the earth’s carrying capacity” (World Business Council for Sustainable 
Development, 1995).

According to this definition of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development,
eco-efficient services aim at increasing the added value of a product-service-mix and de-
creasing the material and energetic component in the product-service-mix. 

One of the main assumptions in this paper is that entrepreneurs will only be motivated
to introduce eco-efficient services when they generate some form of added value. Using
two variables, the value added by a service (representing the economic impact) and the
environmental impact in order to provide a service, a matrix can be constructed, offering
four possible options (Figure 2.7):

• Services with a low added value and a low environmental impact;

• Services with a low added value and a high environmental impact;

• Services with a high added value and a low environmental impact;

• Services with a high added value and a high environmental impact.

Figure 2.7. Eco-efficient services

Naturally, the preferred, eco-efficient service, is a service that has a high added value and
which results in a low environmental impact, while being provided. In order to reach
that situation, services with a low added value will need to be upgraded (arrow 1). On
the other hand, services with a high environmental impact, which require a lot of mate-
rials or energy to be provided, will need to be dematerialised. However, dematerialisa-
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tion is unlikely to be achieved when there is no economic incentive for the producers
of these services. As a result, the development of services with a high environmental im-
pact to services with a low material component will only take place if it is combined with
some form of added value (arrows 2).

Added value for producers of eco-efficient services can usually be defined in terms of
higher profit margins, improved image or the ability to comply with governmental rules.
To consumers of an eco-efficient service, added value can be defined as the perceived
extent to which needs are satisfied, examples are, lower costs, increased flexibility, shift-
ed responsibility or increased convenience.

The way in which services influence the environmental impact is more complicated to
describe. In the following paragraphs, a closer look is taken at the environmental impact
of services. Firstly a closer look is taken at the role that services can play in reducing the
environmental impact (section 2.2.2). Secondly, some insights are presented in measur-
ing the environmental gain a service can realise (section 2.2.3). Thirdly, in section 2.2.4
a definition of eco-efficient services is presented. 

2.2.2 The role of services in reducing the environmental impact 
The overall environmental impact of any economic activity depends on both the amount
of units consumed as well as the environmental impact per unit. This is shown in the
following simple formula (cp. Hirschl et.al., 1998):

E = The environmental impact
e  = The environmental impact per unit of performance
P = The units of performance demanded

This equation shows that the environmental impact of an activity can be decreased by
improving its environmental performance, by decreasing the amount of units that are de-
manded or by doing both. An improved environmental performance results in a lower
environmental impact per product-service mix. Decreased demand results in a smaller
volume of the material component that is needed, and hence also decreases the environ-
mental impact of a product-service mix. 

In Figure 2.6 on page 22 this distinction has been referred to as changing the quality of
the units of performance or the quantity.

2.2.2.1 Reduced environmental impact: use- and non-use impact
Services can play a role in reducing both the total amount of units of performance de-
manded (e.g. outsourcing certain activities might make people more conscious concern-
ing the costs of certain activities, leading to decreased demand) and reducing the

E = e x P
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environmental impact of each unit (e.g. a provider of a laundry service can use his wash-
ing machines more efficiently and is motivated to maintain the equipment very well, in
order to improve product life time). Table 2.1 on page 28 shows an overview of possi-
bilities for services to reduce the environmental impact of products, made by White et.al.
(1999). 

In this table a distinction is made between use and non-use impacts. Use impacts are
environmental impacts that occur while the consumer is using the products. These im-
pacts can be decreased by training the consumer and teaching how to use the product
in the most optimal way, or by designing a product in such a way that it consumes less
energy or requires little maintenance. Non-use impacts refer to the environmental impact
caused while extraction resources and manufacturing, distributing and discarding prod-
ucts. Services can diminish this impact, for example, by facilitating reversed logistics (en-
abling producers to recycle components) or by realising economies of scale. 

2.2.2.2 Reduced environmental impact: behaviour and scale effects
White et.al. (1999) present a lot of valuable insights. However, the sources of impact re-
duction can not only be expressed in terms of use- and non-use but also in terms of con-

suming side and supplying side2. More particularly, using two variables:

Table 2.1. Possible reduction of environmental impacts by using services (White et.al. 
1999)

Source of impact reduction: Conditions to achieve reductions:

U
se

 i
m

p
ac

ts

Via product design Use related environmental costs are internalised, 
and these costs may be reduced by better design of 
product

Via increased turnover Servicizing drives more rapid turnover of product 
stock in use, combined with progressive efficiency 
improvements in consecutive years

Via more optimal use operation of 
existing product (maintenance, 
training, process efficiency)

Use related environmental costs are internalised 
and these costs may be reduced by more optimal 
operation

Where the product is a cost rather than a profit 
centre and more optimal operation extends prod-
uct life / reduces product consumed

N
o

n
-u

se
 i

m
p

ac
ts

Via reductions in number or volume 
or product manufactured (increased 
durability, large service capacity, 
more efficient utilisation)

The product is a cost rather than a profit centre, 
providing incentives for any of the following:

More durable products

products of a larger service capacity, via the realisa-
tion of economies of scale

more efficient utilisation of products in use

Via reductions in the volume of 
materials mobilised per unit (recla-
mation activities)

The product has economic value at the end-of-life 
or where end-of-life costs are internalised, in either 
case stimulating reclamation activities

Via improved environmental perfor-
mance of non-use processes (dis-
posal impacts, reclamation activities)

The product has economic value at the end-of-life 
or where end-of-life costs are internalised, in either 
case stimulating reclamation activities
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• Changing behaviour of consumers and

• Scale effects or efficiency gains at the provider

Changing consumer behaviour. In section 2.1.4 the importance of changing consum-
er behaviour was already briefly described. Consumer behaviour can lead to a decreased
demand for product-services units or less environmental impact per unit, both decreasing
the overall environmental impact. However, changing consumer behaviour can also re-
sult in increased overall environmental impact. For example; suppose a hotel decides to
no longer do its laundry itself, but to outsource this activity to a professional laundrette.
In case the hotel has to pay per kilo, the new financial insights might motivate the hotel
to reduce the amount of laundry or use less heavy material. Either way, the total volume
of laundry (measured in kilo’s) and, as a result, the demand for washing activities will
decrease.

In case the hotel continues to do the washing in-house, it might ask some advice from
a professional laundrette or a supplier on how to use the machines most efficiently. Due
to this advice, the hotel’s employers might change their behaviour and operate the ma-
chines in such a way they consumer less energy or that less machines are needed. As a
result of the arrangement with the laundrette, the environmental impact (per unit) of the
washing process is decreased. 

However, it is also possible that the hotel will generate more laundry. Since the laundry
is no longer done in-house by colleagues, the hotel’s employers might be less selective
in deciding what needs to be washed and increase the volume of laundry. This rebound
effect stresses that it is important to not only improve the environmental impact of activ-
ities, but at the same time, keep an eye of the change in people’s behaviour. Otherwise,
the decreased environmental impact per unit, often attained by technical solutions, might

2. The distinction in use and non-use environmental impact is different from the distinction 
between environmental impact at the consuming or the supplying side. Consumers can be 
involved in the discarding stage of product/service combinations (e.g. reversed logistics) and 
the ‘production’ of services (at the supplying side) is often inseparable from its consumption 
(e.g. a professional laundrette).
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be unexpectedly compensated by an increased demand for service units, resulting in an
increased overall environmental performance (see Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8. Consequences of changing consumer behaviour

Realising efficiency at the provider. Services do not only influence the environmen-
tal impact by realising changes at the consuming side, the arrangement can also influence
the environmental impact generated at the supplying side. The key in realising decreased
environmental impact is specialisation. 

Due to a focus on performing a few specific activities, specialist can achieve scale effects
that are out of reach for the client, realising substantial efficiency gains. For example by
fulfilling the needs for multiple clients by using only one set of hardware. Continuing the
laundrette story, due to scale effects at the laundrette its machines can be used more ef-
ficiently and its capacity used more optimally. The results of these “mechanical” scale
effects, is that the total amount of washing machines needed, is reduced.

Scale effects do not only enable specialists improve their efficiency, it also offers possi-
bilities for keeping up with the latest developments and using state-of-the-art technolo-
gies or methodologies. This stimulates the use of the latest, preferably energy-efficient,
technology.

Moreover, since the laundrette’s core business is washing clothing, its employers concen-
trate on operating and maintaining the machines, instead of doing all kinds of additional
activities, like the hotel employers need to do. Dedicating their time mainly to washing
clothing, the laundrette’s employers gain a lot of expertise, increasing the life time of the
washing machines (measured in kilos of clothing washed) and using the optimal amount
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of detergent and washing powder. Moreover, the specialists’ knowledge will enable
smart solutions and new arrangements. This is referred to as “human” scale effects. 

Outsourcing certain activities to specialists, won’t always result in a overall decreased en-
vironmental impact. The most important rebound effect are increased transport move-
ments. For example, in order to have the clothing washed at a professional laundrette,
either the hotel, or the laundrette -depending on the arrangement- needs to carry the
clothing from the hotel to the laundrette and back. Although both the hotel and the laun-
drette will try to make the least and shortest transport movements as possible, they will
still generate additional travels (see Figure 2.9 on page 32).

The combination of knowledge together with the possibility to realise economies of
scale, makes specialists key-players when introducing environmentally friendly services.
They can make arrangements that both generate added value and decrease the environ-
mental impact. 

For example, an energy company could sell a certain climate to a company instead of
just delivering energy. Due to the hardware the energy company owns, or its contacts
with other companies who can produce the energy, the energy company can deliver the
electricity and heating at a lower price than when the consumer would generate his own
energy. Moreover, thanks to its experience, the energy company possesses a lot of ex-
pertise and could advice the consumer’s employees on how to change their behaviour
and use less energy, for example by using equipment in the most optimal way.

In this example, both the environmental impact and the volume of energy use is reduced
while added value is generated for both the energy company and its client. The consum-
er pays less money since its employees will use less energy while working. On the other
hand, the energy company will not face a huge loss of sales, advising companies on how
to decrease their energy use, since it is rewarded for the climate it delivers, not for the
amount of energy used.
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Figure 2.9. Consequences of scale effects at the provider

In summary, specialists provide both added value and can at the same time reduce the
environmental impact due to scale effects and specialised knowledge. 

Scale effects reduce the environmental impact per unit and with the help of their specific
expertise and inherently their credibility, specialists might convince people to change
their behaviour and reduce the number of product-service units needed (assuming the
arrangements includes a new payment/rewarding system).

In Figure 2.10 on page 33 a summary is presented. There is one important condition, on
which the figure is based: in order for specialists, like an energy company, to offer a ser-
vice with minimal environmental impact, the quality of the service delivered should be
guaranteed. For example; the energy company might be able to deliver the energy more
eco-efficiently. However, on the moment that its consumer does not receive the required
amount of energy or no energy at all, the added value as well as the eco-efficiency is
completely lost. The client will feel forced to install small, inefficient, heating elements
or operate its own, relatively small scaled, power station.
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Figure 2.10. Summary of the role of behavioural change and scale effects

2.2.3 Measuring the environmental impact
The changes in volume of products and services can relatively easily be measured by
counting the sales and production data. The difficulty is measuring the environmental
impact per unit. 

2.2.3.1 Life cycle analysis
A well known method to measure the environmental impact per unit is Life Cycle Anal-
ysis (LCA). This method takes into account the environmental impact of a product from
“cradle to grave”; from design, to (pre-)production, assembling, use, and after-use of a
product-service mix (see Figure 2.11 on page 34).
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Figure 2.11. The product life cycle (White et.al., 1999) 

All stages along the so-called “production-consumption chain” are analysed in order to
determine which activity in the cycle causes the largest environmental damage, and how

this environmental impact can be reduced3. Services can play an important role in each
stage of the product life cycle, especially with regards to the identification an realisation
of optimum product life (Slob et.al. 1997). This is described in more detail in part II of
this paper.

3. In principle, the LCA approach will underlie the assessment of the eco-profile of the services 
under consideration. However, it will not be possible to conduct full blown LCA’s in the con-
text of the project.

Intermezzo: Industrial ecology

Analysing the production-consumption chain is one way of identifying scale 
effects that might result in lower environmental impacts. Another way would be 
not to analyse the production-consumption chain (which usually focuses on a 
national or even international level) but to examine environmental effects on 
one site (local level). For example, companies that are situated in the same 
industrial park, might be able to exchange goods which are waste for one com-
pany but which still can serve as resources for the other, like (warm) water, heat 
or waste. This form of industrial ecology does not necessarily result from scale 
effects in the production-consumption chain, but originates from local scale 
effects, attained as a consequence of mutual nearness of companies which can 
use each other’s “waste” streams. 

Since the characteristics of the resources that are being exchanged, are continu-
ously changing (waste is transformed into an product, water changes to steam 
and back) it is hardly possible to define the unit of analysis (e.g. the amount of 
km. covered, the amount of kilos of clothing washed or the amount of photo-
copies made). As a result, LCA can not be used for determining the overall envi-
ronmental impact in this case in which local scale effects are the subject of 
analysis.
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2.2.3.2 Economy-Ecology vector
Services can influence the environmental impact of products in all stages of the life cycle,
including the (reversed) logistics. This is illustrated in a project of the Dutch Ministry of
Housing, Spatial Planning and Environment (VROM) (PWC, 1999). In order to visualise
both the added value and the reduced environmental impact in each stage of the product
life cycle, a so called “Economy-ecology (E2) vector” is constructed (see Figure 2.12)
(PWC, 1999). This E2 vector expresses both the environmental load of a product service
system and the cumulative value creation over the life cycle and compares the current
situation to a new initiative. 

Figure 2.12. The E2 vector (Price, Waterhouse Coopers, 1999)

In order to determine the environmental load in each stage of the life cycle of the prod-
uct service system, the authors suggest to first make a qualitative assessment. It is impor-
tant to find the dominant aspects in the reference situation, taking into account at least
the total energy consumption, depletion of raw materials, production of waste stream
and emissions to air. If necessary a quantitative assessment can be made, based on a
LCA-like method, listing and weighting all emissions. The next step is to find out what
changes occur as a result of the introduction of the new product service system (PWC,
1999).

The accumulated value creation can also be assessed both qualitatively and quantitative-
ly. In qualitative terms the scores should represent the increase or decrease of profitabil-
ity and value and the competitiveness and new market potential. 

A quantitative assessment can be based on standard accounting methods on company
level and on a so called profit pool (a method which compares and combine cumulative
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value per unit per stage of the life cycle with the profit margin per unit and per stage of
the life cycle) on production chain level (PWC, 1999).

2.2.3.3 Functional equivalency and the uniqueness of services
In order to make a comparison, the role of functional equivalence is an important aspect.
The new situation should fulfil the same need as the old situation, otherwise the two
can’t be compared. This is a crucial difficulty while juxtaposing two situations. Functional
equivalency strongly depends on consumer’s perception. For some people travelling by
bus will be functionally equivalent to going by car, since both vehicles drive from A to B. 

However, others might consider going by car as something completely different; a car
provides more comfort, drives from door to door and does not need to be shared by
fellow passengers. Still another group of people considers the bus to be functionally su-
perior to the car, since this mode of transportation is more environmentally friendly. In
general it will be possible to compare activities which are functionally equivalent, but it
still remains a personal judgement, that might not be shared by everyone.

Measuring the environmental impact in each stage of the life cycle and comparing the
environmental impact and the added value to an activity that is functional equivalent,
implies a task that is practically impossible to fulfil. The problem with services is that
they are all unique. Each service represents a unique agreement between a provider and
consumer firm. Exactly this key success factor makes services hard to compare and dif-
ficult to measure. One consequence of this characteristic of service is that it is not only
difficult to compare services to alternatives, but also to draw conclusions that can be gen-
eralised. 

2.2.4 Definition of an eco-efficient service
No economic activity is environmentally friendly per se. Even services need material ar-
tifacts to be delivered. There are however, some activities that might cause less environ-
mental damage than others. The key issue is to determine the environmental impact of

the new situation and compare the outcome to the situation like it was before4. In the
case of services, the new situation can be compared to:

• a situation in which the same activity was performed with “products” instead of ser-
vices (e.g. selling a copy machine versus selling photocopies) (“service to product”); 

• another, similar service (e.g. a painter using solvent based paint versus a painter 
using water based paint) (“service to service”); or

• a situation in which a certain activity was not performed at all (e.g. throwing used 
paper in a waste bin versus collecting used paper and use it to produce new paper) 
(“service to no service”).

4. Although this seems almost impossible, since services are unique, and therefore difficult to 
compare and to measure.
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A service is environmentally favourable when the total amount of environmen-
tal impact prevented (compared to the alternative) is larger than the amount of
environmental impact that is generated by the service.

Keeping is mind the condition that an eco-efficient service needs to both add value and
decrease the environmental load, the following working definition of an eco-efficient
service will be used and refined during the project:

An eco-efficient service (EES) is a certain product-service mix 
which has a higher added value and a smaller environmental 
impact compared to a similar product-service mix or a situation in 
which the activity was not performed at all.

“product-service mix” - Each service needs a smaller or bigger amount of material and
energy inputs for its production (carrying medium). Hence, a “pure” service does not ex-
ist in reality. It is interpreted as a mixture of materialised products and immaterial servic-
es instead. 

“higher added value” - Eco-efficiency of services does not only refer to the ecological
impact and resource intensities, but also to the extent to which human needs are satis-
fied. On a macro level, the attribution of services to processes of economic is essential.
On a meso and micro level, services can contribute to innovation and other forms of add-
ed value both at the consumer’s and the supplier’s side (e.g. more convenience, in-
creased flexibility and shorter time to respond).

“a smaller environmental impact” – This has been explained before. A service is envi-
ronmentally favourable when the total amount of environmental impact prevented (com-
pared to the alternative) is larger than the amount of environmental impact that is
generated by the service. In the current project, the environmental impact is measured
in terms of material inputs and energy use. Other ecological parameters, such as pollu-
tion, waste, or biodiversity, should not get worse. 

“a similar product service mix” – As was stated before, functional equivalency is hardly
possible to find. In this case “similar” means that the different options compared basically
have to meet the same need.

“a situation in which the activity was not performed at all”- Some potential eco-efficient
product/service mixes fulfil entire new functions, reducing the environmental impact of
economic activities in a product-consumption chain. 

2.3  The role of innovation

2.3.1 Introduction
Initiating and stimulating behavioural change and realising scale effects are the two ma-
jor aspects that cause smart solutions which result in services that are potentially envi-
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ronmentally favourable. This raises the question how these behavioural changes and
scale effects can be realised.

This is when innovations enter the picture. Both innovations in services, changing cur-
rent services, and service innovations, creating entirely new services, can have a tremen-
dous impact on both behaviour and efficiency. They enable new arrangements and
entirely change the dynamic that leads to environmental impact. 

The concept of innovation and the innovation process itself have been described in
many publications (e.g. Rogers, 1995, Dodgson and Rothwell, 1996). However, the ma-
jority of this literature focuses on industrial innovation, aimed at material, tangible prod-
ucts. Until recently, service-oriented innovations and innovation processes were a black
box. One project that aims at shining some light on innovations in services is the Euro-

pean SI4S project5. Although this project focuses on the role of knowledge intensive
business services (KIBS), the results give a clear insight in innovation in services in gen-
eral.

The following paragraphs will highlight some interesting results from the SI4S project.
In section 2.3.2 some general trends in the service industry are described. The aim of this
paragraph is to gain more feeling concerning the developments that take place in servic-
es and the service industry. Then, in section 2.3.3, a closer look is taken at some specific
characteristics of innovation in services, resulting in some very specific barriers. Next, in
section 2.3.4 a model is presented, describing four dimensions of innovations in services.
This model is an essential part of this chapter, since it describes the dimensions that will
be influenced (or need to be changed) in order to realise an eco-efficient service.

2.3.2 Trends in the service industry
According to Den Hertog and Bilderbeek (1997, SI4S) four structural trends can be iden-
tified that affect services and service-mediated innovation processes that reflect the in-
creasing centrality of services in processes of economic growth and innovation.

• intertwining of services and industrial products

• specialisation and integration through networks

• dematerialisation and knowledge intensity

• internationalisation and liberalisation

Intertwining of services and industrial products. Both inside and outside manufac-
turing industries, the number of service functions is growing. This process is called ter-
tiarisation. This development implies that in a large number of industrial sectors the

5. The European project “Services in innovation, innovation in services” (SI4S) was sponsored 
under the Targeted Socio Economic Research Program (TSER). Especially the workpackages 
concerning regarding the “National profile of recent innovation patterns in services and the 
Netherlands” (Den Hertog and Bilderbeek, 1997) and a “Synthesis report of the workpackages 
five and six” (Bilderbeek, Den Hertog, Marklund and Miles (1998)) provide very useful infor-
mation for the conceptual framework.
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production of physical goods constitutes only a small part of the process of value adding.
It is expected that the service contribution will increase even further when the demand
for differentiated and individual products and services increases. “Competition is shifting
away from how companies build their products to how well they serve customers before
and after they build them” (Chase in Den Hertog and Bilderbeek, 1997).

Parallel to this process of tertiarisation of manufacturing industries, some service indus-
tries are subject to industrialisation. Especially services characterised by high capital in-
tensities and a large administrative component adopt features from the industrial
production process. For example, straightforward and repetitive actions in the service
process are standardised and management concepts that have their origin in manufac-
turing such as Total Quality Management or Business process re-engineering, are increas-
ingly applied in service industries. This combination of tertiarisation and industrialisation
shows that in a considerable part of the economic process industrial and service process-
es are intertwined. 

Specialisation and integration through networks. In order to increase high quality
products and services, quite some large companies have adopted back-to-the-core and
lean production strategies, leading to specialisation. This results in outsourcing of non-
core specialised and non-specialised service activities. At the same time, specialised ser-
vice companies grow and increasingly need extra firm co-ordination of activities, for ex-
ample trough interactive and transactional ICT network applications.

The economic process increasingly consists of highly interdependent firms in a mutual
subcontracting, outsourcing and co-operation relationship. Managing the links in these
value chains and value systems is par excellence a service function. Innovations that fo-
cus on the delivery system or interfacing with (potential) clients can prove to be a threat
for intermediaries and might affect the competitive position and power relations within
the entire value chain.

Dematerialisation and knowledge intensity. In a knowledge-based economy the
cost structure of goods and service is increasingly dominated by intangible elements.
This development is often referred to as dematerialisation. Consequently, the production
of material products often constitutes only a limited and decreasing part of the total pro-
cess of generating value. 

Intangibles as quality, research and development, design, marketing, logistical planning,
distribution or training become more and more important and have a predominant ser-
vice character. Investment in these intangibles can be used to create, differentiate and
upgrade new and existing services and products. Consequently generating and applying
knowledge on these ‘soft’ elements plays an important role if we look at innovation in
general and in service-mediated innovations in particular.

Internationalisation and liberalisation. The term internationalisation is used to cov-
er increasing involvement in international trade and the allocation of production factors
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on an international scale. However, the contribution of services to world trade has re-
mained almost unchanged the last 25 years at around 20%. Important is the growing con-
tribution of services to the stream of foreign direct investments. Direct investments are
possibly six times as important as exports (Van Rietbergen et.al. in Den Hertog and
Bilderbeek, 1997). Internationalisation of the service sector takes place due to take-overs,
joint ventures and autonomous growth. 

Internationalisation is heavily influenced by liberalisation. Due to liberalisation of sectors
like transport, communication, financial service or broadcasting, these industries are
faced with new competitors that enter the market (and vice versa), changing the dynam-
ics and competitive positions in the current networks. 

2.3.3 Innovation in service firms
In “Services and Innovation” Miles et.al. (1999) describe some characteristics of services
and link these to potential barriers for innovation in services. Two central features of ser-
vices are intangibility and client-intensity. Some barriers that result from these features
are (Miles et.al. 1999):

• Intangible nature of services: due to the intangible nature, services are often difficult 
to protect against copying. As a result, it can be difficult to justify investments in the 
innovation process. 

• Co-production with customers: a lot of services are ‘produced’ in close co-operation 
with the client. As a result, innovations might require the involvement of a wide 
range of actors, which makes it time-consuming and more complex to make deci-
sions concerning the service innovation.

Another ‘source’ for barriers is the technological component of many service innovations.
Two barriers that arise from this are:

• Absence of R&D departments: service firms rarely have R&D departments. Usually 
innovation is done by ad hoc project teams. This has consequences for the participa-
tion in R&D networks and the general learning process.

• Emphasis on IT: a lot of innovations are connected to IT, changing the nature of 
work and the need for technical skills. This requires additional education, changes in 
behaviour and alters the organisation of work. 

What these barriers underline is that services are quite unique. This stresses the difficulty
to generalise both the innovation process and the measuring and comparing of eco-effi-
cient services.

2.3.4 Four dimensions of (service) innovation
In a synthesis report of workpackage five and six of the SI4S project, Bilderbeek, Den
Hertog, Marklund and Miles present a four dimensional model on service innovation.
This model (see Figure 2.13 on page 41) is based on the assumption that service inno-
vations are seldom limited to a change in the characteristics of the service itself: “Most
of the time innovation coincides with new ways of distributing the product, new ways
of interacting with the client, new ways of making sure that the product is produced ac-
cording to certain standards, etc.”(Bilderbeek et.al. 1998, SI4S). The innovation is formed
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by a mixture of major and minor changes and adaptations. Figure 2.13 summarises the
different dimensions that are involved in (service) innovations.

Figure 2.13. A four dimensional model of (service) innovation

New service concept – Innovations in services often involve a new idea or concept (‘ar-
rangement’) of how to organise a solution to a problem. According to Bilderbeek et.al.
the concept might already be familiar in other markets, the key thing is that it is novel
in its application within a particular market. A new service concept is clearly related to
the other dimensions. New services can be based on new technological tools (e.g. de-
velopments regarding information and communication technology (ICT)), they may de-
rive from new ways in which things are organised or they require a different level of
involvement of the client in providing the service. 

An important aspect of developing new service concepts, is scanning the environment.
What does the competition do, are there any new competitors, how do clients’ wishes
develop over time? This is referred to as business intelligence.

The client interface – The delivery of services and the communication between suppliers
and customers form a major area for service innovations. Innovations can be applied to
marketing, transactions, design or after sales support. Often ICT-applications are in-
volved in this process of redesigning the client interface. An example of a new client
interface are ATM’s. Considering the client interface involves a lot of knowledge concern-
ing (potential) customers. Who are potential clients, which role do clients play in co-pro-
ducing the service, how does the communication with clients take place? This
knowledge about potential consumers and the acceptance of the new service can be
called market intelligence.

Technological
options

New service
concept

New client
interface

New service
delivery system

marketing

Distribution
Organisational

development
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The delivery system – The service delivery system refers to the internal organisational ar-
rangements that must be managed to produce and deliver the service. This is closely con-
nected to human resource management; facilitating employees to perform their job
adequately. 

According to Bilderbeek et.al., especially in professional services (advertising, computer
services design etc.) it is very important for the firm to empower its employees to be
innovative and provide them with the flexibility to experiment. Another important aspect
of the delivery system are the so-called human scale effects. Due to their experience and
expertise, employers of a service provider will be able to gain huge efficiency improve-
ments.

Technological options – Not all innovations in services are technological. In fact a lot of
them are more organisational. However, all services depend to a certain extend on the
use of technology and therefore technology plays a role in all service innovations. In
practise this role varies from technology mainly facilitating or enabling the delivery of a
new service to a supply-push, technology driven innovation. 

As was mentioned before, according to the researchers, any service innovation involves
a specific combination of the four dimensions. Therefore the links between the dimen-
sions are even more important. For example, developing and selling a new service sys-
tem via a new client interface, requires marketing knowledge. Delivering a new service
concept via a new delivery system, requires skilled employees and a flexible organisa-
tion. And interfacing with client, adapting the new service delivery systems, requires
knowledge concerning distribution. 

Marketing, distribution and organisational developments are closely connected to chang-
ing consumer behaviour and scale effects at the provider that might lead to eco-efficient
services (see also Figure 2.6 on page 22 and Figure 2.10 on page 33). Marketing is an
important tool to influence consumer behaviour, to educate people and to improve the
acceptance of a new (eco-efficient) service (see Figure 2.7 on page 26). Distribution is
an important aspect that influences the eco-efficiency of a (new) service. Organisational
developments determine to what extend a company can attain so called mechanical and
human scale effects. 

2.4  Conclusion

2.4.1 Synthesis
An eco-efficient service has been defined as service that has both increased added value
and a decreased environmental impact. In order for a service to be environmentally ben-
eficial, the additional material artifacts and transport movements that are needed to pro-
vide the service (e.g. ICT infrastructure, an office, vans) should generate less
environmental impact than is prevented by applying the service. 
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In summary, the changes that are needed in order to deliver the service (specified as
technology, client interface, new service concept and new delivery system) should result
in both decreased environmental impact and added value in order for the new service
to be labelled eco-efficient. This is visualised in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14. Relation between innovation aspects and eco-efficiency of services

The elements of the 5 P-model are all incorporated in these variables:

• Performance relates directly to the outcome of the innovation process: the eco-effi-
cient service.

• Product refers to the material artifacts that are needed to perform the service. This 
variable is integrated in the assessment of the environmental impact. 

• Perception is important in the process of changing consumer behaviour. Perceptions 
heavily determine the acceptance of new service and can result in changing con-
sumer behaviour.

• Property is an important part of the new arrangements that might lead to eco-effi-
cient services.

• Pattern is also an important part of the new arrangement. In fact “new arrangements” 
and “changing patterns” are two different terms for similar processes. 

2.4.2 Some concluding remarks
Services can play an important role in doing things smarter, more efficient, and in com-
bination with other activities. It is because of these smart arrangements that services can
have a positive economical and environmental impact. Positive environmental impact
can be caused due to:
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• Optimisation of process and product use (more efficient use or intense use of mate-
rials through sharing products, pooling resources, maintenance and repair services 
etc.).

• Closing loops (reversed logistics of materials and components, facilitating recycling 
of materials, re-use of components etc.)

• Dematerialisation (substituting products and material based activities by information 
and communication technologies)

• Consultancy, information and financial services (visualising, stimulating and financ-
ing innovation processes, enabling the implementation of improved technologies 
and facilitating or preventing consumer behaviour)

The environmental effects are generated due to:

• Material (efficient use of capacity, use of latest technology) and human (efficient use 
due to expertise, advising skills) scale effects at the supplying firm and

• Behavioural changes at the consuming firm.

Still, it will be clear that “the eco-efficient service” does not exist. Since services are
unique, difficult to measure and hardly comparable to any alternative situation, it is im-
possible to verbalise one general definition or sum up one list with general characteris-
tics. One service can be more environmentally beneficial than another. And some
services are not environmentally beneficial at all, since they only add an additional layer
upon a material intensive activity or they generate a rebound effect that overcompen-
sates the decreased environmental impact.

In order to gain a first impression of the eco-efficiency (or not) of a service, the scheme,
described in Table 2.2 on page 45, can be used. Although this scheme does not provide
a complete quantitative analysis (therefore a LCA analysis would be necessary), it gives
a first glance of the eco-efficiency potential of a service.
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Table 2.2. Scheme to facilitate the identification of eco-efficient producer services
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 PART II: DRIVERS AND BARRIERS
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2.5  Level of analysis

2.5.1 Introduction
One of the key questions of the project is “What are the drivers and barriers that influ-
ence the development and introduction of eco-efficient producer services?”. In part I of
this report, a first overview of the ins- and outs of an eco-efficient producer service has
been presented. Next, in part II, the focus is on identifying possible drivers and barriers.
The objective of this chapter is to provide a conceptual frameworkfor this research re-
port. More specifically, this chapter aims at providing guidance and tools (e.g. a ques-
tionnaire and a profile checklist) for conducting case studies in this reserach area. 

It will be obvious that this report won’t already provide an answer to all the hypotheses.
Not only is this report based on theories and will the case-studies hopefully shed some
more light on the development and introduction of eco efficient producer services. As
was mentioned in section 2.2.3.3, an important characteristic of services is also that they
are all unique. This makes it very difficult to develop general guidelines and specific
tools. Still, in the following chapters, a first attempt is made to identify potential drivers
and barriers, based on literature concerning innovations at one hand, and services at the
other.

First, in the following paragraph (section 2.5.2), the level of analysis is explained in more
detail. Next, in section 2.6, potential drivers and barriers are identified. Finally, in section
2.7, a short conclusion finalises this paper.

2.5.2 Level of analysis
The focus in this project is on eco-efficient producer services. This includes all interaction
and transactions in the product chain, except for those between a company and the final
consumer. The first question that comes up while identifying drivers and barriers for the
development and introduction of eco-efficient producer services, is: what is the level of
analysis (see Figure 2.15 on page 48). For example, will individual companies form the
heart of the study (micro-level), or complete product chains (meso-level) or the entire
society (macro-level)?
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Figure 2.15. Different levels of analysis
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Micro level. At this level, a closer look can be taken at the internal situation and pro-
cesses within companies. The development of a service like electronic commerce, using
internet to order all kind of products without having to leave the office, will fill some
producers with joy while others might be terrified. The capability to fulfil this possible
future need will not only depend on the exclusivity of a product or the characteristics of
a network, but also on company-specific variables like the way the internal logistics have
been arranged, the possibility of a company to react on new developments or a compa-
ny’s capability to deal with resistance to change. 

At the micro-level, a distinction is made between drivers and barriers for the introduction
of eco-efficient services from the provider’s point of view and those from the consumer’s
point of view. On the supply side providers will need to think about how to provide
added value for their consumers either by producing goods or providing services. On
the demand side consumers deal with questions like do I need certain services and will
I outsource these activities or keep them in-house?

A study on the micro-level incorporates a variety of internal forces and might offer prac-
tical tools for companies, however, these tools will be of no value, when the forces out-
side the company are not taken into account.

Meso level. Introducing eco-efficient services might not only involve and/or influence
the provider and consumer of a service, but also other actors (e.g. suppliers, local or na-
tional authorities) in the network. For example, when a hotel-manager decides to have
his laundry done by a professional laundrette, he might want to renegotiate both his con-
tract with the supplier of the towels as the agreements he made with the local authorities
concerning the use and pollution of water. 

An advantage of a focus on the product chain is the encompassing of the different forces
that are active in a company’s network. However, this might leave the internal (innova-
tion) processes within a company unaccounted for. 

Macro level. Except for drivers and barriers within a company’s network or a company
itself, there are other, external, stakeholders an enterprise has to deal with; for example
local and (inter)national authorities, consumer organisations or trade unions. The drivers
and barriers resulting from interests and influence of these stakeholders are dealt with
on the society level. 

Research at the macro level might include a wide variety of variables, but offers little
guidance for individual businesses.

In summary, all proposed levels of analysis have pros and cons. All three levels also have
their own specific barriers and drivers for introducing eco-efficient services that need to
be identified. In this study emphasis is put on the meso level. This is based on one of
the hypotheses that eco-efficient services are more likely to develop in the area of pro-
ducer services than provision of services to tertiary sectors or final consumers. Moreover,
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the assumption is that the area of business to business services this project can add some-
thing valuable to the existing body of knowledge. Still, focussing on the meso level does
not mean that the other levels are completely ignored. Especially in chapter six, attention
is given to both the meso, micro and macro level in order to identify barriers and drivers.
Still, in the case studies, the meso level will be emphasised.
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2.6  Drivers and barriers

2.6.1 Introduction
In this paper the identification of drivers and barriers is based on desk research. Keeping
the four dimensions of service innovations in mind, for each level potential barriers and
drivers are collected. In section 2.6.2 the business to business level is described in more
detail by addressing on one hand the life-cycle perspective and on the other hand the
specific role of innovation at the meso level. This approach stresses:

1. The necessity of taking into account the entire product life-cycle when determining 
the environmental impact of activities;

2. The possibilities for eco-efficient services along the entire product life cycle; 

3. The importance of taking into account not only drivers and barriers concerning the 
individual provider or consumer of an eco-efficient service, but also other parties in 
the product chain. 

The following section, section 2.6.3, is centered around drivers for and barriers for inno-
vation on the individual business level. What stimulates innovation in general and service
innovations in particular? What is the role of expected returns? In section 2.6.4 some lit-
erature on drivers and barriers concerned with the innovation process in society in gen-
eral is presented. At the end of each (sub-)paragraph a summarising table is presented,
stating the questions that will help to identify potential barriers and drivers.

2.6.2 The business to business level

2.6.2.1 Eco-efficiency: Taking a life-cycle perspective
The life cycle perspective has already been briefly described in section 2.2.3, where the
concept of life cycle analysis (LCA) was explained. LCA is usually a valuable approach
to measure and compare the environmental impact of each stage of the product life cy-
cle. However, when measuring the environmental impact of a service, the LCA method
encounters the problem of the uniqueness of services and the absence of functional
equivalent alternatives. Still, the LCA approach is very useful, since it does not only in-
tend to measure the environmental impact but also to offer the possibility to identify op-
tions for improvements, specifically improvements that deal with services. 

In order to gain a better insight into the eco-efficiency of services, the entire life cycle
should be taken into account which comprises the design, production, assembling, use,
and after-use stage of the product chain (see Table 2.3 on page 52). For example, hiring
a designer to redesign a certain product might not necessarily be more eco-efficient for
the producer of this product, but can result in huge energy saving in the recycling pro-
cess.
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Each activity in the chain offers possibilities for introducing (eco-efficient) services.
“Green” curricula for engineers, for instance, may be a prerequisite for a successful en-
vironmentally sound design of product chains. Moreover, the use of recycled materials
may crucially depend on the existence of re-distribution schemes and easily accessible
secondary markets.

Common to all eco-efficient services is the outstanding role of information, education,
and consulting services that may generally help to improve the environmental perfor-
mance of economic activities. 

Taking a life cycle approach, what can be the role of services? One example is identifi-
cation and realisation of optimum product life. Slob et al. (1997) have studied this issue.
They define the product life as the time between putting a product on the market and
the final disposition of the product as waste. Various strategies have been identified
which have a significant influence on the environmental aspects of products (Slob et.
al.1997):

• Innovation of the product, in use of energy and in materials used;

• Product life extension, either upgrading a product and extend its life or using a prod-
uct more intensively;

• Recycling of materials.

The first strategy, innovation of a product, concerns the product cycle. Product life ex-
tension refers to the cycle of components as well as the product cycle. The last strategy,

Table 2.3. Possible service inputs along the product chain

Output Ideas Components Products
Used 
products Waste

Stages: Design (Pre-) produc-
tion

Assembling Use After use

Packaging and distribution

Service input Service input Service input Service input Service input

Expl.: - Design for 
the Environ-
ment

- guarantees

 - facility man-
agement

- industrial 
ecology

- re-use - maintenance

- up-grading 

- sharing 

- Least Cost 
Planning

- re-marketing

- recycling

- educational system

- consultancy
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recycling of materials, deals with the material cycle. One of the assumptions used was
that product life extension does not always result in eco-efficient products. In some cas-
es, it might be better to use an innovated alternative, for example one that uses less en-
ergy, instead of continuing to use the energy-consuming product. 

In their research, Slob et.al. found that the biggest advantage for the environment is
achieved by a combination of product life extension and innovation via product modifi-
cation. 

Services play an important role in optimising the product life. All these strategies need
some kind of arrangements to facilitate them. Firstly, services are needed to make longer
product life and re-use of material possible. Secondly, services can enable a more inten-
sive use of the product, which means that people share, lease or rent a product instead
of buying it. Thirdly, it is possible to buy a service instead of a product, for instance using
taxis or public transport instead of a car (Slob et.al. 1997). Finally, services also enable
people to use a combination of these strategies.

Another important finding in this study is that material products can be replaced by de-
materialised goods, like services, that don’t have a concrete “product life”. Since these
non-material strategies usually are rather labour intensive, the labour factor will be an
important component for the different strategies and employment can be an important
motive for implementing them.

Slob et al. also identify various barriers concerning the implementation of the aforemen-
tioned strategies. One concerns the fact that thinking in terms of a service economy does
not easily fit in our present economic thinking and the social structure that has been built
around it. Another bottleneck are the costs and the way of calculating them. The present
logistic system is another barrier. A final barrier is formed by the legal system that is not
equipped to stimulate or maintain the loops needed.

One possible way of avoiding barriers in the first place is the stimulation of “integrated
chain management”. The concept of integrated chain management refers to the idea that
costs and profits of less environmentally damaging production methods usually are un-
equally distributed in the supply chain, consequently avoiding companies to take action.
By working together and joining forces in a network or supply chain, companies could
lessen the negative impacts of their industrial sector as a whole.

White et.al. (1999) mention three situations in which servicing arrangements lead man-
ufacturers to reduce life cycle environmental impacts:

• When servicing arrangements result internalising the costs of use and/or disposal;

• When servicing arrangements are driven by the economic value of the end-of life 
good;

• When servicing arrangements reconstitute the product as a cost rather than a profit 
center.
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Taking into account all aspects that have been mentioned concerning eco-efficient ser-
vices as well as the characteristics of eco-efficient services, as described in chapter three,
the following summarising table can be made.

Summary of questions

Topic Questions to be asked in the following stages

Business to business level (1)

Drivers:

Education To which extent might a “greening” of curricula con-
tribute to a further dissemination of eco-efficient ser-
vices?

Internalisation of costs Does internalisation of end-of-life costs affect the 
optimum product life and, thereby, the supply of 
accompanying services (e.g. maintenance, up-grad-
ing)?

Does the end-of-life good represent any value?

Can the service arrangement bee seen as costs 
instead of a profit center (e.g. supply of energy?)

Use-oriented services Does the introduction of leasing/renting schemes 
profit from the induced reduction of operating costs?

Does a shortening of innovation cycles support the 
introduction of use-oriented services?

Position in network Is there a change agent present, that will be moti-
vated and able to stimulate the introduction of EES?

Which changes will occur in the industry’s network 
when companies decide to join forces and work 
together in order to diminish the negative impact 
their activities have on the environment?

Barriers:

Chain management Does the occurrence of transaction costs (for addi-
tional communication and co-operation) complicate 
the proliferation of interactive service solutions?

Use-oriented services To which extent does people’s wish to buy the latest 
product innovation and/or to own a product hamper 
the introduction of eco-efficient services in the busi-
ness sector?

Accounting systems Does the exclusion of life-cycle costing from usual 
accounting systems impede the introduction of eco-
efficient services?

Barrier or driver:

Interaction Does meeting customer needs more effectively auto-
matically imply environmental benefits?
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2.6.2.2 Innovation: The role of innovation on the meso level
Due to the heterogenity of services, it is very difficult to find general drivers and barriers
to service innovations. According to Preissl (1998, SI4S), potential barriers to service in-
novation vary with respect to a number of criteria:

• They differ between service industries

• Firms of different size encounter different barriers

• Country specific regulatory issues create country specific impediments.

She states that “The nature of services, their information and technology intensity as well
as the level of qualification and the complexity of quality requirements may create cer-
tain barriers”.

In chapter four, already some drivers and barriers have been mentioned. They all relate
to the specific characteristics of services (as opposed to innovation in more product ori-
ented companies). Bilderbeek and Den Hertog (1997, SI4S) characterise the differences
between innovation in and through services and “traditional” innovation processes in
manufacturing industries as follows:

• The user-producer-supplier relationship is very important, often reflected in the pro-
cesses of co-development of services between users and producers;

• Service innovations are often a combination of product innovation, process innova-
tion and innovation in the delivery of services;

• Since services are often considered relatively easy to imitate, innovative services must 
have a variety of strategies to hinder or prevent copying;

• Research and development for services is considered more broadly than in manufac-
turing.

Preissl, categorises barriers for service innovation as follows (Preissl, 1998, SI4S):

• Political factors, including regulatory measures as well as legislation and administra-
tive rules;

Function Does the EES substitute another service or product, if 
so, which one?

What function does the eco-efficient service perform. 
Can this be compared to the previous situation? If 
not, what has changed then?

Eco-efficiency In what way does the eco-efficient service lessen the 
environmental impact?

Quality Is the provider of the service specialised in providing 
this specific service or in producing the material 
components, used to provide the service?

How is the quality of the service ensured?

Summary of questions
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• Financial constraints, like lack of finances, mainly due to deficits in financial support 
by banks. It turned out that investments in human resources and the development of 
innovative service concepts are not an asset banks are prepared to lend money 
against;

• Technical problems, especially a lack of qualification in the workforce to use infor-
mation technology and exploit it for innovative purposes. 

• Absorptive capacities of markets, more specifically: reluctance of clients to accept 
new services. Research showed that client firms are often too conservative or con-
sider the new service as being too expensive; 

• Innovation management and qualification, varying from lack of experience in inno-
vation management in general to lack and knowledge concerning sources of capital 
to inadequately qualified personnel.

Preissl also mentions a variety of drivers (or measures to overcome the aforementioned
barriers). According to her, one of the main drivers is the recognition of services as the
driving sector in modern economics. 

For this will increase the interest of financial service providers and political institutions
to support service innovation. More specific drivers are shaping support programmes for
R&D and innovations and management courses to enhance the awareness of innovation
opportunities. Another important driver that is mentioned, are policies that prevent re-
cessions and/or ease their impact on the ability of firms to invest in new projects and in
innovative services.

The drivers and barriers that are described in this paragraph are not solely aimed at the
meso level. They also include situations and measures on micro and macro level. These
will be elaborated on in the following paragraphs.

In summary, the following table can be presented: 

Summary of questions

Topic Questions to be asked

Business to business level (2)

Drivers:

Tertiarisation In which industries does “scientification” of produc-
tion processes contribute, above average, to eco-
nomic growth?

Which sectors face market saturation and, therefore, 
have to switch to more flexible modes of production 
and, in particular, start to adopt service-oriented 
innovation strategies?

Outsourcing Under which circumstances does outsourcing of cer-
tain company tasks, e.g. cleaning of working clothes, 
provide economic (and environmental) scale effects?

Position in network / techno-
logical needs

Can the service firm act as demanding customer and 
articulate technological needs?
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2.6.3 Individual business level

2.6.3.1 Stimulating innovations
Possible drivers and barriers at the individual business level deal specifically with the in-
ternal situation of companies. In “Diffusion of Innovations” (1995) Rogers highlights sev-
eral stages for the innovation process within organisations:

1. Agenda setting in which needs for an innovation, or problems, and issues are identi-
fied and prioritised;

2. Matching, in which the problem from the organisation’s agenda is fitted with an 
innovation;

3. Redefining/restructuring occurs when the innovation is re-invented to accommodate 
the organisation’s needs and structure;

4. Clarifying is the stage in which the innovation becomes used more widespread 
within the organisation;

5. Routinising occurs when the innovation has become incorporated into the regular 
activities of the organisation.

Competition Are there any new entrants that might stimulate the 
service firm to innovate?

Is there any threat from existing competitors that 
might stimulate the service firm to innovate?

Is there any change that existing service might be 
replaced by new service, motivating service firms to 
innovate?

Changing consumer demand Are there any changes on the demand-side that 
might stimulate the service firm to innovate?

Management courses What are the qualifications of manager?

What is done concerning the development of human 
resources?

Barriers:

Networking Are communication and co-operation within net-
works potential sources of (economic and/or ecolog-
ical) in-effectiveness?

Imitation Does the danger of imitation prevent companies 
from entering markets with innovative, eco-efficient 
service strategies?

Client interface / co-production 
of customers

Does the innovation also effect the customer and 
require a behavioural change from the customer?

Is any client-action required in order to realise the 
innovation?

What is done to overcome the reluctance of consum-
ing firms to buy the innovative service?

Financial constraints What have been the financial constraints? And what 
has been done to overcome them?

Summary of questions
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According to Rogers (1995), important factors for the adoption process within organisa-
tions are the innovation and organisation structure, several types of uncertainties (tech-
nical, financial and social) that are introduced by the innovation and the role of
innovation champions, i.e. persons within an organisation who support the introduction
of the innovation. Even when the most optimal conditions have been created, for stim-
ulating the development and adoption of eco-efficient services, there still needs to be
somebody who actually takes the initiative to innovate. 

2.6.3.2 Stimulating service innovations
Sundbo and Gallouj (1998, SI4S) categorise service innovations into four types: 

1. Product innovation; innovations in production processes (“back office”) or innova-
tions in delivery processes (“front office”);

2. Process innovation: renewals of the prescriptive procedures for producing and deliv-
ering the service;

3. Organisational innovation: new general forms of organisation or management such 
as introduction of TQM or self-engineering groups;

4. Market innovation: new behaviours in the market, like finding a new market segment 
or entering another industry.

However the question is, what drives a company to stimulate one of these types of in-
novations? Sundbo and Gallouj name three important internal forces (1998; 9):

1. A management’s strategy or idea of the direction in which the firm should develop, 
usually including ideas of innovation strategies;

2. Formalised R&D departments or another type of formalised department which has 
the responsibility for ensuring that innovations will appear, and

3. Involvement of employees, acting as corporate entrepreneurs and starting the inno-
vation process.

With regards to these drivers, the factors that, according to Sundbo and Gallouj, improve
a firm’s innovativeness offer no real surprise; these are: a clear mission, informal com-
munication, dedicated employees, customer collaboration and information technology. 

Except for driving forces to innovate and factors that improve the innovativeness of
firms, the SI4S project also deals with the aims of innovation. Research conducted in Ger-
many results in the following aims of innovation activities:

• Product differentiation (innovation becoming developing new product-service com-
binations)

• Increased flexibility and response to customers problems

• Enhancing creativity as a competition parameter

• Opening up new markets (market innovations)

• Binding customers to the company (e.g. through delivery innovations)

• Improving corporate identity and market positioning
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In the following chapter of this report, it should become clear whether these drivers and
aims for innovating services in general could also be driving forces (or barriers) for the
introduction of eco-efficient services.

2.6.3.3 The importance of future rent expectations
Von Hippel (1988) states that: “Innovative firms can be found among those whose anal-
yses lead them to expect a rent they consider attractive” (Von Hippel, 1988: 43). Two
companies might have the same innovation but depending on different expectations
they hold concerning future profits, one might decide to introduce and market the inno-
vation, while the other can decide not to. This raises the questions why rent expectations
of potential innovators can differ this significantly. 

According to Von Hippel this can depend on the role both companies have. For example,
in case a consumer of the innovation is the innovator, this company can use the innova-
tion while keeping it secret. Thus directly profiting from its benefits. In case the manu-
facturer of an innovation is the innovator, this entrepreneur will need to show his
innovation to the outside world. Otherwise no consumer will be convinced of its advan-
tages or willing to buy it. This way, it will be hard to protect the innovation and prevent
others from imitating it. As a result the rent expectation of both innovators may largely
differ. 

Another reason why companies might have different expectations about future rents, de-
pending on their role, is the difference in competitive structure in industry. The user and
manufacturer of an innovation might come from different industries. Von Hippel’s re-
search shows that expectations of rent are likely to be affected by factors such as prein-
novation concentration ratios, which are different in various industries.

One of the factors that influence a firm’s innovation-related activities is the bias against
–or for- outside sources of innovation data. According to Von Hippel many companies
suffer from a manufacturer-as-innovator biases. As a result, especially manufacturers pay
hardly any attention to potential innovation, originating from user-modified products.
There are three examples that a manufacturer could use to link with users which have
innovation data of potential interest (Von Hippel, 1988: 120): 

• Use of application laboratories; these provide low-cot research and development 
help to users interested in applying a standard product to a new application;

• Use custom product groups; these produce “special” products and product adapta-
tions at customer request. This can be a major element in a manufacturing firm’s new 
product R&D;

• Use user groups; user groups are a mechanism by which users of a particular type or 
brand of product meet and exchange ideas and information.
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It would be interesting to find out in the interviews, whether any of these potential driv-
ers can be found in companies that have introduced eco-efficient producer services.

Summary of questions

Topic Question

Individual business level

Demand Side

Drivers: 

Need for increased flexibility Is the service a non-core activity that can easily be 
out-sourced?

Norms and regulation Are there any norms a company should follow?

Barriers:

Resistance to change In what way will processes be altered and how will 
new arrangements look like?

Absence of information Does the potential client have enough information 
concerning the innovation?

Perceived lack of financial 
resources

What kind of accounting system in used? Are the 
environmental costs and benefits incorporated in the 
accounting system?

Absence of management sys-
tem

Are there any management systems like quality sys-
tem of environmental care systems?

Supply side

Drivers:

The presence of an innovator What type of innovation champion is needed to stim-
ulate the development of eco-efficient services?

A mission statement aiming at 
eco-efficiency or service orien-
tation

What would a mission statement look like stimulat-
ing the introduction of EES?

A formalised (R&D) depart-
ment stimulating innovation

Who is the innovator within the company?

Involvement of employees How could employees be motivated to be involved 
in developing and introducing EES?

The need for product differen-
tiation

How fierce is the competition?

Presence of creativity Is it financially motivating to generate new ideas?

New markets Is there a need to open up new markets?

Binding customers Is it possible to bind clients with this service or to 
prevent them?

Will the service anticipate on changing consumer 
needs?

Improving corporate identity Is the innovation in line with the corporate (“innova-
tive”) imago?

Barriers:

Absence of information What type of information is needed? (technological, 
market…)
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2.6.4  Society level
The society level deals with topics exceeding the business and network level. For exam-
ple national (and international) policy. In this paragraph emphasis is put on the impor-
tance of services in economies in general and the importance of a national system of
innovation. Moreover attention is paid to the importance of links between companies
and government in order to create competitive advantages. This subject can be very im-
portant when identifying drivers for companies on a(n inter) national scale for introduc-
ing eco-efficient services.

2.6.4.1 The growing importance of services
Daniels explores in “Service industries in the world economy” (1993), the global dimen-
sions of the development of service industries. Realising that service industries account
for at least two-third of total employment in developed economies and for at least fifty
per cent of gross domestic product (GNP), he wonders how service industries have been
able to grow and internationalise at rapid rates in recent years (Daniels, 1993). Among
the researchers he quotes are Noyelle and Stanback (1988, in Daniels, 1993), identifying
five transformations that are reinforcing the shift towards services: 

• The rise of large corporations;

• Technological change;

• Increases in market size and product differentiation;

• The development of new consumer markets;

• The growing influence of government and non-profit organisations.

Dunning (1989, in Daniels, 1993) explains the increased share of services in GNP in the
following six ways:

• Growth in demand for discretionary consumer services, following the growth of per 
capita output;

• Steady emergence of a role for producer or intermediate services in the value added 
to a good or service;

• A trend towards external purchase of services by non-service firms;

Absence of management sys-
tem

Are there already any management systems, like total 
quality management, environmental care systems 
etc.?

Lack of skilled personnel Are the employees skilled enough to deal with IT 
innovations?

Accounting system Are the (intangible) benefits accounted for as such?

Barriers or drivers:

Perception of future rent (sup-
ply side) or potential added 
value (demand side)

Summary of questions
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• The significance attached by producers to effective marketing, distribution, after sales 
maintenance and servicing of their products and by governments to investment in 
social and community services or infrastructure;

• More specialised or sophisticated demands of contemporary societies for legal, insur-
ance, transport, banking entertainment and financial services;

• The ability of service producers to create new products and new markets in areas 
such as securities, junk bonds, reinsurance, debt swaps, Euro-market, value added 
services and data transmission and manipulation.

Macroeconomics have tried to explain this trend by referring to the interrelationship of
certain demand-side and supply-side factors. Focusing the demand-side it is argued
(Baumol, 1967, cited in Klodt, 1998) that the income elasticity is higher for services than
for goods. Hence, in growing economies demand gradually shifts from material goods
to immaterial services. On the other hand, productivity rates are assumed to be smaller
in service industries since they are less capable of increasing capital intensity and em-
ploying new technologies (Balassa, 1964, cited in Klodt, 1998). This productivity gap
causes “migration” of labour from the secondary to the tertiary sector. 

However, empirical evidence has at least partly disproved these hypotheses (e.g. Klodt,
1998; Gruhler, 1990):

• growing service demand was less stimulated by final demand than by demand for 
intermediate products; “traditional” products have increasingly been replaced by 
high quality goods with a considerable amount of tertiary inputs (Gruhler (1990), 
calls this “scientification” of production),

• since tertiarisation has mainly occurred in service sectors with a high productivity 
rates (in particular those sectors using ICT), the productivity gap between the sec-
ondary and tertiary sector could gradually be closed.

Although none of these trends mentions the environment as an important issue, all offer
potential starting points for the development of eco-efficient services. If they have stim-
ulated the production and consumption of services in general, which influence will they
have of the creation and adoption of services that are eco-efficient? For example, what
effects will the growing internationalisation have on the development of eco-efficient
services? Will liberalisation be an extra barrier? Will dematerialisation actually lead to an
economy that is less environmentally damaging or will this trends only generate more
activities on top of the existing industry?

2.6.4.2 Competitive advantage of nations
In “The competitive advantage of nations” (1990), Porter introduces a model that de-
scribes the determinants of national advantage in an industry and the role of change and
government in affecting them. According to Porter, the forces that lead firms to create
and sustain competitive advantage are (Porter, 1990: 71):

• Factor conditions: The nation’s position in factors of production, such as skilled 
labour or infrastructure, necessary to compete in a given industry.

• Demand condition: The nature of home demand for the industry’s product or ser-
vice.
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• Related and supporting industries: The presence or absence in the nation of supplier 
industries and related industries that are internationally competitive.

• Firm strategy, structure and rivalry: The conditions in the nation governing how com-
panies are created, organised and managed, and the nature of domestic rivalry.

Two additional variables that can influence the national system in an important way are
“government” and “change”. Governmental actions can change all the earlier mentioned
determinants. For example, antitrust policies affect domestic rivalry, regulations can alter
home demand conditions, investment in education lead to different factor conditions and
government purchases can stimulate related and supporting industries. Change is a sec-
ond important factor. Change events like breakthroughs in basic developments, wars, ex-
ternal political developments or major shifts in foreign market demand can create
discontinuities that can unfreeze or reshape the entire industry structure (Porter, 1990).

Environmental issues have not been incorporated in this model. However, according to
Kuijper and Smeets (1995) environmental issues influence all the mentioned determi-
nants. Environmental aspects affect for example government regulation as well as do-
mestic demand. Moreover, environmental pressure can lead to an upgrading of
production factors, cause companies to co-operate in clusters or networks and might al-
ter the traditional economical order when, for example, environmental costs will lead to
new forms of scarcity.

The question is if and how the determinants mentioned by Porter affect the environmen-
tal performance of companies. To what extend for example, are companies able to in-
fluence the governmental regulation concerning environmental issues? What will be the
role of related and supporting industries in lessening the environmental damage? Which
changes will occur in the industry’s network when companies decide to join forces and
work together in order to diminish the negative impact their activities have on the envi-
ronment?

2.6.4.3 The importance of a national system of innovation on a macro-level
In addition to this, it will also be important to analyse the differences between the various
countries. As Porter stated in his model, the competitive position of a company partly
depends on its domestic market, the presence of related and supporting industries, factor
conditions and government regulation. The results of innovation are to a large extend
dependent on the characteristics of the context or the networks in which it takes place;
the macro-level of the innovation system and the micro level of the company or organ-
isation.

Smits and Leyten (1991) stress in their research at the innovation process on a national
(macro) level the importance of national networks in which the innovations are pro-
duced and adopted. They speak about the National System of Innovation. This national
system consists of four components:

• The supply side of technological knowledge and know how;

• The demand side, customers of the innovation;
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• The interaction between demand and supply: direct contacts, institutionalised or not, 
between the knowledge system and the specific users;

• Supportive infrastructure, for instance the national education system, quality of the 
labour market, information about science and technology.

Within the innovation system Smit and Leyten (1991) distinguish among the “techno-eco-
nomic” subsystem and the “socio-institutional” subsystem. According to them, the direc-
tion and speed of innovation is highly dependent on characteristics of both subsystems.
This implies that besides economic motives, there are other important driving forces for
the innovation process. 

Five important factors for the adoption of innovations on a national level are:

• Learning by using. The more a new technology is used, the more is learned about it;

• Network externalities. A new technology often offers advantages to those who 
already belong to an existing network;

• Scale economies in production. The technology can become more attractive when 
adoption increases, because of cut-back in prices;

• Informational increasing returns. A technology that is more adopted is better known 
and better understood;

• Technology inter-relatedness. Often a network of interrelated technologies is erected 
to sustain the new technology, an infrastructure. This gives the interrelated technolo-
gies an advantage above new technologies.

2.6.4.4 Summary of the macro level

Summarising questions

Topic Question

Society level

Drivers:

Regulation In what way does regulation influence the introduc-
tion of EES, and what regulation would stimulate the 
introduction of EES?

To what extent for example, are companies able to 
influence the governmental regulation concerning 
environmental issues?

Liberalisation In which way / under what conditions will liberalisa-
tion stimulate the introduction of EES?

The presence of human, 
knowledge, capital resources 
and infrastructure

Which human, physical, knowledge and capital 
resources are needed in order to introduce EES?

The degree of domestic rivalry What role plays domestic rivalry and how could 
domestic rivalry stimulate the introduction of EES?

The character of home demand How could an alteration of home demand, change 
the supply and demand of EES?
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Relation with supporting 
industries

What relation should a company have with its sup-
porting industries? 

Which are the supporting industries in case of the 
introduction of EES?

What will be the role of related and supporting 
industries in lessening the environmental damage?

What would be the lay-out of a national system of 
innovation in case it would be designed to stimulate 
the development and adoption of eco-efficient ser-
vices? 

How can inter relatedness of technologies be stimu-
lated?

Importance of services What would be needed to improve the recognition 
of services as the driving sector in modern econom-
ics?

Barriers:

Regulation In what way does regulation influence the introduc-
tion of EES, and what regulation would stimulate the 
introduction of EES?

Drivers or barriers:

International dimension What influence has the international dimension?

Dematerialisation Will dematerialisation actually lead to an economy 
that is less environmentally damaging or will this 
trend only generate more activities on top of the 
existing industry?

National system of innovation Does the development and adoption of eco-efficient 
services also depend on both the techno-economic 
subsystem and the socio-institutional subsystem?

How can network externalities be created and or 
used?

Summarising questions
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2.7  Summary 
In the following chapter, desk research concerning certain product chains together with
interviews will shed some more light on the various drivers and barriers for the devel-
opment of eco-efficient services. The case studies also strive to answer most of the hy-
potheses. In this paper two ‘rough’ tools are described that are aimed at supporting the
case studies research in the ensuing chapter.

1. A “summary of the effects of changing consumer behaviour and scale effects at the 
supplier”, stating the characteristics of an eco-efficient service and offering a guide-
line for the identification of eco-efficient services which can be studied more in-
depth in the case studies.

2. A variety of drivers and barriers, structured along three levels of analysis, offering a 
provisional collection of aspects that might influence companies’ decisions to 
develop and introduce eco-efficient services.

Moreover, based on the contents of this report, a questionnaire and an interview guide-
line have been constructed.

The tools mentioned have not yet been tested, nor refined. This will also be a part of
chapter 3. The search and description of case-studies or ‘profiles’, will give some more
insight in the usefulness of the typology. The interviews will hopefully shed some light
on the various drivers and barriers for both providing and consuming businesses. More-
over, the interviews are used in order to check the models that have been used to identify
several barriers (e.g. the four dimensional model for service innovations and the role of
technology, behaviour and arrangements in environmental innovation). 
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3  Evaluating innovation 
profiles of eco-efficient 
services

Matteo Bartolomeo, AVANZI and Gerd Scholl, IÖW
3.1  Preface
This chapter summarises and interprets the empirical work performed under stage 2 of
the EEPS project in which inventories of a limited number of eco-efficient service inno-
vations in Sweden, United Kingdom, The Netherlands, Germany, and Italy have been
conducted. The examples have been recorded in so called “innovation profile” charac-
terising each example against a given format.

The chapter is structured as follows:

• section 3.2 describes the approach for the selection and collection of information for 
40 profiles in five different European countries and a description of the sample 
which constitutes the basis for the analysis;

• section 3.3 contains the analysis of profiles structured according to the four initial 
project hypotheses;

• section 3.4 discusses other relevant topics which are not addressed by project 
hypotheses but could constitute significant research material and, at the same time, a 
basis for expanding the existing set of hypotheses;

• section 3.5 is a sort of bridge between this chapter and other chapters providing a 
proposal as to a possible extension of project hypotheses and addressing further 
steps to be taken in following chapters.
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3.2  Introduction
Tertiarisation of modern industries, increasing complexity of goods and industrial pro-
cesses, the rise of new technologies such as the Internet etc. have stimulated a general
rise of service solutions for a number of economic activities. Simultaneously, global, na-
tional, regional, and local economies face the challenge of sustainable development, i.e.
meeting the needs of the present generation without impairing quality of life of future
generations. As a consequence, policy makers, researchers, business leaders, environ-
mental groups and others have paid increasing attention to the opportunities provided
by so called eco-efficient services. There is some good reason to believe that they might
substantially contribute to the objectives formulated under the sustainability paradigm,
in particular improving overall resource efficiency, while at the same time promoting
economic growth and improving the competitiveness.

In our research we use the following working definition of eco-efficient services:

An eco-efficient service (EES) is a certain product-service mix 
which has a higher added value and a smaller environmental 
impact compared to a similar product-service mix or a situation in 
which the activity was not performed at all.

Stage 2, which is the starting point of the empirical work within the project, aimed at
making an inventory of producer service innovations in Sweden, United Kingdom, The
Netherlands, Germany, and Italy in order to gain a first insight into the nature of, the
barriers to, and the prospects of eco-efficient producer services in different European in-
dustries. Furthermore, the profiles are to deliver some hints as to a refining of the con-
ceptual model developed in the preceding stage of the project.

We used a sampling method for the innovation profiles where the following criteria
played a role:

• Diversity or spread of examples for the whole set considering the following sub-cri-
teria in each country sample: company size (at least one example from small/
medium sized business), selection from service and product focused businesses, one 
example addressing business and consumer clients, one failure, and difference in 
service type (service as add on, use oriented services, result oriented services). The 
reason for this approach is to get a wide set of examples with a broad range of fac-
tors.

• Expertise of the partners involved in the field allowing for a minimisation of prepara-
tory work.

• Selecting at least eight examples per country drawn from the following areas: Build-
ing construction, maintenance and management; industrial ecology, industrial gasses 
and chemicals; professional laundry and cleaning; electronic appliances and equip-
ment for the business sector; document services; transportation and communication.

Each example selected was characterised on the basis of a checklist summarising the
main issues of the conceptual model of chapter 3. The list embraced items, such as com-
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pany characteristics, description of the eco-efficient producer service innovation, the
business environment, the 5p model (performance, product, property, pattern, percep-
tion), the main drivers and barriers, and the impacts of the innovation in terms of eco-
nomic and ecological benefits, and employment effects (see appendix). Trade press,
business and academic literature, and qualitative interviews with relevant actors repre-
sented the main information sources for preparing the innovation profiles.

The depicted sampling procedure has a number of consequences, namely:

• It has been difficult to identify eco-efficient services in each country as a conse-
quence of the two-dimensional approach taken, i.e. identifying reliable hints with 
respect to the eco-efficiency of an eligible service and, at the same time, the innova-
tive nature of the example at hand.

• The innovative nature of the eco-efficient services considered is perceived and not 
objective; in some cases the innovation is radical, in some others the services can be 
considered innovative only in the specific context where they have been studied.

• At the beginning of Stage 2 (that this chapter refers to) the services selected where 
supposed to be eco-efficient according to some ad hoc considerations. A more in 
depth understanding of the specific services has highlighted some eco-efficiency bot-
tlenecks, namely related to the so-called rebound effect.

• The selected sample cannot give a representative overview of the emergence and 
diffusion of eco-efficient producer services in Europe and, thus, prohibits any sug-
gestions pertaining to quantitative indicators of their spreading. Nevertheless, the rich 
and novel material obtained by the 40 examples allows for a qualitative assessment 
of main drivers and barriers, innovation patterns, and ecological potentials and limi-
tations.

Table 3.1 on page 72 gives a brief overview of all 40 innovation profiles analysed in the
five countries. It illustrates the wide array of possible eco-efficient producer services.

Table 3.2 on page 73 reveals the stratification of the sample in terms of functions ful-
filled. The bias towards examples in building construction, management and mainte-
nance can be explained by the fact that an activity such as facility management is quite
well developed in virtually all countries involved in the research and a quite promising
area in terms of environmental gains, thus attracting researchers interests. Quite surpris-
ingly, document services have been scarcely investigated; the reason probably being the
perceived lack of novelty of an issue that has been investigated also in the past. Similar
situation applies to telecommunication services, widespread in all countries but, at the
same time, here just investigated in one case even if considered very promising from an
environmental point of view. 
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Table 3.1. Selected innovation profiles

Country Company name Kind of service provided

Germany (D) 1. BEL

2. ILB

3. Mainova

4. Mewa

5. Renet

6. Safe Chem

7. Stadtmobil

8. Wilkhahn

Remanufacturing of construction material

Optimising daylight use

Water contracting

Textile services

Recycling Network

Rent a solvent

Fleet management

Office furniture servicing

Italy (IT) 1. AEM

2. Agrevo

3. AMG

4. Edison S.p.A.

5. Johnson Controls

6. Savarent

7. Stella S.p.A.

8. TPL

Energy services

Integrated pesticides management

Energy services

Energy services

Facility management

Car leasing

Re-manufacturing of telephone poles

Logistic services

Sweden (S) 1. Återbruket

2. Cramo

3. Dell

4. Electrolux

5. Scania

6. Tvättmann

7. Vattenfall

8. Wam!Net

Recovery of construction material

Renting of machinery and equipment

Customising IT solutions

Leasing of refrigeration and freezing equip-
ment

Transport services

Textile services

Energy services

Data delivery

The Netherlands (NL) 1. Diversey Lever

2. Diversey Lever Consulting

3. Hoek Loos

4. M&D Shining colors

5. Nuon

6. Philips

7. Solaris Rabobank

8. Transtil

Process control services

Site management services

Exchange of industrial gases

Truck washing services

Warmth delivery

Leasing of medical apparatus

Financial and energy services

Load planning for trucks

United Kingdom (UK) 1. British Telecom

2. Castrol

3. Galaxy

4. Global telematics

5. Interface

6. Scottish Power

7. Waterlyne

8. Yorkshire Water Services

Video conferencing

Fluid management services

Precision farming

Fleet management

Carpet leasing

Energy services

Document management

Water conservation services
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Profiles preparation has focused on interviews with representatives of innovative prod-
ucts/services mixes suppliers, the majority of them being service providers (30 of 40),
while the remaining companies being manufacturers. A closer look to companies’ activ-
ities shows a number of grey zones that require a brief explanation. As a matter of fact,
besides the full service providers and full manufacturers providing service add ons, there
are examples where:

• company’s core activity is the provision of a service even if some manufacturing 
activity is performed as well like in the case of Johnson Controls producing some 
devices for facility management or the German Mewa servicing hotels, restaurants, 
industrial firms and other businesses with textile related services and, at the same 
time, producing some of the textile goods involved in the service; 

• other companies - like the Swedish Scania and Electrolux, or the UK branch of the 
US headquartered Interface – represent a slightly different set of example because, 
while being focused in manufacturing activity, their management has clearly the 
intention of developing innovative service concepts for improving company’s com-
petitive position; these service concepts, differently from other examples, are 
designed to become a core activity and not simply an add on to existing products.

• the sample is also composed of a number of utilities which are traditionally involved 
both in production (for example electricity generation) and in service provision, such 
as transmission and distribution to final consumers and businesses. Considering cur-
rent market expansion options, we have considered them as service providers rather 
than manufacturers

Table 3.2. Sectors and functional areas covered by available profiles

Area (function fulfilled) For example…. N. 
Kind of companies 
involved

Building construction, 
management and mainte-
nance

Facility management, energy 
management, heating and 
cooling, construction materi-
als

14 Utilities and small firms in the 
building sector

Transportation and tele-
coms

Fleet management, logistics, 
videoconferencing

7 Small fleet management firms 
and large telecom operator

Appliances and equipment 
for the business sector

Construction equipment, 
refrigeration appliances

6 Equipment manufacturers and 
full service providers

Industrial ecology and 
chemicals

Precision farming, pest man-
agement, exchange of mate-
rial flows

6 Various examples, ranging 
from lubricant manufacturers 
to hi-tech applications to tra-
ditional farming

Laundry and cleaning Textile caring, cleaning pro-
cess control, truck washing

5 Mainly large service oriented 
firms. Also spin off of larger 
groups

Document services Printing management, file 
transfer

2 Micro service firms
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• lastly, the company is a full service provider but it is a spin off of a large manufac-
turer which decided to establish a legally independent firm in order to better serve 
an emerging market for services. This is for example the case of the German 
SafeChem, now a spin off of Dow, for Diversey Lever, a company created by the 
Dutch Unilever and DiverseyLever Consulting resorting under DiverseyLever.

The issue of large manufacturers establishing small businesses specialised in services is
also relevant for describing the sample stratification in terms of size. The sample is well
balanced between large and small-medium sized companies (21 versus 19), but around
7 small and medium sized companies are part of larger groups, in some cases multina-
tional corporations. A more in depth discussion of the role of size is provided later in
this document.

Another useful dimension to be considered, as preliminary input for profiles analysis, is
related to the typology of clients, namely individuals or businesses (more deeply dis-
cussed in a dedicated chapter of this report). The sample reflects the research focus, eco-
efficient services in business to business relationships, by considering suppliers to busi-
nesses (28 of 40), suppliers to both businesses and individuals (9 of 40) and, lastly, sup-
pliers especially addressing, but non solely, individuals (3 of 40). As explained later in
this report, the variety of situations studied, in term of client typology, has been a con-
straint in the example identification process in order to validate or refuse a research hy-
pothesis focusing on the difference between eco-efficient services provided to
businesses and those provided to consumers.

The following chapters will provide an in depth analysis of research hypotheses and, in-
evitably, of some of the issues raised here. On the contrary, other variables will not be
studied cause to the lack of comparability, non representativeness of the sample and lim-
ited number of profiles. This is the case of variables like country and sector/function ful-
filled that even in the area of building construction, management and maintenance apply
in too different ways due to the diversity of problems that services have tried to over-
come, framework conditions influencing supplier and client behaviour and organisation-
al/technical characteristics of the eco-efficient service provided. 

3.3   Analysis of profiles and discussion of project hypotheses
This chapter analyses findings of the 40 profiles by considering the four preliminary
project hypotheses:

3. Eco-efficient services are more likely to develop in the area of producer services than 
provision of services to tertiary sector organisations or final consumers

4. Most eco-efficient service innovations will be driven by non-environmental rather 
than environmental factors

5. Successful eco-efficient innovations are likely to involve simultaneous changes in all 
or most of the following variables: property, pattern, perception, performance and 
product
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6. A key barrier to eco-efficient service innovations are corporate accounting systems, 
which tend to minimise the environmental and full acquisition costs of products.

We start with discussion of the driver- and 5p-hypotheses, since they refer to more gen-
eral and comprehensive aspects of the nature of eco-efficient producer services. After-
wards we address more specific items, such as consumer-transferability and role of
accounting systems. 

3.3.1 Drivers for eco-efficient services and role of the environment
The profiles provide several hints as to analysing the question whether the introduction
of innovative eco-efficient services is driven by non-environmental rather than environ-
mental factors (see Table 3.3). Looking at the profiles one realises that most examples
prove this assumption (in 23 out of 40 cases the statement ‘environment is a driver’ is
true or partly true, ‘true’ occurs four times, while ‘false’ twelve times). There are, how-
ever, a number of service concepts where different environment-related issues play a mi-
nor or even bigger role for the emergence of the innovation (14 out of 40).

Table 3.3. Environment as a driver

Company name „Environment is a driver“

BEL True Improve environmental performance, creating jobs

ILB Partly true Business opportunities by improving environmental perfor-
mance

Mainova True Improving environmental performance of customers, cost sav-
ings

Mewa Partly 
false

Cost savings, green company image (demonstrated not by the 
service, but other activities)

Renet Partly 
false

Improving customer convenience

Safe Chem Partly true Environmental regulation

Stadtmobil True Improving environmental performance, business opportunity

Wilkhahn Partly true Improve environmental performance, binding customers, 
improving customer convenience

AEM Partly 
false

Testing technology, business opportunity

Agrevo Partly true Environmental regulation, binding of costumers

AMG Partly 
false

Regulation (Kyoto Protocol), company image

Edison S.p.A False Business opportunity, binding customers

Johnson Controls False Binding clients

Savarent False Binding customers, increasing convenience

Stella S.p.A False Cost reduction, keeping markets/margins

TNT/TPL False Business opportunity

Återbruket True Environmental concerns, covering expenses

Cramo False Binding customers, differentiate from competitors

Dell False
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In case the environment exerts no influence at all the main motives for the introduction
of a service in B2B are emerging business opportunities, e.g. through demand-side
changes such as out-sourcing of non-core activities, binding clients and increasing cus-
tomer convenience, protect market segments by differentiation from competitors and/or
preventing new entry, and alterations in business context (e.g. new actors and strategic
alliances in the value chain). Ecological issues come into play when corporate image is
linked with green corporate attitude and behaviour (e.g. AMG. Electrolux, Mewa) or eco-
benefits occur as a by-product of strategy change and can be incorporated in marketing
strategies (e.g. AEM, Renet). 

Electrolux Partly 
false

Business opportunity, company image

Scania False Business opportunity

Tvättmann Partly 
false

Binding customers, green company image (demonstrated not 
by the service, but other activities)

Vattenfall False Business opportunity, binding customers

Wam!Net False Business opportunity, binding customers

Diversey-Lever False Binding customers, preventing new entry by regular presence, 
business opportunity

Diversey-Lever 
Consulting

False Differentiate from competitors, business opportunity, relevant 
partners available to co-operate with

Hoek Loos False Changing demand, increase of competition

M&D Shining colors False Business opportunity, low investments required, back to core 
business

Nuon Partly true Prepare for competition, emission target

Philips False Customer convenience

Solaris Rabobank Partly true Corporate commitment to sustainability principles, relevant 
partners available to co-operate with

Transtil Partly true Research findings, business opportunity, cost reductions

British Telecom False Binding customers, business opportunity

Castrol Partly true Binding customers, cost reduction, increasing consumer conve-
nience, improve environmental performance

Galaxy Indiffer-
ent

Availability of technology, environmental legislation, binding 
customers

Global Telematics Indiffer-
ent

Optimising traffic, availability of technology, just-in-time prac-
tices, demand for efficiency gains

Interface Indiffer-
ent

Binding customers, improve environmental performance, com-
pany image

Scottish Power Partly true Business opportunity, increasing customer convenience, bind-
ing customers, improvement of environmental performance

Waterlyne False Business opportunity, binding customers

Yorkshire Water 
Services

Partly true Regulation, company's environmental protection obligations, 
competition

Table 3.3. Environment as a driver

Company name „Environment is a driver“
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The environment more actively stimulates the introduction of eco-efficient services when
business opportunities can directly be derived from improving the environmental perfor-
mance of clients by means of service solutions (e.g. energy and water management ser-
vices) or when service supply is the outcome of a company’s commitment to
sustainability principles (e.g. Rabobank Solaris offering cheap loans for application of re-
newable energies). These supply-side driven cases are often closely intertwined with
changes in the regulatory framework creating markets for eco-services (e.g. legislation
on treatment of waste, tightening up of emission targets). 

There are only very few examples where environmental concern has been the main driv-
er for supplying eco-efficient services. In these cases, e.g. Återbruket, Bel, Stadtmobil,
improving resource efficiency and reducing environmental pressure is integral part of
doing business. This kind of business activities, however, is very often not profitable by
normal business criteria and contingent upon governmental financial assistance.

The sample suggests a number of different explanations for the prevalence of non-envi-
ronmental factors in the emergence of eco-efficient producer services. One might be that
those companies, for which binding customers and seeking new business opportunities
is the prevailing motive for introduction of new service concepts, operate in mature mar-
kets with low margins for well-introduced products. One example is a German producer
of office furniture, Wilkhahn, that has extended its after-sales-services programme
against the background of an enlarging polarisation of the market into low and high price
segments urging the company to find more creative and effective ways of keeping their
stock of customers. The Italian Savarent example (long-term full service leasing of high
category cars) supports this view in the sense that in automobile industry car manufac-
turers gradually move to supplement their range of products by service concepts satisfy-
ing the needs of certain customer groups. Whilst innovation potentials with regard to
product technologies are gradually being exhausted, product service mixes become a
more attractive building block of the marketing strategy.

Similarly, the Swedish examples of Electrolux (leasing of refrigeration and freezing
equipment) and Cramo (renting of machinery and equipment mainly to construction in-
dustry) disclose that reinforced competition and increased levelling of products’ techni-
cal performance necessitate investments into new service-based solutions providing
differentiation benefits and preventing competitors from easy imitation. More generally,
competition based on price is gradually replaced by quality-oriented corporate strategies.
In several cases, this transformation process relies on customising commodity goods. For
instance, in case a former laundry and cleaning service company evolves into a supplier
of process control services (see the Dutch example of DiverseyLever) encompassing not
only the sale of detergents and usual monitoring and maintenance procedures but, fur-
thermore, process optimisation services. 

A second explanation of the high relevance of non-environmental drivers refers to fun-
damental changes in the business environment, especially liberalisation of formerly
highly regulated monopolistic markets. Most prominently, it is the energy and also partly
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water supply sector, represented by a number of profiles (e.g. Yorkshire Water services,
Vattenfall, AEM, Edison, Mainova, NUON) in which companies face fierce competition
resulting increasingly often in the creation of innovative product-service mixes.

Moreover, the set of profiles very often stresses the prominent role of the environment-

related regulatory framework for the introduction of innovative service solutions.1 Sev-
eral examples show that environmental issues can indirectly affect the emergence of eco-
efficient producer services through modifying the regulatory framework and thereby
generating green markets. In case of Mewa (renting/reuse scheme for wipers), Safe
Chem (“rent-a-solvent”), and Renet (reuse network for second hand automobile spare
parts) it is tightening of environmental legislation, in particular pertaining to end-of-life
management of certain goods, that creates a demand for additional services, such as re-
covery, refurbishing, and re-distribution. Additionally, the Yorkshire Water Services ex-
ample (UK) tells that companies may be forced by public authorities to perform
assessments that justify an increase of product supply as opposed to the introduction of
efficiency devices. This may also result in an expansion of service offers (e.g. water man-
agement services). Quite differently, the example of the Dutch electricity distribution
company NUON, that has enlarged its range towards energy services (e.g. supply and

operation of warmth delivery equipment) in order to cope with binding CO2 emission
targets, reveals that macro eco-policy may have some substantial influence on the emer-
gence of eco-services, too.

Thirdly, new opportunities for introducing eco-efficient service concepts arise from inn-
ovative technologies, in particular, in new and dynamic markets, such as the ICT sector.
The Swedish example Wam!Net (data delivery for printing, pre-press, and publishing in-
dustry) reveals, for instance, that along with the emergence of digital data transfer tech-
nologies new ways of doing business occur requiring innovative and flexible
organisations that adapt new technological options to the needs of specific industries.
Another important area is illustrated by two British examples, namely GlobalTelematics
(telecommunications-based fleet management services) and Galaxy PrecisionAg Services
Ltd. (precision farming support services) both applying highly advanced technology,
mainly GPS (Global Positioning System), in order to optimise transport and substance
flows. To a more limited extent this prominent role of technology also applies to the
M&D Shining Colour case, a company offering mobile truck cleaning services in The
Netherlands. The development of a liquid tight floor and a mobile purification unit en-
abled the company to supply fleet managers with truck washing on location. 

From point of view of the demand side out-sourcing of non-core business activities can
be another important driver. Obviously, concentration to core competencies and out-
sourcing of strategically less important operations is a common trend varying, however,
largely across different industry sectors. The Swedish Cramo example (leasing of con-
struction machinery and equipment) reports, for instance, that the construction sector is

1. In this section we address regulatory impulses beyond the creation of polypolistic markets 
(deregulation, liberalisation). 
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apparently less willing to adopt out-sourcing practices. In contrast, within the utility sec-
tor, the textile service industry, and the transport business it seems that customers are to
a larger extent used to out-sourcing procedures. In principle, these procedures represent
an economic transaction in which the customer barters process control and increased
risk of suffering from monopolistic power (“lock-in” effect) for cost saving efficiency
gains. Since the profiles do not provide exhausting information on this aspect, the case
studies should more deeply analyse the circumstances under which customers are (not)
willing to out-source activities.

There is no such clear picture with regard to the role of environment in the company’s
mission statement. One can suggest that, on average, environmental issues are of some
importance for the majority of service providers considered. Companies, such as Elec-
trolux, Interface, Wilkhahn, British Telecom, or Scottish Power are among the eco-pio-
neers within their industries, and an ecologically motivated service-orientation represents
part of their corporate culture and business strategy. Enterprises, such as Tvättmann and
Mewa, for instance, being market leaders in their countries and operating in environmen-
tally sensitive sectors (professional laundry, textile services) cannot afford a “light green”
attitude and, thus, dedicate a large amount of resources to improving their overall envi-
ronmental performance partly including innovative service-based strategies. 

There is another group of preponderantly smaller enterprises for which environmental
issues are of smaller importance, that do, however, ameliorate their clients’ eco-balance
directly through the way they make business (e.g. M&D Shining Colours delivering truck
cleaning services and Renet providing information- and logistics-related infrastructures
for accelerating trade in second hand car components). Whilst these two companies dis-
play at least few links with the environment owing to the prominent role green issues
play in their markets, there are others that have almost nothing to do with the environ-
ment at all, but nonetheless may provide similar green benefits by effectuating their cli-
ents internal and/or external processes. Examples, such as Wam!Net, Global Telematics,
Waterlyne, and Johnson Control suggest that, in contrast to activities on eco-efficient
products and processes, eco-efficient service concepts do not necessarily require any
green attitude or corporate strategy of their suppliers. They are rather the result of a sys-
tems change leading to efficiency gains within the value chain.

The eco-efficient services reported in the innovation profiles are both demand-side and
supply-side driven. There are certain factors making suppliers expanding their range or
shifting towards service solutions and there are (other) factors creating demand for in-
novative product-service mixes. Environmental issues may play a role in both respects.
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This is illustrated in Figure 3.1 juxtaposing supply and demand with regard to the influ-
ence of environmental considerations in each decision-making process. 

Figure 3.1. Environment as a driver

In case of BEL, a German company offering re-building and re-manufacturing services
for the construction sector, corporate strategy is largely based on an environmental com-
mitment, and also demand side drivers often rely on the wish to contribute to an im-
provement of environmental conditions, e.g. by reducing waste and saving primary
resources. The Dutch example of Rabobank/Solaris, a bank offering leasing contracts for
photovoltaic systems to business and private clients, further underpins the close linkage
between the importance of environmental considerations on both supply and demand
side. 

Besides that, there are exceptional cases such as the service offered by the Dutch con-
sortium Transtil which represents a co-operation among road haulage firms in order to
establish a software-based freight capacity exchange system. This concept emerged from
a EU funded pilot project dealing with sustainable urban and regional freight flows.

The majority of our examples, however, such as the Italian transport company TPL man-
aging transport services for FIAT, the Swedish textile service provider Tvättmann, or the
videoconference services of British Telecom illustrate that environment-related factors do
not necessarily have to play any significant role for an eco-efficient service concept to
successfully enter the marketplace. On the contrary, BEL and similar cases revealed that
strongly environmentally driven service innovations encounter economic obstacles and
may not be profitable by normal business criteria.
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3.3.2 Relevance of the 5p-model

3.3.2.1 Overview
The 5p model consist of five variables (performance, product, perception, property, pat-
tern) that can be affected by eco-efficient services when compared with more traditional
and product based alternatives. 

The 5p model has been used as a project hypothesis as follows:

“successful eco-efficient innovations are likely to involve simulta-
neous changes in all or most of the following variables: property, 
pattern, perception, performance and product”.

The components of the 5p model are discussed in the following paragraphs and then
displayed in a final table in the section Conclusions of the 5p model.

3.3.2.2 Performance
The concept of product-service mix performance is rather complex and it is subject to
various interpretations; for the sake of clarity, we here consider product-service mix per-
formance for the client as a combination of various aspects that can play different roles
in the eco-efficient service innovation. An increase in performance, from the client per-
spective, could mean:

REF function redefinition

• higher reliability

• increased flexibility

• improved management of health, safety and environmental risk

• increased productivity and/or efficiency

Function redefinition. Besides being theoretically one of the pillars for a shift from
product to service, a complete function redefinition is rare and limited to few cases. On
the opposite, most of the profiles demonstrate incremental changes in function normally
delivered through traditional product-service mixes. 

In order to provide a possible explanation it is necessary to separate the discussion be-
tween demand and supply side. With reference to the former, one of the main reasons
for demanding services with a similar function is apparently the lack of confidence in
innovative providers and the lack of attitude towards radical changes in fulfilling func-
tions which are perceived as strategic (while in many cases they are not). From the point
of view of the supply side, many firms are not skilled and culturally prepared to manage
a change based on delivering a certain performance rather than a certain product (and
related services ad ons). The case of Castrol, the British lubricants manufacturer, repre-
sents an exception by delivering an agreed performance to business clients (the compa-
ny provides lubricants and a number of related services to appropriately manage
equipment and plants).
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Similarly, Nuon, a Dutch utility, has an interesting arrangement with its clients based on
a predefined cost for warmth delivery and manages all the phases from installation,
maintenance and management and fuelling of equipment. Together with Scottish Power,
providing comfort levels, Nuon represents quite an unusual case in the utility sector
where many generators and distributors of electricity and gas - for example Edison, AEM,
Vattenfall, Mainova - still prefer contract based on delivery of a variable quantity of elec-
tricity, gas, hot water.

Higher reliability. From a client perspective higher performance could also mean the
right quantity in the right place at the right moment. A number of examples demonstrate
that reliability is one of the key drivers for delivering innovative services based on the
underlining assumption that a dedicated firm or professional is in a better position to
ensure an optimal management of a specific function. This is the case of British Tele-
com’s videoconferencing service, Conference Call Video, where overall performance is
enhanced through a range of service add ons - translation, transcription, etc. - which en-
sure the client that the videoconference is truly effective, not only from a mere technical
point of view.

But the issue of reliability is a priority in a number of very diverse cases. Take for exam-
ple the experience of Global Telematics, the innovative UK firm specialised in providing
GPS assisted information on vehicles locations and traffic, where increasing reliability has
been the imperative and key driver for designing a specific core service. Similar to Global
Telematics approach is the example of Wam!Net, a micro Swedish company providing
solutions for exchanging large files within the publishing sector as an alternative to un-
reliable and inefficient practices based on courier services or standard internet applica-
tions.

In a completely different sector Tvättman Textile Service - the Scandinavian corporation
servicing hotels, restaurants, industrial clients and other organisations– has developed a
new service, called Etage, ensuring a superior reliability to customers through a delivery
of the right quantity of clean linen and towels to the right floor of hotels.

Increased flexibility. Flexibility represents a crucial aspect of service performance and
it is normally reached through outsourcing of non core activities or core activities during
peak periods. A clear example of this phenomenon is represented by British Waterlyne,
a document management company that provides printing services for a local educational
institution, through a contract with two components: a flat fee based on 500.000 copies
per month and a variable component based on the number of copies exceeding the fixed
quantity. 

Very instructive when discussing about flexibility is Stadtmobil, the German car sharing
company that offers a unique range of vehicles to member organisations and private cli-
ents in order to satisfy virtually any need of transportation even for a very limited number
of hours. The same case also suggests that there could be trade offs between flexibility
(wider choice of vehicles or dedicated parking lots in city centres) and, on the opposite,
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reliability (when for example a client has to wait due to a delayed drop off by a previous
client).

Performance could also be negatively affected by a lower flexibility in the case of indus-
trial ecology applications where there is an intense and integrated exchange of material
flows – like chemicals, steam, heat, cool – among a defined network of firms (see a more
in depth analysis of these aspects in the paragraph dedicated to pattern). 

Improved management of health, safety and environmental risk. Manag ing
harmful substances for human beings and the environment frequently represent an an-
noying, costly, time consuming and risky activity for many companies in industrial and
farming sector. In addition, a more and more stringent legislation implies companies to
develop ad hoc skills to properly manage environmental management activities and per-
form reporting activity to public administration. This complex range of activities repre-
sents an incentive for many firms to outsource activities related to purchase, management
and disposal of pesticides, chemicals, lubricants, fuels and other inputs.

Product/service performance is therefore more and more related to the ability of suppli-
ers to provide a full range of services that enables clients to focus on their core business
and avoid unwanted responsibilities. Safechem, the German spin off of Dow dealing
with services related to solvents management, offers a range of opportunities for a com-
plete management of substances up to the recovery and remarketing phases.

Similarly to Safechem, the British lubricant manufacturer Castrol provides clients within
the automotive and other sectors with services to manage, from cradle to grave, lubri-
cants for industrial use.

Increased productivity and/or efficiency. It goes by saying that it is impossible to
discuss about performance without considering the overall cost for the client to access
to an innovative product-service mix. Obviously, a product-service mix has to be eco-
nomically competitive even if in most of cases, since the mix changes, it is difficult for
the client to assess the real economic benefit associated to the innovation when a range
of hidden costs are involved (see the chapter on accounting).

Many examples demonstrate that financial benefits for the client, when they occur, are
just indirect, meaning that clients’ motivations towards change are just partly related to
true, short term, sure and measurable economic gains. On the opposite, most of the cases
suggest that other aspects - like reliability, need to focus on core business, lack of skills
– are crucial elements for inducing clients to buy innovative product-service mixes. This
point is well illustrated by services provided by utilities, where direct gains are very lim-
ited in contrast with the clear importance of apparently intangible benefits like service
reliability, lack of dedicated human resources and others.

Nevertheless, there are also cases where sure and measurable financial gains have been
the key driver for clients to demand or even jointly develop the service innovation. In
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the fleet management sector, a Dutch consortium of various transportation companies,
called Transtil, has been created in order reduce unnecessary costs by optimising truck
loads through an internet based technology that enables user to quickly track a potential
partner for goods delivery or pick ups.

Clearly driven by tangible financial benefits, together with environmental aspects, is the
example of Stella, the small Italian company dedicated to the production and recovery
of pinewood telephone poles, that has jointly developed a service solution, with its client
Telecom Italia resulting in a huge environmental and financial gain for both companies.
According to the new product-service mix, Stella is fully responsible for the turnover of
poles and refurbishes, instead of substituting with new ones, a large quantity of poles
that, normally, would have been dumped.

3.3.2.3 Product
Material artifacts can be modified or introduced in order to better develop and deliver
an innovative and eco-efficient service. The way in which core products, related infra-
structures or material add-ons are affected by the innovation can have a tremendous im-
pact on the environment, thus also explaining the attention of environmental policy
makers and researchers on the subject of services. 

The possibilities for this change range from a very radical shift from a product to a service
that fulfils a similar function, to the creation of additional infrastructure or ancillary prod-
ucts or to no change at all in main product characteristics.

Our sample suggest that changes to core product characteristics are not very frequent
and when they occur the importance of the product was already very limited for the ref-
erence alternative considered. 

One possible reason for that is the novelty of the services considered in this research,
which has been a sort of pre-requisite for the selection of examples. If this is the case,
we can expect a more substantial and widespread change of core product elements as
a result of a close and long term interaction between supplier and client that will jointly
identify, and in some cases develop, alternative solutions for fulfilling a given function.

A possible second explanation is related to the choice of a reference alternative for judg-
ing the changes in material artifacts, crucial in many cases like for the British Telecom
video conferencing service. In this example the judgement about changes in product
characteristics is completely different when considering, as alternatives, other video con-
ferencing services or physical transportation of persons: in the latter the shift is really
substantial.

The cases where there is a certain shift from product to service or where different core
products are used are limited in number and in importance. They all have an intrinsic
high tech component, like remote car fleet management of the British Global Telematics
based on GPS information technology (maps and related documents are substituted
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through an on-line service) or the Swedish Wam!Net specialised in file exchange within
the printing industry. In the latter example the material artifact (a sample print or a CD
Rom) is substituted by an on-line exchange of files. 

It is self evident that in both cases the product component of traditional ways of fulfilling
the related function is nearly negligible, thus making the two examples just partly illus-
trative of possible shifts from product to service.

Minor changes in core product elements occur in the case of the two refurbishing build-
ing material companies, the German Bel and the Swedish Återbruket, where apparently
the core product is exactly the same to existing and old products while a more precise
consideration of alternatives demonstrates that the core product provided (for example
an old window) can be quite different from a new one (double or triple glass, different
material, different layers, different sizes). Other minor changes occur in the case of Me-
wa, the German textile service company providing towels, linen and wipers to hotels,
restaurants and industry clients. In this case the textile product, differently from its alter-
natives, has to be anonymous in order to serve various clients at the same time with a
common stock of textiles.

A large number of examples then consider changes in or additional material artifacts
for delivering the service, such as dedicated infrastructures, hardware equipment, and de-
vices.

Very illustrative from this point of view is M&D, the Dutch small firm specialised in clean-
ing vehicles fleet, that provides an innovative service based on a mobile water purifica-
tion unit that allows the company to wash trucks and cars directly at customer premises.
For the client this represents an interesting option to avoid costly infrastructure for com-
plying with environmental regulations or, on the opposite, time consuming truck move-
ments to reach the cleaning company site.

Pipelines and dedicated plants are for example needed both in the case of Hoek Loos,
the Dutch company willing to provide an industrial ecology service for a number of local
companies, and Edison that has installed a new large plant and pipelines to provide heat
and warmth to a number of large educational and business organisations in Milano.

Hardware, and related software, is for example provided by the British fleet management
company Global Telematics making possible for truck drivers to get in touch with their
companies and for headquarters to have on-time information on truck position and pos-
sible delays in delivery.

The provision of service could entail the installment and management of devices and
small production unit for many water and energy utilities. At the UK based Yorkshire Wa-
ter Services, the main product, water, remains the same but a number of minor changes
occur to additional products, for example water conservation devices. AMG, the Italian
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local energy company, takes care of a full range of activities for running solar panels for
private and business clients.

The analysis reveals that understanding the phenomenon of eco-efficient services simply
as a substitution of products by equivalent services does not grasp real business process-
es. In fact, business needs have been and still are met by product-service mixes combin-
ing core and ancillary products, (additional) material infrastructures, and pure service
components in a complex way. Apparently, for eco-efficient services in B2B the decisive
issue is not so much whether the service component has been expanded, but in which
way a given function or need is fulfilled by a (re-)combination of material and immaterial
artifacts.

3.3.2.4 Perception
Client’s perception of a given product or service can deeply influence the acceptability
and therefore the decision to purchase it. Perception is obviously related to a wide num-
ber of factors (including price, risk and liability, expected performance and others) that,
as suggested by the empirical evidence coming from this project, play a different role
when dealing with services instead of products. 

A change in client perception is needed in virtually all examples collected and it repre-
sents the 5 p model aspect that is more affected by eco-efficient producer services than
others.

The extent to which a perception shift is needed depends on many variables. First of all
this is dependent on client attitude and experience in managing performance based ser-
vices instead of buying materials and equipment to fulfil the function. The direct knowl-
edge on managing service based arrangements can be in some cases substituted by
competitors’ experience (information provided by industry associations or through infor-
mal talks with industry experts) or by demonstration project and provider’s marketing
efforts. In Waterlyne experience, a small business providing document management ser-
vice, it has been difficult to sign a strategic contract with a major client cause of its lack
of experience in managing outsourced activities. 

Apart from this aspect that will be further developed in a later chapter discussing barriers,
there are two variables that apparently play a very important role: the typology of ar-
rangement proposed by suppliers and the kind of service focus.

There are basically two kinds of provider-client arrangements, the first based on a given
performance (the so called functional sales) that will be delivered to the client and the
second on the provision and management of all the necessary means to enable the client
to satisfy its needs. In the first case - applied by Castrol or by Nuon, the Dutch utility or
Scottish Power – the client pays for a given performance and the supplier takes all the
necessary actions to ensure that it happens. In the second situation – which is very com-
mon to a number of utilities selling energy and additional services -, the supplier simply
provides equipment, materials and consulting services that will be paid by the clients on
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the basis of its own consumption or request. The difference is quite important since it
implies a different allocation of incentives for the optimisation of processes and materials
saving. Our sample demonstrates that the more the service is based on performance, the
more client’s perception need to change.

A second variable of crucial importance is that related to the strategic importance of the
activity to be performed by a supplier. The Agrevo profile, explicitly applicable to other
firms providing Integrated Pest Management, tells about a failed attempt of a pesticide
manufacturer to offer a performance based service for providing farmers with a certain
quantity and quality of harvest. Besides the role played by the arrangement based on a
functional sale (see above), a major barrier is related to the unwillingness of clients to
outsource a core activity in crop production. A similar, but less severe, situation applies
to Cramo, the Swedish provider of equipment to the construction sector, that has to face
clients’ resistance feeling a necessity to own their industrial equipment.

Figure 3.2. Perception

Figure 3.2 shows the area, functional sale and core activity to be performed by the sup-
plier, where the needed perception shift is so large and it may represent a difficult barrier
to be overcome (Agrevo case is very illustrative in this perspective).

At the opposite, the shift can be virtually unnecessary when the activity to be outsourced
is non strategic at all and when the arrangement is based on the provision of commod-
ities and equipment (many utilities apart from the Dutch Nuon and Scottish Power).
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A bit different case is represented by Transtil, a Dutch based alliance among various
transportation companies created to optimise truck loads, where a major shift in percep-
tion among client companies, which are at the same time competitors and members of
a partnership, has been necessary.

3.3.2.5 Property
Leasing, renting (and to a more limited extent also sharing and pooling) represent the
most common options used in order to arrange different property patterns between sup-
pliers and clients in order to exchange a product service mix. They are very common in
a number of areas like equipment and appliances, buildings and land, infrastructures and
other means for delivering products and services.

The 40 examples provided demonstrate that property patterns change in many cases but
probably not as much as one can expect since, this is one of the possible motivations, a
certain performance or a given function fulfillment can be assured through ad hoc con-
tractual arrangement not necessarily entailing a property shift (Castrol case, the UK based
lubricants producer, well explains this point). 

A complete or partial property shift could in fact mean full depreciation of existing du-
rable goods, long negotiations for the identification of the appropriate price for equip-
ment, complicated procedures for client internal approval, change in accounting
procedures and a shift in client perception, the last one being a non-negligible aspect
even for business clients. 

As demonstrated by various examples, a property shift can frequently occur when the
activity for the appropriate product and equipment management:

• requires from the client a high degree of specialisation for managing complex infra-
structure and equipment (services provided by utilities involving a full management 
of heating and cooling system represent a clear answer to this issue

• requires from the client ad-hoc personnel dedicated to a non-core activity, like in the 
case of firms owning car fleets (services provided by the German car sharing com-
pany Stadtmobil or the Italian long term lease firm Savarent represent therefore a via-
ble option to overcome this problem)

• requires from the client large capital investments. In this case, the combination of 
factors like full amortisation of existing equipment, difficult access to loans and inno-
vative solutions suggested by a supplier can be key elements for a property shift 
(clearly, a low rate of utilisation is normally a catalyst or main driver for a property 
shift)

The case of Interface, the carpet manufacturer and service company, demonstrates that
if one of the above mentioned situations does not occur, a change in property arrange-
ment can constitute a barrier for client acceptability and therefore implementation of eco-
efficient services. In the specific case, the service innovation failed in becoming a new
way for fulfilling a certain function since the increase in bureaucracy (a renting fee every
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month, a check on performance assurance) was not balanced by a clear benefit in terms
of performance or simplification of non-core business function.

Differently, the case of Castrol shows that contractual arrangements can foresee respon-
sibility and obligations for the manufacturer even if the product is hold by clients. It is
interesting to notice that there a number of innovative and hybrid property arrangements
that can be agreed on as a consequence of interaction and negotiation between suppliers
and clients. In the example of Mainova, the German water-electricity-natural gas suppli-
er, the service supplier can also be the owner of the equipment (a water fitting system)
for a certain period of time as long as it is not fully paid back. 

Surprisingly, in the case of Stella – Telecom Italia there is a triple property shift related
to pinewood poles: poles are produced and sold to Telecom Italia, sold again to Stella
which becomes responsible for their refurbishing and, for all the poles that can be used
again for the same purpose, sold again to Telecom Italia. Such a complicated arrange-
ment is due to environmental legislation requirements and to a traditional way of con-
sidering supplier customer relationship.

3.3.2.6 Pattern
The fifth dimension of the 5 P model, pattern, considers the creation and reinforcement
of long term interactions among various actors involved in the provision and/or use of
eco-efficient services. 

These interactions, very different in nature and kind of actors involved, can be consid-
ered a very valuable resource to improve the competitive position of a service supplier,
which will improve its ability to tie users, to develop new solutions, to reduce costs and
to expand into new markets by building strategic alliances. On the other side, the need
for reinforcing patterns, an intrinsic element for the effectiveness of many innovative ser-
vices, could also constitute an obstacle, difficult or impossible to overcome. A client
could perceive the increased patterns as a lack of flexibility, as a loss of independence
and as a threat for the confidentiality of important business information. The above dis-
cussion about perception and the following on barriers provide a greater insight on these
aspects.

Despite the nature of changes in pattern is quite diverse from case to case - including
for example networks with allied suppliers, stable links with clients, new institutional ar-
rangements, IT based and other physical infrastructures -, it is possible to group exam-
ples into four clusters considering two trajectories (see Figure 3.3 on page 90):

• on one side, the horizontal versus vertical nature of pattern innovation allows the 
identification of long term interaction among suppliers or between supplier and cli-
ents. In both cases it is self evident, and profiles well demonstrate this point, that ad-
hoc and time consuming agreements need to be designed; in some cases perfor-
mance based contracts have provided an interesting solution to overcome this bottle-
neck
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• on the other side, the material versus immaterial/institutional trajectory is relevant to 
differentiate examples where physical infrastructures play an important role and 
those where the nature of pattern innovation is immaterial and institutional. Appar-
ently material infrastructures are more serious obstacles for developing eco-efficient 
services. 

Figure 3.3. Pattern

Cluster 1 (top left) groups profiles characterised by a long term interaction between sup-
pliers and clients that is made possible by creating or using material infrastructures. This
is for example the case of AEM, the Italian electricity and gas supplier, that has built and
currently runs a major co-generation plant designed to provide warmth and cool to a
number of large institution based in a specific area. The project was made possible
thanks to the proximity of clients for the new service and the co-operation between cli-
ents and supplier. Another, and different, example of service innovation belonging to this
cluster is the micro British firm Waterlyne, which has based in clients premises, an edu-
cational institution, its photocopying machines in order to provide document services.
Services provided by UK based Global Telematics for fleet management optimisation re-
quire the installation of hardware (and software) into clients trucks in order to run a GPS
based remote control of vehicle position.

Cluster 2 (top right) considers examples where the nature of eco-efficient services pro-
vided is immaterial/institutional and vertical at the same time. One of the most interesting
example, also in terms of large scale of service innovation considered, is the new insti-
tutional arrangement between the Dutch TNT and Italian Fiat Auto for managing logistics
services within and among Fiat Auto sites, that have implied the move of more than a
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thousand of employees from the client (Fiat Auto) to the supplier (TPL). Cluster 2 also
comprises a completely different example, the Swedish Wam!Net - a small firm that pro-
vides IT based data delivery solutions to the printing, pre-press and publishing sector –
whose services require a close interaction with clients based on an yearly subscription.

Cluster 3 (bottom right) includes a large number of examples where a close co-operation
among suppliers is a pre-requisite for achieving a competitive advantage. In most of the
innovative services supplied by energy utilities a main contractor (the utility) provides
the service thanks to the co-operation of allied suppliers specialised in maintenance and
installation of dedicated equipment. The same happens in a different sector, where the
large truck manufacturer Scania, provides a full range of innovative services (including
truck drivers) on the basis of strategic alliances with other firms. An interesting and in
depth pattern innovation is the Dutch Transtil, a consortium of logistics firms designed
to optimise trucks loads, that has required a regional and long term alliance among firms
operating in the same business. 

Cluster 4 (bottom left), i.e. pattern innovation based on material and horizontal links, is
poorly represented by examples considered. The only case that can be considered in this
cluster, which could be also placed in cluster 1, is represented by the Dutch Hoek Loos,
a large chemicals manufacturer, that, unsuccessfully, tried to launch a mayor infrastruc-
ture for the integration of materials inflows and outflows of a number of companies lo-
cated in the same industrial district. In this example a double horizontal and vertical long
term interaction is required in order to make the service viable. 

3.3.2.7 Conclusions on the 5p model
The hypothesis on the 5p model (“successful eco-efficient innovations are likely to invol-
ve simultaneous changes in all or most of the following variables: property, pattern, per-
ception, performance and product”) is validated for its less restricted formulation (most
instead of all) by examples that have been studied in various countries. On the contrary,
there a no profiles demonstrating simultaneous changes in all variables of the 5 P model. 

In particular product, and to a minor extent property, are the two variables which are
less frequently affected by eco-efficient services investigated.

The intrinsic complexity of issues and the potential overlaps of some elements of the
different variables have made the understanding of all the variables not fully homoge-
neous during information acquisition and profiles preparation. For this reason, during
the analysis phase, a certain degree of interpretation was necessary and some of the in-
dications in profiles have been partly modified.
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It is also important to stress that some variables of the 5p model, namely performance
and perception, are more related to the demand side than to the supply of the eco-effi-
cient service and therefore could be better understood through interviews with clients.

Table 3.4. Summary of empirical evidence on the 5P modela

Company 
name Performance Product Perception Property Pattern

BEL -/0 0 + - 0/+

ILB 0/+ + + - +

Mainova 0 - + -/0 0/+

Mewa 0/+ - -/0 + -/0

Renet + -/0 0 - 0/+

Safe Chem + - + + +

Stadtmobil + -/0 + + -

Wilkhahn 0 -/0 - - -/0

AEM + - 0/+ + +

Agrevo + - + + 0

AMG 0 + -/0 + +

Edison S.p.A. 0 - 0 - 0

Johnson Con-
trols

0 0 + - -

Savarent + - + - -

Stella S.p.A. + -/0 + 0 +

TPL - 0 + 0/+ +

Återbruket -/0 0 + - 0/+

Cramo 0 - + + -

Dell 0 - 0 0/+ +

Electrolux 0 - + + 0/+

Scania + - + + +

Tvättmann + + + + +

Vattenfall 0 - + + -/0

Wam!Net + + + - +

DiverseyLever + 0 + - +

DiverseyLever 
Consulting

0/+ - 0 - 0/+

Hoek Loos 0/+ + + + +

M&D Shining 
colors

+ + + + -

Nuon 0 0/+ + + +

Philips - - 0 -/0 -

Solaris 
Rabobank

0/+

Transtil + - + 0 +

British Telecom + - + + 0/+
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3.3.3 Business-to-business versus consumer services
The hypothesis that eco-efficient services are more likely to develop in the area of pro-
ducer services than provision of services to tertiary sectors and final consumers is difficult
to prove on the basis of available innovation profiles. In fact, it has not been the intention
of the sample to shed light upon the supplier-customer relationship in greater detail. This
would have required expert interviews with demand side representatives which have not
been performed for the profiles.

The hypothesis obviously relates to product-service mixes suitable not only for business,
but also for private households. In the context of our sample these might be car-sharing
and fleet management respectively (e.g. Stadtmobil), purchase of refurbished construc-
tion elements (e.g. Återbruket), PV-systems (e.g. Rabobank/Solaris), and heating equip-
ment (e.g. AMG). The very limited information obtained from these examples does not
allow, however, to draw conclusions as to potentially deviating diffusion patterns in the
business area and consumer sector.

3.3.4 Role of accounting systems
A core hypothesis in the project is related to accounting systems, and, more specifically,
to the negative role that imprecise accounting systems can play in the development of
eco-efficient producer services.

Most of profiles provide no information on the issue and few of them a very partial in-
sight. This can be partly due to the scarce significance of this barrier but, more realisti-
cally, by the approach used for interviews, not addressing accounting personnel and just
considering the supply side.

Besides the lack of information on this issue, existing profiles suggests, at least, that a
proper understanding of this project hypothesis requires a sharp distinction between
supply side and demand side.

Castrol + - + + +

Galaxy + - + - +

Global telemat-
ics

+ - + - +

Interface - - + + -

Scottish Power + - + - +

Waterlyne + 0 + + -

Yorkshire Water 
Services

0 - 0 - 0

a. Note: “-“meaning no change,”0” small change, “+” great change

Table 3.4. Summary of empirical evidence on the 5P modela

Company 
name Performance Product Perception Property Pattern
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In the case of suppliers, some examples demonstrate the difficulty of accounting systems
to provide managers with accurate information especially when companies are mainly
manufacturers instead of service providers. In these cases, the shift from product to ser-
vice requires a change in company culture and, at the same time, a different information
management system. The accounting system has to deal for example with issues like:

• larger portion of post sale costs (and revenues), including for example costs for 
unexpected events, take back costs, maintenance costs, costs for upgrading, insur-
ance costs. Savarent case, the Italian car renting firm, demonstrates the difficulty in 
accounting for future revenues for the sales of used cars once they are not suitable 
anymore for renting

• transaction costs. These are potentially massive and hidden in cases where a service 
is specifically designed for a single application like in the case of Hoek Loos, the 
Dutch producer of industrial gasses that unsuccessfully tried to engage a number of 
companies in a large project for exchanging oxygen, nitrogen and other gasses

• costs of customisation, apart from transaction costs, can be also relevant and difficult 
to assess. As shown by the example of Scania, accounting problems related to high 
flexibility and customisation are particularly severe for multinational manufacturers 
that have to ensure similar costs and prices all over the world and common account-
ing procedures

In the case of clients, examples provide even a smaller insight; nevertheless, on the basis
of scarce information, we can assume that clients, besides facing similar but opposite ac-
counting problems to suppliers, have also the problem of understanding the costs sav-
ings involved in service innovation and, consequently, comparing service related cost
with costs related to alternatives. 

From a conceptual and accounting point of view the issue becomes more complicated
when comparable alternatives are lacking. Even in the case of clear alternatives, e.g.
Swedish Electrolux providing refrigeration and freezing services, the assessment of in-
volved costs in order to reach a full cost of ownership is not a widespread activity and
represents an important obstacle for the development of eco-efficient services.

3.4  Discussion of other emerging topics
Apart from the discussion of project hypotheses, the analysis of empirical work has also
generated additional research questions and interesting topics that could be further in-
vestigated. This chapter in particular:

• considers the issue of environmental impact, scale and volume effects, trying to 
understand what are environmental gains involved in eco-efficient services; 

• tries to investigate the interplay of internal and external barriers; and

• addresses the issue of size of suppliers, an interesting variable for better understand-
ing success factors of eco-efficient services.
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3.4.1 Assessing the environmental impacts

3.4.1.1 Scale effects induced by eco-efficient producer services
Most examples within the set of eco-efficient service innovations report an improvement
of scale, i.e. a lower ratio of environmental impact per unit of performance as compared
to a business-as-usual scenario (see chapter 2, “Innovation of eco-efficient producer ser-
vices” on page 15). However, there are a number of different ways to achieve these scale
effects. They can be the outcome of process optimisations, they can result from substi-
tuting physical processes by (more or less) dematerialised ones, and they can arise from
innovative end-of-life product management patterns. The profiles provide hints as to all
of the three categories:

1. Eco-efficient services for process-optimisation. A large number of examples collected 
from the five countries deals with process control/optimisation services, i.e. service 
packages offered by a supplier to monitor and continuously ameliorate the technical/
socio-economic activities of its clients, such as the British Castrol company selling 
fluid management services, Edison in Italy providing energy audits and energy flow 
optimisation procedures (similar to the Swedish utility company Vattenfall), and 
Yorkshire Water Services (UK) offering water conservation-, information- and man-
agement-services. The Dutch example of DiverseyLever, a supplier of process control 
services for the laundry and cleaning sector, witnesses that application of ICT is cru-
cial in this area: A computer programme monitors several parameters of the washing 
process, such as soap and water consumption and time span of washing stages, and, 
thereby, provides decision support data enabling the customer to identify and 
remove weak-spots along the process chain.

Transport processes represent an interesting sub-group in this area. Fleet manage-
ment can be regarded a kind of process optimisation in which the service provider, 
i.e. fleet manager, (re)organises physical transports in a least-cost manner. Examples 
are TPL in Italy being in charge of managing upstream transport processes for Fiat, 
the Dutch network operator Transtil offering load planning procedures for industrial 
clients, and the British enterprise Global Telematics supplying telecommunications-
based fleet management services to couriers, hauliers, plant hire companies, public 
transport organisations etc.

Besides, the Dutch Hoek Loos case (exchange of industrial gases) reveals that even 
industrial ecology, i.e. implementing industrial metabolism by intertwining formerly 
separate industrial processes, can be regarded a specific variant of process optimisa-
tion in which services play a crucial role, too.

The majority of these examples tells that improving existing processes is not only a 
question of intelligent application of suitable technology, but also a matter of advis-
ing and training people that run and supervise machines and equipment. In these 
cases, the service supplier takes the role of teaching “good practice” at the cus-
tomer’s site. This is illustrated, for instance, by Dell, a multinational computer com-
pany operating in the Swedish market, teaching its customers how to use the 
equipment most efficiently.

Obviously, the improvements of scale achieved by process optimisation techniques 
are normally the result of (partial) out-sourcing of non-core business activities sug-
gesting that processes are preponderantly optimised for economic rather than for 
environmental reasons. The customer benefits from the expertise and specialisation 
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of the service provider who has an incentive to manage processes in the most cost-
effective way in order to raise his margins. Cost-effectiveness goes along with eco-
logical effectiveness (win-win situation) in cases in which improvements of the cost 
balance are realised by reducing the amount of physical inputs and outputs per unit 
of process output (e.g. energy, materials, air emissions, waste).

2. Eco-efficient services for dematerialisation. Substantial scale effects can quite often be 
assigned to services apt to dematerialise value chains. There are two examples pro-
vided within the set of innovation profiles illustrating this suggestion. The Swedish 
company Wam!Net offers data delivery services to the printing, pre-press and pub-
lishing sector, in particular in the area of graphic arts, thereby substituting for physi-
cal transports (couriers) and reducing the amount of technical equipment needed to 
operate the data transfer. Quite similarly, the videoconferencing services sold by Brit-
ish Telecom are capable of replacing a huge amount of business travels that were 
otherwise required in case of a business-as-usual scenario.

Both profiles indicate that the achievable scale effects apparently justify the required 
input of technical infrastructure including the resources needed for its production 
and operation, although comprehensive eco-assessments of these inherent trade-offs 
are still lacking.

3. Eco-efficient services for (after)-use-management. Apart from process optimisation 
and dematerialisation, there are a number of examples disclosing another important 
area of EES application, namely proper after-use-management of products and prod-
uct components. “Useful-life services”, such as the one provided, for instance, by 
Wilkhahn (office chair maintenance and overhaul), and especially “end-of-life ser-
vices” supplied, for example, by Safe Chem (solvents recycling), Återbruket (remanu-
facturing and remarketing of construction components), Interface (carpet tiles leasing 
and recycling), and Stella (remanufacturing of telephone poles) represent service 
solutions facilitating high level recovery of products and product components, 
thereby, contributing to extension of service-life, closing of material loops, and sav-
ing of primary resources.

Irrespective of the specific nature of the eco-efficient service concept at hand, either 
for process optimisation, dematerialisation, or (after)-use-management, the assess-
ment of the environmental effects is an intricate task and particularly difficult to gen-
eralise. The actual impacts normally depend upon a large number of parameters 
varying from case to case. Furthermore, the outcome of such assessment heavily cor-
relates with the reference chosen. In most of the cases reported it is a business-as-
usual scenario marking the reference point, although one has to say that profiles are 
not very explicit in this regard. The intricacy of the environmental assessment is, 
apparently, the main reason for the general lack of quantitative data. Additionally, 
environmental consideration are not very closely linked to the majority of the analy-
sed innovations, suitable methodology properly integrating the systems approach is 
lacking, and in many cases service concepts are fairly new making data access and 
availability even more complicate.

3.4.1.2 Volume effects induced by eco-efficient producer services
Besides changing the specific environmental impact per unit of performance (scale ef-
fect) service concepts can also impinge upon the number of service units demanded
(volume effect). In general, the profiles provide very little insight into this phenomenon
mainly due to the fact that these kinds of impacts are even more difficult to predict and
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assess than (short term) scale effects. However, in few cases the empirical evidence sug-
gests that volume effects can negatively or even positively affect the overall environmen-
tal performance. In the British profile on Interface (carpet leasing) it has been reported
that, if customers might seek for higher flooring standards, this might result in a more
frequent replacement of carpet tiles, thereby augmenting the entire materials throughput
needed to serve demand. Similarly, the Italian Savarent case (full service leasing of high
category cars) reveals that leasing procedures might cause easy and capital extensive ac-
cess to auto-mobility possibly leading to an increase in demand for transport opportuni-
ties. 

On the contrary, the German Stadtmobil example (fleet management for small business-
es) shows that appropriate design of accounting systems can contribute to improved cost
transparency, thereby, creating an indirect incentive to lessen the amount of kilometers
demanded. Their full-cost-accounting consists of an hourly rate, including all fixed costs,
plus a charge per driven kilometre, including all running expenses. 

In general, it turns out that the development of volume effects is contingent upon be-
havioural factors (induced alteration of use patterns) and long term price effects that are,
however, difficult to predict. 

Summarising, the main overall conclusion that can be drawn from the set of innovation
profiles with regard to the induced environmental effects can be phrased as follows:

There are some hints as to a positive relationship between service 
intensity and environmental improvement (e.g. services for process 
optimisation, for managing end-of-life products, for dematerialising 
physical processes). The actual short-long term effects, however, 
can only be judged on a case by case basis. Surprisingly, impacts 
have rarely been assessed systematically due to a lack of interest 
(suppliers do not feel the need to prove the environmental sound-
ness of their service offer) and a lack of suitable methodology. 
Counteracting effects can be expected mainly from additional 
material artifacts for delivering the service and from long-term 
rebound effects.
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The following table provides a synopsis of the empirical data on environmental perfor-
mance assessment.

Table 3.5. Information on the environmental effects of the service examples

Company 
name

Scalea Quant. 

datab
Volumec Method-

ologyd

BEL + + ? ? closing loops, prolonging life time of con-
struction components, possibly substituting 
new components

ILB + 0 ? ? improving process efficiency (energy con-
sumption), no life cycle approach

Mainova 0 0 ? ? optimising processes (water consumption)

Mewa + 0/+ ? ? product- and process-related improve-
ments, application of LCA

Renet +/- - ? ? extending service life, closing loops, 
thereby possibly operating inefficient cars 
too long; possibly substitution of new 
spare parts by second hand components

Safe Chem + 0 ? + closing loops, (internal) application of 
LCA, data not actively promoted

Stadtmobil + 0 - 0 environmental assessment relies upon sec-
ondary sources of which many are avail-
able, negative volume effect is due to 
pricing system

Wilkhahn 0 - ? - extending service life, closing loops, eco-
controlling system is process-related

AEM + - ? ? intertwining processes (industrial ecology), 
benefiting from scale effects (large plant, 
centralised distribution channels, ...)

Agrevo + - ? ?

AMG + - ? ? solar/gas heating systems, positive/nega-
tive volume effect through higher/lower 
price?

Edison S.p.A. + -/0 ? ? energy audits, optimising energy flows

Johnson Con-
trols

0 - ? ? process optimisation (i.e. Volume effect is 
improbable), (facility management-> spe-
cialisation)

Savarent 0 - +? ? regular maintenance, increasing product 
throughput (leasing period only 1/3 of 
maximum service life)?

Stella S.p.A. 0 - ? ? extending service life, closing loops, route 
optimisation

TPL + 0 ? 0 route optimisation, reuse of packaging: 
rough forecast of impacts; monitoring is 
planned (might be used to assess env. 
issues, too)

Återbruket + - ? ? closing loops, prolonging life time of con-
struction components, possibly substituting 
new components
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Cramo 0 - ? ? pressure by Cramo on suppliers to improve 
environmental performance,

Dell -/0 - ? ? production on order, recovery/recycling, 
advise on optimal usage of technology 
("human" scale effect)

Electrolux 0 - ? + more efficient operation of out-sourced 
equipment

Scania 0/+ - ? + regular maintenance, even reconditioning 
and reselling of trucks (impact on entire 
service life?)

Tvättmann 0 - ? + optimisation of processes and transports, 
reuse/recycling of wornout textiles

Vattenfall 0 - ? + advise on process optimisation

Wam!Net + - ? ? substituting physical transports, centralising 
machinery and equipment

Diversey Lever + - - + process optimisation (minimisation of con-
sumables), software for monitoring/opti-
mising processes

Diversey Lever 
Consulting

-/0 - 0 - site management services, no actual mea-
surement

Hoek Loos + 0 - 0 intertwining processes (industrial ecology)

M&D Shining 
colors

+ - + - scale effects due to professional expertise 
and decentralising of systems (reducing 
transport intensity)

Nuon + - - + Least cost planning (LCP) reducing energy 
consumption for heating, monitoring of 
energy consumption fairly easy

Philips -/0 - 0 0 optimising application, extending service 
life

Solaris 
Rabobank

+ - 0 + consortium offering electricity generating 
solar panels, substitution from non-renew-
ables to renewables

Transtil + 0 0 - route optimisation, estimates available, no 
actual measurement

British Telecom + 0 ? ? videoconferencing substituting business 
travel

Castrol + - ? ? better chemicals management (process 
optimisation)

Galaxy + 0 ? ? optimising yield/fertiliser input, secondary 
information available, research underway

Global 
Telematics

+ + ? ? route optimisation (avoidance of unneces-
sary mileage)

Interface + 0 + + extending useful life, easier revalorisation, 
data not actively promoted; customer 
might seek higher standard through more 
frequent substitution of tiles (positive vol-
ume effect)

Table 3.5. Information on the environmental effects of the service examples

Company 
name

Scalea Quant. 

datab
Volumec Method-

ologyd
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3.4.2 Barriers

3.4.2.1 Role of internal barriers
In section 3.2 and section 3.3 have implicitly addressed the issue of barriers for the design
and development of eco-efficient services; in particular, the analysis of the 5 P model,
the discussion over the role of accounting systems and over the role of the environmental
effects have underlined the interplay of various barriers and drivers in making eco-effi-
cient services a business and environmental success. In the following paragraphs we will
provide a more structured, even brief, discussion of the more common barriers that ser-
vice providers have faced in developing their services. It is important to underline that:

• both internal and external barriers refer to a generic service innovation and do not 
necessarily pertain to eco-efficient services. This paragraph does not want to investi-
gate the barrier to make existing services more eco-efficient

• the distinction between internal and external barriers is, in many cases, a pure expe-
dient for discussing these important factors; as a matter of fact, the nature of most 
service innovations considered – based on a close interaction between suppliers and 
clients – does not allow a sharp separation between cause and effects 

• encountered barriers reflect the novelty of service provided and clearly pertain, in 
many examples, to the start up phase of service solutions. The generalisation of 
these barriers to any eco-efficient service solution could therefore lead to incorrect 
results

• internal and external refer to the point of view of suppliers of service innovations

An overview of most important internal impediments encountered in the 40 profiles is
given in Table 3.6 on page 102.

One of the most internal barrier is lack of top management support, especially when a
manufacturing company has to deliver a service based solution (columns e. and ‘others’
in Table 3.5 on page 98). Clearly, in this situation there is a mismatch between main-
stream company’s culture and the culture requested to properly develop the new service

Scottish Power + 0 ? ? reducing demand for energy per process 
output

Waterlyne + 0 ? 0 document service reduces consumption of 
paper and ink, easy monitoring of con-
sumption figures

Yorkshire 
Water Services

+ 0 ? ? reducing demand for water per process 
output

a.  + substantial and positive, 0 limited scale effects, - negative scale effect

b.  + some quantitative data available, 0 limited quantitative data, - no data available

c. + positive volume effect (number of units demanded increases), - negative, ? not specifiable

d. + company applies a specific methodology for assessing environmental effects, ? not specifiable

Table 3.5. Information on the environmental effects of the service examples

Company 
name

Scalea Quant. 

datab
Volumec Method-

ologyd
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idea. In addition, formal and informal management rewarding schemes, reflecting com-
pany culture, could represent an extremely effective barrier for managers willing to im-
prove their career position. The cases of Agrevo (a manufacturer of chemicals for
agriculture) and Scania (the Swedish truck manufacturer giant) perfectly describe the dif-
ficulties in making service based solutions part of company’s core business. As anticipat-
ed above in the chapter about size, this barrier has been frequently overcome by creating
a new business unit or a separate company in charge of designing and developing inno-
vative services.

Reluctance of top management could also be related to the lack of skilled personnel (col-
umn b. in Table 3.6 on page 102) to appropriately manage the service innovation. While
being a clear obstacle, again, for manufacturers, surprisingly, unskilled personnel is a
well perceived obstacle in the case of utilities like the Italian AMG and AEM, the Dutch
Nuon or the British Scottish Power. Surprisingly, some utilities have decided to deliver
innovative services through the creation of a network of experienced firms, thus implic-
itly outsourcing a large part of activities characterised by high value added.

An interesting aspect of the mismatch between traditional business culture and service
culture is related to marketing activities. Many companies investigated have reported in-
sufficient and inappropriate marketing efforts probably as a consequence of considering
the commercial activity related to innovative services similar to that needed for selling
mature products (column c. in Table 3.6 on page 102). After a difficult start up phase, a
number of companies delivering innovative means to fulfil certain functions have im-
proved in quality and quantity their marketing efforts (a number of German examples
demonstrate this point: ILB, SafeChem, Stadmobil).

Capital costs (column a. in Table 3.6 on page 102) can represent, even in the case of
provision of services, an important barrier especially for micro businesses or for services
requiring relatively large infrastructures. The former, besides having difficult access to
loans, have limited possibilities to develop capital intensive services which can be scarce-
ly accepted by clients. In order to reduce risks, many innovations are fully developed
just once a sufficient number of clients have demonstrated their willingness to buy the
service. This, as shown below in the discussion of external barriers, often becomes a
problem since pilot implementations or demonstrations are needed to break clients re-
luctance towards most innovative services.

Other services require relatively large capital infrastructures or expensive equipment
(take the example of the large industrial ecology project proposed by the Dutch Hoek
Loos, or the recycling facility necessary to make Interface’s “rent a carpet” solution work-
able) which can be difficult to overcome also for large corporations if returns are uncer-
tain and potential clients do not see great advantages in purchasing the innovative
service.
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Similarly, high operating costs (especially due to marketing efforts or cost of personnel),
combined with initial low demand, can often negatively determine the success of certain
service innovations.

Another important barrier refers to the uncertainty about the feasibility of the service so-
lution (column d. in Table 3.6 on page 102). This barrier especially applies to technology
intensive services like those based on GPS, GSM and Internet technologies but also, more
interestingly, in the case of very innovative solutions that can encounter organisational
difficulties (the Italian TPL), patenting problems (the Dutch M&D), lack of dedicated in-
ternal management tools (Stadtmobil).

Table 3.6. Internal barriersa

ompany 
ame

a. Capital 
and 
operating 
costs

b. Lack of 
skills

c. Insufficient 
marketing 
efforts

d. Uncertainty 
about 
technology 
and its 
feasibility

e. Mismatch 
with 
company 
culture

Others or 
comments

EL + + lack of stan
dardisation
need for 
additional 
jobs

B + +

ainova +

ewa + ad hoc 
equipment 
needed

enet + inappropri-
ateness of 
certain com
ponents

afe Chem scepticism 
marketing 
department

tadtmobil + lack of 
appropriate
software 
tools

ilkhahn + + lack of top 
manageme
support

EM + lack of top 
manageme
support

grevo +

MG + + +
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dison 
.p.A.

hnson 
ontrols

+

avarent + +

tella 
.p.A.

PL +

terbruket +

ramo +

ell Uniform 
solutions 
between 
countries

lectrolux +

cania + Difficult to 
standardise
service 
world-wide

vättmann + ponderous 
cross-coun-
try R&D 
efforts

attenfall + +

am!Net

iversey 
ever

+ Change in 
tariff struc-
ture

iversey 
ever Con-
ulting

Change in 
tariff struc-
ture

oek Loos +

&D Shin-
g colors

+

uon + + + change in 
accounting
procedures
associated 
with the se
vice

hilips + + +

olaris 
abobank

+

Table 3.6. Internal barriersa

ompany 
ame

a. Capital 
and 
operating 
costs

b. Lack of 
skills

c. Insufficient 
marketing 
efforts

d. Uncertainty 
about 
technology 
and its 
feasibility

e. Mismatch 
with 
company 
culture

Others or 
comments
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3.4.2.2 Role of external barriers
There are several external obstacles standing in the way of the introduction and further
diffusion of eco-efficient service concepts. It appears from a comparison of all profiles
that slow proliferation of new eco-efficient producer services is mainly due to customers’
uncertainties about the potential benefits of the service concept and also due to the fact
that very often the service innovation touches client’s core activities and thus leads to a
(perceived) loss of control of essential business operations. Table 3.7 on page 106 illus-
trates the diversity of possible barriers within the sample.

Uncertainties about benefits (column a. in Table 3.7) achievable through the adoption
of eco-efficient services are a major impediment for their further diffusion. They may, on
the one hand, be attributed to the risks customers assign to the process of service deliv-
ery mainly due to their unfamiliarity with the new technology under consideration. This
was one reason for the limited success of Mainova, a German utility offering water con-
tracting services based on innovative water saving devices, and also a significant obstacle
in case of Wam!Net that started supplying data delivery services for global graphic com-
munications markets rooted in high-speed digital file transfer technology. It was also ob-
servable in case of Safe Chem where possible customers were uncertain about the
necessity and possibilities of altered solvents application patterns. Quite similarly, lack-
ing familiarity with new ICT-based systems, such as those applied for videoconferencing
(see British Telecom example) or for fleet management (see Galaxy example), resulted

ranstil + +

ritish 
elecom

astrol

alaxy

lobal 
elematics

terface + + + + lack of recy
cling infra-
structure

cottish 
ower

+ +

aterlyne +

orkshire 
ater Ser-

ices

+ internal dis
agreement 
about appr
priate strat-
egy

. Note: “+” means important barrier

Table 3.6. Internal barriersa

ompany 
ame

a. Capital 
and 
operating 
costs

b. Lack of 
skills

c. Insufficient 
marketing 
efforts

d. Uncertainty 
about 
technology 
and its 
feasibility

e. Mismatch 
with 
company 
culture

Others or 
comments
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in an underestimation of their potential benefits. These reservations weigh even more
heavily in case potential customers have to enter a long-term relationship with the ser-
vice provider. 

It is self evident that high prices are another factor influencing the economic balance of
any innovative service system. Especially high tech applications, e.g. such as GPS-based
process control mechanisms (see Galaxy, GlobalTelematics), being unable yet to mate-
rialise economies of scale appear to suffer from high resource requirements for their in-
troduction in business.

Last but not least perception related issues affect customer’s judgement over expected
benefits of a shift towards innovative service-based solutions. Reservations towards re-
mastered second hand spare parts for automobiles (Renet example), traditional property-
based use patterns in small companies, e.g. in case of transportation (Stadtmobil exam-
ple), or preferences for certain well established business practices, e.g. face-to-face con-
tacts as opposed to videoconferencing (British Telecom example), indicate the enormous
significance of business tradition, ingrained habits, and attitudinal variables.

The second major external barrier is (perceived) loss of control of close-to-core business
activities (column b. in Table 3.7 on page 106), i.e. customer’s fear to be “locked in” in
long term, sub-optimal contracts. Most obviously, this hypothesis can be validated by the
Agrevo case (integrated pesticides management) showing that farmers are reluctant to
out-source core-activities such as fertiliser application and management of plant protec-
tion. Other examples are Wam!Net, a Swedish data delivery company whose customers
rely strongly on reliable service provision, the German company Stadtmobil offering fleet
management services for small businesses that highly depend upon reliable access to
transport means, or the British energy provider Scottish Power who faces clients’ fears
of potential repercussions through limiting internal control and management power.

Furthermore, the profiles indicated that the role of intermediaries (column c. in
Table 3.7) as gate-keepers is another important barrier in that they have to be trained in
order to cope with the marketing of new and more complex product-service combina-
tions and to find more appropriate ways to resale them to their customers. This was par-
ticularly the case with Safe Chem and its solvents recovery and recycling scheme.
Additionally, the Wilkhahn example highlighted that trade partners are sometimes reluc-
tant to introduce and actively promote service-based solutions, since they fear a loss of
product sales in the short term. In case of Scania it was a matter of trans-national har-
monisation urging the company to develop standardised approaches for domestic mar-
kets in order to facilitate service provision for trans-national transport processes.

Since eco-efficient services very often go along with re-arranging value chains and re-
organising institutional arrangements sometimes including a redesign of property rights,
they may often generate substantial transaction costs (column d. in Table 3.7) compris-
ing the costs for finding an appropriate arrangement, for modifying the contract, and for
monitoring its enforcement. The Italian TPL case revealed, for instance, that transaction
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costs occur at the customer’s (FIAT had to re-negotiate the contracts with its suppliers
and a large number of its employees) and also at the supplier’s side (efforts taken in pre-
dicting costs and turnover as a basis for price calculation).

In general, most of the barriers conveyed by the profiles have been overcome by inten-
sifying marketing activities and improving customer relationships. Due to the intangible
nature of services, the supplier’s ability to demonstrate the performance of the service
offer becomes crucial. In many of the examples it was reported that service suppliers run
special demonstration centres or conduct pilots at their clients’ site in order to prove the
high quality and reliability of their offers. Additionally, extra warranties, customisation
procedures and training of sales and marketing staff are employed to ameliorate the mar-
ket appearance of a service provider.

 

Table 3.7. External barriersa

Company 
name

a. Uncertainty 
about benefits

b. Close to core 
business/
losing control

c. Resistance/
reluctance of 
intermediaries

d. transaction 
costs of 
contractual 
arrangements

Others or 
comments

BEL mismatch of 
demand and 
supply

ILB lack of common
language of net-
work partners

Mainova +

Mewa permission pro-
cedures

Renet +

Safe Chem + + +

Stadtmobil + + possibility coun
teracting com-
pany image of 
the customer

Wilkhahn + counteracting 
regulatory 
framework

AEM

Agrevo + lack of market 
access due to 
zero willingness
to pay

AMG +

Edison 
S.p.A.

only recent 
change of regu-
latory frame-
work
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Johnson 
Controls

+

Savarent

Stella S.p.A. legal environ-
mental frame-
work

TPL + legislation con-
cerning labour 
market

Återbruket mismatch of 
demand and 
supply

Cramo + + economic crisis 
in the market

Dell differences in 
domestic regula
tions, lack of 
reputation in 
Swedish local 
markets

Electrolux + lack of appropr
ate accounting 
procedures

Scania + differences in 
domestic regula
tions

Tvättmann +

Vattenfall tax rules

Wam!Net + +

Diversey 
Lever

Diversey 
Lever Con-
sulting

+ customers not 
used to out-
sourcing of non
core activities

Hoek Loos + + mismatch of 
demand and 
supply

M&D Shin-
ing colors

licensing and 
permitting pro-
cedures

Nuon + legal constraints
for renting some
equipment

Table 3.7. External barriersa

Company 
name

a. Uncertainty 
about benefits

b. Close to core 
business/
losing control

c. Resistance/
reluctance of 
intermediaries

d. transaction 
costs of 
contractual 
arrangements

Others or 
comments
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3.4.3 Does size matter?
Despite EES hypotheses do not mention the issue of size as a relevant variable for the
development of eco-efficient services, available profiles (selected also according to a
project constraint consisting in studying at least one SMEs driven profile in each country)
allow us to provide some preliminary answers to questions like: are eco-efficient services
more likely to be provided by large corporations or by SMEs? If size matters, what are
the reasons for? 

A rough quantitative analysis of available examples shows a well balanced sample be-
tween services provided by large corporations (21 of 40) and by SMEs (19 of 40). But, if
we consider that some small service providers are spin off of large manufacturers or part

Philips + legal constraints
for charging cus
tomers

Solaris 
Rabobank

+ communication 
within consor-
tium

Transtil + unexpectedly 
high costs of the
service

British 
Telecom

+

Castrol

Galaxy + lack of familiar-
ity with ICT

Global 
Telematics

+

Interface + tax rules

Scottish 
Power

+

Waterlyne + instable interface
between client 
and supplier, 
lacking familiar-
ity of customer's
staff with the 
new technology
(digital library)

Yorkshire 
Water Ser-
vices

+

a. Note: “+” means important barrier

Table 3.7. External barriersa

Company 
name

a. Uncertainty 
about benefits

b. Close to core 
business/
losing control

c. Resistance/
reluctance of 
intermediaries

d. transaction 
costs of 
contractual 
arrangements

Others or 
comments
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of large and medium sized groups (for example Diversey Lever, Diversey Lever Consult-
ing, Safechem, Wam!Net, Galaxi, TPL, Savarent), the overall result changes, suggesting
that the majority of services are provided by (medium) large organisations. On the other
side, given the very limited number of available profiles (40) and the general approach
to select service innovation profiles, it is virtually impossible to affirm that large corpo-
rations are more likely to develop eco-efficient services.

Nevertheless, based on the information we have, we can group most of the firms into
three very different typologies of service providers (the only exception is represented by
utilities, 7 examples, which are in a very particular position in terms of regulatory and
competitive framework):

• large manufacturers, extending their businesses in the area of service provision in 
order to differentiate from competitors and get a leadership into a higher value 
added segment. Given their nature, large and manufacturer, these firms are in a good 
position to deliver eco-efficient services, based on a core product, since material 
loops can be better optimised, reliability vis a vis large business clients is greater, 
costs for acquiring the core product are smaller, etc. This is the case of Scania, Elec-
trolux, Philips, Castrol, Interface, Agrevo

• small pure service providers, created or expanded in order to provide one or more 
eco-efficient services, are extremely fast in developing new services, offering custom-
ised solutions and capturing new opportunities offered by innovative technologies 
like GPS, Internet, GSM. In addition, these companies own a service culture and are 
more credible than manufacturers when they offer full functional solutions (they are 
able to suggest the best product-service mix and not a service based on a given 
product). Companies belonging to this group are for example BEL, Renet, Åter-
bruket, M&D, Global Telematics, Waterlyne

• small service providers as part of larger organisations. Safechem, Agrevo, Savarent, 
Galaxi, Diversey Lever and Diversey Lever Consulting well represent the attempt of 
manufacturers to cope with issues like flexibility, autonomy, credibility, service cul-
ture. Interestingly, other large manufacturers, represented in the first group, have 
chosen to create dedicated units within their organisation in order to provide an 
alternative solution to these problems.

3.5  Summary and outlook

3.5.1 Extending the set of hypotheses
The preliminary hypotheses building the starting point of the project “Creating eco-effi-
cient producer services” have been the following :

1. Eco-efficient services are more likely to develop in the area of producer services than 
provision of services to tertiary sector organisations or final consumers;

2. Most eco-efficient service innovations will be driven by non-environmental rather 
than environmental factors;
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3. Successful eco-efficient innovations are likely to involve simultaneous changes in all 
or most of the following variables: property, pattern, perception, performance and 
product;

4. A key barrier to eco-efficient service innovations are corporate accounting systems, 
which tend to minimise the environmental and full acquisition costs of products.

Moreover, the above analysis of the set of 40 innovation profiles suggests that there are
additional hypotheses worth being studied in further empirical work. They are:

5. Eco-efficient service innovations are more capital and/or knowledge-intensive than 
service innovations generally, and than the product/service mix they replace.

6. Eco-efficient service innovations are hampered by a shortage of ‘bridging skills’ 
which can integrate business, environmental and technical considerations.

7. Eco-efficient service innovations usually require greater integration across the value 
chain and are therefore most successful when there is a small number of powerful 
organisations with the ability to achieve such integration.

8. The scale of rebound impacts is related to the level of energy and materials prices 
and constraints on traffic growth: the lower these are, the more likely that volume 
effects will ultimately outweigh increases in unit eco-efficiency.

9. The more competitive a market, the more likely that eco-efficient service innovations 
will be introduced. 

3.5.2 Next steps
This chapter provides useful insight into the key elements of eco-efficient services, even
if it is important to bear in mind the way in which the sample has been built, the limited
number of profiles and other biases related to the specialisation of researchers involved.

Profiles described here provide a good basis for validating (or refusing) the four main
project hypotheses. Nevertheless, additional research is probably needed in order to:

• better understand, the role of the 5 P model variables that (partly) pertain to the 
demand side (perception and performance);

• similarly, better understand hypotheses related to accounting systems in the view of 
eco-efficient service clients; current empirical work only provide a limited insight on 
the supply side;

• better consider drivers short/long term, environment / non-environment, economic / 
non-economic;

• better understand the different attitudes of final consumers and business clients 
towards eco-efficient services;

• in general, better understand the demand side of eco-efficient services.

Furthermore, profiles have generated a number of interesting questions that could be
usefully interpreted in following chapters. Among these are, for example:

• how skill effects, reported as being a very important effect of eco-efficient services, 
applies to environment-related skills?
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• how the competition related pressure will affect present eco-efficient services?

• similarly and jointly, how environment-related pressure (for example future modifi-
cation of framework conditions) may generate incentives to improve co-operative 
relationships along the value chain (vertically, strategic alliances)?

These and other emerging questions will be addressed in the following stages of the
project, in particular within case studies on eco-efficient producer services that analyse
the drivers, barriers and conditions of success in greater detail. 
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3.6  Appendix

Appendix 3d  

3d.i   Interview guideline for preparing the innovation profiles
1. Company characteristics (provider)

• What is the company core business? 

• Is it a service provider or a manufacturer?

• What is the role of environment and innovation in the business mission/strategy?

• What is the size of the company in terms of turnover (ml Euro) and employees 
(number) 

• Who are the clients? (% of turnover from business clients, % of turnover from final 
consumers)

2. Brief description of the eco-efficient producer service innovation

• Brief description of the service innovation:

• What is the function delivered? 

• What alternatives is the innovation competing with?

• Why does the service constitute an innovation? Is the service an incremental or radi-
cal change to its existing business? Is the service related to its core business or in a 
new business area?

• Who are the clients? Is there a potential for extension to other kind of clients?

• Why is it eco-efficient? What is the reference? (Brief)

• What type of service innovation is it?

- a service as add-on 
- a use oriented service
- a results-oriented service

• What the relative importance of the dimensions listed below (Miles model), (most 
important, less important):

- new service concept
- new client interface
- technological options
- new service delivery system

3. The business environment

• What is the broad industry structure? Is the sector traditionally oriented towards inno-
vations? If so, are these innovations more related to:

- Processes and technology?
- Organisation and management style?
- Marketing and logistic?
- Product/service characteristics?
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• What is the level of competition? What were the characteristics of competition before 
the innovation?

• What is the influence of policy makers and government agencies on the sector (Com-
petition, innovation, eco-efficiency)

In relation to the analysed innovation:

• what, if any, fundamental changes in the business environment influenced the ser-
vice innovation?

• what factor conditions were important to the service innovation e.g. skilled labour, 
infrastructure?

• what demand conditions were important to the innovation?

• what related and supporting industries were important to the innovation?

• how did firm, strategy, structure and rivalry influence the innovation?

• can these questions be adequately answered simply at a national level?

4. In depth analysis of service innovation characteristics (5P model)

Here below we have listed a number of questions related to the 5P model. While you
are not required to answer to all of them, you can use the following questions to guide
your comment on the 5 dimensions of the model. You are requested to comment all the
dimensions.

Performance 

• Is it a functional equivalent of the alternatives or does it involve a redefinition of 
functional need? 

• If meeting the same functional need is it providing different means of doing this?

Product 

• what relationship does the innovation have to existing products and product/service 
mixes? (augments, replaces etc.)

• What material infrastructure does the innovation require and is this dedicated to it 
alone?

Perception

• does the innovation require changes in customer’s perceptions of functional need 
and/or how these are best met? 

• If so, how difficult is it to change these perceptions?

Property

• has the innovation required changes in property rights? 

• If so, how difficult has it been to achieve this?

Pattern

• To what extent does the innovation require integration across the supply chain? 
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• To what extent does it require other changes in institutional arrangements?

• What is the nature of these? 

• If they are required, how difficult has it been to achieve them?

• How many of these variables does the innovation need to change in order to suc-
ceed?

5. Drivers and barriers

• What is the history of the innovation 

• phases, lead time etc.

• organisational actors: internal (R&D, internal entrepreneurs, marketing depts) etc. 
and external (e.g. customer feedback)

• what resource requirements

• What have been the most important drivers to provide the service? 

- binding customers
- cost reduction
- maximisation of availability
- increasing consumer convenience
- back to core business
- regulation
- business opportunity
- company image
- improve environmental performance
- others

• What are/have been the barriers inside the company?

- Management objectives
- management culture
- lack of skills (specify, design, marketing, …)
- legal constraints and extended responsibility
- accounting rules and techniques
- high capital requirements
- uncertainties about technology and feasibility
- others

• What are/have been the barriers outside the company?

- lack of demand
- perception, cultural barriers and habits
- difficulties in standardisation
- lack of government support
- others

• How have these barriers been overcome? (Explain both internal and external)

6. Impacts of the service innovation

• What are the benefits in terms of added value? 

• In what terms? At which level? (for the society in general, clients and customers)

• Does the supplier measure the added value?
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• If so, how?

• What are the benefit on eco-efficiency? 

• At which level of the value chain?

• Have there been any scale and/or behavioural effect?

• Does the supplier measure the eco- efficiency?

• If so, how?

• What are the benefit on employment?

• At which level of the value chain?

• Does the supplier measure the impact on employment?

• If so, how?

• What kind of qualification needs have emerged because of the introduction of the 
service?

7. Evaluation

• In what way does this service innovation differentiate the company from its compet-
itors? Has it improved its relative competitive position? 

• What would be a broad characterisation of origins of the innovation? market pull or 
supply push?

• What are the future prospects for the innovation?

• What are the key lessons from the innovation?
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4  Case studies overview 

Peter Hopkinson and Peter James
University of Bradford and UK CEED
4.1  Introduction
Separate chapters, lead authored by Avanzi (chapter 6, “Discussion on the energy utility
cases” on page 171) and FUA (chapter 5, “Dematerialization case studies” on page 153),
analyse the case studies on energy services and dematerialisation. The aim of this chapter
is to address three issues – the need for a more detailed typology of eco-efficient services
producer services (henceforth EEPS), reconciliation of the SI4S and 5P models, and the
need for more analysis of the rebound effect – and to discuss some of the general con-
clusions which seem to be emerging from our work. Its structure is as follows:

• section 4.2 extends the basic typology of EEPS

• section 4.3 discusses the inputs which EEPS provides to a customer

• section 4.4 discusses the topic of rebound effect

• section 4.5 identifies some general conclusions which might be drawn from our 
work to date. 
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Figure 4.1. A Model of eco-efficient Service Innovation
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4.2  A typology and conceptual model of EEPS
Figure 4.1 on page 118 provides a starting point for a more detailed typology of EEPS.
In general terms, service suppliers can innovate along three axes:

1. developing a new service concept

2. developing a new client interface

3. developing a new service delivery system.

These possibilities are of course influenced by the technological options which are avail-
able.

Supplier’s propensity to innovate – and the type of innovations they pursue – is influ-
enced both by external conditions (customer demands, regulation etc.) and their internal
characteristics (business and technical competence, organisation, strategy etc.).

The service outputs provided by suppliers provide inputs to customers. Those inputs
combine with other inputs and internal processes within customers to create outputs in
the form of customer effects, i.e. things which are done differently as a result of the EEPS
input. These effects then create broader economic, environmental and social impacts.

The take-up of EEPS by customers, and their effects upon them, are of course influenced
by a variety of drivers and barriers, some of which may be amenable to policy manipu-
lation.

The following pages provide a detailed discussion and typology of the main types of
EEPS (customer inputs) and their and customer effects (outputs). 

4.2.1 EEPS inputs
One useful analysis of eco-efficient services is that of the US Tellus Institute. In a study
for the US Environmental Protection Agency (White, Stoughton and Feng, 1999) the au-
thors divided services (and, by implication, eco-efficient services) into two major cate-
gories — material and non-material (see Figure 4.2 on page 120). They comment that:

“Non-material services are delivered via a supporting infrastructure 
and goods that remain in the hands of the service provider. Their 
value to the customer is totally — or near totally — tied to the 
information or technology embodied in the transaction. Non-mate-
rial services include health care, hair salons, insurance and bank-
ing – essentially, the whole range of activities normally associated 
with the tertiary sector of the economy that deliver value to both 
businesses and households ….Non-material services include as a 
category dematerialized services. In these cases, technology has 
obviated or drastically reduced the need for products altogether. In 
other words, the function once fulfilled by a product is now ful-
filled essentially by information….” 
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“Material services, by contrast, use an established, physical product 
as the vehicle or platform for delivering services related to the 
product for customers. For example, chemical management ser-
vices center around the use of chemicals in a plant. Network inte-
gration services center around computer and telecom hardware 
and software systems.”

The Tellus study primarily focused on material services. They divided these into two sub-
categories:

“Product extension services – which are characterized by customer 
ownership of the physical good, and thus represent only a minimal 
departure from a traditional, pure sell-buy arrangement which 
places full responsibility for the product in the hands of the buyer 
after the sale.

Product utility services – in which ownership of goods resides with 
the service provider. Customers have the use of the product, but 
maintenance as well as end-of-life disposition are the responsibil-
ity of the service provider (p.14). “

Another way of defining product utility services is as a temporary flow or transfer of ma-
terial goods from the provider to the customer (Graedel, 1997). 

Figure 4.2. Tellus Typology of Services

The Tellus concept of product utility services appears to encompass both of two types
of service distinguished in the conceptual chapter, and also by Manzini (1997) and Roc-
chi (1997). These are:

ServicesServices

Non-material
Services (e.g., banks,

hair salons)

Material
Services

Dematerialized
Services

(eliminating need for
material altogether)

Product-Utility
Services

(i.e., rental, contract
provision)

Product Extension
Services

(i.e., information
technology, tailored

products)
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• Result-oriented approaches, in which the provider guarantees certain parameters 
associated with the product – for example, reductions in energy consumption or lon-
gevity through upgrading or replacement. This may involve ownership of products 
but this is not an essential precondition. 

• Utility-oriented approaches, in which the provider is promoting the hiring, leasing or 
common use of goods owned by them.

The evidence from the profiles and cases in our study also suggests that ownership per
se may not be the best means of distinguishing services from each other. There are some
product-related services which involve legal or de facto responsibility by the provider
but not actual ownership (at least whilst the asset is being used by the customer). For
example, manufacturers of single-use cameras promise to take them back from custom-
ers when used. In other cases, companies might own assets but have no effective re-
sponsibility for them – as when they delegate to facilities management companies.
Hence, the term responsibility may be a better means of discriminating than ownership. 

In fact, these two variables – of taking responsibility for aspects of a customer’s business,
as opposed to activities which support it in an ‘arms-length’ way can also be applied to
non-material services. Indeed, our profiles and cases suggest that there are at least five
different categories of non-material eco-efficient service – activity management, advice/
consultancy, information provision, intermediation and service substitution (see below
for more detailed discussions).

The next section elaborates upon this basic typology of EEPS inputs.

4.2.2 Inputs provided by EEPS
As discussed in the previous section at least nine kinds of EEPS inputs to customers can
be distinguished:

• Activity management

• Advice/consultancy

• Information

• Intermediation

• Product extension

• Product results

• Product utility

• Substitution possibilities.

4.2.2.1 Activity management
This is a situation where a provider provides a complete solution to an on-going need
for a customer. This typically involves:

• Long-term contracts, based on performance of a specified need

• Legal responsibility for achieving the specified performance 
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• Use of a wide range of products and materials (this is one factor distinguishing it 
from product utility services, which are still closely linked to a single product)

• A detailed understanding of the customer’s business and its needs (often achieved 
through stationing of the service provider’s staff on the customer’s premises)

• Involvement in the customer’s internal management processes. 

Examples of activity management service from the cases and profiles include:

• End-of-life disposal, with collection and treatment of a variety of wastes (to be eco-
efficient such services must of course do something other than dump these wastes – 
typically, by revalorising a large proportion of it). 

• Energy management, in which a contractor takes complete responsibility for all of a 
client’s energy requirements, typically accompanied by guarantees that costs will be 
lowered as a result

• Facilities management, in which a provider operates certain assets (which it may or 
may not own) which are integral to the customer’s business – for example, provision 
of all document reproduction needs

• Logistics management, with responsibility for movement of goods, stock levels and 
other activities.

4.2.2.2 End of life
An end of life activity management service is one which provides disposal of goods or
materials at the end of their useful life for purchasers. The main environmental advantage
of end of life services is that they permit more revalorisation of wastes than would be
achieved by alternative solutions. End of life services seem most likely to develop when:

• Wastes have a potential residual value but this requires expertise in releasing it (e.g. 
because the wastes are hazardous or need extensive sorting)

• There is a dispersed customer base for the revalorised outputs. 

Återbruket (Sweden) and BEL (Germany) both provide a recovery service for end of life
construction materials. This involves taking ownership of the wastes (which it is often
paid for) and then sorting them into ones which can be re-used and then making these
available to purchasers. Customers value such materials because they can be cheaper
than new and/or can, because off their age and design, be more aesthetically attractive
than new alternatives. 

Safechem provides a service to deal with the spent chlorinated solvents generate by its
customers – which is collection in special containers, treatment and then return for reuse.

Stella recovers wooden telephone poles at the end of their life for telephone companies.
Those which are still usable are treated and sold for re-use whilst others are processed
for other uses such as road barriers. 

4.2.2.3 Energy management
HEW and SEC in Germany take responsibility all facets of a customer’s energy require-
ments, as well as providing associated services. 
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4.2.2.4 Facilities management
There is some overlap between facility management services and product result or prod-
uct utility services – the key difference is that the two latter are tied to a single product
or closely linked family of products whereas activity management is product-indepen-
dent. For example, in the case of document services, Xerox – which only offers a service
providing some kinds of document reproduction (photocopying and digital printing)
based on its own machines – is best seen as an example of product utility and/or product
results (it has elements of both). By contrast, Waterlyne offers a ‘full’ service using any
or of all copying, digital printing and litho printing, based on equipment from a variety
of manufacturers – and is therefore better categorised as an activity manager.

The profiles and case studies – for example, that on UK energy services – suggest that
there is a ‘natural’ trajectory for product results/utility services to turn into facility man-
agement contracts. Customers often have complex needs which are difficult for a pro-
vider to satisfy with a single product or family of products. Customers are also aware of
this and can be suspicious that long-term contracts tied to a small number of products
may result in inferior performance. Although these desires can be offset by other factors
– such as potentially cheaper costs of purchasing ‘in-house’ products – the net effect ap-
pears to be pressure for the service provider to become more operationally independent
over time.

Cramo (Sweden) has developed a machinery management service which involves pro-
viding all necessary equipment – from a range of manufacturers – which are required by
customers. This increases capacity utilisation and also enables Cramo to use its purchas-
ing power to place pressure on manufacturers for higher environmental standards. This
results in less overall requirement for equipment and, over time, improved environmen-
tal performance of the machinery.

Johnson Controls offers a building facilities management service, based on its own soft-
ware and control devices. 

Waterlyne Press (UK) provides a complete copying and printing service to an educational
establishment based on its provision and ownership of equipment that was previously
provided by the college. This improves equipment utilisation and reduces waste by di-
recting printing and copying to the most appropriate output devices. It also provides in-
formation about improvement opportunities (see below).

4.2.2.5 Logistics management
TNT’s Italian subsidiary TPL runs a logistics service for Fiat to collect from suppliers and
deliver to auto plants, thereby avoiding a larger number of lightly loaded journeys.   

4.2.3 Advice and consultancy
Many of the other categories of EEPS involve some dispensation of advice to customers.
However, there are some examples from the profiles where this is the sole input from
providers. As the stage 1 conceptual chapter notes, the value of advice and consultancy
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arises from specialisation and resulting scale effects. The organisations supplying it un-
dertake similar activities for a number for customers, and can both learn from experience
and transfer it from one customer to another. 

Edison, the Italian electricity and gas utility, conducts energy audits for customers and
provides advice on optimum use of energy in their facilities. 

ILB provides advice to architects and others on eco-efficient lighting design for buildings.

Yorkshire Water provides advice to customers on how they can reduce their water wast-
age.

4.2.4 Information
Most of the EES input categories involve provision of information as part of a broader
service offering. However, there are some EES which solely provide information and
have no involvement with the user as to how this is interpreted and used. There are three
main types of ‘remote information provision’ which occur in the profiles and case stud-
ies:

• Customer activities – information about the operations, processes and other activities 
of the purchaser of the service

• Product and market information – for example, about availability of recycled materi-
als and parts

• System conditions – information about the contextual factors which influence the 
eco-efficiency of a customer’s activities, or those of downstream partners.

Most of the examples rely on, or are moving towards, use of electronic networks to col-
late and/or disseminate information to customers. 

4.2.4.1 Customer activities
Galaxy combines GPS data and yield monitoring (on harvesters) to develop yield maps
for farmers. This then provides the basis for more precise, computer-controlled, applica-
tion of fertiliser. 

Global Telematics provides continuous GPS data to fleet owners about the location of
freight vehicles and a communication channel to the drivers. This can be used to reduce
routing mistakes, to track vehicle energy efficiency performance (e.g. fuel used per mile
travelled) and to contact empty vehicles so that they can be diverted to pick up loads. 

Waterlyne Press provides detailed information about the number of copies made by in-
dividuals and departments within the college for which it provides a facilities manage-
ment service. This can be used to highlight opportunities for improvement – e.g. by
identifying particularly heavy users.
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Yorkshire Water’s audit and monitoring provides detailed data of customer water usage
which can be used as the basis of waste reduction initiatives. 

4.2.4.2 Product and market information
Renet provides information on the availability and location of used cars and components
which garages and others can use to gauge market conditions and guide business deci-
sions.

4.2.4.3 System conditions
Global Telematics also provides information on traffic conditions which allows fleet man-
agers to develop or alter routines so that vehicles can avoid areas of high congestion.
This means that they can more easily travel at speeds which are optimal for energy con-
sumption and limitation of emissions.

4.2.5 Intermediation
All economies are sub-optimal in the sense that there is always some unutilised capacity,
potentially reusable wastes etc. This may be because it is not available at the right time,
in the right place. However, another barrier to more optimal use has been lack of infor-
mation about opportunities, primarily because it has been difficult and expensive to col-
lect and collate. The Internet and other electronic media overcome this barrier and make
it easier to suppliers to identify potential customers and vice versa.

Hoek Loos, a supplier of industrial gases is developing a new industrial ecology service
concept which involves trying to use one company’s waste streams as an input to others,
with the company acting as a broker.    

Renet provides a broker service for used car components, matching suppliers (car disas-
semblers) and customers (garages). As well as providing information about the availabil-
ity of components, Renet also provides guarantees that they will work, thereby extending
the market by assuaging the concerns of customers. 

Transtil provides a software based service to match unused vehicle space with possible
loads amongst hauliers in the Tilburg area of the Netherlands. 

4.2.6 Product extension
White, Stoughton and Feng (1999) see product extension services as being:

“characterized by customer ownership of the physical good, and 
thus represent only a minimal departure from a traditional, pure 
sell-buy arrangement which places full responsibility for the prod-
uct in the hands of the buyer after the sale. Product extension ser-
vices enhance the utility that ownership of the product delivers to 
the customer (p.13).”
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As these examples suggest – and as White, Stoughton and Feng (1999) have discussed -
some products are especially well suited to be a platform for product extension services.
They include products which:

• Are difficult to handle

• Require regular maintenance and/or repair, such as industrial cleaning and office 
equipment 

• Require a supporting infrastructure – which can be supplied and maintained by the 
vendor - to work effectively, e.g. networks for computers

• Require high levels of technical expertise to work effectively.

Dell (Sweden) sells directly to customers, who can tailor their products and purchase
warranties and service agreements. This avoids any wastage from unsold stock and may
also prolong the life of the machine.

Diversey Lever offers maintenance and advisory services for industrial washing processes
which use its detergents and soaps.

Hoek Loos supplies industrial gases and is now developing a new industrial ecology ser-
vice concept to provide all process inputs, such as energy, on an industrial park.   

Metroweb/Fastweb extend AEM’s ‘product’ of electricity supply by using its infrastructure
to also supply telecommunications services.

4.2.7 Product result services
These guarantee specified performance criteria. As the examples indicate, they seem to
be most common in the areas of energy and water supply.

AEM the Milanese electric utility provides a cooling and heating service to a number of
facilities from a common CHP plant. This is cheaper than each facility meeting its own
needs.

AMG, the Palermo gas utility, provides guaranteed amounts of solar-derived heat from
on-site equipment which it own and installs.

Agrevo marketed an integrated pest management (IPM) service, in which the provider
guarantees against pest-related yield reductions and has freedom to use the most effec-
tive methods (including biological control) to achieve this. Although the innovation
failed in Italy, it has succeeded in other countries.

Castrol provides a lubricants management service which takes over responsibility for all
lubricant applications within a plant. This generally reduces costs and also provides use-
ful information on customer activities (e.g. abnormal use of lubricants can indicate
broader process problems). 
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Galaxy provides a contract fertiliser application for farmers utilising its GPS-based yield
mapping technology. There are implicit guarantees that the service will use less fertiliser
but still maintain crop yields.

Mainova has fitted free water conservation equipment to guest house and hotel custom-
ers in order to conserve water (and thereby avoid the need for costly investment in new
supply). It guarantees results in the sense that customer have no obligation or responsi-
bility until the costs are matched by savings, at which point ownership transfers to the
customer. 

M&D Shining Colours offers a car and truck washing service at customer’s premises, util-
ising a mobile cleaning station which traps waste water. The company guarantees that
there will be no environmental pollution.

Nuon provides a heating energy service for industrial customers. This involves Nuon pur-
chasing (on behalf of the customer, who retains ownership of the equipment), installing
and maintaining heating equipment and providing energy for heating for a single month-
ly fee.

Solaris Rabobank provides leased photovoltaic equipment and guarantees a minimum
level of performance (in terms of electricity output). 

Stadtwerke Karlsruhe, Scottish Power and Vattenfall, like other energy service compa-
nies, assumes responsibility for the creation of useful energy (as electricity or heat) in
customer’s premises. It is usually able to achieve substantial savings in energy consump-
tion by identifying and managing areas of wastage, installing modern equipment and
more precise matching of supply with demand.

4.2.8 Product utility services
Examples of product utility services from the profiles and cases are:

• Hiring – where a provider hires a product on a short-term basis, but retains its own-
ership

• Leasing – where a provider leases the use of a product on a long-term basis, but 
retains its ownership.

The examples below – and a discussion by White, Stoughton and Feng (1999) – suggest
that the kind of products which are particularly well suited for this kind of service include
those with: 

• high durability, allowing them to be used by a sequence of customers

• low utilisation rates – car hiring schemes such as Stadtmobil work because many car 
owners, especially those in cities, only use them for a few days a week.
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• rapid obsolescence – it can be expensive for customers to keep pace with this by 
replacement or upgrading so service providers who can provide and economical 
leasing service (because of tax advantages and/or an ability to reuse equipment in 
lower value markets) may provide cost savings.

4.2.8.1 Hiring
There are, of course, many traditional services which provide this, such as car hire. Many
EEPS, however, are extending the concept to create closer links with users, so that the
service in effect becomes a pooling of goods. 

Stadtmobil provides an environmentally shaped car hire scheme, which owns a greater
variety of cars than conventional hire companies so that customers can more easily meet
their preferences.

4.2.8.2 Leasing
Leasing means a situation in which the customer has long-term freedom to use an asset
which is not owned by them. In this definition, the regular provision of inputs which are
used in customer processes but not owned by them would not be classified as leasing,
but rather as ownership/responsibility for operational inputs (see below). 

Interface leases carpet tiles rather than selling them. 

Electrolux (Sweden) leases food service equipment to restaurants and other customers.
This allows equipment to be well maintained, so that it lasts longer and is more energy
efficient, and to be easily recovered for revalorisation at the end of its useful life.

Mewa (Germany) provides textile services which allow customers to substitute a contin-
uous supply of clean textiles (owned and maintained by Mewa) instead of buying, clean-
ing and disposing of them themselves. 

Philips leases some expensive medical equipment to hospitals. 

Solaris Rabobank is part of a consortium offering leased photovoltaic equipment for a 5-
10 year period.

Savarent provides a 2-3 year leasing service for high performance cars from the Fiat
group. 

Scania (Sweden) markets a functional sales contract in some European countries which
involve Scania supplying any or all of truck, repairs and maintenance, financing, insur-
ance, driver, tyres, fuel, ancillary equipment and replacements as necessary. This can ex-
tend their life and improve their maintenance (and therefore fuel efficiency and
emissions) at the same time as allowing reduced capital requirements and predictable
operating costs for customers.
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Tvättman provides bedding, cleaning, workwear and other textile services involving de-
livery of clean textiles and collection of used ones for washing and, if necessary, repair.
This means that they last longer – creating reduced requirements for resources (offset by
the energy and other effects created by collecting and washing the reusable fabrics) –
and can be revalorised more easily. The main customer benefits are freed-up staff time
and, in many cases, reduced overall costs.

4.2.9 Service substitution possibility 
This is the most obvious way in which EEPS can create environmental benefit. The classic
substitution is of a materials-intensive means of delivering utility to customers with an
information-intensive one – the main result is therefore one of dematerialisation. 

BT’s offer of videoconferencing connections, and a management service to support it,
allows electronic communication to substitute for physical transport.

Het Parool provides ‘on demand’ printing of newspapers by readers, plus the ability to
personalise the text. Although the final output maybe similar to a conventional newspa-
per, the service reduces wastage and transport emissions.

Lampi di Stampa provides ‘on demand’ digital printing of single copies of books. This
avoid the long runs required in conventional litho printing, which often result in high
levels of wastage of unsold books, and many books going ‘out of print’ within a short
period.

Learnways’ and Virtual College’s remote learning allows the substitution of remote elec-
tronic learning for physical transport to a training location and/or substitution of elec-
tronic for paper-based materials.

Wam!Net’s managed electronic data transfer service to the media and print industries al-
lows electronic transfer of documents rather than physical transfer by courier or mail.

Although not yet fully operational, the digital data bank of Waterlyne Press – which in-
volves storing documents in a central electronic repository so that people do not require
printed copies for archival purposes – also has the potential to reduce the volume of
printing and therefore of associated energy, materials and paper consumption.

4.3  Customer effects generated by EEPS
At least nine main output effects of EES can be distinguished:

• Behavioural change

• Capacity utilisation

• Dematerialisation/service substitution

• Impact management
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• Life extension

• Product redesign

• Resource utilisation

• Revalorisation

• System optimisation.

4.3.1 Behavioural change
Human activities create environmental impact so changes in the way that people have
can have major environmental impacts. Numerous energy efficiency programmes, for ex-
ample, have shown that simple ‘good housekeeping’ measures such as switching heaters
and lights off when not in use can create considerable benefits. Similarly, the behaviour
of drivers – such as continuous acceleration and braking rather than maintaining a steady
speed – can have a considerable impact on fuel consumption (and road safety). EES en-
courage environmentally positive behavioural change in a number of ways, including:

• Availability of alternatives

• Information provision.

Återbruket, BEL and Renet are changing customer’s preferences for new vis-à-vis pre-
owned artifacts by making a more regular and reliable supply of the latter available

Stadtmobil is changing customer’s views about their mobility requirements - and their
consequent travel behaviour – by changing their relationship with cars.

4.3.2 Capacity utilisation
EES can also help to improve the utilisation of equipment in a variety of sectors – for
example, loadings of freight transport or of process machinery. This is usually of envi-
ronmental benefit because, at least in the short-term, it reduces the total amount of ca-
pacity needed to deliver given outputs and because much equipment operates most
efficiently at high rates of utilisation. 

Cramo (Sweden) provides a machinery management service which allows equipment to
be used by a variety of users, rather than a single one (as with customer ownership).

Metroweb/Fastweb use AEM’s existing capacity of an electricity distribution infrastruc-
ture to supply telecommunication services, thereby avoiding the need to invest in new
capacity.

Stadtmobil (Germany) provides a ‘green’ car hire scheme which means that individual
vehicles are used to a greater degree than if they were privately owned.

TPL’s logistics service means that the same lorry to collect from several suppliers, thereby
increasing the loading, so that fewer vehicles are required than with the previous system
of suppliers delivering directly.
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Transtil’s freight capacity exchange service to its members allows hauliers to gain higher
loadings for their vehicles by combining loads.

Waterlyne (UK) offers a print management service which improves capacity utilisation
by allowing print outputs to be more easily loaded onto under-utilised machines.

4.3.3 Dematerialisation
This primarily results from the actual adoption of a service substitution possibility.

BT’s videoconferencing service allows the substitution of electronic communication for
physical transport.

Het Parool allows a single, locally printed, newspaper to substitute for a larger number
of conventionally printed papers, and their associated transport impacts. 

Lampi di Stampa’s ‘on demand’ digital printing of books can allow a single digitally print-
ed copy might substitute for a larger number of conventionally printed copies. In future,
it might also be possible for customers to buy, download and read texts on ‘electronic
books’ and therefore achieve complete substitution. 

Learnways’ and Virtual College’s remote learning allows the substitution of remote elec-
tronic learning for physical transport to a training location and/or substitution of elec-
tronic for paper-based materials.

Wam!Net substitutes electronic transfer of documents and files for physical transfer by
courier or mail, which is much more expensive. 

Waterlyne’s digital data bank allows the substitution of electronic for physical archiving.

4.3.4 Impact management
Some EEPS positively influence the pattern and scale of customer’s environmental im-
pacts (rather than simply creating more efficient resource utilisation).

Agrevo’s integrated pest management (IPM) service can result in less use of pesticides
because alternative methods such as biological control can be adopted.

AMG’s ‘guarantee of solar heat’ contract makes it easier to substitute fossil fuel with re-
newable energy.

ILB’s lighting advisory service is intended to support maximum use of natural light in
buildings, to that it can replace artificial lighting.
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M&D’s on-site car and truck washing service captures waste water for later treatment at
its base whilst vehicles do not need to be driven to a central location but can be washed
in situ.

Safechem’s solvent management service reduces emissions of chlorinated solvents.

Scania (Sweden) markets functional sales contracts which involve it supplying any or all
of truck, repairs and maintenance, financing, insurance, driver, tyres, fuel, ancillary
equipment and replacements as necessary. This means that trucks can be properly tuned
and driven so that emissions are reduced.

A number of the energy service cases involve energy service contracts which often result
in new, natural gas, plant being substituted for older, and less energy-efficient, coal- and
oil-burning equipment. As natural gas creates less emissions per unit amount of useful
energy it is therefore an environmental improvement (although, of course, it continues
to deplete resources of fossil fuels).

Solaris Rabobank provides a complete service to allow customers to utilise solar energy
and thereby reduce their consumption of fossil fuels.

4.3.5 Life extension
Much of the writing on eco-services has considered their ability to extend the life of
equipment, goods and other physical artifacts as one of their principal environmental
benefits. This is because life extension avoids the energy and materials consumption,
emissions and other impacts which would have been created in producing the artifacts
whose use has been avoided. (However, it is important to note that the net environmen-
tal benefits of life extension can sometimes be minimal – or even negative – if it results
in older, and relatively eco-efficient, equipment being kept in operation and reduced use
of modern, eco-efficient, equipment). 

One means of life extension for components, materials or entire products is through re-
valorisation (see below). However, there are a number of other ways of extending the
useful life of equipment and other goods, including:

• Careful use, which avoids any activities which have a disproportionate effect on life 
expectancy

• Design, for example, easy upgradeability of core components which become quickly 
obsolete or have a short life expectancy 

• Preventative maintenance, which can avoid irreversible damage which would bring 
the useful life of artifacts to an end.

Dell (Sweden) extends the life of products by offering service agreements to purchasers.

Electrolux (Sweden) leases food service equipment, which lasts longer as a result of bet-
ter and more frequent maintenance than would normally be conducted by restaurants.
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Interface (UK) has a carpet leasing scheme which means that lightly worn tiles – usually
the majority of any floor covering – can remain in situ for longer (rather than being
thrown away simply because a few tiles are heavily worn).

Philips leasing of expensive medical equipment to hospitals potentially extends its life
through product redesign and better maintenance. 

Scania (Sweden) extends the life of its trucks as a result of long-term maintenance con-
tracts.

Tvättman (Sweden) offers textile leasing services. These allow life extension as a result
of more optimal washing conditions and on-going repair compared to the situation when
customer owned. This reduces the resource requirements of manufacturing new textiles.

4.3.6 Product redesign
Much of the lifetime environmental impacts of products are influenced by their design.
Improved or new designs can therefore be an important method of achieving eco-effi-
ciency. In some cases, EEPS can directly contribute to product redesign by customers –
for example, providers of LCA services. More common, however, is for EEPS to have an
indirect influence on customer’s suppliers, often by acting as intermediaries.

Cramo (Sweden) provides product utility services to the construction and other industries
and uses its buying power with equipment manufacturers to achieve better environmen-
tal performance by their products. 

4.3.7 Resource utilisation
One common focus of EES is to improve the efficiency with which resource inputs – of
energy, materials and water – are converted to useful outputs.

AEM’s district cooling and heating service makes use of surplus heat from electricity gen-
eration.

Castrol’s lubricant management service is based on a detailed monitoring of patterns of
use. This allows areas of high lubricant consumption to be identified and action taken
to achieve similar outputs with lower utilisation of lubricants. 

Diversey Lever’s maintenance and advisory services for industrial washing processes re-
sult in more precise application of soap and therefore reduced resource consumption.

Edison’s energy audits and advice allow its customers to improve their energy efficiency. 

Electrolux’s food equipment leasing and maintenance service improves resource utilisa-
tion because well maintained equipment is more energy efficient.
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Galaxy’s yield mapping service means that application of fertiliser can be focused on the
areas of a field where it is of most benefit, and reduced in other areas. This allows similar
crop outputs but with reduced fertiliser consumption.

Johnson Controls’ building facilities management service allows it to identify and tackle
energy and water wastage.

Mainova’s provision of free water conservation fittings means that less water is required
to meet the functional needs of guest houses, hotels and other customers.

M&D’s car and truck washing service uses less soap and water than if customers do it
themselves.

Nuon’s heating energy service improves energy utilisation through installation of up-to-
date and therefore energy efficient equipment and its maintenance in good condition. 

Safechem’s solvent management system reduces evaporation in use and therefore allows
more to be put to good use. 

Savarent’s leasing service for high performance cars means that they can potentially be
better maintained and more fuel efficient than with individual ownership.

Most of the companies in the energy service cases provide measures to increase energy
efficiency – for example, Scottish Power does a detailed energy audit which identifies
opportunities for improved energy efficiency, such as lagging of pipes. Many of the con-
tracts also involve installation of equipment which is typically more efficient than that
which it is replacing. 

Yorkshire Water’s water conservation service provides a detailed water audit and on-go-
ing monitoring which allows areas of wastage to be identified and remedied.

4.3.8 Revalorisation
Revalorisation is a French term covering not only recycling but all actions to recover val-
ue from products and materials which are regarded as waste. It therefore includes activ-
ities such as reuse and remanufacturing.    

Återbruket’s and BEL’s recovery service for used construction materials allows many use-
ful materials and assemblies to be recovered for re-use.

Castrol’s lubricant management service often involves installation of filtration equipment
and other actions which permit greater recycling – and therefore extended use – of lu-
bricants within facilities. 
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Electrolux (UK) leases food service equipment and therefore is easily able to revalorise
the equipment at the end of its useful life.

Hoek Loos’s new industrial ecology service concept involves trying to use one compa-
ny’s waste streams as an input to others.   

Interface’s carpet tile leasing scheme maintains ownership and thereby makes it easier
to recycle tiles (into its own reprocessing facilities) at the end of their life. 

Mewa’s cleaning fabric supply service allows used clothes to be collected and washed
so that they can be re-used. 

Renet’s broking service for used car parts increases the scale of their re-use.

Safechem’s closed loop solvent management systems allows spent solvent to be recov-
ered for purification and reuse. 

Stella’s end-of-life service for telephone poles allows many to be reused or processed for
other uses such as road barriers.

Tvättman’s textile leasing and cleaning service allows it to ensure optimal revalorisation
of end-of-life textiles.

4.3.9 System optimisation
This involves co-ordination of an entire system so that overall inputs are more precisely
‘tailored to needs’, i.e. matched more precisely with outputs. Its end results are often im-
proved capacity and resource utilisation but these are achieved by modifying overall sys-
tem properties rather than particular components of it.

AEM’s district cooling and heating service allows capacity to be matched more precisely
with demand than if each facility meets its own needs.

Agrevo’s integrated pest management (IPM) service allows reduced use of pesticides by
using the most appropriate inputs to deliver desire results. 

Galaxy enables farmers to determine the overall system conditions of their activities
(drainage, fertility of individual areas of land etc.) and match their activities – specifically
application of fertilisers - accordingly.

ILB provides a lighting advisory service which allows lighting provision to be better
matched with lighting requirements, with the result that less light is ‘wasted’.
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TPL’s logistics service allows truck capacity to be more closely matched with delivery
requirements than the previous system of suppliers delivering separately.

Transtil’s freight capacity exchange service allows better matching of overall logistics
supply with demand.

Waterlyne’s print facilities management service allows a better match between total de-
mand and the equipment which provides it.

A number of the energy service companies studied (e.g. HEW, Scottish Power, SEC,
Stadtwerke Karlsruhe and Vattenfall) provide a precise mapping of energy demand. This
allows equipment to be better matched with this demand, with the normal result that less
is required than before the EES service was purchased.

4.4  The rebound effect
The “rebound effect” is the environmentally negative second order effects which can
sometimes arise from EEPS inputs to customers. Three levels of rebound effect can be
distinguished:

• Direct effects – where introduction of a new service creates additional demand for a 
closely related product or activity e.g. energy management services reduce the cost 
of energy to customers who respond by having higher standards of warmth and 
therefore increased energy consumption 

• Indirect effects – where introduction of a new service creates additional demand for 
linked products or activities e.g. on-line capacity markets and location positioning 
and scheduling services reduce the cost of logistics and thereby stimulate demand 
for more transport of goods

• Platform effects – where new services influence the general factors determining the 
level and patterns of production and consumption e.g. e-learning services create bet-
ter educated and richer individuals who consume and travel more than previously. 

It is impossible to quantify the environmental impacts arising from platform effects,
which by definition are pervasive and long-lasting. They can only be influenced only by
the structural measures which also influence general system conditions e.g. taxation of
energy or materials.

Direct and indirect effects are more amenable to analysis and, in many cases, action and
the following paragraphs therefore focus on these topics.

The cases demonstrate at least four ways in which services can create direct or indirect
rebound effects:

• The effects on demand when the cost of supply of physical inputs falls

• The geographic extension of economic and social activity

• The effects on demand from time savings 
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• Changed behaviour arising from changes in contractual or property relationships. 

The more the price of something – for example, a good or an energy resource – goes
down, the more likely it is that demand will increase in response to the falling price.
Hence, if EES result in falling prices for particular activities or goods (for example, be-
cause energy or material requirements are reduced), the more demand for them is likely
to be increased. The question then is whether the environmental impacts from the in-
creased demand outweigh those from the reduction in environmental impacts per unit
of output.

Electronic EEPS can also extend the geographic and social space over which the laws of
supply and demand operate. Those which are based on information and communication
technologies can create a ‘death of distance’, so that geographically-determined costs are
reduced and the spatial reach of the services can be greatly extended. Similarly, im-
proved information about goods and services can also extend the social range of con-
sumption. Both these outcomes can generate a large number of additional customers,
whose consumption can again offset again reduction in unit environmental impacts.

A third rebound effect occurs when less time is required to find and take advantage of
consumption opportunities. For many medium-high income people in developed time
can be as important a constraint as money in determining patterns of consumption – they
are ‘cash rich and time poor’. This means that some consumption opportunities will be
foregone because they are too time-consuming to organise – e.g. educational classes
which require fixed attendance times and involve travel to a physical location. In other
cases it will mean that purchases will be made from known suppliers because too much
time is required to research available alternatives. However, many of the new advice and
consultancy, information and intermediation services can increase time efficiency by
bringing relevant information together at a quickly accessed web site. This can then re-
sult in consumption which might not otherwise have occurred without this medium –
e.g. purchasing of a desired product which was too expensive from existing suppliers
but has been made available more cheaply through a business-to-business auction site.
Substitution of electronic for physical activities – as with ‘virtual education’ - can also
ameliorate time constraints and thereby create increased consumption.

A final rebound effect arises from the behavioural changes which are often created by
EEPS. A move from directly owned property to leasing, for example, can result in chang-
es in the degree of responsibility felt by users, which then translates into behavioural
changes which create a different pattern of environmental impacts.

The most obvious, and best researched, example of a rebound effect is with regard to
transport congestion. From the 1960s to the 1980s this was perceived as both an eco-
nomic problem (loss of productive time in traffic jams etc.) and an environmental one
(as environmental impacts are proportionately higher for the stop-start and low speed
patterns of queued traffic than traffic flowing freely at 20-50 kilometres per hour. Hence,
the main response was to build new roads in order to relieve congestion and allow traffic
to flow at higher average speeds. Over time, however, motorists responded to the in-
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creased supply of a resource (uncrowded road space) by increasing their demand for it,
to some extent by shifting trips but more often by initiating new ones. The result, most
studies suggest, has been no real reduction – and, in some cases, an actual increase - in
traffic congestion and associated environmental impacts. As the total number of vehicles
has increased in line with the increase in available road space, this means that there has
been no net reduction – and possibly an increase – in environmental impacts.

Examples of the rebound effect can be seen in several of the cases. In the energy service
sector, for example, some or all of energy savings can be consumed in higher standards
of heating or cooling. 

One important task therefore is to gain a clearer understanding of the circumstances in
which EES are more or less likely to create rebound effects. The case studies suggest that
some important variables in influencing these outcomes are:

• Characteristics of the service – those which deliver inputs of intrinsic value, such as 
virtual education, seem unlikely to produce major second order direct and indirect 
effects (although they may, of course, have general ‘platform’ effects on overall con-
sumption patterns)

• Elasticity of demand – EEPS providing inputs for which demand is saturated (e.g. the 
books digitally printed by Lampi di Stampa) are unlikely to generate additional 
demand

• Resource costs – the lower these are, the more likely it is that rebound effects are 
likely to arise from many ICT EEPS or improvements in resource utilisation

• System conditions – substitution of electronic for physical transport in Tokyo, where 
road congestion is severe, is much less likely to result in the additional ‘free’ trans-
port capacity being used than in, for example, Toronto. 

4.5  General conclusions
The project now has a broader view of what EEPS are than at its start. The conceptual
chapter distinguished between narrow and broad definitions of eco-efficient services.
The narrow definition sees them as closely related to products, either by replacing them
or, more usually, supplementing them. The broader definition focuses on services in
themselves and – whilst subsuming their product-related aspects – therefore brings in
areas such as one service in relation to another or services, such as information provi-
sion, which provide inputs to ‘downstream’ decisions or thinking about products and
supplementary services. The conceptual chapter operationalised this broader definition
in the following words:

“An eco-efficient service (EES) is a certain product-service mix 
which has a higher added value and a small environmental impact 
compared to a similar product-service mix or a situation in which 
the activity is not performed at all.”
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In view of the wide range of EEPS identified above it may be appropriate to introduce a
new definition along the lines of:

“An eco-efficient producer service is one which improves the eco-
efficiency of customer activities. This can be done directly (by 
replacing an alternative product-service mix) or indirectly (by 
influencing customer activities to become more eco-efficient).”   

This move to a broader definition changes the intellectual terrain for discussions of EEPS.
As the project proposal noted, much of the literature on the topic has focused on changes
in property rights and, to a lesser extent, a move towards selling results rather than sim-
ply a product, as the key features of eco-efficient services. The encouragement of what
this chapter terms revalorisation has also been regarded as a key operational feature –
and a crucial objective of – eco-efficient services. The broader definition of shifts atten-
tion towards, for example, topics such as the role of information in creating eco-efficien-
cy improvements. In such ways it reflects in microcosm the broader debate between the
‘old’ and ‘new’ economies.

The background of the researchers, and the nature of the literature on the topic, has cre-
ated a bias towards profiles and cases whose development has been influenced by en-
vironmental considerations. Even so, it is striking how many of the innovations studied
by the cases have been entirely or largely driven by non-environmental factors. They are
examples of eco-efficiency ‘by accident’. One policy implication of this finding is that
measures which use environment as the ‘way in’ to companies may be doomed to fail-
ure, as the key drivers are actually located outside the environmental function. It may be
the more general factors which influence innovation – such as tax regimes, the education
system, intellectual property rights regimes, research and development initiatives –
which actually have a greater influence on the rate of environmental improvement. 

A more practical implication for our project, particularly as it moves towards stage 5, is
that there are really several separate questions to be answered, and areas to be ad-
dressed:

• Is there scope for more service innovation in areas which are already strongly influ-
enced by environmental factors?

• Bearing in mind that conventional service innovation processes already produce 
many eco-efficiency benefits, would more explicit consideration of the topic produce 
even greater benefits? And, if so, how is this best achieved?

Practical actions to address the first area will be based on the assumption that environ-
mental know-how is already available – the aim is to identify service opportunities which
can build on this. The target audiences are therefore likely to be people such as potential
entrepreneurs working in the environmental field, environmental professionals in com-
panies wishing to make links with business strategy etc.

Practical actions in the second area will be based on the assumption that service inno-
vation processes already exist but are not explicitly taking environmental issues into ac-
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count. They will therefore be seeking to introduce the principles and techniques of eco-
design and green product development into the area of services. As with these disci-
plines, an important part of the activity will be developing knowledge in audiences
which have little understanding of environmental issues.

A further implication of the broader definition – and the wide variety of EEPS identified
in our typology – is that it could be futile to develop generic policy implications. It may
be more appropriate to make more detailed suggestions for particular kinds of EEPS in-
put. For example, the impact of the tax regime on own versus hire/lease decisions is crit-
ical to the development of product utility services, but of minimal relevance to the other
categories. 

A final implication of our field work is that rebound effects are a far more important phe-
nomenon than has been recognised by most work to date. One reason for this is that
rebound effects are a particularly important element in the informational services which
come to prominence in a broader definition. It may be the best working assumption for
further work in the field is that – absent clear evidence to the contrary - rebound effects
are likely to nullify many of the environmental benefits of EEPS. 
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4.6  Appendix

Appendix 4c   Summaries of case studies and profiles

4c.i  Summaries of case studies          
Stage 3 of the project involved the preparation of ten cases, two by each country. One
of the cases examined EEPS in energy utilities whilst the other examined some aspect of
dematerialised EEPS.

 4c.i.i   Dematerialised cases

Het Parool offers a personalised, print on demand, newspaper (although the innovation
has not yet been successful in the market place). The idea is that users use the Internet
to select the content they require, and then print it on a local printer. The EEPS mecha-
nism is a substitution possibility. This applies less at the unit level – a locally printed pa-
per is very similar to a conventionally printed one – than at a system level, where a single
digitally printed copy might substitute for a larger number of conventionally printed cop-
ies. In future, it will also be possible for readers to download the content to an electronic
device and read it without printing. The EEPS output is therefore dematerialisation. The
main environmental benefits at present are reduced transport impacts (because bits rath-
er than paper is sent to the point of consumption) and reduced wastage because no un-
necessary copies need to be printed.

Lampi di Stampa, a collaboration of three leading Italian publishers, provides ‘on de-
mand’ printing of books. Conventional litho printing requires a substantial print run to
be economic. The result is often high levels of wastage of unsold books, and many books
going ‘out of print’ within a short period, even though there may still be some demand
for copies. Lampi di Stampa prepares a digital master of books which are already, or will
soon be, ‘out of print’ and then prints individual copies on a digital printer on receipt of
an order from a bookstore or its web site. The EEPS mechanism is a substitution possi-
bility. As with Het Parool, this applies less at the unit level – a digitally printed book is
very similar to a conventionally printed one – than at a system level, where a single dig-
itally printed copy might substitute for a larger number of conventionally printed copies.
In future, it might also be possible for customers to buy, download and read texts on
‘electronic books’ and therefore achieve complete substitution. The EEPS output is there-
fore dematerialisation. The main environmental benefit at present is reduced wastage.      

Learnways is an e-training provider set up by a consortium of Swedish companies. They
find e-training attractive because it can reduce costs and be more convenient than the
alternative of attendance at training courses. The EES mechanism is the possibility of sub-
stituting this for physical transport to training locations and/or use of paper-based mate-
rial. The main EES output is the actual substitution. The environmental benefits are
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reduced resource requirements – and associated emissions – as a result of avoiding trans-
port and paper production.   

Renet offers a range of services to enable re-use of old cars and components. These in-
clude an information service (on availability and location of used cars and components)
and selling of recovered parts. The organisation is putting more of its activities on-line,
although this is restricted by lack of Internet access by many of its customers (garages).
The main EES mechanisms are provision of information and acting as an intermediary
(buying, selling and guaranteeing spares). The main EES outputs are revalorisation, life
extension and behavioural change amongst car repairers – the latter occurring because
an increased, and more reliable, fosters a greater willingness to consider pre-used parts.
The environmental benefits are reduced requirements for new components and a reduc-
tion in material for disposal as waste. The economic benefits are income and reduced
disposal costs for the car recyclers who use Renet’s service and reduced costs for com-
ponents for purchasers. 

The Virtual College is a provider of computer- and Internet-based training courses. As
with Learnways, the EES mechanism is the possibility of substituting this for physical
transport to training locations and/or use of paper-based material. The main EES output
is the actual substitution. The main economic benefits are reduced costs and greater con-
venience. The environmental benefits are reduced resource requirements – and associ-
ated emissions – as a result of avoiding transport and paper production.   

 4c.i.ii   Utility cases

Hoek Loos supplies industrial gases. It is developing a new industrial ecology service
concept with a local energy supplier to provide all process inputs on an industrial park.
The concept also involves trying to use one company’s waste streams as an input to oth-
ers. The main EES mechanism is product extension, i.e. building additional offerings
around Hoek Loos’s core activities. There may also be intermediation, with Hoek Loos
acting as a broker between companies offering and able to utilise wastes. The main EES
outputs would be revalorisation of wastes. The potential environmental benefits are re-
duced resource consumption (from substituting wastes for virgin inputs) and less need
for waste disposal. The economic benefits are cost reductions for customers as a result
of cheaper inputs. 

The German case study examines three energy contracting organisations – HEW, SEC
and Stadtwerke Karlsruhe – within the context of the national electricity market. The or-
ganisations provide activity management or product result services, depending upon the
degree of responsibility they take on for managing all of their client’s energy needs. The
main outputs are resource utilisation (from installation of more efficient plant), impact
management (substitution of more with less polluting fuels, e.g. oil with natural gas), and
system optimisation (through more precise matching of plant with demand). The envi-
ronmental benefits are reduced energy requirements – and the emissions associated with
its production and use – for delivery of a given quantity of electricity or heat. 
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Fastweb and Metroweb are linked joint ventures between the Milanese energy utility
AEM and a telecom investment company, E.Biscom. Metroweb is developing a broad-
band infrastructure in Milan on which capacity can be leased by telecom suppliers – this
gives them access to business customers in the city without needing to use the network
of the dominant Telecom Italia. Fastweb provides Internet protocol-based voice and data
telecommunications services to Milanese customers, and leases capacity on the
Metroweb system. The Metroweb optical fibres make use of AEM’s power cable infra-
structure to facilitate construction and avoid planning delays. The EEPS mechanism is
product extension, with additional services being delivered through AEM’s energy infra-
structure. The EEPS output is capacity utilisation, with the capacity being the ‘hole in the
ground’ of AEM’s existing system. The environmental benefits are the avoided resources
which would be required to construct an alternative network from scratch, i.e. without
making use of AEM’s sunk costs in construction. 

Scottish Power – an integrated utility which developed an energy services business
(now discontinued). The service involves long-term contracts to supply final energy re-
quirements based on in-plant equipment owned and installed by Scottish Power. The
main EES mechanism is a product result service. As with the Dutch and German compa-
nies, the main outputs are resource utilisation, impact management and system optimis-
ation. The environmental benefits are reduced energy requirements – and the emissions
associated with its production and use – for delivery of a given quantity of electricity or
heat.

Vattenfall offers a number of energy services to supply final requirements for air condi-
tioning, cooling, heating etc. This is provided from in-plant equipment owned and in-
stalled by the company. The main EES mechanism is a product result service. The main
outputs are resource utilisation, impact management and system optimisation. The envi-
ronmental benefits are reduced energy requirements – and the emissions associated with
its production and use – for delivery of a given quantity of electricity or heat.

4c.ii  Summaries of Profiles

 4c.ii.i   Germany 

BEL – BEL is a not-for-profit enterprise with a mission of developing environmental
projects to utilise unemployed people. It provides a service to remove wastes from build-
ing demolition or refurbishment. It then sorts the wastes for useful items (e.g. fireplaces)
and materials, which are resold at below-new prices. The eco-efficient mechanism is ac-
tivity management – BEL deals with the otherwise onerous task of disposing of construc-
tion wastes. The main output effects are of revalorisation, and consequent substitution
of recovered materials for new purchases. The increased supply of pre-owned fittings
may also create behavioural change on the part of consumers in that they come to see
them as aesthetically superior to new equivalents. e environmental benefits are reduced
need for new materials and a reduction in materials for disposal. The economic benefits
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are added value for consumers (because of reduced costs and/or substitution of more
aesthetically attractive old materials for more modern ones).

ILB – the Institute for Light and Building Technology – provides advice on building light-
ing requirements, based on in-house R&D. The EES mechanism is therefore advice/con-
sultancy. The main EES outputs are of impact management (through substituting natural
for artificial light) and system optimisation, in that the lighting requirements of a building
can be carefully matched with light inputs. The environmental effect is of reduced de-
mand for energy and lighting materials. The economic benefit is reduced lighting costs
and better working conditions.

Mainova is Frankfurt’s main utility for the supply of energy and water. In its water busi-
ness, Mainova provides a variety of information and other services to encourage water
conservation (which allows it to avoid the high costs of providing additional supply). As
part of this it provided free energy-efficient water fittings to guest houses and hotels.
Mainova retains ownership until the costs of the fittings have been recovered (through
water savings) and then transfers ownership to customers. The eco-efficient mechanism
is product results, i.e. ‘guaranteed’ water savings. The EES output is better resource util-
isation. The environmental benefits are the impacts of new supply which can be avoided,
and the reduced impacts associated with pumping and distributing water. The economic
benefits are reduced costs for customers (although these were insufficient to make the
scheme a success, for it was discontinued after four years). 

Mewa is a provider of linen, workwear and other textile services to hotels, factories and
other businesses. A new innovation is continuous provision of re-usable cleaning fabrics
to the auto, metals and printing industries, in which Mewa supplies the fabrics, collects
them after use, washes them and then returns those which are effective for re-use. This
allows customers to avoid the costs of the alternative, which is buying paper towels and
then disposing of them after use. The EES mechanism is therefore product utility services.
The main EES output is revalorisation in that the cleaning fabrics are re-used rather than
– as with the alternatives of paper tools - disposed of. The main environmental effects
are reduced requirements for resources (offset by the energy and other effects created
by collecting and washing the reusable fabrics) and reduced amounts of waste for dis-
posal. The main customer benefits are freed-up staff time and, in many cases, reduced
overall costs.      

Renet – developed into a case (see above).

Safechem – this provides a chlorinated solvent management service. The solvent is sup-
plied in sealed, reusable, containers which reduce emissions compared to alternatives.
Spent solvent is then returned to Safechem in the containers for purification and subse-
quent return to the user. The EES mechanism is activity management (although Safechem
does not own the solvent it provides a complete solution, and assumes responsibility for,
dealing with a dangerous waste) through provision of closed loop/disposal possibilities.
The main EES outputs are impact management and resource utilisation (less solvent is
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wasted through evaporation during transport and storage) and revalorisation. The envi-
ronmental effects are a reduction in toxic emissions and less need for new supplies than
alternatives. The economic benefits for customers are a reduction in time needed to man-
age the activity and avoided liabilities attached to transport and disposal. 

Stadtmobil – this provides an environmentally shaped car hire service. It differs from
conventional car hire in that the fleet contains a greater variety of vehicles to maximise
user’s choice. The EES mechanism is product utility. The EES outputs higher capacity util-
isation (of vehicles compared with individual ownership) and behavioural change (cus-
tomers who give up their cars can no longer make journeys on a marginal cost basis,
and may therefore be more inclined to stay put or use alternative transport modes). The
environmental benefits are less overall requirement for new vehicles. The economic ben-
efits are avoided costs of vehicles ownership for customers (which are likely to be higher
than the hire charges which they pay).

 4c.ii.ii   Italy

AEM – the Milanese electric utility provides a cooling and heating service to a number
of facilities at Bicocca from a common CHP plant. The EES mechanism is a product re-
sults service. The EES outputs are resource utilisation (the heat which is created in elec-
tricity generation can be utilised in such a scheme) and system optimisation (generation
capacity can be matched more precisely with demand). The environmental benefits are
reduced resource consumption to meet a given need for cooling and heating. The eco-
nomic benefit is lowered costs compared with each facility providing its own cooling
and heating.

Agrevo – this agrochemical company failed to introduce integrated pest management
(IPM) into Italy, for reasons described in the profile. IPM is a product results service –
the provider guarantees against pest-related yield reductions and has freedom to use the
most effective methods (including biological control) to achieve this. The main EES out-
puts are impact management – the aim of the innovation is to reduce the use of pesti-
cides – and system optimisation in that the most appropriate inputs can be used to
deliver desire results. The economic benefits are reduced costs and greater cost predict-
ability for farmers.

AMG is the Palermo gas utility. It provides a ‘guarantee of solar results’ contract which
involves provision of solar-derived heat from on-site equipment which it installs and
owns. The EES mechanism is therefore a product results service. The EES outputs are
impact management from substitution of fossil fuel by renewable energy, which provides
the environmental benefit. The economic benefit is reduced energy costs

Edison is an electricity and gas utility. It conducts energy audits for customers and pro-
vides advice on optimum use of energy in their facilities. The EES mechanism is therefore
advice and consultancy. The main EES effect is resource utilisation, i.e. improved energy
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efficiency. The main economic benefits are reduced costs to customers because of ener-
gy savings. 

Johnson Controls offers a building facilities management service. This is based on its
own software and control devices but involves management of a wide range of customer
premises and equipment. The main EES mechanism is therefore activity management.
The main EES outputs are resource utilisation (energy and water wastage can be identi-
fied and tackled). The main environmental benefits are therefore reduced consumption
of resources. The main economic benefit is reduced costs. 

Savarent provides a 2-3 year leasing service for high performance cars from the Fiat
group. The EES mechanism is therefore product utility services. The potential EES out-
puts are resource utilisation and possible life extension arising from high quality main-
tenance. The environmental benefits are therefore reduced resource consumption and
emissions in use and, potentially, a reduced need for new vehicles.   

Stella supplies treated wood poles for telephone lines. It offers a service to recover poles
after a standard period. Poles which are still usable are treated and sold for re-use whilst
others are processed for other uses such as road barriers. The EES mechanism is activity
management – undertaking disposal on behalf of telecom companies. The EES outputs
are revalorisation. The environmental benefits are reduced consumption of new wood.
The economic benefits are reduced costs for customers. 

TPL is a subsidiary of TNT which runs a dedicated logistics service for Fiat. This replaces
a previous system where some suppliers – or their carriers - delivered directly and Fiat
collected from others. The EES mechanism is activity management. The EES outputs are
capacity utilisation and system optimisation – TNT can use the same lorry to collect from
several suppliers, thereby increasing the loading, and can also operate with fewer vehi-
cles than the previous system. Congestion at Fiat’s plant can also be reduced by central
vehicle scheduling. The environmental benefits are the need for fewer vehicles and re-
duced distances travelled, with consequent reductions in fuel consumption and emis-
sions. The economic benefits are reduced costs and greater reliability arising from
reduced complexity. 

 4c.ii.iii   Netherlands

Diversey Lever is a Unilever subsidiary which provides cleaning material to business
markets. For industrial washing processes it also offers maintenance and advisory servic-
es, based on its proprietary automated dispensing and monitoring systems. The main EES
mechanism is therefore product extension and advice and consultancy. The main EES
outputs are resource utilisation through more precise application of soap. The environ-
mental benefits are reduced resource consumption. The economic benefits are reduced
costs and higher washing quality.

Hoek Loos – see case.
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Nuon is an energy utility which has introduced a heating energy service for industrial
customers. This involves Nuon purchasing (on behalf of the customer, who retains own-
ership of the equipment), installing and maintaining heating equipment and providing
energy for heating for a single monthly fee. The EES mechanism is a product results ser-
vice (Nuon guarantees availability of heating). The EES output is resource utilisation in
that Nuon can install up-to-date and therefore energy efficient equipment and maintain
it in good condition. The environmental benefits are reduced consumption of energy.
The economic benefit is reduced cost and reduced capital requirements for customers.

M&D Shining Colours offers a car and truck washing service at customer’s premises,
utilising a mobile cleaning station which traps waste water. The EES mechanism is a
product results service whose key feature is guarantees of no environmental pollution.
The EES outputs are impact management – M&D captures waste water and treats it at its
base whilst vehicles do not need to be driven to a central location but can be washed in
situ – and resource utilisation (M&D’s expertise makes it more efficient at washing than
if customers do it themselves). The environmental benefits are reduced wastewater and
reduced consumption of resources. The economic benefits are the avoided costs and
time of organising washing and dealing with wastes from it.

Philips (reluctantly) leases some expensive medical equipment to hospitals. The EES
mechanism is product utility services. The EES output (if any – interviewees were some-
what sceptical) is life extension related to product redesign and better maintenance. The
environmental benefits are a reduced requirement for new machines. The economic ben-
efits to customers are easier financing and greater reliability in use. 

Solaris Rabobank is part of a consortium offering leased photovoltaic equipment. The
leases last for 5-10 years and the consortium installs and maintains the equipment and
guarantees a minimum level of performance (in terms of electricity output). Ownership
of the equipment passes to the customer at the end of the lease period. The EES mech-
anism is a combined product result and product utility service. The EES output is impact
management (substitution of renewable solar energy for fossil fuels). This substitution is
the main environmental benefit. The economic benefit – within present structures is in-
creased customer choice (energy is more expensive than other alternatives and is mar-
keted to Greenpeace members willing to pay a premium for renewable energy). 

Transtil is a consortium of road haulage firms in Tilburg. It offers a software-based
freight capacity exchange service to its members. The EES mechanism is intermediation.
The EES outputs are capacity utilisation – hauliers can gain higher loadings for their ve-
hicles by combining loads – and system optimisation (better matching of overall supply
with demand). The main environmental benefit is reduced energy consumption and
emissions as fewer vehicle movements are being made and, in the long run, a need for
less vehicles. The main economic benefit is reduced costs from making use of unused
vehicle capacity.   
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 4c.ii.iv   Sweden

Återbruket provides an almost identical service to the German organisation (BEL – see
above).

Cramo’s main business is hiring or leasing equipment and temporary buildings. The
company has developed a machinery management service. This includes providing
maintenance, replacement equipment as and when breakdowns occur, handling pur-
chases and selling or disposing of end-of-life equipment. The main selling point is the
lower lifetime cost and greater convenience of the service compared to self-management,
but good environmental performance is also important. Cramo believes that it achieves
this through its buying power with manufacturers, and its knowledge of how to optimise
equipment performance in use. The EES mechanism is therefore activity management (as
Cramo provides a wide range of equipment from many different manufacturers). The
main EES outputs are product redesign – Cramo can use its purchasing power within the
Swedish market to place pressure on manufacturers for higher environmental standards
– and capacity utilisation (some infrequently used equipment can be shared between a
number of owners). The main environmental benefits from this are less overall require-
ment for equipment (and the environmental impacts associated with its production) and,
over time, improved environmental performance of the machinery.

Dell – this computer manufacturer offers, in Sweden as elsewhere, customised comput-
ers direct to consumers. It also offers warranties and service agreements. The EES mech-
anism is therefore product extension. The main EES output is life extension through
better maintenance of the computers. There is also improved resource utilisation because
computers are not built to stock but only for specific orders, so that there is no wastage.
The main environmental benefit is the avoidance of the impacts associated with new
computers, or building ones which end up as waste. The economic benefits are reduced
costs (as wastage is eliminated), reliability and products which are more closely tailored
to customer’s requirements.

Electrolux Professional Appliances provides food service equipment to restaurants
and other customers. A new service provides a total solution of all necessary equipment
for a monthly fee. The EES mechanism is therefore a product utility service - Electrolux
leases its equipment, but on more flexible terms and encompassing a wider range of
equipment than in the past. The main EES outputs are life extension and resource utili-
sation (well maintained equipment lasts longer and is more energy efficient) and reval-
orisation (Electrolux can easily recover the equipment at the end of its useful life). The
main economic benefits to customers are reduced capital requirements (the costs of buy-
ing new equipment are avoided) and greater reliability.

Scania is a leading truck manufacturer. It markets a functional sales contract in some
European countries which involve Scania supplying any or all of truck, repairs and main-
tenance, financing, insurance, driver, tyres, fuel, ancillary equipment and replacements
as necessary. The EES mechanism is therefore a product utility service. The EES outputs
are life extension (through regular maintenance) and impact management (trucks can be
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properly tuned so that emissions are reduced). The economic benefits are reduced cap-
ital requirements and predictable operating costs for customers.

Tvättman provides bedding, cleaning, workwear and other textile services. These in-
volve delivery of clean textiles and collection of used ones for washing and, if necessary,
repair. The EES mechanism is therefore one of product utility services. The main EES out-
puts are revalorisation at the end of the product’s life and life extension as a result of
more optimal washing conditions and on-going repair. The main environmental effects
are reduced requirements for resources (offset by the energy and other effects created
by collecting and washing the reusable fabrics) and reduced amounts of waste for dis-
posal. The main customer benefits are freed-up staff time and, in many cases, reduced
overall costs.      

Vattenfall – see case.

Wam!Net provides a managed electronic data transfer service to the media and print in-
dustries. The EES mechanism is one of substitution potential – in this case of electronic
transfer versus physical transfer by courier or mail, which is much more expensive. The
EES output is therefore service substitution. The environmental benefits are reduced en-
ergy usage and emissions from transport.

 4c.ii.v   UK

BT – BT is Britain’s largest telecommunications company. A business unit, BT Confer-
encing sells videoconferencing products and provides a managed videoconferencing ser-
vice. This sets up and manages links between locations and provides support activities
such as recording, transcription and translation. Its EES mechanism is a service substitu-
tion possibility - the opportunity for substitution of physical travel to meetings by an elec-
tronic connection – either set up by the customer or using BT’s activity support services.
The main output effect is that of actual service substitution for a physical activity or good,
i.e. transporting individuals to meetings. The environmental benefits are reduced energy
usage and emissions from transport and the economic benefits are reduced costs for
meetings.

Castrol – a lubricants management service which takes over responsibility for all lubri-
cant applications within a plant. This typically involves stationing of Castrol staff on the
premises. The EES input is therefore product results. The service can also provide useful
information on customer activities (e.g. abnormal use of lubricants can indicate broader
process problems). The EES outputs are resource utilisation and revalorisation (Castrol
often installs filtration equipment to reduce contamination and prolong the useful life of
lubricants). The environmental benefits are less waste lubricants for disposal and re-
duced demand for lubricants as inputs. The main customer benefit is reduced cost and
greater information about processes. 
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Galaxy – a service developed by a fertiliser distributor and applier to support precision
farming. The service integrates GPS and yield data to allow optimal application of ferti-
liser within a field. This can either be applied by the farmer’s own equipment – in which
case the EES mechanism is the information supplied to the farmer – or by Galaxy’s con-
tract fertiliser application service, in which case the EES mechanism is product results.
The main output is system optimisation through more controlled application of fertilisers
to achieve given outputs. The main environmental benefits are less usage of resources
and reduced run off of fertiliser-derived pollutants. The main economic benefit is low-
ered fertiliser costs for given levels of output. 

Global Telematics – this is a joint venture between a vendor of global positioning sys-
tems (GPS – Racal), a provider of traffic information (AA) and a mobile phone company
(Vodafone). It provides fleet managers with 2-way communications with vehicles as well
as continuous information about their location and relevant traffic conditions. The EES
mechanism is better information about customer activities and systems conditions – al-
lowing, for example, the nearest empty lorries to be diverted to pick up new loads or
rerouting of vehicles to avoid areas of traffic congestion. The main output effects are
therefore capacity utilisation and system optimisation. The environmental benefits are re-
duced resource consumption and related emissions for given levels of output. The eco-
nomic benefit is reduced costs from more productive utilisation of assets.

Interface – the Evergreen scheme leases rather than sells carpet tiles to customers (al-
though the service has not been commercially successful). The intention is that, as wear
is uneven within buildings, individual tiles can be replaced rather than an entire floor
covering, thereby prolonging the average durability of tiles. The EES mechanism is there-
fore product utility through leasing and the main output is life extension and revalorisa-
tion (made easier by Interface’s continued ownership of carpets). The environmental
benefit is a reduced requirement for replacements and greater scope for recycling – with
consequent reductions in resource consumption and manufacturing impacts. The poten-
tial customer benefits are reduced costs and higher quality floor coverings through rapid
replacement of worn tiles.     

Scottish Power – developed into a case (see above).

Waterlyne Press – this small printing company has a facilities management agreement
with a further education college to provide all of its copying and printing requirements.
The agreement involved replaced of customer-owned equipment with equipment
owned by the printer, with the incidental effect that output is concentrated into fewer
units. The EES mechanisms are activity management and information about customer ac-
tivities (e.g. the individuals and departments making the most copies and therefore with
the greatest potential for reduction). Waterlyne is also setting up a digital data bank of
documents which should substitute for products because there is less need for physical
copies for archiving and other purposes. The main output effects are capacity utilisation
(print outputs can be more easily loaded onto under-utilised machines) and system op-
timisation (a better match between total demand and the equipment which provides it).
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The digital data bank also provides potential for substitution and behavioural change
(less maintenance of paper archives because of increased confidence in electronic ones).
The environmental benefits are reduced use and wastage of resources. The economic
benefits for customers are reduced and more predictable costs and better information. 

Yorkshire Water – a water conservation service provides advice to customers on how
they can use water more efficiently and reduce wastage. The EES mechanism is primarily
that of advice and consultancy. The EES outputs are more effective resource utilisation,
primarily through less wastage of water. The environmental benefits are reduced demand
for water. 
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5  Dematerialization case 
studies

Paulien de Jong and Peter Groenewegen, VUA 
5.1  Preface
This chapter is part of three chapters reporting empirical work performed under stage 3
of the project. One chapter, chapter 4, “Case studies overview” on page 117, describes
purpose and method of stage 3 and addresses some important general issues as well,
such as typology and conceptual model of EEPS; reconciliation of theoretical frame-
works, and lack of analysis tools of the rebound effect. Another chapter, chapter 6, “Dis-
cussion on the energy utility cases” on page 171, discusses five case studies on several
types of service innovations within the area of energy utilities. The case studies sum-
marise and interpret examples of all kind of service innovations in energy utilities in Swe-
den, United Kingdom, Italy, Germany and the Netherlands. 

This chapter will focus on case studies that describe a type of service innovations that
can be indicated as dematerialization, by which is meant the use of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) for replacement of physical products and energy
consumption. Discussing the conclusions in chapter 3 the project team had to conclude
that we did not describe in previous chapters much of a dematerialization typology of
EEPS. We had to do something about it, therefore we decided to conduct all one case
study in which the use of ICT for providing EEPS play a dominant role. Five EEPS case
studies were described: two cases are on Virtual Training, two on Print on Demand and
one concerns a brooking service for second hand auto parts. The aim of the chapter is
to address the following questions:
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• What are the broad characteristics and possibilities as well as barriers that influence 
the development and introduction of EEPS that can be characterised as dematerial-
ization? 

• Are the examples applicable on larger scale? 

• Under what conditions will they result in dematerialization? 

The chapter is structured as follows: 

• section 5.2 describes the five case studies. Emphasis is put on development features, 
drivers and barriers, eco-efficiency and rebound-effects. 

• section 5.3 analyses the case studies in more detail. 

• section 5.4 draws conclusions.

5.2  Case descriptions

5.2.1 Learnways (Sweden)

5.2.1.1 EEPS
The service delivered is training which is based on ICT and makes use of distributed PC’s
and web technology, the employee of a customer company at his or her convenience
uses the training material. The innovation itself can be regarded as part of the new e-
learning market, making use of Internet and Intranet CD-ROMS and other technical sup-
port, to deliver e-training for corporate use.

5.2.1.2 Function
The function of the innovation is to provide training in specified areas for employees. It
does so at the level of web distributed content. It allows in this case training of all em-
ployees of internationally operating companies. The case described concerns the provi-
sion of e-learning to a Swedish financial services company Skandia. The advantages of
the method for the customer consist of flexibility, consistency and adaptation of training
materials. 

5.2.1.3 Development
The service described is applied for a number of Scandinavian companies and is part of
a growing segment in the market of corporate training. 

5.2.1.4 Drivers 
E-training services are a combination of technological options and business opportuni-
ties. The opportunity is mainly based on the reduction in training costs of large numbers
of employees. The technical options are a consequence of the improvements in network
support ICT. No environmental concerns were relevant to the introduction of the service. 
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5.2.1.5 Barriers
The availability of infrastructure is an important prerequisite that is not always fulfilled
in all (European) countries. The users may be wary of using the possibilities provided
by computers because they are unfamiliar with some parts of the electronic environment
provided. Lastly the service providers are not always capable of fulfilling the demands
and capacity required by the clients

5.2.1.6 Eco-efficiency
Benefits accrue because of the delivering of the product to the users/trainees location.
The type of training replaced required at least the travelling of the trainer. In addition if
fully screen based, printed materials and their distribution is avoided. If it is assumed that
this service is not requiring additional ICT infrastructure other environmental damages
are minor.

5.2.2 The Virtual College (United Kingdom)

5.2.2.1 EEPS
The service delivered is training that is based on ICT and makes use of distributed PC’s
and web technology for training in industrial production. In addition to on-line access
and CD-ROM’s a touch-screen laptop is applied. The innovation itself can be regarded
as part of the new e-learning market, making use of Internet and Intranet CD-ROMS and
other technical support, to deliver e-training for corporate use.

5.2.2.2 Function
The function of the innovation is to provide training in the electronic (and other) indus-
tries for employees keeping them up to date with technical procedures. It does so at the
level of content developed by the training college in close co-operation with the custom-
er companies. The case concerns the provision of distant vocational learning in sector
specific manner in the UK. It involves close co-operation between the provider and user
of the innovation. 

5.2.2.3 Development
The service described is applied in the electronic (and other) sectors in the UK. 

5.2.2.4 Drivers 
As the drivers for the service are considered: the reduced cost of delivery per student
after the initial development has occurred; the reduction in learning time; consistency;
flexibility and access; ability to deliver large numbers quickly; potential to continuously
upgrade the material provided. Acceptance by the management involved has also in-
creased the use of training services. No environmental concerns were relevant to the in-
troduction of the service. 

5.2.2.5 Barriers
The perception that the cost of both the technologies involved and the training require-
ments are too high. Technologies may be quite expensive and the interaction and use of
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multi media materials is hindered by the insufficient bandwidth required on the user
side. Also there is still concern that computer based training may evoke antipathy by the
workers, that expenses actually are too high and that specific practical and social skills
are not amenable to computer training. 

5.2.2.6 Eco-efficiency
The development of the materials is more resource intensive than with older forms of
training. The benefit of electronic distribution is that the costs will be going down per
unit of training delivered which is not true for traditional training. Benefits accrue be-
cause of the delivering of the product to the users/trainees location. The type of training
replaced required at least the travelling of the trainer. In addition if fully screen based,
printed materials and their distribution is avoided. If it is assumed that this service is not
requiring additional ICT infrastructure other environmental damages are minor. Rebound
effects are not very likely; the only possibility would a significant and non-functional in-
crease of training activity. 

5.2.3 Lampi di Stampa (Italy)

5.2.3.1 EEPS
Lampi di Stampa is a company that has launched the service ‘book-on-demand’. Lampi
di Stampa was born from an agreement among three important actors within the Italian
book-printing sector in 1998. IBM info print technology is used for printing exhausted
titles or titles at low circulation rate. These titles are made digital and can be printed at
the distributor (bookstores, libraries or kiosks) directly from the files. The new service
does not replace products, but must be seen as an additional service. 

5.2.3.2 Function 
The function provided is transfer of information that would be printed in book format
otherwise. The service is still a B2B service: deliverance of digital (part of) books. The
service could be extended towards delivery of digital books to consumers too.

5.2.3.3 Drivers
Printing a book on demand is outcome of new available technology and economic ben-
efit for retailer (diminished storage capacity). 

5.2.3.4 Barriers
There are doubts about the safety of intellectual ownership of the reproduced work and
problems with typographic quality of the books.

5.2.3.5 Development 
The service is applied on limited scale.

5.2.3.6 Eco-efficiency
Books are printed on demand, even in one copy each time is possible. In this way supply
and demand can be matched. The digital printing technologies on demand allow differ-
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ent circulation and physical distribution of the product: in limited numbers of copies,
with high flexibility and updating (personalising possibilities). The environmental bene-
fits have to be found in avoided waste of paper and ink, avoided energy use for transport
and restricted storage capacity at the retailer. 

5.2.4 Het Parool (The Netherlands) 

5.2.4.1 EEPS
Dutch newspaper industry is suffering from increasing competition provided by other
media, such as radio, television, the Internet. Newspaper Industry has to look for new
ways of distributing the information services in order to survive. Application of Informa-
tion and Communication Technology (ICT) seem to offer several opportunities for cre-
ating new product service concepts: on-line newspapers, small-volume printing
technologies, WAP, news tablet, e-paper. Het Parool, a Dutch newspaper, attempts to ex-
periment with print on demand technology. 

In addition to the traditional newspaper Het Parool developed plans for the delivery of
the tailored newspaper. The traditional newspaper is a product fulfilling the information
needs of different groups of customers. Every reader is receiving the same extended
package of information, although the interests of readers may differ. The innovation of
developing the print-on-demand delivery concept makes diversification of the product
into a tailored product feasible. The customer will be allowed to select the issues that
are of interest to him or her and leave all other issues out of the package that has to be
printed. In this way supply and demand can be matched in optima forma.

5.2.4.2 Function 
The function provided is transfer of news that could be printed as a newspaper other-
wise. The traditional newspaper is a product fulfilling the information needs of different
groups of customers. All readers are receiving the same package of news. 

5.2.4.3 Development
The initial idea came from the level of editorial management of the newspaper. The
idea was launched by a manager (change agent). The service is far from being applied.
The start of an experiment has been put on hold. 

5.2.4.4 Drivers
The service innovation is not meant to replace the traditional large scale printing. It was
developed in order to attract readers that are not used to buy newspapers such as young
people, the future customers. Another driver forms the possibility to experience with ad-
ditional forms of news providing. When newspapers like Het Parool do not experience
with additional forms of news delivery, others will. It is important not to miss the boat
and therefore new markets need to be explored.
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5.2.4.5 Barriers
Some parts of the newspaper company are afraid for the impacts of applying ICT-tech-
nologies on core business. They fear replacement of the traditional large scale printing
technologies in future. Decrease in amounts of traditional printed newspapers will have
implications in the need for people employed in the printing and transporting division
on the long term. Resistance of parts of the company seems to be an essential reason
why plans for the experiments are put on hold. Additional reasons for upholding the ex-
periment seem to be found in the need for large investments in new technology and in-
frastructure; uncertainty about new markets, and limitations of new technology,
especially concerning user-friendliness and methods of payment. 

5.2.4.6 Eco-efficiency
As long as the tailored newspaper concept is not put in practise, the environmental effect
is difficult to measure. In theory, the prospected effects are as follows:

•  ‘just in time’ principle may lead to electronic distribution of information over com-
puter networks, reducing the need for material carriers and mechanical distribution. 
Matching supply on exact amount and time of demand could lead to a decrease in 
leftover, thus avoids paper use;

•  ‘distribute-then-print’ principle implies avoidance of energy used for transport and 
of emissions resulting from transport;

• ‘print on demand’ principle implies increasing possibilities for selecting and provid-
ing relevant information for the reader and thus matching of supply and demand: 
less paper and ink used. 

Even when the new service delivery concept would be applied it remains questionable
whether it would lead to dematerialization. In the current situation ICT-developments
would not yet lead to dematerialization, as new products and services are merely in ad-
dition to the traditional newspaper, which is still preserved and protected at all times by
the publishers involved. 

5.2.5 Renet (Germany)

5.2.5.1 EEPS
Renet Recycling Network GmbH is a limited liability organisation presenting an informa-
tion brooking service for used car components. Renet has two kind of clients, on the one
hand, car recycling companies “producing” used car parts, and on the other hand, work-
shops employing value adequate repair services. Renet provides information to car recy-
clers about the state of the market place and the pattern of demand for used car
components. Renet provides workshops information on where and under which condi-
tions the required car components are available in the market. In this sense Renet acts
as an intermediate between car disassemblers (suppliers) and garages (customers).

5.2.5.2 Function
The main function met by the service offer is linking supply and demand by overcoming
existing information barriers. Since the refurbished components accrue irregularly in
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quality, time and space, there is a need to smooth out their supply in these three dimen-
sions. The main EEPS mechanism is provision on information about system conditions
and acting as an intermediary essential for realising the transactions like buying, selling
and guaranteeing spares. Renet’s service increases the scope for re-use strategies. 

Application of ICT is crucial for facilitating ease of communication between the supply
side, i.e. recycling companies, and the demand side, i.e. workshops.

5.2.5.3 Development
The initial ideas for developing the Renet brokerage service were from 1995. The Renet
case reveals that ICT can help overcome information barriers to the reuse of secondary
car parts. The actual proliferation of e-commerce strategies in this area, however, de-
pends upon factors such as costs for entering and participating in the network, familiarity
with modern communication technologies, and customisation of ICT solutions. Accord-
ing to industry experts these determinants are expected to evolve in a sense that e-com-
merce strategies will gain more importance in the long run. 

5.2.5.4 Drivers
The service originates from a supply push but also from a change in the regulatory frame-
work. Regulation on end of life vehicles facilitates re-use of cars and components on a
large scale. 

5.2.5.5 Barriers
The majority of the recycling sector is very traditional fixed to the technical aspects of
car maintenance and repair. They are not very much interested in strategic business de-
velopment. 

The demand for refurbished components can be met only to 50% according to latest ex-
perience. On the one hand, increasing average age of the car fleet ameliorates the market
prospects of value adequate repair. On the other hand, shorter product innovation cy-
cles, expanded vehicle diversification, and growing complexity of (electronic) compo-
nents including a lack of knowledge of technical specification of parts restrict the
compatibility and re-usability of used car parts. 

Finally, the most important external barrier is the perceived bad image of the secondary
components. 

5.2.5.6 Eco-efficiency
Compared to a situation in which usable car parts are simply recycled on a materials and
energy level or finally disposed of in a landfill the Renet automobile recycling network
is eco-efficient in two ways. It allows for high level reuse and recycling of cars and car
components (recovering their energetic value). It contributes to a prolongation of the op-
erating periods of existing automobiles, thereby saving primary resources for the produc-
tion of new cars. 
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An unintended side effect of the use of secondary car parts (due to the success of Renet
service) might be that market diffusion of efficiency-related automobile innovations is
hampered. 

5.2.6 Summary
The five case studies are examples of EEPS in the field of substitution of physical prod-
ucts of processes. The engines behind developments have been different for the individ-
ual cases, but they all seem to be supply pushed. The service of Renet originates from a
supply push and a change in the regulatory framework. 

The five service innovations differ from each other in development stage. The German,
the British and the Swedish examples have been applied successful in practice. The orig-
inal idea can be traced back to 1995 (Renet), 1996 (Virtual College) and 1997 (Learn-
ways). Thus far, the experiment with the Dutch print on demand service concept at Het
Parool, is the only one that has been put on hold. The Italian print on demand case
seems to be applied already in practice but on a small scale. 

It seems difficult to quantify and even qualify the eco-efficiency of service innovations.
The reasons are divers. The services are in an early development stage and there is a
lack of basis for comparison when service goes beyond the traditional value chain. In all
five examples eco-efficiency aspects seem clear: avoidance of energy needed for trans-
port and emissions resulting from transport; no spilling of paper and ink; avoidance of
waste resulting from re-use and recycling. 

Factors that may prove unfavourable to the eco-efficiency of the service innovations in-
clude the possibility of unintended side-effects and the possibility of rebound effects.
Some unintended side-effects are expectable, like:

• prolongation of operating time of cars and usability old car parts hampers develop-
ment and diffusion of efficiency related automobile innovations (Renet)

• demand can increase due to availability and accessibility of product-service combina-
tions (all cases).

Rebound effects, by which is meant the environmentally second order effects that can
sometimes arise from EEPS inputs to customers, are hardly expected. However it seems
likely that third or even fourth order effects may appear. For example, the accessibility
to ICT based training may enlarge the scope of people that is trained. Since there is a
relation between education and income, it seems likely that when income rises, the mean
consumption level might rise too. It goes too far to describe all possible side-effects and
rebound effects here. We want to pay some more attention to the conclusion that it
seems highly important to understand the circumstances under which service innova-
tions will result in eco-efficiency and when EEPS are likely to create rebound effects. 
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5.3  Analysis of the five case studies on dematerialised service 
innovations 
In this section the cases are analysed more thoroughly in order to find answers to the
central questions. For reasons of pragmatism, the examples of dematerialised producer
service innovations will be divided into three types: training innovation services, print-
on-demand concepts and information brooking service. 

5.3.1 Digitising the value chain 
Besides pointing at differences and similarities in the developed examples of EEPS, it
seems also very interesting to indicate how the application of ICT has changed the tra-
ditional way of fulfilling functions. Simplifying the five forms of dematerialised service
innovations, the following schemes can be drawn:

The arrows in the diagrams are indicating the kind of logistics (transport or transmis-
sion) that is required and the direction of transactions 

: physical logistics is required
: digital logistics can be used

Renet: Information brooking service
old s ituation 
car recycling car(part) workshops product:  customers 
companies dealers car(part)s

new situation 
first Renet

car recycling workshops product:  customers 
companies and then car(part)s

Learnways, Virtual College: ICT distributed training
old situation
content traditional product: customers
training training provider training

new situation
content content  product: customers
training provider training
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The schemes clearly indicate:

• The brokerage service of Renet differs from the other services. The new technologi-
cal option changes only a part of the value chain: replacement or optimisation of 
physical transport takes place at the front end of the value chain. The other service 
innovations show that application of ICT can also be applied at every link in the 
value chain.

• All five examples show that new technological options have changed especially the 
client interface. For example in the Renet case, in which dismantlers are regarded as 
the provider of used parts and workshops as the main customer, the interface 
between them is completely reorganised by the Renet service. Renet, as intermediate, 
removes trade barriers, both spatial and informational, between the two parties. 

• ICT plays also an important role in reshaping relations between supply side and 
demand side in the other four case studies: physical logistics have been replaced by 
a new carrier: digital transport of information. The implication of this replacement is 
that the use of natural resources for production and transport of products has shifted 
towards the use of natural resources for its energy content required by the highly 
intensified computer usage. 

5.3.2 Change in input-output schemes
In order to identify the process behind the described service innovations, it seems rele-
vant to discuss input-output schemes. The table beneath indicates differences and simi-
larities in the developed EEPS-examples.

Table 5.1. Differences and similarities in the developed EEPS-examples

Renet Learnways & 
Virtual college

Het Parool & Lampi 
di Stampa 

Service inputs (to 
customer)

information auto 
parts on state market

educational informa-
tion to some large 
clients

(editorial) informa-
tion to clients

Service outputs (at 
customer)

life extension & 
revalorisation

automation com-
bined with customis-
ation leads to 
dematerialization

automation, customi-
sation and/or differ-
entiation may lead to 
dematerialization if 
products are 
replaced

Service innovation
(KIBS)

intermediate supply 
and demand

technology and new 
client interface 
enables service 

technology enables 
new client interface

Lampi di Stampa , Het Parool: Print on demand services
old situation
infor- journalists/ production product: customers
mation editors line paper/book

new situation
infor- journalists/  product: customers
mation editors tailored paper/book
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Comparison of business strategies of the focal organisations in the five case studies learns
that the five cases do not resemble but differ from each other.

The newspaper case for instance, shows how Het Parool, suffering from increasing com-
petition provided by new, electronic media, is driven by the necessity to find new ways
of finding customers in order to guard the main interest, core business. Application of
ICT offers them new opportunities for creating new product service concepts: on line
newspapers, small volume printing technologies, WAP, news-tablet, e-paper. Although
the content of the main product, printed news and information, does not require any
changes, the product is customised by individuals choosing their own characteristics: ev-
ery customer would create their own individual product. ICT makes differentiation of
products possible. Also the Italian case study on print on demand shows, that the content
of Lampi di Stampa’s products remains the same. In addition to the ordinary production
process, only the means of production have to change for delivery of the service. Both
print-on-demand examples show that ICT makes diversification of products possible, but
this will only result in decreasing material and energy use when the traditional ways of
production will be adapted and/or already existing port folio of companies altered. 

The cases on ICT based training (Virtual College and Learnways) show an opposite de-
velopment: they standardise the content of their service in order to reach a higher scale
level. Where Het Parool and Lampi di Stampa want to reach more and additional cus-
tomers by delivering individualised papers and books, Virtual College and Learnways try
to deliver individual timing. 

The Renet case shows a third business strategy, namely that of a company applying ICT
for the purpose of expanding the geographic space over which the laws of supply and
demand used to operate. For optimising revalorisation schemes the scale of operation is
critical: Renet expands the market for secondary auto parts. 

Summarising:

Efficiency due to behavioural change behavioural change scale effect

Eco-efficiency - saving resources

- avoiding waste

- recovery of eco-
nomical residual val-
ues

- avoiding transport 
trainer and/or train-
ees

- avoidance of 
printed   material & 
distribution

- avoiding energy for 
transport

- avoiding waste of 
paper & ink

Side-effects hampered market 
diffusion of effi-
ciency related auto-
mobile innovations

non-functional 
increase of training 
activity

increase in differenti-
ation of books/
papers: no replace-
ment

Rebound effects none none none

Table 5.1. Differences and similarities in the developed EEPS-examples

Renet Learnways & 
Virtual college

Het Parool & Lampi 
di Stampa 
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1. ICT makes differentiation of products possible; 

2. ICT enables a process of product standardisation;

3. ICT expands geographic market spaces;

4. ICT facilitates individualisation of services, and 

5. ICT allows individual timing in the use of services.

5.4  Change in actor networks 
The appendix shows the networks of the involved actors in the three types of case stud-
ies. Here we will compare and discuss the actor networks of the brokerage service of
Renet; the web distributed training service of Learnways, and the print on demand ser-
vice of Het Parool. 

The print on demand examples have in common that the service has been developed
from a reactive incentive. For example, the challenge for Het Parool is to maintain their
traditional mass production system, but meanwhile they also have to look for ways to
serve the market of readers and keep their advertisers interested in their product. There-
fore they need to find ways to optimise the existing business but to safeguard future
growth by developing alternative service delivery systems. The experiment with the tai-
lored newspaper by making use of print-on-demand devices, would be the start of find-
ing new ways for safeguarding future business. This process of change requires time to
have all divisions of the newspaper organisation get used to the idea of stepping into a
period of transition. Misunderstanding and miscommunications seem to be the reason
why preparations on applying the experiment with the print-on-demand service are put
on hold. 

Also in the Lampi di Stampa case the service is developed in addition to the traditional
product and does not influence core business in the short term, but it could indeed have
great impact on logistics on the longer term. 

The distant learning examples both show that Learnways and Virtual College leave mar-
ket actors aside and develop the new ICT based services. Part of the key to success seems
to lie also in the fact that both organizations have developed their services in co-opera-
tion with their clients. The training market still seems to leave room for newcoming or-
ganizations and demand has not been saturated thusfar. This raises some questions like:
are traditional training providing businesses not interested in providing similar ICT relat-
ed training services? Are these traditional companies focused om providing their training
service to broad audience only? Did the success of EEPS development depend on coop-
eration with large customers or can it succeed also without them? Expansion of market
instead of trade off in market shares between training initiatives. 

Renets’ purpose is to provide information on the availability and requirement for second
hand car (part)s. Renet has implemented new ways of interacting with their input cus-
tomer (dismantlers) and their output customers (workshops). Renet is a newcomer in the
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market. It recognised the benefits of operating as an intermediate organisation. By offer-
ing their brooking service Renet rearranged the link of supply side and demand side in
such a way that it can benefit financially without doing any financial harm to the interests
of the other organisations that were already part of the value chain. 

Summarizing, in case of the brokerage service and the ICT based training services, rela-
tively new actors are involved that recognise business opportunities in developing spe-
cific services. In case of the print on demand cases the ‘old’ actors try to find ways of
optimising core business or try to recognise new ways of service delivery that do not
hinder core interests. 

Figure 5.1. Looking at actors in service network

One could say that it is not always a guarantee for success when the traditional organi-
sation tries to develop services that may have radical consequences for the traditional
way of producing core business at least on the longer term. But of course it would be to
easy to conclude the opposite: not being already part of the value chain would not al-
ways be a guarantee for achieving success. It seems likely that the structure of the market
and successful application of services are related: the availability of an “go-between-par-
ty” that interferes between demand and supply seems to have positive influence. 

5.5  Conclusions and discussion
The described examples of EEPS are in principle all applicable on larger scale. In practise
only four of them are applied. The transitions that replace all physical transport within
the value chain with digital transport seems to be the most promising concepts that have
the largest potential in terms of replacement of physical products and energy consump-
tion. 

The five described eco-efficient producer services are driven by non-environmental fac-
tors. The described services form new business opportunities or can be seen as possibil-
ities to strengthen market position. Important for developing and applying a new service

Learnways

Virtual College

Renet

‘new’ actors recognizing
business opportuni ties

Lampi di stampa

Het Parool

‘old’ actors trying to find new ways of
optimizing core business / recognizing

new ways of service delivery that do not
hinder core interests
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concept is to bridge skills for integrating core activities, technical and organisational con-
siderations. ‘Time’, ‘flexibility of organisation’ (decision making and ability to co-operate
with the future customers) seem to be important factors. 

In case of the dematerialization cases rebound effects can not be related to energy levels,
material prices or constraints on traffic growth. In fact no rebound effects are foreseen:
services are new implemented or the service innovations do not compete directly with
existing products. However, third and fourth order effects as well as side effects can be
expected. In a paperless future, when more services like the ones described here are
applied, the rebound effect might be found in increase of energy use as a result of in-
creased energy consumption by ICT-appliances. As a result energy efficiency improve-
ments in supporting technologies will become essential. 

In the case studies it is shown that ICT enables new ways of interacting with clients. In
the print on demand services the actors in the value chain remained the same, while in
the examples of training services others than the traditional content providers arranged
new contacts with clients and developed a new service concept. It seems more easy to
develop an EEPS for a company entering a market than for the resident company be-
cause of internal constraints between different parts of the company. But then of course,
it is very important what the structure of the market looks like and whether the market
allows entrance of new organisations. 

It seems a condition for successful development and application of dematerialised EEPS
that the customers are known to the service provider. In case of the print-of demand ex-
amples, the service was developed after new ICT technologies were available. In case of
ICT based learning cases the need of the customers also gave an important impulse to
development and introduction. The Renet case shows how a smart newcomer recognises
a change to fulfil a central role in linking supply and demand together. Development of
the service innovations in the print on demand cases started with the need of the sup-
plying organisations, where the learning on distance examples and the Renet case show
that EEPS evolved from requirements at customer/demand side. 

Application of ICT used as a strategy aiming for diversification of products, can result in
dematerialization, especially when traditional ways of production and/or portfolio will
be adapted. Application of ICT can also be used as a strategy to find new ways of fulfill-
ing functions. The second strategy does not necessarily result in replacement of the tra-
ditional products. 
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5.6  Appendix

Appendix 5b   Actor networks presented in circular models 

The relevant actors within the network of Het Parool´s printing a tailored newspaper on
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The relevant actors within the network of Renet´s brooking service
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6  Discussion on the energy 
utility cases

Matteo Bartolomeo, Avanzi
This chapter has the aim of analysing the trends in the creation and development of these
services in the electricity sector. While the document primarily focuses on electricity,
many considerations can be easily extended to the gas industry; the term energy, instead
of electricity, is therefore used to show the generic nature of services discussed.

The basis for this chapter are, on the one side, the empirical research performed under
the project and, on the other hand, some pieces of literature on electricity market and
industry.

6.1  The changing nature of energy utilities

6.1.1 The regulatory context
According to the Maastricht Treaty, energy in all its forms, like any good and service,
should circulate without borders within the European Union. This principle has highly
influenced the regulatory and competitive context for energy production and distribution
in all European countries, included those which have been reluctant, for various reasons,
to liberalise the sector.

The matter has been dealt, from a regulatory point of view, by various pieces of legisla-
tion, namely European directives. Among these, the most important one concerning in
particular the electricity sector is the Directive 96/92/CE approved by the European Par-
liament on December 1996 after a long period of preparation and discussion.
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The Directive 96/92/CE concerns common rules for the internal electricity market and
regulates all the relevant issues, such as:

1. Generation, providing two different regimes, authorisations and call for tenders for 
the construction of new plants (the latter never used)

2. transmission and distribution, introducing the Network Manager that operates in a 
given area and allows the access to the network without discrimination

3. dispatchment, giving the manager of the network the role of deciding over plant util-
isation and over the criteria for dispatchment

4. transparency of accounts of generators, transmission and distributors in order to 
access the non discriminatory approach vis a vis businesses along the whole value 
chain

5. access to network, introducing the concept of eligible client, which defines what are 
the categories of clients that can freely buy electricity on the market. It is important 
to notice that these clients will have the opportunity of buying electricity according 
to the system implemented in the Member State. This system can be:

- based on the Single Buyer scheme, which requires the creation of an independent 
intermediary between the generators and clients (system for example implemented 
in Italy and France)
- based on the network access to third party (TPNA), with direct negotiations 
between the client and the Network Manager (system implemented for example in 
Germany)

The level of implementation of liberalisation regimes in various countries very much de-

pends on single Member States adoption of the directive provided the compliance1 with
the following thresholds for the identification of eligible clients, those who have free ac-
cess to the market:

1. February 1999, 40 GWh minimum consumption limit, equivalent to 24,5% of the mar-
ket

2. January 2000, 20 GWh minimum consumption limit, equivalent to 35,0% of the mar-
ket

3. January 2003, 9 GWh minimum consumption limit, equivalent to 40,0% of the market

A similar deregulation process affect the gas sector where, with a delay in comparison
with the electricity sector, each member state will have to open the market according to
the following schedule:

1. 20% of the market by the year 2000

2. 28% of the market by the year 2005

3. 33% of the market by the year 2010

6.1.2 Drivers for change
The above mentioned changes to the regulatory framework are deeply affecting the en-
ergy business; companies willing to operate in this market should develop specific com-

1. The Directive provides derogations for Greece, Ireland and Portugal
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petencies to influence and understand the modifications in the regulatory framework, to
try to anticipate them and to continuously adapt their strategy.

The regulatory context is not the only key variable in the energy market; but there are
other factors deeply influencing the strategy of the firms operating or interested in oper-
ating in this market:

1. the privatisation process, frequently combined with liberalisation, which has deeply 
changed the property patterns and increased the rate of mergers, acquisitions, spin –
offs, strategic alliances. 

2. the availability of new technologies, in particular those related to renewable sources, 
to micro-generation facilities, to combined heat and power (CHP or co-generation), 
to the use of copper electricity grid for delivering telecommunication services

3. the continuos fluctuations of oil prices, which have made more difficult to carry out 
long term appraisal of projects based on oil derivatives (natural gas has represented 
a valid alternative). These fluctuations have reduced the interest in generation activ-
ity.

4. the relative stagnation in energy demand in the developed countries in contrast with 
the rapidly increase in demand for telecommunication services

Environment-related pressures, coming from regulation and stakeholders’ groups, are
also affecting the agenda of electricity companies, both at the upstream and at the down-
stream in the electricity value chain. In generation activity, the debate over climate
change represents an important challenge for producers together with the concern over
nuclear electricity that has induced many European countries to downsize or even phase
out this technology.

Also the transmission and distribution phases are now very much affected by environ-
mental considerations: while for years the concern has been just related to the visual im-
pact of long distance transmission, today the worries about the impact of electromagnetic
fields on human health has generated a vast amount of discussion at the legislative level.
At the usage level, while electricity itself is considered by customers as a clean source of
energy, the preoccupations over unnecessary consumption and its implications on cli-
mate change are increasing the interest over distributed energy production thorough re-
newable sources (wind and solar) and over energy efficiency schemes.

6.1.3 Specialisation and diversification
The combination of these factors and the changes in the regulatory framework are hav-
ing a tremendous impact on the electricity sector at the European scale. Given the dif-
ferent level of implementation of liberalisation and privatisation in various EU countries
the market has not yet reached a position of relative stability and it is still characterised
by a large number of operators and new entrants that are modifying their strategies, look-
ing for alliances, creating joint ventures in specific segments of activity, merging or taking
over other firms of the same sector or entering new sectors like water management or
telecommunication. 
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Nevertheless, electricity companies have two different strategic options representing the
opposed poles in the wide spectrum of possibilities to create value:

• on the one side, some utilities look for a global/regional specialisation, limiting the 
range of activities, looking for economies of scales and penetrating other newly 
deregulated markets. This specialisation is normally focused on generation or inter-
mediation or distribution to final customers. Clearly, companies adopting this strat-
egy have been operating, as market of origin, in those countries where deregulation 
took place less recently (like for example the UK) or where they had a position of 
monopolist that need to be abandoned according to the new market rules

• on the other side, some utilities look for a local/regional diversification, positioning 
themselves as providers of a full range of services, from electricity to gas, from tele-
communication services to water. The reasons for this approach are mainly related to 
the possibility to better use fixed capital (namely material networks), to reach the 
same customers with a wide offer of services, to create large economies of scales 
from service production, to service delivery, to billing and metering activities

In addition to that, the rapidly changing market has created options for newcomers fo-
cusing on very specific niches of the electricity life cycle and offering innovative services
such as energy brokerage, customers data management, energy efficiency advice and
constancy, small scale project financing. These firms, normally small and medium sized
businesses, have in some way induced existing utilities:

• to abandon specific activities. These were planned in the past in order to expand the 
range of services offered to customers but without a real strategic vision and then 
poorly managed. Bad results and the new competitive environment has now under-
lined the bottlenecks and inefficiencies

• to operate, when possible, directly the same services. In some cases they turn to be 
not profitable due to the different nature, culture and size of utility companies when 
compared with the innovative and flexible nature of small and young firms

• to find agreements with newcomers and operate jointly, or with a common brand, in 
the same market

6.1.4 The new value chain
Traditionally, the electricity business has been characterised by a quite simple valued
chain composed by three basic activities: generation, transmission and distribution.
These activities were, and in many cases still are, performed by the same company, the
integrated electricity utility, or by three different companies pertaining to the same own-
ers.

The liberalisation process and the consequent market forces have deeply affected this
structure and created a much more complex structure for the industry, were traditional
phases have been fragmented and new activities have emerged.

Today we can identify the following segments in the value chain (adaptation from Mc-
Quade, 1999):

1. Access to fuel, an emerging activity performed by professional brokers
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2. Generation, also performed by small sized self-generators

3. Power trading and intermediation, an emerging activity that has the aim of increasing 
efficiency in the use of installed capacity and energy produced

4. Transmission, that will be performed by independent companies

5. Distribution, where consortia, pools and independent self-generation are getting 
important roles in the market

6. Billing and metering activities, a key and highly specialised activity run by various 
agents like metering companies, financial service companies, retail chains

7. Energy marketing, requiring traditional utilities to develop marketing and customer 
care units or outsource this activity to dedicated firms

8. Energy services, performed by utilities and non-utilities such as ESCOs, Facility man-
agement companies

The fragmentation in the electricity value chain has determined, among others, a prolif-
eration of new services offered by old and new players.

6.2  Service innovation in the electricity sector

6.2.1 The new imperatives in the competitive environment 
The new regulatory competitive environment has deeply changed the agenda of utilities
and non-utilities operating in the electricity market. Energy is not a mere commodity any-
more, clients will be able to rapidly shift from one provider to another one, generation
can rely on a number of different technologies and sources. Such a business environment
imposes a radical change in the culture, mission and strategies for companies willing to
survive in the market or willing to penetrate it.

There is a general trend, which has occurred in the past to the oil sector or to the agro-
food industry, pushing traditional utilities to move downstream, close to business and
individual clients, where there are relatively larger options for value creation. Genera-
tion, as a separate business, appear to be less attractive than distribution and service pro-
vision to customers: in the generation activity the possibilities are related to the reduction
of fixed and variable costs related, while distribution and customer care services are able
to create value, to attract new customers, to bind existing one. 

Keeping the downstream rush as an overall trend, we can identify five more precise strat-
egies that are also relevant in terms of identification of innovative services in the elec-
tricity sector:

1. To differentiate (decommoditise) the product from the one offered by competitors

2. To bind clients with long term arrangements

3. To increase input substitutability in order to better manage the volatility of oil prices 
and changes in input availability 
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4. To increase the efficiency of fixed capital, through multi-service use of networks and 
other infrastructures

5. To increase the efficiency of immaterial capital, such as brand, knowledge of custom-
ers’ habits, skills 

All these strategies are implemented through different actions, including the design and
development of services, that more widespread in countries where liberalisation took
places in the past years. On the contrary, it is less developed, or not existing at all, where
liberalisation is still at an infancy stage. The table below shows the various service inno-
vations combined with the five strategies mentioned above: clearly some services cover
different strategic objectives and can be associated to more than one strategy. The service
innovations are then briefly described.

Table 6.1. Strategy and service development for electricity (service) providers

Strategy Approach Specific 
programmes

Innovative services

To decommoditise elec-
tricity 

Develop marketing 
and customer care 
skills

Relationship market-
ing

Profiling clients

Acquire information 
from customers 
needs and habits

Sophisticated meter-
ing services

One-to-one consult-
ing and advice

Flexible service 
packages

Supply customised 
services

Performance based 
arrangements

“Take care” type of 
offer

Energy data manage-
ment services

Energy brokerage

Consumption, price 
and cost signalling 
(and sub metering 
systems)

Activity and facility 
management

Performance con-
tracting

To bind clients Avoid providers 
switch and promote 
loyalty

Long term arrange-
ments

Joint development of 
programmes 
between providers 
and clients

Performance based 
agreements

Integration of plant 
financing, planning, 
constructing, manag-
ing activities

Loyalty premiums

Activity and facility 
management

Plant contracting

Performance con-
tracting

Industrial ecology 
consulting and man-
agement

Integration of loyalty 
schemes between 
supermarkets and 
energy companies

To increase input substi-
tutability

Flexible generation 
units and distributed 
generation

Small generation 
units

Distributed renew-
able generation 
plants

Upstream intermedia-
tion 

Downstream broker-
age

Plant contracting 
(CHP, fuel cells and 
renewables)
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6.2.2 Energy data management services and intelligent metering
Information of customer’s needs and behaviour is becoming crucial for utilities and non-
utilities differentiate from competitors and improve clients loyalty. Data management is
therefore becoming a complex and sophisticated activity run by dedicated departments
or by dedicated businesses. 

Intelligent metering systems enable electricity providers to collect the necessary data to
perform the above mentioned activities and to offer more sophisticated services in the
future, such as one-to-one consulting services or ready on time assistance. In addition to
that, in many countries billing for energy consumption still requires utilities staff to visit
customers and get the information from old-fashioned counters; the potential savings
from distance metering are obviously massive especially in scarcely populated areas. In-
telligent metering, when connected to generation facilities, can provide fundamental and
ready on time information on consumption patterns thus allowing to predict energy
peaks, to better use available capacity and available energy.

6.2.3 Consumption, price and costs signalling
The same systems can deliver similar information to customers in order to facilitate a
quick control of consumption, energy costs, energy prices, alternative means to reduce
consumption and implications of different behaviours. The way in which this information
is delivered and displayed can deeply differ from the provider of the service (not neces-
sarily the provider of energy). The Dutch Obragas has for example experimented a pilot
system to display on television screens some of the above mentioned information, while
in other cases digital displays can picture similar data acquired from a local or dedicated
generation unit. Customer behaviour research demonstrates the positive value of this in-
formation in influencing consumption habits.

6.2.4 Alternative payment systems and loyalty programmes 
A similar objective, inform customers and positively influence their behaviour, has been
the driver for the same utility (Obragas in the Netherlands) to sell pre-paid energy cards
in retail chain. Clearly this objective has been combined with the financial advantage of
getting the electricity paid before it is consumed and the advantage of avoid costly trials
to get customers liquid. Similarly, but with the objective on binding customers, some util-

To increase of efficiency 
of fixed capital

Multi service use of 
networks

Partial integration 
between water, gas, 
electricity and tele-
com networks

Multi-utility service 
offer

Industrial ecology 
competencies

To increase efficiency of 
immaterial capital

Brand, knowledge, 
skills development

Information based 
instead asset based 
companies

Common billing and 
metering systems 
between water, gas, 
electricity and tele-
coms networks

Intelligent metering 
and billing systems

Alternative payment 
systems

Table 6.1. Strategy and service development for electricity (service) providers

Strategy Approach Specific 
programmes

Innovative services
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ities have decided to develop loyalty programmes jointly with retail chains; Today, Tesco
or Sainsburies loyalty programmes points can also be acquired through the purchase of
KWh from Norweb Energi or, in the latter case, by signing up a contract with British Gas
(McQuade, 1999).

6.2.5 Plant contracting, activity management and facility management 
These three packages of energy related services are very similar and in most of the cases
are called without distinction to identify situations where the customer can focus on its
own core activities without taking care of energy provision and equipment management
activities.

Plant contracting is normally a package of services ranging from planning and construct-
ing, to financing and maintaining of a given complex equipment or plant. In the case of
electricity plants, the contract foresees a deliver of a certain amount of usable energy to
the contractee, which implicitly pays for all the above mentioned services. According to
the operator model, at the end of the contract the ownership of the equipment moves
from the contractor to the contractee (Hirschl and Sholl, 2000).

Activity management consists of a number of sub-services that are more focused on man-
agement, maintenance, efficiency control and performance control rather than on plan-
ning, financing and constructing. 

Facility management is a global service very similar to activity management with the dif-
ference that all the functions of a facility, normally a building, are controlled and oper-
ated by a contractor specialised in this specific business. This service can in some cases
entail a performance contracting or a take over of responsibility by the contractor. Equip-
ment are normally owned by the contractee with the sole exception, in some cases, for
monitoring equipment.

6.2.6 Performance contracting
Performance contracting deviates from pure plant contracting, activity management and
facility management because in this case payments due to the contractor are related to
the total energy savings that were possible with the equipment installed and operated
(Hirschl and Sholl, 2000). The possibilities of energy savings are therefore investigated
and exploited more efficiently than in the case of plant contracting. Performance con-
tracting can entail the provision of a given temperature for office building (summer and
winter) and all related activities to reach this objective in the contractor’s hands.

Performance contracting is the kind of service normally offered by the so called ESCOs
(Energy Service Companies), firms that take a precise responsibility in front of the client
for the energy savings associated with specific projects. Also traditional utilities are trying
to position themselves like ESCOs, completing the range o services offered to clients with
performance contracting based services. As underlined by the case of Scottish Power,
large utilities sometimes are not fully focused on this objective and fail to find an efficient
way to deliver energy saving services. More specifically, the reasons for this failure are
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to be found in the lack of skills, lack of company culture, scarce importance of these
activities within company structure, cf. chapter 4, “Case studies overview” on page 117.

6.2.7 Industrial ecology related services
The rationale for industrial ecology is simple: to use energy, gas and material streams
wasted by a firm as an input for other businesses. While the philosophy is rather simple,
industrial ecology programmes have in many cases failed due to many obstacles that
make this exchange of flows non technically viable or not economically feasible. Indus-
trial ecology requires proximity among businesses involved in the exchange of flows, it
requires large capital investments for infrastructure like pipelines and storage units and
it requires long terms stability in streams. The complexity is well shown by the two Dutch
cases of Okep and Hoek Loos where utilities and non-utilities have combined forces to
make industrial ecology schemes practical, cf. chapter 5, “Dematerialization case studies”
on page 153.

6.2.8 Intermediation and brokerage
The increase in fuel substitutability and the importance of minimising the costs of gen-
eration (inefficient use of installed capacity, peak management and overproduction man-
agement) and have created the business environment for intermediation services in the
upstream electricity sector. In Scandinavia for example, two markets have been devel-
oped as part of the Nord Pool: a liquid spot market for physical trading and delivery of
power and a futures market for trading in weekly contracts (McQuade, 1999). 

Also in the downstream electricity market, deregulation has created opportunities for in-
dependent companies to act as brokers of electricity and for pools of clients to access to
the party liberalised market (in many EU countries the free purchase of electricity in the
market is still an opportunity for buyers of more than 20 GWh).

6.3  Eco-efficiency and service innovation
The eco-efficiency of innovative electricity services depends on the nature and condi-
tions where services are offered. Considering the service innovations presented above,
these appear to be the conditions for eco-efficiency of electricity related services:

• Energy data management services and intelligent metering, when it allows a more 
efficient use of resources (fuels) or it reduces energy storage

• Consumption, price and costs signalling, when the information provided offers to cli-
ents the means, in terms of knowledge, to modify their behaviour or ask for support 
to reduce the consumption of energy or improve the quality of electricity use. A pos-
sible shortcoming may apply when information on environmental impact is not pro-
vided (for example CO2 emissions)

• Activity management and facility management, when the contractor is more efficient 
in performing certain activities and has the incentive to save resources. When plant 
contracting is involved, a possible rebound effect is related to the creation of over-
capacity
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• Alternative payment systems and loyalty programmes. The former can be considered 
as eco-efficient when payment systems via energy cards provide a more tangible way 
to inform clients over energy consumption. Loyalty schemes can generate increase in 
energy consumption

• Performance contracting, when the contractor is remunerated on the basis of energy 
savings he/she is able to provide to the customer

• Industrial ecology, this service is probably eco-efficient in all economically viable 
conditions 

• Intermediation and brokerage, when it allows a more efficient use of installed capac-
ity and produced electricity 

Table 6.2. Examples of EEPS in the electricity sector investigated under the project

Supplier and service description Typology and objectives
Relevant issues and 
environmental profile

Vattenfall (SE) 

Total climate service

Vattenfall is an integrated utility offering, in 
this example, a full performance based ser-
vices for heating, cooling, climate control. 
This includes also financing and maintain-
ing

Activity management, 
functional sale

Opening up of new mar-
kets

Binding customers to the 
company (long term con-
tracts up to 25 years)

Capital intensity

Skills problematic

Environmental gains are 
quite relevant

Scottish Power (UK)

Energy savings services 

Scottish powers is an integrated multi-util-
ity that, in the mid of ‘90, decided to enter 
the ESCO market (and 1999 decided to 
withdraw from it also for poor business 
results).

The service offered focuses on installation 
of energy efficient equipment (including 
financing, management, …).

Optimisation of inputs – 
Energy savings services

Binding customers 

Marketing opportunity

(not business opportunity)

Skills problematic

Environmental gains are 
quite relevant

The initiative has failed to 
reach initial objectives

Possible rebound effect

Stadwerke Karlsruhe (D)

Energy contracting 

Stadwerke Karlsruhe is a local energy util-
ity, formerly controlled by the government. 
In this specific example, the company 
offers plant contracting, a package ser-
vices, which modules are planning, con-
structing, managing and financing 

Activity management

Marketing department ini-
tiative

Bind customers

Secondly, entering new 
markets and finding new 
clients

Financial risk on the ser-
vice provider

Shift of benefits

Partnership between cli-
ents and providers

Environmental gains are 
quite relevant
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Okep (NL)

Energy and CO2 for the farming industry 

Okep is a joint venture of three energy util-
ities. It has been established in order to 
collect CO2 and energy streams and dis-
tribute them farm houses running green-
houses. CO2 is collected from a large Shell 
plant.

Optimisation of inputs and 
outputs (industrial ecol-
ogy)

Expand business opportu-
nities

Bind customers with long 
term arrangements

Physical proximity with 
clients

Combining of streams to 
be exchanged is problem-
atic

Capital intensity

Need for government sup-
port

Environmental gains are 
very relevant

Nuon (NL)

Warmth delivery contract 

Horizontal multi-utility operating in the dis-
tribution of electricity, gas, water and 
warmth. The service innovation is here 
related to the functional sale of warmth to 
business clients.

Activity management

Opening up of new mar-
kets

Binding customers to the 
company

The are possible environ-
mental gains

Obragas (NL)

Buying energy at supermarkets 

Is a small utility distributing water and gas 
to private household and business clients. 
The service innovation studied focuses on 
a chip card to be purchased in supermar-
kets and used at home. In principle it 
should result in more energy conscious 
behaviours.

Activity support (billing 
system)

Acquiring and binding cli-
ents

The are possible environ-
mental gains

Obragas (2) (NL)

Metering energy consumption on TV

(see above). The service innovation stud-
ied focuses on a pilot metering system run-
ning on television screens. In principle it 
should result in more energy conscious 
behaviours.

Activity support (informa-
tion to consumer)

Acquiring and binding cli-
ents

The initiative was a pilot 
project, later abandoned

The are possible environ-
mental gains

Hoek Loos (NL)

Exchanging energy and waste streams 

Hoek Loos is a gas producer that acts, in 
this examples, as an intermediary for waste 
and energy streams. For this purpose it has 
established a partnership with a local utility 
(EZH) and act jointly to serve business cli-
ents.

Optimisation of inputs and 
outputs (industrial ecol-
ogy) and activity manage-
ment

Expand business opportu-
nities 

Binding customers with 
long term arrangements

Physical proximity with 
clients

Combining of streams to 
be exchanged is problem-
atic

Capital intensity

Need for government sup-
port

The initiative has failed to 
reach initial objectives

Environmental gains are 
very relevant

Table 6.2. Examples of EEPS in the electricity sector investigated under the project

Supplier and service description Typology and objectives
Relevant issues and 
environmental profile
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6.4  Conclusions
The research conducted has clearly suggested that deregulation process is involving the
proliferation of services to final customers and business clients. The extent to which
these services are eco-efficient is disputable. 

The cases analysed do not constitute a representative sample and therefore, even if
showing generalised environmental gains, it is impossible to judge over the environmen-
tal gains implied by these service innovations. In addition many cases present potential
rebound effects that could eventually offset the direct environmental benefits of the in-
novation.

AEM (IT)

Cooling and heating service

AEM is a large utility operating in Milano 
by offering electricity, gas services and, 
recently, telecoms service. The service is 
based on generation plant (with CHP unit) 
that serves the district with heat and cool

Activity management

Binding customers with 
long term arrangements

Expand business opportu-
nities 

Unique situation 

Environmental gains are 
quite relevant. 

Potential rebound effect

AMG (IT)

Renting roofs for solar panels

AMG is the utility serving the city of Pal-
ermo. It offers to clients “renting” their roof 
a contract which guarantees a solar result 
from panels directly installed, managed 
and owned by AMG.

Plant contracting and 
activity management

Environmental policy 
objectives at municipal 
level

Skills upgrade required for 
installers

Cultural barriers to over-
come

Environmental gains are 
very relevant

Edison (IT)

Advising customers

The company is a large utility company 
offering a wide range of services from gas, 
electricity and telecoms. It is specialised in 
the B2B market. In the example consid-
ered, customers benefit from cost reduc-
tion thanks to audits and constancy 
services provided by Edison.

Advice and consultancy

Bind customers and at the 
same time rebalance 
demand and supply (Edi-
son has problems in 
addressing all the 
demand)

Situation quite unique due 
to the need of rebalanc-
ing demand and supply

Environmental gains are 
quite relevant

Johnson Controls (IT)

Facility management

Johnson Controls is a company specialised 
in building controls though remote systems 
and ad hoc software. The service includes 
control of the main streams including 
energy and water

Advice and consultancy

Core activity of the com-
pany.

There are no particular 
barriers

Environmental gains are 
very relevant

Table 6.2. Examples of EEPS in the electricity sector investigated under the project

Supplier and service description Typology and objectives
Relevant issues and 
environmental profile
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Differently from other examples collected during the project, in the electricity supply sec-
tor, innovative services are often designed and marketed with clear emphasis on envi-
ronmental aspects.

Clearly, two of the most promising, from an environmental point of view, innovations in
the electricity sector are encountering a number of obstacles in their implementation.

The first is related to activity management and performance contracting. The difficulties
emerging from the limited evidence of our research are related to various factors: 

1. the instability of prices of energy and therefore the unwillingness of utilities and cli-
ents to sign long term arrangements; 

2. the lack of skills within utilities considered; 

3. the need for stable relationship between clients and suppliers. 

The last obstacle play an important role in the UK, while it is apparently overcome in
Sweden where the socio-economic patterns at local level represent a fertile ground for
these services to spread

The second example refers to industrial ecology project that can have very positive ef-
fects on local environmental conditions and overall footprint of large industrial sites. The
main obstacles here refer to high capital requirements and binding arrangements for par-
ticipants to the project.

The table below, extrapolated from the scenario exercise attached as an annex to this
document, provides an insight on possible policy measures to improve the environmen-
tal profile of service innovations in the electricity sector.

Table 6.3. Possible policy implications for favouring the development of EEPS in the 

electricity sectora

Typology

Possible 
environment
al gains

Sensitivity to 
policy Barriers Recommendations

Advice and 
consultancy

1 1 Skills

Services work well in a 
community context

Skill upgrade and 
accreditation system

Campaigns

Intermediation 2 2 Lack of intermediaries

Lack of standardisa-
tion in contracts

Further deregulation 
and open local market-
place

Contract standardisa-
tion

Privacy policy

Product exten-
sion

0 2 Not a priority in terms of policy
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Product result 1 1 Not a priority in terms of policy

Activity man-
agement

2 2 Uncertainties on long 
term prices (and gains)

Customisation needed

Skills

Trust between suppli-
ers and clients

Lack of enforcement of 
regulation on buildings

Current liability 
schemes

Contracts structure 
(variable part)

Standardisation

Guarantees and insur-
ance schemes

Skills upgrade

Accreditation systems

Public procurement

a. Note: 0 means null, 1 means moderate, 2 means high

Table 6.3. Possible policy implications for favouring the development of EEPS in the 

electricity sectora

Typology

Possible 
environment
al gains

Sensitivity to 
policy Barriers Recommendations
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7  Policy implications

Peter Eder (IPTS) and Gerd Scholl (IÖW)
Scenarios by Lizzy Nijhuis (TNO) and Matteo Bartolomeo 

(Avanzi)
7.1  Introduction1

This chapter analyses the policy implications of the fieldwork and analysis carried out in
the project “Creating eco-efficient producer services”. It is organized as follows.

At the outset, we discuss in generic terms to which extent and through which mecha-
nisms service innovation can increase eco-efficiency. Special attention is also given to
the possibility that rebound effects can offset primary eco-efficiency gains. It is devel-
oped then which generic policy principles should be followed to allow benefiting from
eco-efficient services while avoiding negative side effects.

Specific policy implications are then derived from two perspectives. The first one starts
from four different sub-types of eco-efficient producer services, which are defined main-
ly following sectoral criteria. For each of them it is analysed which roles these services
currently play and which future development potential they have with particular hind-
sight to eco-efficiency. Consequently, public policy variables are identified that are im-
portant to deal with the specific opportunities and problems of eco-efficient producer
services. The second perspective is the one of environmental policy. The report elabo-
rates how a number of policy instruments can be developed towards a focus on services.
The links are made to recent discussions and initiatives in the field of product-related
environmental policy and specifically to the concept of Integrated Product Policy. Final-
ly, the policy conclusions are summarised.

1. Written by IPTS
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Policy implications
Service inputs: 2. 

• activity management (provider delivers a complete solution to an on-going need for 
a customer, e.g. waste managing services, facility management),

• advice and consultancy (provider delivers advice to customers as main input; e.g. 
water management advice, advice on energy-efficient architecture),

• information (provider offers information about the customer’s operations, processes, 
etc. or about contextual factors which influence the eco-efficiency of a customer’s 
activities; e.g. precision farming, GPS based transport optimisation services, broking 
service for used car parts),

• intermediation (provision of information to reduce mis-allocation of resources and to 
explore unutilised capacity; e.g. truck load optimisation services, broking service for 
used car parts),

• product extension (services to enhance product utility while leaving customer own-
ership unchanged; e.g. industrial cleaning services, maintenance of office equip-
ment),

• product result services (services which guarantee specified performance results; e.g. 
energy performance contracting, precision farming),

• product utility services / product ownership services (provision of products to cus-
tomers while retaining ownership; e.g. hiring of cleaning fabrics, leasing of transport 
vehicles),

• service substitution possibility (service replacing material-intensive means of creating 
value by information-intensive ones; e.g. videoconferencing, distant learning).

Service outputs: 

• behavioural change (achieved through e.g. awareness building, availability of alter-
natives, provision of information; e.g. mobility patterns altered through fleet manage-
ment),

• capacity utilisation (services contributing to improved utilisation of equipment; e.g. 
fleet management, print management services),

• dematerialisation (achieved by substitution processes; e.g. videoconferencing, 
remote learning)

• impact management (services influencing the pattern and scale of customer’s envi-
ronmental performance; e.g. lighting advisory service, energy services)

• life extension (service affecting the useful life of equipment and goods; e.g. carpet 
leasing schemes, end-of-life re-use services),

• product redesign (services enabling changes in eco-efficiency characteristics of prod-
ucts; e.g. LCA services),

• resource utilisation (services improving the efficiency with which resource inputs, 
e.g. energy, water, materials, are converted to useful outputs; e.g. lubricant manage-
ment service),

2. Overview made by IÖW
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• revalorisation (services enabling re-use and recycling of marketable materials, com-
ponents, etc.; recovery and refurbishment services, cleaning fabric supply service 
including re-collection and recycling)

• system optimisation (co-ordination of an entire system so that overall inputs are 
more precisely ‘tailored to needs’; e.g. precision farming, lighting advisory.

7.1.1 Rebound threads3

The reverse of the medal is that the introduction of eco-efficient producer services can
lead to environmentally negative second order effects, so-called rebound effects. These
effects occur if the introduction of a service creates additional demand for related prod-
ucts or activities, or because the new service influences the general factors determining
the level and patterns of production and consumption (e.g. by increased incomes).

The project has identified several ways in which rebound effects can be created.
Amongst them are:

• The more the price of something – for example, a good or an energy source – goes 
down, the more likely it is that demand will increase in response to the falling price.

• Services applying ICTs can extend the geographic and social space over which the 
laws of supply and demand operate, which can lead to additional activities with neg-
ative environmental effects.

• A move from directly owned property to leasing can result in changes in the degree 
of responsibility felt by users, which then translates into behavioural changes which 
create a different pattern of environmental impacts.

The case studies suggest some important variables in influencing whether a service in-
novation leads to a rebound effect: characteristics of the service, elasticity of demand,
resource costs, system conditions.

From the fieldwork in this project it appears that the rebound effects are a far more im-
portant phenomenon than has been recognised by most work to date, particularly in the
informational services. It may be the best working assumption for further work in the
field that – absent clear evidence to the contrary – rebound effects are likely to nullify
many of the environmental benefits of eco-efficient producer services.

7.1.2 Deriving the benefits
The fact that service innovations – like other kinds of innovation – can bring both eco-
efficiency improvements and rebound effects suggests to follow a double strategy of fa-
cilitating service innovation and at the same time creating specific incentives and general
framework conditions that favour environmental improvements.

Increased competition has been identified as a key generic driver that positively affects
most types of service innovation. Suppliers move to service offerings as a means to bind

3.  Cf. chapter 4, “Case studies overview” on page 117.
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customers and to add value to their products. Outsourcing is used in environments with
strong competition in order to concentrate on core-business and utilise the efficiency
gains of an economy of scale. Examples from the project show that competition-driven
service innovation often brings the potential for environmental gains. Insofar as it in-
creases competition, the further development of market liberalisation (for example in the
energy and utilities sectors) can therefore be welcomed from the viewpoint of creating
eco-efficient producer services.

On the other hand, market liberalisation is likely to lead to reduced prices for example
of energy, which can lead to rebound effects such as increased consumption offsetting
possible eco-efficiency gains. An effective antidote against that is obviously to introduce
measures that ensure that environmental costs – which in many cases are still externa-
lised to a large extent – are sufficiently reflected in prices of primary energy, raw-materi-
als, transport and other production factors that compromise the environment. The
scenario analysis carried out in this project demonstrates the important role eco-taxes
and similar price-influencing instruments can play - from the point of view of environ-
mental protection – in situations of liberalised markets with high competition. If such
measures are not acceptable politically, alternative policies to control the rebound are to
support internationally standardised environmental labelling and reporting practices, de-
velop voluntary agreements with industry or aiming to control transport volumes and
patterns.

Certain types of services emerge as a direct reaction to environmental legislation. They
include waste and waste water management, environmental measurements, environmen-
tal management consultancy and others more. In this project and in the context of eco-
efficiency we have paid special attention to services related to end-of-life management
and intermediation for the re-use of product-components. While a number of examples
could already be identified and analysed in this project, there is the potential that these
services will play an even bigger role in the future, when end-of-life regulation at the
national and European levels is put in place in big sectors such as the car or electric and
electronic goods industries. To which extent and in which form such services will actu-
ally develop depends very much on the exact formulation of the respective pieces of
legislation. The development of efficient solutions for end-of-life management – both in
economic and ecological terms – is determined by the innovation friendliness of the leg-
islation and on defining responsibilities in a way that sets the right incentives. Box 1 sets
out some principles of innovation-friendly environmental policy and section 7.2.3.3 dis-
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cusses producer responsibility in the context of end-of-file management of electric and
electronic goods.

In addition to the more general lines of stimulating competition and innovation as well
as ensuring a strong environmental policy, there are particular measures that can be tak-
en to stimulate certain types of service innovation with potentially positive environmen-
tal effects by addressing specific barriers. A number of such barriers have been identified
in the project. Amongst these are the lack of skilled personnel to appropriately manage
service innovation for example in firms with a manufacturing history and predominant
engineering background. Especially marketing skills are seen as a key factor in this sense
and there is a case to pay more attention to them in engineering education. Capital costs
can represent, even in the case of provision of services, another important barrier espe-
cially for micro businesses or for services requiring relatively large infrastructures. Further
barriers include high operating costs, uncertainty about the feasibility of service solutions
as well as about the benefits, or high transaction costs. Innovation support schemes such
as specific SME programmes or niche management can play a facilitating role in these
cases, especially if the involved intermediaries are trained in marketing of new and rel-
atively complex product-service combinations (train the trainers).

Finally, a very basic factor for the creation of eco-efficient services is to dispose of the
means to actually evaluate the eco-efficiency of services. Such a plain statement needs
to be made, as no satisfactory evaluation methods seem to be available yet. The section
7.3 on page 201 goes in more detail about that and elaborates on developing methods
for environmental assessment of services.

This is preceded in the following chapters by a more detailed discussion of the conclu-
sions from the project for a number of specific types of producer services, namely: prod-
uct services, energy services, re-valorisation services, and ICT services.

Box 1: Principles of innovation friendly environmental policy according to Porter and 
van der Linde (1995)

– focus on outcomes, not technologies

– enact strict rather than lax regulation

– regulating as close to the end-user as practical

– employ phase-in periods

– use market incentives

– harmonize or converge regulations in associated fields

– develop regulations in sync with other countries or slightly ahead of them

– make the regulatory process more stable and predictable

– require industry participation in setting standards from the beginning, develop strong technical 
capabilities among regulators

– minimize the time and resources consumed in the regulatory process
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7.2  Implications for specific service types4

7.2.1 Product-services

7.2.1.1 Potential
The term product-services refers here to a shift from conventional product sales of man-
ufacturing industries to offering services based on products. Different national foresight
studies conclude concurrently that product-services will play an important role in the fu-
ture. Successful businesses will be those that develop and maintain strategic alliances
with customers based on trust and mutual benefit. This extends beyond sales. It affects
research and development, innovation and new product introduction. Many of today’s
big manufacturing companies will become co-ordinators of whole value chains. They
will bring together all aspects of a fully extended, customer-driven enterprise to provide
a complete service around manufactured products (UK Foresight, 2000).

According to the recent Swedish foresight study, it is expected for 2015 that “closed eco-
cycles” will be introduced for both environmental and economic reasons. Companies
will no longer sell physical products, but functions, including both a service element and
a material element. The customer will rarely buy an entirely new product. Instead, com-
panies will own and modernise the product as needed. Companies will develop long-
lived hardware, because it is utilised throughout its technical service life. One conse-
quence will be that new production of hardware will decrease sharply, whereas mainte-
nance and care of products will increase, along with reuse of materials and components.
The demands for optimal service life will lead to two possible extremes: either products
with a short service life that we can recycle or burn, or products with a long service life
that can be reused, repaired and updated (Swedish Technology Foresight, 2000).

In this project we have identified mainly three types of services (“service inputs” accord-
ing to the terminology used in this project) that correspond to the trend of the manufac-
turing industry towards service offers: product result, product utility and product

extension services. Also facilities management services are closely related.5

Product result services guarantee specified performance criteria. As the examples indi-
cate, they currently seem to be more common in the areas of energy and water supply,
but a number of examples have also been identified more closely related to manufactur-
ing: integrated pest management, lubricants management service, GPS-based contract
fertiliser application, or pollution free car and truck washing service with a guarantee of
avoiding environmental pollution.

4. Written by IPTS
5.  See chapter 4, “Case studies overview” on page 117, for a broader discussion of typology and 

examples.
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Product utility services are provided through hiring or leasing and they seem to be par-
ticularly well-suited for products with high durability, low utilisation rates or rapid obso-
lescence. Examples comprise leasing of food service equipment to restaurants, leasing
of carpets, textile services, leasing of medical equipment to hospitals, or functional sales
contracts of trucks’ services.

Facilities management uses a set of products to provide services. For example, a Swedish
firm has developed a machinery management service which involves providing all nec-
essary equipment – from a range of manufacturers – which are required by customers.
This increases capacity utilisation and service providers with a pro-active environmental
policy can use their purchasing power to place pressure on manufacturers for higher en-
vironmental standards. 

Product extension services represent only a small departure from pure sell-buy arrange-
ments for products, however, they enhance the utility that ownership of the product de-
livers to the customer. Such arrangements typically include products that are difficult to
handle; require regular maintenance or repair, a supporting infrastructure, or high levels
of technical expertise. Examples include maintenance and advisory services for industrial
washing processes which use the provider’s detergents and soaps, or providing tailoring
of products as well as warranties and service arrangements.

There seems to be an especially high likeness of product-services to increase eco-effi-
ciency if they are embedded in an organisational arrangement with strong economic in-
centives to optimise product use. Such a setting is typically given if the production and
use of a product for service provision are both controlled by the same firm. In this case
the firm will carry out the design, production, maintenance, use and after-use of the
product in a way that minimises costs imposed by raw-materials, energy consumption or
waste production. Constellations of this kind can be found for durable goods (e.g. the
operational leasing of office equipment by Xerox or of carpet tiles by Interface), con-
sumption goods (e.g. paint producers selling painted car bodies to car manufacturers or
integrated crop management by agrochemical producers) as well as for catalytic goods
(e.g. lubricants management services by Castrol) (The Product Life Institute, 1999). The
incentive structures of such arrangements contrast with those of conventional product
sales settings, where the producers’ efforts are targeted to sell as many units of a product
as possible. 

Service constellations where the ‘fleet-manager’ in a hiring or leasing arrangement is not
identical with the producer of a product promise eco-efficiency improvements only to a
lower extent (e.g. car rental, but also car sharing). Here the optimisation of the product
life-cycle in terms of the function to be provided is restricted because different actors are
responsible for the different stages of the product life. Conflicting interests and limited
information flows counteract system optimisation. Still, also for this type of facility man-
agement services there are mechanisms that may increase eco-efficiency, in particular
better capacity utilisation.
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7.2.1.2 Current developments
While the future importance of product-services is seen as very high in a number of fore-
sight studies and other prospective analyses of the manufacturing sector, there does not
yet seem to be a strong trend in this direction today (IPTS, 1999). The take-off of product-
services is still to come. Even if this project did not carry out a systematic screening of
sectors for the incidence of product-services, it became clear during the search for ex-
amples that product-service offers were far from being abundant. Moreover, within the
sample of the project there are several cases that are not particularly successful in busi-
ness terms (e.g. the carpet tiles or the integrated pest management examples).

Currently available industrial statistics do not explicitly set out numbers on the penetra-
tion of product-services in the manufacturing sector and sub-sectors. A very rough esti-
mation of The Product Life Institute (1999) indicates that the annual revenue of selling
services instead of consumption and catalytic goods in EU-15 was around 15 billion _ in
1998, which is far below 1% of GDP. Data availability is a little better for services involv-
ing durable goods, as these include more traditional activities such car renting and leas-
ing. The Product Life Institute estimated the total annual revenue from fleet management
of durable goods in the EU-15 to be between 300 and 500 billion in 1998 (which is in
the range of 6% of total GDP).

7.2.1.3 Lines for action
Summing up the conclusions from this project and other literature about the state of art
of product-services, one can say that an important potential is seen for product services
to become a key feature of a competitive and eco-efficient manufacturing industry in the
future. But at the same time, the current situation is characterised by rather dragging de-
velopment and uncertainties about the situation in the different sub-sectors of manufac-
turing. Quantitative information is to a large extent not available.

Therefore, it is advisable to closely follow the trends of product-service penetration in
manufacturing by further mapping and measuring the development in different sub-sec-
tors. Measures need to be taken to improve the availability of statistical information about
service offerings by the manufacturing industry at a sufficiently disaggregated level. Such
a statistical base should include in addition to sales and other economic information also
the environmental data that allow a conclusive analysis of the ecological effects of shift-
ing to product-services. Furthermore, environmental assessment methods need to be
adapted and developed further for the evaluation of services (see chapter 4.3). Based on
the mapping, further analysis can address arising questions such as the implications for
competition and competition policy if product-services imply vertical integration of busi-
ness activities, the costs of restructuring, employment effects, or changes in qualification
requirements.

Beyond collecting and analysing information, initiatives should be taken to involve the
main sectoral players (such as industry organisations) in a broader discourse about how
to further deal with product-services in order to utilise the opportunities they offer. To
make a step further in understanding the developments, it is advisable to focus activities
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on individual sub-sectors such as textiles, chemicals, machinery and equipment, electri-
cal and optical equipment, transport equipment, etc. Product panels like the ones being
established in the context of Integrated Product Policy may be appropriate forums for

such discussions.6 Depending on the sector, such a discourse can be made at a European
or country level. The role of the panels would be to assess the strategic importance of
product services and derive from that specific measures to enhance them where desired.

Starting points for which measures may be required have been identified in this project.
For example, there is evidence that existing tax regimes disfavour in some cases renting
and leasing arrangements as compared to product sales. In some cases it also seems that
traditional engineering culture is not favourable to the development of product-services.
Possible measures are adaptations in engineering education to improve customer rela-
tion skills, or improved labour market flexibility between suppliers and customers. Fur-
ther stimulating elements may be public procurement, awards and labels to promote eco-
efficient services.

7.2.2 Energy services

7.2.2.1 Potential
The energy sector deserves special attention for several reasons. The environmental im-
pacts and risks of this sector are especially high (e.g. climate change, acidification, nu-
clear hazards, etc.). Its economic importance is overriding as for example fluctuations in
energy prices affect virtually all other sectors. In Europe, the energy sector – and in par-
ticular electricity - is currently undergoing a process of market liberalisation (with a pri-
ority in the segment of large clients) and related important structural changes. And finally
it seems that the concept of shifting towards product-services has found a stronger echo
in the energy sector than in most of the manufacturing industries. EURELECTRIC (Union
of the Electricity Industry) and the European Commission (DG Transport and Energy),
for example, are actively investigating through a series of workshops, studies and infor-
mation activities how to develop energy services further.

In our study we have analysed several examples of energy services and found that there
is a big variety of different service types. They comprise:

• energy data management services and intelligent metering

• consumption, price and cost signalling

• alternative payment systems and loyalty programmes

• plant contracting, activity management and facility management

6.  For example in Denmark product-panels were established for freight transport, textiles and 
electronic devices. The members of the panels are major stakeholders representing all impor-
tant stages of the product lifecycle (producers, users, waste managers, authorities). The three 
panels formed in 1998 have elaborated action plans for promoting a green market suggesting 
initiatives related to the specific product areas and have taken a number of initiatives according 
to these plans.
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• performance contracting

• industrial ecology related services

• intermediation and brokerage7

Amongst them, it seems that the potential for eco-efficiency improvements is especially
high for intermediation and activity management services.

In the downstream electricity market, deregulation has created opportunities for inde-
pendent companies to act as brokers of electricity, and for pools of clients to access to
the increasingly liberalised market. Through intermediation this allows a more efficient
use of installed capacity and produced electricity.

Activity management is provided as an outsourced service that allows the customer to
focus on its own core activities without taking care of energy provision and equipment
management activities (e.g. heating, cooling and illumination of office premises, but also
for process heat and cold). It consists of sub-services such as management, maintenance,
efficiency control and performance control. Specialisation of the activity management
usually brings efficiency gains, especially if the arrangement is made in a way that gives
clear incentives to save resources. 

7.2.2.2 Current developments
Even if the electricity supply industry is already considering energy services as part their
business strategy and a number of examples have been identified, eco-efficient services
have not taken off yet as a big trend in this sector either. This is especially true for service
schemes aimed at small customers, which are difficult to identify according to a study
commissioned by Eurelectric and the European Commission (Chesshire, 2000).

7.2.2.3 Lines for action
As elaborated in the scenario analysis, it can be expected that the development of eco-
efficient energy services in general, and in particular also of activity management and
intermediation, depends strongly on the level of prices. This gives an argument in favour
of fiscal or tariff instruments to internalise environmental costs, particularly when primary
energy is cheap.

The scenario analysis shows that liberalised markets are another important factor. In gen-
eral, the direct effects of market liberalisation on the development of eco-efficient energy
service can be expected to positive, as it leads to increased competition under which
incentives to use services as marketing strategy and a means to be more efficient are
high. Furthermore, only bigger markets offer possibilities for intermediation services to
optimise systems on the large scale. On the other hand, decreasing prices, as a conse-
quence of market liberalisation, could counter-balance such opportunities.

7.  See chapter 6, “Discussion on the energy utility cases” on page 171 for detailed description and 
analysis.
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Therefore, if the eco-efficiency potential of services is to be utilised for achieving the Ky-
oto targets, it may be useful to expand publicly funded or regulatory-mandated energy
services programmes in the case of low energy prices (due to the market situation and/
or because of maintaining the externalisation of environmental costs).

In addition to that there are a number of measures that can be suggested anyway in order
to facilitate the development of those energy services with an especially high potential
to be eco-efficient. For intermediation this means to:

• further open up the market place and facilitate the entrance of third parties,

• standardise metering and contracts,

• further improve the ICT infrastructure.

Activity management would benefit from:

• standardisation of contracts that avoids confusion by exaggerated customisation,

• improving skills/education (including vocational) on energy systems management,

• stronger enforcement of building/safety/etc. standards,

• improving trust through accreditation systems (e.g. for energy advisers),

• guarantees related to responsibility/reliability.

As service offerings and related consultancy for the energy sector are rather disperse and
benchmarking is largely lacking, it would be useful to establish a knowledge centre that
could act as an advisory body at the European level. The aim would be to guarantee that
the potential savings of energy services are actually utilised for example through the es-
tablishment and dissemination of guidelines.

Finally, it is clear that the energy sector is undergoing a phase of important and rapid
transformations. Therefore, it is especially important also here to continue the systematic
observation of developments with specific hindsight to the market-driven emergence of
energy services. Based on this, the public policy initiatives related to the issue can be
modulated and decisions about whether to launch further initiatives or mandated pro-
grammes can be taken.

7.2.3 Re-valorisation services

7.2.3.1 Potential
A number of foresight studies8 coincide that product-related recycling, reuse and design
concepts are in fact the most important environment-related technology in the medium
term. Wide-spread use of these concepts is foreseen for the period from 2005 to 2011.
Under the presumption of markets (European and global) that indeed will reward envi-
ronmentally sound products and European determination to make use of its particular

8. Fraunhofer Institut and BMBF, 1998; Ministry of Economics, Finance and Industry, 2000; Science 
and Technology Agency, 1997; Swedish Technology Foresight, 2000.
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strengths, this promises an important competitive bonus for the more pro-active parts of
European manufacturing.

7.2.3.2 Current developments
Europe has a particular strength in recycling and re-use. This is confirmed by the tech-
nology foresight studies. For example, out of all technology topics (more than 1000) cov-
ered by the Japanese technology foresight survey, the two for which a leading position
of Europe comes out most clearly are directly related to re-valorisation: “Widespread use
of designing, producing, collecting and recycling systems which make it possible to re-
cycle most materials through legally establishing manufacturers’ responsibilities for col-
lection and disposal of disused products”; and “wide acceptance of LCA-style product
design concepts that encourage recycling and reuse”.

In our project we have identified various examples of different types of re-valorisation
services:

• intermediation and information (e.g. broking service for used car components, 
matching suppliers (car disassemblers) and customers (garages)),

• end-of-life activity management (e.g. recovery service for end-of-life construction 
materials; collection, treatment and return of used chemicals),

• product utility services (e.g. hiring or leasing in which pool managers facilitate re-
valorisation).

Most of them have developed even without specific end-of-life regulation. As regulatory
obligations become binding, the market size for this types of services can be expected
to further increase considerably. 

7.2.3.3 Lines for action
Europe should not miss the opportunity to make use of a first mover advantage in busi-
ness related to re-valorisation. Services play a key role in that business and are important
to make re-valorisation happen.

The development of re-valorisation depends to a large extent on legal frameworks de-
manding it. Europe plays a leading edge role in end-of-life legislation, which has been
a main factor of becoming also a technology leader in the field. Regulation at a European
level is in place or being developed for packaging material, vehicles, and electronic and
electrical goods. Several firms of this sectors became active in fields like design for recy-
cling and take-back schemes already before legislation was put in place and in order to
anticipate develops and in this way get a competitive advantage.

The eco-efficiency gains obtained through re-valorisation and the involved services,
however, depend very much on the careful and detailed design of end-of-life regulation.
A key factor is that such regulation should be innovation-friendly and reward those that
take responsibility for the re-valorisation of products. Box 2 elaborates this argument for
the example of end-of-life regulation for waste electrical and electronic equipment.
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Apart from direct end-of-life regulation, there are other instruments to facilitate the de-
velopment of re-valorisation services. For example, stimulation can be expected from in-
troducing or increasing taxes on virgin materials or from removing subsidies favoring
their extraction, as well as from internalising waste disposal costs. Furthermore, VAT for
secondary goods could be reduced. 

Box 2: Producer-responsibility and innovation-friendliness: the case of the WEEE directive

The principle of producer responsibility is to make those persons responsible for environmental 
pollution which have the possibility to improve this situation. It is in line with the polluter pays 
principle that is laid down in Article 174 of the EC-Treaty. At EU level, producer responsibility is 
discussed especially in relation to the draft legislation on waste electrical and electronic equipment 

(WEEE).a A draft directive foresees among other elements that producers should take the responsi-
bility for certain phases of the waste management of their products. This financial or physical 
responsibility creates an economic incentive for producers to adapt the design of their products to 
the prerequisites of sound waste management. The financial responsibility of economic operators 

should also enable private households to return the equipment free of charge.b

Industry’s attitude towards producer responsibility for WEEE is divided. While the bulk of the elec-
trogoods sectors prefer collective producer responsibility, Electrolux, ICL, Sony, Nokia, IBM, 
Hewlett Packard, Ericsson and Intel want it to be applied on a firm-by-firm basis. According to 
these firms, making producer responsibility a collective matter, with the expense of recycling end-
of-life products shared evenly among manufacturers, would simply transfer costs to industry with-
out giving incentives for greener design. Companies that did not take proactive steps to build eco-
design in their products would see the costs shared with all other manufacturers, while those that 
were proactive would see very little financial benefit.

This discussion demonstrates clearly that it depends on the detailed design of a piece of environ-
mental legislation to which extent it is innovation-friendly or not. And it shows that the right alloca-
tion of responsibility for minimising environmental impacts of economic activities is a crucial issue 
for achieving innovation-friendliness. The creation of new service activities as a consequence of 
environmental legislation is not a positive factor per se. While we have argued that measures aim-
ing to increase eco-efficiency without parallel measures that limit the environmental impact are 
likely to lead to rebound effects, we see here that also the other extreme, where the environmental 
impact is controlled without procuring that eco-efficiency increasing mechanisms are introduced in 
the system, can lead to a problematic situation. Mandating recycling interferes into the system of 
production and consumption of electrical and electronical goods as it has existed so far. However, 
this is only the first impulse for an eco-efficiency increasing system-wide innovation. As an addi-
tional element, the system requires responsive innovation that adapts the system to the new frame-
work conditions leading to ecological and economic optimisation. This can be ensured by 
mechanisms that make sure that innovative enterprises are rewarded. In other words environmen-
tal costs should be internalised individually for all competitors. If not, there is a considerable dan-
ger that a new piece of regulation leads even to an overall deterioration of the environmental 
situation by side effects such as increased transport and energy needs for waste collection and 
recycling. Following the discussions around the WEEE directive, it becomes clear that in recycling 
and reuse services, it is important that there is an organisational arrangement that allows the eco-
nomic and ecological optimisation of the entire product life cycle. It has been demonstrated that 
attributing the economic responsibility for the treatment, recovery and disposal of WEEE to produc-
ers constitutes an important incentive to improve the design of electrical and electronic equipment 
which takes waste management aspects into account. It seems feasible to keep ecological standards 
high and to achieve at the same time better economy by stimulating the development of new prod-
uct designs that lower recycling costs, and competition among producers to improve the overall 
efficiency of take-back schemes. (Zoboli et al., 2000)

a.  Producer responsibility plays also an important role in the directive on environmental friendly 
handling of end of life vehicles. In this case, individual producer responsibility seems to less 
disputed.
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Research, technological development and infrastructure support can be a facilitating fac-
tor in a number of areas. Technologically, re-valorisation services rely on, or are moving
towards, the use of electronic networks to collate or disseminate information. Other im-
portant aspects are transport systems and logistics (reverse logistics). RTD and infrastruc-
ture planning in these areas should take into consideration new requirements that may
emerge from re-valorisation and a move towards a closed-loop economy. A specific re-
search task that arises is also to develop models that allow predicting the availability of
used products for re-use or recycling. Finally, quality assurance of secondary compo-
nents is a key factor determining the acceptance and success of re-valorisation. Public
sector support for the development and control of standards and testing methodologies
would play and important facilitating role in this sense.

7.2.4  ICT services

7.2.4.1 Potential
The argument is often brought forward that ICTs application can bring eco-efficiency im-
provements by de-materialisation. This project has analysed several examples of service
innovation with such potential:

• videoconferences substituting business travel

• printing on demand of newspapers or books

• remote electronic learning and substitution of electronic for paper-based materials

• electronic data transfer services

• digital data banks

The main positive environmental effects that can potentially be achieved by these types
of new services is the substitution of physical transport, and the reduction of paper use
and wastage. The examples studied in this project have, however, not confirmed impor-
tant eco-efficiency gains yet. Videoconferences are still too expensive and technological-
ly immature to really be an alternative to business travelling, especially when air travel
is cheap due to tax exemptions for air-craft fuel. Electronic learning materials are printed
out on paper in most case due to still rather clumsy electronic display technologies. And
it is still unclear whether remote printing is ecologically superior to traditional centralised
printing. 

Moreover, the fact that ICT services can be expected to develop strong dynamics inde-
pendent of environmental drivers means that they may have different sorts of indirect
rebound effects. Complex second and third order effects on virtually all economic activ-
ities have to be expected.

On the other hand it needs to be considered that ICTs are a new technological trajectory
and a long process of optimisation is still ahead. It seems likely that after further techno-
logical improvements and changes of framework conditions such as relative prices, de-

b.  Commission of the European Communities, Brussels, 10.05.2000, Draft Proposal for a Euro-
pean Parliament and Council Directive on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment.
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materialisation through ICTs may indeed become an key success factor for eco-efficien-
cy.

Currently, it is, however, impossible to predict in which form certain technologies will
eventually succeed, and which will be the environmental and social effects.

While not within the focus of this project, we should not forget the specific case of “en-
vironmentally driven” ICT applications. They help us to understand better and influence
the relationship between human activities, pollutant levels and environmental impacts.
Systems providing regulatory control of industrial activity help to ensure that emissions
and effluent are kept below levels prescribed in legislation. Environmental performance
of geographically distant sites and networks can be monitored and stakeholders can be
empowered with the information they require to drive environmental improvement to-

wards sustainable development9. According to a number of technology foresight exer-
cises these environmentally driven ICT applications will gain further importance in the
future and it can be expected that specialised services around them will increasingly

emerge.10

7.2.4.2 Current developments
The ongoing ICT revolution gives a strong stimulus to the creation of business services.
The reasons for that are not only the general growth in the computer industry but also
the recent trend of a higher degree of externalisation of ICT-based activities compared
to the externalisation in other business services sub-sectors. These business dynamics are
likely to continue.

Furthermore, ICT use by business is massively supported from the public sector as a
measure to guaranty the competitiveness of European industry. There is no doubt that
this support will be continued. The competitiveness argument will also be the main rea-
son for addressing emerging barriers (e.g. a lack of trust in impersonal electronic client-
customer relationships). The eco-efficiency potential and possible rebound effects of ICT
receive relatively less attention in current public support schemes and initiatives.

Concerning environmentally driven ICT applications it is noteworthy that technology
foresight studies see Europe lagging behind in the development and application of en-
vironmental monitoring and information technologies, especially when space technolo-
gy is involved.

7.2.4.3 Lines of action
Discussions and strategic initiatives aiming to manage the opportunities and risks of the
new economy should pay sufficient attention to the ecological dimension of sustainable
development in order to ensure that eco-efficiency potentials are utilised. The likeness

9. http://www.foresight.gov.uk/servlet/DocViewer/doc=100/
10. Fraunhofer Institut and BMBF, 1998; Ministry of Economics, Finance and Industry, 2000; Science 

and Technology Agency, 1997.
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of rebound effects to follow ICT-based services underlines the importance of internalis-
ing environmental costs of those economic activities that actually cause the environmen-
tal effects and are likely to grow further as the new economy evolves. This includes
primary production, energy conversion, waste generating activities or of transport. If real
costs are reflected in prices to be paid for the different tangible inputs into the new econ-
omy, this will counteract unsustainable developments.

The proliferation and new emergence of a variety of ICT services should closely be ob-
served and mapped to see whether and in which cases important eco-efficiency im-
provements or negative environmental effects can be identified. This is the base for being
able to develop specific measures in favour of ecologically sound developments. For ex-
ample, attention should to be paid to the consideration of environmental factors in pur-
chasing decisions that are based on electronically automated client-customer
relationships.

The environmental goods and services industry represents a traditional European
strength and has a high potential for exports. Science and technology policy support for
environmentally driven ICT applications is an important factor to guarantee that Europe
does not fall behind the US in this area.

7.3  Considering services in environmental policy11

7.3.1 Eco-efficient producer services (EEPS) in the context of Integrated 
Product Policy (IPP)

7.3.1.1 Brief characterisation of Integrated Product Policy (IPP)
In the background document of the informal Meeting of EU Environment Ministers in
Germany in 1999 Integrated Product Policy (IPP) has been defined as public policy
which explicitly aims at or is implicitly suitable to influence the environmental perfor-
mance of products and services. The concept of IPP differs from traditional environmen-
tal policy approaches in that it covers all products and services and their environmental
effects, while taking a lifecycle perspective (raw material extraction, material processing,
manufacturing, distribution, use and disposal) as the lead principle and avoiding shifts
of environmental problems between different media. The environmental ministers of the
EU agreed that IPP is a suitable means to achieve reduced consumption of environmental
resources and to lessen the use of hazardous substances. For realising these objectives,
however, a number of principles should be taken into account:

• cradle-to-grave and cross-media perspective,

• market compatibility,

• involvement of stakeholders and shared responsibility,

• subsidiarity, i.e. allocation of tasks to most appropriate policy levels within the EC,

11.Written by IÖW
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• integration into related policy areas, such as transport, construction, agriculture, R&D 
policies. 

In practice, IPP has reached varying states of development among EU member states. As
concluded in a recently published survey a majority of member states are not yet active
at all, while others, such as The Netherlands, the Nordic countries, the UK, or Germany
have introduced (elements of) comprehensive policy programmes and a broad set of in-
struments in order to tackle the life cycle environmental burdens of goods and services
(Ernst & Young 2000). The European Commission is about to issue a Green Paper on
Integrated Product Policy.

Government initiatives comprise direct regulatory instruments representing direct third-
party intervention in market transactions (e.g. prohibitions, admission procedures, prod-
uct standards, guarantee rules, take-back obligations, recycling/re-use quotas), economic
instruments creating financial incentives for environmentally sound production and con-
sumption (e.g. taxes, charges, subsidies, tradable permits, public procurement), informa-
tion based instruments conveying information on quality, performance and
environmental characteristics of products (e.g. declaration of content, eco-labels, prod-
uct-related environmental claims), and voluntary agreements or self commitments on the
implementation of environmental standards, rules or objectives.

7.3.1.2 Services and functions as an objective of innovative governance
To date, eco-efficient services are in a pre-policy stage. Although countries such as The
Netherlands, Germany or Switzerland explicitly incorporate improvements of the envi-
ronmental performance of services in their IPP frameworks (see VROM 1997, Rubik et
al. 2000), the idea of moving economy from products to services and thereby attaining
efficiency gains is not widespread. There is some references being made, for instance,
in the UK where “supply of services which meet people’s need more efficiently than the
direct consumption of goods” is called for in the sustainability context (DETR 1998a, 5).
In addition, the discussions on eco-efficiency in the World Business Council on Sustain-
able Development or within the OECD are principally taken into account when it comes
to the development of innovative business strategies (DETR 1998b). Designing a policy,
however, which explicitly addresses market transformation through increased servicising
is not on the agenda yet.

International organisations like the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
have taken up the idea of de-coupling economic growth and environmental pressure by
means of sustainable product-service-combinations, too. In an expert workshop held in
June 2000 it was concluded that product-service-systems (PSS) - “a marketable set of
products and services, jointly capable of fulfilling a client’s need” - can assist in re-ori-
enting current unsustainable trends in production and consumption (UNEP 2000). But
they should be regarded a tool, rather than a goal. The discussion revealed that change
toward PSS is happening anyway, so that from a sustainability point of view it is neces-
sary to make a shift in current systems and also shift to new systems. Given the lack of
knowledge about the ultimate (environmental) effects of these changes and, further-
more, lack of connectability of existing corporate tools and strategies to required system
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changes policy has to take the role of business facilitator and to ensure minimum envi-
ronmental standards. How this could be realised in practice, however, is still open to fur-
ther analysis.

Product-service-systems have not yet entered the IPP stage and are still mainly subject
to R&D policy and expert debate. There is, however, a number of interfaces between IPP
and service innovations illustrating present and future potentials for the further develop-
ment of policy approaches. End of life policies, for instance, have generated demand for
services, e.g. for re-use, recycling, and refurbishing. Along with greener public purchas-
ing initiatives they are part of market transformation strategies directed towards extend-
ing production and consumption of more sustainable products and services (see section
7.3.2). Moreover, first steps have been taken to expand the applicability of methods for
environmental assessment and benchmarking towards the realm of services (see section
7.3.3 and section 7.3.4). Examples are the development of eco-labelling schemes for ser-
vices and the transfer of life cycle assessment tools to service production. Opportunities
to apply the Design for Environment (DFE) methodology in the context of product-ser-
vices-systems are explored in section 7.3.5.

7.3.2 Green public procurement
Green public procurement is part of improving the overall environmental performance
of governments. Measures may address government operations (‘green housekeeping’),
government decision-making-procedures (co-ordination and consultation mechanisms)
and, furthermore, the greening of sectoral policies, such as fiscal policy, transport policy,
building and construction policy etc. The latter is only rarely an explicit objective of
greening-the-government initiatives within the OECD, albeit in practice the boundary be-
tween the areas is often blurred (OECD 1999). The scope of initiatives encompasses both
products and services as underpinned quite recently in the G8 Environment Ministers
Communique: “(…) both central and subnational governments should themselves adopt
appropriate green procurement practices, thereby creating large markets for environ-
mentally-friendly goods and services” (University of Toronto 2000). Keeping in mind that
government final consumption of products and services makes up 9 to 25 percent of total
GDP expenditures in the OECD area (OECD 1999, 35) one can envisage its potential to
accelerate environmental market transformations.

In 1996, the European Commission publicised a Green Paper on public procurement
(“Public Procurement in the European Union: Exploring the Way Forward”) outlining
ways to integrate environmental considerations. Given the principles of proportionality
and non-discrimination as the main guideline there are number of opportunities to in-
corporate environmental concerns into public purchasing:

• the rules of the public procurement directives allow, in certain instances, the exclu-
sion of candidates who are in breach of national environmental legislation,

• purchasing organisations can draw up technical specifications with respect to the 
characteristics of works, supplies and services, which take account of environmental 
values,
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• the directives allow the inclusion of the objective of protection of the environment in 
the criteria of selection of candidates in so far as these criteria are aimed at testing 
their economic, financial and technical capacity,

• environmental elements can serve to identify “the most economically advantageous 
offer” during the award of contracts in case these elements imply an economic 
advantage for the purchasing entity.

Although these opportunities appear to restrict highly proactive steps towards a greening
of governments, some EU member states have set up dedicated programmes to guide
and support decision makers in public authorities. As reported in a recent OECD survey
countries are moving forward as a group, albeit at varying degrees and speed (OECD
1999). Most progress has been made in the areas of energy consumption, waste manage-
ment, fleet management, buildings policy, environmental management systems (EMS),
and greener government purchasing. In particular, in the IPP context many countries
have put main emphasis on public procurement as a tool to generate markets for green
goods and services (OECD 1997). Among them are Denmark, Sweden, Germany, Austria,
and Switzerland.

According to the survey, energy consumption is by far the area which has received the
most attention in OECD government agencies. A significant proportion of the actions to
reduce energy consumption are centered around buildings policies. They comprise
building design and construction techniques, energy-efficient lighting and heating instal-
lations, improved management and monitoring of energy services in buildings, and
changes in user behaviour. In few countries public authorities seek to increase the per-
centage of government energy consumption coming from renewable energy sources. In
the UK, for instance, measures include regular monitoring procedures and energy audits
of public buildings. In Australia, for example, energy performance contracting has been
accepted and encouraged as a vehicle for achieving energy savings. 

Another major area of concern is reducing the environmental impact from government
vehicle fleets and transport policies. Initiatives are taken preponderantly in two areas: a)
increasing the percentage of alternative fuel vehicles (AFV) in the vehicle fleet, and b)
reducing total fuel consumption and raising energy efficiency related to travel. The latter
being an area in which service solutions are increasingly being paid attention. In Nor-
way, for instance, government agencies have purchased video-conferencing equipment
to cut transport activities of the central government. Similarly, in the UK measures, such
as video-conferencing, flexible working, and home-working are included in a ‘Guide to
Green Transport Plans’. As illustrated by one of our innovation profiles (‘Stadtmobil’,
Germany) local authorities have already become clients of car-sharing organisations. The
European Commission as well plans to purchase car-sharing services to meet internal
transport demand more efficiently.

One of the major problems encountered in public purchasing is scarcity of available and
reliable information about the environmental characteristics of goods and services. As a
response a plethora of guidebooks has been made available supplying information on
environmentally-preferable products. One example is ‘GRIP Purchasing’, a guide pub-
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lished by the GRIP centre in Norway. This manual suggests ways to attain greater eco-
efficiency at all stages of the purchasing process, from verification of the needs through
the tender development, offer and selection phases right through the phasing in, use of,
and scrapping of procured goods (see Box 3).

This brief overview shows that ‘green housekeeping’ of public authorities and public
purchasing procedures is well capable of stimulating demand for service innovations
which at the same time provide environmental benefits. Examples refer to energy per-
formance services, fleet management concepts, and even re-valorisation strategies. Ap-
parently their proliferation has only just begun. Keeping in mind that “OECD
governments have not yet achieved their full potential for improving their environmental
performance” (OECD 1999, 5) there should be reasonable potential to drive demand for
eco-efficient services by public bodies. 

Policy can support the exploitation of this potential by: 

• fostering the generation and dissemination of suitable and targeted information on 
appropriate and environmentally preferable service solutions (e.g. web-based infor-
mation provision, tools facilitating simple need assessments);

• removing legal barriers which might be encountered during a shift from products to 
services in public procurement (e.g. discriminatory references to manufacturing pro-
cesses);

7.3.3 Environmental assessment of services
The environmental assessment of services is in an incipient stage. While there is rapid
progress in the area of assessing the environmental impacts emanating from products,
there is limited experience in evaluating the ecological performance of services. 

 Box 3: Incorporating service-related approaches in procurement handbooks

GRIP - the foundation for sustainable production and consumption - was founded by the Norwegian 
Ministry of the Environment. It is an agent for promoting an environmental policy dedicated to the 
furtherance of sustainable production and consumption. Besides a general guideline for eco-efficient 
purchasing the centre has prepared two other guides for purchasers on transport and office furni-
ture.

In ‘Advice to Purchasers of Vehicles and Road Transport Services’ the procurement process starts 
with the verification of needs to be met by the purchasing decision. A list of questions is to be 
answered, among others whether needs can be met other than by purchasing, e.g. by changing 
methods and routines. In addition, other ways of meeting the need for cars are suggested, e.g. leas-
ing and public transport. Moreover, a substitution of transport by telephone calls or video conferenc-
ing is proposed.

In the second function-oriented guide called ‘Advice to Purchasers of Office Furniture’ the same pro-
cedure is followed: First, underlying needs are to be assessed and specified for each user group. 
Then, once again alternatives to purchase are suggested, such as re-use of certain pieces of furniture 
or implementation of a new overall solution which gives a reduction in total consumption. The 
reported example of using refurbished and modernised office furniture within Norwegian Armed 
Forces reveals that cost savings around 50% of the price of investing in new furniture can be 
achieved in addition to the environmental gains.
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A commonly agreed framework for the evaluation of the ecological effects caused by
products and, in principle, also by services is provided by the international standard ISO
14040 “Environmental management - Life cycle assessment - Principles and framework”
adopted in 1997. This standard defines life cycle assessment (LCA) as a technique for
assessing the environmental aspects and potential impacts associated with a product
throughout its entire life cycle, i.e. from raw material acquisition through production, use
and disposal. The term “product” includes not only product systems, but also service sys-
tems. 

On the one hand, the LCA methodology represents a conceptual framework stimulating
life cycle thinking and providing a template for the systematic and integrated evaluation
of ecological impacts “from the cradle to the grave”. On the other hand, it is a practical
decision-making tool enabling industry, governments, NGOs and consumers to guide
their behaviour and business activities (EEA 1998). 

Although activities such as transport and distribution of goods have quite often been sub-
ject to life cycle assessments there is no dedicated framework for assessing the environ-
mental responsibility of service industries in general. Graedel (1998) is among the few
having sketched a modified methodology in particular addressing production, distribu-
tion, use, and after use of services. He distinguishes four major stages within the life cycle
of a service (see Figure 7.1):

Figure 7.1. Life cycle of a service (Graedel 1998)

• site and services development, i.e. construction and/or modification of facilities 
enabling the ‘production’ of services (e.g. buildings, offices),

• service provisioning, i.e. the equipment needed to perform the service (e.g. tools, 
computers, etc.),
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• performing the service, i.e. actual operation of facilities and equipment (e.g. trans-
ports),

• facility operations, i.e. operation of the infrastructure (e.g. energy use through light-
ing and heating of offices),

• site and service closure, e.g. end of the use of an idea, recycling of products, closure 
of a process, reuse of afacility, etc.

One encounters, however, some difficulties when attempting to assess the ecological
benefits of eco-efficient producer services (Bras-Klapwijk, Knot 2000, Goedekoop et al.
1999). Corresponding to the LCA methodology the basis of the environmental compari-
son builds the so called “functional unit”, which is defined as the “quantified perfor-
mance of a product system for use as a reference unit” (ISO 14040). First, it may be rather
intricate to define a specific functionality of a producer service, since it usually contains
a number of intangible elements. A provider of fleet management services, for instance,
does not only deliver transport capacity, but possibly also a greater variety of transport
means. Similarly, a company offering a managed data transfer service does not only sell
data transport (and thereby replaces physical transport by courier or mail), but also de-
livers added value in terms of shorter responding times and enhanced flexibility. These
varying qualities are hard to measure and, hence, their neglect might lead to biased results.

Second, a narrow definition of the functional unit might exclude possible changes in con-
sumer behaviour which are due to the introduction of an innovative service. If we com-
pare, for example, a carpet leasing scheme with a normal sell-and-buy arrangement on
the basis of space covered at a certain moment in time, we may neglect changes in user
behaviour such as increased wear and tear due to the shift in ownership. In order to cap-
ture these effects a more suitable functional unit would be carpet consumption per five
years illustrating that people might use the carpet more heavily, since they do not own
it anymore (“tragedy of the commons”). In case of video-conferencing, for instance, an
appropriate basis of comparison would be time spent for virtual conversation per month
considering alterations in conferencing behaviour due to improved access. Choosing one
hour of conferencing as the functional unit for comparing the virtual option with the al-
ternative (physical transport of people) would not grasp these customer-related side ef-
fects.

The overview reveals that despite some methodological progress being made in the
realm of environmental assessment of product systems there is still a lack of practical
experiences on how to conduct a proper assessment of product service systems. More
pilots are required illustrating the methodological shortcomings of existing tools and sug-
gesting ways on how to further develop the available approaches. Particular attention
should be paid to the definition of the functional unit in comparative assessments and
also to an appropriate choice of life cycle modules.

Policy can support the further development of assessment tools and the generation of
knowledge and experience in this area by:
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• stressing the importance of the service sector not only in economic, but also environ-
mental terms, i.e. recognising possible environmental burdens and also potential 
benefits of service-based substitution processes and, thereby, creating a necessity to 
develop applicable assessment tools;

• fostering research and development on the methodological level, in particular in test-
ing existing tools such as LCA on their appropriateness for assessing the eco-perfor-
mance of service systems.

7.3.4 Tools for communicating the environmental performance of services
A method such as LCA is a tool to assess the environmental performance of product ser-
vice systems. Communicating the results of the assessment however is not within the
scope of such an instrument. There are other tools for this purpose available such as eco-
labels or product information sheets. In order to enable informed customer choices
based on reliable and verifiable information several guidelines and standards have been
elaborated at international level.

According to the International Standardisation Organisation (ISO) three major types of
communication approaches are discerned:

• type I environmental labelling (ISO 14024) comprises claims which are based on cri-
teria set by a third party and which are multi-issue based on life cycle impacts; they 
indicate overall environmental preferability of a product within a product category; 
examples are national eco-labelling schemes such as the Nordic Swan, the German 
Blue Angel, or the European Eco-label;

• type II self-declared environmental claims (ISO 14021) refer to self-declarations of 
economic operators (e.g. manufacturers, importers, distributors, retailers) without 
independent third-party certification; examples are the ‘Green Cotton’ label of Novo-
tex or on-pack green claims such as ‘x% recycling material’;

• type III environmental declaration (ISO 14025) addresses quantified environmental 
data of a product under pre-set categories of parameters (e.g. CO2 emissions or 
waste generation) set by a qualified third-party with reference to the LCA methodol-
ogy; unlike the mandatory European energy label allowing for a comparison 
between products with regard to the same reference unit and fixed scales (A-, B-, C-
, D-category), ISO type III labels do not incorporate weighting with other products; 
an example of this category is the environmental product declaration for the Volvo 
S80 passenger car providing information on environmental aspects of manufacture, 
use and recycling.

Environmental declarations according to ISO type III are the least widespread. Pilots are
run in Sweden, Canada, and Korea. Due to the amount and quality of information con-
veyed they are best suited to purchases by business or public bodies and may have a
potential role in replacing (or structuring) supplier questionnaires (ERM 2000). On the
contrary, uncontrolled and self-declared environmental claims are used on a very large
scale and approaches are taken to ensure that self-claims by economic operators about
the environmental characteristics of products and services supplied are not misleading
and can serve the purpose of promoting a more sustainable consumption (European
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Commission 2000). They might be applicable to purchases by individuals and private and
public organisations, if credibly assured, and most suitable where there is single signifi-
cant environmental impact (ERM 2000). Both information formats are not yet extensively
applied in the realm of services.

The situation is slightly different with ISO type I labelling. The Global Ecolabelling Net-
work (GEN), which is a non-profit association of ecolabelling organisations from around
the world, counts 19 third-party labelling schemes world wide. Germany's Blue Angel
scheme, the Nordic Swan, the French NF Environment' and Canada's Environmental
Choice Programme are among the most well known. In 1992, the EC issued its own la-
belling programme, the Euroflower', which is aimed at promoting the design, produc-
tion, marketing, and use of products which have reduced environmental impact during
their life cycle and providing consumers with better information on the environmental
impact of products. 

Meanwhile, the Euroflower is available for 15 product groups, such as washing ma-
chines, paints, computers, and footwear, and awarded to approximately 240 products.
After implementation problems have been encountered the Commission adopted a pro-
posal for a Council regulation establishing a revised Community Eco-label Award Scheme
(COM (96) 603 - EN) also including services. At the moment elaboration of criteria for
tourist accommodation is underway. National labelling schemes have been frontrunners
in this respect, as Table 7.2 shows.
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From a life cycle perspective (see section 7.3.3 on page 205) the labeling criteria most
often address the service provision stage, i.e. the means needed to deliver the service to
the customer (e.g. emission standards for vehicles in public transport), and the stage of
performing the service and operating the facilities (e.g. transferability of service access,
specifications for consumables and their after use treatment, use intensities of shared
products). Site and service development, i.e. ecological impacts from the construction of
new facilities enabling service production, appears to be of minor importance. Site and
service closure, e.g. re-use of a facility, is not addressed at all.

Table 7.2.  Examples for third-party eco-labelling of services

Labelling Schemes/Product 
Group

Main Criteria

German ‘Blue Angel´

- public transport/eco-ticket unlimited transferability of the ticket;
transport of bikes allowed and free of charge;
advantageous with regard to spatial validity and opportunities for 
additional passengers as compared to ‘conventional’ tickets

- car washing/water-recycling recycling of at least 85% of car washing water or keeping in a 
closed system; 

eliminating of harmful substances (oil, wax etc.) in the car washing 
water, so that the quality of the recycled water delivers an optimal 
washing result; 

preventing the spread of micro-organism in the recycled water 
through technical operations (UV-treatment, ozonising, peroxide 
treatment, thermic treatment)

- car sharing at least 10 users per car; 
availability of cars 24h a day;
vehicles in use have to fulfil EURO II norm for passenger cars and 
meet the requirements of the Directive 96/69/EC for light commer-
cial cars; 
new cars have to meet requirements of Directive 93/116/EC (aver-
age CO2 -Emission 165 g/km) and Directive 98/116/EC; average 
road noise should not exceed 71 dB (A) 

Canada ‘Environmental Choice´

- automobile service stations ethanol-Blended Gasoline must contain a minimum of 5% by vol-
ume of ethanol with the remaining part of the mixture being gaso-
line; ethanol must be totally derived from biomass products;
gasoline must meet Canadian General Standard CAN/CGSB 3.511-
M for Oxygenated Unleaded Automotive Gasoline Ethanol

- dry cleaning services services have to follow the protocols set out in “The Ontario Green 
Cleaners Manual: water-based fabricate for professional cleaners”;
services must apply front-end loading wet-cleaning equipment 
with programmable cycles (gentle action wash speed and agitation 
[5-10 units]; controls for wash and rinse time, temperature, water 
level and chemical injection; gentle range extraction speed and 
time [200-300 rpm])
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The table reveals, furthermore, that there are principally two ways by which services may
qualify for an ecological hallmark: One the one hand, a service may be granted a label
due to its environmental preferability as compared to a similar offer (e.g. printing and
finishing services with reduced emissions and waste). On the other hand, a service might
indicate a “greener” solution to meet the needs of clients than product-based arrange-
ments (e.g. car-sharing as opposed to an individually owned car). 

The sample analysed during our research indicates a wide array of service solutions im-
proving the eco-efficiency of customer activities and providing links to both options. En-
vironmental improvements can be attained directly (by replacing an alternative product-
service-mix) or indirectly (by influencing customer activities to become more eco-effi-
cient). Examples of the first type, which on average have a higher potential to create en-
vironmental benefits, are services replacing material-intensive economic activity, such as
video-conferencing and remote learning, service concepts which guarantee specified
performance results e.g. precision farming, or service solutions relying on hiring and
leasing arrangements. Examples of the second type are waste management services, ad-
vice on energy-efficient architecture, or transport optimisation services. 

Consideration of this kind of product service systems within labelling schemes will re-
quire a widening of their scope, in particular with respect to the definition of the ‘product
group’. First, services need more explicitly be addressed as a potential source of envi-
ronmental degradation and also a possibly useful means to realise eco-efficiency gains.
This would lead towards an expansion of current label formats with regard to the target-
ed business activities. Second, main reference point of the comparative environmental
assessment should be the function delivered rather than the differences in current prod-

- lithographic printing and photo 
finishing

lithographic printer: diminish emissions, specifically by limiting 
VOCs, the reduction of materials going to landfill sites and 
resource conservation;
photo-finishing services: wastewater from photo-processing must 
achieve a 50% reduction in the rate that fixer must be replenished 
over conventional photo-processing; 
recover silver from all spent photochemicals such that the resulting 
level of silver does not exceed 5 mg/L 

Sweden ‘Good Environmental Choice

- electricity generation hydroelectric power plants: exploitation of additional waterways is 
not acceptable; modernised plants must fulfil the water rights legis-
lation introduced after 1995;
wind farms: no specified criteria

- public transport use of non-renewable energy resources must not exceed 0.18 
kWh/person kilometer; 
emissions of nitrogen oxides, NOx, must not exceed 0.40 gram/per-

son kilometer; emissions of volatile organic compounds, NMHC, 
must not exceed 0.10 gram/person kilometer

Table 7.2.  Examples for third-party eco-labelling of services
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uct-service-mixes. This would lead to consideration of service solutions as substitutes for
products (e.g. fleet management schemes, virtual conferencing services), but at the same
time increase complexity and intricacy of labelling procedures. 

Policy can contribute to expand the applicability of information and communication
tools, in particular third-party labelling schemes, to eco-efficient producer services by:

• gradually extending the scope of existing national and supra-national labels towards 
consumer- and producer-oriented services;

• supporting R&D in the domain of the environmental assessment of product service 
systems in order to create a sound and reliable basis for the selection of eligible ser-
vice concepts, especially in case of substitutive services leading to de-materialisation 
of economic activity (see section 7.3.3 on page 205).

7.3.5 Eco-design of services
Eco-design can be defined as the systematic incorporation of environmental factors into
product design and development. Since the product innovation process is at the core of
eco-design and the key to improving the environmental performance of products and
processes, the approach can significantly contribute to putting an Integrated Product Pol-
icy into practice. Eco-design is a broad concept comprising a variety of different strate-
gies and possible ways to improve the environmental profile of product systems. They
include, for instance, the selection of low-impact materials, the optimisation of produc-
tion techniques, the reduction of the impact during product use, or new concept devel-
opment. As with environmental assessment tools, the main focus of the eco-design
method is still on products, rather than services.

The consideration of eco-design or design for environment (DFE) tools is important in
the context of eco-efficient producer services as they can facilitate a greening of product
service systems in a twofold sense: On the one hand, they may foster the optimisation
of the environmental profile of services like they have done with products. On the other
hand, eco-design can be applied as a tool for idea generation and selection. In this re-
spect, it may stimulate radical innovation processes bringing about completely new busi-
ness solutions.

Tukker et al. (2000) conclude in their European survey of the state of the art of eco-de-
sign that business application is focused on the environmental optimisation of existing
products rather than the development of new products. As a consequence, the practice
of eco-design in companies is still confined to the design process in a strict sense, rather
than applied to the strategic aspects of product system innovation. Thus, it does not sur-
prise that ecologically sound design of product service systems, which are even more
complex than single products and often require business coalitions for their development
as well as management of innovation networks, is not highly elaborated yet. Based on
the empirical findings of a number of case studies conducted in the Netherlands and an
evaluation of existing methodology Brezet et al. (2000) have presented a first draft meth-
od for the design of eco-efficient services. Although developed mainly in the business-
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to-consumer context, the model seems applicable to eco-efficient producer services as
well.

The central pillar of their approach is a process model sub-dividing the design procedure
into five major steps (see Figure 7.2 on page 213):

Figure 7.2. Process model of service design (Brezet et al. 2000)

• During the exploration phase an idea for a system innovation is born and associated 
with sustainability concerns. Quite often this early stage goes along with the forma-
tion of coalitions of companies and stakeholder groups. The result of these activities 
is a rough description of the system within which the innovation should take place.

• In the policy formulation stage goals and strategies are defined giving direction to 
the following project stages. Increasing the eco-efficiency of the system should be 
one of the major objectives and be explicitly formulated.

• Idea finding starts with proper problem definition and leads to a design assignment 
which specifies the most important requirements and the products and services 
needed to meet customer needs. The challenge in this phase is to make people think 
in terms of functions and needs instead of products.

• Afterwards the design assignment is further developed into a detailed and realisable 
design for the new eco-efficient service (strict development). The variables determin-
ing the products and services, which form the eco-efficient service, need to be iden-
tified. Besides a production and marketing plan the result is drawings, specifications, 
prototypes etc. at the product level and details of staff, location, skills, infrastructure 
etc. at the service level. 
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• In the realisation phase, the product components will be produced and all prepara-
tions to execute the service part are made (e.g. programming of a website, training of 
staff). In order to enable continuous improvement of the new eco-efficient service an 
accompanying evaluation system should be build in. 

Another crucial aspect in the design of environmentally sound product service systems
is involvement of users into the design process as kind of “co-designers”. Services require
close interaction of suppliers and customers per se, let it be in industrial out-sourcing
processes or during provision of advice and consultancy to effectuate certain business
activities. In particular, however, in case of eco-efficient services environmental benefits
often arise from customisation and demand-side management, like examples in the
chemicals management and energy sector or in transport optimisation (e.g. freight capac-
ity exchange services) have illustrated. Hence, integrating customer needs and abilities
in a more interactive fashion into the design process is a challenge for successful inno-
vation strategies.

As the design of eco-efficient product service systems is part of the eco-design concept
in a broader sense, several policy recommendations formulated for products (Van Hemel
1998) also hold for producer services: Stimulating DFE demonstration projects in the do-
main of service systems, offering financial support schemes to lower the threshold espe-
cially for SMEs to participate in system-based innovation processes, promoting the
commercial opportunities related to eco-design, e.g. by disseminating economically suc-
cessful examples, and applying a sector-specific approach thus taking into account dif-
ferent industry structures and business contexts. Besides these practical measures policy
should stress the potential of DFE within strategic management of companies opening
windows for new business opportunities. Business needs to develop long term visions
and has to be enabled to manage innovation in co-operative networks, e.g. by support-
ing training and education in innovative process planning, management, and control
techniques.

7.4  Resume12

The project has analysed more than 40 examples of producer service innovation, of
which most have the potential to increase eco-efficiency. The types of service covered
are diverse and so are the mechanisms through which the eco-efficiency gains can be
achieved. Therefore, the policy implications have been analysed for a number of sub-
types:

Product-services. There is an important gap between the high expectations raised by a
foreseen move of the manufacturing industry towards service offers, and the current low
incidence of such product-services. Examples are far from being abundant, and those
that can be identified are often not particularly successful commercially. This does, how-
ever, not disprove a big potential for the future. The theoretical arguments that product
service can offer important competitive advantages and environmental benefits remain

12.Written by IPTS
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convincing. It is advisable to closely observe future developments and to create a solid
statistical base for this purpose. Even more so, a discussion process should be facilitated
for different sub-sectors of the manufacturing industry that involves the main sectoral
players, researchers as well as policy-makers. Ideally, such a process would translate the
high expectations into different sorts of actions where regarded as justified and allow a
relaxation of over-optimistic claims.

Energy services. The number of service offers by energy (specifically electricity) pro-
viders is increasing but they still are far from being a mainstream business. A high level
of competition and high energy prices have been identified as main factors to stimulate
the development of eco-efficient energy services. Process in market deregulation and in-
ternalisation of environmental costs (e.g. through energy taxes and similar) are therefore
seen as important drivers that would give stronger dynamics to this sort of services. The
latter is crucial also if rebound effects are to be avoided that have to be expected as a
consequence of lower market prices in liberalised markets. In case this is not achieved,
public policy could still facilitate eco-efficient energy services by publicly funded or reg-
ulatory-mandated energy services programmes. Furthermore there are a number of mea-
sures that would support the development of these services in any future scenario, for
example the establishment of accreditation schemes for energy service providers, or stan-
dardisation in general and of service contracts in particular.

Re-valorisation services. Re-cycling, re-use and other forms of re-valorisation can be
expected to be the key approach to increase eco-efficiency in the medium term. Europe
has a particular strength in related technologies and is also on the forefront of establish-
ing the legislative ground. Producer services can be expected to play a crucial role in the
emerging loop-based economy and if Europe manages to take out a first mover advan-
tage from such developments this should give the related service industry an advanta-
geous competitive position. Public policy can foster such developments following a
number of lines. It should be guaranteed that environmental policy continues to be lead-
ing-edge in the area and is conceived in an innovation-friendly way. Science and tech-
nology policy can support the development of technologies to be used in re-valorisation.
Infrastructure policies needs to ensure that the base for reverse logistics is developed in
the transport and ICT infrastructure-related fields.

ICT services. It is often claimed that ICT-based services, for example videoconferencing
or remote electronic learning, can bring de-materialisation by substitution of physical
transport or the reduction of paper use and wastage. The examples in this project, how-
ever, do not confirm important such eco-efficiency gains yet. This is probably due to the
current imperfection of these new technologies, which still have to undergo a series of
improvements before rendering the full benefits. Furthermore the possibility of rebounds
seems to be especially high for ICT-based services. The eco-efficiency potential for the
future is, nevertheless, undoubted. The scenario analysis shows that limiting the environ-
mental impacts of transport is a key factor for the eco-efficiency of ICT services. This is
probably also true for the sustainable development of the new economy in general.
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Environmental policy at the European and national levels pays currently only little atten-
tion to services. Generally, eco-efficient services are still in a pre-policy stage. In addition
to the specific measures for individual service types above, we have identified a number
of environmental policy instruments – particularly those that traditionally aim at products
– which can serve for the stimulation of eco-efficient producer services:

Green public procurement. In areas such as energy performance services, fleet man-
agement, and even re-valorisation a considerable role is seen for green procurement of
public institutions to stimulate the demand for service innovations. For this it may be nec-
essary to modify some public procurement rules (e.g. discriminatory references to man-
ufacturing processes).

Environmental assessment of services. The environmental assessment of services is
in an incipient stage. While there is rapid progress in the area of assessing the environ-
mental impacts emanating from products, there is limited experience in evaluating the
ecological performance of services. The availability of reliable and practicable environ-
mental evaluation methods is also a pre-condition for green public procurement or eco-
labelling of eco-efficient services. R&D in this area would therefore be beneficial.

Tools for communicating the environmental performance of services. Po l i cy
can contribute to expand the applicability of eco-labels (and in particular of third party
labelling schemes) to eco-efficient producer services by gradually extending the scope
of existing national and supra-national labels towards consumer- and producer-oriented
services.

Support for eco-design of services. Eco-design initiatives have traditionally focused
on products, but can also aim at service innovation. First methodological adaptations
have already been elaborated. It is straightforward to expand SME support schemes for
product eco-design to cover also services.

In general terms, one can conclude that policies that create an innovation-friendly busi-
ness environment for services and guarantee a high level of competition, combined with
a strict but also innovation-friendly environmental policy are likely to provide a milieu
in which eco-efficient producer services can flourish and rebound effects are minimised.
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7.6  Appendices

Appendix 7c  Scenarios13

7c.i  Introduction
“Scenarios are plausible, pertinent, alternative stories of the future. 
They address what is both fundamentally significant and pro-
foundly unknowable: the future” (WBCSD, 1997).

 There are many ways is which stories concerning the future can be told. For example,
prospective scenarios start from the present and then, by extrapolating a variety of quan-
titative data, predict the future, usually presenting a range of probable outcomes. Explor-
ative scenarios start in the future and, based on uncertainties and driving forces, exhibit
a variety of stories which are not per definition probable, but all possible. Normative sce-
narios also start by exploring the future, but don’t necessarily represent probable or pos-
sible situations, but sketch a preferred world. 

All three methods have their pros and cons. The most important aspect is that they all
answer a different question. Prospective scenarios are aimed at answering the question:
“what will happen?”. Explorative scenarios focus on the question: “what could happen?”,
and normative scenarios address the question: “what should happen?”. 

13.Written by TNO and Avanzi
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The link between the outcome of the three types of scenarios is depicted in Figure 7.4.
Explorative scenarios generate possible outcomes, prospective scenarios generate prob-
able outcomes and normative scenarios generate preferred outcomes.

Figure 7.4. Link between the outcomes of various types of scenario processes.

In case of defining policy recommendations regarding the development and application
of eco-efficient producer services, scenarios can be useful exploring the question what
could happen in the future. These explorative scenarios are meant to “rehearse” the fu-
ture. By recognising the warning signals and drama that is unfolding one can avoid sur-
prises and adapt an act effectively. 

By scanning the business environment, including technological developments, and iden-
tifying how future trends and developments influence organisations, scenarios challenge
a person’s mental map and strengthen the ability to anticipate on future changes. 

In the case of eco-efficient producer services three different scenario’s have been written.
They are based on qualitative data and general notions concerning dominant trends and
developments. All represent a picture of what the future in 2015 might look like. In the
following paragraphs each scenario will be described, structured along the following is-
sues:

4. General description of the scenario: this gives a first impression of the society that is 
envisioned in this scenario.

5. Implications for eco-efficient services: following the typology for eco-efficient ser-
vices which has been presented in chapter 4, “Case studies overview” on page 117 
(see textbox 1), a general picture is drawn concerning the types of eco-efficient ser-
vices that are expected to be most successful in a scenario.

6. Specific description of the energy sector: in order to specify the scenario, a more 
detailed description is given, focussing on the energy sector and its products and ser-
vices.

Preferred outcome

Probable outcome

Possible outcome
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7. Implications for policy in order to stimulate the development of eco-efficient services 
and prevent rebound effects from happening

At the end of this chapter, some general policy implications will be formulated, address-
ing policy measures that play out well across all scenarios.

7d.ii  Scenario 1: Europe on the fast lane

 7d.ii.i   General description

In ‘Europe on the fast lane’, companies predominantly produce for a Global market. Mar-
kets are liberalised, trade barriers hardly exist and competition is fierce. Companies in
Europe are generally quite large and produce products and services, suitable and/or
adaptable for consumers in large parts of the world. 

A challenging factor in ‘Europe on the fast lane’ are the costs of resources like raw ma-
terial and energy; these are sky high. One cause of these high prices is the internalisation
of environmental costs. Moreover, producer responsibility has been extended. Another
reason for these high costs are the depletion of certain natural resources due to unfore-
seen damaging impacts on the eco-system.

 7d.ii.ii   Implications for products and services

Services are a key-issue in this scenario. The global market and the absence of trade bar-
riers have resulted in fierce competition. By providing unique services businesses try to
differentiate from their competitors. Moreover, services enable businesses to deal more
efficiently with the high priced resources. For example by exchanging resources like
heat, water and waste or by improving schemes for reversed logistics. 

In addition to fierce competition and high resource costs, businesses face very demand-
ing customers; respect for personal taste and individual treatment is a basic condition for
businesses to survive. Producing for a global market, this implies that either the products
can be easily adapted to the specific taste of consumers in different countries, or that

Textbox 1: Service typologya

In stage 3 of the project, the following types of service inputs have been distinguished:

– Activity management

– Advice / consultancy

– Information

– Intermediation

– Product extension

– Product results

– Product utility

– Substitution possibilities

a.  Cf. chapter 4.
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consumers all have the same taste. Although some multinational companies manage to
sell the same taste all over the world, it is unlikely that many companies succeed to do
so. As a result, global players in the market, need to produce products that are quite flex-
ible and that can easily be adjusted to specific demands. 

One way of fulfilling a wide range of needs with a restricted amount of standardised
products is by diversifying the services that are added to the material artifact. For exam-
ple, using different distribution channels, depending on the local situations, offering a
wide arrange of maintenance contracts and enabling financing arrangements. Services
also play an important role in designing products, providing the information that is nec-
essary to fulfil the very specific needs and ever changing taste of local customers and
providing the personal touch that is so desperately needed.

Information is an important asset in Europe on the fast lane; not only in order to be able
to optimally satisfy customers’ needs, but also in order to improve the (internal) produc-
tion process. Since resource costs are extremely high, businesses pay a lot of attention
to costs of yield, waste, labour, regulation, production facilities etc. As a result, they are
very keen on spotting savings, like opportunities for recycling or tips on how to reduce
the amount of energy needed during the production process. 

This offers great opportunities for consultants (advice and training), intermediaries and
brokerage services. Due to the possibilities that information and communication technol-
ogies (ICT) offer, both advising and linking supply and demand (of information as well
as of resources) have become very profitable businesses. 

The need for precise and accurate information has also increased due to the extended
product responsibility increases the need for information and high quality management
systems, like ICT based environmental care systems. After all, managers do not only need
to justify their actions to their superiors, but also to their (business-)clients and society
as a whole. Therefore they want to keep informed at all times, about everything. 

One important issue that has not been addressed yet, are the consequences of the high
resource prices on the transport system. While companies have broadened their horizons
and have extended their business throughout Europe and the entire world, the high pric-
es for resources like energy have caused a substantial increase in transport costs. This
poses an interesting challenge on global entrepreneurs. One solution that they have
found is avoiding transport movements. Mostly by using ICT applications whenever pos-
sible. One example is the wide-spread use of freight demand and - transport planning
systems, which have further optimised the utilisation of truck capacity. Another example
is the use of self-analysing machines. When repair and maintenance experts know up
front, what is wrong with certain applications (like coffee machines, copiers, freezers
etc.), they will always bring the right tools and components, which improves the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of their visits and travels.
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In summary, the following types of eco-efficient services are very successful in ‘Europe
on the fast lane’:

Advice and consultancy. Advice and consultancy are successful in at least two ways.
Firstly, providers add advice and consulting services to their products, in order to realise
additional added value for their project and to differentiate from competitors. 

Secondly advice and consultancy function as stand-alone services for businesses that
need advice on for instance saving energy, optimising the use of resources, re-organising
and de-materialising their production process, improving their knowledge concerning
customers or extending their environmental management system. An important factor of
success for consulting is the degree to which consultants are able to specify and solve
the problems on a local scale.

Intermediation. One important task for intermediaries is to connect parties. For exam-
ple to optimise the use of infrastructure or to match supply and demand of used materials
and waste (which functions as an input for other companies). Due to the high resource
costs, their is a large market for used components. This is also stimulated by the global
scale on which businesses operate, extending both the market for and sources of recy-
cled components and at the same time increasing the need for co-ordination. 

Information. A general component of the two types of services mentioned above, is
information. A lot of eco- efficient services involve the provision of information as part
of a broader service offering. However, some services solely provide information and
have no involvement as to how the information is interpreted and used. In chapter 4,
“Case studies overview” on page 117, three types of this form of provision of information
are mentioned, all of which are relevant in Europe on the fast lane:

• customer activities: information about operations, processes and other activities of 
the purchaser of the service;

• product and market information: for example about availability of recycled materials 
and parts

• system condition: information about the contextual factors which influence the eco- 
efficiency of a customer’s activities, or those of downstream partners.

Product extension. Product extension services enhance the utility that ownership of
the product delivers to customers. In Europe on the fast lane this applies especially to
take back schemes. The extended producer responsibility demands that product can eas-
ily be returned to their original producer. A producer who is able to arrange this in the
least complicated and time-consuming way for its customers, has a major competitive
advantage. 

Product utility. Product utility services focus of leasing and hiring products that have a
high durability, allowing them to be used by a sequence of customers, a low utilisation
rate and are rapidly obsolete. In Europe on the fast lane, especially big firms, operating
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globally, provide such services, supported by world wide data transmission possibilities
and global scale of economies. Although the intensity with which these products are
used imply an improvement of eco-efficiency compared to a situation in which each cus-
tomer would own his own equipment, still a rebound effect might occur, when the avail-
ability of this service increases demand for this equipment.

Service substitution possibility. The classic substitution by services concerns the de-
livery to customers of information intensive added value instead of delivering added val-
ue with a large material component. Considering the high resource prices and the
advanced ICT infrastructure, many material intensive activities are replaced in Europe on
the fast lane by information intensive activities, like video conferencing etc. 

Rebound effects. Rebound effects refer to the negative side effects for the environment
that occur when (eco-)efficient services are introduced. In Europe on the fast lane, at
least two issues cause considerable side effects, increasing use of ICT and increasing
need for consultants and intermediairies.

The increased use of ICT application results in an unbridled access to information. This
has major effects on the behaviour of people. Unlimited access to information causes,
for example, a variety of new businesses. Most of these will not substitute current activ-
ities but form an additional, non-eco-efficient, layer on top of existing activities. More-
over, the wide spread use of E-commerce and M-commerce (using the mobile telephone)
result in increased transport movements in order to deliver the electronically ordered
goods.

The increased demand for consultants and intermediaries also result in increased trans-
port movements. After all, these professionals need to travel. This transport of people
who give eco-efficient advice cause major problems in Europe on the fast lane. Drasti-
cally improving the infrastructure will not per definition be a solution, since as soon as
the optimisation of the infrastructure pays off, more people will travel, causing an even
greater increase of transport movements. This poses an interesting dilemma for policy
makers; to what extend does the infrastructure need to be optimised?

In summary, the variety of services that exist in Europe on the fast lane, have a large
potential to increase the eco-efficiency. Possible eco-efficiency gains concern: 

• more efficient use of materials due to more efficient take back, disposal and recy-
cling schemes, better match of demand and supply of used materials, more efficient 
use of virgin materials, implementation of high quality environmental care systems 
and dematerialised production processes. 

• more efficient use of energy due to the introduction of energy saving schemes, 
implementation of high quality environmental care systems and intensive energy 
advice by consultants. 

Rebound effects concern:

• a major increase of transport movements (mobility) and 
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• additional activities due to the unlimited access to information (behaviour).

 7d.ii.iii   Description of the energy sector

In a business environment characterised by high energy and material costs and by a glo-
bal market, companies operating in the electricity sector are striving to offer value added
services attached to the simple kWh (de-commoditation of electricity) in order to expand
their market, to bind consumers and to increase the added value.

The supply of electricity is provided by large, vertically integrated companies with local
branches. The economies of scale imposed by competition has pushed many local util-
ities to merge and to start up joint ventures with local branches dedicated to downstream
related activities (marketing, sales, customer care). Utilities are more and more concen-
trated on these downstream activities that promise high added value and returns.

On the generation side, self generation is an important trend. This has been made pos-
sible and efficient, thanks to the availability on the market of cheap and highly innovative
units based on fuel cells technology and CHP. 

Especially the need for reducing dispersion during transmission and to the call for flex-
ible and tailored solutions for business clients have been important drivers to install small
generation units.

On the distribution side, large integrated utilities compete with a small number of inno-
vative and dynamic electricity service companies specialised in specific segments of the
electricity market, offering tailored services to clients including energy saving services.

The developments described above have reinforced the need for manufacturing and ser-
vice businesses to concentrate on core activities and outsource functions such as energy
management. Electricity companies profit from this trend by offering more and more ac-
tivity management services: selling optimal working conditions instead of energy and of-
fering industrial ecology services, like the exchange of heat, water and power for
industrial facilities.

Additionally, the spread of self and/or small generation facilities requires financing, en-
gineering, construction and maintenance: a wide range of activities better performed by
professional and dedicated firms like integrated electricity companies or pools/consortia
of specialised businesses offering the entire range of services. Particularly popular are
performance contracting for heating and cooling. This is especially appealing for firms
willing to concentrate on core activities and interested in avoiding unexpected costs due
to prices fluctuations. 

Smaller companies serve the market by offering efficient performance based contracts to
private households. This market requires flexibility and proximity, which is still quite dif-
ferent to deliver for large integrated companies.
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An important issue in Europe on the fast lane is the wide spread use of ICT applications,
such as intelligent counters. They allow a better knowledge and control of clients’ be-
haviour, which is particularly important in order to better understand customers’ needs,
to expand the range of services provided or to bind clients. Billing, metering, energy sav-
ing advice, technical support and on-line assistance are the most common services pro-
vided thanks to the use of ICT applications. 

Another ICT application that is rather successful is central management of data collected
through intelligent counters. This application is especially of great help to generators
which need to cover demand peaks in an efficient way and avoid overproduction. Large
utilities, with a multi-site production structure, can get huge benefits from these services.

 7d.ii.iv   Policy recommendations

In Europe on the fast lane, eco-efficient services are booming business. This is partially
caused by two policy measures that have already been taken in the past (somewhere
between 2000 and 2015), being extended producer responsibility and internalisation of
environmental costs. Still a lot needs to be done especially concerning the minimisation
of rebound effects. Policy makers should “fill the gap” and organise those issues that the
market has neglected. 

Policy implications concern:

• the stimulation of research to the behavioural and environmental effects of unlimited 
access to information.

• decreasing the environmental effects of transport movements by:
- stimulating activities that result in cleaner vehicles (both for transport of goods and 
people);
- facilitating and stimulating the optimal use of transport capacity for both goods and 
humans on a European scale;
- making a distinction between transport policy for large distance travelling (global 
scale) and local travels (national scale). Global travelling needs to be optimised by 
increasing the capacity and decreasing the weight of trucks. Local travelling needs to 
be optimised by improving route planning and optimal use of capacity;
- enforce special pricing for specific purposes. For example, enforce a tax system that 
pays per kilometer, depending on the type of freight. 
– improving the infrastructure for the transport of people, using alternative transport 
systems, like trains and boots and by sharing car capacity;
- introduce additional taxes for products procured by using E- or M-commerce, in 
order to discourage the transport of empty vans, delivering parcels.

• Use the strength of customers. Customers have a lot of influence in Europe on the 
fast lane. They have the power to demand changes. Governments should take that 
into account and address policy measures directly at these powerful customers.

• Monitor rebound effects and act when necessary.
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7d.iii  Scenario 2: The sky is the limit

 7d.iii.i   General description

In The sky is the limit, businesses operate on a global scale. However, unlike in Europe
on the fast lane, in The sky is the limit resource costs are very low. The market is dom-
inated by large globally operating firms, with huge production units and more or less
standardised products. Since transport costs are minimal, products and services are pro-
duced in a region that meets the conditions that are needed to optimise the production
(and not the distribution). In order to avoid huge traffic jams, the use of infrastructure
has been optimised by travelling at night, using very large, but silent trucks, optimising
the capacity as well as the planning and revitalising other modes of transport (like by rail
or water).

Environmental awareness is restricted to a minority of NGO’s, which are very active but
do not succeed to convince the general public. Confidence in technological solutions is
very high and a need for changes is hardly felt. Long term planning is rare. Relations
between people and businessmen are quite ephemeral. People are extremely opportu-
nistic and look for short term benefits; “today we do business, tomorrow we negotiate
with your competitor”. Customers too are shopping around, looking for the price/quality
relation that suits them most.

 7d.iii.ii   Implications for products and services

A central issue in The sky is the limit is the liberalisation of the market and consequently,
the increased competition from both existing and new entrants in the market. In search
for unique selling points and activities that are hard to duplicate, businesses use services
to create their own identity and added value. The introduction of this services will not
be environmentally driven. On the contrary; since resource costs are very low, these new
services will not replace more materialised activities, but in majority be additional to ex-
isting activities. This results in major rebound effects. Especially in the field of transport.
Although the added value of the new economy is mainly ICT-related, the products that
have been ordered on-line, need to be delivered, using traditional, material, artifacts. Re-
lying on a sophisticated network of production plants, warehouses and transportation
facilities, producers are covering the entire European market. They environmental impact
related to these numerous transport movements, is a source of major concern. 

However, for producers, the negative environmental impacts caused by transport are a
minor detail compared to the challenge that they face regarding supplying to a compet-
itive, global market. In the race of beating the competition, market intelligence, especial-
ly concerning customer preferences, is essential. Both end-consumers and business
customers value an individual approach but are hardly willing to pay for it. This implies
that add-on services, like additional information, consultancy, finance schemes or main-
tenance contracts should be both personalised and extremely cost effective. One way of
realising this is outsourcing the service component of a product offering to a specialised
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service provider, which can use his economies of scale and expertise in order to offer a
reasonable service level for an even more reasonable price. 

This trend of outsourcing service components is stimulated by the possibility, also for
service providers, of doing business on a global scale. This creates a relatively large mar-
ket for a very specialised activity. The key to success is to what extend the provider of
the service manages to speak ‘the same language’ as customers all over Europe. Espe-
cially in the delivery of services, human contact is a very important factor. A European-
wide service provider will adapt his front-office employees and their skills to the wishes
and needs of the local customers (even when this implies that an Italian employee is sent
to Germany, while a German employee is send to Spain and a Spanish team is send to
the UK, while the British team is supporting a company in Italy).

In search for differentiation from competitors, The sky is the limit offers possibilities for
all kinds of new services. However, creating eco-efficiency is no driver. Some services,
which increase the efficiency of the provider, reduce the amount of materials used, or
decrease the amount of transport movements, are accidentally eco-efficient. Still, those
are the exception, and not the rule. 

 7d.iii.iii   Eco-efficient services that are (accidentally) successful in The sky is 
the limit include:

Advice and consultancy. Optimising transport is a key issue in The sky is the limit. Ad-
vice and consultancy aimed at optimising the efficiency of both the transport movements
themselves as the infrastructure are very welcomed. In an attempt to further decrease
congestion problems, any idea is seriously considered.

Intermediation. Operating on a complex European market makes it difficult to match
supply and demand. Intermediaries play an important role making this match. Broker-
age, matching and bringing together smaller companies, which would like to co-operate
on a larger scale are examples of fruitful intermediation services. In case these activities
are aimed at optimising the efficiency of transport movements, the optimal use of mate-
rials and waste, recycling of used parts and components or offering package deals con-
cerning the delivery of a product together with a maintenance contract aimed at
extending product life, the intermediation activities may be eco-efficient.

Information. Information is an important aspect of almost any eco-efficient service of-
fering. Still, some services solely provide information and have no involvement as to how
the information is interpreted and used. In the Sky is the limit, information services mere-
ly focus on the quality of information. Especially in a global market, companies can hard-
ly attain all information themselves, therefore they rely on other parties to supply the
information that is needed. But how reliable is information? Or how complete? Especially
information services that provide a quality assurance for information regarding the com-
position of products, the production process or other environmentally related aspects
may be considered eco-efficient.
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Product utility services. Leasing and hiring are popular services in The sky is the limit.
Especially mobile communication devices which are upgraded every three months are
subject to many leasing contract. Other forms of hardware, like machinery and small
equipment are also leased. In an attempt to cut costs, it is often considered cheaper to
rent or lease goods than to keep large safety stocks and spend space and money to over
capacity.

Rebound effects. Transport is an essential issue in The sky is the limit. Optimising trans-
port movements is crucial, not for environmental reasons, but to avoid congestion and
major financial losses. After all, trucks on the move represent far more added value that
trucks that are stranded. Many services have arisen that try and address this issue. How-
ever, like in Europe on the fast lane, there is an optimum in improving the infrastructure.
After all, a better infrastructure will attract even more traffic, causing the same problem
again. 

Another rebound effect concerns the important role of intermediaries. Like in Europe on
the fast lane, these people need to travel, selling and providing their service all trough
Europe. 

An additional rebound effect that occurs in The sky is the limit, concerns increase of
product utility services. Leasing and hiring services are very popular, especially for goods
which need to be upgraded very often (like ICT-related applications) or which are stan-
dard equipment (like cars). The rebound effect of these services concerns the disposal
of the obsolete or used products. Especially products that are relatively energy efficient
will hardly cause any improvements in eco-efficiency during the consumer stage, still
they are replaced by new models quite soon, requiring again virgin materials while in-
creasing the pile of waste. Recycling hardly pays off, since virgin material is very low
priced. Some goods are transported to other parts of the world in order to start a second
life in developing countries. Still, this doesn’t solve the problem, but only shifts it to an-
other location or time period. 

In summary, hardly any environmentally related efficiency gains are expected in this sce-
nario. On the contrary, those services that might increase the eco-efficiency, have serious
rebound effects. 

 7d.iii.iv   Description of the energy sector

This scenario, similarly to the previous one, is characterised by a high degree of compe-
tition, stimulating companies in the electricity sector to capture and bind clients by of-
fering a number of services related to the use of electricity. Especially the rush to
downstream activities is tough since the possible gains in efficiency during the genera-
tion activity are less attractive due to low prices for fuels.

As a result, generation activities are performed by large corporations, producing energy
through a network of large production units. Still, solutions based on self generation and
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installation of micro production units are also offered by electricity companies, but this
is driven by a need to better serve business clients and not to minimise fuel consumption.

On the distribution side, energy saving companies have really a small role in the market
and are dedicated to those clients committed to implement a strong environmental pol-
icy. On the other side, are a number of electricity service companies which are dedicated
to offer customised services to clients.

Transmission of electricity (and distribution of heat and cool) is widely used, even if dis-
persions are relatively high.

Services such as activity management, performance based solutions and ICT solutions to
better understand clients behaviour are widely offered by electricity companies in order
to differentiate from competitors, attract new clients, bind customers and increase added
value. Especially intermediating services flourish, matching demand and supply of ener-
gy on a global scale and broadening the access of customers to entire new possibilities.
The eco-efficiency of this services is apparently limited or even negative. Still, as a side
effect, occasionally these solutions, designed to satisfy clients performance needs, also
result in a better situation for the natural environment.

 7d.iii.v   Policy recommendations

Since the market offers hardly any incentive to undertake activities with a high eco- ef-
ficiency, other forces will need to be mobilised. A key-issue in The sky is the limit is the
environmental risk of the high flow of materials. This requires intensive management of
transport movements as well as sophisticated tools like telematics and other ICT-related
applications. Although services as such will not particularly flourish in The sky is the lim-
it, they form the solution to the mobility challenge. 

In The sky is the limit, policy should address niches that could be economically feasible,
but which need some support starting up. At a EU level, some economic corrections
need to be made in order to make eco-efficient services, like the introduction of infor-
mation management systems in order to stimulate reversed logistics and recycling ar-
rangements, profitable. A pro-active attitude is needed in order to correct market
imperfections.

Policy implications include:

• Stimulate information and education. Inform the general public and raise the aware-
ness for environmental issues. Try and change the public’s attitude from an opportu-
nistic focus on short term wins to a more sustainable way of living and consuming 
with respect for future generations. 

• Support internationally standardised labelling and reporting practices. The general 
public is being overloaded with information. How can anyone distinguish an envi-
ronmental friendly product from an damaging one? Moreover, due to the short term 
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focus, even businesses don’t have time to in-depthly check the environmental perfor-
mance of their suppliers. A standardised and obliged reporting format should shed 
some light on all the businesses’ practices.

• Control transport volumes and patterns. By avoiding transport as much as possible 
and by optimising the use of capacity of trucks, trains, boats and plains. An impor-
tant tool improving route planning and the optimising the use of capacity are ICT-
related applications. Another measure is raising the costs of transport (toll, additional 
taxes), especially compared to the price for labour. In that way, companies might be 
stimulated to produce and assemble near to the end consumer.

• Stimulate design for disassembly and facilitate take back schemes for used goods. A 
lot of products become obsolete very quick. In order to avoid a huge problem with 
useless waste, it is necessary to re-use components. This can only be done cost-
effective when good reversed logistic schemes are in place and when it is relatively 
easy to dis- and re-assembly the goods. An essential tool to support this are informa-
tion management systems. As long as the market doesn’t develop these, policy mak-
ers should stimulate this. After all, these initiatives will be profitable in the long run, 
but need some support starting up.

• Increase the resource costs. Increasing resource costs will cause a shift from the situ-
ation in The sky is the limit to a situation like in Europe on the fast lane. The inter-
nalisation of a part of the environmental costs will cause an increase in eco-efficient 
services which will replace non-eco-efficient ones.

7d.iv  Scenario 3: Small is beautiful

 7d.iv.i   General description

The big difference between Small is beautiful and the other scenarios, is the orientation
on the regional market. Why bother about cultural differences, high transportation bills,
complicated norms and values and new rules or different regulations? Why invest time,
money and patience in distributing products and services to every European or even glo-
bal customer? 

With a customer that becomes ever demanding, valuing an individual approach, while
constantly changing his mind, it may be more profitable to provide products and services
to a relatively small amount of well-paying customers, than to try and reach a large quan-
tity of face-less consumers all through Europe, while running the risk of staying empty
handed. For many medium-sized companies, the national market, maybe extended with
two or three neighbouring countries, is large enough.

Moreover, internalisation of environmental costs, extended producer responsibility, de-
pletion of natural resources and uneven distribution of resources in the past have result-
ed in very high resource costs and a focus of the general public on sustainability issues.
In practice this means that every company needs to earn a so called ‘license to operate’.
This implies extensive conversation with a variety of stakeholders, especially local com-
munities and nearby citizens. This strong social context, together with the complexity of
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international operations and the high transportation costs results in a regional orientation
of most businesses. 

 7d.iv.ii   Implication for products and services

In Small is beautiful providers deliver products and services, which are extremely spec-
ified to the wishes and needs of local customers, fitting specific cultural needs and pref-
erences. Especially for service providers, it is of utmost importance to have a good client
relation. In Small is beautiful they have the opportunity to build up a network of business
partners, all speaking the ‘same’ language, valuing more of less the same traditions and
obeying recognisable rules.

Small is beautiful creates the setting for very successful personalised services. After all,
customers are tired of being treated as a number and value personal contact. Resource
prices are very high, so what is important is ‘a good feeling’ about the business partner.
Businesses award each other orders and value long term relationships. 

The natural environment is an important aspect. People value the quality of the sur-
roundings and are aware of the importance to produce, consume and discard in a more
environmentally friendly way. Producing for a local market, companies can no longer
deny their responsibility or blame others. They all need to justify their own personal ‘li-
cense to operate’.

Extended producer responsibility, is an important aspect of this set of values. One con-
sequence of the increased environmental awareness of both customers, businesses and
policy makers is that recycling and reversed logistics are the rule (instead of the excep-
tion). In each country, specific systems have been introduced, taking back products and
revalorising and upgrading them on a regional scale. The systems are adapted to the cul-
ture and behaviour of the local employees, collecting, classifying and re-using used parts
and products. On a European level these activities have been co-ordinated, but each
member-state has the possibility to put the ideas into practice in a manner that it sees fit.

Services in Small is beautiful are aimed to fulfil a wide range of customer needs. Services
are an important way of distinguishing from the competitions, as well as binding local
customers, cutting of any possibility for a potential, foreign and unknown, newcomer in
the market. On the one side, ‘traditional’ factors like efficiency gains, less transport move-
ments, savings of energy and optimising waste management are important drivers to buy
a product or a service. On the other side, services are also bought when they result in a
cleaner environment or an increased quality of life. Since these aspects are valued dif-
ferently by each customer, this offers the possibility to a whole new range of services,
which do not need to compete based on price alone (after all, the services are not com-
parable) but which can compete based on customer satisfaction and specific function ful-
fillment. 
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 7d.iv.iii   Successful eco-efficient services in Small is beautiful include:

Activity management. Activity management is a situation in which the service provider
provides a complete solution to an on-going need for a customer. In order to be able to
deliver such a service, it is essential that the consuming business provides the service
provider with extensive information about the activity that needs to be delivered. This
demands a great deal of trust. The regional focus of businesses provides a good basis for
a trustful and long term relationship and therefore provides one of the basic conditions
for the successful implementation of activity management. 

The high resource costs and the extended legal responsibility that businesses face, also
pose a need for such services upon companies. Outsourcing certain processes to a spe-
cialised service provider enables the customer to focus on other important business is-
sues and frees him from legal and societal responsibility concerning the particular
activity. 

 7d.iv.iv   Advice and consultancy

In important role of consultants in Small is beautiful is the dissemination of good prac-
tices. The strong focus on environmental issues, poses a problem for smaller scaled busi-
nesses, which do not all have the resources nor the specific knowledge to deal with these
kinds of issues. Specified consultants will offer their services, giving advice on various
sustainability issues.

Moreover, consultants play an important role, bridging the different regions. When busi-
nesses focus on the regional scale, they might fail to notice solutions that are being de-
veloped outside their region. As a result, dealing with environmental issues is often out-
sourced to transregionally operating consultants. 

Intermediation. Intermediation is important, since intermediaries can enable relatively
small companies to bind their forces and realise for example economies of scale, opti-
mise transport movements and undertake industrial ecology like types of activities, like
coupling and exchanging waste streams. Moreover, intermediaries are able, with the sup-
port of ICT applications, to match demand and supply and co-ordinate reversed logistics. 

Additionally, intermediaries play an important role in end of life management, which is
an essential aspect of the license to operate of companies. However, a lot of companies
are too small scaled to organise their own revalorisation of waste or reversed logistic sys-
tem. Therefore these activities are performed by service providers which collect waste,
classify and combine streams in order to re-sell to each company a useful package of
used parts and components. 

Information. Information is essential in this scenario. Customers want to know exactly
what has happened to a product or a service, from cradle to grave. They also value in-
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formation about production processes, waste treatment and about how to use products
in a less environmentally damaging way. 

Moreover, the focus on the region might result in blind spots for international trends and
developments. Both consultants and international governing bodies have an important
task in avoiding this and inform both businesses and the general public about develop-
ments and problems that occur in other parts of the world and disseminate solutions.

Besides these ‘external’ informational needs, a business also needs to fulfil its ‘internal’
information needs. Consultants are hired to share their knowledge concerning solutions
from other sectors or regions. Information also plays an important role in services like
activity management and end of life management. The basis of trust that has grown be-
tween both companies and their regional stakeholders stimulates this flow of informa-
tion.

Product utility services. In times when resource costs are high and customers are used
to having functional needs fulfilled instead of ownership needs, new arrangements con-
cerning hiring, leasing and sharing hardware are very successful. Instead of buying ma-
chines, production capacity is rented, instead of buying furniture a comfortable working
atmosphere is leased and instead of buying and renewing computer hard- and software
every three years, a personal ICT-supported working place is provided.

Service substitution. Material and energy intensive activities are substituted by more
knowledge intensive activities. This is made possible by new ICT applications, but also
by a growing environmental awareness, which has resulted in changed consumer behav-
iour. Examples are a specialised laundry service instead of a washing machine, a docu-
ment service instead of buying magazines and books or video conferencing instead of
travelling.

Rebound effects. An important aspect of the potential success of the service activities
is the degree to what possible rebound effects can be managed. One possible rebound
effect is that the focus on regional activities results in over capacity in capital intensive
machinery and a relative low degree of efficiency. Still this can be solved by good activity
management and product utility services, realising economies of scale at the service pro-
vider’s side. 

Some rebound effects that are directly related to the eco-efficient service activities con-
cern:

• Advice and consultancy generates a lot of transport movement of consultants. Espe-
cially in Small is beautiful, where consultant form an important bridge between dif-
ferent regions, these people travel a lot and over long distances. Efficient planning of 
these travels, sharing car capacity or travelling by train should minimise the rebound 
effects of the consulting activities.
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• Product utility services can be eco-efficient, especially when the service provider is 
an expert which uses his capacity in an optimal way and who maintains the equip-
ment and products in order to extend product life. However, when the availability of 
product service utilities results in increasing demand for the latest technologies or the 
latest models, causing existing models to be obsolete very fast, then this service 
causes an explosion of out-dated, and therefore worthless, equipment. 

• Service substitutions have a very high eco-efficiency potential as well. Due to spe-
cialisation, the service provider is able to perform certain activities in a more envi-
ronmentally friendly manner than the customer would. Still, this might cause a major 
change in customer behaviour, increasing the demand for the service. So while the 
environmental impact per unit decreases, the overall environmental impact increases 
since the number of units demanded increases. An example of this phenomenon 
would be an increase in the amount of business travels, since this is out-sourced to a 
very efficient office, providing efficient travels for a reasonable price, which leaves 
time and money for additional travels.

In general these potential rebound effects will be minimised due to a strong local com-
mitment from both industries and other stakeholders. Social pressure is a strong asset in
Small is beautiful. Companies will be obliged for example, to state in their annual sus-
tainability report, what they have undertaken in order to minimise rebound effects.

In summary, operating on a local scale, most companies won’t have too much problems
realising an efficient transport system. Moreover, energy efficiency schemes are part of
the license to operate, as are rules concerning the use and disposal of hazardous waste
and (waste) water. The only concern are the potential rebound effects. These are closely
related to the degree to which both providing and consuming companies realise their
‘license to operate’ (including an annual sustainability report) and to which degree pro-
viding businesses succeed to generate economies of scale and avoid inefficiencies.

 7d.iv.v   Description of the energy sector

This scenario is characterised by electricity companies operating in national and local
markets with close contacts with clients and limited competition. The regional scale forc-
es electricity companies to keep their existing clients, to acquire new ones if possible
locally, and to get the maximum value out of them. 

The typical structure of the market is made of vertically integrated companies performing
activities from generation to distribution to clients, including the supply of services such
as activity management, technical assistance or energy efficiency advice. The same com-
panies are in some cases involved in other businesses related for example to the collec-
tion and disposal of wastes, to the management of water resources or to
telecommunication services. 

The possibility of combining these different businesses are enormous ranging from gen-
eration (combination of hydro, thermal based on fossil fuels, thermal based of wastes),
to distribution (underground pipelines for water and sewage combined with electricity
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and telecom cables) and related services such as billing, on site-assistance, training, effi-
ciency consulting, maintenance, financing and so on.

The importance of preserving the environment is very high and goes beyond a mere re-
duction in resource use: local renewable resources, use of waste for generation, indus-
trial ecology are some of the possibilities that are positively considered by customers and
even imposed by local stakeholders, like authorities, pressure groups and other social
arrangements.

The geographical and cultural proximity with clients enables providers of electricity to
offer a wide range of tailored services even to small individual customers. In particular,
activity management, performance contracting (including financing, installation, mainte-
nance and related services), efficiency advice and technical assistance, are better man-
aged by locally based integrated utilities. 

Information based services are well developed: on the one side, they enable providers
to better deliver their services (for example through remote control of equipment or ef-
ficiency advise), on the other side, they allow users to fully understand the consequences
of their behaviour (CO2 emission related to the electricity consumption, fuels used in a
given moment by generators).

Nevertheless, the weak competition does not represent, in some way, an incentive for
suppliers to provide sophisticated services that require highly skilled employees, a deep
organisational restructuring or a cultural shift. Less competition can also represent a con-
straint for achieving eco-efficiency gains: cost minimisation, through efficiency gains, ap-
pears to be a less important objective when compared to the situation in scenario 1 or
2. The relative smaller economies of scale (for example in generation) and a less efficient
use of fixed infrastructure can represent obstacles towards eco-efficiency. Therefore, ser-
vices like intermediation, favouring the optimal use of capacity and fuels (especially
those that allow the avoidance of over production of electricity and management of de-
mand peaks) are less developed if compared with similar ones in more competitive sce-
narios.

 7d.iv.vi   Policy recommendations

Although Small is beautiful offers a lot of potential for eco-efficient services, there is still
a lot that can be done on a European level that would stimulate developments which
improve the eco-efficiency and avoid rebound effects from happening. Policy makers
should concentrate on stimulation and support of self regulation. While European co-
ordination is necessary and valuable, a regional focus demands that regional authorities
have the possibility to act in a way they see fit, regarding the specific local circumstances.
On a EU level, this local self regulation should be facilitated as much as possible.

Some examples of policy implications include:
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• Stimulation of the dissemination of knowledge, especially concerning environmental 
solutions (like business cases). Companies’, customers’ and authorities’ attention is 
focussed on the regional level. Covenants, license to operate and dialogues with 
local stakeholders are time consuming and absorb a lot of energy and attention. This 
makes it very difficult to keep an eye for developments abroad. On a European level, 
the dissemination of knowledge should be stimulated, offering businesses in Western 
of Southern Europe the chance to learn from successful cases from Northern or East-
ern Europe. 

• Improve the accessibility of knowledge. This issue is closely connected to the previ-
ous one. A databank with successful eco-efficient initiatives would avoid that valu-
able energy is wasted by researching and developing something, that someone else 
has already done. Some organisation should keep an overview of initiatives and 
developments and communicate their findings to anyone that feels a need to be 
informed.

• Stimulate industrial ecology, by facilitating local authorities to arrange initiatives. A 
successful example of matching demand and supply of energy, (waste) water and 
other reusable resources on a regional scale are industrial ecology initiatives. The 
physical nearness of companies with matching streams of waste and resources com-
bined with close relations with local authorities form a good and trustful atmosphere 
for fruitful industrial ecology initiatives. 

• Still on a European level two things are important: offering local authorities the 
means and power to facilitate the process and optimising the location of industries 
for example by obliging companies to locate there plants on a location where indus-
trial ecology schemes are possible.

• Connect regional economies, facilitated by ICT infrastructure. One tool that can be 
used in order to avoid inefficiencies due to lack of scale or distorted dissemination of 
knowledge, are ICT applications. These can facilitate communication and data trans-
mission between suppliers and customers, but also between different plants of one 
provider or one customer. 

• Strengthen social capital instead of economies. In Small is beautiful, social cohesion 
in a very important asset. This should be cherished, since it stimulates a fruitful dia-
logue between companies and (local) stakeholders, resulting in relatively sustainable 
solutions. On a European level it is important that social cohesion on a local scale 
doesn’t result in blind spots for developments that occur in other regions or in an 
extreme preference for local interests. 

• Stimulate industries integration in local Agenda 21 activities. This occurs almost auto-
matically in Small is beautiful. Still, policy makers could encourage the laggards to 
also be involved in local communities and Agenda 21 activities.

7d.v  Overall policy implications
The three scenarios, Europe on the fast lane, The sky is the limit and Small is beautiful,
all sketch a possible situation in 2020. None of these images will come true completely,
but they all could. For each scenario policy implications have been formulated. These
have been listed in Table 7.1 on page 238. Still, not all the implications will be relevant.
They address specific issues in specific scenarios. Some implications hold true for each
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scenario. Recommendations based on those implications play out well across all three
scenarios. Still, the majority of implications is only relevant in one or two scenarios.
Moreover, not all the recommendations are suitable in the current context or feasible
with regards to current policy. Therefore, not all implications in Table 7.1 on page 238
will be equally important or valuable.

Table 7.1. Summary of the general policy implications, originating from the scenarios.

Policy implications, based on three scenarios

Europe on the fast 
lane

Stimulate research to the behavioural and environmental effects of unlimited 
access to information.

Decrease the environmental effects of transport movements by:
- making a distinction between transport policy for large distance travelling (glo-
bal scale) and local travels (national scale);
- stimulating activities that result in cleaner vehicles (both for transport of goods 
and people);
- facilitating and stimulating the optimal use of transport capacity for both goods 
and humans on a European scale;
- enforce special pricing for specific purposes. For example, enforce a tax sys-
tem that pays per kilometer, depending on the type of freight;
– improving the infrastructure for the transport of people, using alternative 
transport systems, like trains and boots and by sharing car capacity;
- introduce additional taxes for products procured by using E- or M-commerce

Use the strength of customers.

Monitor rebound effects and act when necessary.

The sky is the limit Stimulate information and education. Inform the general public and raise the 
awareness for environmental issues. 

Support internationally standardised labelling and reporting practices. 

Control transport volumes and patterns, for example by
– avoiding transport as much as possible;
- optimising the use of capacity of trucks, trains, boats and plains;
- improving route planning and optimising the use of capacity with the help of 
ICT-related applications; 
- raising the costs of transport (toll, additional taxes).

Stimulate design for disassembly and facilitate take back schemes for used 
goods.

Increase resource costs, causing a shift from the situation in The sky is the limit 
to a situation like in Europe on the fast lane. 

Small is beautiful Stimulate the dissemination of knowledge, especially concerning environmental 
solutions (like business cases). 

Improve the accessibility of knowledge (e.g. a databank with successful eco-effi-
cient initiatives).

Stimulate industrial ecology, by facilitating local authorities to arrange initiatives 
and by optimising the location of industries.

Connect regional economies, facilitated by ICT infrastructure. 

Strengthen social capital instead of economies. 

Stimulate industries integration in local Agenda 21 activities. 

Facilitate self regulation on a regional scale.
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Table 7.1 depicts a range of possible implications and actions, based on three explorative
scenarios. In order to identify which of these implications are indeed important and what
actions should be taken by EU policy makers, it is necessary to identify which elements
of the scenarios are only relevant in one scenario or which return in more stories. The
elements (issues, actions, problems etc.) that are part of more stories are so called ‘ro-
bust’. These should be watched very carefully, since the probability that they occur in
the future is relatively high. 

Next, a close look needs to be taken at what elements are preferred and which are not
wanted. Some developments will be more favourable than others, depending on current
policy priorities or preferences of the general public. In Figure 7.5 this is summarised.

 

Figure 7.5. Relevant policy implications

The implications the EU should focus on are possible implications which are:

• Probable to occur while they are unwanted or

• Improbable to occur while they are very much wanted.
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Elements or implications that are also important, but need no immediate action from EU
policy makers are: 

• Possible implications which are both probable and preferred.

These developments will occur anyway. Policy makers should only keep an eye on any-
thing that might prevent these wanted developments or effects from happening. 

Elements that need no attention at all are:

• Implications or actions which are not possible.

It is irrelevant to discuss these.

Combining Table 7.1 on page 238 and Figure 7.5 on page 239, especially two issues
need to be addressed. These are the management, control or optimisation of transport
movements and possibilities of ICT-applications. In the scenario’s with a global oriented
market, transport issues form the main source of concern for the environment. ICT-ap-
plications are an important issues in all three scenarios, since they can be both a threat
for eco-efficiency and a solution. 

Other remarkable observations concern the fruitful atmosphere for eco-efficient service
that is likely to occur in Small is beautiful, and the effects that high resource costs will
have on the development of eco-efficient services in both Small is beautiful and Europe
on the fast lane. 

Still it is difficult to draw specific conclusions from the very generic scenarios and policy
implications. Therefore, a closer look is taken at the electricity sector. In Table 7.2, a sum-
mary is presented of eco-efficient services which are possible and probably a success in
the energy sector. In order to gain a first impression whether these services would be
preferred or not, two scores are assigned. One for the possible gain in eco-efficiency and
one for the sensitivity to policy. Additionally, for services with a relatively high score on
both issues, some barriers have been identified, providing challenges for policy makers. 

Table 7.2. Overview of policy implications for the energy sector, based on the scenario 
exercise.

Typology of 
services

Possible gains 
in eco-

efficiency a

Sensitivity 
to policy

Potential barriers Implications

Advice and 
consultancy

1 1 Lack of skills

Too much focus on 
local context

Skill upgrade and 
accreditation system

Stimulate exchange of 
successful cases

Intermediation 2 2 Lack of intermediaries

Lack of standardisation 
in contracts

Further deregulation 
and open local market-
place

Contract standardisation

Privacy policy
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Overall policy implications for the energy sector, based on the scenario exercise include:

• Stimulation of education schemes in order to upgrade skills and encourage the dis-
semination of successful cases. 

• Further deregulation and open local marketplace, but also facilitation and stimulation 
of accreditation schemes, guarantees and insurance schemes and standardisation in 
general and of contracts in particular (with a standard and a variable part).

• Influence new developments by public procurement and by governments being a 
launching customer.

Product 
extension

0 2 Not a priority in terms of policy

Product result 1 1 Not a priority in terms of policy

Activity 
management

2 2 Uncertainties concern-
ing long term prices 
and gains

Need for customisation 

Need for additional 
skills

Lack of trust between 
suppliers and clients

Lack of enforcement of 
regulation concerning 
buildings

Current liability 
schemes

Improve structure of 
contracts (variable part)

Stimulate standardisa-
tion

Oblige the introduce 
and use of guarantees 
and insurance schemes

Stimulate education in 
order to upgrade skills 

Install / encourage 
accreditation systems

Influence new develop-
ments by public pro-
curement

a. On a scale from 0 to 2, 0 means no environmental gain or no sensitivity to policy, while 2 implies a 
relatively high environmental gain or sensitivity to policy.

Table 7.2. Overview of policy implications for the energy sector, based on the scenario 
exercise.
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8  Service innovation workbook

Peter James, UK CEED
8.1  Introduction
Achieving business success in today’s fast-moving markets, and ever-changing custom-
ers, requires innovation. Many organisations have absorbed this message – but nonethe-
less find difficulty in understanding what innovations they can make and how these will
be received in the market place.

This workbook can help many organisations to answer these questions by opening a
‘window to the future’. This window is the challenge of sustainable development, which
requires the development of eco-efficient services. 

An eco-efficient service is one which reduces the environmental impact of customer ac-
tivities per unit of output. This can be done directly (by replacing an alternative product-
service mix) or indirectly (by influencing customer activities to become more eco-effi-
cient). Services can be eco-efficient without any environmental intention in their devel-
opment. For example, the introduction of services which substitute electronic delivery of
documents for printing and physical delivery have not been influenced in any way by
environmental considerations, but can often provide major savings in paper and trans-
port.

Nonetheless, environmental considerations are becoming an increasingly important issue
in new service development (see appendix B for a brief discussion of the main kinds of
environmental impact). These considerations are transmitted to the business world by
mechanisms such as:
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• regulation (for example, disposal of certain wastes)

• taxation (for example, of fuel)

• the courts (for example, by high levels of damages against companies creating envi-
ronmental problems)

• pressure group campaigns (for example, to encourage use of sustainable produced 
wood).

Services are increasingly influenced by these mechanisms because:

• they account for such a large proportion of wealth creation – well over half GDP in 
most developed countries – that governments have to influence their activities if their 
environmental targets are to be achieved

• many of the markets they are being sold into are influenced by environmental factors 

• the economics of many services are influenced by environment-related factors such 
as energy prices or road congestion.

Explicit consideration of environmental issues during the development of new services
may therefore identify opportunities or threats which might influence their success in the
market place.    

In addition to these direct impacts of sustainable development, thinking about environ-
mental trends also provides insight into the mindset of future consumers. The pressures
for environmental improvement are ultimately created by their alter ego, citizens, and
reflect changing social attitudes towards, for example, material consumption and the re-
sponsibility of companies to their customers and society at large. Bringing sustainability
into innovation processes can therefore create insights into future customer values and
behaviour, and therefore the success and failure of service offerings.

The workbook focuses on one important area of innovation, that of developing services
which either replace, or are complementary to, products. This is of business importance
because, in the ‘new economy’, services typically carry higher margins, and have greater
sales potential, than products. It is also of environmental significance because services
can be more ‘dematerialised’ than products and/or can allow them to be used more ef-
ficiently, both of which produce benefits from reduced requirements for resources and
less pollution and waste. Indeed, much leading edge thinking about sustainability argues
that it can only be achieved by a substantial shift from energy and materially intensive
activities to ones which make greater use of human and artificial intelligence (as many
services do).        

The workbook is based on the outputs of a European Union project on the potential for
introducing more eco-efficient services, especially in B2B transactions. One of its central
conclusions is that service innovation is usually a complex institutional process requiring
close and on-going interaction between suppliers, customers and other business partners
and stakeholders. The following pages therefore describe methods of stimulating this in-
teraction through a structured service innovation process. 
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The aim of the process is to help companies to identify opportunities for service inno-
vation which can create both business and environmental benefit. It is intended to sup-
port a half or whole day ‘innovation workshop’ which brings people together from
different parts of the organisation – and also includes external players such as customers
– to identify possibilities for ‘win-win’ offerings. Its primary audience is the facilitator of
such a workshop, but participants and others will also find it of benefit.

The organisations which will derive the greatest benefit from the process are likely to be:

• Manufacturers wishing to develop new service offerings to complement or replace 
current manufactured products, and whose markets are being significantly influ-
enced by environmental considerations

• Service organisations seeking new business opportunities in markets which are being 
influenced by environmental pressures.

8.2   Understanding service innovation
Figure 8.1 on page 246 provides the model of eco-efficient service innovation which un-
derlies this workbook. Its aim is to identify the key variables which influence the eco-
efficiency of service customers so that these can be analysed during the innovation pro-
cess. The hope is that the explicit consideration of these variables will reveal opportuni-
ties which might otherwise be overlooked.    

In general terms, service suppliers can innovate along three axes:

• developing a new service concept

• developing a new client interface

• developing a new service delivery system.

These possibilities are of course influenced by the technological options which are avail-
able.

The service outputs provided by suppliers provide inputs to customers, which create ef-
fects within their operations and perhaps the activities of their own customers. These ef-
fects then create broader economic, environmental and social impacts. 

Each of these parameters is something which can potentially be leveraged in a new ser-
vice offering to produce both business and environmental benefits. Later sections discuss
them in more detail. 
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Figure 8.1. A model of eco-efficient service innovation
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8.3  The process
The aim of this workbook, and the workshop it supports, is to identify a small number
of possible eco-efficient services which could be commercially viable. Once identified,
the possible services will obviously need to be examined in greater depth to validate
whether they can indeed be profitable, but this is beyond the scope of this publication. 

To reach this end-point the following pages outline three stages:

• Stage 1 is identifying and assimilating relevant contextual information about environ-
mental pressures, market pressures etc.

• Stage 2 is brainstorming possible eco-efficient service offerings 

• Stage 3 is selecting the most promising options from the brainstorm and preparing 
them for more detailed investigation outside the workshop.

Appendix A provides a specimen agenda for conducting these stages in a half day. If
desired, this can be expanded into a whole day (either continuous, or two half days)
which would obviously be more thorough.

To be successful, the workshop must fulfil three criteria:

• the support – and, ideally, participation – of senior management as this essential for 
the implementation of any ideas generated from the workshop

• an awareness amongst participants that innovation is essential for future success so 
that discussion is focused on possible options, rather than the actual need for inno-
vation

• bringing together a cross-section of individuals from within the organisation and, 
preferably, outside it.

The latter is particularly important because research shows that it is the ability to have a
close dialogue with customers, and to have a holistic view of their needs and how they
can be met (for example, by a new service rather than a product) which is critical in
developing a profitable eco-efficient service. The workshop provides a way of forcing
ideas by bringing together people who would not normally understand, or interact with,
each other, within a brainstorming environment. 

Some key participants from within an organisation are likely to be those working in the
areas of:

• Business development

• Design

• Environmental management

• Marketing

• R&D.

External participants might include:

• Customers
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• Distributors

• Suppliers

• Other market experts.

The process will obviously work best if participants are briefed in advance. Appendix A
provides a pro forma briefing document which can be used if desired. 

The process is also best carried out using a facilitator, who is the primary target audience
to whom the manual is addressed. In-house staff with good facilitation skills are likely
to be the most effective but, if external facilitation is required, the authors and/or their
colleagues within the project are able to provide this. 

8.4  Stage 1 – The service context
The aim of this stage is to create a common awareness and understanding amongst par-
ticipants, and to provide some ‘flashes of inspiration’ which can be carried forward into
later stages. It is important to explain what those later stages are so that people can
record any ideas they have for subsequent consideration.

The central question of this stage is to identify current or future needs in existing or new
customers which might be met by an eco-efficient service innovation. The starting point
for this is to consider what participants know of customer’s current business and envi-
ronmental circumstances and plans. However, customers are no better at seeing the fu-
ture than anyone else so it’s also important to consider the business and environmental
drivers which will influence them in future, either synergistically or independently. As
Figure 8.1 on page 246 indicates, we suggest that these can be grouped under four head-
ings:

1. Market trends, including the competitive structure of the customer’s industries and 
the impact of new technologies and economic, political and social change 

2. Cost trends, especially with regard to resources and expenditures resulting from 
environmental regulation and the need to maintain a licence to operate

3. Regulatory trends, including the impact not only of traditional ‘command and con-
trol’ regulations but also the move towards new approaches such as economic instru-
ments, disclosure and voluntary agreements

4. Social expectations of what business should be doing with regard to environmental 
performance, which requires consideration of changing values and the impact of the 
media.

Obviously, considering these issues fully could take several days so it is important to
stress that the aim is a ‘quick and dirty’ analysis to generate key points to inform subse-
quent discussions, and to begin sparking discussion amongst participants. It should take
up less than a quarter of the time of the overall proceedings. The process can be made
more time-efficient by handling some of the areas through a brief presentation (e.g. on
regulatory trends by an environmental manager) or – perhaps more effectively – by di-
viding the group into small teams to work on different topics, followed by a report back. 
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The end point of this stage of the workshop is to provide a sense of the business oppor-
tunities which are being created through these changes. It may be useful to draw out 10-
15 key opportunities to inform the discussions during the next stage.

8.5  Stage 2 – Possible eco-efficient service offerings
The aim of this stage is to condense the broad insights generated by stage 1 into a spe-
cific list of possible options from which the most promising can be selected for more
detailed consideration during the final stage. It’s suggested that this is achieved by an-
swering three sequential questions: 

• What could you potentially offer as eco-efficient services?

• What eco-efficient services might customers pay for?

• What specific eco-efficient services could you actually offer?

Obviously participants need to be encouraged to write down any ideas for eco-efficient
services they may have as they work through the first two questions.

The following sections discuss each of the questions in more detail. Each section has a
checklist of ‘thought-provoking’ questions to be addressed by participants, and examples
of innovations which were identified during a major European research project. 

8.5.1 What could you potentially offer as eco-efficient services?
Figure 8.1 on page 246 indicates that there are three generic opportunities available, ei-
ther singly or in combination:

1. A new service concept

2. A new client interface

3. A new service delivery system.

The first and the third of these are especially relevant to eco-efficiency. 

There are four main service concepts which are supportive of eco-efficiency:

1. Offering services in association with specific products (product +)

2. Providing activity management (sometimes known as facility management) services 
which take responsibility for providing a particular activity on a customer’s behalf.

3. Providing paid-for advice and information to customers.

4. Providing intermediation services which link buyers and sellers of products. 

Eco-efficiency can also be achieved by providing an electronic service which substitutes

for a product or a physical activity.1

1.  Of course, these activities ar e not automatically eco-efficient – the actual outcomes need to be 
verified through some kind of environmental assessment.
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8.5.1.1 Activity management
This is a situation where a provider provides a complete solution to an on-going need
for a customer. This typically involves:

• Long-term contracts, based on performance of a specified need

• Legal responsibility for achieving the specified performance 

• Use of a wide range of products and materials (this is one factor distinguishing it 
from product utility services, which are still closely linked to a single product)

• A detailed understanding of the customer’s business and its needs (often achieved 
through stationing of the service provider’s staff on the customer’s premises)

• Involvement in the customer’s internal management processes. 

Examples of eco-efficient activity management services include:

• End-of-life disposal, with collection and treatment of a variety of wastes (to be eco-
efficient such services must of course do something other than dump these wastes – 
typically, by revalorising a large proportion of it). 

• Energy management, in which a contractor takes complete responsibility for all of a 
client’s energy requirements, typically accompanied by guarantees that costs will be 
lowered as a result

• Facilities management, in which a provider operates certain assets (which it may or 
may not own) which are integral to the customer’s business – for example, provision 
of all document reproduction needs

• Logistics management, with responsibility for movement of goods, stock levels and 
other activities.

8.5.1.2 Advice and information
Examples of this include:

• Customer activities – information about the operations, processes and other activities 
of the purchaser of the service

• Product and market information – for example, about availability of recycled materi-
als and parts

• System conditions – information about the contextual factors which influence the 
eco-efficiency of a customer’s activities, or those of downstream partners.

8.5.1.3 Intermediation
All economies are sub-optimal in the sense that there is always some unutilised capacity,
potentially reusable wastes etc. This may be because it is not available at the right time,
in the right place. However, another barrier to more optimal use has been lack of infor-
mation about opportunities, primarily because it has been difficult and expensive to col-
lect and collate. The Internet and other electronic media overcome this barrier by
allowing on-line markets and broking services which make it easier for suppliers to iden-
tify potential customers and vice versa. Some examples which promote eco-efficiency
are:

• Markets in surplus capacity, e.g. empty lorries which could carry freight
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• Markets in end-of-life goods and materials which could be revalorised. 

8.5.1.4 Product + 
One possibility here is to provide add-on services to a product which extends its utility
to customers. Many opportunities occur when products:

• Are difficult to handle

• Require regular maintenance and/or repair, such as industrial cleaning and office 
equipment 

• Require a supporting infrastructure – which can be supplied and maintained by the 
vendor - to work effectively, e.g. networks for computers

• Require high levels of technical expertise to work effectively.

Another class of product + services are those which guarantee specified performance cri-
teria. These are common in the areas of energy and water supply.

A third promising area is a move from selling products to hiring or leasing them. Products
which are particularly well suited for this kind of service include those with: 

• high durability, allowing them to be used by a sequence of customers

• low utilisation rates – car hiring schemes such as Stadtmobil work because many car 
owners, especially those in cities, only use them for a few days a week.

• rapid obsolescence – it can be expensive for customers to keep pace with this by 
replacement or upgrading so service providers who can provide and economical 
leasing service (because of tax advantages and/or an ability to reuse equipment in 
lower value markets) may provide cost savings.

8.5.1.5 Service substitution 
This means replacing a materials-intensive means of delivering utility to customers with
an information-intensive one. Examples include:

• Remote electronic monitoring of equipment or premises as a substitute for service 
visits

• Providing information on-line (for an access fee) rather than providing printed ver-
sions. 

The checklist uses this classification as the basis of some brief questions to stimulate
thinking amongst workshop participants. The companies named in brackets are relevant
examples from the case studies prepared for the European project (and summarised in
Appendix B).
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8.5.2  What eco-efficient services might customers pay for?
Research has found that there are a number of service-induced customer effects – which,
again, are not mutually exclusive – that contribute to eco-efficiency. They are:

• Behavioural change

• Capacity utilisation

• Dematerialisation/service substitution

• Impact management

• Life extension

• Product redesign

• Resource utilisation

• Revalorisation

• System optimisation.

8.5.2.1 Behavioural change
Human activities create environmental impact so changes in the way that people have
can have major environmental impacts. Numerous energy efficiency programmes, for ex-
ample, have shown that simple ‘good housekeeping’ measures such as switching heaters
and lights off when not in use can create considerable benefits. Similarly, the behaviour
of drivers – such as continuous acceleration and braking rather than maintaining a steady
speed – can have a considerable impact on fuel consumption (and road safety). Services
which encourage these gains include information and making new alternatives available. 

Table 8.1. Provider Checklist

Can you offer maintenance, repair or similar services? (Dell)

Can you develop web-based sales and use this as a platform for additional services? (Dell)

Can you lease your products, either alone or as an integrated package with other services 
such as maintenance? (Electrolux, Scania, Tvättman)

Can you provide an integrated package of services covering all aspects of a product’s use so 
that customers don’t have to worry about it? (Castrol)

Can you take complete responsibility for an activity currently undertaken by customers 
themselves? (Cramo, HEW, SEC)

Can you take responsibility for dealing with products at the end of their useful life? (Cramo)

Is there information which would add value for customers and, if so, could you provide 
either as a stand-alone service or to support other service offerings? (Galaxy)

Can you offer an on-line trading platform to make use of unused capacity or unwanted 
materials and parts? (Renet)

Can you enable customers to substitute electronic for physical processes? (BT, Lampi di 
Stampa, WAM!NET)

Can you develop electronic training services around your products, or other areas? (Learn-
ways, Virtual College)
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8.5.2.2 Capacity utilisation
Services can help to improve the utilisation of equipment in a variety of sectors – for
example, loadings of freight transport or of process machinery. This is usually of envi-
ronmental benefit because, at least in the short-term, it reduces the total amount of ca-
pacity needed to deliver given outputs and because much equipment operates most
efficiently at high rates of utilisation.

8.5.2.3 Dematerialisation
This primarily results from the actual adoption of a service substitution possibility.

8.5.2.4 Impact management
Services can positively influence the pattern and scale of customer’s environmental im-
pacts (rather than simply creating more efficient resource utilisation). Examples include
advice on environmental impacts, and provision of substitutes for in-house activities –
for example, chemical management services.

8.5.2.5 Life extension
Life extension avoids the energy and materials consumption, emissions and other im-
pacts which would have been created in producing the artifacts whose use has been
avoided. (However, it is important to note that the net environmental benefits of life ex-
tension can sometimes be minimal – or even negative – if it results in older, and relatively
eco-efficient, equipment being kept in operation and reduced use of modern, eco-effi-
cient, equipment). 

One means of life extension for components, materials or entire products is through re-
valorisation (see below). However, there are a number of other ways of extending the
useful life of equipment and other goods, including:

• Careful use, which avoids any activities which have a disproportionate effect on life 
expectancy

• Design, for example, easy upgradeability of core components which become quickly 
obsolete or have a short life expectancy 

• Preventative maintenance, which can avoid irreversible damage which would bring 
the useful life of artifacts to an end.

8.5.2.6 Product redesign
Much of the lifetime environmental impacts of products are influenced by their design.
Improved or new designs can therefore be an important method of achieving eco-effi-
ciency. In some cases, services can directly contribute to product redesign by customers
– for example, providers of LCA services. More common, however, is for EEPS to have
an indirect influence on customer’s suppliers, often by acting as intermediaries.
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8.5.2.7 Resource utilisation
One common focus of eco-efficient services is to improve the efficiency with which re-
source inputs – of energy, materials and water – are converted to useful outputs. Exam-
ples include advice, information and maintenance services.

8.5.2.8 Revalorisation
Revalorisation is a French term covering not only recycling but all actions to recover val-
ue from products and materials which are regarded as waste. It therefore includes activ-
ities such as reuse and remanufacturing. 

8.5.2.9  System optimisation
This involves co-ordination of an entire system so that overall inputs are more precisely
‘tailored to needs’, i.e. matched more precisely with outputs. Its end results are often im-
proved capacity and resource utilisation but these are achieved by modifying overall sys-
tem properties rather than particular components of it.

The checklist should help you to identify additional service possibilities. It is based on
the project’s research into the benefits which customers gain from eco-efficient services.

8.5.3 What possible eco-efficient services could you offer?
Answering the previous questions, as well as the discussions in stage 1, should have gen-
erated a number of possible options. The aim now is to pull these out and then to select
the most promising ideas for further development. The best way to do this is to use brain-
storming. The basic rule of this is that, to prevent any blocks to creativity, no judgement

Table 8.2. Checklist for customer effects

Could you provide a service which would:

Promote environmentally positive behavioural change amongst a customer’s staff or busi-
ness partners? (e.g. by providing them with useful information)

Allow customers to use their capacity more effectively? (e.g. by providing improved opera-
tional control or creating a market for unutilised capacity)

Substitute for a physical activity? (e.g. disseminating or transmitting information in electronic 
form)

Enable them to manage their environmental impacts more effectively? (e.g. by taking 
responsibility for part of their operations)

Extend the life of equipment or products? (e.g. by providing maintenance services or devel-
oping a market for pre-used goods)

Encourage them to redesign their products? (e.g. by providing a means of allowing products 
to be used more effectively)

Improve the utilisation of resources such as energy, materials and water? (e.g. by providing 
information about improvement opportunities or taking responsibility for a resource-inten-
sive activity)

Enable the reuse or recycling of products and wastes? (e.g. by taking responsibility for end-
of-life products)

Provide better optimisation of systems? (e.g. providing an integrated package of products 
and/or services to address a systemic problem).
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is applied as to whether an idea is good or bad. It is simply recorded for later consider-
ation. Each suggestion should, in very simple terms, satisfy the criteria of both positive
environmental benefit and apparent commercial attractiveness.

It is suggested that participants are given a few minutes to collect their thoughts and that
the brainstorming takes around 10-15 minutes.

8.6  Stage 3 – Promising eco-efficient service options
The aim now is to winnow the ideas generated by the brainstorming into a small number
of options which, in a first order analysis, appear to be attractive and can be examined
in greater detail. The suggested process is to divide the participants into small teams
which each focus on one or two options, depending on the time available. 

Before beginning the selection there may need to be some basic grouping of ideas to
remove duplication and perhaps reduce the number to a manageable size (probably un-
der 20).

There are many ways to reduce the options to the desired number. Our suggestion is to
have a vote by participants. Each participant has as many votes as the number of options
to be selected which they cast for the options they feel are the most attractive. It’s sug-
gested that the main criteria for voting is commercial feasibility. The voting process
should be very quick with the facilitator running through each option in turn and people
casting their votes at the appropriate time. 

The most popular options in terms of votes are those which are selected for more de-
tailed study by the teams. Again the idea is a broad brush analysis to flesh out the idea
and its business logic, and to identify the next steps which need to be taken. Some sug-
gested points to consider are:

• What is the service and who will provide it?

• Who are the target customers and how will they benefit?

• What will be the environmental benefit?

• What will be the business benefit? (revenues, margins etc.)

• What are the barriers and how might they be overcome?

• What are the key questions which need to be answered if it is to move forward?

• What other measures need to be taken to bring it to the marketplace?

If time has permitted each team to examine more than one option it may be worth having
a two stage process with an initial ‘enriching’ of the options through creativity tech-
niques. A new selection process between the enriched options could then be initiated,
with the idea being to end up with one option per team for more detailed examination. 
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8.7  Appendix

Appendix 8b  Supporting materials 

Draft workshop agenda

The aim is to bring together key players within a company (e.g. R&D, business development, 
marketing) and its partners (e.g. distributors, suppliers) to develop innovation ideas for further 
study.

09.30 Introduction and Objectives

- host and facilitator

09.40 Sustainability Business Impacts

- brief intro by facilitator

- short discussion in ‘buzz’ groups followed by collective brainstorming

- aim is to quickly generate key sustainability-related factors influencing customers

10.25 Service opportunities

-brief intro by facilitator 

-short discussion in ‘buzz’ groups followed by collective brainstorming

-aim is to quickly generate service innovation ideas for further analysis

11.00 Coffee

11.15 Idea selection

- participants vote on most interesting ideas (prepared by facilitator during break)

11.30 Idea analysis

- breakout groups discussing most popular ideas

12.30 Conclusions

- feedback from groups

- next steps for ideas

13.00 Lunch
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Appendix 8c  Guide to environmental impacts

8c.i  The challenge
All human activity affects the environment. These effects are a function of three factors:

• Population – i.e. the total number of people creating demands on the environment 

• The economic status of those people - generally speaking, the wealthier they are, the 
greater their environmental demands as their consumption increases

• The composition of economic activity (for example, steel mills create more direct 
effects than tele-working software developers).

The world’s population is already around 5.8 billion – and will almost certainly grow to
at least 8 billion and probably more by 2025. Hence, in the absence of any other changes,
demands on the environment will rise by a third to a half, even without further economic
development.

However most economists’ and politicians’ projections are based on the assumption that
living standards will continue to rise into the foreseeable future at their recent historic
rate, at least – about 3% per annum in real terms as a global average. Although the trend
is for economic development to become more eco-efficient – i.e. to create less environ-
mental impact per unit of national income – this still means a more than doubling of
doubling of economic wealth within the next quarter-century (assuming compound
growth).

The combined effects of population and economic growth are therefore likely to almost
triple human environmental effects over coming decades. Can the planet take this? Al-
most certainly not, since – even allowing for the tendency of pressure groups and others
to exaggerate environmental problems – most scientists agree that natural systems are
already being severely impacted by human activity (see below). Indeed, many govern-
ments and companies are coming to accept the view that at the least we need to stabilise
environmental impacts at around their current level. Given the effects of population and
economic growth, this means a ‘factor four’ – i.e. 300% - reduction in the environmental
impact of our basic economic activities. Others argue that even stabilisation at present
levels is inadequate since the current scale of impacts is not sustainable over the long-
term, and that at least a ‘factor 10’ degree of improvement is needed. 

Some environmentalists argue that increased standards of living cannot be reconciled
with stabilised environmental impacts. But many others believe that this can be achieved,
through sustainable development. Although difficult to define precisely, the essence of
sustainable development is to take a long-term perspective and ensure that current de-
cisions and activities do not worsen environmental impacts for future generations. This
will entail:

• Adoption of new, clean, technologies
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• Radical changes in economic and social practices, for example, with much more 
stringent taxation of activities which result in adverse environmental impacts, and 
perhaps placing greater cultural value on small rather than large objects or holidays 
near to home rather than in other continents [reword, to be more generic?]

• A reduction in social inequality, not only for its own sake but also that many envi-
ronmental problems – e.g. cutting down forests for firewood in Africa – are often 
associated with poverty.

Most national governments have now endorsed the principles of sustainable develop-
ment, as defined by the Agenda 21 document which resulted from the 1992 Rio Earth
Summit. The reasons for doing this are extremely pragmatic – that the world cannot con-
tinue depleting its ‘natural capital’ without adverse effects on humanity. 

 8c.i.i   What are the main environmental impacts?

The European Environment Agency has identified eleven main categories of environ-
mental impact:

• Climate change – caused by global warming as a result of increased atmospheric 
concentrations of carbon dioxide, methane and other ‘greenhouse gases’ (so-called 
because – like glass in a greenhouse - they let through incoming solar radiation but 
absorb much of the heat energy radiated back from the earth’s surface). The main 
single source of greenhouse gases is the burning of fossil fuels for energy, for use in 
transport, space heating in buildings, and industrial processes.

• Ozone depletion – ozone in the upper atmosphere shields the earth’s surface from 
much of the dangerous radiation from the sun. However, it reacts with – and is 
reduced by - substances such as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) which are used as pro-
pellants, coolants and solvents.

• Acidification – of surface waters and soils, caused by emissions of gases such as sul-
phur dioxide or oxides of nitrogen which are converted to acid (sulphuric and nitric 
respectively) in the atmosphere and reach the earth as precipitation. This kills much 
flora and fauna, especially in susceptible areas such as Scandinavia and north-eastern 
North America. 

• Other air pollution – a wide variety of emissions from both industrial processes and 
consumers’ behaviour can cause adverse effects to human health and ecosystems.

• Waste – which is generated in large quantities and must usually be disposed of by 
either landfill or incineration. Landfill space is often in short supply and carries asso-
ciated risks of contaminating soil and groundwater; incineration can create associ-
ated risks of air pollution. Where the wastes are of materials which are themselves 
hazardous, these problems are magnified.

• Urban environmental problems – particularly localised air pollution, noise and the 
need to dispose of sewage. 

• Water quality – many lakes, rivers and aquifers are polluted, often to a degree which 
makes them unusable for human consumption and can damage wildlife.

• Risk – associated with industrial and nuclear accidents, chemicals, genetic manipula-
tion and natural hazards which may be affected by human activity
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• Coastal zones and marine – which are affected by pollutants running off from land 
(for example, from the over-use of nitrates as an agricultural fertiliser), transported 
by air and directly created by marine activities. Over-fishing and other activities are 
also greatly reducing marine productivity and bio-diversity     

• Nature and bio-diversity – human activities have already made many species extinct 
and millions of others are threatened. This may ultimately create ecological collapse 
and will also deprive us of many potentially valuable – but as yet unknown – 
resources. 

• Soil quality – soil erosion and contamination is a major problem in almost all parts of 
the world and may ultimately have serious effects on food availability.

Whilst there is some local or regional improvement in some of these parameters – for
example, air quality and other aspects of the urban environment have much improved
since the 1960s in many developed nations – most are deteriorating, globally. As a result,
further government actions and market pressures are likely. 
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Appendix 8d  Examples of eco-efficient service innovation

8d.i  Product + 
AEM, the Milanese electric utility, provides a district cooling and heating service to a
number of facilities from a common CHP plant. This is cheaper than if each facility does
its own cooling and heating and reduces total resource consumption.

Agrevo and other agrochemical companies sell integrated pest management (IPM) in
which the provider guarantees against pest-related yield reductions and has freedom to
use the most effective methods (including biological control) to achieve this. This reduc-
es costs for farmers, and makes them predictable. The environmental benefit is reduced
use of pesticides because the most appropriate inputs can be used to deliver desire re-
sults. 

AMG, the Palermo gas utility, guarantees the provision of solar-derived heat from on-site
equipment which it installs and owns. This reduces energy costs and allows renewable
energy to be substituted for fossil fuels.

Castrol has developed a lubricants management service which takes over responsibility
for all lubricant applications within a plant. This typically involves stationing of Castrol
staff on the premises. Their expert knowledge means that lubricants can be used more
effectively, which usually saves money. They can also provide useful information on cus-
tomer activities (e.g. abnormal use of lubricants can indicate broader process problems).
The environmental benefits are more efficient use of the lubricants and greater re-use
(Castrol often installs filtration equipment to reduce contamination and prolong the use-
ful life of lubricants). 

Dell has become the world’s largest personal computer manufacturer by cutting costs
through a lean fulfillment chain. Computers are only built to customer order, which is
received directly – initially through telesales but increasingly via the company’s web site.
The company now uses its site to sell add-on services such as warranties and service
agreements. 

Diversey Lever, a Unilever subsidiary, has added to its cleaning products with a mainte-
nance and advisory service for industrial washing processes. This reduces costs and pro-
vides higher washing quality for customers whilst improving resource utilisation through
more precise application of detergents and soap. 

Electrolux Professional Appliances leases kitchen equipment to restaurants and caterers
for a monthly fee. This allows them to reduce their start-up costs and reduces any diffi-
culties from malfunctioning equipment, both because of quicker service and because it
is more reliable than the most common alternative, second-hand equipment. The envi-
ronment benefits because good maintenance and re-use usually extends the life of the
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equipment and improves energy efficiency, whilst Electrolux’s continuing ownership
means that it is properly disposed of at the end of its useful life. 

Hoek Loos, a Dutch supplier of industrial gases, is developing an industrial ecology ser-
vice to provide all process inputs on an industrial park. The concept also involves trying
to use one company’s waste streams as an input to others. The service reduces custom-
er’s input costs, outputs of wastes and resource consumption (from substituting wastes
for virgin inputs).      

M&D Shining Colours offers a car and truck washing service at customer’s premises, util-
ising a mobile cleaning station which traps waste water for later treatment at M&D’s pre-
mises. Customer’s benefit from the avoided costs and time of organising washing and
dealing with wastes from it. The environmental benefits are reduced and better treatment
of wastewater and reduced consumption of resources because M&D uses soap and water
more efficiently, and because customers no longer have to drive numerous vehicles to
washing centres. 

AEM, a Milanese electric utility, has developed a business supplying telecommunication
services, based on laying of optical fibres alongside its power cables. By making use of
its existing product infrastructure in this way, the utility’s subsidiaries can offer cheaper
connections than competitors. The environmental benefit is an avoidance of the resource
consumption and other impacts of building a completely new network. 

Nuon, a Dutch energy utility, provides a heating energy service for industrial customers.
This involves Nuon purchasing (on behalf of the customer, who retains ownership of the
equipment), installing and maintaining heating equipment and providing energy for
heating for a single monthly fee. This reduces costs and capital requirements for custom-
ers. The environmental benefits are reduced consumption of energy from installation of
up-to-date and therefore more energy efficient equipment, and its maintenance in good
condition.

Philips leases some expensive medical equipment to hospitals and maintains it. Custom-
ers benefit from easier financing and greater reliability in use. The environmental benefits
are a reduced requirement for new machines due to the product’ longer life (achieved
through high quality maintenance). 

Savarent provides a 2-3 year leasing service for high performance cars from the Fiat
group. This reduces capital requirements and also allows drivers to keep up to date with
the latest models. It’s potential environmental benefits are reduced resource consump-
tion and emissions in use – because cars are better maintained - and a reduced need for
new vehicles because they have a longer life.   

The Swedish truck manufacturer Scania offers a functional sales contract which involves
it supplying any or all of truck, repairs and maintenance, financing, insurance, driver,
tyres, fuel, ancillary equipment and replacements as necessary. This reduces capital re-
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quirements and creates predictable operating costs for customers. It helps the environ-
ment by extending the useful life of the trucks through regular maintenance and ensuring
proper tuning of their engines so that emissions are reduced. 

Solaris Rabobank is part of a consortium offering leased photovoltaic equipment. The
leases last for 5-10 years and the consortium installs and maintains the equipment and
guarantees a minimum level of performance (in terms of electricity output). Ownership
of the equipment passes to the customer at the end of the lease period. Customers ben-
efit from greater reliability than installing it themselves. The environmental benefit is sub-
stitution of renewable solar energy for fossil fuels.

Tvättman provides bedding, cleaning, workwear and other textile services in Scandina-
via. These involve delivery of clean textiles and collection of used ones for washing and,
if necessary, repair. Customers benefit from freed-up staff time and, in many cases, re-
duced overall costs. The environment benefits from possible extension of the life of the
textiles through more optimal washing conditions and on-going repair and also ensures
optimal revalorisation at the end of their lives.

Wilkahn offers a maintenance, refurbishment and end-of-life disposal service for its
swivel office chairs. This allows customers to extend the useful life of their chairs – and
Wilkahn to reuse some components in new products – so that there is less need for new
products, with consequent resource savings.

8d.ii  Activity Management
The Swedish plant hire company Cramo provides a complete machinery management
service for local governments and companies. This includes providing maintenance, re-
placement equipment as and when breakdowns occur, handling purchases and selling
or disposing of end-of-life equipment. The main selling cost is the lower lifetime cost
and greater convenience of the service compared to self-management, but good envi-
ronmental performance is also important. Cramo believes that it achieves this through its
buying power with manufacturers, and its knowledge of how to optimise equipment per-
formance in use. 

The German energy contracting organisations HEW and SEC, like their counterparts in
other countries, take responsibility for managing all of their client’s energy needs. This
allows the customers to avoid capital outlays and gain from improved resource utilisation
(from installation of more efficient plant) and more precise matching of plant with de-
mand). The environmental benefits are reduced energy requirements – and the emissions
associated with its production and use – for delivery of a given quantity of electricity or
heat.

Johnson Controls offers a building facilities management service, based on its own soft-
ware and control devices. This reduces costs for customers by identifying and reducing
energy and water wastage.
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Stella offers a service to recover wooden telephone poles at the end of their life. Poles
which are still usable are treated and sold for re-use whilst others are processed for other
uses such as road barriers. This provides reduced costs for its customers and reduces the
consumption of new wood.

TNT’s Italian subsidiary TPL runs a logistics service for Fiat to collect from suppliers and
deliver to auto plants. This reduces costs – because TPL’s trucks can pick-up from mul-
tiple locations - and creates greater reliability than the previous system of suppliers de-
livering themselves. The environmental benefits are the need for fewer vehicles and
reduced distances travelled, with consequent reductions in fuel consumption and emis-
sions. 

 8d.ii.i   Advice and information

Edison, an Italian electricity and gas utility, conducts energy audits for customers and
provides advice on optimum use of energy in their facilities. This saves money by im-
proving their energy efficiency and also reduces resource consumption.

Galaxy provides an information service to farmers which integrates GPS and yield data
to allow optimal application of fertiliser within a field. This can either be applied by the
farmer’s own equipment, or by Galaxy’s contract fertiliser application service. The ser-
vice reduces farmer’s expenditure on fertilisers and aids the environment through less
usage of resources and reduced run off of fertiliser-derived pollutants. 

 8d.ii.ii   Intermediation

Renet offers a range of services to enable re-use of old cars and components. These in-
clude an information service (on availability and location of used cars and components)
and selling of recovered parts. The organisation is putting more of its activities on-line.
The service provides income and reduced disposal costs for car recyclers and reduced
costs for components for purchasers. The environmental benefits are reduced require-
ments for new components and a reduction in material for disposal as waste. The eco-
nomic benefits are income and reduced disposal costs for the car recyclers who use
Renet’s service and reduced costs for components for purchasers.

Transtil is a consortium of road haulage firms in Tilburg. It offers a software-based freight
capacity exchange service to its members. This enables hauliers to gain higher loadings
for their vehicles by combining loads and to better match overall supply with demand,
thereby reducing costs. The main environmental benefit is reduced energy consumption
and emissions as fewer vehicle movements are being made and, in the long run, a need
for less vehicles. 
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8d.iii  Substitution
Lampi di Stampa, a collaboration of three leading Italian publishers, provides ‘on de-
mand’ printing of books. Conventional litho printing requires a substantial print run to
be economic. The result is often high levels of wastage of unsold books, and many books
going ‘out of print’ within a short period, even though there may still be some demand
for copies. Lampi di Stampa prints individual copies on a digital printer on receipt of an
order from a bookstore or its web site. The customer benefits from access to a wider
range of titles whilst publishers can avoid the need for expensive stockpiling, and the
risks of wastage. In future, it might also be possible for customers to buy, download and
read texts on ‘electronic books’ and therefore achieve complete substitution. 

Learnways (established by a consortium of leading Swedish companies) and Virtual Col-
lege, a UK start-up, provide computer- and Internet-based training courses which allow
people to study remotely. The market for such training is estimated to grow substantially
in the future. The main reasons for this are the reduced costs and greater convenience
of the method compared to attendance at training courses. The environmental benefits
are the avoidance of physical transport to training locations and/or less use of paper-
based material.

Wam!Net provides a managed electronic data transfer service to the media and print in-
dustries. This allows electronic transfer of documents and files rather than physical trans-
fer by courier or mail, which is much more expensive. The company is now introducing
new value-added services such as archiving digital assets (for example, master compa-
nies of product images to ensure that the latest version is always used in promotional
material) and checking for errors during transmission. The service reduces energy usage
and emissions from transport.      
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Supplement A: Energy 
contracting in Germany

Bernd Hirschl (IÖW)
A.1  Introduction
The concept of energy contracting comprises different forms of energy services with
main emphasis being energy supply by use of energy saving procedures and efficient
technologies. With this focus given energy contracting can generally be described as an
eco-efficient service, since the realisation of energy saving potentials also implies the sav-
ing of resources by using less primary energy sources and a decrease in emissions. 

As the term contracting suggests, the main focus is on a contractual relation between an
energy provider (contractor) and its customer (energy consumer). VDEW, the German
Electricity Association, defines this service in the following way: “the term 'contracting'
is usually used for projects, in which the goal of exploiting economically viable potentials
of rational energy consumption is pursued by forming individual contractual relations.
Therefore contracting must be understood as a solution which is tailored on the specific
energy needs of the customer” (VDEW 1997, p. 7).

In the course of this case study, both the German energy contracting sector in general,
and specific cases of providers conducting contracting projects (Stadtwerke Karlsruhe)
or being specialised in this field (SEC, HEW-Contract), will be analysed. Developments
in related areas will be examined by briefly looking at LCP/IRP/DSM (Optimisation of
inputs and outputs through Least Cost Planning/Integrated Resource Planning/Demand
Side Management) and Powerlines (Dematerialisation). Developments in the field of en-
ergy contracting give further indications for developments in the whole area of “Activity
Management” and partly for the area “Activity Support” as well.
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A.2  The Business context

A.2.1 Basic Characteristics of the Innovation Context

A.2.1.1 Description of the Service “Energy-Contracting”
According to the above definition, energy contracting stands for a contractual relation
between an energy service company and a client which is mainly aimed at the reduction
of the client's energy costs. Despite the main goal being set a single method or technical
solution for achieving this goal is not predetermined. It can occur, however, that the cli-
ent wishes specific technical solutions in the context of contracting arrangements. Or the
service company may prefer to offer solutions which are within its existing portfolio of
products. The latter case for example refers to the fact that some companies already have
existing technical solutions or as in the case of large energy utilities already possess the
necessary infrastructure such as long-distance heating networks, which largely influences
the kind of technical solution chosen for the particular purpose. When examining energy
contracting it becomes obvious that it does not consist of a predetermined technical so-
lution but rather of a service innovation, where comprehensive solutions and new rela-
tions between the different businesses concerned play an important role and the best
technical solution for the particular purpose is pursued by applying the most efficient
technologies available on the market.

The object of a contracting service can entail the whole range of energy consumption
possibilities (heat, coldness, light, steam, compressed air, ventilation, motive power), that
are no longer seen as isolated but are optimised as a whole (SEC 1999a, Spirig/Braun-
schweig 1996). Different contractual models can have various degrees of complexity of
the services offered. Different components can be consulting, planning, finance and the
technical performance of the measures. Beyond, the operation, servicing and mainte-
nance often play an important role. The degree of co-operation can range from just using
single components to complete outsourcing, i.e. the external management of the whole
area of energy supply. (In this sense the focal point of energy contracting overlaps the
“main area” “Activity Management” but also partly touches aspects of “Activity Support”.)

The design of an energy contracting project often depends on various circumstances:
First it is important which way of contracting a client prefers and who the client is (in-
dustrial sector, public sector, house building sector etc.). Moreover the business context,
the competence and the motivation of the contractor with regard to energy services is
relevant. It is assumed, that there are different tendencies of development and therefore
different innovation profiles depending on the degree of integration and emphasis of
contracting within the corporate strategy of a company. This is why two types of com-
panies with a different approach to energy contracting, have been examined in this case
study:
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• On the one hand there are many energy utilities such as those on a municipal level, 
which are involved in contracting projects of varying scope and commitment addi-
tionally to their usual activities. In this context the activities of local German energy 
suppliers have been examined by using the example of Stadtwerke Karlsruhe, a 
company that has already carried out several energy contracting projects.

• On the other hand there are energy service companies, that are specialised in con-
ducting primarily contracting activities. In this field two of Germany's currently lead-
ing contracting companies were examined. 

A.2.1.2 Basic Terms (Contracting-Models)
With regard to the kind of energy contracting preferred, various models have been de-
veloped on the market over time. Two basic core models will be described in the fol-
lowing (Odin 2000, Graf 1999, Spirig/Braunschweig 1996).

Performance-Contracting. Within this realm the contractor takes measures intended
to reduce the energy need and to enhance the efficiency of the customer's plants. It
therefore consists of modernisation and optimisation methods, which are limited in
scope when compared to plant-contracting. The measures are usually planned, financed
and conducted by the contractor. The refinancing normally results from the guaranteed
saving of energy costs. Performance-Contracting can be applied to fields such as lighting
(Viebahn 1996), plant and system controls or pumps.

Plant- / Operation-Contracting. In the sphere of plant-contracting the redevelopment
or even the new construction of an energy supply plant is prominent. The contractor
plans, finances and constructs the technical plant designed for this purpose, and operates
and services it when needed. In the simplest case it can be refinanced by an agreed basis
price, which takes capital input as well as variable costs into account; the basis price
however can also be complemented by a kilo watt hour price taking explicitly the vari-
able costs of the energy supplied into account. In this case, the agreed price over the
course of the contractual arrangement is generally below or equal to the energy costs the
customer had to pay before the measures were taken. With regard to so-called Opera-
tion-Contracting the plant becomes the property of the customer when the contractual
relationship ends, so that he can completely internalise the energy cost savings.

Depending on the scale and complexity of the project concerned the two outlined basic
models of performance and plant contracting can differ individually in terms of many
influencing factors such as the scope of the contracting service, the question of owner-
ship or the kind of refinancing (Leutgöb et al. 1997). Moreover, one can increasingly find
hybrid forms in practice, whose design largely depends on the degree of the client's in-
fluence. Every contracting measure already constitutes a form of outsourcing of a specific
activity to an external player i.e. the energy service company or the contractor. In ex-
treme cases there can be a complete outsourcing of an area from the client to the con-
tractor, who then takes care of all the related tasks, infrastructure and personnel.
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A.2.1.3 Market Situation of the Sector Energy-Contracting
A recent market survey discovered that currently about 480 energy contractors are oper-
ating in Germany. More than 50.000 contracts have been agreed and roughly 39,000
plants are being operated, in which about 13 billion DM have been invested (E&M 2000).

Currently more than 100,000 objects are supplied with energy via individually arranged
contracting services. According to the above definitions, plant contracting plays the larg-
est role with a majority of 56% of all currently existing contracts. Different versions of
operation contracting follow with a share of 34%. Performance contracting contributes
by only 10%. Generally the duration of contracts in all cases exceeds 8 years with the
longest periods being in the field of plant contracting with tendencies of up to 15 years
of contract terms. 

The focal point of demand for energy contracts is certainly arising from the heating sec-
tor. 94% of the contracts are related to the supply of heating, which equals an installed
performance of 17.000 MW. Only about 5% of the contracts are related to the joint sale
of heating and electricity via cogeneration (CHP). With 12,500 MW warmth and 5,000
MW electricity the CHP-installed performance even exceeds the installed performance of
pure warmth supply, which underlines the impact of cogeneration and block-unit heat-
ing power in the contracting market. The preponderance of pure heating-contracting can
be explained since suppliers sometimes make several contracts on the basis of one plant
which supplies different customers in this sector. There is a large gap between heating
and electricity on the one hand and coldness on the other end, which merely contributes
by 1% to all contracts with a currently installed overall performance of roughly 250 MW.

Today, the group of contractors is dominated by increasingly specialised energy service
companies, whose share of the whole of providers in the field of contracting now ac-
counts for 31%. This dominance is even larger if one considers the share of energy ser-
vice companies in terms of the whole installed performance which accounts for 49% as
table 1 shows.

With a share of 19% in terms of number of suppliers, the municipal utilities are the sec-
ond largest group followed by the electricity and gas utilities (EVU/GVU) which cover a
share of 17%. The group of installers of heating systems is a striking deviation, which
despite its share of 14% of all providers only contributes by 1% to the installed total per-
formance. 

There are only few larger firms among the specialised energy service companies which
operate on a interregional or international level (E&M 1999). Depending on the specific
customer profile the specialisation on contracting is becoming further differentiated with-
in many energy service companies. The areas where contracting is used can be categor-
ised into public buildings, private housing and industry. Some companies are specialised
in particular sectors such as office and administration buildings, hospitals, educational
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and cultural institutions, sports and leisure facilities, gastronomy, shopping centers and
different branches of industry.

A.2.1.4 Turnover
There are different estimates with respect to the current volume of sales in the energy
contracting sector; it is possible, however, to derive an approximate magnitude. Accord-
ing to the survey mentioned above, the entire turnover in the energy contracting sector
until 1999 accounts for 13 billion DM. Some of the leading companies estimate the cur-
rent turnover as 5-7 billion DM per year with the main area being heating with an annual
turnover of 4-5 billion DM. 

Actual data of a market segment is provided by VfW which is an association in the field
of warmth contracting. In 1999 its members accumulated a turnover of 800 million DM
stemming from contracting services. By comparing the average turnover from contracting
with the average total turnover of its members, it becomes clear, that contracting is re-
sponsible for roughly one sixth of the total turnover. This contribution has been contin-
ually increasing in recent years. One can conclude that there are only few businesses at
the moment whose turnover is mainly due to contracting services. Their importance,
however, is increasing.

A.2.1.5 Market Potential
Many experts predict a substantial increase in market volume for energy contracting in
Germany. When estimating the future volume it is assumed that the current turnover will
only be a small fracture of the future potential. Many of the experts asked assume that
only about 5% of the whole market have been developed at this moment (see Braunmühl
1997, Paulus 1999). This magnitude was affirmed rather exactly by a study of Technomar
which assumes 1.250.000 of potential objects where contracting would be possible; but
when compared to the actual figures, the degree of application of contracting services
currently only lies at 6.9% (E&M 2000).

When looking at similar developments abroad, an increasing demand and importance of
energy services is confirmed, as the results of studies about the process of liberalisation
in the U.S. and the U.K. show. According to them, a typical feature of the development

TableA.1. Shares of different types of contractors with regard to the installed overall 
performance

Contractors
Market Share in terms of installed 
overall performance

Energy service companies 49%

Municipal utilities 12%

Electricity and gas utilities (EVU/GVU) 18%

Planning agencies 9%

Energy agencies 9%

Plant construction companies 2%

Assemblers of heating systems 1%
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of liberalised markets is the initial importance of prices. As soon as the prices have settled
on a lower level, however, service quality significantly gains in importance (Eckart 1999).
A similar development is also expected for Germany. 

As a study about the profitability of contracting measures in markets faced by liberalisa-
tion and falling energy prices showed, contracting can also be competitive in periods of
extremely low prices. An examination of 213 performance-contracting measures in 62
businesses and institutions demonstrated that the largest part of the measures (66%) can
still be amortised within 3 years even in the face of a decrease in energy prices by 30%
(C&W 1999).

Further potential for contracting can result from changes of the legislative framework or
initiatives by the government. An example may be the revision of the law on heating-
plants (“Heizungsanlagen-Verordnung”) which demands the renovation or the replace-
ment of old and inefficient plants. This initiative originated from a count in 1997 which
showed that roughly 350,000 of boilers had been in use for more than 20 years, many of
which were over-dimensioned or had become obsolete. Such need for investment im-
posed by governmental initiatives offers a favourable frame for demand of contracting
services (Bertelmann 1998).

A.2.1.6 Contracting-Associations and Initiatives
The outlined complexity of contracting and its heterogeneity with regard to the variety
of businesses as well as possible fields of application is also mirrored in the lack of com-
prehensive institutions so far. Currently existing interest groups in Germany show spe-
cific traits with different subject-related emphasis. One important player is VfW, an
association of warmth suppliers, which has been concerned with the proliferation of this
concept since the past 10 years with main emphasis being on the private housing and
the public building sector. Currently this association has 250 members which made about
9,000 contracts worth roughly 800 million DM (turnover) and with an overall perfor-
mance of 5,300 MW. Apart from the VfW there are relevant committees within the VIK,
an association of industrial energy and power suppliers, or the VBI, an association of
consulting engineers. There are other institutions contributing to the information and dif-

fusion of the concept by publishing contracting-related reports1 and by organising spe-

cial events2 on contracting.

1. E.g. a case study collection published by the German Electricity Association (VDEW 1997) or 
the contracting guide for public real-estates (“Contracting-Leitfaden für öffentliche Liegen-
schaften”) published by the Ministry for the Environment of the Federal State of Hesse (Hessis-
ches Umweltministerium 1998).

2. There have been conferences for instance, organised by Euroforum (“Contracting and Cogener-
ation” on Nov.31 and Dec. 1. 1999 in Düsseldorf) and by the energy agency of Lower Saxony 
(Niedersächsische Energieagentur) (“1st North-German Contracting-Congress. operational mod-
els - legislative fundament - possibilities of finance“on Oct. 11./12. 1999 in Hannover).
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A.2.1.7 Governmental Impact
The development of energy contracting is narrowly connected to the energy-political
framework, which changed radically in Europe and Germany in recent years. Hence, the
impact of governmental legislation on the sectors warmth and electricity as well as on
the general conditions of competition in the energy sector lies at the core of the devel-
opment. It is necessary first to describe the impact of influential factors such as the lib-
eralisation of the electricity market but also of single legislative initiatives, such as the
eco-taxation legislation („Ökosteuergesetz“).

Liberalisation of the electricity market. Until April 1998 the German energy market
had been in the hands of monopolists, whose supply areas were protected and demar-
cated by agreement (“Gebietsschutz”). Compared to electricity prices in other European
countries, prices in the German monopolistic market were in the upper third of the scale.
High profits due to monopoly power made it possible for energy utilities to invest in mar-
ket entries in trans-sectional areas such as waste management or telecommunications
(Schubert 1999).

The end of the electricity monopoly was announced when the single European internal
market was created. It became a legislative obligation after the EU directive of 1997 and
was finally enacted as national law on April 29, 1998 („Gesetz zur Neuregelung des En-
ergiewirtschaftsrechts“). In contrast to mere partial liberalisation in other European coun-
tries, the German electricity market is completely liberalised since then. However,
practical problems of putting the law into action refer for example to the use of power
transmission lines belonging to the formerly monopolistic suppliers. A principle obliga-
tion to let electricity pass through was laid down; how to determine prices, however, was
left open. Rules for using the existing networks were agreed in a so-called association
agreement by the businesses concerned in December 1999. Both in Germany and on a
European level the regulations are still being discussed partly due to the fact that disad-
vantages for municipal and small suppliers in the field of contracting may be closely con-
nected with this agreement. This is often justified due to the fact that only industrial
players and large electric utilities were involved in the negotiations. Because the “agree-
ment is primarily based on the economic interests of those involved in the talks” a “sus-
picion that third parties might be disadvantaged” came to surface (Schubert 1999, p. 62.).
Disadvantages may result primarily from the determination of the charge for using exist-
ing grids for transmission. Moreover there may also be complications or refusals to let
electricity pass through the power lines. In this context, several legal cases of new energy
service companies against the owners of the grids are currently dealt with by the courts.
At this moment it is impossible to foresee in how far these discussions and legal quarrels
will lead to modifications of the agreement. One will certainly have to wait for more
practical experiences.

Fiscal instruments, Subsidiaries, funds for promotion. Apart from the liberalisation
of the electricity market which created possibilities for market entries there are other leg-
islative frameworks which influence the development of contracting and other new en-
ergy services on the market. One instrument is the so-called ‘eco-tax’ (“Ökosteuer”)
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whose main intention is to make the use of energy more expensive and therefore to pro-
mote rational and efficient technologies of energy use. On the one hand incentives for
a more efficient energy use have been created by raising the mineral-oil tax („Mineralöl-

steuererhöhung“3) and by introducing an electricity tax4 („Stromsteuer“); on the other
hand efficiency improvements are aimed at specific tax concessions for several efficient
technologies (e.g. CHP). Moreover, tax exemption for contracting models in which plant
capacity does not exceed 2MW falls under this category. 

As far as combustion power plants run by biomass are concerned the recently passed
legislation on renewable energies (“Erneuerbare Energien Gesetz“ EEG) has had a pro-
found impact as it promises guaranteed minimum amounts and prices for energy fed in
from such plants.

Since liberalisation of the electricity market there has been a significant decrease in en-
ergy prices in Germany especially as far as industrial customers are concerned. Depend-
ing on the size of the customer different developments could be observed. In the sector
of medium-sized industries, for instance, prices for electricity were ranging between 0.12
and 0.17 DM for each kWh businesses prior to liberalisation. After deregulation the Ger-
man energy market has gone through a significant fall in prices to a level significantly
lower than 0.10 DM, in some cases even below 0.05 DM per kWh. This development can
be explained by a lowering of prices which were originally set at a too high level by
large energy utilities, who had sufficient financial means to offer their products at mar-
ginal costs. Beyond that, increasing imports of cheaper electricity have had an impact on
this development. The currently low price level constitutes a difficult economic environ-
ment for potential investment in contracting. It also creates doubts of customers with re-
gard to long-term contractual relationships.

Especially CHP-plants, which play an essential role in contracting services due to their
high degree of efficiency, are threatened not only by stagnation but also by the disman-
tling of plants that have already been installed but that have not been refinanced yet. In
the past year alone about 9% of all German cogeneration-plants were shut down com-

3. Under the law “on the entrance into the ecological tax reform“(„Gesetz zum Einstieg in die 
Ökologische Steuerreform“) the mineral-oil tax (“Mineralölsteuer”) was raised by 0.06 DM for 
every litre of fuel, by 0.04 DM for every litre of fuel oil and by 0.0032 DM for every KWh of gas. 
A successive law („Gesetz zur Fortführung der Ökologischen Steuerreform“) will lead to a fur-
ther increase of 0.006 DM for January 1, 2001 and to an additional taxation of 0.03 DM on fuels 
with a too high sulphur content for January 1, 2003. A single increase in 0.005 DM will be lev-
ied on heavy fuel oil. If CHP plants are used by more than 70% per month the mineral-oil tax 
will be exempted. (BMU 19xx) 

4. Under the law „on the entrance into an ecological tax reform“ an electricity tax of 0.02 DM per 
KWh was introduced. Furthermore under its successive law  („Gesetz zur Fortführung der 
Ökologischen Steuerreform“) there will be another increase by 0.005 DM per KWh on January 
1, 2001 and January 1, 2003. Block-unit heating power stations run by engines or gas-turbines 
up to 2 MW used for own consumption of energy producers will be exempted from the tax. 
“The tax exemption of contracting models will be adjusted correspondingly”. (Federal Ministry 
for the Environment: the ecological tax reform: the entrance and its consequences)
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pletely and about 6% partly (Singer 2000). A monthly reduction by 150 to 200 MW, some-
times even by 300 MW, is currently expected (SEC 1999b, C&W 2000). 

As both, the federal government and the EU, view the proliferation of cogeneration
plants as a necessary means to achieve the carbon dioxide reduction goal, a law on the
support of cogeneration which is aimed at a steady increase of CHP as part of the whole
energy production should be introduced at the latest by 2001. In order to realise this aim
as effectively as possible and without distorting the market, a so called quota-solution is
being discussed at the moment. This means that every supplier would be obliged to stick
to a minimum-quota of CHP as part of its energy production; they will not be forced to
implement this by themselves but are allowed to trade quotas in the form of certificates.
In order to stop the decrease of energy production via CHP in Germany, a provisional
law on cogeneration (“KWK-Vorschaltgesetz“) was introduced which primarily supports

the cogeneration plants of municipal utilities.5

An explicit promotion of the cogeneration technology could unleash positive impacts on
energy contracting. The same applies to the imminent liberalisation of the German gas
market, which is to come into effect in August 2000 according to the EU directive. If there
are similar decreases in prices there will be positive effects on modern efficient gas-run
technologies often applied within contracting arrangements. 

Concluding it can be said that the creation and the promotion of competition in the en-
ergy market constituted the essential condition for the development of energy services
and, hence, also for energy contracting. However, there are disadvantages for some parts
of the energy contracting market due to the immense fall in prices and the competition
with the large energy utilities. In contrast, the political framework seems to be favourable
of a positive development of contracting. By explicitly mentioning contracting in existing
regulation, more transparency and acceptance could be achieved. Governmental initia-
tives could also play an important role in the promotion of contracting by encouraging
the public sector to take use of contracting models. 

A.2.2 Related Area: LCP / IRP / DSM (Optimisation of Inputs and Outputs)
The underlying principle of the Least-Cost-Planning is supplying energy at minimum
cost. The concept was extended towards the idea of Integrated Resource Planning (IRP)
which puts its main emphasis on the optimisation of the use of scarce resources. Within
the realm of LCP/IRP the provision of energy services and, therefore, the question of how
energy for a particular purpose (e.g. the heating of a room) can be saved or produced
at minimum costs is a key issue. Hence, the original supply-side focus on pure energy
provision is complemented by a demand-side dimension. This development is generally
described as Demand-Side Management (DSM) (see Hasse 1997). 

5. Under this law, however, only CHP-plants run by energy utilities used for the public supply are 
supported. Furthermore the portion of cogeneration of the installed total performance must be 
at least 25% and 10% of the total electricity production. The owners of the networks are obliged 
to purchase the electricity at a price of at least 0.09 DM/KWh. The use of other grids for trans-
mission will cost 0.03 DM/KWh. The amounts will be reduced by 0.005 DM annually until 2004.
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LCP was developed in the US in the late 1970s and had an important impact as a tool of
regulation for the state in order to take influence on the energy markets which showed
monopolistic traits. LCP as a regulative tool intends to shift the incentives and economic
frame for energy utilities in a sense that additional societal aims such as a reduction of
energy use and emissions can be achieved (Energieverwertungsagentur et al. 1996). Such
initiatives existed in several German Länder since the early 1990s. For example, LCP-sup-
porting incentive mechanisms were introduced in the context of price supervision. Due
to these incentives some energy utilities started LCP and DSM programmes, of which ad-
ditional costs could now be partly passed on to customers. 

Faced by the dynamic developments in the German energy market after liberalisation,
however, the impact of LCP on legislation and businesses as well its prominence in the
debate about energy concepts has decreased again. Energy services are now taking place
in an open market with governmental incentives for an efficient use of energy only hav-
ing an indirect and no explicit relation to the concept of Least-Cost Planning. At the mo-
ment it is hard to predict whether regulative LCP programmes will be further extended,
as it is the case in other European countries despite liberalisation (for instance, there are
taxes on all revenues of energy utilities which should be made available for energy sav-
ing programmes in Denmark and the UK). Contracting which has developed positively
despite liberalisation, is an important instrument of LCP and is congruent with its under-
lying principles. It is currently an open question, however, whether the market forces
unleashed by liberalisation which led to a short-term decrease in energy prices and to
an increase in the number of energy services, will bring the necessary efficiency and ef-
fectiveness to achieve the climate reduction goal. 

A.2.3 Related Area: Powerline Communications (Dematerialisation)
In contrast to applying conventional telephone grids for the transfer of data, Powerline
Communications (PLC) can be understood as a technology which makes the transfer of
data through electricity networks possible. By using existing power lines, expensive in-
vestment in new wires becomes redundant. There are various fields of application arising
from this new approach:

• Telecommunication Services:

- fast Internet access (significantly faster than via ISDN)

- telephone services

• Setting up of office networks without the need for installing new wires

• Home networking, networking and remote control of electronic appliances in the 
household (further details at siemens.de/plc/)

• Security and Supervision (e.g. alarm systems, supervision and control of industrial 
systems/pumps/plants etc.)

A.2.3.1 New business opportunities for energy utilities
In the past energy utilities were lacking the necessary infrastructure to play a significant
role in the telecommunication market. Moreover, the direct access to the customer over
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the local network is still controlled by Deutsche Telekom. By using low-voltage cables
(230V) to which almost every household in the industrialised world has access, for the
transfer of data energy utilities have new profitable possibilities of gapping the so-called
“last-mile” to the customer. By doing so, energy utilities will be able to develop a multi-
utility corporate strategy and to improve their customer link by extending the range of
services offered.

A.2.3.2 Pioneers in Germany
With respect to development and testing of PLC in Germany especially RWE, EnBW,
PreussenElektra and MVV which have all adopted a multi-utility strategy, can be regard-
ed as leaders. Particularly RWE and EnBW made large efforts in recent years to make
their PLC products fit for market entry (SZ 2000a, 2000b). For this reason several studies
have been conducted and strategic partnerships with corporations working on the tech-
nological development of PLC were agreed. Whereas RWE is co-operating with the Swiss
Ascom and the Korean Keyin Telecom, EnBW is co-operating with Nortel Dasa, NorWeb
Communications and Siemens. Besides Siemens other German technological companies
engaged in the technological development of PLC are PolyTrax from Munich and One-
line AG.

A.2.3.3 Current developments and obstacles
Both leading competitors, RWE and EnBW expect a market introduction of first commer-
cial PLC products for 2001. In the past few years several field studies were carried out.
One study in 1998 by Tesion, an affiliated telecom company of EnBW, including 200 par-
ticipants. At the moment larger field studies are planned: by the beginning of 2001 EnBW
expects to have 10.000 households as participants.

Several obstacles, however, will still have to be overcome until “Internet from the wall
socket” will become a reality and be suitable for mass proliferation. Among others they
refer to the following areas:

• Standardisation, Norms, Regulations

Especially in the field of Standardisation and Regulation unsolved issues still hinder a 
quick diffusion of the technology. In the past only the bandwidth of 150 kHz was 
allowed to be used across Europe. Uniform international standards do not exist but 
are currently pursued by IPCF (International Powerline Communications Forum), an 
industrial interest group. In Germany it is the task of the regulation authority for tele-
communication and post to deal with these matters. Therefore directives of this 
authority will largely determine the dynamic in this field.

• Technical problems such as disturbances of telephone calls 

As electricity networks had been originally planned according to specific technical 
requirements, namely the transmission of power, there are still technical problems 
arising not only with regard to the quality of voice transfer but also with respect to 
the transfer of data.

• Competition of other access technologies (such as DSL, ISDN, Cable TV)
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PLC stands in competition with different other access technologies that can be used 
for the transfer of data. These include, for instance, Cable TV, the DSL technology, 
and the ISDN standard which is particularly widespread in Germany; however all are 
requiring a net infrastructure of their own. As Powerline is still being tested, the time 
until products will be ready for the market will be an essential factor of success given 
the race for diffusion against concurrent technologies.

A.3  Organisational Context
As it was described earlier, one can mainly identify the groups of energy service compa-
nies and energy utilities (electric and gas utilities as well as municipal utilities), and also
planning and engineering offices, energy agencies, plant constructors and installers of
heating systems as relevant economic players in the energy contracting market. Partly
these suppliers themselves can be further categorised according to the branch of industry
and kind of customers they address. 

In the following the importance and the development of contracting as an eco-efficient
producer service will be examined with an important focus being the function of con-
tracting within companies. On the basis of this distinction one can differentiate between
the classical energy utilities which are offering energy services including contracting as
additional services, and specialised companies for which energy services serve as core
business. This distinction is based on the assumption that not only entrepreneurial mo-
tivation but also the innovation profile and the whole application of the innovation with-
in companies differ from each other. 

Against this background, Stadtwerke Karlsruhe offering energy services including con-
tracting for several years has been examined. Furthermore, two of the currently leading
specialised contractors, HEW-Contract and SEC, have been examined in depth.

A.3.1 Energy Utility and Contracting - The Example of Stadtwerke Karlsruhe
The underlying principle of contracting, the saving of energy, fundamentally contradicts
the original aim of a business, which earns a living from selling energy. Before the lib-
eralisation took place already several electric utilities realised that this contradiction can
be solved when the costs of investment in energy saving measures are less than those of
investing in an extension of further energy generation capacities. By using instruments
such as Least Cost Planning (LCP) and Demand Side Management (DSM) problems of
this kind can be detected and the energy needs of the client can be analysed in detail
(see section A.2.2). Due to the fact that approaches and tools like this are inter-linked
with the idea of contracting, several energy utilities that were pushed by the pressure of
increasing competition and by specific customer demand, have entered this new field.
In doing so, however, very different strategies are pursued as far as the application and
promotion of such energy services are concerned: an enquiry of about 100 municipal
utilities in Germany showed that only 17% pursue an active strategy with regard to con-
tracting services (e.g. in form of an internet information provision). Often the municipal
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energy suppliers offering contracting only mention the possibilities of such services with-
out giving further information. 

In the context of this case study Stadtwerke Karlsruhe GmbH which supplied an area of
more than 280.000 inhabitants before liberalisation, was examined in detail. Despite the
liberalisation of the market and the resulting competition, 1998 has provided “one of the
best results in the history of Stadtwerke Karlsruhe” (Stadtwerke Karlsruhe 1998). The
business areas of Stadtwerke Karlsruhe are essentially the supply of electricity, gas,
warmth and drinking water. In 1998 1.194 people were employed and revenues from
sales accounted for more than 620 million DM. With sales of 320 million DM and a supply
of 1.7 million MWh electricity was the largest portion. One third was resulting from sales
to private customers whereas two thirds were accumulated from sales to industry and
businesses. More than 4.5 million MWh of gas were supplied and led to revenues of 150
million DM. In the field of warmth the supply of more than 700.000 MWh resulted in
revenues of about 50 million DM.

It is only few years ago that the company was privatised. In a recent shareholder decision
Stadtwerke Karlsruhe devoted and committed itself to environmental protection. The
company was one of the first energy utilities in Germany that has been certified accord-
ing to EMAS. Since then Stadtwerke Karlsruhe has also been active as a consultant in the
field of environmental management. Moreover, an amount of 3 - 4 million DM each year
should be made available for “regenerative and alternative projects”. Energy saving
projects of this kind are covered by this budget whereas energy services such as con-
tracting arrangements are purely run on economic grounds. Stadtwerke Karlruhe were
chosen as an example in this case study because of its environmental commitment and
practical experience with regard to contracting. In both fields, environmental protection
and energy services, the company can be regarded as a leader among similar communal
utilities.

A.3.2 Specialised Energy Service Companies - the Examples of SEC and HEW-
Contract
In terms of the number of contracts and installed overall performance, HEW-Contract,
Hamburg, and SEC, Heidelberg, are among the leaders in energy contracting services in
Germany; both are operating on a nation-wide and partly even on an international level
(E&M 1999).

SEC (STEAG Energy Contracting GmbH) is a company affiliated to STEAG (Stadtwerke
Essen) AG which is one of the largest energy service companies and independent energy
producers in Germany. SEC currently employs about 100 people and concentrates its
business on 4 corporate sites. The company’s area of operation is the supply of heat,
electricity and coldness preponderantly addressing industrial customers, real estates and
municipalities. A partial or complete outsourcing of the electric power supply is offered
to the client. A special technical feature of its range of services are its compact and flex-
ibly applicable energy systems which can be easily set up or dismantled due to modular
construction.
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HEW-Contract is a fully affiliated company of the electric utility HEW (Hamburgische Ele-
ktrizitätswerke AG) and was founded in 1997. Energy services constitute the core busi-
ness of the enterprise. On the one hand, the range of services offered is connected to
the existing areas of its parent company HEW (electricity, warmth, waste management,
gas), on the other hand, the company operates in a broad spectrum of customer-specific
areas ranging from industrial factories to many different categories of buildings. By tak-
ing over of a large facility management company (LTG-3E Gebäudetechnik GmbH) in
1999 HEW put greater emphasis on performance contracting. There are currently about
100 people employed at the company and another 100 people are working within the
client’s firms. 

A.4  The Innovation
The concept of energy contracting is 200 years old already. In those times the main in-
tention was the change to a new, cheaper way of energy production which should be-
come the fundament of the industrial age. The inventors Watt and Boulton tried to sell
steam engines by this strategy to customers who only had to pay the money of a part of
the saved fodder for the horses which had done the work beforehand.

The variety of energy contracting models and designs has already been outlined iearlier.
The scope of a contracting service largely depends on the specific needs of the customer
and the technical possibilities available for the project. Furthermore contractors are often
specialising on particular customer groups or technical solutions, which are closely con-
nected to the essential core businesses of the company or the parent corporation unless
it is a newly founded, independent company.

A vital condition for contracting is a sufficiently high economic potential which can be
exploited by modernisation or redevelopment of the electric power supply. Hence the
(permanent) success of contracting is closely connected with innovations and develop-
ments of energy efficient technologies.

A.4.1 Contracting at Stadtwerke Karlsruhe

History, origins and motivation. It is now three years ago that Stadtwerke Karlsruhe
started their operations in the field of energy contracting and energy services. First it was
a reaction on the demand from industrial customers. As they started to plan their own
energy supply systems Stadtwerke Karlsruhe reacted by offering an extended range of
energy concepts. Therefore, it was the sales department which was the first internal pro-
moter of the contracting idea in order to serve the customer's demand and to maintain
the link to the client. The concept was quickly accepted by the management. As a result
several contracting orders were accepted and given a special status within the company.
An inter-departmental and inter-disciplinary working group whose task was to deal with
these rather different projects was also installed.
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The activities in the field of energy services must be seen in the context of the liberali-
sation of the electricity market and its resulting accelerating competition. It has become
paramount for Stadtwerke Karlsruhe, as well as for other traditional energy utilities, to
keep existing markets and to create new ones by offering new services. Besides, by
deepening and intensifying the link to the customer who is no longer only regarded as
a mere purchaser but as a partner, the competitive position in the market should be re-
inforced and the value chain be extended. Due to contracting services new lucrative mar-
ket segments can be explored which could possibly ameliorate the current situation of
falling returns from energy sales.

Contracting at Stadtwerke Karlsruhe. Contracting projects conducted by Stadtwerke
Karlsruhe so far have been largely shaped by the technical requirements and precondi-
tions of the client but also by existing infrastructures. By offering connections to long-
distance heating, for example Stadtwerke Karlsruhe was able to offer economically pref-
erable solutions than those built internally by the industrial businesses on their own. The
main focus of the past projects had been on plant-contracting. In this area the compo-
nents “consulting”, “planning”, “construction”, “finance” and “operation” are offered. Sin-
gle modules can be chosen or can be omitted from the aggregate offer.

The working group concerned with contracting at Stadtwerke Karlsruhe consists of a nu-
cleus of about five people who can be complemented by additional experts when need-
ed. Due to the variety of projects and a lack of own capacities one has co-operated with
external partners (such as specialised engineering offices) as far as planning procedures
are concerned. A positive impact on employment, however, has not occurred yet. The
projects merely led to a better utilisation and consolidation of existing staff capacities.
On few occasions personnel from shut down power plants was employed in contracting
projects which would have been dismissed otherwise. The scale of contracting activities
is not considered to be sufficient to create more independent and larger organisational
structures yet. Employees involved in contracting projects therefore continue to work in
their original fields simultaneously. There are currently no explicit external portrayals,
marketing activities or acquisition efforts regarding the company's contracting activities.

Perspectives. Due to past projects there is a certain know-how and references from
projects, so that they can be marketed again if demanded. A wide-ranging process of
institutionalisation in the field of contracting, however, is not likely in the near future.
Specific steps towards an extension of contracting activities are currently not pursued, as
demand is regarded as stagnating at the moment. Reasons are the low price level and
the expected changes in the political framework. If demand for contracting rises again
in the future, an extension of the field will be discussed. Stadtwerke Karlsruhe considers
itself to be in a strong position with regard to this perspective as the relationship with its
clients can be described as “trustful”, which became particularly evident during the first
years after liberalisation. This is regarded as an essential competitive advantage as cus-
tomers of the area concerned usually still contact “their” local utility, Stadtwerke Karlsru-
he, in order to find solutions for their energy problems. 
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A.4.2 Contracting at Specialised Companies
In the case of specialised providers the corporate strategy is completely directed to con-
tracting services. Therefore, the company-related characteristics of contracting services
will be addressed prominently.

SEC. The motto of SEC can be described as “energy saving for third parties”. The com-
pany has specialised on small and medium sized industrial clients, municipalities and real
estates. Today, SEC can take use of different prefabricated modules with which steam,
hot water, compressed air, coldness or cogeneration can be supplied depending on the
service demanded. Moreover, the corporate strategy also involves taking over the cus-
tomer's whole energy supply. Although this strategy has been developed independently
from the parent corporation, it still fits into its corporate strategy which focuses on the
construction and operation of power engines.

The current personnel of about 100 people is composed partly of engineers and other
qualified mechanics. Predominantly young engineers have been taken on with prefer-
ence being given to those with few work experiences because “younger people tend to
be better at a comprehensive way of thinking in an technical-analytical sense”. The me-
chanics have been employed due to complete outsourcing on the part of the client.

The company assumes a total number of 2.500 businesses and an annual sales potential
of 3 billion DM in the market segment of small and medium sized industrial companies
in which it is operating. Only about 3% of this class of industrial business are using con-
tracting services at the moment. Despite the current crisis of the CHP-technology which
SEC expects to be ending due to political intervention, SEC predicts a future trend to-
wards outsourcing. This tendency should contribute to the continuity of the positive de-
velopment (annual doubling of size).of the company in recent years (Zeit 2000). 

HEW-Contract. The focus of the company is on the supply of energy. In this context,
outsourcing of client's activities beyond core business is advocated, which does not nec-
essarily involve the energy field only. The range of services comprises all essential com-
ponents of contracting: consulting, planning, finance, implementation and operation.
The forms of contracting offered include performance contracting and plant contracting
as well as various hybrid forms such as full-service contracting where additional service
components of facility management with regard to technical or commercial aspects, in-
frastructure for the running of buildings or real estates are taken over. Therefore the cor-
porate identity can be summed up as a service enterprise who “in-sources” the client's
energy area and all relating aspects and who offers services for the operation and admin-
istration of its buildings. Through the take-over of a large facility management company
the latter field has significantly gained in importance. Beyond, the company has contract-
ing-software and software for the planning of lighting systems at its disposal which can
also be used and sold in this sector. As far as its customer groups are concerned HEW-
Contracts supplies a broad range of business sectors: industrial objects, office buildings
and administrations, cultural centers, gastronomy and shopping centres, leisure and
sports facilities, hospitals and asylums as well as house building in general.
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HEW has taken over several activities which used to be performed by the parent corpo-
ration within the scope of its energy services. Therefore a significant part of the staff,
numbering roughly 200 people, has its original roots in the parent company. The relation
with HEW, the former monopolistic municipal utility in Hamburg, is playing an important
role with regard to contacts to customers or the choice of the technical range, as existing
long-distance heating infrastructures can be used for instance. 

A.5  The Demand Side
Theoretically all energy consuming units which can be categorised in the sectors indus-
try, trade and commerce, housing as well as public institutions are potential contracting
customers. In the case of small units such as single households, the economic profitabil-
ity of contracting is too limited due to the too low energy costs; a problem which can be
solved by uniting several units to a single one. The general suitability of a customer for
a contracting model largely depends on the age and condition of its existing energy sup-
ply but also on the intensity of energy consumption. Openness towards contracting also
depends on the corporate structure and culture. Breweries for instance belong to a very
energy intensive industry sector. According to contractors, however, breweries rarely
take external advice since they are often managed in a traditionalistic family-type way.

The customer value primarily lies in a reduction of costs which depends on the scope of
contracting measures but which is promised in any case. The particular attractiveness of
the concept therefore lies in the win-win situation for both parties, which is ensured by
the acceptance of the financial risks and the expertise on the part of the service company.
Within the scope of optimising the customer's energy supply the contractor carries out
the investment at his own expense. From the customer's perspective contracting can be
therefore regarded as means of raising capital: because external capital is used for invest-
ment purposes, this way of finance is often called external finance or investment model.
Ideally the refinancing for the contractor takes place completely, otherwise by payment
of agreed installments on the part of the customer due to reductions in its energy costs
arising from the use of efficient technologies. Depending on the scope of the measures,
the client can already partly benefit from decreases in energy costs in the course of the
contract term; in any case he can benefit in whole after the end of the term. 

The economic advantages of outsourcing can be further enhanced by the customer's pos-
sibility to concentrate on its core business. In the case of outsourcing the energy supply
is organised by a profit-centre instead of a cost-centre which relieves management and
administration of the company; cost transparency and the security of supply can be im-
proved. Moreover, the client benefits from the positive image of environmental respon-
sibility arising from contracting measures (Odin 2000, Stadtmüller 1999). 

There is no information available about a distinction of customers in terms of installed
performance. In numerical terms, however, the largest group of customers so far comes
from the housing sector (E&M 2000). By analysing the member companies of VfW which
account for half of all German contractors and which are predominantly operating in the
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field of warmth supply for the housing sector, the preponderance of this group of cus-
tomers is affirmed (VfW 2000). According to the study conducted by Technomar, the cli-
ents showed a high degree of content with the services of the providers with main
emphasis being on the expertise of the contractors, the technology used and the positive
effects on the environment. Generally the client's decision for a contracting model was
characterised by the lower energy prices and a possible concentration on the own core
business but also by the higher scale of competence on the part of the contractor. Faced
by a dynamic market the long-term contractual relationship was mentioned as a disad-
vantage. The survey, however, showed a tendency of the clients to demand additional
services.

Traditional energy utilities often have a strategic advantage in their original area of sup-
ply due to existing links with local customers. When compared to the pure energy sup-
ply, energy contracting usually leads to a closer relationship between client and service
provider since the identification of saving potentials often requires a good co-operation.
Moreover, contract terms of several years generally ensure a long-term relationship.

The concept of energy contracting can also be applied by businesses or public institu-
tions themselves. In this case relevant organisational units, departments or personnel can
take the role of the contractor in the sense of a profit-centre and can carry out internal
contracting. Contracting of this style, called “intracting”, has been applied by several mu-
nicipal administrative units (e.g. Stuttgart Model). Internal contracting can be an interest-
ing tool for saving energy and energy costs not only for municipalities, but also for other
public institutions of a district, Länder or Federal level (Kristof et al. 1998). However,
there is often a lack of the necessary technical and cross-sectional know-how explaining
the fact that intracting is currently not very widespread. 

A.5.1 Clients of Stadtwerke Karlsruhe - the example of Landratsamt
Contracting projects carried out by Stadtwerke Karlsruhe have been reactions to de-
mands of customers. In this context the traditional relationship with the customer over
the years and the institutional proximity to municipal institutions often proved to be a
strategic advantage. Apart from public institutions, several projects included local busi-
nesses belonging to sectors such as chemical industry, refinery and tyre industry. In the
following a typical example of a contracting project in the local context will be depicted.

When planning to invest in a new office building Landratsamt Karlsruhe (local admin-
istration of the administrative district Karlsruhe) had asked for an expert opinion analys-
ing the need for renovation of the energy supply system including the air conditioning
system. Due to new environmental legislation the air-conditioning system had to be
modernised by replacing the cooling liquid, which would have led to decreases of the
performance if the old technology had been kept. Faced by the need for modernisation
internal deliberations of integrating energy supply and air conditioning into the construc-
tion of an own block-unit heating power plant were considered. In the context of first
talks, Stadtwerke Karlsruhe were contacted because the required connection to the gas
network did not exist in the office building. It is only from this point that the contracting
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measures were finally implemented: Stadtwerke Karlsruhe proposed a solution of using
long-distance heating which is abundant during the summer and which could be used
to generate coldness via absorption refrigeration. 

The solution was discussed and finally decided on the highest level (municipal represen-
tatives and the management of Stadtwerke Karlsruhe) which was especially due to the
expected positive ecological implications. At the moment there is contract with a term of
15 years. The measure led to a small extension of the internal department ‘technical sup-
port’ ("Haustechnik") of Landratsamt and simultaneously to a contract with another ex-
ternal provider with regard to operation and servicing. 

A.5.2 Clients of SEC and HEW-Contract - the examples of Traunreut and Philips 
Semiconductors
Both contracting specialists SEC and HEW-Contract have built up specific customer-re-
lated areas of competence over time.

The customers of SEC are primarily industrial businesses but also coming from the fields
of real estates and municipalities. Out of this range a combined project of SEC involving
an industrial client and a municipality will be presented. 

Due to its close link with the parent corporation, the traditional energy utility HEW,
HEW-Contract covers a broad range of customers. As a new complementary focus to in-
dustry, administration and house building, facility management has been added. Similar-
ly to SEC, HEW-Contract advocates as much outsourcing of the client's energy area as
possible. So-called full-service-contracting, where other relevant areas of supply not be-
longing to the core business can be taken over additionally to energy, is offered for this
purpose. As far as full-service-contracting is concerned a client of HEW-Contract pur-
chasing this service will be examined. 

A.5.2.1 Energy Network Traunreut
Some years ago BSH (Bosch-Siemens Household Appliances) was planning a moderni-
sation of the energy supply of its site in Traunreut, which was to be accomplished on
the basis of biomass but without causing additional costs. The realisation of the idea be-
came possible only after a combined solution of a larger dimension involving the local
utility was initiated with the energy experts of SEC. In this context BSH outsourced its
entire energy supply to SEC. Old plants and staff were taken over by SEC, as well as
finance, new development, extension, and operation of the plants for 15 years. One year
later already, a flexible concept could come into existence generating the required ener-
gy via biomass not only for BSH but also for surrounding industrial businesses and for
1000 households in Traunreut by using long-distance heating nets. The result was an eco-
logical pioneer project, where carbon dioxide emissions decreased by one third but the
customers still paid less. Even after outsourcing the majority of staff taken on could still
remain employed in spite of the reduced staff requirements of the modern and compact
plants. According to SEC labour costs constitute a share of one fifth of the total cost re-
duction.
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A.5.2.2 Philips Semiconductors
Since several years Philips Semiconductors (Hamburg) has outsourced business areas
which do not belong to its core business but only have supportive functions, to external
providers. Among others they include media and energy supply, facility management,
storage of chemicals, security services, telephone and postal services, reception etc.
These tasks have been taken over by HEW-Contract in its function as an energy and fa-
cility management provider. The existing personnel at Philips Semiconductors largely
continued to be employed. Within the scope of this outsourcing process Philips decided
to demand external expertise for another project. Because a change of the cooling sub-
stance and a modernisation of the coldness supply became necessary due to altered leg-
islative conditions, new solutions were to be found. Therefore a contest of ideas
involving different potential providers was initiated. HEW-Contract which had already
co-operated with the company obtained the project on the basis of a contracting concept.
It was stressed as a particular advantage of HEW-Contract that many economic synergies
could be exploited by combining its services and that tasks could therefore be performed
in a cheaper and more efficient way, internally as well as externally.

A.6  Analysis in Terms of Models

A.6.1 Miles Model

Service Concept. The concept of energy contracting is two hundred years old. Today it
occurs in various designs and models of which performance and plant contracting are
the best known. Every contracting measure involves the outsourcing of a specific energy
problem to a third party which can even reach up to the outsourcing of the whole energy
area to an energy service company or a contractor. Depending on the specific client, the
object, as well as models and technologies applied, different contracting measures can
be distinguished. Due to contracting new specific innovations such as new technologies
can be developed in the business context. An example are the mobile and compact mod-
ular energy supply systems of SEC or the lighting-systems-planning and contracting soft-
ware of HEW-Contract.

Client Interface. Energy services bring about a new relationship with the client, differ-
ent from the traditional field of pure energy supply. Furthermore, one often speaks about
a partnership which has the common goal of identifying saving potentials of energy
costs. Moreover, the link with the client is reinforced due to comparatively long-term
contracts. A new access to the client, however, is only created for companies who orig-
inally pursue other business strategies, as it is the case at traditional energy utilities of-
fering new additional services. This could be observed in the example of Stadtwerke
Karlsruhe. Although being among the eco-pioneers of municipal utilities its reaction to
the new opportunities was rather passive, and contracting services offered only on cus-
tomer’s demand. 

Service Delivery. Contracting in general is characterised by new forms of service deliv-
ery.
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Technological Options. Energy contracting is closely related to the use and develop-
ment of efficient technologies and technological innovations. The economic success of
contracting is based on the identification and the ability of a technical realisation of the
energy cost savings. Therefore the current success of such a concept depends on existing
saving potentials arising from a change from old to new technologies. In the long-run a
permanent success of contracting will be closely connected to further innovations of en-
ergy efficient products (e.g. lighting systems, driving engines) and resource-saving gen-
eration plants such as cogeneration. 

A.6.2 5P Model

Performance. Energy contracting alters the original service of energy supply into a
more complex activity of optimising utility. The functional need changes for the client,
as he does not simply purchase energy or raw materials but demands a form of energy
use at minimum costs. The form of supply is left to the hands of an external player, the
contractor. 

Product. In order to offer a specific form of energy use or saving measures, the product
supplied by a contractor is not simply energy on its own but is comprised of all necessary
components for a modernisation or redesign of energy systems. Planning, finance, tech-
nical realisation, and operation if demanded are offered for this purpose. From the cli-
ent's perspective the take-over of such energy services by the contractor constitutes an
outsourcing which can even reach as far as the outsourcing of the entire energy area. 

As regards the hardware employed in contracting arrangements, in particular in compar-
ison to the market average and also energy services in general, there are mainly highly
efficient technologies being used. Consequently, demand of and increased innovation in
energy-efficient technologies might go along with increasing demand for contracting.

Perception. As proved by the study carried out by Technomar, most contracting clients
were highly content with the results, quality and price. Openness to contracting, howev-
er, suffers from its limited dissemination in the market, the high complexity of contracting
arrangements, and also the associated acquisition efforts in an increasingly competitive
business environment. From the demand-side perspective, the long duration of contract
terms constitutes a restraint which is particularly due to the dynamic developments in
the energy sector at the moment. Besides, there is sometimes traditional scepticism with
regard to outsourcing of internal affairs at conservatively managed companies. However,
a general trend towards outsourcing of activities can be observed in Germany.

Property. Various ownership models can be agreed within the scope of contracting ser-
vices. When examining plant contracting for example the contractor usually pays for the
plant at his own expense. By agreed payments over the course of the contract duration,
the refinancing including profit is ensured for the contractor. At the end of the contract
term the plant becomes the property of the client. From this point on he can completely
internalise the energy cost savings. As far as property conditions are concerned there are
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sometimes legal uncertainties when performance contracting measures are taken. This
becomes evident with regard to tax-relevant aspects of the thermal insulation of build-
ings for instance. 

It can not be stated clearly in how far contracting leads to a more efficient use of equip-
ment. It can be presumed that useful life and working capacity of the applied technolo-
gies are optimised during the contracting period due to reverse economic incentives. 

Pattern. Entirely new patterns of co-operation in the energy sector can evolve from en-
ergy services such as contracting. Since deregulation a multitude of new players has ar-
rived on the energy market. This also applies to the contracting segment where a high
number of new energy service companies, but also traditional energy utilities as well as
other professional groups including plant constructors, engineering offices or crafts busi-
nesses are already operating. There are several large providers offering an entire range
of services whereas in other cases the different components offered by a company (such
as finance, planning, construction, operation or servicing) are accomplished by a multi-
tude of players. By offering contracting services several providers are able to extend their
value chain and their range of products on the one hand; on the other hand, several oth-
ers completely specialise in this field or even on specific technologies or customers. More
and more energy service companies, contractors or contracting-networks, increasing out-
sourcing of the energy area on the part of businesses and the particular design and long
duration of contracts could lead to the development of an own differentiated market
structure within the energy sector.

A.7  Eco-Efficiency of the Innovation
The concept of contracting is based on the saving of energy costs. Usually this goes hand
in hand with a reduction of energy consumption and therefore a saving of primary en-
ergy sources. Hence positive effects on the environment ensuing from contracting mea-
sures can be assumed. This consequence, however, does not always have to occur
because environmental protection only rarely constitutes the announced aim of contract-
ing projects according to the contractors examined. Since cost savings are paramount, in
some special circumstances even a worsening of the environmental situation can occur.
The construction or efficiency (e.g. with regard to heat losses) of long-distance heating,
for example, can be ecologically problematic. Despite the main goal being a reduction
of costs one can assume that positive environmental aspects may occur as a side-effect
resulting from the saving of primary energy sources. Such a positive environmental effect
can be a benefit for the client's image.

Assessments of the general ecological effectiveness of contracting measures are hard to
determine due to their heterogeneity; analyses on this matter are not available so far. The
decrease in energy cost can serve as a rough indicator regarding the reduction of the use
of fuels and therefore carbon dioxide emissions. In any case, SEC for instance, promises
potential cost savings of at least 10%, often more than 20% and sometimes of even more
than 30%; SEC derives corresponding ecological benefits from these figures. 
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Detailed data is available for the market segment covered by the members of the asso-
ciation of warmth supply (VfW). With a performance of more than 5,000 MW in 1999,
they account for about one third of the overall warmth performance installed by con-
tracting agreements. The entire energy demand of the contractual partners is about
10,000 GWh, energy saved in the context of contracting measures accounts for 2,400
GWh resulting in an estimated CO2 reduction of about 0.5 tons (VfW 2000).

By comprehensively examining the existing energy supply and consumption of the cli-
ent, sometimes saving potentials of such a large scale can be discovered that the use of
more expensive but environmentally safe technologies or fuels is made possible. This
was the case in the example of Traunreut, outlined above, where energy generation
plants of clearly higher efficiency were installed run primarily on the basis of biomass
(wood). Carbon dioxide emissions could be reduced by about one third as a result of
this specific contracting arrangement.

In many cases, decentralised cogeneration plants are used in the context of contracting
measures. Not only their degree of efficiency partly exceeding 90% is twice as high as
with conventional power plants leading to a corresponding lower consumption of pri-
mary energy sources and less carbon dioxide emission; moreover, they are predominant-
ly run by gas, which reduces emissions disproportionately to those run by other fossil
fuels. When analysing the ecological balance sheet, it is necessary to take the necessary
efforts of constructing long-distance heating infrastructures into account, which is of par-
ticular importance as far as large cogeneration plants are concerned. 

A.8  Socio-economic Implications of the Innovation

A.8.1 Effects on Employment
Energy contracting is an area where both, new energy service companies and traditional
energy utilities, operate. Although energy is saved so that less is demanded, new efficient
technologies are demanded increasingly instead. Within the scope of outsourcing of
business activities the client's personnel is partly taken on, saved or completely replaced.
Developments of this kind indicate that the effects upon the labour market are hardly
predictable. Besides, these developments in the energy service sector are partly over-
lapped by comprehensive rationalisation tendencies on the part of the traditional energy
utilities: in the time period 1991-1998, for instance, electric utilities reduced their staff by
27% from 218.000 to 160.000 which can be ascribed to the deregulation of the electricity
market (VDEW 1999).

However it is often assumed that the rational use of energy within contracting agree-
ments creates more jobs than those that would disappear due to the reduced amounts
of sold energy. Often contracting measures have positive impacts on the local labour
market and regional players, in particular crafts businesses (Öko-Institut 1999). Because
of the reduction in energy costs for both an enterprise or a public company there can be
additional positive effects on employment.
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According to estimations of leading providers and experts, approximately 1,000 engi-
neers and about 10,000 mechanics are employed in the German contracting sector at
present. Usually skilled jobs which require a good professional qualification are created
since the ability of a comprehensive way of thinking in a technical-analytical sense is
required in order to identify saving potentials or to develop an efficient energy supply
system.

The data for 1999 available on the partial sector covered by the 250 members belonging
to VfW, also takes the implications on the internal situation of employment into account
(VfW 2000). About 5.200 jobs related directly to the field contracting have been observed,
about 800 of which have been newly created. 

A.8.2 Effects on the Economy
When looking at the effects on the whole economy, many positive features and poten-
tials are usually attributed to energy contracting. This is normally justified by the fact that
this sector is promoting the development of efficient technologies and their competitive-
ness on the market. Moreover, these domestic tendencies are good conditions for the
development of new export markets, which will gain in importance abroad as well due
to climate goals and the increasing scarcity of resources.

A more efficient use of primary energy sources prolongs the remaining exploitation pe-
riod and therefore offers more time for a technological and energy-political change for
example towards solar energy or less dependence on energy imports. Finally environ-
mental pollution will be reduced, so that the external costs which are a burden for the
economy concerned as well as neighbour economies and not for the businesses causing
them, will become less.

A.9  Barriers to the Innovation
Essential barriers to energy contracting predominantly arise from the complexity of the
concept and lack of information, possible radical changes of organisational structures for
instance due to new forms of co-operation and different required qualifications on the
supply-side. From the Demand-Side perspective the lack of a favourable legislative
framework and the outsourcing of activities might cause restraints.

A.9.1 Business Barriers 
The complexity of energy contracting is first of all stemming from its variety of concepts,
models, and expressions. Even those involved regard the blurriness of expressions as a
restraint to the diffusion of this service innovation. Beyond that, complexity arises from
grouping different service components such as consulting, planning, finance, construc-
tion, operation, servicing etc., which can lead to qualificational or organisational conflicts
on both, the supply and the demand side. This problem often results from the wish of
many energy utilities to offer contracting as a service additionally to the existing range
of qualifications by using existing organisational structures. As far as Stadtwerke Karlsru-
he is concerned there were internal difficulties and partly even resistance within the
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company. In spite of the management’s support for setting up a contracting working
group, the recruitment and the motivation of employees was difficult since it meant an
additional and quite different kind of work. In this context the analysed energy service
companies mentioned that they would prefer employing younger people as they had
made bad experiences with personnel rooted in the “old energy supply sector” as far as
flexibility of their work and their way of thinking is concerned.

The complexity of contracting implies that acquisition efforts and consulting services are
regarded as disproportionately high by those involved. Therefore the large cost factor is
supplemented by a high degree of uncertainty. Faced by accelerating competition and
an extension of tendering procedures, uncertainty increases. Often the conditions set by
public institutions within the scope of tendering procedures are often regarded as disad-
vantageous by many of those asked. The rule of obliged EU-wide tendering procedures
for contracting projects is mentioned as a main problem because it requires a complicat-
ed and protracted bid process and brings in competition with providers from European
neighbour countries offering their services often at clearly lower price. Furthermore in-
dependent energy service companies often criticise the interweaving of municipalities
and municipal utilities distorting competition, which leads to the fact that an independent
acceptance of a bid does not take place.

Nevertheless, most contractors mentioned the high risk of investment due to the prefi-
nancing of contracting measures as another problem. This is why they rather prefer pub-
lic institutions as clients because of higher economic certainty. In this context therefore
the risk of investment as well as the availability of venture capital often constitutes an
obstacle to contracting.

From the customer’s perspective finance also constitutes a problematic affair because es-
pecially in the industrial sector contract duration is usually longer than the amortisation
period of comparable investments. Considering the current dynamic on the energy mar-
ket a long-term contractual relationship is often regarded as a restraint. Large social and
internal barriers can arise from the outsourcing of activities, which can mean the handing
over of responsibility and power, the change of the employer (contractor) or in extreme
case dismissal.

A.9.2 Governmental Barriers
Increased complexity for providers and clients is also created by the multitude of new
or altered legislation in the energy sector relevant for contracting measures. Uncertainty
also stems from a lack of legislative framework for energy services, which often leads to
complicated and case-specific decisions by the authorities. 

The particular contractual constellation often causes legal uncertainties with regard to
questions of ownership or depreciation. With regard to insulating a building or installing
a solar energy plant in a real estate within the scope of performance contracting, for in-
stance, the law on depreciation does not foresee that the cover of a building is owned
by a third party. In a legal sense many contracting-related details still remain unregulated;
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the fact that new forms and possibilities of energy services are not taken into account
yet can be regarded as the general problem. Examples for this include legislation on rent-
ing (“Mietgesetzgebung”) or heating (“Heizkostenverordunung”).

Despite liberalisation and the end of local monopolies there are still “spatial” problems
for providers of energy services at the local level. Stadtwerke Karlsruhe reported, for ex-
ample, that orders by municipal councils prohibiting an extension of the area of opera-
tion beyond the municipal level still exist. Moreover, in many cases internal orders within
public institutions (such as the accounting system or cameralistics) are “not easily acces-
sible by a rational economic calculation”. Beyond that, the current tendering procedures
on the municipal level are regarded as a restraint for contracting by energy service pro-
viders (SEC 1999a).

Considering the low level of energy prices there is another economic restraint for energy
services and efficient technologies. Many experts regard the currently low German ener-
gy prices as dumping-prices mainly set by large energy utilities on a marginal cost basis
often leading to the effect that new investment and services seem uneconomic. This dy-
namic has an enormous impact on the cogeneration technology not only stagnating but
even being re-built on a larger scale. The players concerned, including several contrac-
tors, ask for increased state intervention. As a consequence the German government
promised a new piece of legislation for 2001 aimed at a broader diffusion of cogenera-
tion.

A.9.3 Strategies to Overcome Barriers
In order to increase the transparency of contracting and to reduce the confusion around
this complex concept, information campaigns, standardisation and the creation of a sim-
plified framework could be helpful. Information, consulting, and support can be offered
by public institutions or private institutions supported by the government; energy agen-
cies in several German Länder already take a role as consulting agencies and partly even
as contractors. As far as the private sector is concerned this role can be played by asso-
ciations, in particular the association for warmth supply (VfW) which is almost exclusive-
ly devoted to contracting. Within its range of services VfW, for instance, provides training
of contractors, support with the introduction of energy contracting, expertise on specific
issues, or prototype contracts.

A.10  Policy Implications
The liberalisation of the energy sector and the resulting creation of competition has bee
the political intervention with the most profound impact on energy contracting. Beyond
that, many other national legislative frameworks have an influence on the development
of contracting. Rules can either directly refer to energy or environmentally relevant as-
pects, as in the case of the eco-tax (“Ökosteuergesetz”) or the regulation on emissions
(“Bundesemissionsschutzgesetz”); or they can touch legal questions of ownership or fi-
nance.
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Generally speaking, a rise in energy prices would have a positive impact on the diffusion
of contracting services because the demand for efficient saving technologies as well as
professional service providers will then be likely to increase. Such rises of the price level
can be politically intended and can be implemented via a raising of specific taxes, as it
happened in the case of the eco-tax (“Ökosteuergesetz”) in 1999. Faced by a dramatic
fall in energy prices of up to 40% in the industrial sector after deregulation, the intended
incentive effect hardly carried weight; therefor many players in the area of contracting
and energy services demand further political interventions. Interventions of this kind
could also become necessary in the context of an explicit climate protection strategy,
when it becomes clear (as it is likely at present) that national and European goals can
not be achieved. Steps of promoting such energy services could, for example, consist of
rules of priority of energy efficiency over production, the creation of adequate institu-
tions (e.g. an energy agency on the federal level), financing based on apportionment
procedures as well as mandatory electricity saving programmes, i.e. either companies in-
vest a fixed amount in electricity saving programmes themselves or they have to pay a
certain amount into a fund. Several of these instruments have already been applied in
Denmark, the UK and California, where the energy markets are also liberalised (WI
1999). 

On the one hand, liberalisation made competition and energy services on a broader scale
possible; on the other hand, conditions for investment have become more difficult due
to the decrease in prices. This is a particular matter of concern for the cogeneration tech-
nology but political help has been promised explicitly. The design of such a solution,
however, is currently fiercely debated. At present a cogeneration-quota solution which
and which can be implemented via tradable certificates and is therefore regarded as not
distorting competition, is the most probable one. Subsidiaries or raises of specific taxes
are judged negatively by experts; on the part of the private sector the availability of ven-
ture capital is demanded (VfW 2000).

A.11  Conclusions
Contracting can be described as the remake of an old idea which developed to a new
growing market with continuing future potential in the face of liberalisation and other
altered basic conditions (e.g. climate protection, existence of efficient technologies). The
essential focus of energy contracting are energy costs which can be reduced by investing
in efficient saving technologies. Therefore contracting also creates relevant technological
innovations which are closely inter-connected with the continuing success of this sector.
As example may serve the mobile and compact energy supply systems of SEC or the
lighting-planning and contracting Software of HEW-Contract. 

When analysing the market development of innovations it is particularly important to
look at the type of the businesses involved, the specific market conditions under which
they operate, and their historical development. Simplifying one can distinguish special-
ists for whom contracting is the core business from conventional energy utilities for
whom it merely constitutes a side business. The first group can be described as active
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players whereas the latter primarily react on market demand in order not to lose custom-
ers. Both types not only differ from another in terms of their commercial motivation but
also with regard to their organisational structure and their suitability of implementing the
innovation.

In this respect one can observe that energy utilities find themselves in a clashing tension
between “energy sales” and “energy saving”. Besides, they hardly possess adequate qual-
ifications or organisational structures required to offer and to realise such services active-
ly. This is partly due to the relative inertia of energy markets at local and regional level
where even after deregulation of the electricity market supplier-customer-relationship
has remained rather solid.

The outlined problems traditional energy utilities sometimes have with supplying energy
services imply that such tasks are to be performed more effectively in the long run by
independent profit-centres, departments or even entirely outsourced affiliated compa-
nies. According to industry associations such development already takes place.

On the one hand, political decision have paved the way for increased competition and
a diffusion of energy services and contracting by deregulating the energy sector; on the
other hand, however, regulatory measures seem necessary again in order to explore the
great ecological potential and to promote a further diffusion of these concepts as well as
to counter distortion of competition rooting in times before liberalisation. This includes
political support for cogeneration which is under economic pressure due to low price
levels, but plays an essential role in contracting and also as part of a climate protection
strategy. Beyond that, recent regulation in energy policy does not explicitly address legal
problems in the area of energy services and contracting. 

Considering the economic and ecological benefit of energy contracting this innovation
seems to be of high interest for society and economy. Contracting can contribute to the
achievement of climate protection goals. Effects such as the impact on the labour market
still have to be examined. In any case, however, exploitation of the inherent advantages
of contracting can be fostered by governmental initiatives and an increased demand of
public authorities as it is already practised in several European neighbour countries.
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Supplement B:  AEM - Fastweb 
S.p.A. (Italy)

Avanzi
B.1  Introduction
This case study concerns a new business, namely fast TLC connections, that has been set
up by an energy utility, the Milan based AEM, in co-operation with a private company,
E.Biscom. The innovation is both in the technological approach and in the peculiarity of
the company itself. 

The report is divided into two parts: the former describes the evolution and the present
situation of the electrical market in Italy, the latter highlights the features of the innova-
tion taken into consideration. At first reading, these two sections may look disconnected:
in fact, the innovation does not concern electricity. The link between them is given by
the opportunities in terms of eco-efficiency that the recent liberalisation of the electrical
sector may create. To say it in different words, we choose the liberalisation of the market
and the consequent push to competition as a key to interpret the challenge of innovation
and, eventually, eco-efficiency.

Without anticipating the hints developed onwards, it might be useful to justify the choice
of this case study: basically, it is due to the fact that, because of the infancy stage of evo-
lution of Italian electrical sector, the actors in this developing market haven’t defined a
comprehensive environmental policy yet (at least regarding the product). As the first part
of the report will show, Italian electrical sector is now facing a new era, after the end of
the monopoly run since 1962 by the state owned power corporation, Enel. Several com-
panies, both private and public utilities, are now starting to compete in the free market,
but the environmental performance is not considered a valuable element of differentia-
tion: the price is almost the only feature that customers look at. On the other hand, the
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dynamic approach of these enterprises may lead them to develop innovations in other
fields. In other words, if an electrical company is innovative, but can hardly propose any
innovation in its core-business market – being it immature –, it might find a vent else-
where. This is, in fact, the case of AEM: the supply of electricity, which represents its
core activity, is not relevant in the innovation studied here for the technical features, but
for the synergies that offers to the development of other businesses. 

B.2  The business context – Italian electrical sector
The market of electricity in Italy – as in many other European country – has been char-
acterised by the presence of a monopoly. Enel (Ente Nazionale per l’Elettricità – national
company for electricity), has been created in 1962 as a result of the nationalisation of
approximately 1,250 private power companies which used to produce and distribute en-
ergy all over the country. 

The nationalisation, promoted by the centre-left governments, was justified by the need
to provide the industry with low cost energy and to protect the national interest to a con-
tinuous growth. Those were the years of the so called economic boom, i.e. the period
of the most amazing economic development of the country. 

Within this protected market, Enel grew undisturbed and became one of the largest pow-
er corporations in Europe. The service provided was generally considered acceptable or
good, for domestic users. Instead, industrial companies had often bitterly criticised Enel’s
approach as long as tariff policy is concerned: Enel was accused to exploit its dominant
position and not to consider the technical and economical constraints of its customers.

The salient factor that have remarkably affected the electrical sector is Legislative Decree
79 of 16 March, 1999 (the so-called Bersani decree, from the name of the Ministry of In-
dustry), which establishes the norms and time frames for opening the energy market as
provided by European Union Directive 96/92.

The most remarkable innovation of the Bersani decree is that after January 1st 2003, no
single company or group may generate and import in aggregate more than 50% of the
total amount of electricity generated and imported in Italy. This provision will oblige Enel
to sell some 16,000 MW of gross installed capacity. After the disposal plan, Enel – which
is being privatised in the meanwhile – is expected to generate approximately 40% of the
total.

The decree requires also the transferring of the transmission network (at present, owned
and managed by Enel itself) to a system operator controlled by the Government. 

Finally, Enel will have to sell a portion of the distribution networks: in fact, the Bersani
decree requires that only one licence be granted for each municipality, which means that
in a number of town and cities, where there are local utilities (owned in whole or in part
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by the city of province authorities) that distribute electricity, Enel may be required to sell
its distribution network as long as the local distributor serves at least 20% of the electricity
customer in that municipality.

B.2.1 The basic characteristics of the context
In the last few years, the Italian electrical sector has been showing clear signs of rapid
change. For example, there has been a growth in the number of electricity operators. In
1996 there were 1,332; in 1997 there were 1,360 (a 2.1% increase over 1996), and in 1998
the number increased to 1,430 (a 5.1% gain over 1997). This can certainly be ascribed to
an actual increase in operators with new plants, but is also due to a reorganisation of
existing enterprises. In fact, various electricity enterprises have fragmented their plants,
establishing separate production companies, whilst only a few have enlarged by incor-
porating small, economically managed companies. 

Electric enterprises operating in Italy1 in 1998, both producers and distributors, are clas-
sified in Table B.1:

The auto-producers are those companies (especially in the secondary sector) that pro-
duce energy for their own uses, without selling any share of their production or selling

a negligible part of it 2. 

Table B.2 highlights shows that out of the 610 auto-producers, 430 can still be considered
as producers according to the new regulation, i.e. subjects who have used at least 70%

1.  - The only producers excluded were the smallest ones with very low capacity (emergency diesel, small 
autonomous generators, etc.). In any event, it is estimated that they make a negligible contribution to 
national needs.

TableB.1. Electric enterprises in Italy 1998a

a. Source: Enel, 1999

Enel (former monopolist) 1

Auto-producers 610

(according to the definition in DLS 16/3/99) (430)

Municipal Utilities 165

(those with distribution licences) (116)

Other Enterprises 654

(those with distribution licences) (81)

Total 1,430
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of their electrical production. Furthermore, out of the 819 included under municipal util-
ities and other enterprises, only 197 have a license to distribute electricity.

2.  The most important sectors for the auto-production of electricity are: 
- iron and steel industries (9,992 MW) 
- non-ferrous metals industries (11 MW),
- chemical industries (7,720 MW),
- construction materials industries (1,546 MW),
- paper & paper-processing industries (3,972 MW),
- food industries (924 MW),
- textile, clothing and footwear industries (770 MW),
- mechanical industries (476 MW),
- transport industries (1,105 MW),
- plastic and rubber industries (176 MW),
- wood-working and timber industries (51 MW),
- construction industries (- - MW),
- energy and water industries (30,861 MW),
- other industries (10 MW),- tertiary sector and agriculture (171 MW)
Source: Enel, 1999
Unit of measure: GWh.

TableB.2. 

1997 1998 1997-98

Gross production 251,462 259,786 3.3%

Hydroelectric 46,552 47,365 1.7%

Thermal 200,881 207,970 3.5%

Geothermal 3,905 4,214 7.9%

wind and photovoltaic 124 237 91.1%

Auxiliary services consumption 12,174 12,843 5.5%

Net production 239,288 246,943 3.2%

Hydroelectric 45,983 46,775 1.7%

Thermal 189,511 195,973 3.4%

Geothermal 3,672 3,958 7.8%

wind and photovoltaic 122 237 94.3%

Foreign imports 39,827 41,633 4.5%

Export sales -995 -901 -9.4%

Pumping consumption -6,728 -8,358 24.2%

ELECTRICITY SUPPLIED 271,392 279,317 2.9%

Losses through the network 17,718 18,508 4.5%

as percentage of supplies 6.5% 6.6%

CONSUMPTION 253,674 260,809 2.8%

Agriculture 4,354 4,487 3.1%

Industry 133,916 137,700 2.8%

Basic 66,519 67,689 1.8%

non basic 67,397 70,011 3.9%

Tertiary sector 56,919 59,347 4.3%

Household uses 58,485 59,275 1.4%
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The level of demand for electricity in Italy has historically been closely related to he gen-
eral level of economic activity in the country. During the past decade, economic growth
has been slow relative to many other countries in the EU. From 1994 to 1998, Italy’s real
GDN grew at an average annual rate of 1.8% (as compared with an average of 2.5% for
EU). However, growth in electricity demand has exceeded growth in GNP, principally
because electricity consumption has grown faster than total energy consumption. In fact,
the Italian energy balance of the last two years shows that the growth of energy supply
is higher than the increase of the gross national product. Another interesting aspect is
that the sector where the growth rate is stronger is the tertiary, which seems to prove
that, unlike one may think, the de-industrialisation of the economy does not necessarily
entails a decrease of energy consumption.

One further aspect to be taken into consideration is the maximum capacity of power
plants, that is the maximum electrical-capacity that could be produced for a period equal
to or exceeding 4 hours and for the exclusive production of active power on the assump-
tion that all parts of the plant are entirely efficient and in optimal condition (flow and
heat in the case of hydroelectric plants, availability of fuel and of cooling-water in the
case of thermoelectric plants). Maximum capacity is gross if measured at the terminals
of the plant’s generators or net, if measured at the plant’s busbars, that is, less the power
absorbed by the plant auxiliary services and less the losses in the transformers that are
considered integral parts of the plant. The sum of the maximum capacities of the various
categories of plants differs appreciably from the maximum capacity theoretically avail-
able from the entire system of plants in a given period of the year on the assumption
that all machines are in full running: for example, for hydrological reasons, the aggregate
capacity available in the hydroelectric plants during the winter period is considerably less
than the maximum capacity indicated in Table B.3. 

If we split the gross maximum capacity of electric power plants in Italy by operators and
regions, we see that the larger production is concentrated in northern Italy, e.g. the most

TableB.3. The sum of the maximum capacitiesa

a.Source: Enel, 1999; Unit of measure: GWh

Gross Net

1997 1998 1997 1998

Hydroelectric 20,147 20,256 19,946 20,058

Thermal 52,538 54,530 50,344 52,288

Conventional 51,979 53,951 49,815 51,741

Geothermal 559 579 529 547

Wind & photovol-
taic

104 170 103 167

Total 72,789 74,956 70,393 72,513
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industrialised part of the country. In particular, it is interesting to note the difference as
regards municipalities and private enterprises. This means that in these regions the lib-
eralisation of the market is likely to find the best conditions for a real competition, see
Table B.4.

TableB.4. Gross maximum capacity of electric power plants in Italy by operators and 

regionsa

a. Source: Enel, 1999, Unit of measure: GWh

Enel
Municipal
Utilities

Other 
enterprises

Auto-
producers Total

1997 1998 1997 1998 1997 1998 1997 1998 1997 1998

Northern 
Italy

29,60
6

29,60
6

2,443 2,532 347 403 5,810 6,162 38,20
6

38,70
3

Piedmont 3,934 3,937 494 495 99 112 905 929 5,432 5,473

Val d’Aosta 758 758 1 1 16 16 51 51 826 826

Lombardy 9,999 10,002 1,480 1,537 84 86 1,704 1,761 13,267 13,386

Trentino 
Alto Adige

2,017 2,013 321 334 74 80 603 612 3,015 3,039

Veneto 4,929 4,927 72 85 17 27 1,344 1,406 6,362 6,445

Friuli Vene-
zia Giulia

1,311 1,311 4 3 41 41 346 349 1,702 1,704

Liguria 3,496 3,496 10 10 7 10 112 136 3,625 3,652

Emilia 
Romagna

3,162 3,162 61 67 9 31 745 918 3,977 4,178

Central 
Italy

11,18
4

11,86
4

280 282 73 89 1,509 1,518 13,04
6

13,75
3

Tuscany 2,658 2,679 6 6 30 38 1,054 1,069 3,748 3,792

Umbria 867 866 17 19 3 4 101 101 988 990

Marches 294 294 18 18 12 16 98 98 422 426

Latium 7,365 8,025 239 239 28 31 256 250 7,888 8,545

Southern 
mainland 
& islands

17,43
3

17,43
6

87 87 269 338 3,748 4,639 21,53
7

22,50
0

Abruzzi 662 663 47 47 26 26 285 285 1,020 1,021

Molise 394 394 - - 16 17 135 157 545 568

Campania 2,452 2,453 - - 63 124 85 235 2,600 2,812

Apulia 4,125 4,125 - - 64 67 1,685 1,685 5,874 5,877

Basilicata 123 123 - - 10 11 209 207 342 341

Calabria 2,524 2,524 - - 6 6 40 38 2,570 2,568

Sicily 4,391 4,393 1 1 63 68 781 1,505 5,236 5,967

Sardinia 2,762 2,761 39 39 21 19 528 527 3,350 3,346

ITALY 58,22
3

58,90
6

2,810 2,901 689 830 11,06
7

12,31
9

72,78
9

74,95
6
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Enel’s dominant position is even greater as far as distribution is concerned:

and it is not very different regarding transmission:

B.2.1.1 European comparison
Table B.7 shows that Italy is one of the larger electricity production in EU countries (in
1997).

TableB.5. Enel’s positiona

a. Source: Enel, 1999

Enel 93%

Others 7%

TableB.6. Enel’s position regarding transmissiona

a. Source: Enel, 1999

Enel 90%

Others 10%

TableB.7. European comparisona

Hydroele
ctric 
Renewabl
e sources

Conventi
onal 
thermal

Geo 
thermal Nuclear Total

WORLD 2,657.3 9,002.1 42.8 2,392.7 14,094.9

EU15 323.6 
(17.1% of 
total)

1,224.3 4.3 861.0 2,413.1

Austria 37.3 19.5 - - 56.8

Belgium 1.3 30.2 - 47.4 78.9

Denmark 1.2 40.5 - - 41.7

Finland 11.9 33.1 - 20.9 65.9

France 68.1 42.2 - 395.5 505.7

Germany 26.3 352.5 0.3 170.4 549.5

Greece 4.1 39.4 - - 43.5

Ireland 1.0 19.2 - - 20.2

Italy 46.7 200.9 3.9 - 251.5

Luxembourg 0.9 0.3 - - 1.3

Netherlands 0.5 82.5 - 3.1 86.1

Portugal 13.2 20.9 0.1 - 34.2

United Kingdom 6.1 241.1 - 98.1 345.3
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Per capita electricity consumption in Italy is lower than in a number of other leading in-
dustrialised countries. In 1997, electricity consumption in Italy was 4,410 kWh per capita,
compared to an average of 5,633 kWh for the EU. Per capita residential electricity use
provides a good comparison of electricity use among countries because the per capita
information is not affected by differences in the industrial or commercial and service sec-
tors between countries not related to individual electricity use:

B.2.2 Government’s influence on the sector
The responsibility for overall supervision and regulation of the Italian electricity industry
is shared between the Ministry of Industry and Trade and the Energy Authority. The
former is responsible for establishing the strategic guidelines for the electricity industry
and for ensuring the safety and economic soundness of the sector. The latter, which com-
menced operations in April 1997, is an independent governmental body consisting of a
President and two members, who are each selected by the Council of the Ministers. The
Authority is responsible for:

• setting and adjusting electricity tariffs on the basis of general criteria established by 
law;

• advising the Ministry of Industry on the structuring and administration of licencing 
and authorisation regimes for the energy sector;

• issuing guidelines with respect to the production and supply of electricity to ensure 
the quality of the services to consumers;

• overseeing the separation of utility companies into separate units for accounting and 
management purposes; 

• protecting the interests of consumers, also by presiding over mediation and arbitra-
tion proceedings between consumers and electricity companies and imposing fines 
or other sanctions for breach of regulations.

As regards the demand side, the Bersani decree classifies the electricity customers into
two groups:

Spain 36.1 92.4 - 55.3 183.9

Sweden 68.8 9.7 - 70.2 148.7

a.Source: Enel, 1999; Unit of measure: GWh

TableB.8. Per capita electricity consumptiona

a. Source: Enerdata – World Energy data base, 
Unit of measure (kWh/inhabitants)

Italy 1,017

European Union 1,645

TableB.7. European comparisona
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• Eligible customers, are principally high volume users such as large manufacturing 
and industrial companies or consortia that meet minimum electricity consumption 
requirements that the Ministry of Industry has established (that is: 30 GWh until 

December 31st, 1999; 9 GWh after January 1st, 2002). Under the decree, eligible cus-
tomers are free to purchase electricity either from power producers or from whole-
sale suppliers. Sales to eligible customers are made on the basis of contracts between 
the customer and the producer or wholesale supplier and are intended to be com-
petitive.

• Non eligible customers, are those that do not meet the mentioned criteria, such as res-
idential and small and medium sized business customers, and therefore are not eligi-
ble for competition. Non eligible customers must purchase electricity from the 
distributor that serves the area in which they are located. Sales to non eligible cus-
tomers are regulated.

The criteria for determining which customers can be defined eligible reflects the Italian
regulator’s intention that 30% of the electricity supply market be opened for competition.
The new regulatory regime gradually broadens the criteria for eligible customers with
the aim to bring the market for them up to 35% by 2001 and 40% by 2002.

The Bersani decree also provides for the following significant changes to the Italian elec-
tricity market:

• increased competition in the generation market – a pool market for purchases of 
electricity from producers will be created by the beginning of 2001. Participation 
from power producers will be mandatory. The intention of the decree is that prices 
in the pool market will be set by competitive bidding by producers;

• maximum market share levels for producers – in order to ensure competition among 
producers, no single company or group may have more than a 50% market share of 

the electricity generation and import market by January 1st, 2003;

• creation of a System Operator for the national transmission network – Enel will trans-
fer the electricity dispatching and national transmission network grid management 
operations to the System Operator, a separate state-owned entity that will be respon-
sible for those functions. The decree provides that the Ministry of Industry will set 
the date for this transfer;

• creation of a state-owned entity referred to as the “Single Buyer” – this body will 
begin operation in 2000 and will be responsible for all electricity purchases from 
producers for supply to the regulated market. It will be established as a joint stock 
company charged with ensuring efficient, adequate and non-discriminatory supply of 
electricity to non-eligible customers at a single tariff for each category of customers 
throughout Italy. Electricity distribution companies may become shareholders of the 
Single Buyer, although the System Operator (owned by the Treasury) will remain the 
majority shareholder. 

A new tariff regime will take effect on January 1st, 2000 in order to regulate the price
paid by non-eligible customers. The new regime significantly lowers the fixed tariff com-
ponent for generation, transmission and distribution. Eligible customers will pay the mar-
ket price as well as regulated transmission fees and system charges.
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Figure B.1 shows the expected evolution in the electricity market in Italy:

* - contracts for differences represent swap or similar arrangements between power producers and the
Single Buyer, retail suppliers or eligible customers relating to electricity supply.

Figure B.1. Expected evolution in the electricity market in Italy

B.2.3 Representativity of the innovation within the sector
The description of the electrical sector is not useful to our purposes for itself, but because
it shows how dynamic market is: the monopoly is being overwhelmed and several pri-
vate companies are starting to compete. This dynamic is a basic condition for the devel-
opment of new business areas. In fact, the innovation taken in consideration here does
not regard the supply of electricity or services linked to its use. 

The reform of the sector affects differently the various actors that focused their business
in a specific activity (production, distribution, bargain …). Every category of operators
have (or is going to) defined a commercial policy, which only in few cases offers the
supply of add-on-services. In this phase, neither the demand or the supply side seem to
be willing for consistent and articulated commercial policies. The factor price is domi-
nant. Experts believe that it will take years before the market might be considered in a
mature stage. Of course, the customer satisfaction is a key target; but only in the medium
term customers’ requirements will be seen as a whole and the suppliers will diversify
their offer in order to meet as many of them as possible. 

The sector of local public utilities is particularly affected by this cultural and organisa-
tional change. Companies like AEM were established to provide services on behalf of
local authorities, namely municipalities. They were, in fact, the “operative arm” of the
public administration and they used to behave more like a governmental office than an
enterprise. Now they have changed their nature and attitude. They act now as private

producers

contract for electricity stock exchange
differences*

        contract for
Single Buyer         differences*

distributors suppliers

non eligible customers eligible customers
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actors and adopted a stronger business approach. Although not completely privatised yet
(the city of Milan still holds 51% of total asset), since it has been listed in Milan stock
exchange AEM performed fairly well. Most of asset managers consider it one of the most
attractive share on the market.

B.3  The organisational context

B.3.1 Characteristics of the organisation(s) involved in the innovation 
Metroweb and Fastweb are the result of a joint venture between the Milan energy utility,
AEM, and the private company E.Biscom, see Figure B.2.

Figure B.2. Organisational joint venture

Here a brief description of the subjects involved:

AEM. Acronym of Azienda Energetica Milanese (energy company of Milan) - was born
as the Azienda Elettrica Milanese (Electric company), but since some ten year ago it
changed its mission, becoming more and more a provider of different energy sources
and not only electric power. AEM has been founded by the city of Milan in 1910 to man-
age electricity distribution and production. It used to be totally owned by the municipal-
ity of Milan. In 1990 it has been transformed into an incorporated company, in 1998 has
been listed on Milan stock exchange, and in march 1999 has been included in MIB 30
(the index formed by the 30 largest listed companies). AEM shareholders after the public
offering are: Milan municipality 50,997% and Milan Underground 0,003% (that are the
historical partners), other institutional stockholders, and the rest (35%) is on the market.
AEM’s 1997 turnover (1,011 billion lira) is generated for 43,7% from electric energy sales,
52,3% from gas sales and 3,9% from managing public systems (road lights and traffic
lights).

E.Biscom. A partnership formed in September 1999 by outstanding Italian individuals
with a proven track record in telecommunications projects from all over the world. The

AEM

FASTWEB METROWEB

E.BISCOM

67%
33%

40%

60%
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mission is to develop innovative activities in the area of broadband communications,
multimedia and Internet services in Italy.

Metroweb. The first dark fibre provider in Italy: it is the first all Italian company born to
rent dark fibre to other telecommunication operators. Today its network is the most
widespread in Milan after Telecom Italia. In the near future it will extend outside the met-
ropolitan area.

Fastweb. The company offers integrated bandwidth services such as voice, fast Internet,
data and video. Its customers, directly connected, will be able to choose Fastweb as the
sole operator for all their telecommunication services. 

B.4  The innovation

B.4.1 The service innovation
MetroWeb and FastWeb's innovations on the Italian market can be summarised as fol-
lows:

• MetroWeb, for the first time in the metropolitan area will lease dark fibres, at a highly 
competitive cost, allowing other operators, both national and international to bring 
their services to the Milan market. MetroWeb will provide the possibility for any Tele-
communications operator to lease a network, with high transmission capacity (up to 
3,600 optic fibres) and which, thanks to its capillarity, permits quick connection for 
any point of the greater Milan area. The plans for developing the network will have 
an extremely short time span and low costs thanks to the synergy with AEM who will 
make its know-how and pre-existing infrastructures available.

• FastWeb will supply broadband services, access and information will come directly 
into homes and companies, integrated through Internet Protocol (IP) technology to 
obtain high speed transmission TLC. It will build the first large bandwidth network, 
based on IP technology, to directly offer Voice, Data Video and Internet to the client. 
FastWeb will create the first real alternative in the telecommunications network, pro-
posing access independently from Telecom Italia.

A similar network exists only in two other cities, Stockholm and, in an experimental
phase, Palo Alto (San Francisco).

B.4.2 History of the innovation
AEM started to create the fibre network since the end of 80s. AEM builds and manages
also the electricity and gas network in the city of Milan and in some of the surroundings
towns; therefore, every time that there was the need to dig (in order to enlarge the net-
work or to maintain it) the cables with optic fibres were placed. After some fifteen years,
AEM had created a grid of hundreds of kilometres long. But there was not a clear busi-
ness plan in order to make profit with it: the company’s management was aware that the
TLC sector will have dramatically increased, but AEM’s skills were not strong enough in
this sector to develop a new business area. 
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During 1999, two Italian outstanding Italian managers3, with strong experiences in TLC,
proposed to AEM the creation of the joint venture that is described above.

B.4.3 Functional need met
The basic idea is to re-design the communication habits of private users and companies.
The innovation is twofold:

• on the one hand, Fastweb offers a unique service supply for voice, Internet and 
video connections. This means one contract with one operator, which is a dramatic 
simplification as for conditions, bills and whatsoever. 

• On the other hand, the supply contract is not based on the actual use of TLC ser-
vices, but on the potential that is purchased. Now, Telecom Italia’s clients pay a low 
fixed cost, but high fares for each connection to the network:

Figure B.3. 

Instead, FastWeb, completely basing its infrastructure on optic fibres and Internet proto-
col, will offer connections over 200 times faster than the traditional telephone network,
with an “always on” feature, without having to pay on a time basis. Fastweb’s commercial

3.  - the former is Silvio Scaglia, electronic engineer, now C.E.O. of E.Biscom, Fastweb and 
Metroweb. He has matured significant experience in telecommunications and Internet, as well 
as in start up projects, having followed as General Manager and then as C.E.O. the launch and 
success of Omnitel, the second Italian operator for mobile telephones (fifth in Europe).

The latter is Francesco Micheli, Chairman of the Board of Directors at E.Biscom. He has been 
involved in the launch of several financial and economic activities in Italy and abroad, among 
which the launch of Pronto Italia, from where the success story of Omnitel grew, the creation 
of enterprises specialising in the banking/insurance services and the take-over of Olivetti on 
Telecom Italia.

TLC use

$
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policy is to require a relatively high fixed cost for the access to the service and to en-
courage its use by setting low increases once exceeded a given threshold:

Figure B.4. 

This means that, once the client has defined its average use of TLC services, it is encour-
aged to exploit it as much as possible, while in the traditional system he/she is restrained
by the threat of growing bills. 

One may suspect that this policy generates a robust rebound effect, but the energy effi-
ciency of the fibres in comparison with traditional copper cables is so high (see later the
paragraph on eco-efficiency) that also a massive use consumes less energy.

B.4.4 Origins of the service innovation
The innovation was made possible by the meeting of internal and external factors. Inter-
nally, AEM was willing to use a resource, the fibres network, that was unable to exploit.
Externally, people with strong skills but without infrastructure was willing to create a
new business. 

The reason why AEM started the development of the optic fibres grid without a consis-
tent plan to get profit from it is not completely clear, or – to say it in other words – was
not clearly communicated. As a matter of fact, during the 90s the idea that optic fibres
would have represented the frontier for TLC was widely spread. Telecom Italia, for in-
stance, started a huge programme, called Socrate, for cabling the whole country. After
placing hundreds kilometres of cables, this project was then stopped because the com-
pany’s industrial plans changed and different targets were chosen (note that, after its pri-
vatisation, Telecom Italia’s top management changed five times in few years). In sum,
there was large room for uncertainty as to what extent the optic fibres would have rep-
resented a significant technological advantage or not. 

However, once that the infrastructure was built, it was clear to anyone that it should have
been used somehow. And at this point the external factors played a determinant role.

No doubt that the dramatic increase in TLC use in Italy is the market condition that made
convenient the investment. In the last two years, Italy is rapidly filling the gap that sep-

TLC use

$
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arated it from other industrialised countries in the use of Internet: the figures of new In-
ternet users are exponentially growing.

B.4.5 Innovation’s capital and labour intensities
The development of a optic fibres network requires the support of an infrastructure. Fi-
bres have to be lay down and connected to the users’ offices or houses. Of course, this
implies quite a high capital and labour intensities. But, on the other hand, one of the
added values of this operation is that AEM already manages network services (electricity
and gas distribution) and thus can use existing channels. 

B.4.6 Strategic objectives of the service provider
From the point of view of AEM, the launch of Fastweb means the entry in quite a new
market. The services provided are different form its traditional ones (that is electricity
and gas supply), although there is a similarity: in fact, it is always a network service. This
aspect should not be overlooked, because all the companies like AEM, e.g. those which
manage network services, are going in the directions of a stronger integration. ACEA (the
Roman public utility which manages energy and water distribution), for instance, has re-
cently signed an agreement with Spanish operator Telefonica in order to develop a TLC
service alternative to Telecom Italia in the capital.

To a certain extent, this innovation is also a mean to bind existing customers, by offering
them a complete range of services. But the commercial target is represented by large TLC
users, both industrial and services companies, potentially out of Milan area borders. To
those subjects, AEM and its partners will be able to offer the supply of energy (that, as
shown before, is going to be liberalised) and further services that, although not logically
connected, might represent a comprehensive solution to a wide range of functional
needs.

The business plans of the two new born companies foresee total investments for about
1,700 billion lira in the first ten years. MetroWeb, which has an equity of 43 billion lira,
will invest approximately 500 billion lira for the realisation of the fibre network, with a
target turnover of approximately 200 billion by the end of 2009, and an EBITDA of about
70% of turnover. FastWeb's investment will be about 1,200 billion lira over the next 10
years, with a target average market share of 15%. FastWeb target revenues of 2,000 billion
in 2009, and an EBITDA in the region of 45% of turnover. The Board of Directors of
FastWeb has resolved to propose a capital increase to 150 billion lira, from the current
30 billion. 

The plans for developing the network will have an extremely short time span and low
costs thanks to the synergy with AEM who will make its know-how and pre-existing in-
frastructures available. 

In particular, the development of the optic fibre will cover over a period of 10 years,
more than 4,000 kilometres of which 1,500km metropolitan network, 1,700km regional
network, and approximately 1,000km infrastructures and access connections. The net-
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work development plan foresees cabling the entire metropolitan area, bringing it, by the
end of this year, to 500km and to 1,500km by the year 2009. The regional network will
start with 1,300km within the first 5 years connecting the major Lombardy provinces sub-
sequently extending from Novara to Verona, and from the Swiss border to the Po river.

The medium-term target is to become the first TLC operator in northern Italy (which is
the 40% of the national market).

B.4.7 Alternatives in competition
This innovation has to face four categories of competitors:

• the traditional TLC system: residential users and companies are now connected with 
Telecom Italia’s network. The copper phone wire is by far slower than the optic 
fibre. But Universities and R&D centres are running experiments to ameliorate its 
performance. According to experts’ opinion, the likelihood to significantly increase 
the data transfer capability of copper cables is high, even in short terms. This per-
spective would be a real threaten for Fastweb, because a large share of potential 
users, mainly residential, do not actually need such a great power, like that offered 
by optic fibres. In this case, the market of broadband services would be limited to 
very large consumers, at least in the medium term;

• the electrical network: Enel is far ahead in the experimentation of data and voice sig-
nal transmission through the cables that distribute electricity. in this perspective, one 
might connect to Internet just by plugging into the electricity grid. According to 
rumours, Enel has obtained valuable results in this field, but many experts are scepti-
cal: in fact, this technology has not solved yet the problem of interference, which can 
dramatically affect the quality of transmission;

• satellite communications: this option is not a real alternative, as it provides only 
some of the services that Fastweb offers. Netsystem.com, for instance, is a new born 
company specialising in satellite communications. Its service consists in a sort of 
broadcast distribution of Internet sites, but does not allow interactivity, e.g. reply by 
email, because the parabolic antenna can only receive a signal but cannot transmit 
another one. Besides, this sort of device does not work for normal telephone com-
munication;

• other operators that have created a optic fibres network: these are the natural compet-
itors. There are not that many, but all of them are strong. Despite the stop of Socrate 
project, Telecom Italia still has the greater optic fibres grid; another one is owned by 
Italian Railways, that has rented it to Infostrada (Mannessmann Group), the second 
Italian TLC operator; finally, Snam, the gas company owned by the national oil cor-
poration ENI, has its network as well. The difference between these infrastructures is 
that Fastweb is the only one that can rely on a highly distributed capillarity, although 
only in northern regions; the other ones might be longer, but they connect large cen-
tres and then stopped there. 

Considering the topic highlighted in the last bullet, it is interesting to note that all the
subjects that has built a fibre grid manage, in one way or another, other network services
(phone, railways, gas pipeline …). In other words, what makes the difference is the pos-
sibility to place the cables without being obliged to dig a new channel. The synergy is
just in the existing networks. For this reason, Metroweb is signing agreements with other
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companies that already manage underground channels: for instance, with Milan subway;
or with other local utilities that manage water or sewage services in other cities
(Metroweb’s development programmes foresee rapid connections with other towns in
northern Italy, and agreements are to be subscribed with Genoa, Bergamo, Turin and
other). Of course, this innovation is related to “the” other innovations, e.g. Internet. All
the forecasts indicate a continuous growth of TLC market. Only this cultural and techno-
logical change justifies the huge investments that these companies are undertaking.

B.5  The demand side

B.5.1 Who are the customers
The services offer will start in the first half of 2000 for business clients, and will be ex-
tended to the residential market by the end of the year, targeting from 2005 a potential
market of 180,000 companies, 5,5 million families and SOHO (Small Office - Home Of-
fice).

The value for the clients is in the quality of TLC connections. The performance guaran-
teed by optic fibres is by far better than any other alternative. This advantage will be
more and more appreciated as long as clients actually use TLC systems massively: key
targets are, for instance, large service companies, such as bank or insurance, that have
to transfer huge amounts of data every day.

Fastweb’s clients will be new clients, since the commercial offer itself is new. AEM cus-
tomers will be the first focus target, although there is no need to be connected with the
electricity network.

B.5.2 Success in the marketplace and future prospects
At the present stage, it is hard to say what success this innovation will have. According
to Fastweb’s forecasts, the market share is expected to be extremely high (the target is
to become the first TLC operator in northern Italy).

B.6  Analysis in terms of models

B.6.1 Miles/Bilderbeek model 
This innovation can be defined as an innovative technological options. The technological
aspects are definitely important and make the service offer distinctive. 

It creates, to a certain extent, a new client interface because Fastweb intends to become
the sole supplier for a wide range of TLC needs. Nowadays, a TLC user must sign a con-
tract with Telecom Italia for its telephone, another one with an Internet provider, another
one with a further provider as long as he/she is interested in videoconferences or other
similar services. All these problems should be efficiently solved by Fastweb.
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There is also something of a new service concept, because Fastweb aims to re-design
the relationship between the client and the TLC network. The idea of the “always on”
connections creates a different attitude in the customers towards the world wide web.

B.6.2 5P model

Performance. This innovation is almost a functional equivalent of the alternatives and
does not involve a complete redefinition of the functional need met. Once connected
with Fastweb network, the client will make phone calls as he/she used to do before. 

Product. The innovation entails an augment of efficiency compared to existing product/
service mixes. It does require a dedicated material infrastructure, which represents also
the stronger obstacles to its diffusion, because it is extremely expensive and not always
easy to be created.

Perception. The innovation will require a slightly change in customer’s perceptions of
his/her functional need, but this looks quite easy to be changed: experience shows how
rapid and strong is the capability of customers to learn how to use and take profit of
technological innovations.

Property. The innovation does not require any change in property rights.

Pattern. The required integration along the supply chain is negligible. The relationship
between client and supplier is direct. Metroweb and Fastweb are integrated by definition
(being owned by the same shareholders) and managed consistently. The only aspect that
might imply an arrangement is in the construction of the underground grid. Here, AEM
and Metroweb have to negotiate specific agreement with the local authorities that are
competent for road maintenance and with the companies that already manage pipeline
networks.

B.7  The eco-efficiency of the innovation

B.7.1 Service unit (function) provided by the innovation
The optic fibres connection modifies the traditional way to communicate. The connec-
tion with the “always on” feature, does not require to pay on a time basis. Nowadays,
one can browse into Internet from time to time; with the fibres, he/she might be perma-
nently connected. Thus, although the service unit provided is always a phone call or a
Internet connection, this technology can virtually modify behavioural patterns of individ-
uals and businesses. Assuming that TLC entails a positive environmental effect because
they favour dematerialization, optic fibres can dramatically improve the present situation.

B.7.2 Eco-efficiency in comparison with alternatives
The construction of the fibres grid entails an environmental impact, that is given by the
preparation of cables and their digging under the soil. 
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Fibres are made of silicon, a material whose availability is quite high. The production of
the cables looks like a normal industrial activity, without any particular environmentally
harmful phase along the process. On the contrary, it is more environmentally friendly
than the production of copper wires as for the external covering, because they do not
need any galvanic isolation. In fact, the fibre pipes a ray of light instead a flow of elec-
tricity; therefore, it does not fear any electrical interference.

Poor information might be found on their disposal, because no operator so far had to
face this problem, unless for limited amount. In Italy, as far as we know, the final desti-
nation has been a normal industrial waste landfill. However, there is no technical limita-
tion to the possibility of recycling; in theory, the process should not be very different
from any glass material. Only, the quantity of fibres to be treated must be enough to
make an industrial investment feasible. 

The environmental effects of digging are considerable, but not permanent. The parame-
ters that are more heavily affected are noise (especially for residents) and solid waste
production. Of course, after the placement of the cables it is necessary to asphalt the
road again, which is a further reason for disease. 

AEM and Metroweb are now experimenting a new technique, called “micro trench”,
which enables the same operation with a lower impact. In fact, cables are dig under the
pavement, just close to the buildings; the trench is only 1 cm wide and 7-10 cm deep in
the asphalt bed. Thus, car roads do not have to be destroyed and vehicles’ circulation is
not interrupted or lowered. Besides, this technique has the advantage of being very rap-
id.

“No-dig” technologies, based on horizontal drilling, are more expensive and thus are
adopted only when the grid has to cross heavy traffic roads. 

It is difficult to compare these activity with the correspondent for traditional communi-
cation cables. In theory, the impact should be more or less the same, with a slight favour
for fibres, since they are thinner and require less room. However, there is little doubt that
the fibres network is an complex infrastructure and its building and maintenance entails
a considerable amount of materials and energy flows.

The use of optic fibres, instead, is much more environmentally friendly than traditional
one, based on copper wires: it allows the transfer of a larger amount of information with
a lower energy consumption. A fibre can transmit a data load thousands times higher
than copper wires. In order to have the same transmission capability with a copper sys-
tem, one should need an incomparable higher amount of material and energy. 

On the other hand, the commercial policy promoted by Fastweb may suggest the risk of
a strong rebound effect. It is very likely that users will be encouraged to use the TLC
potential that have purchased as much as possible, that means even more than they
would have done if they had to pay for each single phone call or Internet connection.
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In principle, this is a questionable statement, as the TLC market is dramatically growing
also without optic fibres. But, and this is more important, the energy efficiency of optic
fibres in comparison with copper cables is so high that one should communicate hun-
dreds times more than he/she actually does to compensate the energy saving. Which is
not realistic, unless we imagine that one might communicate all day long…

B.8  Socio economic implications of the innovation
The two companies, Fastweb and Metroeb, are already operative in Milan, with a team
of young people who have strong track records in telecommunications and Internet. In
just two months, beginning in September, the personnel has grown from 7 to 80 employ-
ees in December and to 120 in February. FastWeb and MetroWeb foresee creating 1.000
new jobs in ten years. The typical profile of Fastweb employee is young and with a high
level of education, with a strong attitude to innovation and upgrading his/her knowledge
of the discipline he/she is working in.

Fastweb does not have a particularly progressive policy or, at least, did not clearly ex-
press it so far. Actually, the 7.89% of shareholders are Fastweb employees, but this is not
necessarily a sign of internal democracy: they are top managers. 

To a certain extent, one may say that TLC are intrinsically helpful to social integration
and cohesion, since they favour the access to information and participation also to dis-
abled people or marginal categories. 

Since TLC represents a strategic sector for developed countries, the growth of companies
like Fastweb has a great importance for the national economy and for the competitive-
ness of European system. 

B.9  Barriers to the innovation
There are nearly no barriers to the development of Fastweb’s business: the legislative
framework favours the competition between private operators and all the privileges giv-
en to the former monopolist Telecom Italia are going to be removed; the market is open
and seems willing to accept new offers.

The only barrier is due to the need to enlarge the infrastructure support. The market will
enlarge as long as the fibres grid is able to reach the higher possible number of potential
clients. As shown before, the placement of cables, although does not represent a tech-
nical obstacle, is not easy for organisational and financial reasons. At this stage, it seems
the only barrier to a more rapid development of the offer.

B.10  Conclusions
It should look clearer now the connection between the two parts of this report.
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The choice to analyse the case of Fastweb is due to a couple of reasons. The former is
that the market of electricity is in an infancy stage. The implementation of the Bersani
decree which liberalised the market is determining a dramatic change. Enel, former mo-
nopolist, is obliged to give up a significant part of its market share, either in terms of
production and distribution. The subjects that were confined to marginal positions are
now enabled to play a new role, but this does not mean that they are ready for that. Also
the demand side seems unprepared to take profit from all the opportunities offered by
the liberalisation. According to the people we have interviewed, it will take some time
before the market will find a new equilibrium. In these conditions, the factor that deter-
mines the success of private operators – as well as of Enel, that is now under privatisation
– is price. All the private electrical companies state that what the customers want is to
pay less. There is nearly no room for a more articulated offer of product/services mix.
Only when customers will start to ask something more than the mere supply of electric-
ity, the importance of factor price will decrease. Experts state that in the next future the
relationship between customers and suppliers will look more and more like a partner-
ship and that, in these conditions, services related to energy supply will be more appre-
ciated. But nowadays the situation is not like that.

For instance, the financial mechanism offered by ESCOs (energy saving companies) –
that is based on the agreement that a company install an energy plant and is paid with
the savings it guarantees – does not work properly any longer because the price of elec-
tricity might vary too much in the short term.

Another example: a number of small industrial companies had installed cogeneration
plants on the grounds that Enel was obliged to buy electricity produced in excess. Now
this rule does not work any more and those small producers find more convenient to get
electricity from large producers and to stop their eco-efficient plants, or to operate them
for a small part of their potential. 

In sum, things are changing very rapidly and it is difficult to find someone who is really
willing to invest in designing a new service as long as conditions are not clearly given.

But the other side of the coin is that this revolution started a new dynamic (and this is
the second reason that justifies the choice of this case study). Subjects like AEM that were
used to interpret their mission in a static way (more like a governmental body than like
an enterprise) are now facing new challenges. Before, they used to have one problem
to solve: produce an distribute electricity for the city of Milan. Now the must is to create
value for shareholders. 

The key words that might summarise the lesson of this case are liberalisation and inte-
gration. Liberalisation means competition, that is openness to new business, entrepre-
neurship, research, development. Integration means capability to exploit all the
advantages that are given by one’s position and to create value through synergies. AEM
and E.Biscom integrated infrastructure with know-how, capital with work, existing net-
works with new ones to be created. 
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Sources
B.11  Sources
For the first part of the report, interview with:

Sergio Bellato – C.E.O., Spark (production of cogeneration plants and equipment), Tre-
viso

Franco Lamperti – head of commercial division, Edison (energy and gas utility), Milan
Giorgio Manzani – head of large customers department, AGSM (public energy and ser-

vices utility), Verona
Luca Beccaceci – technical department, Generalimpianti (technological services), Ancona
Francesco De Luca – Director of UNAPACE (Association of private energy producers)

Rome
Fedele Dell’Oste – Director of Federelettrica (Association of public energy utilities),

Rome
For the specific case study, interview with:

Antonio Moccia – commercial division, Fastweb, Milan
Guido Garrone – technical division, Metroweb, Milan
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Supplement C:  Eco-efficient 
producer service innovations in 
the Dutch Energy utility Sector

Paulien de Jong
Peter Groenewegen
C.1  Introduction
In this case study report the eco-efficient innovation activities within the Dutch energy
utility sector are presented. The energy utility sector is considered as the system of pro-
vision that, on the one hand, covers activities in the field of production and distribution
of electricity, gas, warmth and cold. On the other hand, this sector is also considered to
take care of their customers’ need for energy services. Services that are related to con-
version of energy and the fulfilling of functions demanded by the customer (like the de-
mand for fulfilling the function of warm air, warm water, steam, light, rather than the
supply of gas and electricity only).

C.2  The Dutch Energy Sector
The Dutch energy sector still has to be considered a public utility sector. The Dutch en-
ergy supply sector is in a transition stage from a situation of traditionally monopolies to-
wards a situation of competition (between utilities, privatised public bodies and by
allowing third-party access). Over the last decades a continuous process of reorganisa-
tion took place in Dutch energy supply. The most important features of the reorganisa-
tion process was the increasing scale of organisations as a result of mergers, the formal
unbundling of generation and distribution of electricity in 1989, and the present liberal-
isation of both the electricity market and the gas market. 

For a good understanding of the presence or absence of activities that can be shared un-
der the term eco-efficient service innovations, it seems important to describe briefly the
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structure of the energy sector. First, key definitions will be given. Second, briefly the
groups of actors that are part of the energy sector will be described. Third, national gov-
ernment policy on energy will be explained. Fourth, some attention will be paid to the
most significant trends. And fifth, the specific business context will be described of the
utilities that are mentioned in this case study. 

C.2.1 Definitions
The energy utility sector consists of different markets: the major ones are electricity and
gas. The actors in the electricity and gas markets are different, but the interests of the
market organisations seem to be comparable. The markets develop a slightly different,
but similar dynamics (like merging processes, integration of markets and liberalisation)
are dominant. 

When liberalisation is discussed, the subject is usually limited to the introduction of com-
petition. However, the liberalisation process in utility sectors involves many different or-
ganisational changes. When liberalisation is discussed attention focuses in particular on
some specified organisational changes. Core elements in the waste sector for instance
which appeared to be significant for the impacts on waste reduction are (De Jong, 1999):

• the vertical separation of functions (by which is meant waste collection, processing, 
transport and disposal);

• the horizontal separation of different parts of the waste market; 

• the withdrawal of public bodies and authorities from market functions, and 

• the regulation and attribution of the responsibility for waste reduction. 

Slingerland (1999) emphasises that also with regard to the energy sector, liberalisation
should not only address the change in ownership of utilities, in practice often privatisa-
tion of formerly public utilities. It is essential to recognise as part of a liberalisation trend
also a change in the market structure, specifically the introduction of competition in util-
ity sectors. Competition can be created between (formerly) existing utilities, but allowing
other parties than the traditional utilities to enter the market also creates this competition.
Finally, part of liberalisation is also a change in vertical structure of utility sectors. Un-
bundling varies from the administrative disconnection of utility functions (generation,
transmission, distribution), which will become competitive from those that will remain a
‘natural’ monopoly, to a complete organisational separation of all utility functions into
separate disconnected organisations. 

Demand Side Management (DSM) can be used in a broad sense: all activities performed
by supply-side organisations (environmentally or economically motivated) directed at
shaping consumer demand for utility services with associated environmental benefits.
DSM used in a tight definition is the balancing of supply and demand. 

C.2.2 Description of energy utilities in the Netherlands 
In the nineteenth century, some private companies in the Netherlands started with the
supply of energy on a very limited scale. Similarly to other sectors like the waste sector,
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in the Netherlands municipalities took over the initiative as soon as the importance of
this infrastructure network for the public was realised. Many local and regional networks
developed, which in the 1950s were connected to form one national grid (Tellegen et
al., 1996).

In the Netherlands, natural gas is the dominant primary-energy source since large do-
mestic reserves were discovered in the sixties. In 1993, it had a share of 49% in total pri-
mary energy consumption. This is higher than in any other IEA country. Other primary-
energy sources are oil (36%), solid fuels like coals (12%) and nuclear energy (2%). The
remaining 1% has to be attributed to electricity imports (IEA, 1994). 

Currently a hot topic in the discussion about energy policy is whether inland gas reserves
must be exploited and how. The Gasunie is responsible for the supply of natural gas to
electricity generation companies, to energy (gas and/or electricity) distributing compa-
nies and to some large industrial end-users. The Gasunie is owned partly by the state
and partly by the oil companies Esso and Shell. 

At the moment there are four companies that generate electricity: 1) Energie Zuid-Hol-
land (EZH); 2) UNA; 3) EPON and 4) EPZ

At the moment there are 3 large utilities that distribute electricity: 1)NUON (merged in
May 1999 with ENW); 2)ESSENT (EDON merged with PNEM/MEGA and REMU), and
3)ENECO. In addition to these companies, which started from electricity distribution,
there are eleven smaller companies mainly delivering gas (like Obragas, Energie Delft-
land and Westland Energie). 

Demand management became a policy item in 1973, when the first comprehensive en-
ergy policy plan was published. In recent years, distribution companies became the main
actors responsible for demand reduction activities. Despite some indisputably successful
actions, electricity and gas demand in the Netherlands continues to rise. Over the last 10
years, electricity demand via the national grid has risen from under 60 TWh/annum in
1986 to almost 80 TWh in 1996 (SEP, 1997). 

The organisation responsible for operation of the transmission network, the SEP, acts as
an intermediate between power production and supply of electricity to end-users. The
tariff system for transmission is complicated, but in essence the operator buys electricity
from the four generation companies and sells it to distributors, adding its own operation-
al and transmission costs. In this way, profits of transmission are directly linked to the
number of units transmitted. This relationship is even more evident, as the transmission
organisation in the Netherlands is also responsible for power production planning. A
similar tariff structure is in operation for the gas market.

In the electricity sector, distribution and generation of electricity were legally unbundled
in 1989. Nevertheless close links via ownership still exist: municipalities and provinces
own distributors, distributors own generators, and the generators jointly own the trans-
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mission organisation. The recent developments concerning the growth of highly efficient
“environmentally friendly” decentral CHP capacity illustrate the pressure generators can
exert on the system due to their links with other functions in the electricity chain. After
the unbundling of distribution and generation, a competition between these two func-
tions arose in which the distribution companies stimulated industrial end-users to install
CHP plants. These were interesting to distributors for environmental as well as economic
reasons. On one hand, these plants contributed substantially to the CO2 emission reduc-

tion goals distributors had set in their environmental action plans. On the other hand,
electricity from co-generation plants proved to be in many cases cheaper than electricity
from central generation companies.

However, in 1994 due to the unexpected success of CHP, an overcapacity of generation
capacity was anticipated by the planning organisation. Although alternative solutions
would have been possible, for instance a quicker phasing out of central capacity, it was
decided in an agreement between the planning organisation, central power producers
and distributors to cut back in particular the growth in CHP capacity, leaving central pow-
er production largely untouched. Apparently, the four large-scale power producers man-
aged to bring about this agreement in their favour, despite the remaining interests of
distributors as well as industrial end-users in CHP. It is doubtful whether this agreement
would have been brought about without the links of central generators to the planning
organisation (Slingerland, 1997).

C.2.3 Government influence
Energy conservation became a policy issue in the Netherlands after the 1974 energy crisis
due to an OPEC-boycott. The first national Energy memorandum was published in 1974.
It proposed three new policy lines: 

5. savings on energy consumption, 

6. decrease of exploitation of domestic resources (gas), and 

7. reduction of the dependency on foreign resources. 

The energy sector was supposed to play a key role in implementing these policy lines
and in line with the Dutch political culture the organisations representing the sector were
involved in the formation and planning of the new energy policy (Wolsink, 1998). The
National Environmental Policy Plan (NEPP) prepared by the Ministry of Environment,
contained a general outline of energy conservation in the context of climate change pol-
icy. Wolsink (1998) describes national energy policy and the measures that are taken as
follows: “The 1989 NMP-1 (NEPP) did not include an overall goal for energy conservation
in terms of CO2 reduction yet but in the update of this environmental policy plan, named
NMP+ (or NEPP+), which was made after a change of government only one year later a
national goal of 3 to 5% emission reduction in the period 1990 to 2000 was set, depen-
dent on economic growth. However, as energy policy in general is the responsibility of
the Ministry of Economic Affairs, the specific energy conservation measures to be taken
are outlined in Memorandums on Energy Conservation published by that Ministry. Up to
1998, three NEPPs (1989, 1994, and 1998), together with three Memorandums on Energy
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Conservation (1989, 1993 and 1989) have been published. The initial 3 to 5% CO2 reduc-
tion target was reduced to 3% in the Second Memorandum on Energy Conservation, as
in the light of the higher economic growth than anticipated and the results obtains at that
moment realisation of the 5% target was not considered realistic (…).”

In 1998 it appeared very unrealistic that even 3% target would be reached: the overall
CO2 emissions in the Netherlands increased by 7% over the period 1990-1995 (RIVM,
1998). Dutch Government agreed however to aim at a reduction of 6% until the year 2010
as part of the EU target of 8% reduction set at the 1997 Kyoto climate change summit. 

In 1990 the energy sector signed a covenant with the Ministry of Economic Affairs to
achieve an overall CO2 emission reduction target. The energy sector adopted a target of
17 million tonnes in the period 1990 to 2000. Each individual electricity and gas company
attributes to the achievement of this central goal by formulating their own activities with-
in an Environmental Action Plan. All these activities that are undertaken in the light of
the Environmental Action Plan (MAP) are financed by a MAP-levy of 2,5% on top of the
electricity and gas rates. In general can be said that these activities involve mainly infor-
mation and advise as well as loans and rebates on energy efficient appliances, such as
lamps and high efficiency boilers (Wolsink et al, 1998). 

C.2.4 Trends relevant to an understanding of eco-efficient producer service 
innovations by Dutch energy utilities
According to the time frame given in European Union Directive on an internal electricity
market, measures to liberalise the electricity market had to be implemented into national
legislation by early 1999. In the Netherlands, in the beginning of 1999 a new Electricity
Act passed the parliament. The new Gas Act still has to pass the Dutch parliament. The
market for electricity already is opened partly for competitors; the market for gas will
have to be opened in three stages. January 2000 all customers with a yearly demand
higher than 10 million cubic meter gas can choose its own supplier. In the year 2002,
also customers that use more than 170.000 cubic meters gas are free to choose and final-
ly, in 2007 the total gas market will be completely opened for competing organisations.

Within the electricity market a process of privatisation slowly take place. In 1998 a merg-
er was planned between the four Dutch generation companies. Due to lack of agreement
about cost sharing of existing contracts the merger failed. In March 1999 the American
company, Reliant Energy, bought one of the four generators. Short after it followed the
sale of another generating company to Preussenelektra, a German energy company.
These sales were the first step in a process of privatisation of the Dutch electricity utility
sector. It also shows the willingness of foreign companies to enter Dutch (or when you
want to say European) energy market. A merging process between Dutch gas companies
also is taking place, and recently the community Haarlemmermeer sold her gas distribu-
tion company to a German company. Dutch government could not block this sale as they
tried to, when parliament changed their point of view on the subject of having utility
markets privatised. The sale of the first public distribution company can not be recalled
anymore. 
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The merging process is not restricted to one market segment: there is a tendency of hor-
izontal integration. Increasingly a merging process is taking place between Dutch utilities
that used to be active within one partial market for supply of water, electricity, gas or
solid waste disposal only. 

C.2.5 Business context of the organisations described in the examples of eco 
efficient producer services 
The following Dutch energy companies will be mentioned in the description of service
innovations in the next paragraphs. Therefore we will specify on forehand some charac-
teristics of these companies. 

Energie Delftland. Energie Delftland is an energy utility with mainly agricultural, indus-
trial and utility customers. The utility delivers gas, electricity, water (only in the munici-
pality Delft) and warmth and CO2. Part of the companies’ business mission is exploring
all ways for optimising energy efficiency. The company employed 417 persons in 1998.
In 1998, the assets were Dfl. 533 million. 

NUON. The NUON is one of the large Dutch energy utilities. It is a horizontal integrated
company that delivers electricity, gas, water and warmth to customers within its area.
This area includes the Dutch provinces: Noord-Holland, Gelderland, Friesland (only
electricity), Flevopolder and the city Leiden in Zuid-Holland. The NUON sells electricity,
gas, water and warmth to both households (captive consumers) and companies (non-
captives). In 1998 the profit was Dfl. 191 million and 2808 persons were employed. In
1998, the NUON delivered electricity to 1.140.471 customers; gas to 415.670 customers;
warmth to 42.724 customers, and water to 283.248 customers. 

Obragas NV. Obragas NV is a relatively small utility in the Southern part of the Nether-
lands. Besides supply of primarily gas and water to about 180.000 customers (households
and businesses). Obragas delivers a number of business services in the area of energy
management. The company employs about 165 people. 

Obragas argues to be in a good position to face the new demands from customers. The
company has undergone a phase of restructuring after a new director was hired. From a
technical, product oriented company, Obragas has changed into a process oriented com-
pany. Modern IT solutions were introduced both in the area of customer care and billing,
and in the field of office automation. Obragas boasts a practically paperless office cul-
ture. Adaptations of the organisation went together with introduction of a number of new
services. Obragas developed energy management services: running from energy moni-
toring up to taking care of all energy issues of a whole site. Underlying reason for de-
veloping new services is the fact that Obragas already prepares itself on the near future
situation of a liberalised energy market in which it is of vital importance to know what
attracts new customers and bind them to the company. 
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C.3  The 5 main areas of focus: innovation typologies

C.3.1 Market Shaping 
This term directs at activities that are related to smart networks, which can utilise a variety
of inputs, adapt quickly to changing inputs and service mixes and intelligently influence
production and consumption patterns through continuous readjustment of pricing and
other system parameters. In literature this phenomenon is described sometimes as Inte-
grated Resource Planning (IRP). It seems likely that in the near future a differentiation in
gas rates, will give a boost to this kind of abilities to prospect the peaks in demand and
enlarge flexibility in order to avoid attribution of the largest shares in energy consump-
tion. This will be essential for the energy consumer when the share in consumption de-
termines the height of the price. As a result, possibly IRP will be applied.

C.3.2 Optimisation of inputs and outputs
Under the innovation typology of ‘optimisation of inputs and outputs’ several kind of
activities seem to fit. For instance the effort to establish ‘sustainable company areas’, that
can be split as well into 

• the example of industrial ecology (an example of it already was described as one of 
the Dutch profiles ‘the Hoek Loos profile’); 

• the ideas on the exchange of warmth, CO2 and/or humidity between greenhouses 
(agricultural sector);

• the already existing experiences with delivery of outputs of industrial plants (warm 
water, warm air and CO2) as inputs in the processes at greenhouses, and 

• all kind of new initiatives to establish sustainable areas for smaller and medium sized 
companies. 

In section C.4 on page 329 this innovation typology will be described more in detail. The
Hoek Loos example will be compared with an example in greenhouse industry. The driv-
ers and barriers for these services will be worked out as well as similarities in the con-
ditions that lead to success or failures.

The concept of establishing sustainable areas for small and medium sized businesses
(SME’s) has not yet been put in practice or the experiments are put on hold. However,
fact is that policy makers increasingly find the idea attractive to arrange sustainable busi-
ness areas. This means that at the decision level of local politics as well as at the drawing
table of architects, in the planning stage of new business areas it is found important to
investigate whether there are possibilities to apply outputs from others and co-operate
in contracting the services of waste collectors, security companies and cleaning business-
es. The idea of making common arrangements are regarded as interesting and possibly
positive as long as activities are concerned that do not interact with the core business,
and as long as sharing services result in financial advantage. Important drivers form the
potential cut in expenditures for non-core activities. 
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An example of such a sustainable area for SME’s has been given of a business area in
Zwolle. The possibilities seems promising. However, an essential barrier forms the un-
certainty whether the energy and water utilities would be able to retain the huge amounts
of money for investments when the market is liberalised. 

Other barriers seem to be that co-operation within the chain is needed. The timing is
very tough. First there is the problem when potential companies do need to be involved
in the plan making. Then there is the problem that companies that already have negoti-
ated on exchange of outputs, are not eager to re-open their negotiations when third par-
ties seems to be interested in exchange of certain products or waste streams. 

C.3.3 Dematerialization
With dematerialization is meant the substitution of physical processes by new services
based on ICT. Some examples of initiatives within the energy sector seem relevant to
describe. 

Information and Communication Technology Services. Offering telecom and oth-
er communication services like cable television (and all additional services like pay-per-
view-television and video on demand) by using power lines for transmission is one of
the examples that match with this title. The effect of offering this service is the avoided
need to use separate telephone or television cables. Most Energy Companies already
made use of their own telecommunication infrastructure for purpose of directing and
monitoring of the own installations. During the last few years, energy companies showed
huge interest in offering telecom services and in 1997 still 50% of all television connec-
tions by cable was in the hands of energy companies (Andersen Consulting, 1997).
Andersen Consulting (1997) gives a number of reasons why energy companies have
been willing to expand their activities in the direction of offering telecom and television
services:

• they already used their power wires for their own purposes of data transmission;

• these activities are closely related to the core business of constructing and exploiting 
networks;

• maximizing the worth of shares for the sake of the share holders;

• expanding guarantees for employment and company continuity.

Nowadays however, very little activity is shown in the field of telecom and communica-
tion services. It is likely that the reason for it lies in the fact that the telecom and the ICT
sector is growing fast to an internationally level, while the liberalisation of the national
electricity and gas markets is relatively slow in development. Besides, the market for mo-
bile phones that makes use of other carriers has been growing. However, the cable net-
work for television is dominated now by UPC, by KPN (the former Dutch utility) and
some smaller organisations like Casema (France Telecom) and Palet Kabelcom (PNEM/
MEGA-group, a Dutch energy utility). There are only a few Dutch energy companies still
share owners of companies active in the field of telecom. Most shares seem to be in the
hands of others now. (Telecommagazine, 1999)
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Pre payment gas meters. Two other examples of dematerialization within the energy
sector can be illustrated with the activities at a Dutch gas distribution utility, which is
called Obragas NV. 

In October 1998 Obragas started in co-operation with the supermarket chain ‘Super de
Boer’ a pilot with prepayment gas meters. Hundred households were participating. They
received a chip card. They first had to load their card at the supermarket and then they
could use gas by putting the card in the prepayment meter at home. The focus of the
project was to find out whether people would be more energy conscious using the chip
card. November 1st the experiment has been brought to an end. It is too early to con-
clude what energy savings resulted. The expectations were very high: a saving of 10 to
15% was expected (Trijntje Völlink, personal communication).

Remote monitoring and feedback on consumer behaviour. The third example of
dematerialization forms the possibility of using smart meters for the purposes of remote
monitoring and informing households of their individual energy use. Several experi-
ments are known but none of the designs are applied in practice afterwards. One of the
experiments that took place was the one in Helmond among 62 households. Obragas
NV developed in co-operation with the television cable organisation a communication
module by which the use of energy within the house can be monitored. Each week and
month the households were given feedback on their own energy use. After one and a
half-year the results of the experiment were analysed and it was concluded that the con-
sumption level of households was reduced. An overall reduction of energy use could be
reached of 5 to 10%.(Trijntje Völlink, personal communication). 

An important driver for starting this project was the fact that both Obragas and the cable
organisation found it worthwhile to elaborate on the specific use of the new technology.
For Obragas the main motive behind their activities in the field of exploring the possi-
bilities of services lies in the awareness that the gas market will become liberalised in
2002 and Obragas realises that finding ways to bind their customers is of crucial impor-
tance. Besides, other added value can be foreseen: application of monitoring technolo-
gies would make it possible to communicate with the customer on distance. It would
avoid on the longer run the costs for sending energy bills and deliver mailings on energy
reduction and of course also costs for maintenance and monitoring would be avoided
(which includes environmental benefits next to reduction in household energy use). The
cable organisation was interested in developing a device for direct communication via
the television screen (‘teletext’), because they wanted to learn what other new, extra ser-
vices could be possibly generated from it. For households the added value lies in the
possibility to link directly their behaviour to the amount of energy used and to become
aware of how change in behaviour resorts in reduction of energy consumption. 

As already mentioned that although the results in terms of energy reduction were posi-
tive, the experiment did not get a follow up or a final application in practise because of
the following reasons:
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• The applied technology for data transmission on the cable is not developed fully 
(‘childhood diseases’ such as: the developed device for smart metering uses a spe-
cific band width and the need for changing the band with was not prospected while 
designing the device).

• The customer area of the energy supplier differs from the area of the cable exploiter, 
which means that the energy company would have to expand the amount of compa-
nies with whom it has to co-operate for offering all clients the same service.

• The investment needed for upgrading the experiment to all customers seemed to be 
high. A survey among households made clear that they would not be willing to share 
the costs. The revenues out of avoided maintenance and monitoring costs are stable; 
no new application purposes were expected. The environmental benefit of energy 
reduction by the customer could not justify the expenses for investments; the reduc-
tion potential is short after installation of the device the largest. Moreover a change in 
attitude and retention of behaviour is the most difficult and it is likely that after a cer-
tain period of time energy consumption increases slightly.   

Main barriers: the developing costs of the metering technologies are high; the application
of the technologies is new, and, a lot of practical problems pop up during the experi-
mental trajectory, and finally a significant amount of capital is needed for implementation
of the new technology on large scale. 

C.3.4 Activity management
Examples of activities in the area of providing energy management services, taking com-
plete responsibility for client energy use, often based on supply of electricity and other
fuels are known. In the former stage of the research project the concept of warmth de-
livery service at NUON has been described. The alternative to this service is the tradi-
tional product sale. In case of a normal product sale, a customer has to buy central
heating equipment from a manufacturer of central heating systems. The customer has to
take care itself for organising a financing construction. Often the product sale includes
an offer for providing a maintenance service or otherwise the manufacturer can easily
arrange the maintenance service. Finally, electricity and/or gas have to be bought from
NUON. In case of the warmth delivery contract NUON provides in all of these elements.
First, NUON advises how to provide in the function that the customer wants to have ful-
filled. Second, the NUON buys on behalf of the customer the needed warmth delivery
equipment from a manufacturer. Third, NUON pre-finances the equipment. Fourth,
NUON arranges a contract for maintenance services and has it installed. Fifth, the cus-
tomer pays predefined fixed costs for the warmth delivery service and thus NUON pays
the real costs as specified in the energy bill.

The service is related to the core business of NUON. The customers remain the same,
the functional need of the customer does not change either, and the same products are
used for fulfilling the needed function. The innovation lies in the fact that the provided
service integrates all activities, equipment and financial constructions that are needed to
fulfil the function and which are provided against predefined costs. A change is needed
in perception (customers need to be convinced that the function lies in good hands), in
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property rights and pattern (the service innovation entails as high degree of integration
across the energy supply chain).

The main eco-efficiency benefits that can be derived from the innovative service lie in
the reduction of customers’ energy consumption. A reduction forms a financial profit to
NUON because of the fact that energy costs are included in the contractual arrangement
with the customer. This gives NUON an extra incentive to provide the customers with
the newest types of high efficiency boilers. 

The concept is in practise not widely spread yet, but the expectations are that energy
utilities increasingly will try to offer this kind of services in order to commit their clients.
The main impulses underlying this service development was first the fact that on national
level government and electricity utilities signed a covenant that prescribes CO2-reduction
in 2000. This purpose triggers electricity companies to reduce energy use in every way,
and this is one of the possibilities. Another trigger is the fact that NUON says to be in-
terested in finding ways to bind clients that in the near future won’t be necessarily be
their customers anymore. This becomes urgent by the time that the energy market will
be opened completely for competition. Therefore, increase in activity management ser-
vices is expected. 

A new tendency is that housing corporations or private companies in real estate take care
of the investments in measures that can lead to energy reduction. 

C.3.5 Activity support
Provision of activity support, the fifth service innovation area, seems also increasing. Lib-
eralisation of the energy market gives an incentive to all kind of actors to be willing to
provide in information, brooking and financial services to customers. 

In the field of energy services, two kinds of business initiatives can be recognised. There
are “esco’s”, energy service companies, and “tucs”, technological utility companies. Thus
far energy companies provided energy advising services to non-captive customers. Most
important driver is the necessity to bind customers. Due to coming liberalisation also the
smaller energy-consuming customers need to be attracted and the importance of devel-
oping all kind of energy services have been recognised. 

The commercial energy efficiency activities of large manufacturers of installations can be
seen as the services developed by tucs. Several private companies that produce equip-
ment for fulfilling functions such as cooling, space heating, climate conditioning, and il-
lumination, developed energy services as add-ons to their products. The activities
involved can differ from: advice (quick scans, energy advice, ‘no cure-no pay’ scans)
equipment services (installation, inspection, maintenance), maintenance of energy instal-
lations, contract management, energy management, outsourcing and performance con-
tracting. Co-generation activities are also often provided by way of outsourcing.
However, so far the number of companies active in this market is very small: in April
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1998 only 15 companies provided energy services as a key business activity, while fifty-
one companies provided co-generation services (Wolsink, et all, 1998). 

Another example of an activity that fits under this umbrella of ‘activity support’ is the
Solaris project, which has been described in one of the stage 2 profiles as well. To es-
tablish a break-through in the use of Photo-Voltaic panels a consortium of companies,
among which are Greenpeace, de Rabobank, Stork and Ecofys, established a decrease
in the price of PV-panels. The Rabobank designed a construction lease to pass on the
fiscal advantages of investment in solar power to the consumers. 

C.3.6 Conclusion 
On forehand our working hypothesis was the following: except the eco efficient inno-
vation service in the area of market shaping, increase in all other innovation areas is ex-
pected, given national and European policy objectives. It appeared not to be true in the
Dutch case on the energy sector. 

Much is expected from the so-called ‘sustainable company areas’, our example of the
second innovation area also referred to as “optimisation of inputs and outputs”. On the
level of industries, there are still no successful examples of industrial ecology within the
Netherlands. Main barrier seems to be the problem of finding a nearby located industry
with a demand that matches with supply of something (oxygen gas and steam in the case
of Hoek Loos for example). On the level of small and medium sized companies there
have not yet been established successful examples, but the concept of thinking has been
accepted and some efforts have been put in making plans for realising it. As an important
barrier, several interviewed persons have emphasised the uncertainty due to liberalisa-
tion of the energy market. Finally, on the level of supply of CO2 & warm water to green-
house market gardeners, some successful examples have been established already. 

No increase in dematerialization services can be expected. As was explained before, us-
ing powerlines for transmission as wires for ICT services does not end up in competitive
advantage. Application of new information and communication technology is a time-
consuming development trajectory and investment costs are high as is pointed by several
respondents. 

Examples of activities in the area of providing energy management services, taking com-
plete responsibility for client energy use, often based on supply of electricity and other
fuels are well known. In the former stage of the research project the concept of warmth
delivery service at the NUON has been described. The concept is not widely spread yet,
but the expectations are that energy utilities try to offer this kind of services in order to
commit their clients. The impulse to find ways to attract clients that in the near future
won’t be captive customers anymore becomes urgent by the time that in January 2002
the first segment of the energy market will be opened for competition. As a result in-
crease in activity management services is expected. 
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Provision of activity support, the fifth service innovation area, seems also increasing. Lib-
eralisation of the energy market gives an incentive to all kind of actors to be willing to
provide in information and financial services to customers. The Solaris profile is one of
the examples already described in the former stage of the research project. 

C.4  Optimisation of inputs and outputs: Dutch examples of 
sustainable company areas
In this section we want to describe some initiatives of companies located in each others
physical neighbourhood, that co-operate together and try to find collective benefits that
are greater than the sum of the individual benefits that each company would realise if it
optimised its individual performance only. All these kind of initiatives can be indicated
as ´sustainable company areas´. 

As the former paragraph showed, in the Dutch energy utility sector optimisation of inputs
and outputs seems very promising. For the purpose of this case study, we were able to
make use of one of the profiles we did in the second stage of this research project. Ad-
ditional information on examples of industrial ecology was collected in order to give
more insight in the barriers that are responsible for failures. 

Although the example of Hoek Loos and EZH, an electricity production company, has
not been realised in practise yet, it offers insight in the concept of linking organisations’
inputs and outputs. This concept requires a kind of thinking that suits very well with the
Dutch way of establishing covenants and pursuing ‘polder’-politics. 

Another example of sustainable business areas has been found in the supply of warmth
and CO2 to greenhouse market gardening areas. Because of the fact that the energy con-

sumption of the market gardeners is relatively high and because of the geographically
favourable location of greenhouses to large industrial complexes, the concept of deliv-
ering industrial rest warmth proved to be successful. The newest service innovation in
this sector seems to be the new co-operation initiative between Shell-Pernis, a green-
house market gardeners area and the energy companies co-operating in the ‘OKEP’. 

C.4.1 Description of the service innovations 

C.4.1.1 The example of industrial ecology: the Hoek Loos B.V. case
Hoek Loos B.V. (Hoek Loos) is not an energy company. It is a producer and supplier of
200 gas mixtures (e.g. nitrogen, oxygen, argon, custom formulated mixtures) and gas ap-
plication technology. Most clients of Hoek Loos are business clients, but for example ox-
ygen is also supplied directly to final consumers (patients). 

As a market leader, Hoek Loos values innovation and is very aware of its role in society.
According to Hoek Loos “close involvement with safety and quality is regarded as a con-
dition for successful partnerships with customers while concern for the environment is
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an important guiding principle”. The importance of safety and quality is underscored by
a ISO-9001 certification. Hoek Loos’s main driver however, is increasing market share
and turnover. In 1998 the consolidated turn-over was 345,3 million ECU, its net profit
was 22 million ECU and it employed 1.702 employers, of which 790 work in the Neth-
erlands. 

Hoek Loos experiences competition from other producers of industrial gasses (ca. 3 in
The Netherlands) as well as from business that only package the gasses (ca. 10 in The
Netherlands). Hoek Loos is facing growing competition from both existing competitors
and new entrants in the market. Moreover, customer demand is changing, forcing the
supplier of industrial gasses to expand its product range. The idea of co-operation be-
tween a producer of industrial gasses and an electricity company is not unique. Other
producers have had plans to joins forces and products with electricity companies. 

The service innovation. In order to optimise both its production process and the way
its products are delivered to the customers, Hoek Loos has been looking for synergy ef-
fects outside its own plants. For its air separation plant in the Botlek, near Rotterdam,
Hoek Loos uses a lot of energy. Therefore it seems logical to search and find co-opera-
tion with the local energy-supplier, EZH. Together the two companies do not only reach
synergy effects concerning the production and use of energy, they are also able to supply
potential customer with a complete range of basic resources. When joining forces, Hoek
Loos and EZH can deliver almost everything a customer needs in order to run his pro-
cess, like water, energy, heat, oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen. This implies a competitive
advantage for both companies; the function delivered is no longer the supply of resourc-
es, but the delivery of “the circumstances under which the joint customer can optimally
produce its products”. Moreover, the new service concept does not only result in synergy
between the two suppliers, but also between the suppliers and their customers, since
some waste streams can be mutually exchanged and used as resources (see figure 1.)

The innovation of delivering the resources and circumstances a client requires for pro-
duction, competes with suppliers which could deliver part of the same resources. It also
competes with the in house-production of utilities and resources.

The innovative aspect of the service is that Hoek Loos acts as an intermediary for both
suppliers and customers. Besides selling gasses the company tries to link actors that can
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use each other’s waste streams. In other words: Hoek Loos is managing the links in the
value chain and the value system. That is the innovation and the service component.

Figure C.1. Industrial Ecology in the Botlek region

The innovation does not require a radical change in production methods. However, the
existing production process needs to be adapted to the new links, which, together with
the expected increase in capacity needed, have led to the decision to built an entire new
plant. Both Hoek Loos and EZH need to invest over 250 million ECU (!) in new produc-
tion plants. Moreover, it requires a radical change in the way the company deals with
networks (concerning suppliers of other resources and customers).

As a result of linking several chemical and physical processes, the total amount of energy
needed would be reduced by 20% (compared to the amount of energy and utilities need-
ed in case the companies would operate independently from each other, each generating
their own energy and disposing their own waste water) and so would the emission of
CO2. 

However, as was stated before, in order to efficiently run the concept, Hoek Loos and
EZH will have to build an entire new plant. As a result there is a need for more customers
that will buy the products. This is no problem for oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen or energy.
But consumers of CO and water (steam) are harder to find. Hoek Loos found one cus-
tomer that would merely need hydrogen and one that would need CO and steam. How-
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ever, the latter company decided not to locate its new plant in Rotterdam. As a
consequence the concept became unfeasible for all three companies (Hoek Loos, EZH
and the customer of hydrogen). Currently, Hoek Loos is carrying out this new activity
(which includes both a new service concept and the new delivery system) on a smaller
scale, using its knowledge of air compressing and delivering systems to supply a variety
of companies in the neighbourhood with compressed air.

Drivers. The origin for the idea to develop the new service concept is difficult to track.
Internally the change of perception about customer needs was coming from the market-
ing department. This department had initiated the idea of delivering a full range of prod-
ucts and services. The actual developing and future operationalisation was done by the
manufacturing department, called “bulk goods”. Already five years ago, the marketing
department started looking for suitable partners. Since two years they have put real effort
into identifying and interesting clients. In 1997 some articles appeared in newspapers,
describing Hoek Loos’s intentions to built a ‘utilities island’ in an industrial park next to
the port of Rotterdam (Europoort). In May 1998 Hoek Loos, EZH and Kemira (customer
of hydrogen) signed a ‘letter of intent’ stating that they will work together for a longer
period of time.
One of the main consequences of the deal with Kemira was that Hoek Loos needed to
expand its capacity. As a result, the deal with Kemira forced Hoek Loos to execute its
plans concerning building a new plant. Both Hoek Loos and EZH had to invest heavily
in a new plant. Although these new investments would have to be made some day any-
way, the deal with Kemira would have accelerated the process. On this moment, the op-
erationalisation of these plans has been put on hold, but the strategic concept still stands.
The main external drivers for Hoek Loos for organising the new services have been: 

• Changing demand of customers: Customers have a need to concentrate more and 
more on its core business. In doing so, they are willing to outsource the less strategic 
parts of their production process, like the production of basic resources. Since they 
were already buying (other natural) gasses from Hoek Loos, outsourcing the produc-
tion of nitrogen or hydrogen to Hoek Loos doesn’t increase the number of suppliers 
they have to dealt with. By co-operating with EZH, Hoek Loos is able to deliver all 
basic resource to a client. As a result both companies hope to gain new clients from 
new markets and continue to satisfy existing ones;

• Increase of competition: Hoek Loos is facing more and more competition, as well 
from existing competitors and from new market entrants. Since price and comfort are 
an important aspect for customers, it is in Hoek Loos’ interest to reduce its costs and 
increase the service level. This can be done by realising synergy effects, both with its 
partners and its customers; 

• Physical availability of customers: The main driver to make the final decision in 
favour of building a new plant, linking all kind of resource streams with external par-
ties, would be the physical availability of customers for the different products of 
Hoek Loos and EZH;

• The influence of policy makers. An important condition for Hoek Loos to gain syn-
ergy effects is the physical nearness of customers. The presence of potential custom-
ers on an industrial park like Botlek is heavily influenced by the policy and 
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regulation of local policy makers. Tax reductions, good infrastructure, ground prices 
and subsidies are a few examples of aspects that can influence a customer’s decision 
to locate its plant at the Botlek industrial park. 
In this particular example, the government also played a role by subsidising parts of 
the investments that were to be made by Hoek Loos and the energy supplier, 
because of the eco-efficiency that was foreseen.

Socio economic implications . A lot of factors have played a role in developing the
innovation. One of the most important factors is the changing demand (demand condi-
tion) for all kind of basic resources. However, another important factor is the physical
presence of appropriate partners to join forces with (related and supporting industries /
firm strategy). A third important factor is the availability of a good infrastructure (factor
condition) and the physical presence of customers. The products of both Hoek Loos as
EZH are mostly delivered by pipelines or cables. The waste stream of customers can be
delivered in pipelines or barrels. 

Barriers . An important internal barrier is the amount of funding that needs to be invest-
ed. Hoek Loos needs to increase its capacity and built an entire new plant. However,
making the link with EZH only accounts for a relatively small amount of the total costs.
The problem is that without the new service concept, Hoek Loos probably would not
have needed to increase its capacity. So the decision of introducing the new concept
goes together with the decision the construct and invest in an entire new plant. These
kind of decisions always have financial and organisational barriers and require good risk
management.

 An important external barrier, which has prevented Hoek Loos to introduce the service
concept, is the lack of a customer, needing CO and steam. Another barrier may be that
customers are not used to outsource the entire activity of “creating the most optimal at-
mosphere for production”. Potential partners and customers do not have the habit of in-
tertwining their products as much as Hoek Loos has been suggesting. However, this is
changing. More and more managers realise that it can bring a lot of benefits to outsource
the production of natural gasses.

Expected benefits in terms of added value. The added value for the customer is that
he can concentrate on his core business and won’t need to waste time shopping for en-
ergy and water at one supplier and for industrial gasses at another. A second added value
is the decrease in energy needed. This reduces the costs for energy and prevents fines
for emitting too much CO2. A third added value is that the suppliers also take care of the

customer’s waste stream (e.g. waste water, certain gasses). In summary the added value
consists of cost reduction and increased convenience. 

The added value for the supplier (Hoek Loos) and his partner (EZH) is cost reduction,
attracting new customers and customer binding. Together the two companies can ap-
proach and supply customers that would not be willing to even talk to them if they
would operate independently. Moreover the initiative, which receives a modest subsidy
from the Dutch government, won’t hurt the companies’ images.
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A calculation of the added value has been concentrated on the reduced energy needs. It
is expected that the initiative will result in an energy decrease of 20%. This information
is based on information of the current production process and the flow diagrams of the
planned intertwined production processes.

Expected benefits on eco-efficiency. The benefits on eco-efficiency are a 20% reduc-
tion in energy use and a 20% reduction of CO2 emissions. These reductions are achieved

both by the supplier(s) and the customer together.
These reductions are attained by scale effects (using energy streams more efficiently) and
require certain behavioural changes, especially concerning supplier-customer relation-
ships.

Expected benefits on employment. The benefits on employment are not expected to
be very much. Indirectly the construction of a new plant and the operationalisation of
the service concept will result in more employment in the region, but directly, the new
plant will hardly generate additional employment. Generally, because the plants of Hoek
Loos have been automated to a large extend.

Qualification needs. No additional qualifications have emerged due to the innovation.
Hoek Loos mainly uses its own expertise.

C.4.1.2 The example of CO2 delivery to greenhouse market gardeners: the OKEP case
The OKEP means in Dutch “Optimalisatie van Kringloop- en Exergetische Processen”,
translated in English “Optimisation of chain management and processes of exergy”. Oc-
tober 1999, after one and a half year of exploration of mutual interests, the three energy
companies Energy Delftland, Westland Energie and Eneco raised the OKEP. These com-
panies signed deliberately a covenant with Shell-Pernis and Natuur & Milieu. The initia-
tive for co-operation can be sought in the fact that several organisations did realise
simultaneously that the CO2 Shell produced at one of her oil refineries in Pernis was
relatively pure and could be well applied in industrial processes. Several organisations
attempted to do business with Shell. The three energy companies joint their forces by
co-operating in development of a plan to applicate CO2 in the greenhouse market gar-
deners industry. Their strategy worked out positively: the OKEP was chosen by Shell to
make their plans operational. 

The service innovation . The OKEP prepared a plan to transport the CO2 of Shell-Per-
nis to greenhouse market areas located at a distance of 10 kilometres during summer
nights. The CO2 will be used as an input in the greenhouses in order to increase pro-
duction of plants. The project will start in the summer of 2001.   

The origins of the service can be traced back to the moment that Energy Delftland con-
ducted a marketing research project. In 1994, Energie Delftland worked out one of the
ideas that popped up in the marketing research. Together with EZH, an electricity pro-
duction company, they investigated whether delivery of warmth and Co2 would be ap-
plicable to greenhouses. The EZH has a generating unit in Rotterdam-Capelle(RoCa3),
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located very near (about 10 kilometres) to the service area of Energy Delftland. The re-
maining warmth (water) and CO2 (compressed air) out of the electricity generating pro-
cess was transported to 140 glasshouse market gardeners located in the “B-driehoek” (3
municipalities Bleiswijk, Bergschenhoek and Berkel en Rodenrijs). In 1996 the idea was
applied into practise. Delivery of warmth and CO2 to greenhouse market gardeners nev-
er had been brought in practise by then. It was a new service concept. 

Although the market gardeners were very sceptical in advance, the delivery of warmth
and Co2 according to the new service concept proved to be a success. The positive re-
sults for Energy Delftland included: 1) avoided use of primary fuels for the purpose of
warmth implied CO2 emission reduction, and 2) good relation with the customers, which
can be seen as a investment in customer relations which will be essential in the near
future. The added value for customers is the financial benefit. The price of warmth and
CO2 is beneath the price of m3 gas (about Dfl 0,25 per m3). 

Due to these positive experiences, another 130 greenhouse market gardeners in the ser-
vice area of Energy Delftland together with some more gardeners in the service area of
Westland Energie and Eneco, were willing to accept warmth and CO2, but there was not
enough capacity for delivery. 

Besides, especially during summertime greenhouse market gardeners are interested in
delivery of CO2. Normally during summer time greenhouse market gardeners do make
use of their small scaled co-generation units in order to produce the required CO2, while
they can not apply the warmth. In practise, they emit the warmth into the open air. De-
livery of CO2 would avoid gas use, which can be translated in CO2 emission reduction.

Due to this demand of customers, Energie Delftland had to find new ways to deliver CO2
and warmth supply. A new survey was done with the purpose to find out whether de-
mand could be met. Two solutions were found and are being explored now. 

First, the OKEP initiative to deliver CO2 to greenhouse market gardeners during sum-
mertime anyway, but also at other time periods when there is demand for it. 

Second, Energy Delftland in co-operation of Westland Energie and EZH is developing
plans to invest in a new co-generation unit. This unit will have to be able to deliver
greenhouse market gardeners warm water, electricity and CO2 especially during the
night hours. During day time warmth and electricity will have to be delivered to the
households that will be populating the total of 33.500 new build houses in some VINEX
projects in the service areas of the energy companies. 

The innovative aspect of the service forms the fact that Energie Delftland and its partners
are co-operating in the OKEP and they are exploring now new service delivery concepts.
Without cooperation this might not have any chance for success anyhow. The innovation
is competing with CO2 production by the individual market gardeners. The gardeners
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often have their own co-generation installations because insurance companies require
them to be in possession of equipment in case of emergency.

The innovation does not require a radical change in production methods or technology
used for service delivery. Moreover, it requires a radical change in the way the compa-
nies operate in social networks.

The OKEP-partners will make use of an already existing pipeline that connects the Botlek
area with Amsterdam Harbours and which is owned by the city of Amsterdam and The
Ministry of Economic Affairs. The pipeline was used for the transportation of raw oil and
it crosses the greenhouse industry area. In principle the pipeline can be used when ex-
aminations show that they are as well kept as predicted and clean enough or easily
cleaned for the purpose of CO2-transportation. 

Internal drivers. 

• liberalisation forces energy companies to look for strategies to adapt relations with 
their customers and their future competitors. This knowledge increases the will to 
experiment and find out whether co-operation resort in positive results. 

External drivers. The main external drivers for Energie Delftland for organising with
their partners the new service concept have been: 

• demand of customers: Scepticism against especially CO2 delivery was the largest at 
first but disappeared when positive results with delivery of warmth and CO2 in pre-
vious projects were reached. As a result, the demand for warmth and Co2 increased 
among glasshouse market gardeners. 

• For understanding the importance of the energy use by the greenhouse industry it 
seems relevant to introduce the part in energy use that can be attributed to these 
businesses. In 1993 the greenhouse industry has signed a long range agreement with 
Dutch government to realise 50% energy efficiency within the period 1980-2000. 
With energy efficiency is meant the use of primary fuel for the production of one 
unit product. De energy efficiency is determined by both the use of primary fuel as 
the production. The emission of CO2 however is only determined by the application 
of primary fuels. 

• Up to and including 1998 the energy efficiency has reached a level of 59% in com-
parison to 1980. One of the options to save energy is the use of rest warmth among 
others like the application of condensers, climate computers, heat buffers, pure Co2, 
shields, and co-generation installations. In 1998 application of waste heat resulted in 
a reduction on primary fuel of 8%, while application of all other energy saving 
options resulted in a reduction of 2,4%. The use of waste heat is the most important 
and has the largest impact on increase of energy efficiency. (Van der Velden et.al., 
1999)

• Delivery of Shell’s CO2-output forms an extra incentive, because reduction of CO2-
emission can be attributed to decrease in energy use by the customers. 
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• the opportunity of the physical nearness of an electricity production unit to the ser-
vice area of Energy Delftland. 

• the ministry of Economic Affairs plays a role by subsidising parts of the investments 
that will have to be made by the OKEP partners, because of the eco-efficiency that 
can be foreseen. 

• liberalisation of the gas market and especially the introduction of competition could 
have decreased gas prices as a result which would imply decrease in financial bene-
fit for the customers. When large amounts of market gardeners prefer to remain inde-
pendent and produce their own CO2 despite deliberate warmth loss, this would 
threaten the OKEP-initiative to develop the new service delivery system.   

Socio economic implications . An important factor is the physical presence of appro-
priate partners to join forces with (related and supporting industries/firm strategy). Other
important factors are the availability of a good infrastructure (factor condition) and the
physical presence of customers. 

Barriers . The pipeline that will be used for the transport of compressed Co2 has been
well kept. Recently the OKEP started to check the condition of the pipelines. Still un-
known is whether the pipelines need extensive sanitation. This could cause a (financial)
burden that should have to be dealt with. 

Expected benefits in terms of added value. The added value for the customers is the
decrease in energy use. This reduces the costs for energy. Since the price for CO2 deliv-
ery will be much cheaper then the price for gas use. 

Reduction in energy use can be expressed as avoided CO2 emissions as well and thus as

an attribution of the environmental objective of Co2-reduction.

The added value for the supplier (OKEP and Shell) is CO2 emission reduction and con-
sumer binding. 

Expected benefits on eco-efficiency. The benefits on eco-efficiency are expected to
be yearly a reduction in energy use of 167 million cubic metres of gas equal to about
300.000 ton of CO2 emissions. 

These reductions are attained by scale effects (using energy streams more efficiently) and
require behavioural changes. These behavioural effects are difficult to monitor but Ener-
gie Delftland has the intention to set up a study in which behaviour of OKEP-market
gardeners is compared to the rest in Holland as well as the behaviour before and after
introduction of the OKEP-CO2 delivery service. 

Expected benefits on employment. The benefits on employment are unknown. It is
not likely that the service innovation will generate a lot of additional employment. 
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Qualification needs . Additional qualifications have emerged due to the innovation.
Energy Delftland admit not to be able to deliver the same service innovation without the
financial capital and knowledge of the other co-operating partners, EZH and Shell.

C.4.2 Analysis of the examples of service innovations that can be characterised 
as ´optimisation of inputs and outputs´

C.4.2.1 The five-p-model

Performance. In case of the above described examples of ´optimisation of inputs and
outputs-service innovations´, the delivered services ask a slight change in performances.
Instead of delivering resources the suppliers are delivering the circumstances under
which the customer can produce optimally. This implies that the suppliers are taking
over some of the responsibility that used to belong to the client. Usually a client buys
several resources and has to optimise the use of these resources himself, organising that
the right resources are there at the right time in the right amount etc. 

Product. The innovation augments existing products. The delivery of a “circumstance”
rather than some products requires major changes in material infrastructure, since all
kind of material flows as well as waste streams need to be physically linked together.

Perception.  The innovation requires changes of perception both from the customer
and from potential partners. Working together this close by several suppliers and clients,
linking material and waste flows, requires a very co-operative attitude and a lot of trust.

Property.  The Hoek Loos example shows that the innovation requires changes in prop-
erty rights, since all kind of activities that were formerly processed in-house, have now
been outsourced. The property rights go from the customer to the suppliers. The exam-
ple shown by OKEP is different; the consequences are not very huge since only delivery
of CO2 is concerned.

Pattern. The Hoek Loos case shows most explicitly that this typology of innovation re-
quires a certain integration across the supply chain; both horizontally and vertically. Hor-
izontally, since Hoek Loos needs to co-operate with another supplier (from a different
supply chain!). Vertically, since Hoek Loos and its partner EZH were not only supplying
goods, but also planning to take back the waste stream of their customer in order to re-
use it for their own purposes. The OKEP example shows horizontal integration.

The conditions that need to be met for the innovation to succeed include:

• -physical nearness of partners and customers

• -production processes that are compatible to a certain extend

• -good deals (arrangements) about a variety of important issues, like who needs what 
amount of which resources at what time.
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This implicates that especially Pattern and Perception need to be changed.

C.4.2.2 the KIBS-model
Summarizing what already is hidden in the description above, the following conclusion
can be given. The services provided by Hoek Loos and OKEP must be seen as add-on-
services. These examples of sustainable company areas contain new service concepts
and delivery systems, which require radical social changes rather than technological
changes. 

C.4.3 Conclusions
In theory, the principles behind the service delivery system can be duplicated easily. The
participants in the examples do not differentiate from its competitors very much. How-
ever, this is not a must, because the geographical requirements for success put limits to
the possibilities to duplicate the initiative and offer it in the same area. The geographical
requirement forms a constraint to competitors. 

The described innovations all are combinations of market pull and market push. The de-
velopment of the service concept can only be done in close co-operation with partners
and customers. 

Key lessons are still hard to give, because all examples of the service concept have not
been put in practise yet. 

C.5  Conclusions:
Dutch energy companies started under pressure of the covenants they had signed delib-
erately with national government to think of ways to reduce or to avoid CO2-emissions.
There seemed to be several ways to reach CO2-emission reductions: ESM-activities (end-
user demand reduction and end- user energy efficiency) and increased use of renewable
energy sources. In case of electricity a third possibility is: more efficient electricity gen-
eration (for example co-generation). 

Because of the fact that core business of energy companies does not match with activities
that are meant to be directed at reducing the overall energy demand of end-users, these
activities had to be carried out by other organizations or they had to be financed exter-
nally. In the Netherlands, government choose to allow energy companies generate funds,
which are collected, administered and spent by the energy companies themselves. The
funds are filled by charging end-users a ‘MAP-levy’ on top of energy prices. The range
of this levy varied between 0,5% and 2,5% of the total energy bill. The total sum collected
in 1995 amounted to Dfl 293 million (ecu 127 million: 62 MAP levy on Electricity and 65
MAP levy on Gas).

Whether the MAP-levy is a success as an instrument to stimulate demand management
is difficult to say. Energy distribution companies claim that their environmental action
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plans- and hence the levy- are successful. Others argue that the energy conservation ac-
tivities form a continuation of actions that were carried out before the plans and levy
were established (Slingerland, 1999). 

Meanwhile the liberalisation process took place. Of course liberalisation is likely to have
positive as well as negative effects on energy conservation. Slingerland (1999), who was
conducted research on the relation between energy conservation and electricity sector
liberalisation, propose that liberalisation will lead to 3 positive effects:

• A more dynamic situation has better changes for industrial and small-scale co-gener-
ation

• better market-and grid access will be positive for suppliers of co-generation, renew-
ables and energy efficiency

• more attention to customers demand which may give a boost to energy services.

Also two negative effects have been traced: 

• fewer chances for long-term solutions like district heating

• possible drop of prices will result in less attention of end-users to energy efficiency 
and endanger the position of renewables.

Brita Olerup (1998) did research in Sweden, where the energy market was deregulated
in 1996. Energy companies started to offer energy services after competition was intro-
duced in the market. These services are sooner qualitative supplements (e.g. secure,
cheap, and clean energy provision) to the ordinary energy products (electricity and dis-
trict heating) rather than linked to their actual end-use services like space conditioning,
illumination and cooling. She focused on the question whether customers’ interests are
automatically better taken care of in a market place. She concluded that real product de-
velopment which differs from the ‘product plus’ service concept, originates from the
threat of competitors sooner than from customers itself. But product development would
demand a closer relation with the end-users to learn about their specific needs. This
would require an innovation of some sort. There are potentials in the offer of integrated
energy (in which the products are linked to end-use services like temperature and ven-
tilation) although this seems far from simple. “Collaborating with end-users and suppliers
of end-use technology are then essential (Von Hippel, 1988), but decreases control (Hå-
kansson, 1987), which may explain why external pressures are necessary to initiate in-
novations (Johansson, 1993).” (Olerup, 1998, p. 723).    

In the Netherlands, in the fore evening of the liberalization of the energy market, energy
companies are aware that binding clients will become increasingly important. Eco-effi-
cient services in the narrow definition like activity management and activity support are
the most easy to develop. Dematerialisation and especially optimisation of inputs and
outputs require another kind of innovation. Arrangements have to be made and for de-
veloping this kind of services cooperation with other organisations is essential. This
makes the process timeconsuming, each partner has to gain trust and has to learn how
interests can be matched. The relationships are often instable: each partner can be re-
placed by another organisation. However, in principal the eco-efficiency potential seems
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high for the examples described and therefore initiatives in the field of developing sus-
tainable company areas seem very attractive service innovations, even though still no in-
itiatives have been put in practise yet.   
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C.7  Annex to dutch utility cases
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Figure C.3. OKEP
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Conclusion: The ‘optimisation of inputs and outputs’ services require cooperation between industries and involves t
pliers of production circumstances. The innovation does require a radical social change rather than technological ch
practise yet, in principal the eco-efficiency potential is high. 
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Supplement D: Swedish energy 
case - Vattenfall

Olof Zaring and Marie Örninge, GRI
D.1  Introduction the Vattenfall case
The Vattenfall case is an example of service innovation in the utilities sector. The inno-
vation promotes dematerialisation through turning traditional deliveries of heat, electric-
ity and the like into a service aimed at satisfying a customer functional need.

D.1.1 The business context

D.1.1.1 Industry structure of the Swedish utility sector
In Sweden there are three big electricity producers, Vattenfall, Sydkraft and Birka Energi
(in descending order), which stand for 80% of the market. In total there are about 20
electricity producing companies. Concerning the electricity market, Birka has the largest
number of customers in Sweden, but Vattenfall has more customers if the Finnish market
is included. The distribution net of electricity is controlled by a government authority:
Svenska Kraftnät. This is the only stage where there is no free competition. Since the
liberalisation of electricity sales January 1, 1996, the number of companies involved in
this area is around 215, with a decreasing trend through mergers and acquisitions. The
sales companies pay a raw material cost and a net fee to be able to get access to the
electricity market. The competition has so far been the strongest on the industry and
company market. However, November 1, 1999, the customers could also switch electric-
ity supplier freely, which expects to lead to stronger competition in this area as well.
There is competition from other large energy companies: Sydkraft, Birka Energi, and
Graninge. But not all of them supply such a wide-range product variety as Vattenfall.
Competition also comes from fuel companies (i.e. oil) and component companies, which
forward-integrate.
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Industry rivalry. Since the deregulation of the Swedish power market, there has been
increasing competition in the market with falling electricity prices and decreasing profit
margins. The restructuring of the power industry in the Nordic market has led to fewer
and bigger units. A way to become more powerful on the market is to build partnerships,
and thereby be able to develop new customer solutions. There are trends that lead en-
ergy companies to go into other business areas, such as communication services - tele-
phony, since electricity lines are also proper for this kind of distribution. How far this
will go, is yet to be seen.

The players attempt to build long-term customer relations by offering more services
around the product as well as making big investments in brand/trademark marketing. In
Vattenfall’s case there are about 200 full time Vattenfall employees working with the con-
cept.

Impact of the innovation. Industry experts claim that there has been a relatively big
change in the way of operating comparing today with the time before the concept was
introduced. It is a total responsibility service concept compared to selling electrons. 

Bargaining power of buyers. Of course, the deregulation has also led to an increased
bargaining power of buyers -lower prices- through increased competition. 

Bargaining power of suppliers. To a large extent the power companies also produce
the energy they sell, why the factor above is not crucial to the industry dynamics. The
free energy market enables solutions to short-term losses of the own energy production
via electricity from the spot market. Even though the prices on this market might get
high, it is more cost-efficient in case of temporary losses than having own spare produc-
tion capacity.

Threat of new entrants. Formal barriers to entrance in the power industry no longer
exist. Some examples of other kinds of barriers to entrance are large capital require-
ments, decreased profit margins, more complex product packages and larger emphasis
on brand marketing.

Threat of substitute products and services . The power companies make efforts to
find new energy concepts to sell, however, these are still quite similar to one another.
The increasing concern for environmental issues among customers makes it important
for power companies to offer less polluting energy alternatives. 

D.2  The innovation

D.2.1 Description of the Vattenfall’s service innovation 
In providing the service Vattenfall takes over the responsibility for the customer's func-
tional need of heating, cooling, climate control, compressed air or electricity. The nec-
essary fuel or its equivalent (concerning heating), financing and maintenance of the
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equipment are the components needed for the service innovation are also provided by
Vattenfall. The customer buys the function, and does not need to be concerned about
anything concerning the necessary equipment, its maintenance, environmental issues,
new investments etc. Instead the idea is that the customer can then focus on its core busi-
ness.

Each service contract is unique, and is elaborated in co-operation with the customers ac-
cording to their needs and wishes. In the pre-contract phase expertise is needed to esti-
mate investments and to make an appropriate offer to the customer.

If new equipment is needed to provide the service, project management is of vital im-
portance. Vattenfall has an customer management organisation, which is responsible for
the delivery to the customer, and a maintenance organisation that maintains the equip-
ment physically. 

D.2.1.1 The innovative component of the eco-service
The innovative part is to take over something that used to be a part of the client compa-
ny's activities, in order to allow the customer to focus on its core business. Instead, this
is taken care of by experts. The “total climate concept” is the most elaborated version of
the service, where there is the most focus on the functional needs of the customer.

D.2.1.2 The innovation history
The heating concept was the first one to be introduced to the market, in 1987. It was
elaborated from projects involving the installation of heat pumps, aiming to save energy.
The heating concept went one step further and provided a full-responsibility for the heat-
ing needs of the customer. Later the other concepts were introduced. The concept ema-
nated from a need to find other things to sell other than electricity, to get a wider range
of products to sell. After the plebiscite about nuclear energy, there was a campaign about
energy conservation. The conclusion of the investigation about how to conserve energy
was that heating pumps constituted a good means towards this end. The concept devel-
oped from this, starting with heating concept. The concept has so far been characterised
by more of supply push, i.e. the industry players have been claiming that “– Here is this
excellent new good product, buy it!”

D.2.1.3 The internal and external actors involved in the innovation
The major actors in developing the service were internal, on different levels in the or-
ganisation, from the CEO down to the operative level. It is difficult to find one person
or division who invented the concept.

D.2.1.4 The resource requirements of the innovation
Resources deemed necessary by Vattenfall are capital, IT-systems for monitoring, and
qualified personnel: such as project managers, construction and engineering experts for
construction, maintenance managers and personnel. The necessary expertise is technical
as well as commercial in nature.
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D.2.1.5 The functional need met by the innovation
It is a need of heating, cooling, compressed air and so on (see above). In practice it is
defined on different levels: from a need to maintain a certain temperature, all the way to
“employees not being cold”, or “something in the production being dry enough to make
the transport”. When it comes to electricity, it is frequently defined in terms of a certain
accessibility of a system that is dependent on electricity.

D.2.2 Capital and labour intensity of the innovation
The innovation is comparatively capital intensive, since investing in new equipment re-
quires availability of relatively cheap capital. However, traditional production and selling
of electricity is also very capital intensive for the supplier. The labour intensity tends to
become lower than if the customer would have maintained his or her own equipment.
Vattenfall is more efficient when it comes to labour due to economies of scale, since they
have specialised personnel in the maintenance area, they use remote supervision/man-
agement, and they gain co-ordination benefits in areas such as monitoring the environ-
ment, e.g. energy taxes.

The objectives of the service provider are (according to Vattenfall) to gain market shares
by increasing the product range and to offer a total concept. This is accomplished in sev-
eral ways and the benefits are:

• enhanced existing products

• product differentiation

• opening up new markets,

• improving corporate identity and market positioning

• tying customers to the company

• increased customer responsiveness,

• reducing costs,

• reducing environmental impact (based on the concept paper discussion) 

An important part of the concept is to reach new customers. A strategic objective is to
bind customers to more long-term relationships, some contracts are up to 10-15 years,
and in extreme cases up to 25 years. Since there is a decreasing market for traditional
products and stronger competition, it has been necessary to find other product concepts.

Vattenfall claims a significant expansion of the market for these concepts ever since the
introduction, and they are about to go abroad with the concept. It is a fact that customer
relations have become more extended, and to a certain extent customers have become
more dependent on Vattenfall. The heating concept in particular, is claimed to be rela-
tively well established, and easily marketed and sold. The fact that Vattenfall has accu-
mulated a large customer base for this concept reinforces the attractiveness of the
concept.
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This innovation constituted a radical change to Vattenfall’s existing business. Some years
ago it was not imaginable for Vattenfall to co-operate as closely with the customer as
they now do. It is related to the Vattenfall’s traditional core business: e.g. there is a rela-
tion to Vattenfall’s district heating business, since there are synergy effects on the per-
sonnel side in the two areas.

D.3  The demand side
The product is sold in the business-to-business market: industries, real-estate manage-
ment companies, municipal management, etc. The smallest deals made so far are e.g. a
private real-estate owner, and a school. The deal needs to be of a certain volume to be
profitable.

The customer value lies in the fact that Vattenfall tries to solve a problem for the custom-
ers, so that they can concentrate on their core business. Vattenfall aims to take respon-
sibility and bear risk for the customer, and facilitate long-term planning, by freeing capital
that they the customers need for their core business, that is to be used for investments
with better rates of return. In that addition the environmental performance of the facili-
ties used to provide heating, for example are generally improved.

Vattenfall claims that most customers are very satisfied: that there is a high degree of con-
tract renewal. Attitudes to the product in customer surveys show good results. The area
with the most dissatisfaction is price, and to some extent information. Vattenfall are of
the opinion that the concept have received confirmation that it is working well in many
places. They focus more on their core business.

Old as well as new customers buy the product, but old customers predominates. Often,
Vattenfall provides normal electricity delivery as well as providing a service such as the
heating concept, the customers tend to prefer having a single supplier. Vattenfall sales-
force reports that it is much easier to sell to an old customer, it does not require as large
a sales effort as for a new customer. 

The sale of a service concept leads to a closer customer relation since it involves a con-
tinuous responsibility for maintenance of a facility at the customer site. Sometimes visits
are required on a daily basis. The customer relations used to be focused on the price of
the energy delivery, but now tends to focus a larger number of aspects and Vattenfall
salesforce find it easier to create a long-term, binding relationship.

The prospects of functional sales in the utilities sector are perceived to be good. To a
certain extent Vattenfall have been supported by the current outsourcing trend, however.
But the customers are also perceived as somewhat immature in relation to Vattenfall’s
concept, and many feel more comfortable with the traditional utility sector products.
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One key factor to success is to be able to show successful reference customers. Also it
is important to widen the range of products, refining the concepts, follow trends etc. The
competition is increasingly growing for the “concept segment” in the marketplace.

Vattenfall is working on finding concepts to consumers. But the problem is that person-
nel costs are high, so it does not get profitable since no methods of achieving economies
in this area has not been devised The products are not offered to consumers.

D.4  Analysis in terms of models

D.4.1 The Miles/Bilderbeek model
The innovation is a new service concept because or selling of functions deals with the
packaging of different services and functions. There is also a new client interface, since
the supplier discusses other things with the customer in the selling process. The supplier
gets involved in new areas of the customer’s business, the supplier must consider the
totality. However, the concept does not include new technology at the present. There is
a new service delivery system in place, It is new way of buying (a total concept - one
invoice), hence it is a new way of delivery. The service is supplier dominated and the
innovation is to externalise the competence already present in the supplier’s organisation
to the needs of the customer.

D.4.2 The 5P model

Performance. Vattenfall claims that the innovation suits the customer's need, it might
only be that he or she does not think in a “function” way, “I need 70 degrees here”, in-

stead he thinks in the “product” way, “I need 3 m3 oil”.

Product. It is an augmented service compared to only selling electricity. The innovation
requires a remote monitoring system, which can be used to other tasks in the customers'
activities and processes, which creates synergy effects.

Perception. The service requires that the customer perceives his functional needs dif-
ferently. It can be difficult to change the customers original perceptions.

Property. Vattenfall’s concept permits all variants, it is up to the customer.

Pattern. Many people are involved in a deal, especially if you are to build an equipment.
(entrepreneurs) When it comes to running an equipment, there can be many involved
too, fuel/component suppliers, maintenance or preparedness from an external company. 
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D.5  Socio-economic implications of the innovation

D.5.1 Employment and human capital
Possibly Vattenfall generate somewhat better synergy effects, but it is not thought that
the employment effect is very big. Vattenfall could be somewhat more efficient when it
comes to maintaining an equipment according to their own estimates. They claim to see
many equipment facilities, which are “overpopulated”, they have 5-6 people where Vat-
tenfall has one. Then it becomes an employment problem. But the customer can seldom
force them quit, which is perceived as a problem. One can generally say, that if there is
a change, there is a reduction in personnel. Vattenfall estimates that these effects would
replicate if the “concepts” were transferred to the European market.

D.6  Barriers to the innovation
The main business barrier is that the customer is not always inclined to buy, i.e. mature
enough from the suppliers point of view. Another barrier is the competition, but that is
more a question of efficiency. Some customers are worried that they will become too
dependent on Vattenfall, since the service is based on a long-term contract. Another po-
tential barrier is coming from the distribution of risk between the supplier and customer.
Vattenfall bears considerable risk if a customer were to go bankrupt, for example.

One other factor is energy taxes, which can affect the success of the product very much,
according to Vattenfall sources. They have to exclude those effects from every contract.
Changes can give very negative effects. No manufacturing companies pay any energy
taxes right now in Sweden: if that would change, it would hit Vattenfall very hard.

Overcoming the barriers is all about risk distribution. Vattenfall could put the risk on the
customer, but ”concept” assumes that Vattenfall bears much of the risk.

D.6.1 New or modified government practices
There are administrative barriers, concerning the energy tax system, with five different
tax levels, on oil two or three, that are perceived to complicate matters. It would have
been more straightforward if the tax-system had been the same for the whole market,
and all energy sources. 

D.7  Overall environmental assessment for Vattenfall’s family of 
product concepts
The service innovation generally improves the external environment, due to Vattenfall
being able to run a power plant more efficiently (less fuel is consumed for example).
Each rise in degree of efficiency gives an improved effect on the environment. You get
a diminished use of raw materials, reduced emissions of carbon dioxide and other emis-
sions (e.g. sulphur. In most cases Vattenfall looks at how to improve energy efficiency,
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then there is a concrete great improvement. Vattenfall claims to have obtained less emis-
sion to the air, cleaner emissions. 

The service innovation contributes to the acceleration of technological Often the deals
in the energy concept involve some type of technological improvement, Vattenfall installs
new equipment or revalorisation of the old equipment. It can be due to an identified
environmental problem/need, but also a general identification.

Reduction of environmental burdens at non-use stages. The general perception is
that such effects are minor.To a certain extent Vattenfall reuses components, but most
components are tailored for each facility. Also, Vattenfall operates some container-based
equipment, which we reuse, e.g. heating furnaces

The overall scale effect . Vattenfall underlines that the introduction of the various con-
cepts is positive an overall basis. The service concepts cause increased transportation
which leads to negative environmental effects, but this is compensated by other positive
environmental effects, such as decreased emissions and raw material use. 

D.7.1 The eco-efficiency of the ”heat concept”

Energy use. Vattenfall claims that they can run a facility more effectively once the con-
cept is introduced: more effective energy use is a purpose of the concept. Practical ex-
perience shows that for same production volume as before the introduction, the energy
use would have decreased. There is a clear reduction in the amount of oil used per unit
of product for example, according to Vattenfall.

The use of environmentally critical substances . Since Vattenfall has an environ-
ment management system with a well-defined guidelines for the use of chemical sub-
stances and active environmental work, there is a reduction in the number of chemicals
and it influences how facilities are run. In addition to the effects on emissions and the
use of raw Vattenfall is working on replacing and minimising the number of chemicals.
All this are examples of issues frequently neglected by the customers when they run their
own heating facilities, since it is not part of their core business.

Durability of equipment. The durability of selected parts of facilities and equipment
are improved after the introduction of the heating concept, since Vattenfall run it more
efficiently and put more focus on it. By running a facility efficiently experience shows
that it lasts some years longer. This is for two reasons: the personnel is more competent,
and the facility is run closer to its 

D.7.2 Dynamic environmental effects
Vattenfall’s experience does not indicate a demand for more service units as a conse-
quence of using the heating concept. ”If you have a well-working e.g. heating equip-
ment, then I think it could lead to a diminished use, because when you use it, it works
well. I can see positive effects, but not negative ones” (Vattenfall manager)
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D.7.3 Environment as a driver of the innovation?
This depends on whom you talk to in at the customer side, according to Vattenfall. On
certain levels, e.g. management of the equipment, then it is more focus of keeping the
yearly budget. There, only money governs, and this holds for most management levels
including the s. Then, the board of directors in some customer companies, which might
think that the environment is something very important, and wants to choose a for en-
vironmental reasons. Generally, Vattenfall salesforce claim that in the big deals the envi-
ronment is a driver, while in the smaller deals, the environment is less in focus
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Supplement E: Energy Services 
at Scottish Power

Dr. Peter Hopkinson and Professor Peter James
E.1  Introduction
Traditionally, suppliers of electricity and other forms of energy have simply sold a prod-
uct to customers and left it to them to utilise the energy inputs in order to supply their
own functional needs for heating, lighting, process operation and so on. An energy ser-
vice company (ESCO) focuses on meeting these end needs more efficiently by providing
a package of inputs and involvement in internal energy utilising activities. More specifi-
cally, the World Bank (1999) has defined an ESCO as a company:

“Engaged in developing, installing, and financing comprehensive, 
performance-based projects, typically 7 to 15 years in duration, 
centered around improving the energy efficiency of facilities 
owned or operated by customers (who are sometimes referred to 
as clients). Projects are performance-based when the ESCO’s com-
pensation and often the projects’ financing are meaningfully tied to 
the amount of energy actually saved (this is sometimes termed per-
formance contracting). For this reason, as noted at the outset of 
this report, ESCOs are fundamentally different from consulting 
engineers specializing in efficiency improvements, who are typi-
cally paid a fee for their advice and undertake no risk that their 
recommendations will yield results.

Projects are said to be comprehensive when the ESCO seeks to 
achieve energy savings from the widest possible array of cost-
effective measures in a given facility. ESCOs are therefore also dis-
tinguished from specialized purveyors of single-measure installa-
tions (usually lighting contractors) offering no performance 
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guarantees and usually disregarding the potential for savings unre-
lated to the equipment in which they specialize.

ESCOs are project developers responsible for an unusually wide 
spectrum of tasks: they identify, design, and finance the project; 
install and maintain all or most of the equipment involved; mea-
sure and monitor the project’s energy savings; and assume the risk 
that the project will save the amount of energy guaranteed” (World 
Bank, 1999, p.7).

Many environmentalists and energy experts have argued that an energy services ap-
proach of this kind can produce considerable improvements in efficiency (OECD, 1994;
Peters, 1998). The World Bank (1999) and other international bodies (World Energy Ef-
ficiency Association, 1999) have also argued that ESCOs can play an important role in
unlocking the considerable potential for improved energy efficiency in developing and
emerging countries.

This case examines these claims through the experience of the Energy and Utility Servic-
es division of Scottish Power, a UK multi-utility company. The division was one of the
most successful and innovative ESCOs during the late 1990s and therefore provides rep-
resentative insights into the UK energy service sector during this period. 

E.2  The Business Context

E.2.1 Development of Electricity Supply
The early electricity system was based upon a large number of dispersed (and often or-
ganisationally separate) sources of generation. For most of the twentieth century, how-
ever, there was a trend towards increasing size of generating facilities. These achieved
considerable economies of scale in production costs, providing that all the electricity
could be sold. This was achieved through the parallel development of extensive, highly
integrated, electricity grids. The development of these grids was closely linked with the
emergence of large organisations with a monopoly of generation and transmission, and
often distribution, with defined territories.

The rapid economic expansion of the post-war decades meant that the main strategic
problem for most electricity suppliers was keeping up with demand for electricity by
constantly developing new supply. However, this ‘paradigm’ of supply-focused, centra-
lised, large-scale generation came under pressure during the oil crises and subsequent
recessions of the 1970s and 1980s. Slow economic growth and increased energy prices
reduced - and sometimes even reversed - the rate of increase in demand, at a time when
a large amount of new capacity was being constructed. The financing of this unwanted
capacity created large debts and/or a vicious circle of further increases in electricity pric-
es dampening demand still further. Environmental groups, some economists and other
critics began to argue that these difficulties demonstrated fundamental inefficiencies and
other problems which required radical change. Environmentalists also campaigned for
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the development of ‘demand side management’ (DSM) approaches which avoided the
need for new supply - and the environmental impacts which these created - by encour-
aging energy efficiency in users.

From the mid 1980s many countries began to respond to these criticisms, with a mix of
four key changes:

• Restructuring - with the break-up of large organisations into smaller entities and a 
clearer separation between generation, transmission and distribution

• Competition - with the abolition of monopolies and regulations which forced owners 
of transmission and distribution systems to allow access to other suppliers

• Privatisation - i.e. a transfer of ownership from public to private ownership

• Regulation - with the introduction of new approaches in countries which already had 
a regulatory framework and the creation of new ones in those which did not.

The UK was at the forefront of these changes and acted in all these four areas in the late
1980s and 1990s (OFFER, 1998a; 1998b). The UK electricity sector (now almost entirely
privatised) today comprises four main types of organisation:

• Generators - who primarily generate electricity for sale at wholesale prices to suppli-
ers and a few large consumers

• Transmission - who control the high-voltage transmission grid.

• Suppliers - companies which sell to final customers. Public electricity suppliers (PES) 
are those which own the distribution system through regional franchises. Despite 
competition, they continue to supply the majority of electricity within their franchise 
areas. However, second tier electricity suppliers can use PES lines - on a regulated 
payment basis - to sell to end customers. The government is proposing to end this 
distinction through a clear separation of supply and distribution. This would require 
PES to establish separate organisations for the two activities and avoid any cross-sub-
sidy between them. 

• Energy service companies (ESCOs).

Some holding companies operate in several of these areas. Indeed, the Scottish Power
Group operates in all of them. It has PES franchises for southern Scotland and North-
west England, acts as a second tier supplier in other areas, runs the electricity grid in
southern Scotland, has a substantial generation business and has also acted as an ESCO. 

Competition has also been introduced in stages, with the final step being the removal of
distributor’s monopoly of residential customers in 1998.

As expected, these institutional changes have created technological change (which, in
some cases, has also been encouraged by tax and other policy incentives). As elsewhere,
the UK has been an increase in smaller scale generation sources such as cogeneration,
CHP and renewable energy. This has been made possible by, and driven, more robust
and flexible transmission grids. However, in contradiction to many forecasts in the 1980s,
there has been little development of ‘demand side’ approaches in the UK. Even in the
US, there has been a slowdown since the mid 1990s (see below). 
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However, forecasts for the next century suggest that this could change. The ‘Electricity
Technology Roadmap’ project of the US Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) (Anon,
1998) foresees an ‘intelligent network’ in which customers undertake sophisticated man-
agement of their own demand and providers become ‘virtual utilities’ delivering a wide
range of tailored value-added services. It argues that:

“the transformation to an intelligent, customer-managed service 
network would move the business dynamic of the electricity enter-
prise well beyond electricity as a commodity. This is in keeping 
with the paradigm shift in business toward rendering a service of 
far greater value than the original product....New possibilities for 
services may expand beyond the management of energy to the 
management of comfort, convenience, security, ambience, privacy, 
entertainment, education, and caretaking” (1998, p.27-28).

However, the report cautions that these developments will require the development of,
inter alia, new grid management and metering technologies.

E.2.2 Government Influences on Electricity Supply
Government has a huge influence on both the electricity sector and the energy services
sub-sector. In the UK, this occurs primarily through market regulation, environmental
policy and regulation, and purchasing.

E.2.2.1 Market regulation
This is carried out by the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (OFGEM). This was
formed in 1998 through the merger of the then separate electricity and gas regulatory
bodies (OFFER - the Office of Electricity Regulation - being that for the power industry).
The primary duties of the Director General of OFGEM are to “ensure that reasonable de-
mands for electricity and gas are met, that companies can finance their licensed activities,
and to promote competition in electricity supply and generation and secure competition
in gas supply and associated activities” (OFGEM, 1999 para 2.2). The Director General
also has a number of secondary duties including promoting “efficiency and economy on
the part of licence holders and the efficient use of electricity supplied to consumers” (OF-
GEM, 1999, para 2.2). In undertaking these responsibilities, he or she also has a duty to
“take into account the effect on the physical environment of activities connected with
the generation, transmission and supply of electricity” (OFGEM, 1999, para 2.3).

OFGEM influences the business context for energy services in two main ways:

• Determining the strategic value of diversification to utilities through the severity of 
pricing constraints on electricity and gas supply

• The power to set Standards of Performance for energy efficiency for the public elec-
tricity suppliers (PES) which supply the majority of users in the UK.

The latter power has been used to require every PES to spend the equivalent of £1 per
customer on approved energy efficiency schemes. The approval is given by the Energy
Savings Trust (EST - see below). The scheme has been seen as successful in encouraging
more energy efficiency than might otherwise have occurred (OFGEM, 1999). However,
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it has also been criticised for being too small scale and providing hidden subsidies to
richer customers (who tend to have higher bills and therefore benefit disproportionately
from electricity savings) (ENDS 1999a). EST argues that the scheme has a positive dem-
onstration value and that most expenditure has been targeted at low income groups.
However, it has noted that low income groups take 50% of energy savings as increased
comfort (compared to 20% on richer groups), thereby negating some of the environmen-
tal benefits.

The current SOP agreement expires in March 2000 and there has been extensive debate
about whether it should continue and, if so, in what form (ENDS 1999a). One of the key
points in the debate was the failure to develop energy savings companies (ESCOs) in the
domestic and SME sector, and therefore the need for a continuance of the scheme and
its extension to SMEs. The EST argued that, because of this, and in order to meet the
Kyoto targets, the electricity sector should be given a savings target of 5 million tonnes
of carbon a year by 2010, and that a new SOP scheme - encompassing SMEs as well as
domestic customers - be established to meet it, with a target of £6 spending per customer
(ENDS 1999a). The government has indicated that any new SOP measures will be given
legislative force rather than being dependent on the discretion of OFGEM. 

E.2.2.2 Environmental policy and regulation
Energy efficiency has always been a policy target for the UK government, although the
degree of commitment has varied with time. This was high during the energy crises of
the 1970s and early 1980s but declined once energy supplies and prices returned to nor-
mal. However, the signing of the Kyoto convention to restrict emissions of greenhouse
gases has recently given it a new importance. The convention requires the UK to reduce
its own emissions to 12.5% below the 1990 level by 2010. The government has in fact
set a more ambitious target of reducing them by 20% over the same time frame (DETR,
1998). More efficient use of electricity and gas is seen as a making a major contribution
to achieving this target. 

In practice, government influences energy savings in three main ways:

• The severity of environmental regulation of the generation sector - carried out in 
England and Wales by the Environment Agency - influences the price of electricity 
and therefore the economic attractiveness of energy efficiency

• Taxation of energy - which has a similar influence. One of the major questions at 
present is whether the new business energy tax will encourage an expansion of 
ESCOs

• Institutional incentives and support for energy efficiency initiatives.

The main institutional body for energy efficiency is the Energy Savings Trust (EST). This
was established in 1992 in response to criticisms that energy privatisation was undermin-
ing progress towards greater energy efficiency. Its main activities are to:

• Provide information and advisory services

• Work with OFGEM in managing the SOP scheme for electricity suppliers
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• Administer the Home Energy Efficiency Scheme, which provides subsidies for effi-
ciency measures (primarily draughtproofing) in low income households.

• Purchasing

Public buildings such as hospitals, offices and schools consume significant amounts of
energy. To minimise public debt and introduce market disciplines into the public sector,
UK government agencies in the UK have also been encouraged to make use of the Pri-
vate Finance Initiative. This involves use of private capital to finance capital projects in
the public sector, with the loan repaid through revenues associated with the project. A
government document (DETR, 1997) highlighted the potential for using the PFI to sup-
port energy service projects. Hardwick and Bates (1998) argue that this could be of great
significance in future although they also note some confusion in its implementation.

E.3  The Organisational Context
Scottish Power PLC is a multi-utility company providing energy and water supply and
services. At the time of the case (late 1999) it operated only in the UK but was finalising
the takeover of an US electric utility. During the summer of 1999 it also divested its tele-
communications division to focus purely on energy and water.1

Scottish Power is the fourth largest UK energy utility (ICC Information Group Ltd., 1998),
has more than 15,000 employees and supplies energy to 3.2 million customers. Most of
these are located within the two areas where it has a monopoly distribution franchise -
Scotland (1.8 million customers) and North-West England and North Wales (1.4 million
customers - serviced by a local subsidiary, Manweb) - although the company supplies
larger customers throughout the UK. It also owns another subsidiary, Southern Water,
which has the franchise for water supply and sewage services in South-east England.

During 1997/98, ScottishPower (1998) reported a turnover of £4,438.3 million, appor-
tioned as follows:

Generation wholesale (sold to suppliers) £1,104.3m

• Power Systems (fees for use of SP’s transmission and distribution system) £443.0m

• Energy Supply (sales to final customers, except for Manweb area) £1,336.2m

• Manweb (sales to final customers in North-West England/North Wales) £667.8m

• Southern Water, £453.0m

• Developing Businesses & ancillary services £524.0m

The full- or semi-monopoly status of UK utilities, and their strong cash flows, mean that
they are generally seen as financially strong and reliable companies, albeit unexciting.
Scottish Power is seen as one of the most successful in business terms, although City
analysts are concerned about the risks of its takeover. 
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As an energy supplier, Scottish Power is a key player in all industries and companies with
substantial activities in its operating areas. This position is one reason for its multi-utility
strategy, which is predicated on using its established position in supplying electricity to
customers to win further contracts to supply gas, water and energy services (with cost
savings compared to competitors through integrated billing systems).

E.4  The innovation - providing energy services

E.4.1 The Nature of the Innovation
According to the World Bank (1999):

“The fundamental feature common to all ESCO projects is the requirement that the 
customer not make any cash payments except from realized savings. In order to 
meet this requirement, the ESCO assumes all performance risks associated with 
developing, financing, implementing, and operating the project. This means that the 
ESCO:

• Provides all working capital to develop the project

• Provides or arranges construction financing, including interest during construction

• Provides or arranges long-term financing so that the annual repayment obligation is 
less than the project’s annual realized savings

• Absorbs financial loss if the project’s ongoing debt-service and operating costs 
exceed realized savings.

The ESCO control a number of key activities (and imposes procedures upon the cus-
tomer) in order to mitigate performance risk: these procedures include identifying, 
designing, building and maintaining the measures installed, and implementing an 
ongoing savings measurement and verification control.... The ESCO also requires the 
customer to assume risks that the ESCO cannot control, such as the risk that operat-
ing levels of the efficiency measures are reduced, and the risk of energy price defla-
tion” (World Bank, 1999, p.19).

There are two basic models for the provision of energy services, namely:

1. guaranteed savings - in which the ESCO guarantees the customer a minimum level of
savings compared with previous energy consumption. This guarantee is then used by
either the customer or the ESCO as the basis for financing the project. 

2. shared savings - in which savings compared to a baseline at the start of the contract
are divided between the ESCO and the customer on a pre-determined basis. One major
factor influencing the split is the amount of capital expenditure being undertaken by the
parties. From an ESCO viewpoint, this is a riskier but potentially more lucrative model.

In practice, most energy service projects in the UK and USA have involved guaranteed
savings. One reason for this is the high level of trust which is required - but, in the US
has often failed to materialise - for shared savings contracts. A Canadian innovation of
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‘first-out contracts’ (in which the ESCO receives the energy savings first, before profits
are paid to the customer) has reduced some of these problems, but has not yet been
widely adopted in other countries.   

E.4.2 The History of the Innovation
The modern energy service business - i.e. in with some performance contracting and/or
project financing and management element - began in the USA following the 1973-74
and 1979-80 oil crises and is still most developed there (World Energy Efficiency Associ-
ation, 1999). The first ESCOs were developments from existing fee-based engineering
service companies and suppliers of building control systems. They were encouraged in
the early 1980s but also by tax incentives for companies to invest in energy efficiency. A
combination of the removal of these incentives and falling energy prices slowed the rate
of growth in the mid 1980s, but the sector received a further stimulus with the develop-
ment of utility demand-side management (DSM) programmes in the 1980s. These were
required by regulators in order to avoid excessive investment in new supply, and re-
quired utilities to take action to ameliorate demand through energy efficiency pro-
grammes in customers. In many cases, this was achieved through ESCOs bidding to
deliver specified energy reductions, on the basis of utility subsidies to their customers.
This revived the industry until the deregulation of the US power sector began in the mid
1990s. It became harder for regulatory bodies to force utilities to adopt DSM pro-
grammes, which have therefore gone into decline. The rise of DSM programmes also led
to the creation of ESCOs by utilities, although these managed only a minority of the DSM
initiatives (World Bank, 1999).   

The first British ESCOs were established in the early 1980s for similar reasons to the US.
However, they made little headway during that decade, primarily because of falling en-
ergy prices, an absence of tax incentives and customer’s lack of familiarity with the con-
cept. It was only in the early 1990s that the sector took off, largely because of the interest
of the newly privatised power utilities. This interest was partially strategic, in that utilities
had strong incentives to build business activities outside that of conventional electricity
supply (which was relatively slow growing and subject to regulatory oversight). It was
also a response to the government and regulatory pressures for energy efficiency de-
scribed in section 2. The central role of the utilities therefore makes UK experience rather
different to that of the USA.

E.4.3 Origins of the Service Innovation in Scottish Power
Scottish Power was privatised later than the English companies and, for this and other
reasons, was relatively slow in entering the energy services business. However, it did so
through the establishment of an Energy and Utility Services unit in the mid 1990s. This
signed energy service agreements with around 20 medium-large industrial, commercial
and governmental customers in the following years (see section 5). However, in 1999 the
company decided to withdraw from the ESCO market. This was largely because its take-
over of the US company created a change of strategic direction, with greater emphasis
on generation and supply. However, it was also a response to the slow take-off of the
energy services market in the UK (see below). 
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According to Malcolm Ball, the head of the Energy and Utility Services unit, “our main
reason for entering the field was because we saw it as a marketing opportunity”. Other
internal drivers in descending order of importance were: increasing customer conve-
nience, binding customers, maximisation of available resources, and improvement in en-
vironmental performance and corporate image. Regulation, cost reductions, back to core
business and DSM considerations were much less significant. 

An underlying factor was the way in which technological developments during the 1990s
were making energy services more feasible. These developments included more robust
and flexible grids, more efficient boilers and CHP plants, and more sophisticated meter-
ing. 

It is fair to say that the development of an energy services sector could not have taken
place without these developments.

Overall, the origin of energy services at Scottish Power can therefore be seen as a com-
bination of market pull and supply push.

In the five or so years of its operation, the Energy and Utility Services unit achieved one
business objective of becoming one of the leading ESCOs in the UK. However, the unit
signed only 20 contracts during this period and therefore did not provide the revenues
which were hoped for at the time of its creation. The main reason for this was the falling
real costs of energy during the late 1990s. As direct management by the customer is the
main alternative to an energy service, this reduced the incentive to take the (perceived
risks) attached to long-term contracts.

E.5  Demand
Providing energy services can be a viable business proposition because much research
has demonstrated that many organisations have cost-effective opportunities to improve
energy efficiency but these are often not taken. The reasons for this include their:

1. lack of knowledge - which a specialised energy organisation can obviously help to
overcome.

2. need to focus limited management time and financial resources on key strategic areas,
which does not include energy efficiency. Hence, an outsourcing solution which does
not require large time and resource inputs can be very attractive.

3. lack of capital for investment, either because of business difficulties or, in the public
sector, because of strong pressure to use private finance for capital schemes. Here too
the ability of an ESCO to provide financing can be very attractive.
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The energy services business can also be attractive because of the availability of grants
to support energy efficiency initiatives and/or regulatory requirements that energy pro-
viders take action to minimise demand for energy.

In practice, however, the energy services sector has not grown as quickly as hoped in
the UK (OFGEM, 1999). One reason for this is the generally low energy prices of the
1990s. A related factor is the way in which increased competition in electricity and gas
market has allowed customers to substantially cut their energy costs simply by renegoti-
ating contracts. However, the recent introduction of a ‘business energy tax’ (from which
CHP is exempted) may change this situation.

Most of the customers for the US ESCO industry have been commercial or governmental
- industrial sites have been less significant, although their share has increased over the
last decade (World Bank, 1999). There appear to have been a higher proportion of in-
dustrial sites in the UK (Hardwick and Bates, 1998) and around half of Scottish Power’s
contracts being for industrial sites. 

These contracts fall into 3 main categories:

1. PowerSave - installation of modern generation and energy efficiency equipment on a 
performance contracting basis

2. On-site generation - a turnkey project management and financing service for installa-
tion of CHP and other on-site generation

3. Public sector - project management and financing of public sector energy invest-
ments under the government’s Private Finance Initiative (which encourages use of 
private capital in public-private partnership schemes). 

In addition, the Energy and Utility Services unit provides:

4. Process services - an advisory and project management service to reduce energy in 
industrial processes

5. Monitoring services - provision of detailed energy consumption information to cus-
tomers

Five energy service projects have been examined for this case:

1. Barnet Borough Council

2. EP Mouldings

3. North Hampshire NHS Trust

4. Pearson

5. Pilkington.

E.5.1 Barnet Borough Council
This scheme went operational in December 1997. It involved a £400,000 upgrade to an
existing district heating scheme in the London suburb of Hendon. The scheme serves
over 1,000 homes as well as community buildings such as schools, libraries and swim-
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ming pools with around 1000kW of thermal and 60kW of electrical power. The upgrade
involved installation by Scottish Power of a new 800kW gas-fired CHP unit, which has
replaced an older oil/gas boiler (which was supplemented by costly electricity from the
grid). The Council originally approached the company with a view to installing a small,
supplementary, CHP unit to eliminate the need for particularly expensive electricity in
peak periods. However, Scottish Power suggested installation of a larger unit to replace
both the existing boiler and electricity purchases, and also generate surplus electricity for
sale to the grid. They also offered to provide project financing, in the form of loans and
a government grant of £85,000 (distributed by the Combined Heat and Power Associa-
tion). This was accepted and a 10-year contract was signed between the parties. This
guarantees Barnet at least 90% availability from the unit at a price which compares
favourably with the costs of self-generation. The council also receives a proportion of
the revenues from export of electricity to the grid.

The new unit is also more than twice as efficient in terms of energy generation as the
plant it replaced, resulting in a reduction of approximately 1,500 tons per annum of car-
bon dioxide emissions.   

E.5.2  EP Mouldings
EP provides injection-moulded plastic components to the white goods, electronics and
horticulture industries and employs around 110 staff. It is based in Liverpool, which qual-
ifies for a number of European Regional Development Fund initiatives, including those
targeting industrial efficiency. Following a Scottish Power marketing campaign highlight-
ing these opportunities, the company signed a 6-year energy service agreement. This in-
volved Scottish Power financing and installing new -and much more energy-efficient -
moulding machines and refurbishing the lighting system. The initiative offered EP a guar-
anteed reduction in energy consumption over the lifetime of the contract, equivalent to
savings of £69,000 per annum. The new machines and lighting also improved productiv-
ity and the working environment. 

E.5.3 North Hampshire Hospitals NHS Trust
The Trust is a not-for-profit public body which runs a 450 bed general hospital in Bas-
ingstoke, Hampshire. The hospital’s heating requirement was originally met through a
boiler house at another nearby hospital via a steam duct. In 1995 it was decided to close
the supplying hospital so that the Trust had to develop its own heating scheme. Howev-
er, there was no capital funding available within the Trust’s budget so it decided to utilise
the Private Finance Initiative. Scottish Power was chosen as the preferred supplier in
1996 and a full 20 year contract was signed in 1997. This involved Scottish Power financ-
ing and installing a gas network supplying 5 hot water and steam boilers, a 1MW CHP
plant and 20 smaller boilers in the hospital’s residential units. The investment was se-
cured against a guaranteed supply contract for 20 years. The installation also reduced
both energy consumption and costs considerably.
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E.5.4 Pearson
A Pearson & Sons grows high quality tomatoes in greenhouses at Alderley Edge,
Cheshire. Tomato growth is related to atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide so,
like other growers, the company channeled the (purified) waste gases from its boiler into
the greenhouses themselves. During the warmer months - when high carbon dioxide
concentrations are required - the company ran the boiler continuously even though the
heat output was not needed in the day. This was conserved to some degree by storing
hot water in the day and using it for greenhouse heating at night. However, even this
was not required in midsummer so that the company had to choose between wasted en-
ergy or reduced crop growth.

The Scottish Power solution was to install a 1.7kW gas-fired CHP plant. This allowed sur-
plus heat to be converted into electricity, for resale by Scottish Power. A catalytic con-
vertor removes pollutants from the waste gases which are then fed into the greenhouses
as before. Scottish Power financed the scheme under a 10 year guaranteed supply agree-
ment, with Pearson also getting a percentage of the revenue from electricity sales. Its
own energy costs are therefore lower whilst the output and quality of the fruit is higher
because of higher carbon dioxide concentrations in summer. The scheme has also re-
duced net carbon dioxide output by 3000 tons a year compared to the previous scheme
(in addition to which more carbon dioxide is absorbed by the growing fruit). 

E.5.5 Pilkington UK
Pilkington is one of the world’s largest glass producers and has several large plants at St.
Helens, Merseyside. Glass production is very energy intensive so that energy costs form
a substantial proportion of manufacturing costs. However, the company has had capital
constraints in recent years so that it was not always easy to justify internal investment on
energy efficiency. The company approached Scottish Power in the mid 1990s with regard
to a performance contracting agreement at their Cowley Hill site. This had a steam sys-
tem which was in poor repair and producing more steam than they required. Scottish
Power designed, financed and developed a state-of-the-art steam decentralisation sys-
tem, based on small, ultra-energy-efficient boilers and a new radiant space heating sys-
tem. The agreement term is for 10 years, and is delivering approximately £200,000 per
annum savings on energy costs for Pilkington. It is also reducing carbon dioxide emis-
sion by around 30,000 tons a year.

E.6  Analysis in Terms of Models

E.6.1 Miles Model

Service Concept. The concept of energy services have existed for over a century, espe-
cially through the supply of heat to commercial, industrial and residential buildings in
Europe. However, the approach represented by Scottish Power - and developed in the
USA during the late 1970s and 1980s - differs from this in its use of performance con-
tracting and its focus on individual rather than groups of premises. Its introduction to the
UK can therefore be classified as a new service concept.
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Client Interface. The energy service concept represents a new client interface in that it
involves interacting with customers at a higher strategic level, and in more complex
ways, than simple energy supply agreements. Indeed, literature on the topic stresses the
ability to access the senior managers of a company as one of the key factors for success
in making energy service contracts work.

Service Delivery. This has not changed significantly through the energy service ap-
proach.

Technological Options. Energy service agreements typically make greater use of small,
energy-efficient, boilers and CHP units than those they replace. Those using CHP are also
taking advantage of recent organisational and technological innovations which allow sur-
plus electricity to be easily sold. 

E.6.2 5P Model

Performance. The service innovation entails a redefinition of the functional need. Tra-
ditional approaches involved definition and purchasing of the commodity through input
specifications, the innovation entails drawing up output specifications based upon space
and temporal energy requirements and specifying comfort levels.

Product . The service innovation has been primarily offered as an augmentation of the
product, electricity. At the same time there is no obligation on the client to purchase the
product itself from the same supplier. The services approach entails the supplier to pos-
sess a variety of skills in energy trading, technology and procurement. In the case of Scot-
tishPower, these are provided by the company’s consultancy arm; Technology Division
and are shared with other services and products developed by the Group.

Perception . This is critical as there can be considerable resistance to the concept of en-
ergy service agreements. Many customers feel that control of equipment and/or flexibility
of energy supply is a necessary part of their business strategy. The long-term contracts
required by ESCOs can also be problematic, especially in countries such as the UK where
decision-making tends to have limited time horizons.

Property . As customers usually own (as opposed to controlling) equipment this is not
usually a major issue.

Pattern. The innovation entails a high degree of integration across the energy service
supply chain (manufacturers, service personnel, maintenance contractors, financiers etc.)

E.7  The Eco-efficiency of the Innovation
The main service unit being provided by an ESCO is usually heat. In certain contracts, it
may also be light and process energy. In any assessment of eco-efficiency, the main al-
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ternative is supply of a product, with customer conversion to final functional require-
ments. In certain circumstances, another alternative may be customer production of their
own energy inputs (e.g. through in-house use of renewable energy). 

When compared with simple provision of a product an ESCO primarily increases eco-
efficiency through more efficient generation and/or use of energy by customers. This re-
sults - as seen from the short cases described above - in lower resource requirements
and lower emissions of carbon dioxide, sulphur and nitrogen oxides, and particulates for
given levels of output. The careful examination of processes which characterises the in-
troduction of energy service agreements may sometimes also result in environmentally
beneficial improvements of processes, for example, through reduced waste generation. 

ESCO agreements have some impact on equipment durability because providers have a
greater incentive to invest in maintenance than do users. They have no significant impli-
cations for end-of-life issues.

NGOs and many energy experts have long argued that there is scope for considerable -
some would say ‘factor 4’ or greater - improvements in energy efficiency. Although en-
ergy service agreements are only one means of achieving these, many argue that they
can be one of the most effective vehicles.

However, some caution is required in assessing the environmental impact of ESCOs be-
cause there is a ‘rebound effect’, in the form of some customers taking energy efficiency
benefits in the form of increased consumption (see above). However, these appear to be
less significant in commercial markets than residential ones, where many customers are
currently unable to satisfy all their functional needs because of cost.

For these reasons, environmental issues have always been a significant driver of energy
service agreements and are likely to be even more so in future. This is achieved both
through direct means - as when utilities are given regulatory orders or incentives to im-
prove energy efficiency - and indirect, notably through the introduction of carbon taxes
in order to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases.   

E.8  Socio-economic Implications of the Innovation
These can be summarised as:

Employment and human capital - on balance, positive but, because of the relatively cap-
ital intensive nature of energy supply, relatively minimal in developing countries. ESCOs
require a team of skilled engineers and financiers for project development and manage-
ment. This is partially offset by some possible job losses and deskilling at customers,
where ESCOs are introducing more automated and smaller-scale systems, and also some
potentially lost employment as a result of reduced demand for energy. The opportunities
for ESCOs in developing countries (see below) could create significant and well skilled
employment opportunities.
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Economic and social opportunity - no obvious implications.

Basic needs - the World Bank and others see ESCOs as potentially playing a major role
in improving energy efficiency in developing countries and thereby contributing to both
their economic development and global environmental targets. The main reason for this
is the relatively inefficient nature of much equipment and the shortage of capital and ex-
pertise which can be filled by ESCOs.

Autonomy and community - on balance, positive, because many energy service agree-
ments involve introduction of ‘decentralised’ technologies such as CHP. They could also
be a vehicle for introduction of local renewable technologies in future.

Social norms - ESCOs require no major changes in social norms.

Implications for competitiveness and employment - generally positive, in that reduced
energy costs make industry more competitive and therefore able to employ more people.   

E.9  Barriers to the Innovation
The major internal barriers that had to be overcome were management culture and ob-
jectives. This is possibly due to traditional approaches and history of the energy industry,
where as noted earlier deregulation has only been a recent development. Furthermore a
lack of skills in particular in marketing and knowledge of the customer base also consti-
tuted an additional internal barrier. Other internal barriers are considered to have had a
lesser impact and include uncertainties about technology and feasibility, high capital re-
quirements, accounting rules and techniques and legal constraints and extended respon-
sibility. 

The major external barriers to the services approach are the level of energy prices and
customer perception, cultural barriers and habits. As noted earlier, resistance from within
the client base exists since the service entails potential perceived repercussions through
limiting internal control and management power. Other external barriers are considered
of lesser importance and included difficulties in standardisation of procedures and con-
tracts, and the complexity of the process involved. 

An underlying barrier is the complexity of the approach. As one study has noted:

“a balance of marketing and engineering expertise are critical to an 
ESCO’s success. U.S. ESCOs are unanimous in the opinion that one 
without the other is a recipe for failure. Observers tend to grasp 
the importance of engineering. But the costs and difficulties of 
developing performance-based energy efficiency projects are typi-
cally underappreciated” (World Bank, 1999, p.37).
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Internal barriers have been overcome through increasing awareness of the opportunities
arising from the service and acknowledgement of the value that the service brings to the
Group. It has been found to fit with the multi-utility concept that the Group was project-
ing. On the other hand, customer perception has been mainly overcome by an increasing
environmental awareness, government’s role in promoting energy services in combina-
tion with PFI and general business trends towards outsourcing.

E.10  Conclusions
Energy services have been one of the main examples cited by advocates of a move to-
wards eco-efficient services as a solution to environmental problems. It is therefore dis-
appointing that they have developed only slowly in the UK.

The main reasons for this appear to be the high transaction costs, and trust requirements,
involved in long-term ESCO contracts. These are especially difficult to overcome when
energy prices are low, as has been the case in recent years.

It seems that - other than creating substantial levels of energy tax - public policy (created
by regulatory bodies as well as government) cannot radically change this situation. Even
in the US, where conditions appear to be more favourable to ESCOs, a World Bank anal-
ysis of the American energy services industry has noted:

“Legislative and regulatory developments, including the rise of util-
ity DSM, have been helpful, though not critical. U.S. ESCOs would 
have appeared even without utility incentives, and they will con-
tinue in business should those incentives disappear” (World Bank, 
1999, p.37).

However, public policy can be important in creating niches. This was the case with the
energy service opportunities created by DSM in the US and by the PFI in the UK.

A final point demonstrated by the case is that energy services form only one of a variety
of strategic alternatives for both customers and suppliers. In the case of Scottish Power,
the slow growth of the UK energy service market tipped the balance towards other al-
ternatives (although this could, of course, reverse in future). For customers also, it may
be that - as a form of outsourcing - energy services compete with other types of out-
sourcing opportunities. 
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Supplement F: Revalorisation 
Services in the German 
Automobile Industry

Gerd U. Scholl (IÖW)
F.1  Introduction
The industry case depicted in the following paragraphs addresses the emergence of re-
use strategies in the automotive aftermarket. To date used car parts are mainly marketed
on a local and regional scale by direct trade between car dismantlers and their customers,
i.e. workshops and private clients. This kind of spatially confined trading, however,
leaves opportunities for high level recycling untaken. Main problem to the trans-regional
marketing of used parts is lack of information on potential clients. This gap is filled in
by professional information brokers that mediate between the supply and demand side.
They have set up electronic networks facilitating exchange of information on availability
and quality of secondary parts to a larger group of market players. 

ICT has a crucial role in this context providing for a cheap means to send enquiries and
give responses in an electronic marketplace. Highly advanced e-commerce strategies,
however, have not emerged yet mainly due to unfamiliarity with modern communication
technologies of the sector and the existence of a vast array of different tailor-made soft-
ware solutions, e.g. for stock keeping at dismantlers, rendering the installation of one
common virtual stockroom rather difficult.

The focus of this report will be on renet Recycling Netzwerk GmbH which is an infor-
mation broker for used cars and components. It started to offer its services to car disas-
semblers and workshops in 1997 and is among the pioneers of trading in secondary car
components in Germany. 
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F.2  The business context

F.2.1 Basic Characteristics of the Innovation Context
The secondary car part network operated by Renet works as a virtual interface between
different branches and sectors (see Figure F.1). The secondhand automobile components
are „produced“ by the car recycling industry collecting and dismantling scrap and acci-
dent vehicles. Renet serves as a kind of „prolongation of their counter“ by re-marketing
the used and refurbished components preponderantly to the professional and (to a small-
er extent) private vehicle repair sector and also into the automotive aftermarket where
car parts dealers start to expand their ranges towards secondary parts. Simultaneously,
automobile industry plays a triple role by supplying increasingly reliable cars requiring
less repair and maintenance, by profiting considerably from sale of car parts through
their dealership workshops and, finally, by increasingly entering the large-volume auto-
motive repair sector.

Figure F.1. Actors’ network for automotive parts re-marketing

F.2.2 Description of Main Business Players in the Field

F.2.2.1 Automobile Industry
Automobile industry currently faces several challenges affecting corporate strategy and
market development (Poulopoulos 1998). Saturation points are reached and, corre-
spondingly, automobile markets have evolved to consumer markets. The clients have be-
come more demanding and car makers respond with decreasing innovation cycles,
product differentiation, and lower prices: “Tomorrow’s consumers will demand vehicles
that are tailor-made for their personal needs which will result in an even greater prolif-
eration of models, more options, and more frequent product life changes, all at a lower
real price to the end user” (ibid.). The quandary between increasing diversification of
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product ranges and the necessity to keep production costs as low as possible is partly
tackled by platform strategies allowing for inter-vehicle exchange of parts and compo-
nents.

As automobile markets evolve from producer to consumer markets the need to intensify
customer relationship is increasingly acknowledged. It is reflected, for instance, by a
statement of Ford’s CEO Jacques Nasser saying that „we have to build a relationship to
our customers that covers the entire lifetime of their cars“ (SZ 17.11.99). One central cor-
nerstone of this strategy shift is increased provision of services exemplified by Volk-
wagen’s „Longlife mobility guarantee“, a service package including a replacement car
and accommodation reimbursement in case of break down, recovery services, financial
aids during travels in foreign countries, etc. 

In Europe, automotive industry is among the biggest industrial sectors. In 1997, manu-
facture of motor vehicles, including bodies and equipment, accounted for a turnover of
433 bill. Euro. The employment in the automotive sector, in total 1,885,380 people in
1997, represents 8.2% of the total employment of the European manufacturing industry.
Production volume of passenger cars was around 14.5 mill pieces in 1998. Biggest pro-
ducers are Volkswagen (21.0%), Ford including Volvo Cars production (13.6%), GM
(13.1%), and PSA Peugeot Citroen (12.0%). (ACEA 2000)

With regard to the development of automobile population in Germany it is expected that
the entire car fleet will further increase from 41.37 million in 1997 (of all EU passenger
cars) to 50.70 million in 2020 (22.6%). Simultaneously, average age of the fleet will rise
(see Figure F.2) as will the market share of cars older than four years (see Table F.1 on
page 378). While accounting for approximately 2/3 in 1996, their share will grow up to
69.5% in 2000 and 70.5% in 2005 (Möhler 1999, 18).

Figure F.2. Development of the average age of the German car fleet (Source: Möhler 1999)

The importance of trade in secondhand cars will grow as well. While the relation be-
tween the market volume of secondhand as compared to new cars was 1.56 in 1970 and
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2.17 in 1996, it is assumed to further increase to 2.5 in 2005, i.e. for every new car there
will be two and a half used vehicles within car population. Accordingly, first-use-periods
will be shortened and “fifth-hand owners” will grow in number. Main reasons are the rise
of “nearly news” from leasing societies and car rentals and the extended average lifetime
of the vehicles which is supposed to rise from 11.4 years in 1993 to more than 13 years
in 2005 (Frick et al.1998). 

One cause of longer useful life is an extension of average lifetime of car parts due to
technical improvements, in particular in case of wear-and-tear parts (BBE 1998). As a
consequence, maintenance intervals become longer and cheaper, and warranties are
gradually extended. While car owners will benefit from this development, it is the free
and brand-owned workshops that are to suffer most.

F.2.2.2 Automotive Repair Sector 
In Germany, there are 25,300 authorised dealership workshops and 23,450 free work-
shops offering maintenance and repair services for vehicles. The first group settles 45%
of all repairs, while the latter is responsible for only 26%. The remaining 29% can be
divided between filling stations supplying repair services (2%) and the do-it-yourself sec-
tor (27%). The lion’s share of services demanded, i.e. almost 90%, is wear-and-tear re-
pairs. The rest is accident repairs (Möhler 1999). In the context of an overall cost-cutting
exercise within automobile industry during which distribution channels are tightened the
number of authorised dealership workshops is expected to decline to an expected figure
of 18,000 in 2005 (BBE 1998). This can at least partly be attributed to a general worsening
of market conditions for entire vehicle repair due to declining annual transport demand,
extended maintenance intervals, and prolonged lifetime of important components such
as tyres, engines, gearing, etc. Moreover, labour intensity of repair and maintenance ser-

vices declines due to a shift from repair to exchange of components1, in particular in
case of electric and electronic parts, and also due to stronger pressure from insurance
companies to perform labour- and cost-saving accident repairs (Mendius 1998). 

TableF.1. Vintage of car population in Germany in 1996a

a. Source: Möhler (1999)

Age in 
years

Absolute figure (in million 
cars) Relative figure

Relative figure 
(accumulated)

0 - 2 7.018 17.1% 17.1%

3 - 4 6.557 16.0% 33.1%

5 - 6 6.863 16.8% 49.9%

7 - 8 7.064 17.2% 67.1%

> 8 13.485 32.9% 100.0%

Total 40.987 100% -

1. See below, box 2, the example of Kwik-Fit / Pit-Stop.
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The automotive repair sector consists of mainly small and few medium-sized companies.
Moreover, there are significant differences in size between independent automotive and
authorised dealership workshops (see Table F.2). While 90% of all independent work-
shops do not have more than nine employees, more than 60% of dealership workshops
employ more than nine people.

Table F.3 below provides a picture of the market volume of the automotive repair sector
in Germany. Its entire volume accounts for 7.68 bill. Euro of which more than 90% can
be assigned to repair of cars older than four years. Repair expenses are a function of
vehicle age. They are on average 157.5 Euro per car per year, while expenses of cars
older than eight years are 80% above average. Authorised dealership workshops clearly
lead the repair market up to a car age of four years, afterwards free workshops and DIY
take over. This overview also reveals that market extension strategies are a two-level pro-
cess: Dealership workshops try to attract customers of free workshops while the latter
aim at absorbing clients from the DIY segment.

TableF.2. Sizes of independent and manufacturer dependent workshopsa

a. Source: ZDK Business Report 1998/99

Number of 
employees Total

Independent 
workshops

Authorised dealership 
workshops

≤ 4 36.8% 62.5% 5.2%

5 – 9 30.1% 30.3% 30.0%

10 – 19 19.7% 6.5% 35.8%

20 – 49  8.1%  0.7% 17.4%

≥ 50  5.2%  0.0% 11.6%

TableF.3. Market volume of wear-and-tear repair services in Germany in 1996a

Age 0-2 years 3-4 years 5-6 years 7-8 years > 8 years Total

Car fleet 7.0 mill.
(17.1%)

6.5 mill.
(16.0%)

6.9 mill.
(16.8%)

7.1 mill.
(17.2%)

13.5 mill.
(32.9%)

41.0 mill.
(100%)

Repairs per 
car per year

22.5 Euro 35 Euro 167.5 
Euro

277.5 
Euro

285 Euro 157.5 Euro

Market vol-
ume

0.16 bill. 
Euro
(2.1%)

0.55 bill. 
Euro
(7.2%)

1.16 bill. 
Euro
(15.0%)

1.97 bill. 
Euro
(25.6%)

3.85 bill. 
Euro
(50.1%)

7.68 bill. 
Euro

(100%)

Market shares

authorised 
dealership 
workshops

0.128 bill. 
Euro
(81%)

0.415 bill. 
Euro
(75%)

0.555 bill. 
Euro
(48%)

0.907 bill. 
Euro
(46%)

1.039 bill. 
Euro
(27%)

3.043 bill. 
Euro
(39.6%)

free work-
shops 

0.011 bill. 
Euro
(7%)

0.072 bill. 
Euro
(13%)

0.300 bill. 
Euro
(26%)

0.532 bill. 
Euro
(27%)

1.308 bill. 
Euro
(34%)

2.224 bill. 
Euro
(28.9%)

DIY 0.019 bill. 
Euro

(12%)

0.067 bill. 
Euro
(12%)

0.300 bill. 
Euro
(26%)

0.532 bill. 
Euro
(27%)

1.500 bill. 
Euro
(39%)

2.419 bill. 
Euro

(31.5%)
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An example of the market extension strategy of car industry is Volkswagen who has es-
tablished its own workshop chain called “Stop and Go”: The company has initiated a
workshop concept especially addressing low end vehicles older than four years. The
concept is based on an own brand and tries to differentiate from competitors by relative-
ly low fixed prices. Thereby, Volkswagen attempts to improve customer relations, in par-
ticular in those segments where clients’ loyalty gradually decreases and price elasticity
grows. In 2001 there shall be 200 garages. In order to avoid competition with their au-
thorised dealership workshops, the majority of the shares of a “Stop and go” garage has
to be held by a Volkswagen workshop. Other competitors have followed this example,
such as Opel with “Masterfit”, FIAT with “Auto Clinic”, Ford with “Rapid Fit”, or BMW
with “Autotechnic” thereby attempting to ameliorate their economic performance within
the large-volume repair sector. 

In parallel to these service-oriented market development strategies of car industry, fran-
chise systems, such as “Pit Stop” or “1,2,3-Autoservice GmbH” were established among
free workshops in order to keep good economic performance against the background
of increasing competition (see Box 1).

Besides car producing industry striving for intensification of customer relationship in
case of low end vehicles, it is the automobile insurance companies having stimulated the
demand for repair services. They believe that value adequate repair, i.e. the repair of ac-
cident vehicles older than four years with used refurbished replacement parts, might pro-
vide substantial cost advantages. Estimates account for savings of 1 bill. Euro of an entire
repair volume of 7 bill. Euro in Germany that could be realised by application of used

car parts within insurance cases (Dornwald 1999).2 

Co-operation of insurance companies with large workshops chains is already quite com-
mon in the US, in France, the United Kingdom and Switzerland. 

a. Source: DAT-Report ‘97

Box 1:Franchising within the repair sector - the example of Kwik-Fit

Kwik-Fit is a Great-Britain based workshop chain founded in 1971. It is Euro-
pean market leader in automotive workshops without advance booking operat-
ing 1,900 workshops with more than 6 mill. customers in Great Britain, Ireland, 
Belgium, The Netherlands, Germany, France, Spain, and Switzerland. Kwik-Fit 
was taken over by Ford Motor Company in 1999. Under the brand name of “Pit 
Stop” the franchise system runs 170 garages generating a turnover 76 mill. Euro 
and employing 670 people in Germany. During the last ten years turnover 
almost quadrupled and is expected to increase further. The workshop concept 
differs from other free workshops by performing exclusively exchange of defec-
tive parts instead of repair and refurbishing.

Source: Pit Stop Auto Service GmbH (n.y.), brochure “Wir stellen uns vor”
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F.2.2.3 Car Parts Industry
This sub-sector of automobile industry covers the manufacture, distribution and retailing
of vehicle parts and accessories, appearance and performance enhancement products,
garage tools and equipment, and collision repair and auto body products. Its market vol-
ume in Germany accounted for 24 billion Euro in 1997 including wages of around 8.6
billion Euro (BBE 1998). Main pillar of the German automotive aftermarket is sales of
replacement and wear-and-tear parts (see Table F.4).

The market for replacement and wear-and-tear car components has shrunk since 1994,
mainly due to increased durability of components leading to less repair services and, ac-
cordingly, to a diminished number of sold pieces. In the future, market decrease is ex-
pected to continue because of further improvements in product quality and reliability,
rejuvenesence of the car fleet and lower transport demand (BBE 1998).

Sales in the automotive aftermarket are divided in two main distribution channels: First,
by the automobile manufacturers themselves through their dealership workshops, and,
second, through the independent wholesalers of automotive parts (e.g. free workshops,
purchasing cooperatives, service stations, commercial fleet workshops, and do-it-your-
self outlets). Roughly 56% of automotive parts are sold along the first channel while in-
dependent wholesalers are responsible for 44% of the market. In the latter segment free

2.  This estimate is based on the following calculation (Dornwald 1999): Currently, 50% of the 
overall expenses of 7 bill. Euro for 4 mill. insurance repair cases can be assigned to spare parts. 
Accordingly, average costs for spares per repair account for 950 Euro. Assuming a coverage of 
60% by used parts and average cost savings of 50% as opposed to new spares, costs savings 
potentials are about 30%, i.e. 250 to 300 Euro per accident repair.

TableF.4. The German automotive aftermarket in 1997a

a. Source: BBE (1998)

Product group
Absolute volume (bill. 
Euro) Relative volume (%)

Replacement and wear-and-tear 
parts

8.65 63

Car chemicals (oils, paints, etc.) 2.11 14

New tyres 2.00 13

Accessories 1.65 11

Total 14.41 100
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workshops and specialised wholesale dominate. (BBE 1998, Department of Foreign Af-
fairs and International Trade 1997). 

 Among the biggest independent retailers of car parts are Sachs Handels GmbH (turnover
375 million Euro) and Carat Gruppe (turnover 1.3 billion Euro). Their main customers
are free workshops, rather than final consumers. Quite recently, one of this specialised
wholesalers has introduced its own secondary product line called “New Life” (see Box 2).

F.2.2.4 Car Recycling Industry 
In Europe, 8 to 9 mill. vehicles are discarded each year. This creates 8 to 9 mill. tonnes
of waste of which 70 to 75% are metallic fractions which are recycled. The remainder
(“shredding residues”) is hazardous waste and currently landfilled. This quantity ac-
counts for up to 10% of the EU’s total of hazardous waste. (Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and consumer Protection 1999) 

In Germany, scrapping and recycling of cars accounted for 1.1 mill pieces in 1997 (see
Table F.5 on page 383), i.e. approximately for 12 to 14% of Europe’s car recycling vol-
ume. The industry sector is characterised by a large number of small sized, low innova-
tion companies. In 1998, there were between 3,500 and 5,000 German car recycling
companies with on average 3 to 4 employees in charge of dismantling of scrap vehicles
(Böck 1998, 59). They can be assigned to three different groups (ibid.): 

Box 2:The use of secondary parts at Sachs Handels GmbH
The Sachs Handels GmbH, Schweinsfurt, is market leader in Germany for shock
absorbers and clutches. It also offers a full-service workshop concept called “Au-
to Crew”. 460 independent garages are members of this franchise system encom-
passing elements such as financial services, training in business administration,
ITC solutions for workshops, environmental programmes, and marketing mea-
sures. 

Quite recently, “new life” was established which is a service product dealing 
with re-marketing of used and refurbished replacement parts (not only address-
ing “Auto Crew” members). The service works as an intermediate between 
workshops and car recycling companies. The workshops who have become 
members of the system specify their orders of secondary parts via fax and send 
it to “Auto Crew” who pass the order to the associated dismantling centres. 
They return their confirmation to “Auto Crew” who mails the offer to the cus-
tomer. Delivery takes less than 48 hours and includes a one-year-guarantee. At 
the time being 102 car recycling companies and on customer side several hun-
dreds of free workshops are connected with the system.

Source: www.sachshandel.de, kfz-betrieb May 6, 1999, p.17, personal informa-
tion
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1. firms specialised in recycling of younger, very often accident vehicles with a rela-
tively high residual value (mainly remarketing of used car parts); since these cars are 
not available on a large scale, companies have to perform an active purchasing pol-
icy;

2. firms specialised in recycling of cars between 9 and 14 years, where dismantling is 
practised on a case-by-case basis and very often by private customers themselves 
(limited remarketing of secondary parts);

3. firms recycling cars older than 14 years (mainly recycling of materials).

In particular for the first group the main source of income is trade in used replacement
parts recovered from end-of-life and accident vehicles. It is estimated that main address-
ees are private customers (60%), followed by export to foreign countries (19%), free
workshops and filling stations (14%), authorised dealership workshops (5%), and pro-
duction of exchange parts (2%) (Hauser 1999).

Quite recently, the sector of automobile after-use-management has started to run through
a process of concentration mainly due to the tightening of the regulatory framework (see
section 2.2) and the market entry of big industrial companies, such as Preussag and RWE.
Estimates of the expected number of certified recycling companies in Germany range
from 400 to 1,000 firms (Möhler 1999, Böck 1998). Their annual capacities, i.e. the num-
ber of dismantled scrap vehicles, vary between 2,000 and 20,000 cars. Among the biggest
are Allgäu Recycling (20,000 units/a; subsidiary of RWE/Preussag), Barec Gesellschaft für
Autorecycling mbH (15,000 units/a), and Resotec Mittelbaden GmbH (15,000 units/a)
(Möhler 1999). 

Increase in costs for disposal of spent cars in Germany due to statutory requirements has
lead to an increase in export figures of old and scrap vehicles mainly to Eastern Europe
reducing the potential amount of secondary cars and components in the domestic market
by more than 50% (see Table F.5). 

To the extent to which export markets will reach saturation points purchasing of inputs
will become easier and cheaper for the recycling industry in Germany. According to
branch experts, there are few hints that this development has started slowly.

TableF.5. Car recycling potential in Germanya

a. Source: Möhler (1999)

Year De-
registratio
ns

Theft and 
export to 
foreign 
countries

Number of 
scrap 
vehicles

Export of 
scrap 
vehicles

Scrapping/ 
recycling in 
Germany

1997 ~ 2.90 mil-
lion 

(100%)

~ 0.44 million
(15%)

~ 2.46 million
(85%)

~1.36 million
(47%)

~ 1.10 million
(38%)

2000 ~ 3.10 mil-
lion
(100%)

~ 0.78 million
(25%)

~ 2.33 million
(75%)

~ 0.93 million
(30%)

~ 1.40 million
(45%)
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Summarising, German car recycling industry has a vital interest in high-level recycling of
used automobiles and automobile components, including the dismantling, refurbishing
and re-marketing of secondary parts, for mainly two reasons: On the one hand, in the
course of a more stringent waste regulation final disposal of scrap vehicles has become
more expensive in Germany so that the price relation between the disposal and the re-
use option has changed at the expense of scrapping and dumping. And on the other
hand, due to the fact that foreign countries absorb big shares of German end-of-life ve-
hicles rendering the purchasing situation of domestic car recycling companies more dif-
ficult, they are forced to find new strategies for economic survival.

F.2.3 Synopsis of Major Trends Within the Business Environment
As automobile industry faces increasing saturation of markets product differentiation and
improved binding of customers is gaining importance. One strategy to achieve the latter
is supply of accompanying services (e.g. mobility services). Another strategy is to expand
activities in the low end vehicle repair and maintenance sector.

The automotive repair sector, mainly divided into the authorised dealership and free
workshops, finds itself under economic pressure due to longer maintenance intervals
and higher price elasticity within the segment of cars older than four years (about 70%
of entire car fleet!). Besides market entry of car producer owned workshop chains in-
creasing market relevance of consequently customer-oriented franchise systems can be
observed.

Pressure from car industry and also from price-sensitive final consumers has lead car
parts industry and trade to intensify customer relationship, e.g. by establishing their own
workshop concepts or by expanding their range with certified used car parts. 

Car recycling industry still passes through a period of increasing concentration and faces
severe problems on their input markets due to ongoing export of accident and scrap ve-
hicles. Furthermore, sales of dismantled components still mainly address private custom-
ers whilst car workshops are of smaller importance.

One outcome of this interplay of contextual factors is increasing interest in value ade-
quate repair, i.e. application of quality proven used car parts in the repair of low end
vehicles. Thus workshops can improve their working to capacity and car recycling in-
dustry is enabled to find new clients for high level recycling of car parts.

F.2.4 Government Influence of the Sector
The regulatory framework of the German car (recycling) industry has been tightened
during the last years. In particular, the self-commitment of automobile industry with re-
gard to an environmentally sound disposal of used cars that has been backed up by a
government ordinance in April 1998 have had some substantial impact on the sector. Es-
pecially obligatory certification of the companies responsible for the final treatment of
used cars against certain minimum eco-standards has initiated a shrinking of the sector. 
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The covenant of German car industry stipulates establishment of a country-wide system
for take-back and recycling of end-of-life vehicles and car components, elimination of
scrap vehicles in a environmentally sound way, and realisation of recovery quotas of 85%
in 2002 and 95% in 2015. This self-commitment came into force in 1998 together with an
ordinance formulating the statutory framework of vehicle after-use management (e.g.
transferring of old vehicles to authorised bodies only and criteria for their certification).
Take-back is at no cost only for cars not older than 12 years and registered after April 1,
1998. 

The European Directive proposal on end-of-life vehicles presented in 1997 (“Proposal
for a Council Directive on End-of-Life Vehicles”) exceeds the scope of the German ini-
tiative in several ways, but most importantly it prescribes take back of all old cars at no
cost for the last holder and/or owner. Moreover, it introduces provisions on future recy-
clability of new produced cars (in 2005 reusable/recyclable to a minimum of 85% and
reusable/recoverable to a minimum of 95% of weight). After several amendments from
European Parliament and, in particular, the European Council the amended proposal is

currently at second reading before the European Parliament.3 

Both, German and European level initiatives on the after-use-management of old vehi-
cles promote the idea of high-level re-use and recycling as far as safety and environmen-

tal requirements are not impaired.4

There is other regulation not directly addressing environmental issues that might have
some influence on the applicability of re-use strategies in the automotive sector. On the
one hand, labour-intense dismantling and refurbishing procedures might benefit from EU
employment policy providing possibilities for the Member States to lower the value add-
ed tax on labour-intense services during the period from 2000 to 2002 by 50% (ZDK
1999). On the other hand, prescriptions with regard to product liability and product safe-
ty might at least restrict, if not render the re-use of specific secondhand car parts impos-
sible.

F.2.5 Innovations within the Sector

F.2.5.1 The Emergence and Role of E-commerce Strategies in the Automotive Sector
E-commerce strategies are diffusing rapidly into automobile industry. Major car produc-
ers have set up strategic alliances with internet services, both on the supply and demand
side of their business. Quite recently, GM has agreed upon co-operation with AOL like
Ford has done with Yahoo in order to lower marketing costs and to intensify customer

3. See http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/121225.htm: “Waste Management. Management of end-of-

life vehicles”

4.  A number of countries has taken initiatives in order to improve the after-use-management of 
cars: Voluntary agreements for the recycling of end-of-life-vehicles are already in place in eight 
member states (besides Germany, Austria, France, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, United 
Kingdom); other European countries have submitted proposals.
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relationship. The collaboration of Ford and Yahoo, for instance, allows car owners to fix
appointments with workshops via internet, to book travels, and to obtain information on
the traffic situation in bigger cities. Furthermore, net users will have the possibility to get
in contact with Ford engineers and other company staff. According to Forrester Research
these activities will lead to a quadrupling of internet affected car deals up to a number
of 8 million during the next two years (SZ 00/01/12). 

Similarly, e-commerce is going to boost supply-side processes in car industry. Major step
will be a joint-venture of DaimlerChrysler, Ford, and GM establishing the allegedly big-
gest electronic market place in the world. Main goal of this virtual enterprise is to create
transparency in the world market of automotive supply facilitating quick price compari-
sons and contributing to a decrease of stock taking and management costs. As a conse-
quence, production costs per car are expected to fall by approximately 5% (SZ 00/02/28). 

According to “The Economist” (00/03/04, p.67) these new consortia of industrial giants
indicate the third phase of e-commerce based business-to-business exchange. Preceding
stages have been the emergence of independent firms that bring together many buyers
and sellers, and at the very first beginning of e-commerce companies’ shift to on-line
buying and selling exemplified by Wal-Mart’s and General Electric’s early activities. 

Net based dealing of used cars is an example for the second stage. The used car market
is a prototype of an intransparent mass market with a huge number of different suppliers
and varying product qualities and properties. Meanwhile there are more than 40 service
providers in Germany offering an electronic marketplace for second hand passenger
cars. In the US these kinds of services have significantly affected consumer decision-mak-
ing processes: A recent study found that 26% of US car consumers that purchased a mod-
el in the 1994 to 1999 range used the Internet when making a decision which
corresponds to 14% of this consumer group in 1998 (Nua 2000). Consumers benefit from
net-based or net-supported trade patterns in several ways. Besides a general increase in
market transparency, they are capable of comparing prices more easily, they do not have
to take hours of opening into account and profit from spatial enlargement. The latter as-
pect, however, is of apparently smaller relevance, since according to industry experts the
majority of customers still chooses vehicles on a regional scale, i.e. within a 30 kilometres
distance (Absatzwirtschaft 11/99).

F.2.5.2 The Advent of Re-use Agencies in the Automotive Sector 
The brief description of players involved in production, distribution and use of second-
ary replacement parts for automobiles (see section F.2.1) showed that there is increasing
demand for used components, in particular for value adequate repair services addressing
the majority of the existing car fleet. However, resources on this secondary market are
misallocated due to incomplete information. That means that the availability of quality
proven second hand parts is not well known to the potential customer (car owner or
workshop) and, the other way around, the supplier of this part (car dismantler) is not
sufficiently informed about the existence of demand and its spatial distribution. Hence,
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re-use agencies attempt to fill in this information gap by providing data on used auto
parts and their suppliers to potential clients.

The agencies are information dealers and network operators in the first place, but they
have supplemented their range with services such as logistics, guarantees, and marketing
services and, thus, can be regarded a full-service provider. 

While internet-based trade in new and used car parts is well established in the US (see,
for example, www.used-auto-parts.net), mainly due to the regional characteristics (long
distances, huge car fleet, etc.), these kind of e-commerce strategies are not yet wide
spread in Europe. “Used-carparts”, for instance, is a European internet platform facilitat-
ing trade in used spare parts (www.used-carparts.com). It is a joint effort of a number of
car recycling companies from different European countries and has been installed quite
recently. 

In Germany, there are mainly three such initiatives: Besides Renet that will be depicted
later in greater detail there is “Call Parts” of Preussag Recycling and “Cleverparts” of AU-
TOonline. The Callparts System GmbH, formerly known as Preussag Recycling GmbH,
is a network administrator for environmentally sound after-use-management of cars. At
present it runs a network of 28 companies from car recycling industry, car dealers, and
waste treatment facilities. Each member employs a specially designed software
(“PREUCAR - Preussag Computer Aided Recycling) assisting the technical and adminis-
trative procedures within companies from vehicle delivery to planning of dismantling
processes, stock keeping and marketing. Besides providing data processing software
Callparts services comprise extension and co-ordination of the network, definition of
common quality standards, support of old vehicle supply, marketing and PR for the sys-
tem, training in dismantling techniques and data processing, etc. The core of the net,
however, is availability of data on more than 2 million used car parts facilitating the re-
marketing of secondary components on a trans-regional scale. Enquiries to the data base
are managed either by phone, fax, or on-line. According to industry experts, success of
the Callparts concept is limited mainly due to the relatively high costs for administration
of the system.

In March 2000 “Cleverparts” is going to launch a pilot in the German market. It is a
subsidiary of AUTOonline GmbH which is a communication platform for trade in vehi-
cle “residual values” set up in 1995. This platform offers the possibility to run auctions
for accident and old vehicles. For this purpose car suppliers, e.g. from insurance business
or car expert organisations, deliver vehicle information according to a standard format
to an online database using a special AutoOnline software. Registered car recycling com-
panies, car dealers, and workshops who are interested either in re-selling or dismantling
of the vehicle under consideration can send their offers in return. The car is sold then to
the highest bidder. At the time being average monthly volume accounts for 9,000 vehi-
cles.
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The shop system Cleverparts is focused on trade in used car components. Car recycling
companies that want to join the system have to become member of a marketing commu-
nity. This community is in charge of defining the characteristics according to which the
used parts have to be recorded and also prescribes dismantling procedures and disman-
tling depths. At the time being 14 car recycling companies are members of this commu-
nity. Information of secondary components is delivered to a virtual stockroom and can
be recalled by registered workshops and other clients. Delivery of the parts is performed
by a logistic service provider within 48 hours time and can be monitored electronically.
In contrast to the secondhand car auction operated by AUTOonline the Cleverparts elec-
tronic shop is based on fixed prices including a one-year-guarantee. There are no expe-
riences with the concept yet, since the pilot started in March 2000. It is planned, however,
to further develop the ICT infrastructure so that the virtual stockroom can be updated in
real time, i.e. each time an associated car recycling company sells an old part directly to
a customer this part is taken off the shelves of the Cleverparts network. Thereby, hit rates
of customer enquiries to the system will be increased. At present Cleverparts suffers es-
pecially from a plethora of software solutions employed by their suppliers, i.e. car dis-
mantlers, impeding standardisation procedures in stock taking and keeping, packaging,
etc. 

This brief synopsis reveals that application of e-commerce tools is at the very beginning
within vehicle end-of-life management. All experts interviewed, however, shared a very
optimistic view with regard to the future market penetration of net based marketing for
re-use.

F.3  The organisational context
Renet Recycling Network GmbH is a limited liability society acting as an information bro-
ker for used automobile components. The company offers services for improving trade
in used cars and secondary car components, including transport insurance, marketing,
and logistics services. The business objective is to increase sales in secondhand spare
parts and to improve supply of old cars to car recycling enterprises.

The company’s turnover accounted for 3.5 ml Euro in 1998 and is assumed to be around
5 ml Euro in 1999 (turnover is measured in value of supplied secondary components).
At present the company has 12 employees.

F.4  Description of the Service Innovation

F.4.1 General Characteristics
Renet is an information broker contributing to improved allocation of resources in the
market of used auto parts by mediating supply and demand. The main function met by
the service offer is linking the producers of secondary car parts, namely car recycling
companies, and their clients, i.e. mainly free workshops, by overcoming existing infor-
mation barriers. Since the refurbished components accrue irregularly in quality, time and
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space (which is the main difference to new replacement parts) there is a need to smooth
out their supply in these three dimensions. Hence, Renet can be regarded as a prolon-
gation of the counter of car recycling companies and, furthermore, as an external pro-
curement department of automobile workshops. By doing so Renet achieves a double
dividend: The use of secondary automotive replacement parts in car repair services, one
the one hand, does save energy and material resources. On the other hand, it supports
the recovery of the economic residual value of the components, that otherwise were ex-
tinguished by simple scrapping. 

The Renet service was developed within the “EUCAR” initiative, which is a European
concept for car recycling consisting of an association of 60 mainly medium-sized car re-
cycling and transport companies, and also waste dealers. It was founded in order to es-
tablish a cheap and widespread system for take-back and recycling of scrap vehicles.
Renet represents a kind of spin-off of this initiative, in particular, aiming at a further com-
mercialisation of the marketing of secondary car parts. The self-commitment of automo-
bile industry and the planned ordinance on used cars, that finally came into force in 1998
(see section F.2.4), were decisive for the introduction of the concept, that entered the
marketplace in August 1997 after a two years phase of developing and testing the con-
cept. Representing a very innovative approach to re-marketing of used automotive parts
Renet was awarded the innovation prize of the Land Rhineland Palatinate shortly after
its foundation. Furthermore, the company was initially assisted by the same Bundesland
with cheap loans and the provision of office rooms in the in a centre for business
founders. According to the managing director of Renet initial capital investments were
up to about 1.1 ml Euro and are to amortise within a five years period. 

Keeping in mind the specific history of the innovation, one can say that the origins of
Renet are supply push: The agency has been founded mainly to improve sales possibil-
ities of car recycling companies whose margins have been and still are strongly linked
with high level recycling, i.e. dismantling, refurbishing and re-selling of quality proven
used auto parts. The emergence of this secondary market was strongly influenced by a
change in the regulatory framework (tightening of vehicle after-use management) and a
stimulus exerted from indirect demand (insurance companies asking for value adequate
repair). Accordingly, market failure in terms of matching supply and demand of used car
parts due to a lack of information on the availability of secondary components can be
regarded the main driver of the innovation.

Although company information material explicitly mentions the benefits for the environ-
ment achieved by means of car parts re-use, environmental protection is not a strategic
objective, but rather regarded as a by-product of Renet’s business activities. According
to a company representative Renet’s contribution to eco-cycling within automotive in-
dustry may help ameliorate the bargaining position on political level, but admittedly does
not constitute a strong purchase condition for its customers. The main economic goal of
Renet’s business activities is to open up new markets for used car parts, in particular in
those cases where resale on a local and regional scale is difficult.
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F.4.2 Specific Elements of the Service Innovation
The single service modules offered by Renet to its clients are:

• A logistic service - All car recycling companies associated to the Renet network are 
attached to a national logistic module ensuring transportation of a car component 
within 24 or 48 hours time. Transport insurance and settlement of money transfers is 
managed by Renet as well, as is the provision of suitable, returnable transport pack-
aging.

• A warranty - All secondary replacement parts traded by Renet have a one year guar-
antee (“Renet Plus 1 year”).

• Marketing services - Renet offers a set of market data for its clients, such as data on 
market volume, sales figures, price surveys. These data are important strategic 
parameters for all those companies associated to the network and serve as a basis for 
optimisation of production, product, and price policy.

• Scrap vehicle disposal service - Renet works as an interface between providers of 
scrap vehicles (workshops, car owners, etc.) and certified car recycling companies 
by offering a telephone / fax hotline linking both parties.

• A monitoring service - The Renet network renders a comprehensive monitoring of 
automotive material flows possible, from the collecting point to the final disposal.

Workshops participate in the network at no cost. They simply have to install a software
format delivered by Renet with which they can record the main items of their enquiry,
i.e. car type and model and auto part requested (e.g. car body, engine, gearing, electron-
ic components, seats, etc.) including a specification of its age, e.g. in terms of kilometres
driven. The enquiry is sent online to all recycling partners of the net. In case one of the
associated car recycling companies is able to meet the workshop’s demand Renet is com-
missioned to administer the deal, i.e. to order all logistics including packaging, insurance,
encashment services, etc. The dismantlers have to pay a fee for the Renet service com-
prising a so called “fixum”, i.e. a lump sum of either 19 or 5 Euro per day and a “trans-
action fee” accounting for 10% and 18%, respectively. By offering two different service
prices Renet ensures that also car recycling firms with smaller resale volumes can benefit
from participation in the network. 

The technical infrastructure needed to join to the electronic marketplace are rather small.
For car recyclers hardware requirements encompass ISDN access, fax, Pentium 166+, CD
Rom, Windows NT, for workshop clients it is simply a fax, PC 486+, CD Rom, printer,
and Windows 3.1.1. 

In contrast to other re-use agencies in the automotive sector, such as “Cleverparts” and
“Call Parts” (see section F.2.4), participation in the Renet web does not require to inven-
torise all dismantled parts electronically and put the data in a virtual stockroom (which
turns the dismantler into a kind of glassy company). The service is less restricting in the
sense that car recycling companies are left with the freedom to run their own stock keep-
ing software. They simply have to install the Renet interface providing access to the elec-
tronic network on demand. Although one might expect that responding times are longer
compared to the establishment of one common virtual stockroom, it takes normally 1 to
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3 hours to obtain a response on a workshop enquiry. Another difference to other ap-
proaches is that the suppliers of used parts do not have to become member of a market-
ing community. Whilst barriers to enter the system are lowered by this feature of the
Renet concept, it might negatively affect the enforceability of quality standards.

F.5  The demand side
Renet has two kinds of clients, on the one hand, car recycling companies “producing”
used car parts and, on the other hand, workshops employing value adequate repair ser-
vices. 

Car recycling companies benefit from the Renet services by reaching potential clients on
a trans-regional scale. Thereby, Renet helps them optimise their distribution channels
and accelerate the turnover of their stock. Moreover, Renet contributes to improving the
image of secondhand spare parts and, hence, operates as a kind of external marketing
and sales department of car recycling industry. Since re-use agencies such as Renet sup-
plement the sales activities of vehicle dismantlers in cases where either local and regional
sale is impossible or sale beyond regional borders more profitable, costs for access to
the system must not be too high. Renet responds to this requirement by simple software
infrastructure and decentralisation of the virtual stockroom. That means that car recycling
companies associated to the net are not forced to record all dismantled parts electroni-
cally and to provide this information to Renet. They respond on demand and, thus, are
capable of limiting their fix costs. In addition, participation allows networking with other
dismantlers so that the ability to respond to local demand is improved as well.

It has been said in section F.2.1 that due to longer maintenance intervals and repressive
competition workshops are incentivised to find to new business opportunities in order
to expand their working to capacity. Hence they can benefit from the Renet service con-
cept because their market position can be strengthened by improving the supply of high-
quality, low-cost spare parts rendering repair of old cars more profitable (reduction of
costs for information search). Today, especially repair of cars older than eight years is
mainly done by DIY and work on the side, so that commercial suppliers lose a potential
turnover of 1.5 Euro per year (seeTable F.3 on page 379). Renet estimates that about 20%
of this market volume, i.e. about 300,000 Euro, can be re-transferred to the commercial
workshops by the Renet recycling network. 

At the moment there are approximately 1,000 car recycling companies in Germany. Ac-
cording to the managing director of Renet only 250 to 350 of them are interesting part-
ners for the network (due to their size and organisational structure). Hence, with its 100
associated firms Renet covers about 30 to 40% of its relevant market. On the other hand,
there are currently 2,500 free workshops connected to the network which is about 5%
of all workshops in Germany. 

At the time being Renet has approximately 1,500 business clients (garages, car part deal-
ers). The company has taken a number of initiatives in order to increase its industry cov-
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erage. A strategic alliance with the AvD (German Automobile Club) has led to the
introduction of a service hotline where 1.4 million AvD members can offer their old ve-
hicle to the car recycling companies associated to the Renet web. The car is transferred
to the bidder with the lowest cost for final treatment of the car. Besides this kind of “em-
powerment” of final consumers by an increase in market transparency, another hotline
informs about the 1,100 AvD workshops who have joined the Renet system and offer
consumer-friendly value adequate repair services (AvD 1998). Similar alliances have
been set up with big independent wholesalers of automotive parts. Collaboration with
the Sachs Handel group, for instance, has led to the creation of a new brand within the
Sachs range (“New Life”, see Box 2) based on Renet parts and targeted especially at free
workshops and the Sachs-run workshop chain “Auto Crew”.

Industry experts believe that the share of secondhand car parts in the overall car parts
market might rise in Germany to a figure between 5 and 10% corresponding to a market
volume of 0.7 to 1.4 billion Euro (Möhler 1999, 110). The probability of this development
depends on the prices achievable in the secondary market and the sales prices for new
parts that theoretically always serve as a substitute to used components. Experts believe
that prices for secondary parts have to be around 1/3 to _ of the price of a new part to
enable profitability for re-use agencies and car dismantlers in the long run. This relation
does, however, depend on the margins achievable with new parts. Competition from that
market end will increase when car parts producers lower their sales prices.

Value adequate repair services furthermore profit from insurance companies offering a
“green police” for those car owners that are willing to let their accident vehicle be refur-
bished with quality proven used parts. At the time being German insurance companies
set up lists with typical damages and parts needed as a basis for a green liability insur-
ance. Whilst these developments might push the Renet market segment, the installation
of internet auctions for accident vehicles incorporating those car parts with the highest
residual value might counteract: Auctions imply higher prices for accident vehicles and,
thus, indirectly force up the costs for value adequate repair.

In this context Renet’s future prospects depend on several factors. Most of all it is crucial
to achieve a good balance between costs of participation and expected benefits from
point of view of the car recycling companies. Their costs comprise installation of appro-
priate ICT infrastructure, recording of data on dismantled auto parts, duration of con-
tracts, and commission paid to Renet. The benefits accrue because of enlarged sales on
trans-regional scale and savings of costs for administration at the dismantlers due to
Renet’s full-service offer covering logistics, warranty, etc. One can assume that due to
little ICT requirements, missing obligation to change stock keeping software, and large
contractual flexibility the prospects of the Renet service as a supplement to local and re-
gional activities are very good. 

Besides this general assessment of pros and cons of Renet’s future market penetration,
there are a number of hints suggesting a positive development. On the one hand, car
manufacturers start to set up their own secondary components series and will have to
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resort to professional service providers, such as Renet, in this area. Moreover, automobile
industry gradually begins to integrate eco-design standards in product development and
manufacture, so that disassembly and remanufacturing of old cars and car components
is assumed to become easier in the future. On the other hand, the service offer could be
extended to other durable goods with high secondary values accruing irregularly in qual-
ity, time and space, e.g. construction machines or agricultural machinery.

Renet services will be of minor importance for private clients. Normally they directly ap-
proach car dismantlers in their neighbourhood, if they need a car part for DIY repair, or
they let the workshop performing the car service order the specific part via Renet. Hence,
they are no direct customers of the concept. The agency might, however, benefit from
other developments affecting the private DIY sector: On the one hand, increasing tech-
nical complexity of parts will limit the opportunities of DIY, and, on the other hand, a
general increase in disposable income might augment demand for commercial services.

F.5.1 Analysis in terms of models

F.5.2 Analysis in Terms of the Miles Model

Service Concept. Renet offers a service package that helps overcome information bar-
riers in the market for second hand car parts. It represents a new service concept in the
sense that it gradually institutionalises formerly mainly informal market transactions (re-
sale on local and regional scale) by means of providing an ICT based network architec-
ture.

Client Interface. There are two ways of analysing this dimension of the model. First,
looking at the supplier-customer relationship the interface design is rather simple and
not significantly close. Marketing channels of car recycling companies are supplemented
by a trans-regional scale, whilst the majority of the re-marketing activities still address
private and professional customers on a local and regional level. 

Second, regarding dismantlers as the provider of a used part and workshops as the main
customer the interface between them is completely re-organised by the Renet service. It
removes informational and spatial barriers to trade between these two parties.

Service Delivery. Service delivery is based on traditional communication technologies,
such as fax and phone, but increasingly resorts to Internet solutions, i.e. placing request
and responses online to the network operated by Renet. While the car recycling compa-
nies who have joined the system belong to the more advanced in their sector with regard
to ICT application, it is mainly the (free) workshops that constitute a bottleneck: A recent
survey found that 47% of the free workshops do not have Internet access and 67% of
this group regards the net as superfluous in the future as well. In case of authorised deal-
ership workshops non users account for only one fifth. With respect to the use of the
Internet for procurement purposes non-use quotas account for about 2/3 in each seg-
ment! If the net is actually used for purchasing, it is mainly for buying used cars and –
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especially in case of free workshops – purchase of car parts and accessories (Fiolka
2000).

Technological Options. The key to the success of the Renet service is availability of
cheap market information. Provision of data would not have been possible without mod-
ern information technologies. ICT infrastructure facilitates rapid administration of re-
quests and responses and thereby contributes to a reduction of the operating costs of the
network. The very low diffusion of information and communication technologies in parts
of the automotive sector, however, represents a significant impediment to the integration
of the Renet concept into daily routine.

F.5.3 Analysis in Terms of the 5p Model

Performance. In principle, the service provides the same functional need, namely “con-
necting” supply and demand of secondary cars and components like other traditional
tools, such as local second hand markets and magazines. The Renet service employs,
however, new means of fulfilling this task and also addresses different main target groups
(garages as intermediates instead of final consumers). Application of ICT enables bigger
scale networking and shorter reaction periods.

Product. From the perspective of an automobile producer the Renet concept constitutes
a kind of end-of-life service facilitating a higher value reuse and recycling. Accordingly,
the service can be regarded as an add-on to the prevailing life-cycle concept. The only
material infrastructure needed for the service is hard- and software used for implement-
ing the network. 

Perception. Perception of used car parts has been and still is one of the main barriers
to value adequate repair. One example are the activities of MB ATC (Mercedes Benz cen-
tre for used parts): The company offers quality proven secondary parts recovered from
accident and test vehicles to MB dealership workshops. So far this strategy has limited
success, since marketing of used parts does hardly fit the traditional marketing philoso-
phy of a premium brand like Mercedes Benz. All re-use agencies, including Renet, try to
tackle this general perception problem by providing one year guarantees.

Another aspect is reservations of workshops towards the potential benefits of ICT and,
in particular, the Internet. Most of them are rooted in very traditional business patterns
and reluctant to adopt new technologies.

Property. The innovation does not require any changes in property rights.

Pattern. Renet’s main business is to improve integration across the supply chain by
more effectively connecting workshops, producers of cars and car components, and re-
cycling companies. The Renet network provides new opportunities for market players to
interact with each other.
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F.5.4 Analysis in Terms of the Input-Output-Model
At the core of Renet’s range of services is provision of information on state of the mar-
ketplace for used car parts in Germany. Car recyclers are informed about demand for
secondary parts and workshops learn where and under which conditions the required
car component is available in the market. In this sense Renet acts as an intermediate be-
tween car disassemblers (suppliers of secondary parts) and garages (customers). 

Main outputs generated by the innovation are behavioural change, life extension, and
revalorisation. By overcoming information barriers to mis-allocation of resources in the
market for used car parts Renet creates opportunities for behavioural change. In the long
run this may alter consumer preferences and contribute to a reduction of prejudices to-
wards pre-owned products. The one-year-guarantee offered on the used part is obvious-
ly bound to suppose this change in perception. As a result the broking system leads to
a prolongation of the useful life of car components, saving resources and avoiding waste,
and also to recovery of economic residual values.

F.5.5 Analysis in Terms of the Network Model
In the following table an overview is given of the actors involved in the Renet service
including a brief description of their role within the overall network. Bild F.3, “Network
of involved actors”, på sidan 397 illustrates the network of actors.

TableF.6.  Involved actors and their roles

Actor Role within the Network

Renet Recycling GmbH Provider of the service, intermediate between recycling 
companies and workshops

Recycling companies Renet’s input clients (“prolongation of their counter”)

Free workshops Main Renet output clients (employing used car parts for 
value adequate repair); increasing adoption of franchise 
systems (favouring exchange of old by new parts over value 
adequate repair with used parts?)

Authorised dealership work-
shops

Other Renet output clients (employing used car parts for 
value adequate repair)

Car parts producers/retailers Providing new spares (substitute to Renet products); gradu-
ally supplementing their range by refurbished used parts 
(promoting Renet products)

Automobile industry Producing less service requiring cars; gradually entering the 
low end repair sector

Insurance companies Creating incentives for value adequate repair services 
(“Green Police”)

Final consumers Increasing price elasticity with respect to repair and mainte-
nance -> cutting margins at providers of parts and repair 
services

Other re-use agencies Competitors of Renet (either limited success or in pilot stage 
yet)

Consumer organisation (German 
Automobile Club)

Dissemination of information about the Renet service and 
workshops offering value adequate repair

Policy makers Legislation on end-of-life-vehicles, tax regime etc.
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Providers of ICT solutions Supplying the technical means to actually exchange infor-
mation on secondary parts

Developers of electronic market-
places

Providing cost-efficient and user-friendly software tools to 
employ and run virtual markets

TableF.6.  Involved actors and their roles
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Figure F.3. Network of involved actors
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The Eco-efficiency of the innovation
F.6  The Eco-efficiency of the innovation
Compared to a situation in which usable car parts are simply recycled on a materials and
energy level or finally disposed of in a landfill the Renet automobile recycling network
is eco-efficient in two ways: On the one hand, it allows for high level reuse and recycling
of cars and cars components (recovering their energetic value), and, on the other hand,
it contributes to a prolongation of the operating periods of existing automobiles, thereby
saving primary resources for the production of new cars.

The crucial issue of the eco-assessment is the amount and quality of transports induced
for delivering the secondary components. Within a recent project for the German Federal
Research Ministry the ecological impacts of these kinds of transports have been assessed
on the basis of scenarios (Fraunhofer Institut für Materialfluß und Logistik 1998). These
scenarios focussed on transportation of a used fender with different transport means over
different distances. The environmental parameter analysed was cumulated primary ener-
gy consumption and the reference point in this assessment was application of a new part.
The results of the model are as follows:

• Transport and use of a single secondhand fender is ecologically superior to the 
application of a new part, including its production, if not moved beyond 35 km.

• If transports of several different dismantlers are tied into bundles and, hence, trans-
port capacities are used more intensely, e.g. by 10% of small transport vehicles, mov-
ing secondary parts over a distance of 350 is still environmentally favourable.

• If transports of secondary replacement parts are managed by a specialised service 
provider or integrated into the logistics of automobile producers a Germany wide 
network for used car parts were ecologically desirable.

One unintended side-effect of the use of secondary car parts might be that market diffu-
sion of efficiency-related automobile innovations is hampered. Possibly, operating peri-
ods of old cars with inefficient engines might be prolonged to an extent that is not
favourable to the environment. This might happen in case the old vehicle is refurbished
due to the availability of cheap used spare parts. One can assume, however, that the sec-
ondary parts option will normally substitute for the new parts, rather than the no-parts-
option.
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The following table discusses the environmental effects of the innovation in a standard-
ised format derived from the conceptual framework of our research project. 

TableF.7. Eco assessment matrix

Innovation: Brokerage service for used car parts (at the interface of car recycling companies and 
garages)
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F.7  Socio-economic implications of the innovation
By extending the operating periods of the existing car fleet the Renet service positively
affects the labour input along the life-cycle of the automobile (higher demand for main-
tenance and repair). On the opposite, changes within the regulatory framework of car
after-use-management have lead to a general shrinking of the recycling sector and a cut-
ting of jobs. The overall balance of theses impacts, however, has not been estimated so
far. 

F.8  Barriers to the innovation
The main external confinement of the Renet service lies in the production of secondhand
automotive parts. Due to the fact that secondary car parts are not produced on demand,
but rather accrue more or less accidentally in the end-of-life vehicle sector, demand for
refurbished components can be met only to 50% according to latest experience (Möhler
1999, 67). On the one hand, increasing average age of the car fleet ameliorates the mar-
ket prospects of value adequate repair. On the other hand, shorter product innovation
cycles, expanded vehicle diversification, and growing complexity of (electronic) compo-
nents including a lack of knowledge of technical specification of parts restrict the com-
patibility and re-usability of used car parts.
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Conclusion: The main critical variable for the environmental assessment of the innovation is induced trans-
ports. Assuming that freight capacity is optimised eco-efficiency improvements a rather likely to occur due to
materials savings (revalorisation). Possible trade-offs, such as prolonging the use of inefficient technologies 
due to revalorisation, are not specifically contingent upon the existence of the Renet concept (maintenance/
repair/overhaul of low end vehicles would in most cases not be prevented, but rather be based on applica-
tion of virgin materials).

TableF.7. Eco assessment matrix
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At the beginning of its business activities Renet believed that the most important external
barrier was the perceived bad image of the secondary components. Ensuring proper
quality and delivering the parts “just in time” is a problem yet especially in case of au-
thorised dealership workshops. But apparently even more problematic is the lack of in-
centive that car recycling companies have to accelerate the turnover of their stock.
Seemingly, there is not sufficient economic pressure to join a trans-regional distribution
system for secondary parts. One reason might be that direct sales on local and regional
scale to (free) workshops and final consumers might meet economic expectations of car
recycling firms sufficiently, so that they expect only little supplementary added value by
the Renet system.

With regard to clients’ company culture a Renet representative reports that the majority
of the recycling sector is very traditional and not very open-minded, fixed to the technical
aspects of car maintenance and repair and not so much interested in strategic business
development. Quite often, only a generation change can offer a possibility for Renet to
gain a new client. This assessment is especially valid for diffusion of ICT in the automo-
tive sector which proliferates very slowly and is far from daily routine yet.

Renet tries to overcome these impediments by establishing a concept of “high quality
repair” offering, for instance, a one-year-guarantee for the secondary spare parts and in-
creasingly addressing less old cars as its main market segment. Furthermore, they seek
for strategic market alliances, e.g. co-operation with consumer organisations such as AvD
(German Automobile Club) in order to achieve the pursued image transfer and to com-
municate the cost advantages of the system more directly to the potential customers. Or
they collaborated with big independent car part dealers, such as Sachs Handel Gruppe
in order to commercialise the distribution channels and, thus, approach workshops more
effectively.

F.9  Policy Implications
In case of secondary car part trading public policy played an important role in setting a
regulatory framework (regulation on end-of-life vehicles) facilitating re-use of cars and
components on a larger scale. Anticipating a tightening after-use-management rules re-
cycling and related industries put great efforts in generating a suitable infrastructure for
waste treatment. The emergence of information brokers accelerating trade in used car
parts can be attributed to a large extent to these policy developments.

Besides waste management legislation, EU employment policy is relevant as well. Mem-
ber States have been allowed to reduce VAT on labour-intensive activities by 50% during
a limited period (2000 to 2002). This might positively affect he conditions under which
value adequate repair services are offered by workshops and, as a consequence, their
demand for used car components.

With regard to the eco-efficiency of the innovation, one has to note that there might be
one major trade-off caused by the provision and use of secondary car parts: The envi-
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ronmental relevance of transports induced for supplying the parts might exceed the ben-
efits from prolongation of their useful life (saving of primary resources, avoidance of
waste). Policy is able to mitigate this trade-off by creating a framework incentivising
transport services to optimise route planning and truck loads or to employ environmen-
tally sound transport means.

F.10  Conclusions
The discussion of the vehicle end-of-life management showed that there is increasing
scope for re-use strategies. Currently there is a misallocation of resources due to a lack
of information on availability of used car parts. Supply of these parts is fostered by a
tightening of the regulatory framework (German ordinance on scrap vehicles, European
Directive proposal) forcing car recycling companies to put greater emphasis on high lev-
el recycling providing for the biggest margins. Increasing demand for secondary parts
results from growing interest in value adequate repair services as a means to mitigate
capacity problems of workshops and to diminish refurbishing costs for insurance com-
panies.

In this context information providers have emerged alleviating the mismatch between
supply and demand by delivering information on the availability and quality of used
parts. Application of ICT is crucial for facilitating ease of communication between the
supply side, i.e. car recycling companies, and the demand side, i.e. workshops. The ex-
tent to which modern information technologies are employed, however, varies. There
are more restrictive approaches (Cleverparts, Callparts) based on common software tools
for stock keeping which render the installation of one virtual stock room possible. The
advantages of these concepts are short responding times and, moreover, a potential rise
of quality of the traded parts. A disadvantage might be a smaller availability of parts ow-
ing to higher barriers for entry.

Renet favours a less restrictive approach leaving much freedom to their associated part-
ners. A common software is not obligatory and, hence, one central electronic stock room
not pursued. As a consequence participation in the system is relatively cheap and obvi-
ously has contributed to the success of the concept to date (Cleverparts is in a pilot stage
yet and Call Parts apparently not running well).

Altogether the case study reveals that ICT can help overcome information barriers to the
re-use of secondary car parts. The actual proliferation of e-commerce strategies in this
area, however, depends upon factors such as costs for entering and participating in the
network, familiarity with modern communication technologies, and customisation of ICT
solutions. According to industry experts these determinants are expected to evolve in a
sense that e-commerce strategies will gain more importance in the long run.
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Supplement G:  Lampi Di 
Stampa Book-on-demand 
service with IBM Infoprint 
technology

Avanzi
G.1  Introduction
The innovation taken in examination consists   of the passage from the traditional pro-
cess of printing to that denominated “print-on-demand” (entirely digitally made). This
new type of service begins to develop close to the traditional one, presenting environ-
mental advantages on one side and economic potentiality and of competitiveness for the
enterprises on the other.

The studied case is that of Lampi di Stampa, a company born in Italy from an alliance
between several actors (Editrice Bibliografica, Legoprint and Messaggerie Libri), that has
launched the a service of “book-on-demand”, employing the IBM Infoprint technology.
The two processes (off-set and print-on-demand) could be considered substantially anal-
ogous for what concerns the phases of digital elaboration of the texts and images.

A radical difference between the two procedures is underlined, instead, in the following
phases. The off-set technology, differently from the print-on-demand, contemplates the
realization and the assemblage of the films (marking), the production of the blueprints,
the impression of the plates and all the operations related to the management and to the
logistics of these semi finished products.

The technology of the digital printing (print-on-demand) consists of one only operation,
that is the printing of the book directly from the files and therefore allows for avoiding
the productive phases and logistics above described. The advantages that derive could
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be observed from the environmental point of view, from the economic one, from that of
the reader and from that of the author.

The environmental advantages are related to the dematerialization of some phases (the
supports mentioned above) of the process of printing, to a reduction of the transports
and of the stocks and to the drastic reduction of the copies destined to the retting pit.

In economic terms the print-on-demand process allows for: guaranteeing the presence
of a text on the market, depending on the ordered quantities; avoiding the costs of the
stocking of the printed copies and of the fittings; reducing the costs of movements, thus
avoiding the phenomenon of the restitutions; making modifications at low cost; getting
profits also from the sales of books that would otherwise go out of production. With this
service the retailers and the distributors become therefore able to sell all the books re-
quired from the buyers, offering a better choice of titles and the possibility of personal-
izing the publication. 

The author, on his side, could publish with more facility his own work and continue to
perceive the fees on the publications. The reader, finally, could acquire books at low
cost, retrieve texts, which are rare or at low circulation, require a personalized book ac-
cording to his her own demands and acquire texts updated more frequently. 

G.2  The business context

G.2.1 Characteristics of the field in which the print-on-demand is inserted
The innovation is inserted in the market field   of the book industry and of the graphic
arts, using technologies from the field of the printing machines and particularly of the
digital printing.

G.2.1.1 The state of the book industry in Europe

Turnover of the European book industry. We report data and investigations on the
economy of the field of the book industry in Europe, done by the   European Publisher
Federation (FEP) and elaborated by the Italian Publishers Association. 

The field of the book industry represents the 0.28% of the national product of the coun-
tries of the European Communities (AIE). We present data about turnover, between 1991
and 1996, expressed in current coin and in ECU, of sixteen book industry of European
countries: 

In 1991 the value of united billing of the sixteenth European countries was of 21.284 mil-
lion of ECU. In 1996, five years later, it raised up to 25.005 million of ECU; recording an
increase (to current values) of the 17,5%.
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Is this a “performance surely inferior than the one that other fields of the industry of the
contents or of Information and Communication Technology (from the electronic book
industry to the cellular phoning,” to the computers, etc.), have shown in the same period
of time” (Giovanni Peresson, January 1999).

If we look now at the increases that we have had year by year, we see modest growths
(always inferior than 2% and improvingly going down) with years (1992 and'96) that
show more substantial rates of growth (but even them in decrease), see Table G.1.

These data rise the question of “how will the book industries of the different European
countries be able to compete in a European context in which the inflation processes have
never been so low and therefore in the impossibility of downloading the costs of manip-
ulation and distribution of the product on the prices” (Giovanni Peresson, 1999).

Turnover of the European countries. We see now the repartition of the turnover in
ECU among the principal European countries (1991-1996).

Figure G.1. Repartition (in %) of the turnover in ECU among the principal European countries (1991)

TableG.1. Annual increases of turnover

1992 + 8.7% (23,131 million of ECU; 21.284 the previ-
ous year)

1993 + 1.6% (23,491 million of ECU)

1994 + 1.4% (23,815 million of ECU)

1995 + 3.9% (24,748 million of ECU)

1996 + 1.0% (25,005 million of ECU)
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If we look now at the positions and the specific weights of the book industry in the single
European countries (1991-1996) we see that many book industry have increased their
general weight (or they maintain it unchanged); others finish for count less. 

In particular the book industries that in these five years, from 1991 to 1996, have main-
tained (substantially) unchanged their weight are: 

• Austria: from 2.4 to 2.3%

• Belgium: from 3.4 to 3.5% 

• Denmark: from 1.8 to 1.9% 

• Ireland: from 0.6 to 0.7%

• Great Britain: from 14.8 to 13.0%

ableG.2. Repartition of the turnover in ECU among the principal European countries (1991-1996)
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• France: unchanged 14.1% 

• Greece: unchanged 1.4%

• Luxemburg: unchanged 0,2%.

The book industry which instead have a lower share of the turnover are:
• Finland: from 1.7 to 1.3%

• Norway: from: 1.9 to 1.1%

• Italy: from 10.9% (2,312 million of ECU) to 7.2% (1,810milioni of ECU).

Finally increase their share:
• Holland: from 3.2 to 3.7%

• Portugal: from 0.6 to 0.8%

• Spain: from 9.0 to 9.3% 

• (above all) Germany: from the 30.8% to 37.0%.

It is meaningful to underline that for each ECU invoiced by the European publishers,
more than one third comes only from the German book industry.

If now we look at the trend of the book turnover, for each single country, in the period
that goes from 1991 to 1996 we find that in all the sixteen countries examined see
Figure G.2 on page 408, except from Finland and Norway a more or less marked in-
crease.

Particularly the increase results modest for:

• Denmark: 118

• France: 112

• Germany: 127

• Italy: 110

• Holland: 122

• Sweden: 111 

• Great Britain: 120.

The increase results higher for:
• Greece: 175

• Ireland: 145

• Portugal: 177

• Spain: 153.
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Basing upon these data we could be observed that “to current value the Italian book in-
dustry succeeds, to say so, to remain, even in the latter position, in the head group of
industrial advanced countries” (Giovanni Peresson, 1999).

Figure G.3. Trend of the book turnover at net of inflation (1991-1996)

If now we look at the increase of the turnover (of the sixteen European countries from
1991-1996) net of the inflation we observe a great deal different results (Table G.3):

Particularly, they present a decrement of the billing:

• Italy: 88

• Austria: 89

• Finland: 83

• Norway: 68.

They stay instead substantially stable or they grow just a little: 

TableG.3. Trend of the book turnover at net of inflation (1991-1996)
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• France: 101

• Greece: 101

• Sweden: 99 

• Belgium:  97

• Great Britain: 105

• Germany: 109

• Denmark: 107

• Holland: 108

 Three book industry finally shows very high rates of growth: 

• Ireland:  130 

• Portugal:  135

• Spain:  121.

TableG.4. Course of the turnover net of the inflation (1991-1996)
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Figure G.4. Course of the billing net of the inflation (1996) compared to 1991

The data about the trend of the individual billing in the European countries shows: 

• Portugal, Greece, Italy, Ireland, (with 31.5 ECU to head): with the lowest individual 
turnover

• France (with 52.4 ECU) and Great Britain (with 55.9 ECU): with average individual 
billing.

• Germany (with 112.5 ECU): with highest individual billing.

If we now compare the individual billing with the percentage of population of 24-64
years who have taken a diploma of secondary school (1991-1996), the results are as fol-
lows:

• all the countries that have a population that presents an index of secondary school-
ing above the European average show an increase of individual book billing  

TableG.5. Trend in ecu of the individual turnover (1991-1996)
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• Other book industry, even if they have indexes of population with diploma of sec-
ondary school the above European average (Great Britain, France, Holland, etc.) 
they have however an individual billing   close to the European average.

• Italy takes place in   a position with a medium individual billing (31,5 ECU) inferior 
than the European average, but it also has one of lowest index of population (27,0%; 
Reference: Ocse) with a diploma of secondary school.

Published titles. Finally if we look at the number of titles published over each thousand
of inhabitants it emerges as follows (AIE):

• Italy:  0.82 

• Germany:  0.87

• Austria:  0.88

• Finland:  0.89

• Belgium:  0.96

• Holland:  1.07

• Norway:  1.18

• Great Britain: 1.54

• Sweden:  1.37

• Switzerland: 1.49

• Denmark:    2.29

G.2.1.2 The state of the Italian book market
The general increase of the billing in Italy for book-issue from 1990-1997 has been of
39,2%. A rate of decreasing growth has been recorded (+ 3,2%) between 1996 and 1997.
The increase of the billing for the sale in newspaper kiosk of audiovisual products in-
cluded into issues has shown an average annual growth   of 1,2% in the period 1990-
1997. Between 1996 and 1997 a negative sale of 1,4% has been recorded.

For what concerns the billing for book/ issue plus videotape/ music cd distributed in
newspaper kiosk, between 1996 and 1997 there has been an increase of the 29.2% and
of the 13,9%. In 1995 the whole of these products represented the 16.6% of the market
and in 1997 it has reached the 22,0%.

In general it can be observed that the tightly editorial market continues to present modest
rates of growth to current value. Only considering the field as a whole (books; video-
tapes, music cd and tapes sold in newspaper kiosk or in the big distribution combined
with issues and collection products; cd-rom) a certain dynamism is evident.- Decidedly
more dynamic appear the two fields characterized by a system of innovative product:
book/ issue plus videotape/ music cd distributed in newspaper kiosk, or cd-rom distrib-
uted not only by the book sales but also in the pc-shop, big distribution, once more in
the newspaper kiosk (Giovanni Peresson, 1998).
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The readers in Italy

From an investigation made up to the month of December 1995 on readers who have
read at least one non scholastic book   it resulted:

• 43.8%of the population has read at least one non scholastic book (around 23.4 mil-
lion of people of which 48.1% women and 39.1% men)

• 43.5% readers with more than 11 years.

To these 23.4 million of people 6.9 million of individuals soft readers should be added
(those people who have read romantic books or yellow novels, books for the free time
and hobbies exclusively, those received as gift together with the newspapers and the dai-
ly paper in newspaper kiosk). In this case the total of people that form the “park readers”
Italian would be of 30.3 million.

These last data rise up to 56.8% the penetration of the reading of books in the Italian
population aged more than six years. 

Noting of this “refilling” the position of the market in Italy results in regard to some Eu-
ropean countries: 
• a little higher than Spain 

• Inferior to France (69,0%)

• Inferior to Germany (72,0%)

• Inferior to Great Britain (76,0%).

However   a strong territorial unbalance remains inside the market (Doxa-Piemme, 1996):
• 50,9-51,3% of the market is in the regions of the East North and of the North West 

(“soft readers” excluded),

• 34.2% is in the South

• 59.3% mamas with children of 6-14 years; regions in the North 

• 36.7% southern regions (Reference: Doxa-Piemme, 1996).

Meaningfully high are phenomena of weak and occasional reading, in fact:
• one third of the readers reads up to 3 books per year

• 14.7% of the readers (strong) read more than one book per month

• 30.5% of the readers (occasional) from one to three per year.

Besides (Doxa, 1996):
• the 50.5% of the population says that they have not entered a bookstore in the last 

twelve months (Doxa, 1996)

• 47.1% of the population says that they have not stopped at the bench books of a 
supermarket (Doxa, 1996)
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• 4.3% of the families with children aged 6-14 has a domestic library with more than 
300 volumes (Doxa-Piemme, 1996). 

Collective market

The general expense of the libraries of public reading (net of the discounts, in growth
for the tendency of the libraries to buy directly from the publishers) is estimated in 1997
in 86.5 billion of liras (+0,6% more than the previous year); of which 9 billion spent by
the government Libraries.

Trend of the market (titles and circulation)

In the year (1996) the general production in Italy was characterized as follows:
• 51,134 titles Published 

• general circulation of 278.8 million of copies

• decrease of 8.5% between 1995 and 1996

The first editions have been:
• 61.8% of the published titles

• 61.6% of the copies introduced in the different channels of sale.

The market, in 1996, was composed as follows:
• varied adult: (fiction, essays, manuals, big work, reference, etc.): 

• 83.0% published titles; (42.466 titles,+ 5.0% more than 1995) 

• 88.6% of the titles “alive” in commerce; (206,4 million of copies,- 4.2% less than 
1995)

• 77.6% of the turnover of business of the field.

Books for teenagers: 
• 5.8% of the published titles (2.980 titles, +3,7% more than 1995)

• 5.1% of the titles in commerce (24,3 million +15,2 more than 1995)

• they contribute to create the 4.1% of the market 

• 54.8% novelty and new editions

• 41.2% reprints.

• scholastic book industry (adopted texts):

• 11.1% of the published titles (5.688 titles,- 1,6%)

• 6.6% of those in commerce (48,1 million of copies,- 8,7%)

• they realize the 18.3% of the turnover of business of the field.

On the whole the titles in commerce in the December of 1997 were around 332,800
(+7,8% more than the previous year).
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The production of varied adult (fiction, essays, manuals, reference, illustrated, etc.),
adopted scholastics, books for teens, present different trends distributed as follows:
• Varies adult: 294,000 titles

• scholastic Books: 22,000 titles

• Books for teens: 16,800 titles

The titles that are removed from the market (retting pit, or sold to the second market at
half price) were:
• In 1994: 21,004 

• in 1995: 28,039 (+ 33,5%)

• in 1997: 31,409 (+ 12,0%).

The channels of sale

It can be observed that “at distributive level the Italian market continues to present a se-
ries of narrowing. In the Nineties the only channel of sale that has shown rates of mean-
ingful growth was that of the big distribution” (Giovanni Peresson, 2000)

Particularly the channels of distribution are characterized as follows:
• big distribution: beginning from the '90 the annual average growth has been of the 

20.2%

• Bookstore: the 44.9% of the sales happens through this channel that shows however 
very low rates of growth

• Chains: they arrive to a percentage of absorption of the 12-13% (while we know that 
in the foreign countries they cover, depending on the country, from 20 to 30%).

• Sale by mailing: the incidence of this channel on the turnover of business of the field 
has shown plus 2.9% of annual average (11,4% in '90, around the 10.8% in 1997).

G.2.2 Importance and potential of change of the innovation in the field
The innovation given by the introduction of the entirely digital printing    in this sector
has been very important.

First of all, by eliminating some material supports and traditional equipments of the off-
set printing, the management and the logistics of the publishing contents change. Be-
sides, the digital printing technologies on demand, wherever they are (at publishers, in
bookstores or at the graphic firms), allow for a different circulation and physical distri-
bution of the product: also in limited numbers of copies, with a high flexibility and up-
dating (personalizing possibilities).

Starting from these observations one could understand how much the way of picking up
and organizing the information and distributing the book that comes in demand could
change.
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• It is possible to transfer materially the product from the industry to the selling point   
only on ordination

• It is allowed to avoid the reserves of thousands of copies reducing the costs related 
to the management of the files and of the stores (a big innovation, if you think that 
the 40% of the printed books in the 1996 has been destroyed because of a missing sale)

• By eliminating the restitution, the transport of the unsold books from the bookstores 
to the publishing houses is eliminated

• Publishers are allowed to publish cheaply also the titles out of catalogue, in the num-
ber of demanded copies, thus extending infinitely the life cycle   of books and manuals

• The risk that an edition goes out of production, and therefore of a circuit of sale, is 
avoided.

• Makes the production of volumes much more elastic

• It allows to update important texts (above all in the field of manuals) warding off the 
obsolescence of the production; they can this way be easily and cheaply realized, 
eliminating the risk of reserves of no more actual publications.

• It provides new tools of marketing: editions of tests on the market, for verifying the 
appreciation of the potential buyers, being also able to anticipate a possible big pub-
lishing launch.

In this picture also the question could evolve in meaningful manner.
• It is possible to order books via Internet

• The publication can be personalized making the finished product unique

• Books can be built depending on the demands of the readers (for example they can 
select only some chapters)

• It is possible to download and print a book in less than a minute from a bookstore 
with digital filing (the consignment in bookstore is done through    distribution chan-
nels within 24 or 48 hours from the moment in which the order comes)

• Bibliography can be updated on demand.

This difference in the articulation of the offer for the reader, and in the productive and
distributive processes could lead to changes in the type of actors (and in their relation-
ship) who operate in this sector.

The customer could be: the publisher, the author (i.e. authors that want to publish an
unpublished work, training authors), the industry (i.e. updated manuals), the university
(i.e. updated notebooks), and the reader. The service could be offered from: an agency
of services, a bookstore (i.e. machines can be installed in bookstores), a publishing firm,
and a producer of the machines that become a supplier of service. Besides, the existence
of a much more integrated and light process will be able to in fact to push towards dif-
ferent forms of better vertical integration.
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The fields which more than others will draw advantages are those of the scholastic and
of the manualistic publications. Recently these fields have begun to adopt the digital
technology and they are starting to pick up and verify the first results.

G.2.3 Some cases of application of the innovation
We report some cases of improvement of the technology of the digital printing, for ser-
vices of book-on-demand. For what concerns Italy we can quote the following cases.

The Roman Graphic Industry ltd. has adopted this system of digital printing, using the
infoprint technology of the IBM; this society offers the possibility of printing (books, di-
dactic manuals or of education, yearbooks, etc.) also one hundred copies each one dif-
ferent from the other at the same cost of the printing of one only volume. 

The Selecta firm contains the whole productive cycle, from the elaboration of the off-set
print copy in plain and in continuous, to the personalizing and wrapping; it offers the
book-on-demand service, the consulting for realizing the ready to print files for the ready
launching in printing of a book; an error free system that eliminates the needs to the
dispatch of the draft (to guarantee that what will be printed will be the same as that sent
and bound from the publisher), thus accelerating the   delivery times.

The Pantamatica firm turns to a specific public: the authors and, more in general, to
those who desire to publish a book, but they have never been able to because of the
limitations to the traditional printing technologies. The idea of the Pantamatica is that of
bringing back the book to a handicraft dimension, also maintaining all the advantages of
the printing on large scale. The volumes published from the Pantamatica are not put on
sale through the traditional channel, or at least not only on that. The offer of market uses
Internet as elective channel. This service is addressed to the new authors who want to
publish an unpublished work.

For what concerns non-Italian examples we quote the following case.

The Xerox DocuTech Publishing Series realized by the Rank Xerox, scans paper docu-
ment, converts it in electronic document thus offering solutions to some parts of the
book industry: the university one, the professional one; reducing almost to nothing the
publishing store, at least that part that is assigned to the printing with Docu Tech. It al-
lows for operations of re-packaging of the document and of the whole documents that
compose the bibliographical unity.

G.3  The organisational context

G.3.1  Characteristics typical of the organization of the print-on-demand
For the production and the distribution of book-on-demand services    different forms of
cooperation have been created, which are related to different competences and de-
mands. Typically the forms of cooperation can exist between the following actors: 
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• Small publishers, agencies of services and distributors.

• publishers, book sellers and consumers authors

• universities, technical resources and bibliotheca- economical competences  

• publishers, librarians and technical resources.

The studied case Lampi di Stampa is inserted inside this first type of cooperation, the
one between publishers and agencies of services and distribution. In this case we talk
about agencies that put at disposal services of book-on-demand on own server for the
conversion of documents in digital files, for stocking and filing, or for the easy access
and downloading of digital texts. 

The service of book-on-demand can reduce drastically the costs of production and of
diffusion of the documents. The scanning or the conversion in electronic format of phys-
ical paper texts for indoor use could be a solution for those corporate body that want to
find alternative or parallel ways to the conservation of documentary material. 

The Agencies of Services work in this way: 

4. They offer to the publishers, occasionally not present on the Web or present in non-
dynamic way, the opportunity of opening an account by the Agency 

5. The Agency converts the physical paper volume of the Publisher or the electronic file 
(of any format), in case the Publisher has got a digital copy of the document 

6. The document digitalized by the Agency is introduced in the database with the full 
text and is available on the site of the Agency, searchable through the browser (if the 
Publisher allows it). 

7. The Customers, bookstores and the retailers could order the digital book directly 
from the publisher who turns the order to the Agency which will complete the pro-
cedures of dispatch and consignment of the printed and bound copy, in a few days' time. 

8. It is possible to acquire the text also directly from the Web site of the Agency 

9. All the procedure is kept under control on-line by the publisher 

10.It is possible to distribute digitally the volume, on ordination and behind payment 
through the procedures of the electronic commerce, with dispatch within 15 minutes.

To clarify the second form of cooperation, the one between book publishers and con-
sumers/ authors, we could take the Primis project as reference.

Primis Publishing Database and Primis Custom Publishing are the examples of how the
industry of the electronic book is revolutionizing the way of creating texts applied to the
world of teaching and didactic. It is known that teaching requires texts modulated ac-
cording to the needs of the teachers in relationship also with the class. 

The purpose of the PRIMIS project is that of giving the possibility to the authors/ teachers
of creating texts personalized according to the demands, texts fitted and manufactured
recovering “passages”, “references”, “pieces of text” from data bank to full text, contain-
ing over 180,000 pages of material in more than twenty disciplines. The documents from
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which to draw refer to basic texts, monographic supplements, newspapers, and articles
from newspapers, manuals, study cases, literary works and historical documents. Numer-
ous texts out of printing are also available. All the material available includes in the price
of the service also the cost of the copyright. 

It is therefore possible to integrate information from different disciplinary fields creating
texts with annotations, personal integrations of the authors, creating digital anthologies
for didactic use   different from time to time. 

The construction of digital personalized books is a system that exploits the potentialities
offered by the technology of the electronic book industry with notable advantages in
terms of rapidity in the creation of the texts and of the materials of work, and in the dif-
fusion of the information. To clarify the third form of cooperation, the one among the
Universities with integration of technical resources and of bibliotheca-economical com-
petences, we can take the JSTOR project as reference.

JSTOR is a Project not for the sake of money created by the Andrew W. Mellon Founda-
tion to allow the scientific community to approach an electronic database of issues of
electronic periodicals pre-1990, of ten scientific periodic, as initial numbers, in the eco-
nomic and historical field. The project involves the retrospective recovery of all the arti-
cles from the birth of the periodical until 1990, having acquired the copyright directly
from the publishers.

The periodic complete and available on-line at full-text is today, 69 out of a list of 110
(within the end of the year 2000), divided into 15 disciplinary fields. JSTOR has under-
signed an accord with the OCLC for the access to the current titles, and in change it offers
to OCLC his progress.

JSTOR is a unique Project in his peculiarity as long as it aims to preserve a number of
periodicals in different format from the traditional paper one, on digital support, thus
creating an alternative file to the “library of traditional maintenance.” It starts from a con-
cept of “maintenance of the memory” exploiting the technology offered by the electronic
book industry, presenting itself also as “diffuser of the information” for those who sup-
port the initiative: currently the participant libraries are 750.

The method chosen for the digital maintenance is that of the image articulated of the
periodicals at full text, reproducing faithful copies of the printed originals, including ar-
ticles, critiques and also the publicity of the time. Applications for the printing of the doc-
uments for Macintosh machines, Windows and Unix have been developed so as to allow
the authorized consumers for the complete printing of the image at 600 dpi in a Post-
script Level II format. 

There are two kinds of modality of adhesion to the project: Payment of a tax on-time for
the permanent access, that is useful for the construction of the infrastructure of all the
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project; or a annual tax for the access for the costs of the maintenance of the file, but it
deals with modes which are still in course of definition. 

To clarify the fourth form of cooperation, the one between publishers and librarians with
integration of technical resources and of competences, we can take the TULIP project
(The University Licensing Project) as reference.

The TULIP project of the University from Michigan is one of cooperative search born in
1991 with the purpose of testing the distribution via net and the use of periodical scien-
tific material. The Plan has involved 10 American universities and a publisher, Elsevier. 

Elsevier has provided the universities with electronic files related to 64 scientific period-
icals   that he published himself, in the fields of “materials science and engineering.” The
files have been converted in “bit-mapped” images in cover-to-cover mode (that means
the whole magazine) including indexes, summaries, and publishers' letters... 

Each university has created its own searching interface for the access to the full-text da-
tabase with its own browser, so as to get different modality distribution of the same in-
formation with the aim of comparing the results for the test on the users. The work of
digitalizing a definite number of periodicals of the Elsevier, done by the librarians, allows
for acquiring the right of access to the periodicals which are digitally treated. 

The publisher has kept the magazines on disposal. The titles of the periodicals selected
according to the needs of the users of the ten universities involved in the project have
been therefore transferred from the paper format to the digital one, also recovering the
past years. From the TULIP Plan PEAK “Pricing Electronic Access to Knowledge” was
born.

The cooperative project allows the University from Michigan for creating and managing
a host service for all the 1110 journals published by the Elsevier. In an experimental way
PEAK offers access to institutions and organizations at diversified prices after a thorough
municipal study done by economists of the University from Michigan with the aim of
applying diversified models.

G.3.2  Characteristics of the organizations involved in the Lampi di Stampa 
case
Lampi di Stampa, as told, are numbered in that typology of cooperation among publish-
ers, agencies of services and distributors. Active from March 1999, it was born from an
agreement among three important actors from the world of the Italian book industry: the
Editrice Bibliografica, the Legoprint and the MessaggerieLibri.

The purpose of the society, through the use of the digital technology, is to of offer to
publishers, booksellers and readers an innovative service: to make available through the
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normal channels of sale, titles which are exhausted or at to low circulation, by digitalizing
and printing them on demand even in one copy each time.

This society, in agreement with the publishers or however with the holders of the copy-
right produces and commercialize books otherwise non available on the market, by us-
ing the IBM infoprint technology.

The Editrice Bibliografica is a firm leader in the sector of the book information and of
the services directed to the book industry and to libraries. For Lampi di Stampa, it was
the first publisher   to enter the catalogue. It represents the introductory of the develop-
ment of this innovation in the Italian book industry.It stimulates and proposes activity of
marketing. As publisher it   has housed the center of Lampi di Stampa.

The Legoprint is one of the greatest Italian graphic firms and with an important role also
in the European market, together with the group TIES of which the society is part. This
firm at complete cycle founded in 1991, is led by the Olivotto family, who has been
working in the field from 1900. Strong with its three off-set rotative printer, it realizes
books and magazines in white and black and in two colors on account of national and
foreign Publishers. The whole productive cycle, from the composition to the consign-
ment, is performed inside the firm with notable elasticity of planning and of rapid supply
times for manuals, dictionaries, bibles, scientific texts. 

Within Lampi di Stampa it represents the so-called arm of printing. It uses the IBM Info-
print technology. 

The Messaggerie Libri is one of the greatest Italian distributors and within Lampi di Stam-
pa it cares with distribution.

The technology of digital printing is provided by the IBM Printing System Company, with
center in Boulder, Colorado, it is a vertical integrated organization specialized in solu-
tions for printing for the industry. It is able to furnish, worldwide, solutions for varieties
of market's segments: Statement, Direct mailing, Marketing, and industrial, Distributed,
mission critical, Reprografiphics, and Book. The offers include printers, software, con-
sulting services and integrations of systems, auxiliary materials and maintenance.

G.4   The innovation

G.4.1  Characteristic of the innovation 
The innovation taken in examination in this study case consists of the passage from the
off-set process of printing (the traditional one) to that denominated print-on-demand
(entirely digital).

The two processes could be considered substantially similar for what concerns the phas-
es of digital elaboration of the texts and of the images. In fact, also employing different
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kinds of software, the result of this elaboration is however a file that contains the layout
of the single pages, in which text and images are integrated.

A radical difference between the two procedures is underlined instead in the following
phases. To totally understand the potential of the innovation and the attraction of the
print-on-demand, we first give a description of the so-called pre-printing and printing
phases currently asked for by the off-set technology (traditional kind):

1. realization of the films, (sheets of printed acetate in positive directly from files, by 
means of fotounit: for each page a film for each color of printing is needed)

2. assemblage of the films in sixteenth or in thirty-seconds (marking)

3. production of the blueprints (a fac-simile of the final volume for the control of the 
correct succession of the pages and of the marking, got from the films with a process 
that involves the use of photographic paper and of ammonia)

4. impression of the plates (supports of light metal, each including 32 pages, that are 
photo impressed in negative starting from the film; in the process chemical fixers are 
employed; for each marking a plate for each color of printing is needed.

5. printing: the sheet of paper corresponding to a marking is pressed on the inky 
plates; the following passages will be as much as the final colors of printing.

The technology of the digital printing (print-on-demand) allows therefore for not facing
the productive phases described above, performing one only operation, that consists of
the printing of the book directly from file (the procedure will be analytically described
in the paragraph that deals with the case Lampi di Stampa).

The greatest changes (advantages) that derive from this could be observed from the en-
vironmental point of view, from the economic one and from the one of the reader and
of the author.

The environmental changes (advantages) are the following ones:
• less materials for the operations of pre-printing and printing (acetate, photographic 

paper, ammonia, chemical reagents and plates for printing)

• reduction/ elimination of many stocks (of printed copies by the publisher, of fittings 
by the typography)

• reduction/ elimination of many transports (from typography to store; from store to 
wholesaler, from wholesaler to bookseller, from bookseller to wholesaler; from the 
wholesaler to publisher for the return)

• reduction/ elimination of the copies to retting pit.

For what concerns the changes for the enterprises, the actors interested in an economic
return from the print-on-demand are mainly the publishers, the retailers and the distrib-
utors.

The traditional publishers, for economic reasons related to the costs of production of the
printing off-set, in case of reprint of a volume, must produce a critical number of copies,
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with the risk that part of these would remain in bookstores as unsold titles, having there-
fore to take the responsibility of the restitution and subsequently sending it to the retting
pit. The choice of not doing the reprint of a book would represent a missing sale for the
publisher, but it can be, under a certain selling forecast, more convenient than the em-
ployment of technological, materials and human resources.

The print-on-demand process, allows vice versa:
• for guarantying the presence of a text on the market, especially if at low circulation, 

according to the ordered quantities;

• for avoiding the costs of stocking the printed copies and of the fittings, necessary for 
the possible reprints, by the typographies;

• for reducing the costs of circulation, avoiding the phenomenon of the restitution by 
booksellers and wholesalers;

• for modifications at low cost (each time a correction is made with off -set technology 
in a page a marking of 32 pages is replaced, that is films + plates)

• for getting profits also from niches of market (they could sell books that otherwise 
would go out of production).

The retailers and the distributors become able to sell all the books required from the buy-
ers, offering a better choice of titles. A possible declination of the print-on-demand pro-
cess sees the phase of printing decentralized by each bookseller, who recognize to the
publisher, and therefore to the author, the intellectual ownership of the work. This solu-
tion allows for avoiding the dead times determined from the passages publisher-whole-
saler-bookseller.

The changes (advantages) for the author are substantially related to the possibility of:
• publishing with more facility his own work, even if exordient

• continuing to perceive the copyrights on the own publications.

The changes (advantages) for the reader can finally be summarized in the followings
points:
• acquiring books at low cost

• retrieve texts which are rare or at low circulation

• require a book “personalized” according to the own demands, up to the limit of 
composing it with parts chosen by himself and of his exclusive interest

• acquiring texts updated with better frequency (manuals, yearbooks, statistics)

• ordering also from internet (the attitude of the reader therefore changes).

G.4.2  History of the innovation
The starting point for the printing on-demand is the infoprint system, which was initially
born as system for printing documents such as telephone or light bills, bank account ex-
tracts, etching other words it was born for publishing absolutely personalized products;
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the point has been therefore to develop software systems for management of the con-
tents and for very sophisticated controls.

 In the United States an experimental phase has recently come to an end (that has re-
corded quite a lot of successes) for the application of the of the print-on-demand systems
to the products and publishing contents (books, etc.) with the purpose of building books
whose contents must be realized according to the needs of the customer/ reader.

Among the former cases we can remind of the demand of 400 copies of the bibliography
of the singer Paul Robeson (by now out of production) in the week following the win
of the Grammy 1998, and an order received by a publisher, that concerned the produc-
tion of 50 copies of a book of sermons for a Sunday school of catechism (also out of
production).

The first real case of book industry on-demand is the pilot installation in the first semester
of 1998 of the Lighting print Inc. This society was born in the United States of America,
and has involved the IBM print System Company and the Danka Service International
(DSI).

The Lightning Print [inc]. is a division of the bigger Ingram Book Group and Ingram In-
dustries Inc. (whose center is by Ingra, Book Group, La Vergine, Tennessee).

In this company: the INGRAM book company, represents the channel for the distribution
with retailers and sale points; the IBM provides for the technology for the print-on-de-
mand through the Printing division systems (the division of the IBM that has the world-
wide responsibility for the offer of the products and solutions for printing, developing
activity of search, development, production and marketing); the DSI manages the oper-
ations of preprinting and printing (it is the supplier leader in the services of management
of the documents in Europe and North America).

It was presented during the Book Fair in Turin (Italy), May 1999, thus entering an exper-
imental phase. 

In 1998 Lampi di Stampa was constituted to realize a service of printing on demand by
Editrice Bibliografica, Messaggerie Libri, and Legoprint. It introduces for the first time the
initiative in Turin during the demonstrations for the Book Fair (May 1999). The first cat-
alogue, instead, is showed in Francoforte during the Book Fair in October 1999.

G.4.3 Analytical description of the innovation operated by Lampi di Stampa
The management and the organization of the service offered by Lampi di Stampa are de-
scribed as following.
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1. Publishers are contacted by Lampi di Stampa. If a publisher decides to use the tech-
nology of the digital printing, he must insert at least 10 titles in the catalogue. The 
publisher remains the owner of the copyright of the book, with the consequent 
maintenance of the relationships and of the obligations towards the author. In this 
moment the publishers, which have places inside the Catalogue of Lampi di Stampa, 
are: Archinto, Bibliografica, Garzanti libri, Guanda, Interlinea, Iperborea, Laterza, 
Longanesi, Marietti, Tea, and Zanichelli.

2. After having chosen the titles, the publisher must provide for two copies of the 
papery text or, if it exists, the electronic file (in any format); the book can be only in   
black and white, with a colored cover.The publisher will economically contribute to 
the scanning of the work, starting from the least amount of 60,000 liras for a book of 
96 pages.

3. Legoprint, known as the “arm of printing,” puts on disposal through its own server 
the services for the conversion of documents in digital files, for filing, or simply for 
the access and download of digital texts. 

The Legoprint converts the papery volume of the Publisher in a digital document. 

4. Legoprint receives the order for printing from Messaggerie Libri (as distributor it 
keeps the contacts with bookstores) or directly through the Web site of Lampi di 
Stampa. The books in the catalogue can be ordered by the publishers, as well as by 
bookstores holders or from the readers themselves. The customers can order the dig-
ital book directly from the publisher, who “turns” the order to Lampi di Stampa, 
which will complete the procedures of dispatch and distribution through Messag-
gerie Libri. All the procedure is kept under control on-line by the publisher through 
Lampi di Stampa.

5. Black and white pages of the book will be produced by Legoprint with IBM Infoprint 
4000 printers and the cover in four colors with IBM Infocolor 70 printers; once they 
are gathered together and bound in sewn paperback binding, the pages will be 
assembled with the cover. The process arranges that through some identifying items 
the correct assemblage is guaranteed (see following chapter).

6. The printed book will be sent to the distributor Messaggerie Libri, who will deliver it 
to the Lampi di Stampa bookstore like a normal order. Once produced, the book will 
be commercialized with the lmark exclusively through Messaggerie Libri, who will 
provide for supplying with the booksellers on demand, giving them the discount of 
the 30% (without right of restitution).

7. The catalogue of sale will be diffused by all the bookstores and made available also 
in virtual bookstore Internet Bookshop Italy.

The launching on the market has been taken care of from Lampi di Stampa, who pro-
vides also for contacting the publishers, making the catalogues, publicizing, making stud-
ies on the market, spread the catalogue of sale through the traditional channels and
through internet on the Italy internet bookshop site. The orders can be made by single
readers as well as from publishers, bookstores, these are immediately transmitted to the
Legoprint that you/he/she/it are seen to stamping and subsequently to Messaggerie Libri
who provides for supply with the book, giving them a discount of the 30% without, how-
ever the right of restitution.
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G.4.4  Description of the IBM infoprint technology
The IBM InfoPrint technology produces books completely similar to those originally
printed in off-set. The Lampi di Stampa books will have a cover in four colors, while the
inner part will be printed in black and white. The printing and the binding of a book
with over four hundred pages come in few seconds.

The necessary hardware consists of digital LP 4000 printer and an Infocolor 70 color
printer. The software required for the digitalization and the filing is Infoprint Manager.

1. Filing operations 

The papery documents, already scanned and converted in digital format, and the original
files provided by the publishers are filed. The Infoprint file consists of different levels, in
which the contents can be put according to the frequency of interrogation and to the
frequency of collection for the printing.

The library requires the availability of software able to know where the files are memo-
rized and how to look for them. The migration of the file on the support that guarantees
the better relationship between cost of filing and performance (recovery) is realized au-
tomatically.

2. Pre-printing operations 

The pages in black and white are scanned, examined, recorded and lined up and finally
produced with front-rear system of printing.

The colored cover is scanned, revised, represented in the right scale and chromatically
calibrated, also according to the papery support used.

The first draft copy of the book is printed, and it is ready for being presented to the ap-
proval. Both the cover and the body of the book are checked in quality.

The production process   is realized by the IBM Infoprint systems of printing under the
complete control of the IBM Infoprint Manager software.

3. Finishing operations

A nylon film of elevated quality is applied on the cover. The cover and the body of the
book are assembled by the system Duplo Quadrimax Four-Pocket Perfect Binder. An op-
tic reader recognizes special “nick” placed in coast to the single marking and guarantees
their right succession in forming the whole volume.

The books thus assembled are transported in the cutting area, where the three sides are
trimmed using the Duplo 486 system.

4. Operations of control of the quality
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A process of scanning for the bar codes assures that the body of the book is correctly
assembled with his cover. At the end of the process the book arrives to a final control,
where all the aspects are verified   for guaranteeing that the book produced is really of
an excellent quality.

G.4.5 Strategic goals
Lampi di Stampa was born for giving an answer to a problem of the book industry. Each
year around thirty thousand titles are exhausted or are placed out of catalogue. Some-
times it deals with works that disappear forever, their cycle being already concluded,
even if a demand exists, considered modest in relationship with the laws of market. 

Satisfying these small niches of market, by using exactly the digital printing, becomes the
goal of Lampi di Stampa. Producing books with the traditional means under a low thresh-
old of copies, is ant economic, then the digital technology is introduced, with which it
becomes possible to print even one only copy.

The company strategy of Lampi di Stampa is therefore that of diversifying the offer pro-
viding for contents and information on demand, sure, indexed and you filed, deriving
from a plurality of under-files (texts, images, etc.).

The specific strategic goals of Lampi di Stampa are:
• opening of new markets only for products on demand

• differentiating the product according to the demand; it can be personalized in the 
contents and in the finishing.

• opening of the market to small enterprises, and development of some fields specific 
of other big enterprises (big publishers)

• reduction of the costs of production and of management of the book

• reliability of the consumer/ reader towards the enterprise that supplies the service

• sensibilization of the consumer to require more and more often a unique product, 
born for satisfying his own demands

• reduction/ elimination of the costs of filing and management of the stores, and limi-
tation of the transport of the books to those really ordered.

G.5  The demand side

G.5.1  The customers of the innovation
The main customers using this innovation, can be divided into those that already made
use of the traditional off-set printing, that therefore had a role and their own well definite
space (like for example the publishers, the distributors, the booksellers) and those, in-
stead, that arise with the print-on-demand system. It is worth underlining how the cus-
tomers interacting with this kind of innovation have a more dynamic and less hierarchical
role than the one they had with the traditional printing. A clear example showing this
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situation is that the author doesn't need the traditional publisher any longer to have a
book published.

In general terms, this kind of innovation creates interesting and variegated opportunities
and advantages for the many actors involved. In economic terms the print-on-demand
process allows for guaranteeing the presence of a text on the market according to the
real demand, it avoids the stocking costs, it reduces the costs of movements and there-
fore of transport, it finally avoids the problem of the restitution of the unsold titles.

Another clear advantage that involves various actors is the increased flexibility: for the
reader as regards with the availability of rare (and low cost) books, the possibility to pur-
chase from home by internet, to personalize the texts; for the distributor and for the re-
tailer because they avoid the phenomenon of the restitution and of the storage; for the
publishers as they are allowed for low cost modifications, for having profits also from
the sale of books that would otherwise go out of production, because of the opportunity
to test a book on the market by making a low cost issue trial; for the small publishers
being able to create and sustain their position in the market; for the service companies
that thus guarantee for the flexibility and the potentialities of the digital printing to con-
trast to the traditional one; for the authors as publishing becomes easier as far as they
can even publish few copies of a book.

The kind of offer given by this innovation has two kinds of customers. On one side the
final customer, the real consumer (business-to-consumer) that is the reader, on the other
we have the publishing house (business-to-business).

Moreover this innovation leads to the appearance of new customers, because stakehold-
er interactions. The author could become a direct customer overtaking the figure of the
traditional publisher. In the specific case that the authors are teachers they could yearly
update and add parts according to their on-going courses; the students in their turn could
ask for further personalization of the texts. This opportunity sets a potential limit to the
sale of text’s photocopies.

The service that Lampi di Stampa offers to the final consumer is still   limited; you can
order a book in a bookstore with the guarantee that it will be available within twenty-
four hours.

It is interesting to notice that in the United States, instead, one can order and personalize
a books directly and in few minutes printed in the bookstore (thanks to the fact that the
machine that allows for the print-on-demand is available in the place where the consum-
er chooses and buys the books). In Italy this scenario could be considered a believable
perspective, that doesn't depend on a further change of the technology of printing, but
on the organization and reconfiguration of the roles of the various actors. This kind of
offer modifies in fact the roles between the actors already involved giving birth to new
alliances that exploit the digital printing technology. Lampi di Stampa is, in fact, born as
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an alliance of various stakeholder already involved in the process of the traditional print-
ing.

G.5.2 Success on the market of the innovation
The digital printing is creating its own share in the market of the book industry. As we
have already said it is already competitive in the field of manuals (and fiction). It still
finds some difficulties to become competitive in all the fields in which the color printing
results fundamental for the quality of the text (the info-print technology, at the moment
allows only for the printing in black and white). In Italy, in fact, the market share of the
print-on-demand is still quite small. The innovation could be either business-to-business
or business-to-consumer.

The Lampi di Stampa case presents a business-to-business relationship with the publish-
er; moreover this new printing scenario could lead to a de-intermediation, meaning that
a single service can be in direct contact with the author on one side and with the final
consumer on the other.

G.6  Analysis in terms of model  

G.6.1 Model 5P

Performance. The functional unit, if definite very generally as the availability of books,
doesn't change. In reality, however with this kind of innovation it is possible to satisfy
the demand of books and of texts in articulated manner and in this sense the need to
which it is answered change, that means   that it becomes larger. In facts an entirely dig-
ital system such as the of the print-on-demand allows for answering to new articulations
of the demand like for example requiring a book personalized according to the needs
of the customer, up to the limit of composing it with parts taken from his choices and of
his exclusive interest.

 Product. The product of this new technology at the actual stadium of his technological
evolution partly replaces the existing texts and partly is inserted in new markets to which
the off-set printing didn't give any answer. The infrastructures required are lighter than
the traditional printing and concern with the existence of (existing) channels of transmis-
sion of digital information and of machineries for the printing on-demand.

 Perception. The kind of final product partially changes, as it has been said, his nature,
thus becoming a book that is more personalizable and potentially easier to find. This
kind of change of the perception of what a text could be; you don't think that it could
find inactivity to the change in relationship with the acceptability of the consumer (unless
in relationship to a possible difficulty in the choice given by a better choice: an iper-
choice); moreover a potential bigger interest is foreseen related on one side to an eco-
nomic saving, on the other to a larger range of choices. 
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Propriety. The rights on the publishing product, in the Lampi di Stampa case, are owed
to the publishers. It must be observed however that new forms of copyright might be
determined according to the better possibility of publications and to the new role played
by the author.

Patter. This kind of innovation could lead to changes in the models of the offer and of
the economic relationships between the actors. In the studied case for example the print-
on-demand has been proposed on the market by Lampi di Stampa which was born from
an alliance between different actors of the chain of production of the value who in this
way have led to a better level of vertical integration of the economic actors of the chain
of production and offer of the books. In facts, also for other cases that will come from
the existence of a much more integrated and light process it will be able to push towards
a better vertical integration.

G.6.2 Miles Model/ Bilderbeek 
The innovation is configured as a new service, because it open up the demand to a new
and more flexible of texts from a potentially much more wider catalogue.

The interface for the customers changes, because it allows the consumers for interacting
personally on the definition of the final product, by letting them to build up a personal-
ized text (according to their personal needs). This service is based on a technological
innovation that leads to a radical transformation of the distribution and delivery system
because of a drastic dematerialisation (digitalizing) of the various flows within the value
production chain.

From the point of view of the publisher this kind of innovation takes place through the
decentralization of the service: Lampi di Stampa provides the service through titles given
by the publishing houses that become part of a catalogue. Moreover the same service is
innovative in the sense that many out-of-catalogue titles are offered, that otherwise
would not be issued.

G.7  The Eco-efficiency of the innovation

G.7.1 Environmental improvements: from the off-set printing to the print-on-
demand
The Lampi di stampa and more generally the print-on-demand, presents a strong eco-
efficiency potential. In fact the environmental advantages are associated with an added
value for both the enterprises and the consumers (at least into medium-long term).

The functional unit could be defined as the owing of a certain book by a final consume.
It is to use a functional unit based on the final consumer because it gives reasons to the
drastic reduction this kind of service may offer in relation to the traditional off-set print.
This traditional printing system is in fact used to evaluate the environmental savings po-
tential.
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The environmental savings are related to the dematerialization of some phases (physical
supports) of the printing process, to a reduction and avoidance of transports and stocks,
and finally to the reduction of the copies destined to the retting pit.

For what concerns the dematerialization of the physical supports the following materials
and substances are avoided:
• film of acetate

• paper for blueprints

• ammonia

• chemical reagents

• metal plates.

In relationship with the logistics the following stocking phases are avoided:
• the stocking of the printed copies by the publisher

• the stocking of the fittings (plates plus films) by the typography.

That means, as a consequence that even the stocking facilities could be avoided.

Finally, the following phases of transport are no longer present:
• transportation from the typography to the store of the publisher

• transportation from the store of the publisher to that of the wholesaler

• transportation from the wholesaler to the booksellers

• restitution by the booksellers to the wholesaler

• restitution by the wholesaler to the publisher

• transports to the retting pit.

The rebound effect given by a potential increase in book owning by the final consumer
(having a more flexible and customizable offer) seems definitely inferior to the potenti-
alities of dematerialization along the productive and distributive chain and in relationship
to the retting of the unsold copies. Anyhow many could argue that in socio-cultural terms
it is still important to increase the number of readers and the number of books they read.

G.7.2 Driver of the innovation
In the print-on-demand the technological (and economic) opportunity has determined
the launching and the development of the innovation. 

The eco-efficiency of the innovation has a basically economical driver being the added
values for many of the stockholders.

G.8  Socio-economic implications of the innovation

There are negative relapses in terms of occupation with the disappearance of some of
the phases of the traditional off-set process that has a higher intensity of work regarding
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to the more automatized process of the print-on-demand. We refer to the disappearance
of the processes of realization and assemblage of the films (marking), of production of
the blueprints and of impression of the plates, furthermore to all the operations of trans-
portation (typography-publisher-wholesaler-booksellers) and management of the stocks
(printed copies and fittings). 

On the other side the opening of new markets and the appearance of new economic
actors for a more diversified offer of publishing solutions (i.e. more customized printing)
may require a better component of service in the interface with the customer in compar-
ison with the traditional printing and therefore a potential increase of the occupation.

Finally, in a long-term perspective, as regards to the decentralization of the final produc-
tive phases (on-site book production), a revitalization of the local socio-productive con-
text could be foreseen.

G.9  Barriers to the innovation

G.9.1 Principal marketing barriers to the diffusion of the innovation
The customer of the print-on-demand by the supplier of the service (agency, bookstore,
typographic firm) could be a traditional operator of the field (publisher), a single con-
sumer (reader, author), or a collectivity of consumers (university, industry).

Particularly in the third case, the customer could equip with technological instruments
for producing the books on demand inside his own circle of competence (notes, text
books, manuals) directly at low cost. In this case there are problems related on one side
to the safety of the intellectual ownership of the reproduced work and on the other to a
diminution of the publishing quality (less controls on the contents of work published ex
novo) and typographic quality of the books realized by one's self from operators not em-
ployed for the jobs (technological limits of the means of printing).

Besides it is to be taken into consideration that, because of the competitiveness caused
by the print-on-demand for a specific class of products, there might be a diminution of
interest from some of the traditional publishers to the publication of books for which the
limits of profit would result much reduced. In this way the positive effect of the print-
on-demand as alternative solution to the elevated costs of production for the printing or
reprinting of books at low circulation could be in otherwise compromised.

Another critical point is that of the recognition and the retribution of the specific know
how to the respective actors, with the purpose of generating a competitiveness of inter-
ests in the improvement of the on-demand system, also in decentralized form, that is lo-
cated by non traditional operators, but able to give birth to substantial sales. 
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G.9.2 Technological Limits
Until nowadays the print-on-demand system allows for the printing of books in black
and white with a definition of 600 dpi.

For the reproduction of images in black and white with a typographic quality similar to
the traditional one, the least definition is of 1200 dpi; when the images are in four colors
such threshold rises up to 2400 dpi.

It is therefore evident that, at least for now, specific typologies of books (illustrated vol-
umes, a big part of the scholastic texts for the compulsory school) are not realizable with
the procedure of digital printing, unless of substantial renouncements on the side of the
qualitative restitution.

While by now the digitalization and their distribution on the net allows for meaningful
reductions and containment of the costs, beyond the possibility of realization of books
fitted for the single buyer/ reader, the transformation of the sheets/ pages that get out
from the laser or ink-jet printer in bound volumes still requires meaningful investments
(technological) or the recourse to forms of binding borrowed from the “gray literature”
(spiral, comb binding, etc.). Also here, however, something is starting to move: the Istant
Covet Europe Ltd. has arranged some systems of binding thought just for the digital print-
ing that would be able to produce bound volumes, somehow similar to the traditional
ones and in extremely short times.

Another technological limit of this innovation is related to the fact that books with col-
ored images cannot be printed; therefore the field of the catalogues of art for example,
cannot still be influenced from this type of printing.

G.9.3 Logistic Limits 
Saying that the logistics required from the print-on-demand system is necessarily reduced
as in comparison with that of the off set printing could reveal itself not founded in some
conditions. If you imagine, for example, of extending the printing on demand also to the
case of books at high circulation, dispersion in time of demands of the same volume
could happen. More than making hardly programmable the temporal segments of em-
ployment of the technological resources, the need to foresee the availability of more ti-
tles (best seller and not) at once, could determine a overestimating of the technological
park, with consequent economic increase in case of missing demands.

G.9.4 Orientations for overcoming the barriers
The possibility that the digital printing system on-demand has of becoming known, and
the times within which this phenomenon will have a meaningful diffusion, will depend
on three factors (Giovanni Peresson.):

1. better certainties in the management of the rights of edition
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2. awareness that digital printing on-demand means something more (and different) 
than simple problem of containment of costs of printing, which may only represent a 
consequence of the diffusion in the firm, or of the acquisition of these themes/ services.
Introducing its use means to invest for a different organization of the enterprise and 
of the product life cycle, of its own structures and inner organization of the product 
and of the publishing enterprise, for instance: big operation in off-set, chapters, 
voices, etc. required by a university teacher for the courses printed with these sys-
tems. The opportunity of testing in geographically circumscribed areas the validity of 
a publishing product and from the data on sale got of projecting the national circula-
tion, first hardly practicable, requires a different organization of the publishing activ-
ity, of the relationships with the distributor, also (will the conditions of supply be 
analogous?), a different way of thinking in relationship with the market, etc.

3. Habit for the publisher to think of different technologies   in relationship with the 
different phases of the life cycle of the publishing content or for different kinds of 
product, (or as a support with catalogs, news letter, etc. related to the publishing 
product) with technologies able to get lasting competitive advantages by reducing 
delivery times. This, while the traditional frontiers of division between the different 
business areas are losing meaning and value, the distributive models are always 
based upon the Web technologies, and challenges at the level of professional com-
petences are starting for integrating new tools and new services with the traditional 
ones, but also the development of a marketing through internet for the distribution 
of services/ publishing personalized products.

All this can be translated for the firm in a way of managing its resource information to
the contents. But organizing one's own business activity (on the whole or partly) around
the technologies of digital printing on-demand means also to organize the information
that concerns one's own final customers or the one made from the middlemen of sale
(booksellers).

G.9.5 Models of reference for the development of the innovation
According to Giovanni Peresson (Giovanni Peresson, 1999) five models of reference can
be delineated for interpreting an efficient development of the innovation, that represent
levels of competences, of cooperation and of rules to apply.

• Technological Model

• Organizational Model

• Economic Model 

• Juridical Model 

• Sociological Model.

In the technological model technological feasibility will be evaluated relatively to the re-
sources (essentially technical) also depending on the infrastructural resources aiming to
the speed of distribution of the information. 

The organizational model must consider the politics of choice of the documentary ma-
terial to take care of, stocking of the data and organization of these according to an easy
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recover of the information. Even the politics related to the modalities of access to the
users (inner or outern) will take place in this context.

The economic model will evaluate economic conveniences in relationship to the quality
of the data to insert and above all relatively to the costs of stocking and filing of the doc-
uments (above all for possible old material) or to the conversion of current documentary
material in relationship to the kind of digital format. To be evaluated is also the context
and the informative contents of the documents to take care of aiming to the choice of
the layout format, and the costs in relationship with the “space” on disk, costs of pro-
duction in human terms, available resources. 

With the juridical model the rules are defined and the accords above all in relationship
to the conditions established by publishers or by other actors of the market of the elec-
tronic book industry. In this picture the juridical aspects of the cooperation take place
(creation of consortia with juridical value) and the aspects related to the problematic of
the rights of author and copyright in digital environment. It will be kept in account about
the concept of “digital copy” entirely new concept, risen in the new scenery with the
digital distribution via net of the information. 

To the sociological model must be referred all those aspects of evaluation on the users
relatively to the willingness of the consumer to change and/ or accept ways and circles
of reading different from the approach “book in hand”.

G.10  Policy implications
There are no specific political initiatives programmed at national level. Moreover, it is
thought that this service, being based on a very dynamic and flexible technology, will
gain its share in the market without particular normative interventions. In fact, the inno-
vation as such has high potentiality, already broadly described, in terms of costs’ drastic
reduction and new markets’ opening.

A political role will eventually aim at strengthening the transition from the traditional
printing to the digital one as regards to the to the disposal of the existing off-set infra-
structures. Fiscal incentives could be aimed at favoring the dismantling of the machinery
and of the logistic infrastructures, as well as the acquisition of the new systems.

Finally a political intervention, should discipline the normative of the copy-rights accord-
ing to the different panorama of the interactions between the authors, the producers, the
distributors and the consumers.
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G.11  Conclusions
This innovation could, on the whole, be seen as a win-win innovation. As broadly ex-
plained, it is in fact successful for the authors, the publishers, the consumers and the en-
vironment.

It is an innovation that starts from a new technological opportunity, that of the digital
printing. This new technological opportunity has a strong potential of change both in the
stoking infrastructure (and its management), and in the distributive sector (because of
higher flexibility).

The flexibility given by the digital printing technological system, has in fact potential eco-
nomical advantages for the book market, that nowadays suffers from the costs of pro-
duction, stocking and books retting pit.

These characteristics already carry and will carry to the reconfiguration of the stakeholder
involved in this sector. New alliances are formed, some stakeholder could disappear and
new ones could appear.

This innovation take place within the transition towards the information and telecommu-
nication society, that carries together with the dematerialization potential, also rebound
effects (that can on the whole also worsen the environmental impact). In this panorama
the print-on-demand seems instead to be a wholly positive, that is without showy re-
bound effects on the environment.

Besides, in a long-term perspective, as regards to the decentralization of the final pro-
ductive phases (on-site production), a revitalization of the local socio-productive context
could be foreseen.

In other words the model of the offer in which this innovation could be classified is the
one characterized by long distance digital (dematerialized) flows, and by localized phys-
ical flows (optimizing the offer according to the local demands of consumption).

In conclusion it is worth underlining the two main eco-efficiency characteristics of this
service innovation. On one side the elimination and the substitution of physical supports
and their infrastructure (typical of the traditional printing process) with digital ones, and
on the other a more customized and localised production. 

G.12   SOURCES
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Supplement H:  Printing A 
Tailored Newspaper on 
Demand: A Dutch case study on 
dematerialisation

Paulien de Jong
Peter Groenewegen
H.1  Introduction 
Dutch newspaper industry is suffering from increasing competition provided by other
media such as radio, television, the Internet. They may have to look for new ways of
distributing the information services in order to survive. Application of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) seem to offer several opportunities for creating new
product service concepts: on line newspapers, small-volume printing technologies, WAP,
news tablets, electronic paper and electronic ink. This case study report describes how
a Dutch newspaper ‘Het Parool’ developed plans for the delivery of a tailored newspaper
with print-on-demand technology. 

The context of Dutch newspaper industry will be described and the position on the sub-
ject of ICT-developments and dematerialization will be assessed. Unfortunately, the ex-
periment did not result in a service. However, it is interesting enough to describe what
were the intentions and to analyse what was the reason for upholding the new initiative.
It appears that the reason has to be found mainly in the rivalry between different parts
of the newspaper organisation. 

H.2  The newspaper industry; a description of the sector context
The following description of the sector context is based largely on a thesis of Hendriks
(1998) who provides us with an extended description of the basic characteristics of the
context in which the innovation is located. This paragraph takes over his major findings,
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as a solid basis for analysing and explaining the development dynamics of the printing
on demand service. 

Hendriks focused his research on the transition of the newspaper industry in the Neth-
erlands and the USA in the 1980th and 1990s. He tries to find out how newspaper indus-
tries developed within a ten-year period with regard to the economic fundamentals of
the business, the industrial context and strategies. He also wanted to indicate what con-
sequently could be said about the (near) future of the newspaper, the newspaper organ-
isation and the newspaper industry. The Dutch traditional newspaper industry is
characterised by three features:

• The fundamental business model underlying the newspaper exploitation is based on 
volume.

• The ability of combining mass production of a standardised product with serving dif-
ferentiated wants and needs of readers

• The bundling of different readers and the sale of the information package to adver-
tisers. The balance between circulation level and advertising income is the corner-
stone of newspaper industry. 

Figure H.1. The logic of newspaper profitability (Source: Hendriks, 1998, p. 17)

The figure explains that the economies of scale of newspaper publishing, in combination
with market growth are the primary factors that determine newspaper industry profitabil-
ity. Economies of scale are essential for the newspaper industry. First, economies of scale
determine the cost structure of a newspaper firm. If the economies of scale are large, a
big firm can gain a substantial cost advantage with regard of its smaller competitors, and
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thus achieve a higher profit. Second, economies of scale determine the production level
on which a newspaper is produced most efficiently (minimum efficient scale).

“Ceaseless growth is essential to sustain the system in the long run. Until a few years ago
the newspaper industry was well able to maintain this system through growing circula-
tion, through multiple mergers and acquisitions, and by replacing labour by production
technology. Yet, the industry is changing: many newspapers are facing a declining cir-
culation base (at least the total market is declining), newspapers are still loosing adver-
tising share, and extra media competition is growing every day due to the wild
proliferation of alternative communication and information channels.” (Hendriks, 1998,
p.50). 

Figure H.2 shows the actors inside and outside the value chain. The value chain follows
the flow from procurement of resources, production, reproduction, distribution, to con-
sumption.

Figure H.2. The newspaper firm’s context (Source: Hendriks, 1998, p. 52)

Newspaper Publishers are increasingly put under pressure of supply side, demand side,
new competitors, such as for instance on-line news providers, and national government.
The specific role of information and news within society has led to a position that gov-
ernments were willing to give newspaper industry a special treatment. Policy interven-
tion has to be aimed at avoiding concentration of ownership of newspapers, a form of
horizontal concentration, while it is generally considered as a threat to press freedom. In
order to guarantee the existence of a wide range of voices in society, newspaper industry
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Dutch newspaper Het Parool
need a certain freedom from government interference as well. The government in the
Netherlands has long sought to preserve the diversity of the newspaper industry by a
policy of subsidies and it has allowed newspaper industry to pursue a strategy of collec-
tive price changes that prevent price competition. Nowadays it is seen as a normal in-
dustry that needs to be regulated as other industries. (Hendriks, 1998, p. 72-78) 

Newspaper Industry has to deal with three problems, which force them to reconsider
how to alter product, processes and core business (Van der Linde, 1999):

• Decrease in sales when newspaper consumption is related to growth in amount of 
households 

• Decrease in reading time; a tendency especially under the younger generation.

• Advertisers increasingly step over to other markets and increase of scale by merging 
processes is hardly feasible.

Hendrik’s main conclusion is that the newspaper industry has to adapt their strategy of
defending core business. At the end of his thesis he formulates his advise: “The problem
is that (too often) the newspaper company is still a traditional Fordist organisation, with
a rather strict division of tasks, with vertically integrated production and distribution fa-
cilities, and 24 hour batch production cycle. Therefore process innovation is much more
important than product innovation for today’s newspaper organisation. Without a change
of processes and organisation it will not be able to build new business competitively,
certainly not in highly competitive arenas where parties like Microsoft and alike are eager
to capture their ‘fair’ share of the customers information dollar. The threat of the Internet
may therefore be viewed as a gift from heaven for the newspaper firms. For the first time
in history their core business is really challenged and the core foundation of their busi-
ness may be eroded significantly. Luckily most newspapers have not rejected the threats
but have started to develop new business, be it on a limited scale. Although the change
is triggered by the fear of loosing business to another medium, newspapers are finally
tackling their Achilles heel: their processes. Perhaps without knowing that the real rev-
olution is not in changing the product but in the organisation and processes, a first step
towards a new news(paper) company is taken.” (Hendriks, 1998, p. 196)

H.3  Dutch newspaper Het Parool 
The example of ‘Printing a tailored newspaper on demand’ will be described in detail
here. It can be considered an innovation in service delivery that can represent the kind
of adaptation that other newspapers are required to incorporate in the near future. Thus
far only the Dutch newspaper organisation Het Parool has publicly expressed the will-
ingness to experiment with this new service delivery concept in order to explore new
markets.

Het Parool is a daughter of PCM Uitgevers BV. PCM’s turnover is about Dfl 1544 million
in 1999. Net profit was Dfl 75 million in 1999. 
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In the Netherlands, PCM Uitgevers is known for its environmental policy. Its newspaper
companies put environmental measures in practise like for instance measures of good
house keeping and efficient use of freight capacity (van Zon et al. 2000). 

H.4  The innovation
Newspapers are suffering from increasing competition provided by other media, such as
radio, television, the Internet and other publications. They may have to look for new
ways of distributing their information services in order to survive. From an environmental
point of view such developments might be favourable, in that they can lead to a reduced
use of resources and energy, most notably paper and fuel for transport. Van Zon et all
(1999) identify several ICT-related technologies that could help increase the eco-efficien-
cy of providing the service of news and information delivery. These are: 

H.4.1 On-line newspapers on the Internet. 
The World Wide Web is rapidly being integrated into every day society. Many companies,
including newspaper-publishers, are investing in the development of on-line services.
The potential market is huge, but also somewhat uncertain, due to rapid changes in tech-
nology and erratic behaviour of the on-line community. It is still very difficult to charge
money for on-line services, and current computer hard- and software pose a barrier to
the majority of potential users. Also, with the current equipment, environmental benefits
are questionable. 

H.4.2 Modern, small-volume printing technologies
New technologies facilitate the development of concepts like print-on-demand and dis-
tribute-then-print. These can facilitate the printing of personalised copies of newspapers
and other publications. Only requested information is printed, not wasting paper on un-
wanted content. Additionally, stocks and excess printing can be reduced (just-in-time
principle) and distribution lines shortened. Unfortunately, in some implementations, dis-
tribute-then-print might be unfavourable from an environmental point of view. Also,
equipment and infrastructure for these methods require a large investment. The technol-
ogy is there, but it may take the printing and publishing industry some time to really start
using it. 

H.4.3 The Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) for mobile telephones
This protocol basically provides an Internet-gateway for mobile communication equip-
ment with limited display capabilities. The WAP makes it possible to access network in-
formation services, including news services, from any location covered by a mobile
phone network. Although some newspaper publishers (e.g. De Telegraaf) have plans to
provide WAP-services, these cannot be considered an alternative to the regular newspa-
per. This is mostly due to limited content and display capabilities, and the relatively high
cost of use. Still, this technology may prove of use in the future development of a true,
wireless electronic newspaper. 
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H.4.4 The News Tablet
This is a true electronic newspaper, in the form of a flat tablet with a display, based on
current portable computer technology. Content can be loaded into the tablet at “recharge
points” located at newspaper-stands, subway-stations, etc. The news tablet is an impor-
tant step towards a real alternative for the traditional newspaper. There are, however,
still some technical limitations which make it rather expensive and impractical compared
to its paper counterpart, and would therefore probably prevent introduction on a larger
scale. A Japanese newspaper is willing to try a small-scale experiment with these devices.

H.4.5 Electronic paper (e-paper) and electronic ink (e-ink)
Electronic paper combines the benefits of paper (readable, portable, flexible, etc.) with
those of an electronic display (reusable, interactive, etc.). The technology is still very
much under development. But this development is making progress and it has attracted
interest and investments from various big companies, including newspaper publishers.
Electronic paper could be used in the form of an “electronic book” (e-book), which con-
tains multiple pages and some miniature computer components. It can display any type
of printed information, including a newspaper. E-paper is a simple concept, using very
little material and even less energy, but there is a possibility of rebound effects resulting
from new applications. 

New ICT-developments are implemented by newspaper-publishers mostly out of fear of
missing market opportunities at some later stage. On-line newspapers are currently the
most important development, though the content is still somewhat limited with most
newspapers. Het Parool is the first and only company that is also thinking of introducing
a locally printed, customisable newspaper as an experiment to attract younger readers.
This is an example of the above-mentioned development of using small-volume printing
technologies for distribution and delivering of news to customers. By this technology,
news can be delivered at location and printed after the customer has selected the items
of interest. This new service delivery concept combines principles like:

• ‘just in time’ (a concept developed by the printing industry that want to reach optimi-
sation of the printing process and cost management; they want to print what and 
when customers request for);

• ‘distribute then print’, and 

• ‘print on demand’.

The traditional newspaper is a product fulfilling the information needs of different
groups of customers. Every reader is receiving the same extended package of informa-
tion, although the interests of readers may differ. The innovation of developing the print-
on-demand delivery concept makes diversification of the product into a tailored product
feasible. The customer will be allowed to select the issues that are of interest to him or
her and leave all other issues out of the package that has to be printed. In this way supply
and demand can be matched in optima forma.

The print-devices already are developed by an American company called ‘PressPoint’
(Van Zon et al, 2000). Press Point developed technologies that replace large scaled news-
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paper printing and make printing of newspaper on tabloid format (A3) on small scale
possible. PressPoint already applies their technology concept by locating distribute-then-
print devices at cruise ships, aeroplanes, airports, large companies and hotels. Through
these devices readers of newspapers of different countries can be offered their daily
news. Sale can take place directly at the printing device or retail or wholesale can be
used as sales channels. (www.prespoint.com) 

The idea of exploring the print-on-demand concept was initiated first by a man called
R.Pelle that represents PCM-uitgeverij, the newspaper publishing organisation of Het Pa-
rool. Pelle was in charge of developing the marketing strategy for Het Parool. He devel-
oped strategies for putting a halt on decrease of advertisements income and on return in
circulation figures. Part of his policy plans were ideas for tailoring newspapers (attractive
for readers that do not want to take a lot of reading time and attractive for advertising
organisations that can diversify their advertisement on certain target groups), and offer-
ing news on the internet in co-operation with the local television broadcast company
‘AT5’. In the two and a half year that he worked at PCM Uitgevers his action led to some
result: under his direction advertisement income became to stabilise and decrease of cir-
culation figures stopped (Van Zon et al, 2000). 

Pelle seems to function as a change agent. However, November 1999 Pelle has left the
PCM-Uitgevers. The communication lines between PCM Uitgevers and the editorial office
of Het Parool were not always functioning well. An example of it is that the information
of the planned experiment with the tailored newspaper was brought out as news before
the editorial staff had come to a decision on it (Anonymous, 1999b; Anonymous, 1999c).
Pelle’s plans have not been cancelled definitively, but are put on hold. The added value
for the newspaper reader:

• he/she can specify the issues of interest

• only pay for the information when desired
(less young people do read newspapers; when they do, they buy incidentally a 
newspaper, they do not make use of subscription which is a common thing to do in 
the Netherlands) 

Added value for advertiser:

• the advertiser can aim their advertisements on target groups

• can pay for their advertising on quantity basis: amount of printed newspaper can be 
basis for payments.
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Added value for newspaper provider:

• bind customers of tomorrow

• experience with additional forms of news providing 

• when they do not experience with additional forms of news delivery, others will. It is 
important not to miss the boat and therefore new markets need to be explored.

The service innovation has been developed in addition to the product. It has not been
the intention to replace the traditional large scale printing, but it is outcome of a process
of creative thinking how to attract readers that are not used to buy newspapers. Howev-
er, some parts of the newspaper company are afraid for the impacts of applying such
ICT-technologies on core business on the longer term.

There have been three advertisers that showed their interest to be involved in the new
service delivery concept of tailored newspapers. They were willing to attribute to the ex-
periment. Their major advantage lies in the possibility to tailor their advertisements.   

H.4.6 The eco-efficiency of the innovation
As long as the print-on-demand concept is not put in practise, the environmental effect
is not measurable. But even when the new service delivery concept would be applied it
is questionable whether it would lead to dematerialization. In the current situation ICT-
developments would not yet lead to dematerialization, as new products and services are
merely an addition to the traditional newspaper, which is still preserved and protected
at all times by the publishers involved. In theory, the prospected effects are as follows:

• ‘Just in time’ principle would lead to electronic distribution of information over com-
puter networks, reducing the need for material carriers and mechanical distribution. 
Matching supply on exact amount and time of demand in order to avoid leftover and 
thus wasted paper;

•  ‘Distribute-then-print’ avoidance of energy needed for transport and emissions 
resulting from transport;

• The ‘Print on demand’ principle implies increasing possibilities for selecting and pro-
viding relevant information for the reader and thus matching of supply and demand: 
no spilling of paper and ink. 

The eco-efficiency of the print-on-demand concept seems to be promising. Factors that
may prove unfavourable to eco-efficiency, such as the possibility of rebound-effects,
seem to be lacking. One possibility would be that application of the new service concept
could result into a growing number of tailored newspapers instead of dematerialization
by replacement of products. 
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Socio-economic implications of the innovation
H.5  Socio-economic implications of the innovation
Some parts of the newspaper company does regard these kind of dematerialization de-
velopments as threatening to core business. Their reaction is one of resistance. 

The service innovation has not been developed with the purpose to replace the tradi-
tional large scale printing technologies in future. However, some parts of the newspaper
company are afraid for the impacts of applying such ICT-technologies on core business
and they tend to oppose against it. Decrease in amounts of printed newspaper implies
decreasing need for employees. The image of shifting towards a situation, in which the
information is transported first and then printed, could have large impact on the distri-
bution division in future. 

H.6  Barriers to the innovation
Resistance of parts of the company seems to be an essential reason why plans for the
experiments are put on hold. Additional reasons for upholding the experiment seem to
be found in the need for large investments in new technology and infrastructure; uncer-
tainty about new markets, and limitations of new technology, especially concerning user-
friendliness and methods of payment. 

The challenge for newspaper industry in general and Het Parool in specific, ‘product
companies’ that provide a ‘continuous service’, is to maintain their traditional mass pro-
duction system, but meanwhile they also have to look for ways to serve the market of
readers and keep their advertisers interested in their product. Therefore they need to find
ways to optimise the existing business but to safeguard future growth by developing al-
ternative service delivery systems. The experiment with the tailored newspaper by mak-
ing use of print-on-demand devices, would be the start of finding new ways for
safeguarding future business. This process of change requires time to have all divisions
of the newspaper organisation get used to the idea of stepping into a period of transition.
Misunderstanding and miscommunications seem to be the reason why preparations on
applying the experiment with the print-on-demand service are put on hold. 

H.7  Analysis in terms of models

H.7.1 Analysis in terms of Miles Model
The case study shows that Het Parool has chosen to differentiate products in order to
explore new ways of finding customers. Although the content of the main product, in-
formation, does not need any changes, the product is customised by having individuals
chose their own characteristics: every customer would be able to select their individual
product. Het Parool wants to reach more and additional customers by delivering individ-
ualised papers.
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The innovation is supply pushed. First the technologies were available and tested in
practise and then the idea of the service innovation was born; application of new tech-
nologies for the purpose of offering a new service delivery concept. 

H.7.2 Analysis in terms of 5p model

Performance. The print-on-demand service as intended by Het Parool asks a change in
performance. Instead of buying a package full of information (only part of it will be valu-
able to the reader) the reader can pay for the information that he or she selected. The
fee can be based on the amount of information to be printed. 

Product. The product of the newspaper industry are bundled packages of information
and this remains the same in case of the print-on-demand concept, although the reader
is able to select what it want to read before printing it. Initial ideas on the print-on-de-
mand product however were to see it as an add-on service, which could attract a new
reader market. 

Perception. The use of completely different technologies is necessary. An experiment
was planned at universities because of the fact that students would like the offer of se-
lecting only interesting news items and would like the idea of avoiding wasted paper.
The expectations are, that the customer’s perception (students) of how to meet the func-
tional need (news) by the new print-on-demand devices will be easy to change. 

Property. No changes are required in property rights.

Pattern. The innovation of a new news delivery service system alters the newspaper
printing lines. As a result the supply chain will be shortened. ICT-technology makes it
possible to deliver the products from the editorial office to the computer application in
the print-on-demand device, where the customer selects the items of interest, pays for
the amount of items and have it printed. 

H.7.3 Analysis in terms of the Network model
Figure H.3 on page 450 gives an overview of all relevant actors involved. It gives the po-
sition of the actors in the network. In the centre of the diagram the service innovation is
indicated. In this case, after editing news is distributed in digital format to a small scale
printing device that is located near to the potential customer, students. The second layer
indicates the organisations in the chain that are involved in providing the conditions for
delivery of the EEPS. In the third layer, the actors in the broader social network are spec-
ified.
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Figure H.3. The context of Het Parool
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facturing process, where other companies profile new actions, transactions and
structures as services. The choice for one of these scopes would depend on the manner
in which organisations are structured. The case study on printing a tailored newspaper
on demand shows that practise is more complicated. In case of Het Parool more is need-
ed to reform the traditional company than formulating strategic choices at management
and policy level of the organisation. At least the people employed at the production line
are thinking, that the experiment with new conditions for distribution and production
has to be considered a serious threat for their jobs in future. They do so, even though
the purpose of the experiment has been presented as one of exploring the possibility of
diversifying products and services. 

H.8  Key lessons
The sector has a strong influence on the development of service innovations within the
newspaper company. In this traditional sector it is difficult for the individual product
companies to predict what new technological routes can strengthen best the position
within future market. The challenge for newspaper industry in general and Het Parool
in specific, ‘product companies’ that provide a ‘continuous service’, is to maintain their
traditional mass production system, but meanwhile they also have to look for ways to
serve the market of readers and keep their advertisers interested in their product. There-
fore they need to find ways to optimise the existing business but to safeguard future
growth by developing alternative service delivery systems. The experiment with the tai-
lored newspaper by making use of print-on-demand devices, would be the start of find-
ing new ways for safeguarding future business. This process of change requires time to
have all divisions of the newspaper organisation get used to the idea of stepping into a
period of transition. Misunderstanding and miscommunications seem to be the reason
why preparations on applying the experiment with the print-on-demand service are put
on hold. 
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Supplement I:  Learnways: an 
e-learning service provider

Olof Zaring, GRI
I.1  Introduction
The service – e-training – described in this case is of one of corporate training services
delivered with the aid of ICT to replace traditional training methodology. This service
provides an alternative to traditional training of employees in companies. The service is
not limited to use in organisations, however this example is taken from Skandia’s envi-
ronmental training programme.

The Learnways training service is based on ICT and especially presupposes the wide-
spread use of personal computers in an organisation. The training is received at the nor-
mal working place of an employee at his or her convenience. The employee uses a PC
to access a training package. The package itself is physically located on a computer serv-
er

The training described in this case is a two hour basic training package in environmental
management aimed at all employees. To receive the training the employee navigates on
Skandia’s Intranet to log into the training web-site and uses his web browser as the train-
ing medium.

The company – Learnways – that delivers this training service performs two basic func-
tions during service delivery: The first is to deliver the specific content of the training
service. In this case this was the content deemed appropriate for an environmental train-
ing package for the Skandia insurance company The second is to “package” the training
content so that it can be delivered through the client’s intranet. 
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I.1.1 Learnways and e-training

I.1.1.1 The e-learning business
The increasing need for accessible high quality knowledge is an important driver for the
e-learning industry. The global e-learning (web distributed) market is growing rapidly.
The US segment alone is worth some 1 billion US$ for the year 2000, and 5 billion US in
the year of 2003. The growth in CD-ROM based training has simultaneously declined and
has an estimated turnover of 1 billion US$ (2000). The advantages of e-learning com-
pared with other competing approaches are the customer perception of improved effi-
ciency, convenience and flexibility.

I.1.1.2 Learnways
The Learnways company was formed in 1997, and claims to be among the global pio-
neers in developing methods for “web-distributed” training. The Learnways company has
approximately twenty employees today. The company is jointly owned by a group of
Swedish international companies, and a government controlled foundation. Learnways
claim to be an e- learning service provider that focuses on web distributed training.
Learnways main business activity is to develop web distributed training courses in sev-
eral areas: “the new economy”, “environment”, “health care”, and “ICT”.

Learnways’ core competencies are within project and production management for digital
media. Skills such as computer programming, systems development, expertise in e-train-
ing implementation have been developed in-house by Learnways. Learnways’ customer
base can be found among Swedish international companies such as ABB, Ericsson, Vol-
vo, and Skandia.

I.2  The organisational context
Companies from several branches of industry comprise the emerging e-learning industry.
The industry is in a phase of alliance formation where eventually the surviving compa-
nies will emerge in a more stable market. Traditional publishers, universities, various
consultants, software houses, web designers, advertising agencies, CD-ROM publishing
houses; training companies participate in this formative phase.

I.2.1 The US e-learning market
The e-training industry is still “embryonic” especially from a Swedish or European per-
spective and little firm data exist on the industry structure. The US corporate training
market can be used to find comparable information about similar e-learning services.

Total costs for corporate training in the US amounted to over sixty billion US$ (1998).

• Commercial service providers served 25% of this market.

• 14% of this training is delivered through computer technology, and

• 38% of this was provided with on-line services computers.
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Small and medium enterprise is the customer category spending most on e-training,
while larger organisations spend less on e-training for each employee.

I.2.2 Skandia: the service customer
Skandia is an international financial services, life assurance and unit linked assurance
group with assets of approximately 600 billion SEK under management and annual sales
exceeding 90 billion SEK. The company was founded in 1855 and conducts business in
more than 20 countries. The objective of the Long-Term Savings business unit is to pro-
vide long-term savings products. The most important markets for Skandia are Sweden,
the USA and Great Britain. Long-Term Savings mainly conducts unit linked assurance,
along with life assurance and fund management. The Asset Management business unit
(Skandia Asset Management - SAM) provides asset management services both to the
group’s business units and to external clients. Skandia, Storebrand of Norway and Po-
hjola of Finland have in 1999 formed the largest property & casualty insurance company
in the Nordic countries. That company will be listed on the stock exchange. 

I.3  The innovation
The e-learning concept compromises all interactive learning: delivered through the In-
ternet or Intranets, CD-ROMs, virtual classrooms, and so on. E-learning can be individual
as well as group learning, with or without a teacher taking part in a course. An e-learning
course could conceivably be attended in front of a PC at home or at work or during trav-
el. A wide range of subjects is taught through e-learning.

I.3.1 A background to e-training service use
E-training is a new form of training especially with regard to the delivery of the training
service. The innovation in this case is one of e-training for corporate use. In companies

on the US market it is estimated1 that:

• 90% of the companies use traditional classroom training

• 50% of the companies use CD-ROM based training packages

• 35% use the internet to access training

• 20% use their intranets to provide training

• 10% use games and simulations for training purposes

• 3% uses Virtual Reality applications for training.

Learnways market research also implies that e-learning is the fastest growing segment in
the corporate training market.

E-learning is similar in experience to an interactive computer game. An interface com-
prised of computer graphics, sounds, illustrations, films, animations are used to present
knowledge to students. It is also used for exercises and test. The course administrators

1. Source: Learnways market research.
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often use automatic functions to track the progress of training and training results. Thus,
the typical characteristic of e-learning is the use of ICT, and particularly networked PCs
to distribute knowledge, and to manage a course.

The e-learning innovation as such can be characterised as having three progressive lev-
els, it can be:

1. “web distributed”, where the trainee can complete a pre packaged training course at 
his or her convenience,

2. “Web supported”; where a teacher through e-mails, interactive homepages, delivers 
the content of the training for example; students and teachers typically communicate 
on the Internet, or company Intranets.

3. “True e-learning”, where the students and teachers complete the training simulta-
neously and communicate over some sort of computer network.

The training developed by Learnways for Skandia belong to the first level. The training
is completely pre-packaged, no teacher is used, and the students can complete the train-
ing at anytime. Further, the Skandia environmental training package has automatic func-
tions for tests and feed back to students, and it allows the environmental managers to
remotely monitor the progress of the training throughout the companies. The Skandia e-
learning package can deliver a two hour basic environmental training course to all of the
10 000 employees at the Skandia group once it is installed on the Skandia web servers.
The students then use their web browsers to complete the training package.

The advantages of e-learning are obvious in applications such as the Skandia training
package. Since Skandia is operating in 26 countries the training of employees can be a
challenge. Training content that is common to the entire Skandia Group is very expen-
sive and time consuming to deliver through conventional class room training. At the
same time the demand on Skandia to distribute crucial knowledge to its employees has
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risen due to shorter product and service life cycles, and the need for global product strat-
egies in the insurance industry. 

Figure I.1. The Skandia e-training application.

Traditional training costs are usually connected with the necessity to have students and
teachers in the same location for the training regardless of the nature of a training course.
It is estimated that half of the training cost comes from lost work time of the trainees
attending courses, other important costs are travel, teaching fees, and training materials.
Most of the e above costs are not incurred during web distributed training. Other advan-
tages of e-training are:

• Flexibility: a course can be held when needed and participants can attend at their 
convenience.

• The same training quality is maintained for all students in a course.

• Training content can easily be created, updated or adapted.

I.4  Explanation of the circles model2 
The principal actors for the Learnways e-training service for Skandia can be described as
a network where the service provider (Learnways) co-ordinates the production (client
interface, training content, and distribution system) of the training computer application.
Principal actors on the service provider side were:

• Content providers, such as environmental consultants, and university institutions

• Providers of the delivery system, such as web-designers, and graphical artists.

2. The analysis in this section refers to the network model in Appendix 1 to the Learnways case.
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Client

Client

Client

Client

Client

Skandia’s employees access the training from their PCs

Administration
Support

Sound, graphics
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Outside influence on the production side comes mainly from the development and avail-
ability of the technologies used for client interaction, such as web-browsers, and tech-
nology for delivering information to the client such as web-servers and broadband
communications.

The service provider also communicates with the customer to obtain information on the
e-training needs of the customer. Principal actors on the customer side can be:

• Skandia’s HR department

• Skandia’s IT department

• Skandia’s environmental department.

Outside influence influencing the customer side of the environmental e-training service
comes primarily from the stakeholder influences on the client company. Stakeholders
that demanded environmental training for employees in the Learnways case were mainly
Skandia’s:

• employees

• customers

• investors.

This e-learning innovation replaces the traditional classroom training previously used in
Skandia for the same purpose. The Skandia experience is that the e-learning application
allows that training quality is maintained in a more efficient way.

I.5  The demand side
The Swedish e-training market is characterised as follows. One of three Swedish compa-
nies has tried interactive/web-based educational courses. Eight of ten Swedish compa-
nies will continue using e-learning. Learnways estimate that 35% of the Swedish
companies have been through some kind of e-learning. The smaller Swedish companies
and 34% of the medium-sized have tried one or more interactive courses, whereas almost
half (48%) of the larger companies have tried e-learning. The Learnways survey shows
that the companies that have tried are also satisfied. 79% of the companies, small as well
as large, that have tried interactive learning will try again. According to Learnways’ esti-
mates the customers feel that the advantage of interactive learning is, above all, the free-
dom to study when you have the time, according to 33% of the companies in the survey.
Customers find that the training is also cost-efficient. So far Swedish companies use e-
learning primarily for PC- and computer training, but also for education within a compa-
ny's core business as well as sales training and leadership.
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I.6  Analysis in terms of models

I.6.1 Analysis in terms of the input - output model
This analysis refers to Figure I.2 below.

Figure I.2. The input-output model for the Learnways case.

I.6.1.1 Drivers
The drivers for the e-training services are a combination of technological options and
business opportunities in the corporate training market. The business opportunity, which
is exploited in this case, is a result of the drastic cost reductions possible in corporate
training, when using e-training. E-training is made possible by advances in web servers,
web client interfaces, and the availability of broadband computer networks.

I.6.1.2 Service inputs
The service input at the customer is in the form of service substitution. Training services
and facilities are completely replaced by the Learnways e-training service. The cost effi-
ciency of this substitution is somewhat offset by increased costs for computer support,
both at the server level, and for the trainees undergoing e-training.

I.6.1.3 Service outputs
The service output at the customer is in the form of dematerialised training services, re-
placing traditional corporate training in certain areas. The service uses the existing infra-
structure at the customer.

I.6.1.4 Service impacts
The business impacts of the e-training service are cost reductions for corporate training.
The service also provides increased flexibility since the training can be delivered at the
convenience of the trainee. The main environmental impacts come from the demateria-
lised training service, and the reduction of travel for trainees and training staff. Both these
impacts are considerable in many international companies.

Drivers Service             Service      Service             Service
innovation              inputs      outputs            impacts

         (to customers) (at customers)

Non-Environmental
Cost
Technical
Opportunities

Sevice
substit ition

Dematerialis
ation

BUSINESS
Avoided
Costs
Flexibility

ENVIRON
MENTAL
Reduced
emissions
and material
flows
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I.7  The Eco-efficiency of the innovation

I.7.1 Explanation of the Eco-efficiency matrix 
The main environmental effects of the e-training services are a result of the e-training
service being delivered at the trainees' normal work locations. The function delivered is
one of specified training and the resultant change in knowledge, attitude, or skill. In this
analysis the comparator product service mix is conventional environmental training pre-
viously used at the client companies. The trainees as well as the would be trainers need
not meet in a location, such as a classroom, and the environmental effect from travel
especially almost totally disappear with the introduction of the service (carbon dioxide,
NOx). Another characteristic which leads to reduced environmental effects compared
with normal corporate training is the elimination of training materials, such as textbooks
or manuals and consequently of all environmental effects caused by the production and
use of such materials (reduced flows of materials such as paper, and reduced paper
waste with its associated effects caused by less transportation of training materials, which
are reduced carbondioxide, and NOx emissions primarily). The conclusion is that the ser-
vice is eco-efficient: dematerialisation and decreased transportation are secondary caus-
es, the primary one is the new distribution technology and service concept. It has not
really been possible to check the possibility for dynamic effects from this service, but
judging from the almost completely dematerialised nature of the service, and that it is
based on existing ICT-infrastructure, such effects would probably be minor even with
widespread use of the service.

I.8  Socio-economic implications of the innovation
This innovation is a distributed service aim at improving client human capital To be pro-
duced it requires that certain infrastructure is in place, and the availability of the skills
necessary to produce and deliver the service. It has several advantages on the socio-eco-
nomic level:

• It facilitates skill improvement in the workforce

• It provides easy and efficient access to training and thus improves the efficiency of 
the economy

• It works in a decentralised and networked economy.

I.9  Barriers to the innovation
The innovations main barrier is twofold. First, it requires the presence of certain infra-
structure, and this includes willingness on the part of companies, and their employees
to use the innovation. This may not always be the case since the physical infrastructure
is not present, at least on the European level. Part of the workforce is certainly not ac-
customed to using computers to learn. Second, the production capacity among the po-
tential service providers is probably still limited, not enough trained personnel are
available.
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I.10  Policy implications
In this case the innovation was financed through a joint venture involving large corpo-
rations and government subsidies. The aim of the venture was connected to public policy
at the national level to improve the general competence level in the Swedish work force.
This was a crucial factor for the creation of Learnways. Since the innovation has mainly
been used on corporate Intranets the necessary communication bandwidth has been
available. Still, for the innovation to spread among SMEs, the public policies for the pro-
vision of broadband Internet is important.

I.11  Conclusions
The Learnways e-training service innovation illustrates the impact of ICT on service de-
livery. Considerable increases in eco-efficiency are attainable through this service. The
service as described was not introduced for environmental reasons but shows the poten-
tial in the ICT sector for dematerialisation when a new service concept replace an earlier
service delivery method. 
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Supplement J:  The Virtual 
College - A Case Study of 
Dematerialised Training

Dr. Peter Hopkinson and Professor Peter James
J.1  Introduction
Vocational training is a substantial economic activity and one which, in an increasingly
high-technology, high-skill, world is growing in importance. Traditional approaches to
training have focused on trainer-led courses, which are often run in ‘off-site’ premises
such as dedicated training centres or hotels. This involves substantial travel - and there-
fore transport-related environmental impacts - for many attendees. The costs of this trav-
el, as well as those of subsistence, ‘lost’ working time and payment of trainers, can make
such training an expensive option. (In the UK, for example, rates for vocational courses
are usually £200-400 per person, which can be prohibitive for many small businesses and
not-for-profit organisations). 

An emerging alternative is that of ‘dematerialised training’ or, as it is referred to within
the industry, ‘technology-based training’ (TBT). In this approach, much of the training
content is delivered to students through electronic media such as CD-ROMs and the In-
ternet. Assessments may also be conducted through interactive software and/or e-mail
communication with tutors. Whilst there will often be some direct contact with tutors,
this will be on a telephone basis and/or through short focused face-to-face tutorials (e.g.
for a half or single day compared to several days for conventional alternatives). This ap-
proach can be much cheaper than conventional alternatives, although there is some de-
bate about the quality of the training. It also appears to be more eco-efficient, because
training-associated transport and paperwork can be greatly reduced. 

TBT approaches are now well-established for learning computer software, for which
they are clearly well adapted. However, whilst there has been much discussion, there
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have been fewer attempts to develop it for other areas of vocational training. This case
examines the experience of one exception in the UK, the Virtual College. This has
worked with the electronics industry to establish TBT packages on a number of topics,
and - in collaboration with the newly established ‘University for Industry’ - is now ex-
tending this into vocational courses for environmental management.

J.2  The Business Context
This case spans two sectors - training and the electronics sector (SIC 30,32, 33). 

J.2.1 Vocational training in Europe 
The EU has recently published the results of a survey of vocational training carried out
in 1994. The overall findings from this survey showed that the proportion of enterprises
offering training varies between countries, between size of enterprise and between sec-
tors. 

Over half (57%) of all European enterprises with 10 or more employees offered training
to their employees. Only 17% of manual workers, compared to 45% of professional staff
participated in training courses. The sectors with the highest proportion of enterprises
offering training were those undergoing rapid technological and organisational change
(e.g. banking and insurance 87% compared to textiles, clothing and leather 26%). In 1993
almost all large enterprises offered some form of training compared to 52% of those em-
ploying between 10-49.

There are also significant differences in training participation between countries. Greece,
Spain, Italy, Portugal reported between 10-25% of enterprises offering training in 1993
compared to 45-80% in the Northern European countries. 

On average, 1.6% of total labour costs was spent on training in the sectors of the econ-
omy covered by the survey. The highest recorded percentage was in the UK at 2.7% com-
pared to the lowest, Portugal at 0.7%. Travel and subsistence costs associated with
training amounted to around 5% of the average costs of training with around 8% allocat-
ed to cost of premises. The remaining costs are labour costs of the trainers and trainees.
However, there are significant differences in the cost profile between countries. 

Training is usually provided by companies operating at a local or national scale. The UK
is one exception, with a number of USA and Canadian companies having a presence. 

J.2.2 Vocational training in the UK
Expenditure on training by the private sector has been rising at 6-7% per year and in
1997 was valued at £15bn, with a forecast of £18bn in 1998 (Keynote 1998). Between
1990-98 the number of private sector employees receiving training increased by 16.5%
to 3.3m. In May 1998 approximately 600,000 people were participating in government
supported training programmes in England and Wales (Keynote 1998).
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Private sector training covers four broad areas:

• training for school leavers and graduates

• professional and technical training (e.g. CPD)

• functional training (e.g. IT)

• management/organisational development training. 

In addition, there is substantial government expenditure on in-house training, provision
of training infrastructure (e.g. vocational colleges) and subsidies for certain training
courses (e.g. for unemployed people). For example, the Department for Employment
and Education (DFEE) spent £3 billion on the two latter activities in 1997/98.   

The supply side of the vocational training sector is also highly fragmented, as is evident
from varying figures as to the number of training organisations. The National Training
Directory lists around 350 whereas the Personnel Managers Yearbook identifies around
1400. The number of VAT registered enterprises listed as training providers is 4475 whilst
the Association for Management Education and Development (AMED) lists around
10,000 independent training enterprises, many of them one person businesses.

Overall the variety of providers may be categorised into:

• Independent commercially run training companies (approx 400)

• Professional/institutional bodies 

• Business schools/universities (approx 100)

• Colleges of FE (approx 100)

• Computer companies

• Open learning providers

• Sole practitioners

• Management consultancies.

There are few large, dominant players in the training market. One of the largest compa-
nies BPP Holdings PLC, for example, has an annual turnover of only £80m. There is also
a tendency for companies to specialise in subject areas such as health and safety, accoun-
tancy and finance, communications, general management, sales and marketing, IT,
project management etc. 

Training providers also specialise in types of course, with the main categories being: 1
day seminars; 2-3 day courses; 1-4 week residential courses; open learning courses and
distance learning courses. The most popular format is the 1 day and 2-3 day format al-
though distance/open learning and computer based learning approaches are increasing
in popularity (Keynote 1998)

Locations for training take place normally in one of 3 locations: employers premises;
trainers premises; off-site centre (hotel, college etc.). Around a third of all training takes
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place at an employers workplace or training centre with colleges, adult education centres
and universities also being important.

J.2.3 Vocational training in the UK electronics sector 
The electronics and electrical equipment sector in the UK is a major employer. There are
more than 5000 electronics manufacturing companies in the UK employing over 180,000
people. The sector is dominated by several large companies e.g. British Aerospace, ICL.
The sector spends over £24M a year on training (EMTA 1999a). Approximately 45% of
the workforce are classed as operators/assemblers, a group where there is a need for up-
skilling on a regular basis. 

The sector has been expanding rapidly in the UK, with particularly strong expansion in
the advanced (semiconductor and circuit technology) electronics markets. This has led
to a shortage of trained electronic engineers and teachers of electronic engineering,
which in turn, has sparked efforts to utilise telematics-based solutions for education and
training in microelectronics (see MODEM, for example, one of the EU’s telematics appli-
cations research programmes1). This type of technology (materials design, device phys-
ics, complex systems processing and circuit design) demands continued education and
training in the working domain.

Due to the fast pace of changing technology and rapid growth curves the typical training
spend per employee per annum is around £900 (between 2-3 days person)- which
amounts to around 0.5% of total sales revenue ((EMTA 1999b). However there are sig-
nificant variations between companies. 

There are no available statistics to indicate the forms of training utilised by different com-
panies or the sector as a whole although the majority of training is off-the job (i.e. takes
place at an in-house or off-site training facility).

J.2.4 Competitor Analysis
It is generally accepted that the UK training market is over supplied and therefore very
competitive. The supply side is characterised by low costs of entry and exit and consid-
erable turnover of personnel. The growth in the number of providers has been driven in
part by the tendency to out-source training to external suppliers and also by a ready
availability of people with training experience in companies, consultancies and educa-
tional bodies. Training has also taken on an increasing importance as more companies
move towards knowledge, IT and service intensive activities. Equally a rapid period of
change brought about by mergers, acquisitions and corporate restructuring are bringing
about changes in work tasks and responsibilities and a subsequent need for more train-
ing. 

A number of former suppliers to training providers - such as IT companies and publish-
ers of training materials - are also entering the marketplace. Though their size are able
to under-cut the traditional market. Equally non-profit organisations are competing
strongly against the commercial training organisations. 
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Despite the move towards external training, there are a number of factors which make-
in-house training competitive. These are price; ability to tailor a course to a company’s
need and the number of people to be trained. According to the UK Industrial Society,
for over 80% of organisations cost is a key reason for sourcing training internally (Key-
note 1998)

TBT methods, with the high R&D and set-up costs, raises the costs of entry of training.
Competition can also be influenced by close relations with national assessment bodies
(as VC is trying to do - see below).

J.2.5 Government Influences
There is a near consensus amongst policy-makers and opinion-formers in the UK that
low levels of vocational skill have been a major reason for the company’s relatively poor
economic performance since 1945. Hence, there have been a number of initiatives to
improve skill levels through more and better training. These include:

The establishment of local Training and Education Councils (TECs) to co-ordinate gov-
ernment support and raise awareness of training benefits and opportunities

The Investors in People scheme which provides accreditation for companies engaging
in training and other positive human resource practices

General and specific schemes and subsidies for companies and individuals to undertake
training (e.g. the individual learning accounts and Welfare to Work scheme introduced
by the Labour government.

New forms of vocational accreditation such as Modern Apprenticeships and National Vo-
cational Qualifications (NVQ).

The latter are based on five standard levels of competence which are tailored for specific
sectors (e.g. electronics) or kinds of activity (e.g. management). The Government has set
a target of 60% of the workforce to have reached NVQ level 3 (skilled activities involving
a specified level of responsibility) by 2000 (although in 1998 it was estimated that the
figure of achievement was around 5%). 

However, whilst these government actions shape the form of training, and encourage
some incremental activity, in the electronics industry it is unclear how much it influences
the overall level, which is largely driven by the industry’s own business needs.

J.2.6 Forecasts
The UK market for training is very strong and continuing to grow. The many Government
initiatives on education, learning and training have catalysed action in many organisa-
tions. The shift in the economy towards knowledge intensive enterprise, specialisation
in product market niche, diffusion of ICT and the demand for flexibility and new atti-
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tudes are also demanding life-long and continual updating of skills. The overall work-
force is also likely to increase - according to the Office for National Statistics (ONS) there
will be 2 million more people in work by 2011 of which over 70% will be women. Much
of this growth will be people returning to the labour market rather than school leavers.
Older people are also likely to become more important as the labour force over the age
of 35 increases faster than that under 35. All these groups will require considerable
amounts of training, much of which is likely to be dematerialised and Internet-based.

This is certainly the case in the US. Although on-line programmes only account for 0.1%
of the corporate education market at present, many commentators see it as likely to ex-
pand rapidly. One reason for this is its importance to multinationals in “delivering glo-
bally consistent standards, containing costs, and interactively connecting their
increasingly mobile employees”. 2) Indeed, much of the growth in distance training in
the business sector to date has been concentrated in “corporate universities” developing
business ‘e-learning’ programmes in alliance with global corporations, such as Ford,
AT&T and Microsoft. 3) However, this may change as innovative companies such as Vir-
tual College create low-cost TBT options for smaller enterprises.

J.3  The Organisational Context
The Virtual College (VC) was formed in 1996 as a wholly owned subsidiary of Bradford
Technology Limited, a multi-media authoring company which develop and market na-
tionally a wide range of educational and information materials. The company was
formed to commercialise in-house training methods and materials developed by Rodney
Knox, then the quality manager of a local electronics company, Chase Technology (and
now the managing director of VC).

VC currently employs 15 staff and in 1998 had a turnover of 200k. Projected turnover for
1999 is 800k. The clients of VC are all UK based. Staff are engaged in a variety of activities
including product delivery, service support, marketing, etc.

VC have a business strategy to identify and establish training products and services to
specific sectors of which electronics is the first. Few other UK training providers, let alone
TBT providers, have such a sectoral focus and tend to offer generic training across sec-
tors. The Virtual College believes only one serious competitor exists in the electronics
field (Learnsoft which markets an Electronics Manufacturing Suite in the UK and Canada)
although CBT and on-line providers are forecast to grow rapidly during the next few
years. 

The business focus of the Virtual College is the development of multimedia training ma-
terials (courseware) such as: 

•  multimedia courseware (CD-ROM)

• computer-assisted assessment 

•  workbooks to assist in the production and presentation of evidence 
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The three products are clearly inter linked with the multi-media courseware and the on-
line assessment offering the student and organisation underpinning knowledge and an
ability to track progress respectively and the workbook guidance on the production of
an evidence portfolio. 

The various ‘products’ can be delivered via different channels including: 

• On-line - given access to a networked PC, users can log on to and complete courses 
via the Internet.

• CD-Rom - multimedia courses are provided for trainees using stand-alone PCs.

• the “training station”, a simple touch-screen laptop that automatically loads the train-
ing software and is intended for people who are nervous about normal computers 
(which has been designed and built by Chase Technology).

In addition to the courseware VC offer a range of support services including formal and
informal training courses, seminars and company visits to familiarise the training team
with the CD-ROM, training packs and the Training Stations (if applicable). Once training
is underway, on-line support is available to trainees and training managers through e-
mail or the telephone. The experience of the VC over the past 2 years is that the majority
of time spent with companies have involved overcoming fears and anxieties about multi-
media and on-line training (see barriers below). Currently on-line delivery formats are
hampered by bandwidth limitations meaning that many companies tend to use the on-
line services for assessment and support rather than downloading of content or interac-
tive exercises. 

The future strategy of VC is to customise these various technical options into a series of
packages targeted at specific sectors and companies. 

J.4  The Innovation
What is technology-based training?

Technology-based training (TBT) is training conducted using audio, video, telephone,
multimedia, conferencing, and computer technologies. It is broader in definition than
“computer-based training” (CBT), which generally has less interactivity and use of ad-
vanced multi-media and networking technologies. 

The review and evaluation of TBT also needs to distinguish between synchronous learn-
ing and synchronous learning.   Synchronous learning occurs when a trainer delivers
training to an audience concurrently. In a technological mode synchronous learning may
take place when training is delivered remotely via video conferencing, for example.
Asynchronous learning occurs when the delivery of training is temporally separated from
learning. This is by no means a new concept, but it is important to recognise that the
new options for TBT have broadened opportunities for asynchronous learning. 
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J.4.1 The Drivers of TBT
The organisational benefits claimed for TBT include

•  reduced cost - once the initial investment has been made in the design and produc-
tion of TBT, the cost of delivery (per student) i.e. marginal cost is alleged to fall rap-
idly as more students follow the same programme. The reverse is true for most 
traditional training. Costs increase with the number of trainees as trainer salaries, and 
sometimes travel and accommodation expenditures mount. Studies suggest that sav-
ings of a third are typical4. 

• reduced learning time through improved learning - studies suggest that in the right 
situations TBT can reduce learning time requirements by up to 50%. This is due to a 
range of factors. With TBT learners can interrogate training material freely and in pri-
vacy. TBT can facilitate retention, more focused-learning, and it can accommodate of 
different learning styles. Many TBT systems also offer the facility to frequently check 
understanding of material at intermediate stages, which in turn may be used judge 
the relevancy and progress of individual trainees on a course.

• consistency - TBT systems always deliver the same message in a methodical and con-
sistent way, whereas the quality of training delivery by a human trainer varies day-
by-day and from person-to-person. 

• flexibility and accessibility - PC workstations and courseware can be made available 
more or less any time and any place. This helps to accommodate the varied and 
changeable commitments of employees, and it also opens up the option of training 
at home or at locations that better suit employee or company needs. This flexibility 
also makes training an immediate option for potential trainees - there is no waiting 
for a course to commence before enrolling. 

• rapid delivery to large numbers - with the appropriate communications infrastructure 
in place training can be delivered very quickly to large numbers of people in several 
locations. The VC approach is currently undergoing a number of field trials. It will be 
stepped up to a larger number of companies and employees in the future. 

• timeliness - some forms of TBT, especially training authored for the Internet or an 
Intranet, permit regular reviewing and up-dating of material to include corrections or 
new knowledge. This also saves reproduction and/or reprinting of courseware. VC 
customise courses to the specific needs of companies.

In the case of one early electronics user of TBT, Chase Advanced Technology, it has also
improved the outcomes of training. For example, management strongly believed that
positive improvements in various operational statistics were linked to a switch from con-
ventional training to a TBT system. 

J.4.2 Measuring the costs and benefits of TBT
Measuring the costs and benefits of TBT versus other training formats is notoriously dif-
ficult as many of the costs of production and delivery are hidden or cross subsidised
through other activities. Current received wisdom5 regards TBT as most cost-effective in
situations where:

• content is largely knowledge (e.g. company procedures)
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• there is a long-term training need and thus a long period in which to recoup the 
investment

• trainees are scattered geographically, leading to potential savings in travel and sub-
sistence

• large numbers have to be trained in a relatively short time

• unusual, expensive or dangerous situations need to be simulated.

Studies on the actual total costs and benefits of TBT are scarce. The most comprehensive
is by Hunt and Clarke (1997), who have examined the range of costs that need to be
included in a proper comparative study (see figures 1 and 2) and worked through a case-
example (see Figure J.3). 

Figure J.1. The costs of TBT 6

Variable Fixed

TBT Package - CD-ROMs, etc (around £50
to £1000 per unit)

Author’s costs (time/salary if TBT package
developed in-house)

Computer and associated equipment to run

the package – around £1000 per unit

Other salaries for development team

Trainees’ wages during the learning period

(typically 10 to 15 hours)

Outside supplier’s fees

Supervisor's (line manager) time in helping

the trainee

Audio-visual and computer costs

Opportunity costs – lost production and

reduced throughput for the learning period

Use of facilities

Storage
Building and facilities

Other overheads
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Figure J.2. The costs of conventional training

TBT usually has high fixed costs such as equipment and development/production of
courseware, and low variable costs in the delivery of training. In contrast, conventional
training methods will tend to have lower fixed costs and higher variable costs.7 However,
these are general assumptions. Training systems, whether conventional or technology
based, each have unique circumstances and cost implications. The relative cost advan-
tage of TBT over conventional training depends greatly on the individual situation, and
that is before other important considerations are taken into account. There are no report-
ed studies which breakdown in detail the relative costs of different forms of training. 

Hunt and Clarke have conducted one of the most authoritative comparative studies of
TBT costs as compared with conventional training.

Figure J.3. Comparative costs of TBT vs. Conventional training

If training using TBT is to cost the same or less than conventional training, the mini-
mum number of trainees required in the example above is:

Variable Fixed

Trainer’s costs (time/salary)
(within company)

Trainee’s time and salary

Line manager’s time and salary

Training materials

Travel and accommodation if course is

residential or involves substantial travel

Rental of facilities and equipment

Outside consultant’s and trainer’s fees

Opportunity costs

Training equipment
(e.g. demonstration machinery)

Building and facilities or other building and

facility costs

Other overheads

Design of training programme and materials

TBT Conventional Training

Total fixed costs £80,000 £3,500
Variable cost per trainee £40 £150

Number of trainees 1500 1500

Cost per trainee £93 £152
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Using the figures this formula the trainee group would have to be at least 695-strong for
TBT to provide the more cost-effective option.8

J.4.3 History of the Innovation
An analysis of the development of the VC TBT approach is complex as it involves a grad-
ual and continuing evolution of ideas involving a number of players in line with market
intelligence and technological options. 

The Virtual College’s origins can be traced to R&D at Chase Advanced Technologies
based in Bradford. Chase is one of the UK’s leading electronic contract manufacturers.
Rapid growth in the early 1990s posed a major challenge with a requirement of over 40
new production operators and the upskilling of a further 60 existing employees. Tradi-
tional training programmes were established but these proved slow resulting in a com-
promise of throughput versus training. The outcome was poor efficiency, poor quality,
high levels of rework and unhappy customers. As noted previously, there exists a wide
range of qualifications and assessment bodies in the UK for industrial training. Many of
these suffer from a perceived high level of paper work and administration. Rodney Knox,
the current Managing Director of the Virtual College, was Quality Director at Chase Tech-
nology at the time. He led Chase into a new training programme directed at the electron-
ics industry, which utilised on-site multimedia delivery coupled with conventional trainer
support to provide training. 

By August 1996 80 production staff had achieved NVQ level 1 in Printed Circuit Board
(PCB) assembly, and most progressed to NVQ level 2. Trainees were found to be more
enthusiastic to learn, partly because they were able to progress at their own pace. The
programme’s Comprehensive Self-Assessment modules meant that the trainers could
quickly and easily monitor progress and understanding. The effects of the new method
of training started to feed through in 1997. Output began to increase, quality improved,
and on-time delivery approached 100%. Although not identified by Chase as such, these
improvements are clearly contributory to measurement of eco-efficiency. 

At this time Bradford Technology Ltd. (BTL) were an established, fast growing multi-me-
dia provider serving a wide range of educational retail market. Working together BTL
and Rodney Knox foreseeing the developments in telecommunications and computing
and the growth in demand for more focussed, skill led training set-up the Virtual College
to begin to extend the development of the Electronics Training Materials. 

(Total fixed costs [TBT] – Total fixed costs [conventional])
Number of trainees  =

(Variable cost per trainee [conventional] – variable cost per trainee [TBT])
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Originally the Virtual College anticipated developing and delivering stand-alone and on-
line training and assessment materials. Over a two year period however it was found that
most companies, even in the hi-Tech electronic sector, were unprepared for the leap to
stand alone, computer based, on-line materials. In any case most companies had insuf-
ficient bandwidth to enable the range of multi-media materials to be delivered through
the telecommunications network. Over this period it also became apparent that compa-
nies needed time to talk through and trial training materials and technology based forms
of delivery. In this period the Virtual College in association with Chase Technology de-
veloped a touch screen lap-top to overcome many students (especially older workers)
fears about computers.

Over the last two years VC has also developed a close relationship with the new Univer-
sity for Industry (UFI). This is meant to provide remote vocational education on a part-
time basis for older people. (It is similar in concept to the existing Open University,
which provides degree and postgraduate education in a similar way). The UFI’s strategy
is to define ‘hub’ providers for the main industrial sectors or thematic areas. These hub
providers then work with the UFI and a range of second tier organisation to develop
course content, assessment methods and delivery mechanisms. VC was awarded hub sta-
tus for electronics in 1998 and has run several UFI-funded pilot projects, which have
been highly successful. It has also been offered hub status for UFI environmental man-
agement training.

In summary, the VC approach to training is innovative in the way it assembles, configures
and develops on a bundle of individual elements common to TBT. No other training pro-
vider in the electronics sector or to our knowledge in the broader Engineering sector of-
fers such a customised TBT training solution. 

J.5  The Demand Side 
There are approximately 5,000 firms in the market the Virtual College is currently trying
to penetrate (i.e. UK electronics manufacturers). The company have targeted the top 150
companies in the sector comprising 75% of all employees (4000) and 80% of turnover
for the sector.

The Virtual College currently has 27 clients (in 1999) including several large contracts
(70+ employees) with Panasonic and Nortel. Many clients have postponed uptake of the
training solution until their existing training commitments have come to an end. A 150-
strong client base is anticipated next year (in 2000).

The VC training portfolio ranges from the stand-alone CD to a total distance training so-
lution to a larger group of employees, including multi-user software licence, assessment
(compiling evidence for NVQ), trainer support and technical support.

The CD-ROM retails at £200 “off-the-shelf” only (with single-user licence, but without
support and assessment). The price of the total distance training solution varies depend-
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ing on the number of trainees in the group and the company’s requirements, but a typical
contract with a client will see the Virtual College receive approximately £450 per trainee.
The price of traditional training per client varies across providers but as a comparison
NVQ assessment alone will normally cost approximately £300 per trainee.9 

J.5.1 Qualification and assessment procedures
The additional income from NVQ assessment is an important part of VC’s business plan,
which assumes take-off within the next 2 years to three assessments per company per
month.10 As noted, the much lower costs of ‘dematerialised assessment’ versus other
forms is also an important aspect of its competitive advantage. Hence, the following
paragraphs provide a detailed discussion of this topic.

The National Training Organisation for the electronics sector is the Engineering and Ma-
rine training Association (EMTA) who devise National Training Standards for NVQs (and
other vocational qualifications) as well as drawing down funds from Europe (ADAPT,
European Social Fund) and the Further and Higher education Funding Councils in the
UK). The standards are submitted and ultimately vetted by the National Quality Control
Authority (QCA), which overseas all vocational training standards across all sectors.
EMTA have also established an awarding body, EMTA Awards Ltd. (EAL). There are other
awarding bodies such as City and Guilds who offer awards for the electronics sector.

Training providers, such as Virtual College can offer NVQs or training through EAL or
City and Guilds. In other words a company or employee can achieve an award issued
by either EAL or City and Guilds through the Virtual College. The company employee is
required to produce a portfolio of evidence which demonstrates that they can perform
tasks to a given standard (skill) and understand why they are doing what they do (knowl-
edge). These two elements combine to show workplace competence.

An assessor checks the candidates portfolio of evidence and observes the individual un-
dertaking tasks. The assessor is often internal to the company, but may be an external
assessor. An assessor in turn needs to have achieved various qualifications to demon-
strate their competence for the assessor role. It is the job of the assessor to indicate to
the employee the forms of evidence which are required by the training standards. In the
electronics sector for example EMTA provides workbooks which indicates the range of
knowledge required and the forms of knowledge evidence which should be contained
within the portfolio of evidence. This is often complex and onerous task and requires
individual assessors to spend time interpreting the workbooks and communicating the
requirements to individual employees. 

An internal verifier (often the head of training within a company) oversees and checks
the quality of the assessors assessment procedures and processes. Finally there is an ex-
ternal verifier who completes the quality assurance process who will visit the company
1-2 times a year to review the assessment process with the internal verifier and assessors. 
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Within this system the Virtual College seeks to offer companies a seamless internal as-
sessment and verification process which aims to make the entire process simpler, more
efficient and more effective for the company and individuals receiving/undertaking the
training. Herein lies the innovation: the key elements of which are described below. 

Firstly, arising from close work with customers within the sector, VC have moved towards
the development of a training led rather than assessment led approach to the NVQ qual-
ification. The NVQ system is essentially assessment led- i.e. assesses competence against
the national training standards. This means that an employee who has the required level
of competence, will simply spend time demonstrating to an assessor that they are com-
petent (via the portfolio of evidence) to do the job they are doing. In other words there
is no additional training beyond the assessment standard. 

The VC approach is led by training needs and is predicated upon the principle that ev-
eryone undertakes training which is set up in such a way that it up-skills the individual
further that required by the assessment standard (thereby those already competent can
be stretched further). The assessment process is built into the training. 

Secondly, central to overcoming the problems associated with NVQs and the administra-
tive complexity of the assessment process has been the development of ‘workbooks’
which are used by ‘students’ to support the creation of a portfolio of evidence which is
needed for the assessment process. The VC workbooks are much simpler to use and
avoid duplication of evidence and hence paperwork. One of the key differences be-
tween VC and EMTA is that VC seek to standardise the assessment and workbook pro-
cess as much as possible, thereby reducing burden on the assessors and employees. As
an example the VC workbook provides the cross-referencing of evidence which is one
of the most time consuming and paper generating areas of activity. In contrast EMTA and
EAL are concerned that workbooks for all employees should be different. Evidence (see
below) suggests that assessors, NTOs and students find the workbooks much easier to
use and reduces paper consumption. The VC workbooks avoid the publication materials
generated by both EMTA and EAL, and is one of the main paper savings.

The third distinctive feature of the VC approach to training and assessment has been to
customise training to the needs of the company. The EMTA job-specific assessment units
(an NVQ is comprised of a number of units) are for the engineering sector as a whole
rather than specific to electronics or other areas of activity. For this reason many NTOs
and assessors find many aspects of the assessment process irrelevant to their needs. In
contrast VC provides both generic units (e.g. health and safety) but also highly custom-
ised units relevant to the activities of individual companies. 

In summary, VC, rather than developing off the peg training packages have concerned
themselves with, firstly, the research and development of simple, low cost support tools
for training and, secondly, working with customers on small scale pilot schemes to test
out the delivery formats, assessment methods and support services in order to provide
confidence for the clients. This has meant a return to the drawing board on more than
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one occasion but in turn has led to further innovation (e.g. touch screen lap tops, work-
books) and customisation of materials and processes. 

J.5.2 Customer case study - Tunstall
Tunstall are market leaders in the UK in ‘specialist’ community communications systems’
which to the lay person includes alarm and emergency systems, door entry and warden
call products. Tunstall’s clients are typically housing managers in the private and public
sector as well as those in community care, health care, hospitals and emergency services.

Tunstall are a fast growing company. They employ over 200 staff and in 1998/999 had a
turnover in excess of £30 million. The company has doubled in size in the past 3 years
have strong prospects for growth on the back of expansion of the social housing market
in the UK 

Tunstall like many in their sector are faced with increasing difficulty in hiring, retaining
and training staff. Historically the training has involved traditional in-house approaches
involving seminar and workshop formats. 

Tunstall have started to trial the use of VC materials in a variety of settings to test whether
tit provides a more effective training approach in terms of cost, speed and outcomes.
The company find the NVQ and related systems bureaucratic and burdensome. 

One of the main areas of the current trail is for health and safety underpinning knowl-
edge. The VC material has been developed in collaboration with VC to provide generic
materials relevant to trainees in an electronics environment. The aim is to replace the
current workbook system developed by EMTA which will be the main victims of the new
approach.

The current main trial involved 15 operatives using the Performing Manufacturing Oper-
ations (PMO) NVQ level 2 criteria. The operatives are working in automated SMT assem-
bly and general assembly from pre solder through to packing. The PMO criteria will
replace the EMTA MAPPS qualification although the existing assessment will continue to
be referenced for performance assessment. 

If the trail is successful then Tunstall aim to fully automate the underpinning knowledge
training and assessment process as much as possible although the final format and du-
ration of these stages is not yet finalised. In some areas the new programme may be in-
troduced for the first time for other operatives. 

A key driver for working with VC was to automate the training programme as much as
possible and try to achieve a more consistent level of delivery and assessment. The net
benefit of this would be to allow the training supervisor to release time to work in other
areas. 
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So far the trial- started in March 1999 have gone well although a full assessment of the
benefits, compared to the previous approach, has yet to be a carried out. The main cost
of introducing this method has been the need to introduce more and upgrade computing
facilities and provide Internet access for the assessment process stages. 

The net effect of the VC approach has resulted in less paper generation (for the assess-
ment process) and the reduced need for paper based assessment materials (from EMTA).
There has been no reduction in staff travel as all training is in-house. There has been a
slight reduction in staff time involved with the training-due to the automation, although
this has not been fully measured. The intensified use of computers has led to a slight
increase in energy consumption. 

J.5.3 Customer case study - Coe
The second company analysed is Coe one of the UKs leading fibre optics manufacturing
companies, based in Leeds. Employees receive on average 1-2 weeks off the job training
per annum. The company employs around 65 people of which 20 are involved on the
manufacturing side. The company are using VC for a level 2 Electronics product Assem-
bly NVQ. Traditionally employees for NVQs undertaken training at local colleges (1/2
day release) and/or at home. In the VC trial most of the operatives are older staff who
would probably have not attended college (reluctance for personal reasons) but instead
would have undertaken training in the workplace. 

Sheila Carr, the training manager for Coe, has found the VC materials and approach much
more efficient and user friendly than the EMTA method. The VC approach developed for
Coe generates less paperwork (although how much is hard to quantify) and reduces the
complexity of the assessment process. The training is highly focussed on the needs of
the company and the use of touch screen lap tops enables the employee flexibility when
and where to study (much of it taking place at home).

J.6  Analysis in Terms of Models
The VC case study illustrates some of the diffuse and often complex processes that un-
derpin service innovation.

J.6.1 Miles Model
The case study reported above provides a good fit with the Miles model illustrating the
iterative process of innovation and customisation in product/service development and
the central role of ICT in shaping customer-client relations. 

Service Concept. VC offer clients off-the-job training services that are focussed, relevant
and efficient. VC have firmly rejected the off-the peg training product. The provision of
training is not a new service although the combination of automation/customisation
makes VC both innovative and highly service focussed. 
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Client Interface. The VC approach demands close customer contact and communica-
tion. The VC is characterised by working intensively with individual companies leading
to ‘negotiated’ or ‘co-evolved’ training solutions. In this sense the client companies are
as much a part of the innovation process as VC: offering ideas, problems, constraints and
solutions which are then taken back and worked on by VC. VC carry forward ideas and
innovations from one client company to the next in a non-linear way. VC therefore can
be conceived as being both a source (touch screen laptops) as well as carriers (between
companies in the same sector) of innovation. The way of working creates close working
relationships between VC and client companies which enables VC to bind the customers
into the VC approach as well as providing an intimate atmosphere for the innovation
process.

In this sense the innovation and customisation of products and services derives from a
wide range of processes (formal and informal, tacit and implicit), many of which are hard
to measure or even identify. It is clear from the 2 client companies interviewed that the
product/services offered by VC are evaluated positively. 

Service Delivery. Currently the distribution channels are a mix of new and old technol-
ogy: stand alone CD Roms, face to face training, paper based systems, Internet which are
a reflection of the of the difficulty that VC have had in ‘selling’ full on-line training into
client companies. Thus it is important to recognise the incremental development and
changes in this area and the extent to which companies require to build up confidence
to switch from the traditional training approaches (class based, paper based) to more au-
tomated, dematerialised solutions. 

Technological Options. VC is utilising a full range of technical infrastructure (internet,
CD Roms, touch screens etc.) to shape the product and service delivery. As technology
changes then so will the service provision. This is especially true on the demand side
where the lack of bandwidth and unfamiliarity with on-line working is a serious barrier
to the full automation of the VC training approach. 

J.6.2 5P Model

Performance . VC provides a training led approach to skills updating and qualification.
In this sense it is a different approach to the traditional qualifications/assessment led ap-
proach. At the same time VC offer a TBT solution. The training materials are more fo-
cussed, relevant to the client company thereby offering a higher level of skills attainment
in a short time period and at lower cost. The major eco-benefit of the VC approach is
dependent on the switch from off-site training requiring travel to in the home or in the
workplace training. 

Product. VC offers a dematerialised, customised and simplified training product/service.
The product retains many features of the traditional class based/paper based approaches
but is capable as well of being totally on-line and paper free.
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Perception. The training solution requires users to be computer literate although fun-
damental to the VC approach is to make the systems as user friendly as possible. The
main shift in emphasis is away from the fixed time, fixed location, fixed rate of training
to one that is totally flexible in the point of delivery and rate at which the used completes
the training. 

Property. VC offer clients customised training solutions rather than off the peg solu-
tions. In this sense the training solutions are continually evolving. Client companies can
purchase CD Roms for general use and purchase various levels of service add-ons in-
cluding assessment, tutorials, technical support and so on. In this sense clients have
much greater influence over the training than purchasing from an external provider (e.g.
local college). 

Pattern. The VC approach has a potentially significant change in the supply chain rela-
tions for training and is a threat to players in the electronics training supply chain. 

J.7  The Eco-efficiency of the Innovation
Neither the VC or the two companies featured above have undertaken explicit eco-effi-
ciency analysis of the trials taking place. In order to analyse the eco-efficiency of a train-
ing approach it is important to have a template of the potential aspects of the training
that will generate eco-savings or impacts. No such model exists and indeed most work
in the LCA discipline has been geared towards products rather than services. In the case
of training provision the assessment of environmental issues mirrors, to a large extent,
the elements that would be included in a financial costing model. In the absence of a
LCA framework for services/training it is possible to adapt the costing model proposed
by Hunt and Clark (see section 4) for eco-efficiency analysis. The table below provides
a first stage assessment of the direction of eco-efficiency benefits that derive from the VC
training approach. It is not possible from the 2 case studies analysed to quantify the ben-
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efits or rebound effects. Instead we use a simple +/- notation to indicate our judgement
about the eco-benefits.        

The developmental phase of the VC training approach is resource intensive. This is un-
avoidable since it is essential to the customisation process. The average impact per train-
ee will however diminish over time as the number of trainees using the materials or
similar/related materials increases over time (scale effect). For both Tunstall and Coe the
R&D phase has involved minimal environmental impacts: most of the costs and activities
being undertaken and borne by VC.

Stage Key
Resource
items

Discussion Impacts
for case
companie
s

Impacts for
Provider

R&D Staff time

and travel

Travel for

meetings,
materials search,

PR work etc

Minimal - - -

Books and
stationary

Purchase to aid
decision making

Minimal - - -

Admin. Support for
reports,

processing

Minimal - - -

Initial
Investment

Building
work;
Electricals,
furniture,
hardware and
peripherals

May need need
training areas for
CBT/refurb.

- - Minimal

Set up Recurrent
resource
consumption

New and updating
peripherals eg
printers, ribbons,
cartridges,
software, travel

- - - - - -.

Operating

and Support

Maintenance

of materials,
peripherals,

repairs,

Need for support

staff to maintain
equipment; new

equipment needs,
reduced travel for

staff

+++ -

Disposal and
salvage

Hardware,
software,
furniture,
peripherals

- -
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In the initial investment and set-up phase, both Tunstall and Coe has to invest in a small
amount of new computer equipment and peripherals. As part of the development and
customisation process VC invested heavily in the development of touch screen laptops.
Both these areas count as negative environmental effects. Both companies also invested
staff time in developing the training materials and liasing with VC. 

The operational phase of the VC training approach is where the major environmental
benefits accrue in terms of travel and paper based materials savings. Although neither
Tunstall nor Coe have so far experienced staff travel reductions it is anticipated that this
is where the major environmental benefits of the VC approach to training will accrue. A
simple scenario has been developed to show the possible scale of the benefits across the
electronics sector (see below). 

The VC approach is currently in early stages of development and the disposal and sal-
vage issues have not yet been recognised. The end of life disposal of electronic equip-
ment is increasingly recognised as an important issue and the growth in TBT generally
and the VC approach will increase the amount and rate of electronic equipment requiring
disposal/recovery.    

Given that training and education are regarded as ‘merit goods’ it would appear that
there are few rebound effects likely to occur. In other words increased consumption of
‘training’ is a desirable goal and assuming they are carried out in the workplace or at
home rather than travelling to a training centre, the travel implications are likely to be
positive. Of course the net effects on electricity, paper and peripherals consumption
need further careful analysis but our overall judgement is that these are likely to be rel-
atively minor compared to the eco and business benefits from the VC approach. 

Unsurprisingly neither VC nor the companies interviewed consider eco-efficiency as a
primary driver for the VC approach. The major benefits of the VC approach from the
point of view of the 2 companies relates to increased efficiency and effectiveness of the
training activity and outcomes. In both the companies the VC approach produces better
training at lower cost in less time than the traditional EMTA approach. One of the indirect
benefits of upskilling is likely to be improved quality and further innovation in the man-
ufacturing process although these are difficult to prove. 

Looking at the electronics sector as a whole we have reported previously that the level
of training per employee averages between 2-3 days per annum. From the known figure
of 180,000 workforce it is relatively easy to generate some first order estimates of poten-
tial travel reductions from widespread take-up on training based around the VC model.
Assume that 50% of the training per employee per annum takes place off-site at a local
training centre. Assume that the travel to the training centre generates an additional 40
miles round trip per training day compared to the usual day of work. This would lead,
based on the VC approach, to a per annum reduction of 180,000 x 60 miles (40x1.5) =
10,800,000 miles/reduction. At an average 30 mpg this equates to 360,000 gallons of fuel
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saved. The more training that is carried out by the VC approach rather than at an off site
training centre the higher the saving (and of course vice versa). 

J.8  Socio-economic Implications of the Innovation
These can be summarised as:

• Employment and human capital - mixed implications for employment. When TBT 
replaces traditional, person-centred, training, it may result in some loss of employ-
ment and deskilling. However, by reducing costs and improving access, TBT could 
considerably increase the market for training. Given that TBT requires human inputs 
for content creation, assessment etc. it could therefore have a net positive effect on 
employment. The balance is more positive for human capital, where TBT clearly has 
the capability of improving individual skill levels in both developed and - perhaps 
the area of greatest potential - developing countries.

• Economic and social opportunity - because of the relationship between skill levels 
and employment, health, wealth etc. TBT is likely to have a very positive effect in 
this respect. However, there is some danger of a ‘digital’ divide if poorer countries 
and individuals are unable to access the technology. 

• Basic needs - by providing easy and relatively cheap access to training TBT could 
provide major benefits for developing countries (although of course the costs of 
computer and telecommunications equipment and support may be a problem in the 
very poorest countries).

• Autonomy and community - mixed but generally positive. Whilst TBT may result in 
some closures of local training centres it opens access to people in all locations, 
thereby reducing pressures to migrate in order to develop skills. As the example of 
New Brunswick demonstrates, it can also be developed in many parts of the world.

• Social norms - TBT is a matter of concern for many people, who believe that it con-
tributes to an on-going dehumanisation of society as interactions with computers 
replace those with people. These concerns are already a barrier to the development 
of the approach and could become more serious in future.

• Implications for competitiveness and employment - generally positive, in that the 
higher skill levels which should be generated through low-cost access to TBT should 
help improve competitiveness.   

J.9  Barriers to uptake
The main barriers identified from the literature and interviews are:

• Perception that the learning curve for using the technology (PC and CD-ROM), both 
for trainer and trainee, is too steep.

• Some technological options remain relatively expensive and impracticable for many 
organisations

• Perception that the cost of the technology to receive training (PC) is too high. 

• Perception that training may cost too much, that it comprises throughput and 
involves excessive administration.
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• Bandwidth - the Virtual College’s training package can be completed on-line, in its 
multimedia format, but few users have sufficient bandwidth to make this effective. It 
is for this reason that none of the Virtual College’s current clients opt for this mode of 
delivery. Note that the on-line assessment - the final stage of the training solution - is 
less bandwidth-hungry, being predominantly text. This is used by several clients.

J.9.1 Concerns about the content of TBT.
On the latter point, it is alleged that TBT is not appropriate for schooling workforces in
many practical skills (computer skills being an obvious exception) or “soft skills” (e.g.
customer services and teambuilding exercises), where close supervision or face-to-face
training might be required. Others weaknesses can include

•  antipathy - the use of a computer as a delivery vehicle positively repels some indi-
viduals who either lack the IT know-how or dislike the impersonality of the process.

• self-discipline - left to their own devices some trainees may lack the inclination to 
complete courses that are provided for independent learning.

• expense - some TBT materials have to be custom-made for specific functions and in 
quick-time for some organisations, requiring intensive, expert and costly develop-
ment.

In practice, we found no barriers to the VC approach expressed by the two case study
companies. Rather both companies were very favourably inclined to the VC approach
and considering further developments. That said the monitoring and measurement of
costs and benefits if training appears to be rudimentary. 

J.10  Conclusions
TBT clearly has considerable economic potential. Indeed, some observers claim that the
majority of vocational training will be on line in full or in part within a few years for
every imaginable area.

In both our case studies the companies found the VC approach cost effective, more time
efficient, flexible and produces better outcomes than the previous paper/class-room
based approaches. 

This growth is likely to have major sustainability benefits. The most important of these
is the role of TBT in enhancing skill levels in both developed and developing countries.
Such skills are a vital prerequisite of the ‘smart’ economies which are needed to achieve
‘factor four’ improvements in environmental performance. TBT should also have modest
but still worthwhile environmental benefits in the form of reduced demand for transport
and paper. Nor is it likely that most of these will be eroded by rebound effects over time.

However, one question mark against the innovation is its broader social impacts. It will
contribute to an ‘IT-intensification’ of society which many will feel is undermining the
importance of human relationships and is therefore incompatible with sustainability.
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However, the case study suggests that this can be exaggerated and that, in the short to
medium term, off-the-job TBT is still likely to involve considerable human contact.

Whatever the answer to this question, it is clear that the major constraints to the devel-
opment of TBT at present is social attitudes and limitations on bandwidth. There may be
some scope to change the former through demonstrating the positive environmental
benefits of the approach.
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K.1  Project objectives
The overall purpose of this project is to introduce the concept of eco-efficient services
into the practice of European business and policy-making by examining their character-
istics as well as their possibilities and barriers to their development. Another purpose is
to provide practical tools for companies to identify opportunities to introduce eco-effi-
cient services. The specific objectives are to:

1. develop a conceptual model of the key elements involved in the development of 
eco-efficient producer services and assess their relative importance

2. identify the drivers for the introduction of selected eco-efficient producer services 
and assess whether these have been environmental or non environmental in nature

3. assess the impact of selected eco-efficient producer services on organisational com-
petitiveness and employment 

4. compare and contrast eco-efficient producer services with those in final consumer/
tertiary services and assess their relative importance 

5. identify corporate level barriers - e.g. accounting systems, marketing perceptions - 
which create barriers to the development of eco-efficient producer services and sug-
gest means by which these might be reduced

6. identify policy barriers to the development of eco-efficient producer services and 
identify measures which can overcome them

7. develop practical tools, e.g. checklists and workbooks, which can be used by organ-
isations and entrepreneurs to identify opportunities for eco-efficient producer ser-
vices.

K.2  Methodology
The project has five principal stages - 1. concept development; 2. interviews; 3. case stud-
ies; 4. analysis of policy implications, and 5. preparation of business educational materi-
als. Descriptions of the methodology used for the different stages can be found below.

To ensure that the different contributions are comparable a common theoretical and in-
vestigative model have been developed, and was used during stage one, two, and three.
Planning for stages four and five has ran in parallel with stages one to three, and have
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informed the development of the investigative model. Further, the data used in stages
two and three was collected using identical sampling methods. The data was collected
using the same methods across the cases, i. e. questionnaires, number of interviews,
types of interviews.

Stage one. Stage one of the study involved the development of a conceptual framework
to understand the key issues involved in eco-efficient services. This involved summaris-
ing existing literature on the topic and relating this to other bodies of work on the topic
of service development generally. The main output of the first stage is an academic pa-
per, summarising the literature outlining the model, and describing a theoretical model
of eco-efficient services. 

Stage two. Stage two of the study involved identifying and creating an inventory of pro-
ducer service innovations. The material for this stage of the project was gathered from
desk research in the trade press and further interviews were conducted with companies
which have explicit policies of developing eco-efficient services. The main output from
this second stage is an academic paper summarising the results and refining the concep-
tual framework put forward in the stage one paper.

Stage three.  The stage three case studies were conducted in the autumn of 1999 and
they provide detailed studies of innovations which have led to dematerialisation and to
the eco efficient services found in the utilities sector. The three stage 3 reports are based
on these cases as well as a comprehensive theoretical analysis, drawing on the work car-
ried out in stage one. 

Stage four. Partly in order to examine interactions between the different policy vari-
ables, but mainly for the purpose of exposition and education; simple scenarios of future
pathways for eco-efficient services have been developed during this stage. While these
are primarily focused on policy makers they were also utilised for the educational mate-
rials developed in stage 5. An important part in the policy level analysis was the major
driving forces that were been identified by analyzing the case studies and the inventory
from stage two and three.

Stage five. The final stage of the project involved the development of educational ma-
terials for business. This took the form of a workbook, linked to a series of workshops.
Two work-shops were carried out, one in the United Kingdom and the other in the Neth-
erlands.

K.3  Main results
The project was formed around the assumption that any conclusions should rest on em-
pirical data, and that any modelling should be informed by the patterns found in the da-
ta. The conclusions consequently iintroduce the concept of eco-efficient services into the
practice of business and policy-making based on patterns found in the 48 case studies
conducted during the course of the project.
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K.3.1 The conceptual model of the key elements of eco-efficient services
The conceptual framework has been incrementally adjusted by the progress of the em-
pirical research conducted in this research project. The focus on developing eco-efficient
producer services, i.e. the delivery of services by one company to another, has several
implications:

• drivers and barriers for the introduction of eco-efficient services should focus on 
internal innovation and production process within companies, and

• the interactions on the business to business level as well s the processes at the cus-
tomer for an EEPS. 

Moreover, companies’ decisions about the introduction of eco-efficient services might
also depend on other forces in society, like governmental rules and regulation or initia-
tives of consumer organisations.

These three levels of analysis (individual businesses, business-to-business and society)
and accompanying drivers and barriers is are be the basis of the conceptual framework
of this study.

Definitions. An eco-efficient service can be broadly defined as service that has both in-
creased added value and a decreased environmental impact. In order for a service to be
environmentally beneficial, the additional material artefacts and transport movements
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that are needed to provide the service (e.g. ICT infrastructure, an office, vans) should
generate less environmental impact than is prevented by applying the service. 

Figure K.1. Eco-services.

An eco-efficient producer service is one which improves  the eco-efficiency of customer
activities. This can be done directly (by replacing an alternative product-service mix) or
indirectly (by influencing customer activities to become more eco-efficient). 

Services can play an important role in doing things smarter, more efficient, and in com-
bination with other activities. It is because of these smart arrangements that services can
have a positive economical and environmental impact. Positive environmental impact
can be caused due to:

• Optimisation of process and product use (more efficient use or intense use of mate-
rials through sharing products, pooling resources, maintenance and repair services 
etc.).

• Closing loops (reversed logistics of materials and components, facilitating recycling 
of materials, re-use of components etc.)
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• Dematerialisation (substituting products and material based activities by information 
and communication technologies)

• Consultancy, information and financial services (visualising, stimulating and financ-
ing innovation processes, enabling the implementation of improved technologies 
and facilitating or preventing consumer behaviour)

The environmental effects are generated due to:

• Material (efficient use of capacity, use of latest technology) and human (efficient use 
due to expertise, advising skills) scale effects at the supplying firm and

• Behavioural changes at the consuming firm.

Still, it will be clear that “the eco-efficient service” does not exist. Since services are
unique, difficult to measure and hardly comparable to any alternative situation, it is im-
possible to verbalise one general definition or sum up one list with general characteris-
tics. One service can be more environmentally beneficial than another. And some
services are not environmentally beneficial at all, since they only add an additional layer
upon a material intensive activity or they generate a rebound effect that overcompen-
sates the decreased environmental impact.

The rebound effect. The “rebound effect” is the environmentally negative second order
effects which can sometimes arise from EEPS inputs to customers. Three levels of re-
bound effect can be distinguished:

• Direct effects – where introduction of a new service creates additional demand for a 
closely related product or activity e.g. energy management services reduce the cost 
of energy to customers who respond by having higher standards of warmth and 
therefore increased energy consumption 

• Indirect effects – where introduction of a new service creates additional demand for 
linked products or activities e.g. on-line capacity markets and location positioning 
and scheduling services reduce the cost of logistics and thereby stimulate demand 
for more transport of goods

• Platform effects – where new services influence the general factors determining the 
level and patterns of production and consumption e.g. e-learning services create bet-
ter educated and richer individuals who consume and travel more than previously. 

It is impossible to quantify the environmental impacts arising from platform effects,
which by definition are pervasive and long-lasting. They can only be influenced only by
the structural measures which also influence general system conditions e.g. taxation of
energy or materials.

K.3.2 Drivers of eco-efficient services
The eco-efficient services reported here are both demand-side and supply-side driven.
There are certain factors making suppliers expanding their range or shifting towards ser-
vice solutions and there are (other) factors creating demand for innovative product-ser-
vice mixes.
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Types of services covered by the study. Table K.1 shows the stratification of the sam-
ple in terms of functions fulfilled. The bias towards examples in the construction, man-
agement and maintenance industries can be explained by the fact that an activity such
as facility management is quite well developed in virtually all countries involved in the
research and a quite promising area in terms of environmental gains, thus attracting re-
searchers interests. However, document services have been scarcely investigated; the
reason probably being the perceived lack of novelty of an issue that has been investigat-
ed also in the past. Similar situation applies to telecommunication services, widespread
in all countries but, at the same time, here just investigated in one case even if considered
very promising from an environmental point of view.

Non environmental demand-side drivers for eco-efficient services. In  the case
where environmental concerns are not to be considered the main motives for the intro-
duction of a eco-efficient services the rationale for using services was caused by demand-
side changes such as: 

• out-sourcing of non-core activities was an important driver found in the data

• binding clients and increasing customer convenience was one of the most common 
drivers

• protection of market segments by differentiation from competitors and/or preventing 
new entry, and

•  alterations in the business context.

It can be concluded that environmental benefits often occur as a by-product of business
strategy change. However. environmental concerns come into play on the demand-side
when the corporate image is linked with a green “corporate attitude”. 

TableK.1. Sectors and functional areas covered by the empirical data collected.

Area (function fulfilled) For example…. N. 
Kind of companies 
involved

Building construction, 
management and mainte-
nance

Facility management, energy 
management, heating and 
cooling, construction materi-
als

14 Utilities and small firms in the 
building sector

Transportation and tele-
coms

Fleet management, logistics, 
videoconferencing

7 Small fleet management firms 
and large telecom operator

Appliances and equipment 
for the business sector

Construction equipment, 
refrigeration appliances

6 Equipment manufacturers and 
full service providers

Industrial ecology and 
chemicals

Precision farming, pest man-
agement, exchange of mate-
rial flows

6 Various examples, ranging 
from lubricant manufacturers 
to hi-tech applications to tra-
ditional farming

Laundry and cleaning Textile caring, cleaning pro-
cess control, truck washing

5 Mainly large service oriented 
firms. Also spin off of larger 
groups

Document services Printing management, file 
transfer

2 Micro service firms
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Supply-side driven eco-efficient services. The environment more actively stimulates
the introduction of eco-efficient services when business opportunities can directly be de-
rived from improving the environmental performance of clients by means of service so-
lutions (e.g. energy and water management services) or when service supply is the
outcome of a company’s commitment to sustainability principles. These supply-side driv-
en cases are often closely intertwined with changes in the regulatory framework creating
markets for eco-services (e.g. legislation on treatment of waste, tightening up of emission
targets). 

There are only very few examples where environmental concern has been the main dri-
ver for supplying eco-efficient services. In these cases, e.g. Aterbruket, Bel, Stadtmobil,
improving resource efficiency and reducing environmental pressure is integral part of
doing business. This kind of business activities, however, is very often not profitable by
normal business criteria and contingent upon governmental financial assistance.

Discussion on drivers for eco-efficient services based on the empirical data. 
The sample (cf. Table K.1 on page 493) suggests a number of different explanations for
the prevalence of non-environmental factors in the emergence of eco-efficient producer
services. One might be that those companies, for which binding customers and seeking
new business opportunities is the prevailing motive for introduction of new service con-
cepts, operate in mature markets with low margins for well-introduced products. While
innovation potentials with regard to product technologies are gradually being exhausted,
product service mixes become a more attractive building block of the marketing strategy.
More generally it was found that competition based on price is gradually replaced by
quality-oriented corporate strategies. 

A second explanation of the high relevance of non-environmental drivers refers to fun-
damental changes in the business environment, especially liberalisation of formerly
highly regulated monopolistic markets. Moreover, the set of profiles very often stresses
the prominent role of the environment-related regulatory framework for the introduction
of innovative service solutions.

Thirdly, new opportunities for introducing eco-efficient service concepts arise from inn-
ovative technologies, in particular, in new and dynamic markets, such as the ICT sector.
From the point of view of the demand side out-sourcing of non-core business activities
can be another important driver.  

There is no such clear picture with regard to the role of environment in the company’s
mission statement. One can suggest that, on average, environmental issues are of some
importance for the majority of service providers considered. Some businesses have al-
most nothing to do with the environment at all, but nonetheless may provide similar
green benefits by effectuating their clients internal and/or external processes. They are
rather the result of a systems change leading to efficiency gains within the value chain.
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K.3.3 Barriers to the development of eco-efficient services
In general, most of the barriers listed below have been overcome by intensifying mar-
keting activities and improving customer relationships. Due to the intangible nature of
services, the supplier’s ability to demonstrate the performance of the service offer be-
comes crucial.

One of the most internal barrier is lack of top management support, especially when a
manufacturing company has to deliver a service based solution. Clearly, in this situation
there is a mismatch between mainstream company’s culture and the culture requested to
properly develop the new service idea. In addition, formal and informal management
rewarding schemes, reflecting company culture, could represent an extremely effective
barrier for managers willing to improve their career position. 

Reluctance of top management could also be related to the lack of skilled personnel  to
appropriately manage the service innovation.

An interesting aspect of the mismatch between traditional business culture and service
culture is related to marketing activities. Many companies investigated have reported in-
sufficient and inappropriate marketing efforts probably as a consequence of considering
the commercial activity related to innovative services similar to that needed for selling
mature products.

Capital costs  can represent, even in the case of provision of services, an important bar-
rier especially for micro businesses or for services requiring relatively large infrastruc-
tures.

High operating costs (especially due to marketing efforts or cost of personnel), combined
with initial low demand, can often negatively determine the success of certain service
innovations.

Another important barrier refers to the uncertainty about the feasibility of the service so-
lution. This barrier especially applies to technology intensive services.

Uncertainties about benefits achievable through the adoption of eco-efficient services are
a major impediment for their further diffusion. They may, on the one hand, be attributed
to the risks customers assign to the process of service delivery mainly due to their unfa-
miliarity with the new technology under consideration. 

It is self evident that high prices are another factor influencing the economic balance of
any innovative service system.

Last but not least perception related issues affect customer’s judgement over expected
benefits of a shift towards innovative service-based solutions. Reservations towards re-
mastered second hand spare parts for automobiles , traditional property-based use pat-
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terns in small companies, e.g. in case of transportation, or preferences for certain well
established business practices, e.g. face-to-face contacts as opposed to videoconferecing
, indicate the enormous significance of business tradition, ingrained habits, and attitudi-
nal variables.

Another important barrier is (the perceived) loss of control of close-to-core business acti-
vities, i.e. customer’s fear to be “locked in” in long term, sub-optimal contracts..

Furthermore, the empirical data indicates that the role of intermediaries  as gate-keepers
is  another important barrier in that they have to be trained in order to cope with the
marketing of new and more complex product-service combinations and to find more ap-
propriate ways to resale them to their customers. 

Since eco-efficient services very often go along with re-arranging value chains and re-
organising institutional arrangements sometimes including a redesign of property rights,
they may often generate substantial transaction costs comprising the costs for finding an
appropriate arrangement, for modifying the contract, and for monitoring its enforcement.

K.3.3.1 Role of Accounting Systems
One purpose the project is related to accounting systems, and, more specifically, to the
negative role that imprecise accounting systems can play in the development of eco-ef-
ficient producer services.

In the case of suppliers, some examples demonstrate the difficulty of accounting systems
to provide managers with accurate information especially when companies are mainly
manufacturers instead of service providers. In these cases, the shift from product to ser-
vice requires a change in company culture and, at the same time, a different information
management system. The accounting system has to deal for example with issues like:

• larger portion of post sale costs (and revenues), including for example costs for 
unexpected events, take back costs, maintenance costs, costs for upgrading, insur-
ance costs. 

• transaction costs: these are potentially massive and hidden in cases where a service 
is specifically designed for a single application.

• costs of customisation, apart from transaction costs, can be also relevant and difficult 
to assess. Accounting problems related to high flexibility and customisation are par-
ticularly severe for multinational manufacturers that have to ensure similar costs and 
prices all over the world and common accounting procedures

In the case of the demand-side, we can expect that clients, besides facing similar but op-
posite accounting problems to suppliers, also have the problem of understanding the
costs savings involved in service innovation and, consequently, comparing service relat-
ed cost with costs related to alternatives.
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K.3.3.2 Eco-efficient producer services and final consumer services
The claim that eco-efficient services are more likely to develop in the area of producer
services than provision of services to tertiary sectors and final consumers is difficult to
prove on the basis of available empirical data.This claim obviously relates to product-
service mixes suitable not only for business, but also for private households. 

K.3.4 Policy measures to overcome barriers to the development of eco-
efficient producer services
In general terms, one can conclude that policies that create an innovation-friendly busi-
ness environment for services and guarantee a high level of competition, combined with
a strict but also innovation-friendly environmental policy are likely to provide a milieu
in which eco-efficient producer services can flourish and rebound effects are minimised,
while stimulating employment as new services are developed.

The general policy level conclusion is based on the fact that service innovations – like
other kinds of innovation – can bring both eco-efficiency improvements and rebound
effects suggests to follow a double strategy of:

1.  facilitating service innovation and 

2. at the same time creating specific incentives and general framework conditions that 
favour environmental improvements.

K.3.4.1 Specific policy measures that would stimulate eco-efficient services
The project has analysed a broad range of examples of producer service innovation, of
which most have the potential to increase eco-efficiency. The policy implications have
been analysed for a number of the sub-types derived from the empirical data:

Product-services. There is an important gap between the high expectations raised by a
foreseen move of the manufacturing industry towards service offers, and the current low
incidence of such product-services. Examples are far from being abundant, and those
that can be identified are often not particularly successful commercially. It is advisable to:

• closely observe future developments and to create a solid statistical base

•  a discussion process should be facilitated for different sub-sectors of the manufac-
turing industry that involves the main sectorial players.

Energy services. The number of service offers by energy (specifically electricity) pro-
viders is increasing but they still are far from being a mainstream business. A high level
of competition and high energy prices have been identified as main factors to stimulate
the development of eco-efficient energy services. A number of suplementary measures
exist, for example the establishment of accreditation schemes for energy service provid-
ers, or stimulating the standardisation of service contracts.

Re-valorisation services. Re-cycling, re-use and other forms of re-valorisation can be
expected to be the key approach to increase eco-efficiency in the medium term. Public
policy can foster such developments by:
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• guaranteeing that environmental policy continues to be at the state -of-the-art inno-
vation-friendly

• science and technology policy can support the development of technologies to be 
used in re-valorisation

• infrastructure policies needs to ensure that the base for reverse logistics is developed 
in the transport and ICT infrastructure-related fields.

ICT services. It is often claimed that ICT-based services, for example videoconferencing
or remote electronic learning, can bring de-materialisation. The data in this project, how-
ever, do not confirm important such eco-efficiency gains yet. Also, the possibility of re-
bounds seems to be especially high for ICT-based services, and need to be considered
by policy-makers.

K.3.4.2 General policy measures that would support eco-efficient services
Environmental policy at the European and national levels pays currently only little atten-
tion to services. Generally, eco-efficient services are still in a pre-policy stage. In addition
to the specific measures for individual service types above, we have identified a number
of environmental policy instrument which can serve for the stimulation of eco-efficient
producer services:

Green public procurement. In areas such as energy performance services, fleet man-
agement, and even re-valorisation a considerable potential could be realized if public
institutions actively would stimulate the demand for eco-efficient services.

Environmental assessment of services. There is rapid progress in the area of assess-
ing the environmental impacts emanating from products, while there is limited experi-
ence in evaluating the ecological performance of services. The availability of reliable and
practicable environmental evaluation methods is also a pre-condition for green public
procurement or eco-labelling of eco-efficient services. R&D in this area would therefore
be beneficial.

Tools for communicating the environmental performance of services. Po l i cy
can contribute to expand the applicability of eco-labels (and in particular of third party
labelling schemes) to eco-efficient producer services,

Support for eco-design of services. Eco-design initiatives have traditionally focused
on products, but can also aim at service innovation.

K.3.5 The practical tools
The aim of the practical guidelines for companies is to help companies to identify op-
portunities for service innovation which can create both business and environmental
benefit. It is intended to support a half or whole day ‘innovation workshop’ which brings
people together from different parts of the organisation – and also includes external play-
ers such as customers – to identify possibilities for ‘win-win’ offerings. Its primary audi-
ence is the facilitator of such a workshop, but participants and others will also find it of
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benefit. The organisations which will derive the greatest benefit from the process are
likely to be:

• Manufacturers wishing to develop new service offerings to complement or replace 
current manufactured products, and whose markets are being significantly influ-
enced by environmental considerations

• Service organisations seeking new business opportunities in markets which are being 
influenced by environmental pressures.

The workbook focuses on one important area of innovation, that of developing services
which either replace, or are complementary to, products. This is of business importance
because, in the ‘new economy’, services typically carry higher margins, and have greater
sales potential, than products. It is also of environmental significance because services
can be more ‘dematerialised’ than products and/or can allow them to be used more ef-
ficiently, both of which produce benefits from reduced requirements for resources and
less pollution and waste. Indeed, much leading edge thinking about sustainability argues
that it can only be achieved by a substantial shift from energy and materially intensive
activities to ones which make greater use of human and artificial intelligence (as many
services do).

K.4  Scientific interest and novelty
The project has so proven capable of bridging the gap between the eco-efficiency/eco-
services literature with its different theoretical models, and the industry practices in eco-
service innovation. The latter have rarely described based on a thorough scientific, and
empirical methodology. Empirical research in the eco-efficient services area that aim to
provide practical and policy guidelines is limited. Many claims are in the form of inter-
esting but disconnected hypotheses, which were themselves prompted by a variety of
anecdotes propagated by industry representatives, among others. This project has
brought empirical evidence as well as empirically robust concepts to the research topic
of eco-efficient services. Such solid evidence should stimulate new ways of thinking. Fur-
ther, this assumption   ensures the validity of the conclusions, for policy formulation, as
well as for formulating practical business guidelines. 

K.5  Policy relevance
The project has had as a main objective to develop policy guidelines, cf. section K.3.4,
“Policy measures to overcome barriers to the development of eco-efficient producer ser-
vices”, on page 497.

K.6  Collaboration
The project was organsied to closely co-operate with established scientific authorities on
eco-services. Partners have continuously been engaged in collaboration with those to en-
sure the quality of the project’s output such as using a panel of experts to review the
intermediate results to prepare the final report (April, 2000).
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K.7  List of publications
All publications to date have been in the form of internal project reports by common
agreement. A publications policy for disseminating the results has been agreed upon by
the partners. The next section lists the proposed agreed activities.

K.7.1 In preparation

Articles in academic journals. T Two jointly authored articles are being prepared by
the project team.

Book on the outcome of the project. The project team is submitting a manuscript to
a recognised publisher.

Non-academic overview paper. Based on the project an executive overview report
aimed for wide dissemination in electronic form is being produced by the project team.
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